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Preface
Analysis and abatement of air pollution involve a variety of technical disciplines. For-
mation of the most prevalent pollutants occurs during the combustion process, a tightly
coupled system involving fluid flow, mass and energy transport, and chemical kinetics.
Its complexity is exemplified by the fact that, in many respects, the simplest hydrocarbon
combustion, the methane-oxygen flame, has been quantitatively modeled only within
the last several years. Nonetheless, the development of combustion modifications aimed
at minimizing the formation of the unwanted by-products of burning fuels requires an
understanding of the combustion process. Fuel may be available in solid, liquid, or
gaseous form; it may be mixed with the air ahead of time or only within the combustion
chamber; the chamber itself may vary from the piston and cylinder arrangement in an
automobile engine to a lO-story-high boiler in the largest power plant; the unwanted by-
products may remain as gases, or they may, upon cooling, form small particles.
The only effective way to control air pollution is to prevent the release of pollutants
at the source. Where pollutants are generated in combustion, modifications to the com-
bustion process itself, for example in the manner in which the fuel and air are mixed,
can be quite effective in reducing their formation. Most situations, whether a combustion
or an industrial process, however, require some degree of treatment of the exhaust gases
before they are released to the atmosphere. Such treatment can involve intimately con-
tacting the effluent gases with liquids or solids capable of selectively removing gaseous
pollutants or, in the case of particulate pollutants, directing the effluent flow through a
device in which the particles are captured on surfaces.
The study of the generation and control of air pollutants can be termed air pollution
engineering and is the subject of this book. Our goal here is to present a rigorous and
fundamental analysis of the production of air pollutants and their control. The book is
xi
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intended for use at the senior or first-year graduate level in chemical, civil, environ-
mental, and mechanical engineering curricula. We assume that the student has had basic
first courses in thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, and heat transfer. The material treated
in the book can serve as the subject of either a full-year or a one-term course, depending
on the choice of topics covered.
In the first chapter we introduce the concept of air pollution engineering and sum-
marize those species classified as air pollutants. Chapter 1 also contains four appendices
that present certain basic material that will be called upon later in the book. This material
includes chemical kinetics, the basic equations of heat and mass transfer, and some
elementary ideas from probability and turbulence.
Chapter 2 is'a basic treatment of combustion, including its chemistry and the role
of mixing processes and flame structure. Building on the foundation laid in Chapter 2,
we present in Chapter 3 a comprehensive analysis of the formation of gaseous pollutants
in combustion. Continuing in this vein, Chapter 4 contains a thorough treatment of the
internal combustion engine, including its principles of operation and the mechanisms of
formation of pollutants therein. Control methods based on combustion modification are
discussed in both Chapters 3 and 4.
Particulate matter (aerosols) constitutes the second major category of air pollutants
when classified on the basis of physical state. Chapter 5 is devoted to an introduction to
aerosols and principles of aerosol behavior, including the mechanics of particles in flow-
ing fluids, the migration of particles in external force fields, Brownian motion of small
particles, size distributions, coagulation, and formation of new particles from the vapor
by homogeneous nucleation. Chapter 6 then treats the formation of particles in combus-
tion processes.
Chapters 7 and 8 present the basic theories of the removal of particulate and gas-
eous pollutants, respectively, from effluent streams. We cover all the major air pollution
control operations, such as gravitational and centrifugal deposition, electrostatic precip-
itation, filtration, wet scrubbing, gas absorption and adsorption, and chemical reaction
methods. Our goal in these two chapters, above all, is to carefully derive the basic
equations governing the design of the control methods. Limited attention is given to
actual equipment specification, although with the material in Chapters 7 and 8 serving
as a basis, one will be able to proceed to design handbooks for such specifications.
Chapters 2 through 8 treat air pollution engineering from a process-by-process
point of view. Chapter 9 views the air pollution control problem for an entire region or
airshed. To comply with national ambient air quality standards that prescribe, on the
basis of health effects, the maximum atmospheric concentration level to be attained in a
region, it is necessary for the relevant governmental authority to specify the degree to
which the emissions from each of the sources in the region must be controlled. Thus it
is generally necessary to choose among many alternatives that may lead to the same total
quantity of emission over the region. Chapter 9 establishes a framework by which an
optimal air pollution control plan for an airshed may be determined. In short, we seek
the least-cost combination of abatement measures that meets the necessary constraint
that the total emissions not exceed those required to meet an ambient air quality standard.
Once pollutants are released into the atmosphere, they are acted on by a variety of
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chemical and physical phenomena. The atmospheric chemistry and physics of air pol-
lution is indeed a rich arena, encompassing the disciplines of chemistry, meteorology,
fluid mechanics, and aerosol science. As noted above, the subject matter of the present
book ends at the stack (or the tailpipe); those readers desiring a treatment of the atmo-
spheric behavior of air pollutants are referred to J. H. Seinfeld, Atmospheric Chemistry
and Physics ofAir Pollution (Wiley-Interscience, New York, 1986).
We wish to gratefully acknowledge David Huang, Carol Jones, Sonya Kreiden-
weis, Ranajit Sahu, and Ken Wolfenbarger for their assistance with calculations in the
book.
Finally, to Christina Conti, our secretary and copy editor, who, more than anyone
else, kept safe the beauty and precision of language as an effective means of commu-
nication, we owe an enormous debt of gratitude. She nurtured this book as her own;
through those times when the task seemed unending, she was always there to make the
road a little smoother.
R. C. Flagan
J. H. Seinfeld
FUNDAMENTALS
OF AIR POLLUTION
ENGINEERING
1Air Pollution Engineering
The phenomenon of air pollution involves a sequence of events: the generation of pol-
lutants at and their release from a source; their transport and transfonnation in and re-
moval from the atmosphere; and their effects on human beings, materials, and ecosys-
tems. Because it is generally either economically infeasible or technically impossible to
design processes for absolutely zero emissions of air pollutants, we seek to control the
emissions to a level such that effects are either nonexistent or minimized.
We can divide the study of air pollution into three obviously overlapping but some-
what distinct areas:
1. The generation and control of air pollutants at their source. This first area involves
everything that occurs before the pollutant is released "up the stack" or "out the
tailpipe. "
2. The transport, dispersion, chemical transfonnation in, and removal of species from
the atmosphere. This second area thus includes all the chemical and physical pro-
cesses that take place between the point of emission and ultimate removal from
the atmosphere.
3. The effects of air pollutants on human beings, animals, materials, vegetation, crops,
and forest and aquatic ecosystems, including the measurement of gaseous and par-
ticulate species.
An air pollution control strategy for a region is a specification of the allowable
levels of pollutant emissions from sources. To fonnulate such a strategy it is necessary
to be able to estimate the atmospheric fate of the emissions, and thus the ambient con-
centrations, so that these concentrations can be compared with those considered to give
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rise to adverse effects. The ultimate mix of control actions and devices employed to
achieve the allowable levels might then be decided on an economic basis. Therefore,
the formulation of an air pollution control strategy for a region involves a critical feed-
back from area 3 to area 1. Consequently, all three of the areas above are important in
air pollution abatement planning.
A comprehensive treatment of each of these three areas is beyond the scope of a
single book, however. The present book is devoted to an in-depth analysis of the gen-
eration and control of air pollutants at their source, which we refer to as air pollution
engineering.
1.1 AIR POLLUTANTS
Table 1.1 summarizes species classified as air pollutants. By and large our focus in this
book is on the major combustion-generated compounds, such as the oxides of nitrogen,
sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons, and particulate matter. Table
1.2 provides a list of the most prevalent hydrocarbons identified in ambient air, and
Table 1.3 lists potentially toxic atmospheric organic species.
1.1.1 Oxides of Nitrogen
Nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (N02) are the two most important nitrogen oxide
air pollutants. They are frequently lumped together under the designation NOx , although
analytical techniques can distinguish clearly between them. Of the two, N02 is the more
toxic and irritating compound.
Nitric oxide is a principal by-product of combustion processes, arising from the
high-temperature reaction between N2 and O2 in the combustion air and from the oxi-
dation of organically bound nitrogen in certain fuels such as coal and oil. The oxidation
of N2 by the O2 in combustion air occurs primarily through the two reactions
N2 + ° -- NO + N
N + O2 -- NO + °
known as the Zeldovich mechanism. The first reaction above has a relatively high acti-
vation energy, due to the need to break the strong N2 bond. Because of the high acti-
vation energy, the first reaction is the rate-limiting step for NO production, proceeds at
a somewhat slower rate than the combustion of the fuel, and is highly temperature sen-
sitive. Nitric oxide formed via this route is referred to as thermal-NOr The second major
mechanism for NO formation in combustion is by the oxidation of organically bound
nitrogen in the fuel. For example, number 6 residual fuel oil contains 0.2 to 0.8% by
weight bound nitrogen, and coal typically contains 1 to 2 %, a portion of which is con-
verted to NOx during combustion. (The remainder is generally converted to N2.) Nitric
oxide formed in this manner is referred to as fuel-NOr
Mobile combustion and fossil-fuel power generation are the two largest anthro-
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pogenic sources of NOr In addition, industrial processes and agricultural operations
produce minor quantities. Emissions are generally reported as though the compound
being emitted were N02. This method of presentation serves the purpose of allowing
ready comparison of different sources and avoids the difficulty in interpretation associ-
ated with different ratios of NO /N02being emitted by different sources. Table 1.4 gives
NO /NOx ratios of various types of sources. We see that, although NO is the dominant
NOx compound emitted by most sources, N02 fractions from sources do vary somewhat
with source type. Once emitted, NO can be oxidized quite effectively to N02 in the
atmosphere through atmospheric reactions, although we will not treat these reactions
here. Table 1.5 gives estimated U.S. emissions of NOx in 1976 according to source
category. Utility boilers represent about 50% of all stationary source NOx emissions in
the United States. As a result, utility boilers have received the greatest attention in past
NOx regulatory strategies and are expected to be emphasized in future plans to attain
and maintain NOx ambient air quality standards.
1.1.2 Sulfur Oxides
Sulfur dioxide (S02) is formed from the oxidation of sulfur contained in fuel as well as
from certain industrial processes that utilize sulfur-containing compounds. Anthropo-
genic emissions of S02 result almost exclusively from stationary point sources. Esti-
mated annual emissions of S02 in the United States in 1978 are given in Table 1.6. A
small fraction of sulfur oxides is emitted as primary sulfates, gaseous sulfur trioxide
(S03), and sulfuric acid (H2S04), It is estimated that, by volume, over 90% of the total
U.S. sulfur oxide emissions are in the form of S02, with primary sulfates accounting for
the other 10%.
Stationary fuel combustion (primarily utility and industrial) and industrial pro-
cesses (primarily smelting) are the main S02 sources. Stationary fuel combustion in-
cludes all boilers, heaters, and furnaces found in utilities, industry, and commercial!
institutional and residential establishments. Coal combustion has traditionally been the
largest stationary fuel combustion source, although industrial and residential coal use
has declined. Increased coal use by electric utilities, however, has offset this decrease.
S02 emissions from electric utilities account for more than half of the U. S. total. A more
detailed breakdown of U.S. sulfur oxide emissions in 1978 is given in Table 1.7.
1.1.3 Organic Compounds
Tables 1.2 and 1.3 list a number of airborne organic compounds. Organic air pollutants
are sometimes divided according to volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and particulate
organic compounds (POCs), although there are some species that will actually be dis-
tributed between the gaseous and particulate phases. The emission of unburned or par-
tially burned fuel from combustion processes and escape of organic vapors from indus-
trial operations are the major anthropogenic sources of organic air pollutants.
A major source of airborne organic compounds is the emissions from motor ve-
TABLE 1.1 AIR POLLUTANTS
Physical properties Concentration levels" Anthropogenic sources Natural sources
S02 Colorless gas with irritating, Global background concentration Fuel combustion in Atmospheric oxidation of
pungent odor; detectable levels in the range 0.04 to 6 ppb; stationary sources; organic sulfides
by taste at levels of 0.3 to hourly averaged maximum industrial process
I ppm; highly soluble in concentrations in urban areas emissions; metal and
water (10.5 g/lOO cm' at have occasionally exceeded I petroleum refining
293 K) ppm
H2S Colorless, flammable gas; Global background about 3 p.g Kraft pulp mills; natural gas Biological decay processes;
highly toxic; m-'; urban levels have been and petroleum refining; volcanoes and geothermal
characteristic rotten egg observed as large as 390 p.g m-, rayon and nylon activities
odor manufacture; coke ovens
NO Colorless, odorless gas; Global background level from 10 to Combustion Bacterial action; natural
nonflammable and slightly 100 ppt; urban levels have been combustion processes;
soluble in water; toxic observed as large as 500 ppb lightning
N02 Reddish-orange-brown gas Global background level from 10 to Combustion
with sharp, pungent odor; 500 ppt; urban concentrations
toxic and highly have reached values exceeding
corrosive; absorbs light 500 ppb
over much of the visible
spectrum
NH, Colorless gas with pungent Global background level of I ppb; Combustion Bacterial decomposition of
odor; detectable at urban concentrations in range of amino acids in organic
concentrations exceeding 5 ppb waste
500 ppm; highly soluble
in water
CO2 Colorless, odorless, Global background concentration Combustion of fossil fuels
nontoxic gas moderately has increased from 290 ppm in
soluble in water 1900 to about 345 ppm in 1985
co
Nonmethane
hydrocarbons
(see Table
1.2)
Colorless, odorless,
flammable, toxic gas,
slightly soluble in water
Colorless, toxic gas, slightly
soluble in water
Global average concentration of
0.09 ppm; concentrations in
northern hemisphere are about
twice those in southern
hemisphere; urban levels in the
vicinity of heavily traveled
roadways can exceed 100 ppm
Global background concentrations
range from 20 to 60 ppb;
polluted urban levels range from
100 to 500 ppb
Global background concentrations
range from 10 to 20 ppb;
polluted urban levels range from
500 to 1200 ppb
Combustion of fossil fuels
No primary sources; formed
as a secondary pollutant
from atmospheric
reactions involving
hydrocarbons and oxides
of nitrogen
Incomplete combustion;
industrial sources
Atmospheric oxidation of
methane and other
biogenic hydrocarbons
Natural tropospheric
chemistry; transport from
stratosphere to
troposphere
Vegetation
"Two concentration units that are commonly used in reporting atmospheric species abundances are p.g m- 3 and parts per million by volume (ppm). Parts per million
by volume is not really a concentration but a dimensionless volume fraction, although it is widely referred to as a "concentration." Parts per million by volume
may be expressed as
"concentration" of species i in ppm = S X 106
C
where c, and c are moles/volume of species i and air, respectively, at p and T. Given a pollutant mass concentration m, expressed in p.g m- 3
10-6 m,
c,=~
where M, is the molecular weight of species i and c = p / RT. Thus the "concentration" of a species in ppm is related to that in p.g m-3 by
RT
"concentration" of species i in ppm = - X concentration in p.g m- 3
pM,
Parts per billion by volume (ppb) is just (c,/c) X 109.
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TABLE 1.2 HYDROCARBONS IDENTIFIED IN AMBIENT AIR
Carbon
number
2
3
4
5
6
Compound
Methane
Ethane
Ethylene
Acetylene
Propane
Propylene
Propadiene
Methylacetylene
Butane
Isobutane
I-Butene
cis-2-Butene
trans-2-Butene
Isobutene
1,3-Butadiene
Pentane
Isopentane
I-Pentene
cis-2-Pentene
trans-2-Pentene
2-Methyl-I-butene
2-Methyl-I,3-butadiene
Cyclopentane
Cyclopentene
Isoprene
Hexane
2-Methylpentane
3-MethyIpentane
2,2-DimethyIbutane
Carbon
number
7
8
9
10
Compound
2,3-DimethyIbutane
cis-2-Hexene
trans-2-Hexene
cis-3-Hexene
trans-3-Hexene
2-Methyl-I-pentene
4-Methyl-I-pentene
4-Methyl-2-pentene
Benzene
Cyclohexane
Methylcyclopentane
2-MethyIhexane
3-Methylhexane
2,3-Dimethylpentane
2,4-DimethyIpentane
Toluene
2,2,4-Trimethylpentane
Ethylbenzene
a-Xylene
m-Xylene
p-Xylene
m-Ethy!toluene
p-Ethyltoluene
1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene
1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene
sec-Butylbenzene
a-Pinene
~-Pinene
3-Carene
Limonene
hicles. Motor vehicle emissions consist of unburned fuel, * in the form of organic com-
pounds; oxides of nitrogen, in the form primarily of nitric oxide; carbon monoxide; and
particulate matter. Since motor vehicle emissions vary with driving mode (idle, accel-
erate, decelerate, cruise), to obtain a single representative emission figure for a vehicle,
it is run through a so-called driving cycle in which different driving modes are attained
*Gasoline is the 313 to 537 K fraction from petroleum distillation and contains approximately 2000
compounds. These include C. to C9 paraffins, olefins, and aromatics. Typical compositions vary from 4%
olefins and 48% aromatics to 22% olefins and 20% aromatics. Unleaded fuel has a higher aromatic content
than leaded fuel.
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TABLE 1.3 POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS
Chemical name
Halomethanes
Methyl chloride
Methyl bromide
Methyl iodide
Methylene chloride
Chloroform
Carbon tetrachloride
Haloethanes and halopropanes
EthyI chloride
1,2-Dichloroethane
1,2-Dibromoethane
i ,1, I-Trichloroethane
1,1,2-Trichloroethane
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane
1,2-Dichloropropane
Chloroalkenes
Vinylidene chloride
Trichloroethylene
Tetrachloroethylene
AllyI chloride
Hexachloro-I,3-butadiene
Chloroaromatics
Monochlorobenzene
a-Chlorotoluene
0-Dichlorobenzene
m-Dichlorobenzene
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene
Aromatic hydrocarbon
Benzene
Oxygenated and nitrogenated species
Formaldehyde
Phosgene
PeroxyacetyI nitrate (PAN)
Peroxypropionyl nitrate (PPN)
Acrylonitrile
Chemical formula
CH3C1
CH3Br
CH31
CH2CI2
CHCI3
CCI.
C2H3C1
CH2C1CH2C1
CH2BrCH2Br
CH3CCl3
CH2CICHCI2
CHCI2CHCI2
CH2CICHCICH3
CH2=CCl,
CHCI=CCl2
CCI2 =CCI2
CICH2CH=CH2
CI2C=CCI-CCI=CCl2
C6HsCI
CoHsCH2C1
o-C6H.Cl2
m-C6H.CI2
1,2,4-C6H 3CI3
HCHO
COCl2
CH3COOON02
CH3CH2COOON02
CH""CN
Toxicity"
BM
BM
SC, BM
BM
SC, BM
SC, NBM
SC, BM
SC
WeakBM
SC,NBM
SC, BM
BM
SC, BM
SC,BM
SC
SC
BM
BM
SC
SC, BM
Phytotoxic
Phytotoxic
SC
Average
concentrationb
(ppt)
788
141
2.7
978
346
221
100
558
32
512
29
10
60
19
143
401
<5
5
280
<5
12
6
5
3,883
14,200
<20
589
103
"BM; positive mutagenic activity based on Ames salmonella mutagenicity test (bacterial mutagens); NBM,
not found to be mutagenic in the Ames salmonella test (not bacterial mutagens); SC, suspected carcino-
gens.
b Average from 2 weeks of measurements in Houston, St. Louis, Denver, and Riverside.
Source: Singh et al. (1981).
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TABLE 1.4 NO/NOx RATIOS IN EMISSIONS FROM
VARIOUS SOURCE TYPES
Chap. 1
Source type
Industrial boilers
Natural gas
Coal
No.6 fuel oil
Motor vehicle
Internal combustion engine
Diesel-powered car
Diesel-powered truck and bus
Uncontrolled tail gas from nitric acid plant
Petroleum refinery heater: natural gas
Gas turbine electrical generator: No.2 fuel oil
NO/NOx
0.90-1.0
0.95-1.0
0.96-1.0
0.99-1.0
0.77-1.0"
0.73-0.98
-0.50
0.93-1.0
0.55-1.0b
"The lower limit is for idle conditions; the higher for 50 mi/hr (80.5
km h- 1).
hThe lower limit is for no load; the higher for full load.
Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (l982a).
for prescribed periods. The driving cycle is carried out in the laboratory on a device
called a dynamometer that offers the same resistance to the engine as actual road driving.
Three different driving cycles have been employed in emissions testing: the Fed-
eral Test Procedure (FTP), a cycle reflecting a mix of low and high speeds; the New
York City Cycle (NYCC), a low-speed cycle to represent city driving; and the Crowded
Urban Expressway (CUE) cycle, representative of high-speed driving. The average cycle
speeds of the three cycles are: FTP-19.56 mi/hr (31.5 kIn h- 1 ); NYCC-7.07 mi/hr
(11.4 kIn h- 1); CUE-34.79 mi/hr (56.0 kIn h- 1 ). Emissions of all pollutants are
generally larger for the lower-speed cycles.
1 .1.4 Particulate Matter
Particulate matter refers to everything emitted in the form of a condensed (liquid or solid)
phase. Table 1.7 gives the total estimated U.S. particulate matter emissions in 1978,
and Table 1.8 presents a summary of the chemical characteristics of uncontrolled par-
ticulate emissions from typical air pollution sources.
In utili~y and industrial use, coal and, to a lesser extent, oil combustion contribute
most of the particulate (and sulfur oxides) emissions. Coal is a slow-burning fuel with
a relatively high ash (incombustible inorganic) content. Coal combustion particles con-
sist primarily of carbon, silica (Si02), alumina (AI20 3), and iron oxide (FeO and Fez0 3).
In contrast to coal, oil is a fast-burning, low-ash fuel. The low ash content results in
formation of less particulate matter, but the sizes of particles formed in oil combustion
are generally smaller than those of particles from coal combustion. Oil combustion par-
ticulate matter contains cadmium, cobalt, copper, nickel, and vanadium.
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TABLE 1.5 ESTIMATED ANTHROPOGENIC NOx
EMISSIONS IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1976
(106 metric tons / yr, expressed as N02 )a
Source category
9
Transportation
Highway vehicles
Nonhighway vehicles
Stationary fuel combustion
Electric utilities
Industrial
Residential, commercial, and institutional
Industrial processes
Chemicals
Petroleum refining
Metals
Mineral products
Oil and gas production and marketing
Industrial organic solvent use
Other processes
Solid waste disposal
Miscellaneous
Forest wildfires and managed burning
Agricultural burning
Coal refuse burning
Structural fires
Miscellaneous organic solvent use
10.1
7.8
2.3
11.8
6.6
4.5
0.7
0.7
0.3
0.3
o
0.1
Ob
o
o
0.1
0.3
0.2
o
0.1
o
_0_
23.0
a One metric ton = 103 kg.
b A zero entry indicates emissions of less than 50,000 metric tons/yr.
Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (l982a).
TABLE 1.6 ESTIMATED
ANTHROPOGENIC S02 EMISSIONS IN
THE UNITED STATES IN 1978
(106 metric tons/yr)
Source category
Stationary fuel combustion
Industrial processes
Transportation
Source: U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency (l982b).
22.1
4.1
~
27.0
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TABLE 1.7 ESTIMATED ANTHROPOGENIC SULFUR OXIDE AND PARTICULATE
MATTER EMISSIONS FROM STATIONARY SOURCES IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1978
(103 metric tons/yr)
Source category Sulfur oxides
Particulate
matter
Fuel combustion
Utility
Coal
Oil
Gas
Industrial
Coal
Oil
Gas
Other fuels"
Commercial/institutional
Coal
Oil
Gas
Residential
Coal
Oil
Gas
Industrial processes
Metals
Iron and steel
Primary smelting
Iron foundries
Other
Mineral products
Cement
Asphalt
Lime
Crushed rock
Other
Petroleum
Refining
Natural gas production
Chemical
Sulfuric acid
Other
Other
Grain processing
Pulp and paper
Other
Solid waste disposal
15,900 2,350
1,720 140
0 10
1,890 700
1,150 90
0 40
150 280
40 20
900 60
0 10
60 20
260 20
0 30
110 830
1,960 480
0 140
0 120
670 780
0 150
0 150
0 1,340
30 910
900 70
140 0
220 0
0 190
0 730
80 240
0 60
__0 ~
26,180 10,460
"Primarily wood/bark waste.
Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (l982b).
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Major industrial process sources of particulate matter include the metals, mineral
products, petroleum, and chemicals industries. Iron and steel and primary smelting op-
erations are the most significant emission sources in the metals industry. The iron and
steel industry involves coke, iron, and steel production, each of which is a source of
particulate emissions. The primary metals industry includes the smelting of copper, lead,
and zinc, along with aluminum production. Sulfur in unprocessed ores is converted to
S02 during smelting, with a relatively small portion emitted as particulate sulfate and
sulfuric acid. Emissions from the mineral products industry result from the production
of portland cement, asphalt, crushed rock, lime, glass, gypsum, brick, fiberglass, phos-
phate rock, and potash. The particles emitted from crushing, screening, conveying,
grinding, and loading operations tend to be larger than 15 p.m.
1.2 AIR POLLUTION LEGISLATION IN THE UNITED STATES
The 1970 Clean Air Act Amendments* was a major piece of legislation that in many
respects first put teeth into air pollution control in the United States. A major goal of
the Act was to achieve clean air by 1975. The Act required the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to establish National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)-both
primary standards (to protect public health) and secondary standards (to protect public
welfare). The Act also required states to submit State Implementation Plans (SIPs) for
attaining and maintaining the national primary standards within three years.
Automobile emissions were arbitrarily set at a 90% reduction from the 1970 (for
CO and hydrocarbons) or 1971 (for NOx ) model year emissions to be achieved by 1975
(or 1976 for NOx )' Since there was no proven way to achieve these goals when the law
was enacted, the industry was in effect forced to develop new technology to meet the
standards by a certain deadline. This has been called "technology-forcing legislation."
Emissions standards were to be written by the EPA for certain new industrial plants.
These New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) represented national standards that
were to be implemented and enforced by each state.
The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 incorporated a number of modifications
and additions to the 1970 Act, although it retained the basic philosophy of federal man-
agement with state implementation. In this Act, the EPA was required to review and
update, as necessary, air quality criteria and regulations as of January 1, 1980 and at
five-year intervals thereafter. A new aspect was included for "prevention of significant
deterioration" (PSD) of air quality in regions cleaner than the NAAQS. Prior to the
1977 Amendments it was theoretically possible to locate air pollution sources in such
regions and pollute clean air up to the limits of the ambient standards. However, the Act
defined class 1 (pristine) areas, class 2 (almost all other areas), and class 3 (industrial-
ized) areas. Under the PSD provisions, the ambient concentrations of pollutants will be
*The original Clean Air Act was passed in 1963.
TABLE 1.8 CHARACTERISTICS OF UNCONTROLLED PARTICULATE EMISSIONS
Particle size
(weight % less than stated size) Chemical composition
Source category
Fuel combustion
Utility
Coal
Oil
Industrial
Oil
Gas
Commercial/institutional/
residential
Oil
Gas
Industrial processes
Metals
Iron and steel
15-90
95
2.5 I'm
5-70
70-95
35-99
1-15
5-20
65-95
100
100
30-95
Major elements and compounds
AI, Ca, Fe, Si, sulfates, organics
AI, Ca, Fe, Mg, Na, sulfates, organics
AI, Fe, Mg, Si, sulfates, organics
CI, Na, sulfates, organics
AI, Ca, Mg, Zn, sulfates
CI, Na, sulfates, organics
AI, C, Ca, Cr, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Pb,
Si, Zn, sulfates, organics
Trace elements
(less than I % by weight)
As, B, Ba, Be, Cd, Cl, Co, Cr, Cu, F,
Hg, K, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, P, Pb, S,
Se, Ti, V, Zn, Zr
As, Ba, Br, Co, Cr, Cu, K, Mn, Mo,
Ni, Pb, Se, Sr, Ti, V
As, Ba, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Hg, K,
Mo, Ni, Pb, Se, Sr, Ti, V, Zn
As, Ba, Cd, Cr, Cu, Hg, K, Ni, Pb,
Sb, C
Ag, As, Br, Cd, Cs, Cu, F, I, Mo, Ni,
Rb, Se, Sn, Sr, V, Zr
...
Co)
Primary aluminum 90 75 35-45 AI, C, Ca, F, Fe, Na
Primary copper 20-95 70 CU,Pb, S, Zn Ag, AI, As, Cd, Hg, Sb, Se, Si, Te
Primary lead 80 Pb, Zn As, Cd, Se, Te
Primary zinc 90-98 Cd,Fe,Pb,S,Zn Cu, Hg, Mn, Sn
Iron foundries 70-95 65-90 65
Mineral products
Cement 80 30 5-30 AI, C, Ca, CI, K, Mg, Na, Si, Ag, Ba, Cd, Cr, Cu, F, Fe, Mn, Mo,
carbonates, sulfates Ni, Pb, Rb, Se, Ti, Zn
Asphalt 10-15 1-2 <1 AI, C, Ca, Fe, K, Mg, Si, sulfates Ag, As, Ba, Cr, Ti2
Lime 25-50 5 Ca, Fe, Mg, Se, Si, carbonates
Gypsum 20 AI, C, Ca, Mg, Na, sulfates As, Ba, Br, Cd, Cl, Cr, Cu, Fe, K,
Mn, Mo, Ni, Pb, Se, Sr, Y, Zn
Crushed rock 1-2 Ca, Si, P Ba, Cu, Fe, K, Mn, Sr
Petroleum 50-90 Asphalt, coke dust, sulfuric acid mist,
fly ash, soot
Chemicals
Sulfuric acid 40-95 10-55 Sulfuric acid mist
Others
Grain processing 15 I 0 Organics
Pulp and paper 90-95 70-80 Ca, Mg, Na, carbonates, sulfates
Solid-waste disposal
incinerators 45 35
Source: U .S. Environmental Protection Agency (l982b) .
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allowed to rise very little in class 1 areas, by specified amounts in class 2 areas, and by
larger amounts in class 3 areas.
The 1977 Amendments also addressed the issue of nonattainment areas: those areas
of the country that were already in violation of one or more of the NAAQS. The law
appeared to prohibit any more emissions whatsoever and thus seemed as if it would
prevent any further growth in industry or commerce in these areas. However, subsequent
interpretations by EPA led to a policy known as emissions offset that allowed a new
source to be constructed in a nonattainment area provided that its emissions were offset
by simultaneous reductions in emissions from existing sources.
Emissions standards for automobiles were delayed, and the standard for NOx was
permanently relaxed from the original goals of the 1970 Act. CO and hydrocarbon stan-
dards were set at a 90% reduction from the 1970 model year to 3.4 g/mi for CO and
0.41 g/mi for hydrocarbons to be achieved by the 1981 model year. The required NOx
reduction was relaxed to 1 g/mi by the 1982 model year, representing a reduction from
about 5.5 g/mi in 1970. Standards were also proposed for heavy-duty vehicles such as
trucks and buses.
Two types of air pollution standards emerged from the legislation. The first type
is ambient air quality standards, those that deal with concentrations of pollutants in the
outdoor atmosphere. The second type is source performance standards, those that apply
to emissions of pollutants from specific sources. Ambient air quality standards are al-
ways expressed in concentrations such as micrograms per cubic meter or parts per mil-
lion; whereas source performance standards are written in terms of mass emissions per
unit of time or unit of production, such as grams per minute or kilograms of pollutant
per ton of product.
Table 1.9 presents the current National Ambient Air Quality Standards. Some
states, such as California, have set their own standards, some of which are stricter than
those listed in the table. New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) are expressed as
mass emission rates for specific pollutants from specific sources. These standards are
TABLE 1.9 NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS (PRIMARY)
Pollutant Averaging time Primary standard
Sulfur dioxide Annual average 80 I'g m- 3
24 h 365 I'g m- 3
Nitogen dioxide Annual average 100 I'g m- 3
Carbon monoxide 8h 10 mg m- 3
1 h 40 mg m- 3
Ozone I h 0.12 ppm (235 I'g m-3)
Particulate matter (PM 10)" Annual geometric mean 50l'g m- 3
24 h 150 I'g m- 3
a See the text.
Source: 40 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) 50, 1982.
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generally derived from field tests at a number of industrial plants. A separate category
of standards for emissions from point sources has been created for hazardous air pollu-
tants, such as beryllium, mercury, vinyl chloride, benzene, and asbestos.
The particulate matter entry in Table 1.9 requires some explanation. After a pe-
riodic review of the National Ambient Air Quality Standards and a revision of the Health
and Welfare Criteria as required in the 1977 Clean Air Act Amendments, the EPA pro-
posed in 1987 the following relative to the particulate matter standard:
1. That total suspended particulate matter (TSP) as an indicator for particulate matter
be replaced for both the primary standards, that is, the annual geometric mean and
the 24-hour average, by a new indicator that includes only those particles with an
aerodynamic diameter smaller than or equal to a nominal 10 JLm (PM IO )
2. That the level of the 24-hour primary standard be 150 JLg m-3 and the detenninistic
fonn of the standard be replaced with a statistical fonn that pennits one expected
exceedance of the standard level per year
3. That the level of the annual primary standard be 50 JLg m-3, expressed as an
expected annual arithmetic mean
EPA also proposed in the Federal Register to revise its regulations governing State
Implementation Plans to account for revisions to the NAAQS for TSP and PM IO • Under
the Act, each state must adopt and submit an SIP that provides for attainment and main-
tenance of the new or revised standards within nine months after the promulgation of an
NAAQS. The revision authorizes the EPA Administrator to extend the deadline for up
to 18 months as necessary.
Table 1.10 gives some selected New Source Perfonnance Standards. The uncon-
trolled emission rates for a variety of processes can be estimated from the data available
in the EPA publication generally referred to as AP-42, "Compilation of Air Pollutant
Emission Factors" (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1977).
1.3 ATMOSPHERIC CONCENTRATION UNITS
We note from Table 1.8 that two concentration units that are commonly used in reporting
atmospheric species abundance are JLg m- 3 and parts per million by volume (ppm). Parts
per million by volume is just
where ci and c are moles per volume of species i and air, respectively, at pressure p and
temperature T. Note that in spite of the widespread reference to it as a concentration,
parts per million by volume is not really a concentration but a dimensionless volume
fraction.
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TABLE 1.10 SOME NEW SOURCE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS (NSPS)
Steam electric power plants
Particulate matter
NO,
Gaseous fuel
Liquid fuel
Coal
S02
Gas or liquid fuel
Coal
Solid waste incinerators: particulate matter
Sewage sludge incinerators: particulate matter
Iron and steel plants: particulate matter
Primary copper smelters
Particulate matter
S02
a Dry standard cubic meter.
Source: 40 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) 60, 1982.
13 g!106 kJ
86 g! 106 kJ
130 g! 106 kJ
260 g!106 kJ
86 g! 106 kJ
At least 70% removal
depending on conditions
0.18 g! dscm" corrected
to 12 % CO2 (3~hr average)
0.65 g!kg sludge input (dry
basis)
50 mg!dscm"
50 mg!dscm"
0.065% by volume
Given a pollutant mass concentration Tn; expressed in /-tg m-3,
10-6 Tn;
M;
where M; is the molecular weight of species i and c = p / RT. Thus
RT
concentration of species i in ppm = -- X concentration in /-tg m-3
pM;
If T is in kelvin and p in pascal, then (see Table 1.15 forthe value of the gas law constant
R)
8.314T
concentration of species i in ppm = --- X concentration in /-tg m- 3
, pM;
Example 1.1 Conversion between Parts per Million and Micrograms per Cubic Meter
Confinn the relation between ppm and fJ.g m- 3 for ozone given in Table 1.9 at T = 298 K
and p = I atm (1.0133 X 105 Pa)
.. 3 pMi . •
concentratiOn III fJ.g m - = --- X concentration III ppm
8.314T
(1.0133 X 105 )(48)
-'-------,------'----'--'- X O. 12
8.314(298)
= 235.6 fJ.g m- 3
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The 24-hour S02 NAAQS is 365 p.g m- 3. Convert this to ppm at the same temper-
ature and pressure.
. . (8.314)(298)
concentratIOn In ppm = (1.0133 X 105)(64) X 365
= 0.139 ppm
1.4 THE APPENDICES TO THIS CHAPTER
Analysis of the generation and control of air pollutants at the source, air pollution en-
gineering, requires a basis of thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, heat and mass transfer,
and chemical kinetics. This chapter concludes with five appendices, the first four of
which provide some basic material on chemical kinetics, heat and mass transfer, prob-
ability, and turbulence that will be called upon in later chapters. Appendix E presents
the units that will be used throughout the book.
APPENDIX A CHEMICAL KINETICS
Chemical kinetics is concerned with the mechanisms and rates of chemical reactions. A
single chemical reaction among S species, AI> A2 , ••• , As, can be written as
s
~ viAi = 0
i=1
(A. I)
where the stoichiometric coefficient V; is positive (by convention) for the products and
negative for the reactants. For example, the reaction
is written in the form of (A. 1) as
} = 1,2, ... ,R
If there are R chemical reactions, we denote them by
s
~ vijA; = 0
;=1
(A.2)
where vij is the stoichiometric coefficient of species i in reaction}.
Let R; be the rate of generation of species i by chemical reaction (g-moles i m- 3
s-I), and let rj be the rate of reaction} (g-mol m- 3 S-I ). Then in a closed system,
i = 1,2, ... , S (A.3)
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i, I = 1,2, ... ,S; j = 1,2, ... ,R (A.4)
which also implies that
(Ri ) due to reaction j jJ ij
(R,) due to reaction j jJ /j
We now define the extents of the R reactions, ~ J,. ., ~R' by
R
ci - cio = .2.:; jJij~j
J~I
so that the extents satisfy
i = 1,2, ... , S (A.S)
j = 1,2, ... ,R; ~j(O) = 0 (A.6)
Consider the gas-phase chemical reaction
k
A+B-----C
occurring in a closed reactor, the volume of which V(t) can change with time. The
intrinsic reaction rate is kCA CB' Let us examine the rate of change of the concentrations
in the system. The molar concentration of species A at any time tis CA = nA/V, and the
rate of change of the number of moles of species A is
or
dCA CA dV
- = kc C ---dt AB Vdt
(A.7)
(A.8)
Thus we see that in a system with volume change, the concentration of a reacting species
changes due to the volume change as well as to the reaction itself. It is desirable to be
able to express the rate of change of the concentration in a way that depends only on the
chemical reaction occurring. In a closed system the total mass m is unchanging, so a
concentration based on the total mass in the system rather than on the total volume would
seem to satisfy our desires. Let p be the overall mass density of the system, equal to
m/V. Let us replace Vby m/p in (A.7):
:t(c:m) =;kCACB
Since m is constant, it can be canceled from both sides, giving
(A.9)
(A.lO)d (cA )p- - = kCACB
dt p
Thus, for a system where volume is changing in time, a quantity that reflects only the
concentration change due to chemical reaction is
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d (Ci )p- -
dt p
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We will frequently use this form of writing the rate of a combustion reaction to isolate
the effects of chemistry from those due to expansions, heating and cooling.
Example 1.2 Extent ofReaction
Consider the two reactions
N02 + N02 --+- 2NO + O2
We let Al = 02, A2 = NO, A3 = N02, and A4 = N20 4. Assume that at t = 0 only N20 4
is present. The stoichiometric coefficients are "31 = 2, "41 = -1, "22 = 2, "12 = 1, and
"32 = -2. We introduce the extents of reaction, according to (A.5),
CI = b
C2 = 2~2
C4 - C40 = -~I
For a closed, uniform system at constant volume,
2
dc; = L; ".-r. i = 1, 2, 3,4dt )=1 I}}
which can be written in terms of the extents of the two reactions,
Theory provides expressions for the reaction rates rj as functions of concentrations
and temperature, including certain parameters such as the frequency factor and the ac-
tivation energy. A reaction as written above is an elementary reaction if it proceeds at
the molecular level as written. Sometimes a reaction does not proceed microscopically
as written but consists of a sequence of elementary reactions. For example, the pho-
tolysis reaction
Hz + Brz -- 2HBr
consists of the sequence of elementary reactions,
Brz +hv -- 2Br
Br + Hz 0( .. HBr + H
H + Brz -- HBr + Br
Br + Br -- Brz
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The sequence of elementary reactions is called the mechanism of the reaction.
Aside from the fundamental interest of understanding the chemistry on a molecular level,
a reaction mechanism allows us to derive an expression for the reaction rate.
The number of molecules participating in an elementary reaction is its molecular-
ity. Customarily, there are monomolecular and bimolecular reactions. Truly monomo-
lecular reactions consist only of photolysis, such as Br2 + hv above, radioactive decay,
or a spontaneous transition from a higher to a lower electronic state. Frequently, reac-
tions written as monomolecular, such as isomerizations, are in fact bimolecular because
the energy necessary to cause the reaction is provided by collision of the molecule with
a background species. Such a background species that acts only as a reaction chaperone
is usually designated M. There are no true termolecular reactions in the sense that three
molecules collide simultaneously; one written as A + B + C ~ is most likely the result
of two bimolecular steps,
A+B--AB AB+C --
Example 1.3 Independence ofReactions
Given a chemical reaction mechanism, there is the possibility that two reactions are mul-
tiples of each other or that one reaction is a linear combination of two others. Such a reaction
tells us nothing more in a stoichiometric sense than the reactions on which it is dependent,
since any changes in composition it predicts could equally well be accounted for by the
other reactions.
For small numbers of reactions we can frequently determine if they are linearly in-
dependent by inspection, observing whether any reaction can be reproduced by adding or
subtracting other reactions. In general, however, there is a systematic approach to deter-
mining the independence of a set of reactions (Aris, 1965).
Consider the set of reactions
Hz + Oz --+ ZOH
OH + Hz --+ HzO + H
H + Oz --+ OH + °
4
OH + H --+ Hz + °
If we define
the reactions may be written as
Al = Hz
Az = Oz
A3 = HzO
A4 = °
As = OH
A6 = H
-Az +ZAs
+A3 -As
-Az +A4 +As
+A4 -As
=0
+A6 = 0
-A6 = 0
-A6 = 0
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To test for independence, form a matrix of the stoichiometric coefficients with Pij in
the jth row and the ith column, that is,
[
-1
-1
o
1
-1 0 0
010
-1 0 I
o 0
Now take the first row with a nonzero element in the first column (in this case it is the first
row) and divide that row by the leading element. This will yield a new row of
P2j P3j PSj
1-- ... -
Plj Plj Plj
where j is the number of the row used. This new row may be used to make all the other
elements in the first column zero by subtracting P1k times the new row from the correspond-
ing element of the kth row,
The matrix for the present example becomes
The next step is to ignore the first row and first column and repeat this matrix reduc-
tion process for the reduced matrix containing R - I rows. This yields
[~ ~ ~ ~ =~ ~]o 0 I -2 0
o 0 I -2 0
This reduction process is continued until we have l's as far as possible down the diagonal
and O's in all elements in rows below the last I on the diagonal. Continuing, we find
[~ ~ 0 ~ =~ ~Jo 0 1 -2 0
000000
At this point we have three rows with l's on the diagonal and only O's in the final
row. The number of independent reactions is the number of l' s with only zeros to their
left. Alternatively it is the number of reactions minus the number of rows that are entirely
zero. In this case, then, only three of the four reactions are linearly independent. The pro-
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(A.l1)
cedure does not tell us which reactions are dependent, but inspection of the set reveals that
reaction 3 is the sum of reactions I and 4. Thus we need to replace anyone of reactions I,
3, or 4 with another reaction and repeat the test. For example, reaction 4 could be replaced
with
which will be found to be independent.
A.1 Reaction Rates
Gas molecules can react only when they come close enough to one another for direct
energy exchange that can lead to bond breaking. For the di- or triatomic molecules that
are important in the latter phases of combustion chemistry, the centers of the two mol-
ecules must approach within a few angstroms. From elementary kinetic theory, the fre-
quency of collisions per unit volume of gas of molecules of type i of mass mj with
molecules of type j of mass mj is (Benson, 1960)
Zij = (8kBT)I/2 7ra~Ni~
7rmij
where Ni is the number concentration of species i (m-3 ), (8kBT/7rmi)I/2 is the root-
mean-square relative speed of the i and j molecules, kB is the Boltzmann constant (1.38
X 10-23 J molecule-I K- 1), mij = mjmj(mj + m) is the reduced mass, and 7ra~ is
the cross-sectional area in which interaction can occur.
The characteristic time during which molecules in thermal motion in a gas are
close enough to interact is brief, on the order of 10- 12 to 10- 13 s. At ambient temperature
and pressure the mean time between molecular collisions can be shown from (A. 11) to
be the order of 10-9 s. Thus collisions are short in duration compared to the time be-
tween collisions.
Whereas the collision of two molecules is a necessary condition for reaction, suf-
ficient energy must be available to break chemical bonds. Theory indicates that the frac-
tion of collisions involving energy greater than a required energy E is given by exp
( - E / kB T). In this form E has units of energy per molecule. More commonly, E is
expressed in terms of energy per mole, and we use exp (-E / RT), where R is the
universal gas constant (see Table 1.15). The rate of reaction is expressed in a form that
accounts for both the frequency of collisions and the fraction that exceed the required
energy,
(A.12)
The preexponential factor A (T) may depend on temperature since the translational ki-
netic energy and internal degrees of freedom of the molecules influence the probability
of reaction in any collision event. The rate of reaction is usually written as r = kCjcj'
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(A.13 )
where the parameter k is called the rate constant,
k = A ( T) exp ( - :r)
If A ( T) is independent of T, we have the Arrhenius form, k = A exp (- E / RT).
The parameter E appearing in (A. 13) is the activation energy. Figure 1.1 illustrates
the energetics of an exchange reaction of the type
A+B-C+D
The difference in the energies of the initial and final states is the heat of reaction flh r •
The peak in the energy along the reaction coordinate is associated with the formation of
an activated complex AB +, a short-lived intermediate through which the reactants must
pass if the encounter is to lead to reaction. By estimating the structure of this transition
state the activation energy E may be estimated (Benson, 1960), although the most reli-
able estimates of E are obtained by correlating rates measured at different temperatures
to the Arrhenius form of k.
Most elementary reactions can be considered to be reversible,
kf
A+B .. ~C+D
kb
The time rate of change of one of the reactants or products due to this one reaction is
where the brackets represent an alternative notation for the species concentration (i.e.,
[A] = cA ) and where we have used the moles per unit mass, [D]/p, in anticipation of
combustion kinetics.
A+ B-----.-~C + D
>,
0>
....
Q)
c:
W
C+D
E
6h,
~A~+~B~__~_~ l__
Reaction coordinate
Figure 1.1 Energetics of an exchange reaction A + B --> C + D.
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or, rearranging,
[C] [D]
e e
[A] [B]
e e
(A.I4)
(A. IS)
The right-hand side is equal to the equilibrium constant expressed in terms of concen-
trations, Ke . Thus we see that the ratio of the forward and reverse rate constants of a
reaction is equal to the equilibrium constant, k/T)/kb(T) = Ke(T). This principle of
detailed balancing is very important in the study of chemical kinetics since it allows one
of the two rates to be calculated from the other rate and the equilibrium constant. Often,
direct measurements of rate constants are available for only one reaction direction. When
measurements are available for both reactions, detailed balancing provides a check on
the consistency of the two rates.
A.2 The Pseudo-Steady-State Approximation
Many chemical reactions, including those occurring in combustion processes, involve
very reactive intermediate species such as free radicals, which, due to their very high
reactivity, are consumed virtually as rapidly as they are formed and consequently exist
at very low concentrations. The pseudo-steady-state approximation (PSSA) is a funda-
mental way of dealing with such reactive intermediates when deriving the overall rate
of a chemical reaction mechanism.
It is perhaps easiest to explain the PSSA by way of a simple example. Consider
the unimolecular reaction A --> B + C whose elementary steps consist of the activation
of A by collision with a background molecule M to produce an energetic A molecule
denoted by A*, followed by decomposition of A* to give B + C,
If
A + M .. :> A* + Mlb
2
A* - B + C
Note that A* may return to A by collision and transfer of its excess energy to an M. The
rate equations for this mechanism are
d[A] = -kIAA][M] + klb[A*][M]
dt '
d[A*]~ = k1AA][M] - klb[A*][M] - k2 [A*]
(A.I6)
(A.I?)
The reactive intermediate in this mechanism is A*. The PSSA states that the rate of
generation of A* is equal to its rate of disappearance; physically, what this means is that
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A* is so reactive, as soon as an A* molecule is formed, that it reacts by one of its two
paths. Thus the PSSA gives
(A.18)
From this we find the concentration of A* in terms of the concentrations of the stable
molecules A and M,
(A.19)
(A.20)
This expression can then be used in (A.16) to give
d[A] = _ k[fkz[M][A]
dt k1b[M] + kz
We see that the single overall reaction A -> B + C with a rate given by (A.20) is
riot elementary because of the dependence on M. If the background species M is in such
excess that its concentration is effectively constant, the overall rate can be expressed as
d[A]/dt = -k[A], where k = klfkz[M]/(klb[M] + k1 ) is a constant. If k1b[M]
» kz, then d[A]/dt = -k[A], with k = kJfkz/klb. On the other hand, if k1b[M]
« kz, then d[A]/dt = -k1f[M][A].
One comment is in order. The PSSA is based on the presumption that the rates of
formation and disappearance of a reactive intermediate are equal. A consequence of this
statement is that d[A*]/dt = 0 from (A.I?). If this is interpreted to mean that [A*]
does not change with time, this interpretation is incorrect. [A*] is at steady state with
respect to [A] and [M]. We can, in fact, compute d[A*]/dt. It is
which, if [M] is constant, is
(A.2l)
d[A*] =
dt
kffk1[M]1[A]
z(k1b[M] + kz)
(A.22)
The key point is that (A.19) is valid only after a short initial time interval needed for
the rates of formation and disappearance of A* to equilibrate. After that time [A*] ad-
justs slowly on the time scale associated with changes in [A] so as to maintain that
balance. That slow adjustment is given by (A.22).
Example 1.4 Analysis ofBimolecular Reactions
When two molecules collide and form a single molecule,
k+a
A + B • ~ AB*
k-a
the initial collision produces an activated complex that has sufficient energy to overcome
an energy barrier and decompose. The lifetime of the activated complex is short, on the
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order of the vibrational period of the complex (e.g., 10- 12 to 10- 13 s). Unless another
molecule collides with the activated complex within this period and removes some of this
excess energy, that is,
k.,
AB* + M ~ ~ AB + M
k-,
the activated complex will decay back to A and B. At ambient temperature and pressure the
frequency of collisions of background molecules (e.g., air) with the complex is of the order
of 109 S-I. Thus only one AB* complex out of 103 to 104 formed can produce a stable
molecule. The actual number may be lower and may depend on the type of third body M
involved.
The rate of formation of the stable product, AB, is
d[AB] = k+s[AB*][M] - Ls[AB][M]
dt
The PSSA can be applied to [AB*], giving
[AB*] = k+a[A][B] + LAAB][M]
La + k+s[M]
Substituting into the rate equation and grouping terms, we find that
drAB] = k+sk+a[A][B][M] LaLs[AB][M]
dt La + k+s[M] La + k+s[M]
At low pressure, [M] = p/RTis small, so La » k+s[M] and
d[AB] = k+sk+a [A][B][M] _ Ls[AB][M]
dt La
In the high-pressure limit, La « k+s[M] and
d[:tB ] = k+a[A][B] _ k_/- s [AB]
+s
We see that in the low-pressure limit the forward reaction appears from the rate
expression to be a termolecular reaction, whereas the reverse reaction is bimolecular. On
the other hand, in the high-pressure limit, because of the high concentration of M, the
collisional stabilization of the activated complex is very efficient and the forward reaction
appears to be bimolecular, whereas the reverse reaction appears to be unimolecular.
A.3 Hydrocarbon Pyrolysis Kinetics
As a prelude to our analysis of combustion kinetics it will be useful to consider the
thermal decomposition or pyrolysis of hydrocarbons. It is generally accepted that the
pyrolysis of hydrocarbons occurs by a free-radical mechanism. Free radicals are entities
that contain one unpaired electron. They are often molecular fragments formed by the
rupture of normal covalent bonds in which each fragment retains possession of its con-
tributing electron. Examples of free radicals are the methyl radical, CH3 ', the ethyl
radical CH3CHz', and the chlorine atom, Cl.
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Let us consider the mechanism for the pyrolysis of ethane. The process is initiated
by the thermal breakdown of the ethane molecule into two methyl radicals:
1
CZH6 + M -- 2CH3 " + M
The alternative CZH6 --+ CzHs " + H ° has a much higher activation energy than reaction
1 and thus can be neglected. This initiation reaction is followed by the chain propagation
steps:
Z
CH3 " + CZH6 -- CH4 + CzHs"
4
Ho + CZH6 -- Hz + CzHs "
These reactions are called chain propagation reactions since free radicals are continu-
ously propagated by the reactions. Although some radicals are destroyed, others are
generated in equal numbers. The termination reactions involve the combination of two
free radicals to form a stable molecule or molecules:
s
2H"
--
Hz
6
H" + CzHs "
--
CZH6
7
H" + CzHs "
--
CZH4 + Hz
g
H" + CH3 "
--
CH4
9
CH3 " + CzHs "
--
C3Hg
10
2CzHs o
--
C4H IO
Note that if the termination reactions did not occur, it theoretically would be necessary
for only one molecule of CZH6 to decompose by reaction 1 in order for complete con-
version of CZH6 to CZH4 to occur. All the rest of the CZH6 would react via reaction 2
and the chain sequence of reactions 3 and 4. If, on the other hand, hydrogen atoms are
terminated by any of reactions 5 to 7 as soon as they are generated by reaction 3 and
before they can react by reaction 4, each molecule of CZH6 that decomposes by reaction
1 can generate (via CH3 ·) at most two molecules of CZH4 • Under these conditions the
chain sequence of reactions 3 and 4 is completely suppressed. Actually, an intermediate
situation will exist in which propagation and termination reactions compete for radicals.
The average number of times that the chain sequence is repeated before a chain-propa-
gating radical is terminated is called the chain length of the reaction.
For hydrocarbons larger than ethane the initial bond rupture may occur at any
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C-C bond; for example, n-pentane may decompose by
CsH 12 - CH3 ' + C4Hg '
- CzHs ' + C3H7 '
It is generally assumed that the activation energy of the initiation step is approximately
equal to the bond energy of the bonds being broken. The reverse radical recombination
reactions then have zero activation energy.
The rate at which hydrogen abstraction reactions of types 2 and 4 proceed depends
on the location of the hydrogen atom on the carbon chain backbone. A primary carbon
atom forms a normal covalent bond with one other carbon; a secondary C atom with
two other C atoms; a tertiary with three other C atoms. Consider 2-dimethyl,4-methyl
pentane:
CIH3\ H H
H C I _C4 - CZ_C3_c IH
3 I H I 3
cIH3 CIH3
where CI are primary carbons, CZ is a secondary carbon, C3 is a tertiary carbon, and C4
is a quarternary carbon. The rate of H-atom abstraction from such a molecule generally
proceeds in the order C3 > CZ > CI, with an approximate difference in activation energy
of about 2 kcal (8374 J; see Table 1.15 for conversion factor) between each carbon,
that is, E3 - Ez =:: Ez - E1 =:: 2000 cal/g-mol (8374 Jig-mol).
Let us now analyze the mechanism for ethane pyrolysis. In doing so, we want to
determine which of the termination reactions are most important. To decide which is the
dominant termination reaction, we have to consider the relative concentration of the free
radicals, the relative rate constants, and the need for a third body. Since recombination
reactions can be assumed to have zero activation energy, the frequency factor determines
the rate constant. Theory predicts that the frequency factor is lower the larger the mol-
ecules. Thus the frequency factor for CzHs ' + CzHs ' is lower than that for CzHs ' +
CH3 ' , and so on. On the other hand, recombination reactions such as H· + H', H' +
CH3 ', and H· +' CzHs ' require a third body, so in spite of their higher frequency factor,
their rate is considerably lower than those of the larger radicals. Finally, and most im-
portant for this case, the concentration of ethyl radicals is much higher than those of H·
and CH3 ,.
We can estimate the relative concentrations of free radicals using their PSSA equa-
tions, neglecting the contributions from initiation and termination reactions. Neglecting
the initiation and termination reactions is valid if the chain length of the reaction is
sufficiently long. For example, the PSSA applied to CzHs ' under these conditions is
-k3[M][CzHs'] + k4 [H' ][CZH6 ] =:: a
from which we obtain
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The ratio is « 1 since k3[M] « k4 [C 2H 6 ]. Thus we can consider reaction 10 to be
the sole tennination reaction.
To derive a rate equation for the overall process, we apply the PSSA to [H' ],
[CH3 '], and [C2Hs "]:
o = k3 [ C2Hs ' ][M] - k4 [H' ][C2H6 ]
o = 2k1[C2H6 ][M] - k2 [CH 3 ' ][C2H6 ]
2
0= k2[CH3'][C2H6] - k3[C2Hs'][M] + k4[H'][C2H6 ] - 2k lO[C2Hs ']
We obtain
[C2Hs '] = (kll~ ]Y/2 [C2H6 ]1/2
[CH
3
'] = 2k1[M]
k2
[H'] = k3[M] (k1[M])1/2 [C2H6r 1/2k4 klO
The overall rate of disappearance of ethane is
( )
1/2
d[C2H6 ] = -3k [M][C H ] -k k1[M] [C H ]1/2dt 1 2 6 4 k
lO
2 6
If we neglect the contribution from initiation (assuming long chains), we have
d[C2H6] = -k (k1[M])1/2 [C H ]1/2
dt 4 klO 2 6
and the overall reaction has order!.
If, instead of reaction 10, we had specified the principal tennination reaction to be
reaction 9, the overall reaction can be shown to have order 1.
APPENDIX B MASS AND HEAT TRANSFER
Virtually every process that we will study in this book involves heat and/or mass trans-
fer. The rates of combustion reactions depend on the rates of mixing of fuel and air, on
the rate of removal of energy in the combustion equipment, and in the case of the burning
of solid particles or liquid drops, on heat and mass transfer between the particle and the
surrounding gas. Several of the most important processes for removal of gaseous pol-
lutants from effluent streams involve contacting of the waste gas stream with a liquid or
solid sorbent. In such a process the vapor species must diffuse to the gas-liquid or gas-
solid interface, cross the interface, and, in the case of a liquid, diffuse into the bulk of
the liquid.
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Whereas we assume that most readers will have some familiarity with heat transfer, this
may not be the case with mass transfer. Thus in this section we develop the basic equa-
tions of mass transfer that will be used subsequently in the book and present some es-
sential material on heat transfer.
Consider a binary mixture of species A and B. The mass flux of A (kg m -2 s-I)
at any point in a fluid is n A == PAUA' where PAis the density of species A (kg m- 3 ) and
UA is the average velocity of species A molecules at that point (m s-1 ). If species A is
being generated by chemical reaction at a rate rA (kg m-3 s-1), a balance on species A
over an incremental volume of the fluid produces the differential equation of continuity
of component A in a binary mixture of A and B,
The same equation in molar units is
aCA
- + V . NA = rAat
(B.1)
(B.2)
where NA is the molar flux of A (g-mol m-2 S-I), equal to CAUA' CA is the molar con-
centration of A (g-mol m-3 ), and rA is the molar rate of generation of A (negative if A
is being consumed).
To obtain equations strictly in terms of PA or CA we need to relate the fluxes nA
and NA to these quantities. The fundamental relation describing mass transfer by molec-
ular diffusion in a binary mixture is Fick's law, expressed in mass and molar units as
(B.3 )
(B.4 )
(B.5)
Notice that the flux of species A in a binary mixture at a point is the sum of two contri-
butions. Let us examine the first terms on the right-hand sides of (B.3) and (B.4). The
sum nA + nB = pu, the product of the total density of the mixture and the mass average
velocity (i.e., the total mass flux at that point). The quantity PAl P is the mass fraction
of species A, so the first term on the right-hand side of (B.3) is the fraction of the total
mass flux of the fluid that is A. Similarly, NA + NB = cu*, where C is the total molar
concentration of the mixture, and u* is the molar average velocity, u* = XA UA + (1 -
XA) UB. Thus the first terms on the right-hand sides of (B.3) and (B.4) are the contribu-
tions to the fluxes from convection. In sum, then, the flux of species A (or B) may arise
from bulk flow of the mixture and/or molecular diffusion.
Substituting (B.3) and (B.4) in (B.1) and (B.2), respectively, we obtain the binary
convective diffusion equations,
(JPA PA -at + V . (PA u) = V . pDAB V P + rA
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(B.6)
(R7)
Either of these equations describes the concentration profiles in a binary diffusing sys-
tem. They are valid for systems with variable total density (p or c) and variable diffu-
sivity DAB.
If p and DAB can be assumed to be constant, we can employ the overall continuity
equation, V' . u = 0, and then divide (B.5) by MA to obtain
aCA 2at + U . V'cA = DABV' CA + rA
8.2 Steady-State Mass Transfer to or from a Sphere in an
Infinite Fluid
In both combustion and aerosol applications we will be interested in mass transfer to or
from a sphere in an infinite fluid. We assume that the gas phase is a binary mixture of
a diffusing species A in a background gas B (e.g., air). We wish to determine the steady-
state concentration profile of A around the sphere and the mass flux. Although we can
in principle solve the steady-state form of (B.7), difficulties arise in specifying the ve-
locity u. It is easier to begin with a balance on species A over a thin shell between radii
rand r + t:. r in the gas. If A is not reacting in the gas, such a balance gives
(41rr 2NA,), - (41rr2NAJr+Ar = 0 (B.8)
which, upon dividing by t:.r and letting t:.r -> 0, becomes
~ (41rr 2N ) = 0dr A,
or
(B.9)
(RIO)
If species B is not transferring between the gas and the sphere, then NB, = 0 everywhere.
Thus (B.4) becomes
CDAB dxA
------
I - XA dr
Combining (RIO) and (Rll) and calling the constant - C j gives
Integrating (B.12) gives
(B.ll)
(R12 )
(B.l3 )
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One boundary condition is that X A = XAoo as r -> 00, from which we find
(B.14 )
(B.15 )
The other boundary condition is that the mole fraction of A just above the surface of the
sphere is XAO (i.e., X A = XAO at r = R). Applying this condition gives
1 - XAOC\ = 47rRcDAB In--~
I - XAoo
and thus, from (B.13),
or
I-x R l-xAoIn A = -In--~
1 - xAoo r 1 - X Aoo
(B.16)
(
1 - XAO )R/r
1 - X Aoo
(B.17)
(B.18)
(B.I9)
Let us compute the flux of species A at the surface of the sphere. Since
-47rR 2NAR = Cb we have
CDAB 1 - XAONAR = ---In -_..:..::::..R 1 - XAoo
Note that if XAO < xAoo , NAR < 0 and the flux of A is toward the sphere; and that if XAO
> xAoo , NAR > 0 and the flux of A is away from the sphere.
The mass average velocity at any point is related to the fluxes of A and B by nA
+ nB = pu. Since nB, = 0 everywhere, nA, = PUr' At constant T and p, p is constant,
so
MA R 1 - XAO
- - 2 cDAB In -----'=-
p r I - XAoo
If XAO < XAoo, Ur < 0 and the net flux is toward the particle, and vice versa. We note
that U r satisfies the overall continuity equation for a fluid at constant density,
A frequently used approximation to the foregoing development is that the mole
fraction of A is so small (i.e., XA « 1) that the flux (B. 11) may be approximated by
the pure diffusive contribution
dxANA• = -cDAB -
. dr (B.20)
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integrating and using the two boundary conditions gives
with the flux at the sphere surface
(B.21 )
(B.22)
(B.23 )
We can compute the rate of change of the size of the sphere due to the flux of A.
If the molar density of the sphere is c" then
-47rR 2N = c !!.- (~ 7rR 3 )
AR S dt 3
or
(B.24 )
(B.25)
(B.26)
Inherent in this result, if we use (B.18) or (B.22) for NAR , is the assumption that even
though the size of the sphere is changing due to mass transfer of A between the sphere
and the ambient gas, the size change occurs slowly enough that the flux of A can be
computed from its steady-state value. In other words, the characteristic time to achieve
the steady-state concentration profile of A in the gas is short compared to the character-
istic time for the particle to grow or shrink. We will return to this point shortly.
B.3 Heat Transfer
The equation for conservation of energy for a pure fluid, neglecting viscous dissipation,
is (Bird et al., 1960, Table 10.4-1)
(aT ) 2 ain (1/ p) (ap )pc - + u . V'T = kV' T + - + u . V'pp at aIn T at
where cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure per unit mass and k is the thermal
conductivity. At constant pressure the second term on the right-hand side of (B.25)
vanishes.
Let us continue with our spherical example. At steady state and constant pressure,
the temperature distribution around the sphere satisfies
pc udT = k.!!i (r2 dT)
p r dr r2 dr dr
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(B.2?)
The left-hand side of (B.26) is the contribution from the bulk, convective motion of the
fluid, and the right-hand side represents that from conduction.
We can determine the temperature profile by solving (B.26) with Ur from (B. 19)
MA R (I - XAo) dT I d ( 2 dT)
-pc - - CDAB In - = k - - r -p p r 2 I - XAoo dr r 2 dr dr
Letting (3 = cpMARcDAB In [(1 - XAO)/(1 - xAoo)]jk, this equation becomes
-(3 dT = ~ (r2 dT)
dr dr dr
To solve this equation, we let y = dT/ dr, giving
which, upon integration, becomes
or
2 dT _ D 13/r
r - - Ie
dr
Integrating again gives
The two constants of integration are determined from the boundary conditions T = Too
as r -> 00 and T = To at r = R. The final result is
T - Too 1 - e 13 / r
To - Too I - e 13 / R
The heat flow at the surface of the sphere is
4'lrR2lPCpUrT - k ddTj
r r=R
(B.28)
In the case in which we can neglect the velocity Un which corresponds to assuming
a very dilute system [e.g., (B.20)], the original shell energy balance gives
(B.29)
which, with the use of Fourier's law, qr = -kaT/ ar, gives (B.26) with Ur = O. Solving
that equation, namely
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~ (r 2 dT) = 0
dr dr
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(B.30)
subject to T = Too as r --> 00 and T = To at r = R produces the steady-state temperature
profile,
by direct analogy to (B.21). The heat flux at the sphere's surface is just
k
qR = R(To - Too)
(B.31)
(B.32)
(B.35)
Clearly, if To > Too, qR > 0, and vice versa.
Let us say that the transfer of species A to or from the sphere is accompanied by
heat generation or consumption in the particle, such as if species A is condensing or
evaporating. Let i1h be the enthalpy change per mole of A. Then if the steady-state heat
flux to or from the sphere is that due to the heat consumed or generated by species A,
and if the concentration of A is sufficiently small that the convective contribution to the
heat flux at the sphere surface can be neglected,
-47rR 2NAR i1h = 47rR
2qR (B.33)
8.4 Characteristic Times
We have just been obtaining expressions for steady-state profiles of mole fraction and
temperature around a sphere in an infinite fluid. If conditions are changing in time, the
appropriate unsteady-state equations are needed. In such a case it will always be nec-
essary to evaluate first the characteristic times of the processes occurring to see if phe-
nomena are taking place on vastly different time scales. For example, we noted above
that if the characteristic time to achieve a steady-state profile is very short compared to
other times in the system, steady-state profiles may be assumed to exist at any instant
of time.
For a spherical particle of radius R, the characteristic times for relaxation of the
temperature and concentration profiles in the gas phase to their steady-state values are
R2
Th = - (B.34)
ex
R 2
T =-
m DAB
where ex = k / pCp, the thermal diffusivity. The characteristic time for heat conduction
within the sphere is
(B.36)
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TABLE 1.11 CHARACTERISTIC TIMES FOR HEAT AND
MASS TRANSFER INVOLVING A SPHERICAL PARTICLE
IN AIRs
Thp Ci ~=~
-=-
DABMaterial Th Cip Th
Organics 200 2-4
Water 90 0.86
Metals 5 1.5
a Th = R2/Ci, heat conduction in gas phase; Tm = R2/DAB, diffusion
in gas phase; Thp = R 2/ Cip , heat conduction in particle.
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where ap = kp / ppcpp • Table 1.11 compares the characteristic times for spherical parti-
cles having the properties of organics, water, and metals. We see that the characteristic
time for equilibration of the temperature profile in the particle is generally considerably
longer than that for the gas phase. The characteristic times for relaxation of the temper-
ature and concentration profiles in the gas phase are the same order of magnitude. The
large value of Thp/ Th suggests that any heat released at the particle's surface is conducted
primarily outward. As combustion, for example, begins, the particle surface temperature
rises until the rate of outward heat conduction balances the rate of heat release. The
formation of the external temperature and vapor concentration profiles occurs simulta-
neously on approximately the same time scales. Consequently, the steady-state fluxes
of energy and mass may be related by a steady-state energy balance, such as in (B.33),
to determine the surface temperature during the combustion of the particle.
Although we do not yet introduce characteristic times for the rate of change of the
particle size, due, for example, to consumption by combustion reactions or growth by
vapor condensation, we will see later that such times are generally considerably longer
than those for heat and mass transfer in the vapor phase. Thus the gas-phase temperature
and concentration profiles may be assumed to be in a pseudo-steady state at any instant
of time.
APPENDIX C ELEMENTS OF PROBABILITY THEORY
For processes that occur under turbulent flow conditions it is impossible to predict the
exact values of variables at any time or location; consequently, it is necessary to analyze
such situations within the language of random variables. The main process of interest to
us in this book that falls in this category is turbulent combustion.
C.1 The Concept of a Random Variable
Think of a laboratory experiment the result of which is unknown until the experiment
has been completed, as opposed to an experiment the result of which can be predicted
precisely knowing all the conditions beforehand (of course, in the latter case we probably
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would not want to perfonn the experiment in the first place if we knew what the outcome
would be). Fortunately (or maybe unfortunately), we usually do not know the result of
an experiment until it is finished. Let us call the result of such an experiment an event.
There may be a discrete number or a continuous spectrum of possible events, or out-
comes, but the most we might be able to say about which event will result from a
particular trial is the probability of observing each possible event.
We have now introduced a concept, probability, that we must define in order to
be more precise about the outcomes of our experiment. Let us write Prob {X} = P(X)
to signify the probability that an event X occurs. Even though X denotes an outcome
rather than a number, P(X) is a number (i.e., the probability that X occurs). Now, how
do we define probability? We can only define probability on the basis of our physical
reasoning about the process the outcome of which may be X. Nevertheless, we can set
down some general rules to help us detennine the outcome probabilities for a particular
process.
Intuitively, we would say that the probability of a certain event is I, while the
probability of an event that cannot occur is zero. Also, if there are two mutually exclusive
events Xl and X2 , the probability of obtaining either Xl or X2 is the sum of the individual
probabilities, P (Xl) and P (X2 ). We can state the following axioms of probability theory
fonnally:
1. P(X) ~ 0 (probability is nonnegative).
2. If X is certain, P(X) = 1.
3. If two events Xl and X2 are mutually exclusive,
Prob {Xl or X2 } = P(XI ) + P(X2 )
Consider for a moment the roll of a single die. Each of the outcomes corresponds
to a number, the number being one of the integers I, 2, ... , 6. We can let X denote
the number that will result from the roll of the die; that is, X is a random variable that
can assume the integer values 1, 2, ... , 6. If we throw the die n times and the value
j occurs nj times, it seems reasonable to define the probability of outcome j as
n·
Prob {X = j} = P(X = j) = lim -2
n-(JO n
The random variable, which we have denoted by X, is a symbol for the outcome
of the event in which we are interested. In the die example, the random variable X
assumes discrete values, the integers from 1 to 6. However, X can also denote the in-
stantaneous value of a continuous variable, say the concentration in a flame at a given
location and time. Even if the outcome of an event has no obvious numerical value, we
can assign numerical values to the random variable X corresponding to the possible
outcomes. For example, in the tossing of a coin, we can let X = 1 denote a head and X
= 2 denote a tail.
It is customary to denote random variables by capital letters and to denote the
values they may assume by the corresponding lowercase letters. Therefore, x denotes
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one of the values that X may assume. In the case of a throw of the die we could have
written P(X = x), where x assumes the values I to 6.
The random variable X is called a discrete random variable if it may assume a
finite or a denumerably infinite set of values, denoted as xj , j = I, 2, ... , N. The
probability that X assumes the value xj is denoted by p ( j ). p ( j ) is called the probability
mass function of the random variable X, because the values of X may be thought of as
being confined to the mass points XI' •.. ,XN. The probability mass function p ( i) has
the following properties:
0::5 p(j)::5 1
N
~ p(j) = 1
j=1
If X is a continuous random variable, we define the probability density function
p(x) such that
p (x) dx = Prob {x < X ::5 x + dx}
where p(x) dx may be thought of as the fraction of the total mass of X that lies in the
range x to x + dx; that is, p (x) is the density of X in this region. The probability density
function has the following properties:
o ::5 p(x) ::5 1
I~cx> p(x) dx = 1
We stress that p(x) itself is not a probability; rather, p(x) dx is a probability.
Whatever the units of the random variable, the probability mass or density function is
measured in (units) -I .
We shall now introduce the distribution function. Consider the probability that a
random variable X will not exceed a given value x. Clearly, this probability is a function
of the threshold value x. We call this function the distribution function and denote it by
F(x). For a discrete random variable F(xj) or F(j) is the probability that X ::5 xj , where
XI < ... < XN. In terms of the probability mass function
j
F(j)= ~p(i)
i=1
(C.l)
Let us return to the die-throwing experiment. For XI = l, P(l) = ~, so F( l), the
probability that X ::5 1 (clearly, X cannot be less than l, but only exactly equal to l),
is ~. At x = l, F( i) jumps from 0 to ~, just as at x = 2, F( i) jumps from ~ to ~.
Finally, F( 6) = l, since no numbers higher than 6 can be obtained. Thus the distribution
function for a discrete random variable is a staircase function of discrete jumps.
For a continuous random variable, F(x) is related to the probability density func-
tion by
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(C.2)
A distribution function F(x) has the following general properties:
1. 0 :5 F(x) :5 1.
2. limx --+ -00 F(x) = 0 and limx --+ 00 F(x) = 1.
3. As x increases, F(x) must not decrease.
4. Prob {XI < X :5 X2} = F(X2) - F(xt>.
Properties I and 2 follow since F (x) is itself a probability and since the value of X must
lie somewhere on the x-axis. Clearly, as x increases, the probability that X :5 x must
not decrease, since new intervals are continually being added to x. If these new intervals
have probability zero, then F(x) must at least remain constant. Property 4 follows from
axiom 3, namely that
For a continuous random variable, this becomes
F(X2) - F(xd = r
X2
p(x) dxt j (C.3)
At point x where the derivative of F(x) exists, the derivative is equal to the density p (x)
at that point:
p(x) = dF(x)
dx
(C.4 )
In Figure 1.2 we illustrate probability mass and density functions and their asso-
ciated distribution functions. We also show the region corresponding to the probability
that Xl < X ::5 X2'
C.2 Properties of Random Variables
We shall now consider special properties of random variables, namely, their expecta-
tions. The expected value of the random variable X is denoted by E (X) and is also
called the mean of X. The expected value is computed by
N
~ xjp(j) (discrete) (C.S)j=1
E(X)
~~oo xp(x) dx (continuous) (C.6)
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Figure 1.2 Typical probability mass, density, and distribution functions: (a) typical
probability mass function p (j) and distribution function F(j) for a discrete random
variable X; (b) typical probability density function p(x) and distribution function F(x)
for a continuous random variable X.
The expected value of a function of X,f (X), is found from
N
2: f(xj)p(j) (discrete) (C.7)j=\
E[f(X)]
1:", f(x) p(x) dx (continuous) (C.8)
Example 1.5 The Poisson Distribution
Let the discrete random variable X assume the values j = 0, 1, 2, ... with probability
mass function (the Poisson distribution)
A> 0
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Compute the expected value of X using (C.S):
Example 1.6 The Binomial Distribution
Let the discrete random variable X assume the values j = 0, l, 2, ... , N with probability
mass function (the binomial distribution)
( ) N! j( )N-jP j = j!(N-j)!P 1-p o < P < 1
N-I-j
- p)
Compute the expected value of X.
N N!
E(X) =L,j "(N .),p1 (1 _p(-l
1=0 J. - J .
N N!
= .~ j ., (N _ .) , P 1 (1 - P(-1
1- 1 J. J.
N
_ N. L, (N - 1)! j-I( _ )N-j
- Pj~I(j-l)!(N-j)!P 1 P
N-l (N - 1)! .
= Np L, pl(1j~oj!(N- 1 -j)!
N-l
= Np [p + (1 - p)] = Np
The general expectations of probability distributions are the moments of the dis-
tribution, of which the mean is a special case. We shall define the expectation E(X r ) as
the rth noncentral moment ofX. We shall use the notation po~ for this moment. Thus for
discrete and continuous random variables,
N
po~ = L; xrp(j)
j=O J
= i~oo xrp(x) d.x
(C.9)
(C.IO)
(C.12)
(C.ll)
By definition, pob = I, and po; is the mean of X. We shall define the expectation E [ (X
- po; n as the rth central moment of X, that is, the rth moment about the mean po;.
Thus, denoting the central moments by po"
N
POr = L; (Xj - po;)' p(j)
j=O
= i~oo (x - po;)' p(x) d.x
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From the definition of the central moments, fl.o = 1 and fl.] = O. The second central
moment fl.2 is called the variance of the distribution and is often denoted by a2 • fl.3 is a
measure of the skewness of the distribution about the mean, and fl.3 = 0 if the distribution
is symmetric. fl.4 is a measure of the distortion from a normal (Gaussian) distribution
resulting in a low center and high ends of the distribution or a high center and low ends,
that is, a measure of the flatness of the distribution.
The two most important moments of a distribution are the mean fl.; and the variance
fl.2. The nonnegative square root of the variance, usually denoted a, is called the standard
deviation of the distribution. The standard deviation a has the same units as the random
variable X and is often used as a measure of the dispersion of a distribution about its
mean value.
Two other parameters often used to characterize distributions are the coefficient of
variation P, defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the expected value,
a
p =-
fl.;
and the coefficient of skewness 'Y, given by
(C.13 )
(C.14 )
The coefficient of skewness 'Y measures the extent to which a distribution departs from
a symmetric distribution [one for which F (a - x) = 1 - F (a + x) - Prob {X = a
+ x} ]. In a symmetric distribution all the central moments of odd order equal zero.
Thus each central moment of odd order serves as a measure of asymmetry of the distri-
bution. The coefficient of skewness expresses the third central moment relative to the
standard deviation. 'Y may be positive or negative, giving rise to what is called positive
or negative asymmetry.
C.3 Common Probability Distributions
We shall now present several of the more common discrete and continuous probability
distributions that arise in the analysis of physical system. The distributions are sum-
marized in Tables 1.12 and 1.13.
Example 1.7 The Binomial Distribution
Let us derive the mean and variance of the binomial distribution shown in Table 1.12. We
can describe a sequence of n Bernoulli trials in tenus of n independent random variables
X], X2 , ••• , Xn , where Xi = 1 if the ith trial is successful and Xj = 0 if unsuccessful.
Each variable Xi has the probability mass function
Prob {Xi = 1} = p ( 1) = P
Prob {Xj = o} = p (0) = q = 1 - P
TABLE 1.12 SOME COMMON PROBABILITY MASS FUNCTIONS
Name
Binomial
Poisson
Probability mass function
p(m) = C)pmq"-m,
m = 0, I ... , n
C) = m!(nn~ m)!
>!
p(j) = -=t e-" A> 0,J.
j=0,1,2, ...
Moments
IL; = np
1L2 = npq + n 2p 2
1L2 = npq
IL; = A
1L2 = A(A + I)
1L2 = A
Remarks
The binomial distribution arises when an event has two possible outcomes, the
probability of the first outcome (success) being p and the second (failure) being q =
I - p, and the event is repeated n times. p (m) represents the probability that in n
trials there will be m successes. Each event is assumed independent of the others,
and the probability of success and failure are the same for every trial. An
experiment of this type is called a sequence of Bernoulli trials.
Consider random events occurring in time, such as radioactive disintegrations or
incoming telephone calls to an exchange. Each event is represented by a point on
the time axis, and we are interested in the probability that we shall discover exactly
j points in an interval of fixed length if the average rate of occurrence of points in
that interval is A. Events occur independently, obtained as the limit of the binomial
distribution as n becomes large with np = A.
TABLE 1.13 SOME COMMON PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
p(x) = ae-ax , x ~ 0
Name
Uniform
Normal (Gaussian)
Exponential
p(x)
p(x)
Probability density function
I
--,a:S; x:s; b
b-a
0, x < a, x> b
= _I exp [_! (~)2],
~o 2 0
-oo<x<oo
Moments
bT + 1 _ar +!
Jl' =------
, (r+l)(b-a)
Jl2 = (b - a)2/12
Jl3 = 0
Jl4 = (b - a)4/80
Jl; = Jl
Jll = 0 2 + Jl2
Jl3 = 302Jl + Jl3
Jl~ = 304 + 6Jl20 2 + Jl4
Jl2k+ I = 0, all k
Jl2k = I . 3 . . . (2 k - I) 02k
r!
fl-r=-;;
Remarks
X has a uniform likelihood of being found anywhere
on the segment of the real line between x = a and
x = b. The simplest case of a continuous random
variable.
The distribution approached by the sum of a large
number of independent random variables under
most conditions, and usually describing
experimental errors. Approached as the limit of
the binomial and Poisson distributions.
Consider events occurring randomly in time, such
as radioactive disintegration or incoming
telephone calls to an exchange. Each event is
represented by a point on the time axis, and we
are interested in the density function for X, the
time elapsed between occurrences, where the
Pn(Z)
Gamma
Poisson
(n-I)!'
Z 2:: 0
(axf
Pn(X) = -,- e-=
n.
X 2:: 0
n
a
n(n + I)
J1.~ = a2
n
Jl2 - a2
,,; = ax
,,~ = (ax)2 + ax
"i = (ax)3 + 3(ax/ + ax
J1.4 = (ax)' + 6(ax)3
+ 7(ax)2 + ax
J1.2 = ax
J1.3 = ax
events occur at an average rate of a per time. Let
P (x) dx = probability that the time elapsed
between two events is between x and x + dx.
This distribution also describes the residence time
density of a particle in an ideally mixed vessel.
Consider the sum Z of n independent random
variables, Z = X, + X2 + ... + Xn , each
exponentially distributed with average rate a.
Then Pn (z), the distribution of Z, is given by the
gamma distribution. For example, Z can represent
the residence time of a particle in a series of n
ideally mixed vessels.
Consider the probability that exactly n events will
occur in a time interval x if the time between
individual events is exponentially distributed. In
terms of the gamma distribution, if Zn is the total
time taken for n events to occur, then Zn > x and
Zn + 1 :5 x. The probability that exactly n events
have occurred in timex is Fz,,(x) - Fz,,, ,(x),
where Fz(x) is the distribution function for the
gamma density. Then Pn (x) for the Poisson
distribution iSPn(x) = Fz,'(x) - Fz,,+,(x).
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The total number of successes in n trials is simply the sum of the XiS,
Chap. 1
2 = Xl + X2 + . . . + Xn
since Xi = 0 if the ith trial is a failure.
We can determine the mean and variance of the number of successes 2. The mean
of 2 is simply the sum of the means, which are all identical to that of Xl:
Since the XiS are independent, the variance of 2 is the sum of the individual variances which
are all equal to that of Xl' Since £eXj ) = 0 . q + 1 . P = p,
£(2) = np
Also, £[eXl - p)2] = p2q + q2p = pq. Thus
£[(2 - np)2] = npq
We are often interested in obtaining the probability density of a random variable
Y which is some given function of a random variable X that has a known probability
density Px (x). Let us say that we want to compute
Y = j(X) (C.15)
The unknown density is written as py ( y). If X changes its value by dx and the corre-
sponding change in Y is dy, the probability of finding X between x and x + dx is the
same as observing Ybetween the corresponding y and y + dy. Therefore,
Px(x) dx = py(y) dy
which really should be written as
Px(x) Idxl = py(y) Idyl
(C.16)
(C.17)
since the probabilities are equal to the magnitudes of the areas under dx and dy. Thus
Px(x) Px(x)
py(y) = Jdy/dxl = Idj/dxl (C.18)
Since py (y) is a function of y, the right-hand side of (C.18) must be expressed in terms
of y. Assuming that (C.15) can be inverted, we can express x in terms of y by x
j-1 (y) in (C.18).
APPENDIX D TURBULENT MIXING
Mixing plays an important role in combustion. The fuel and air must be brought into
rapid and intimate contact for the combustion reactions to occur. Since most combustion
systems are operated in the turbulent mode, to understand the role of mixing in com-
bustion, we must devote some attention to turbulent mixing. Turbulence cannot maintain
itself without a source of energy, and we will find that energy must be supplied to
achieve the high mixing rates desired in combustion systems.
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0.1 Scales of Turbulence
Turbulence can be viewed as a flow characterized by chaotic, random motions on length
scales that vary from those of the container in which the flow exists down to scales at
which the viscosity of the fluid prevents the generation of even smaller scales by dissi-
pating small-scale energy into heat. The largest scales, or eddies, are responsible for
most of the transport of momentum and species. A classic picture of turbulence, due to
Kolmogorov, is one in which the energy is transferred from larger eddies to smaller
ones, where it is ultimately dissipated. Since the small-scale motions have correspond-
ingly small time scales, it can be assumed that these motions are statistically independent
of the relatively large scale, slower motions. In such a case, the nature of the small-
scale motion should depend only on the rate at which it is supplied with energy by the
large-scale motion and on the viscosity of the fluid. Since the small-scale motions adjust
rapidly to changes in this cascade of energy, the instantaneous rate of dissipation is equal
to the rate of energy supplied from the large-scale motion.
If the properties of the small-scale eddies are independent of those of the large
scale, these properties can be dependent only on viscosity (since dissipation depends on
viscosity) and the rate of energy transfer E (cm2 s- 3 ) into the small eddies. This is Kol-
mogorov's first hypothesis. Between the large energy-containing eddies and the small
dissipation eddies there is a region of eddies containing little energy and dissipating little
energy whose properties must depend solely on E. This region is called the inertial sub-
range and constitutes Kolmogorov's second hypothesis.
In the smallest eddies, the parameters governing the small-scale motion are the
dissipation rate per unit mass E( cm2 s-3) and the kinematic viscosity v (cm2 s-1). With
these two parameters, one can define characteristic length, time, and velocity scales as
follows:
1/4V = (VE) (D.l)
These scales are referred to as the Kolmogorov microscales oflength, time, and velocity.
Note that the Reynolds number formed from 'Y/ and v, 'Y/V / v = 1, indicating that the
small-scale motion is indeed viscous and that the rate of dissipation E adjusts itself to
the energy supply through adjustment of the length and velocity scales. .
The largest scale of turbulent motion, L, corresponds approximately to the length
scale of the container (e.g., the diameter of a pipe in turbulent pipe flow). The rate of
generation of energy in the large-scale motion, and hence the rate of dissipation by the
small-scale motion, E, can be estimated as the product of the kinetic energy per unit mass
of the large-scale turbulence, proportional to u2 , and the rate of transfer of that energy,
u/L (i.e., u3 /L), where u is a characteristic large-scale velocity. Thus E - u3 /L. This
estimate implies that the large-scale eddies lose a significant fraction of their kinetic
energy, u2 /2, within one "turnover" time L / u. The Reynolds number of the turbulent
flow is Re = uL / v. On this basis, with E - u3 / L, we have that
'Y/ _ Re -3/4
L
TU
_ Re -1/2
L
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(D.2)
(D.3)
and since Re » 1, we see that the length, time, and velocity scales of the smallest
eddies are very much smaller than those of the largest eddies, and that the separation
increases as the Reynolds number increases.
0.2 Statistical Properties of Turbulence
Turbulence is stationary if all its statistical properties are independent of time. The
variables themselves, such as the velocity components, are indeed functions of time, but
if the turbulence is stationary, their statistical properties, such as the mean, are indepen-
dent of time. Turbulence is homogeneous if all statistical properties are indepenent of
location in the field. Turbulence is isotropic if all statistical properties are independent
of the orientation of the coordinate axes. Kolmogorov's hypothesis was that the small-
scale eddies are isotropic.
The velocity component in direction i at location x, Ui(X, t), is a random function
of time t. The mean of such a random function is computed in theory by an ensemble
average in which the function is averaged over an infinite ensemble of identical exper-
iments. Unfortunately, in the real world we cannot repeat an experiment indefinitely to
obtain an ensemble average. In some cases we can replace the ensemble average with a
time average over a single experiment, for example,
1 1to + TU;(x) = lim - u;(x, t) dt
T~oo T to
A direct correspondence between the ensemble average, denoted by <Ui (x, t), and
Ui(X), exists only when Ui is a stationary function, because then <Ui) is independent of
t and ui is independent of to .
It is common practice to decompose a turbulent quantity such as the velocity com-
ponent Ui into its mean Ui, and a random component, u;. The mean kinetic energy per
. . h \ (2 2 2) \ (-2 -2 -2) \ (---;2 ---;2 ---;2) Thumt mass IS t en 2 u\ + U2 + U3 = 2 U \ + U2 + U3 + 2 u\ + U2 + U3' e
intensity of turbulence, say in direction i, is defined by (u ;2) \ /2 lUi, a measure of the
size of the fluctuations relative to the mean velocity component at the same location.
The properties ui and U;2 are based on a single velocity component at a single
location and time. If we want to describe the time evolution of a random function like
Ui(X, t) at point x, we can define the Eulerian autocorrelation, Ui(X, t) Ui(X, t + r),
between the values of Ui at point x at times t and t + r. Because we are generally
interested in stationary turbulence, this correlation does not depend on the time origin t,
only on the time separation r. We thus define the Eulerian temporal velocity autocor-
relation coefficient by
Ui(X, t) u;(x, t + r)
u;
where Rii (0) = 1. Based on Rii ( r) we can define the Eulerian integral time scale TE by
TE = max 1: Rii(r) dr (DA)
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TE is a measure of the length of time over which the velocity at a point is correlated with
itself.
In a similar vein, we can define the autocorrelation u;(x, t) u;(x + r, t) between
the values of Ui at time t separated by a distance r, the corresponding spatial velocity
autocorrelation coefficient,
Si;(r) u;(x, t) u;(x + r, t)
uf
(D.5)
in homogeneous turbulence and the integral length scale (for scalar separation r)
L = max I: S;;(r) dr
0.3 The Microscale
(D.6)
These velocity autocorrelation coefficients have the general shape shown in Figure 1.3.
Note that the integral time or length scale, the value of the integral, can be represented
as shown. Also, the curvature of the autocorrelation coefficient at the origin can be used
to define a characteristic time or length scale A. by, for example (Tennekes and Lumley,
1972),
2
- A.2 (D.?)
Expanding R(T) in a Taylor series about the origin, we can write for small T,
(D.8)
This scale, called the microscale, is thus the intercept of the parabola that matches R ( T)
T
Figure 1.3 Velocity autocorrelation coef-
ficients showing the integral time scale TE
and the Taylor microscale A.
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at the origin.' Since Ui (t) is stationary, we can write
d
2 (2) d2Ui (dUi)2
o = dt 2 u; = 2Ui dt2 + 2 dt
Using (D.7)-(D.9), we find that
(D.9)
(D.lO )
(D.ll )
(D.12)
(~iY = 2:1
a relation that will turn out to be useful shortly.
Let us return to the discussion of the large and small scales of motion. The dissi-
pation of energy at the small-scale end of the spectrum depends on several terms like
(au; / aXj )2, most of which cannot be measured conveniently. Since the small-scale mo-
tions tend to be isotropic, it can be shown that the dissipation rate f in isotropic turbu-
lence is given by (Hinze, 19S9)
f = ISV(:::Y
The coefficient IS arises because of summing a number of terms like (au) aXj )2. By
analogy to (D.lO) we define a length scale A by (omitting the factor of 2)
(
auI)2 = ui
aXI A2
The length scale in (D.12) is called the Taylor microscale i~honor of G. I. Taylor who
first defined (D.12). Note that in isotropic turbulence ui = u~ = u~. Thus, from (D.ll)
and (D.12),
ISvui
f = --2-
A
(D.13 )
(D. IS)
is a convenient estimate of f.
A relation between A and L, the macroscopic length scale of the system, can be
obtained if we equate the rate of production of turbulent energy by shear to the rate of
viscous dissipation (Tennekes and Lumley, 1972),
Aui lSvui (D.14)1:=7
where A is an undetermined constant order of 1. The ratio A/ L is theni = (~)'/2 ((~)~/2 L) -1/2
= (~)'/2 Re -1/2
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Since Re » I, the Taylor microscale A is always much smaller than the macroscopic
length scale L of the flow.
The Taylor microscale is not the smallest length scale in turbulence; that is the
Kolmogorov microscale 1]. The Taylor microscale does not represent the eddy sizes at
which dissipation effects dominate, which is 1]. Rather, A is defined on the basis of the
characteristic length scale of the velocity gradients.
0.4 Chemical Reactions
Of primary interest to us is the assessment of chemical reaction rates when the reactants
are embedded in a turbulent fluid and are inhomogeneously mixed. For a second-order
reaction at constant temperature, if the chemical reaction rate is slow compared with the
molecular diffusion rate (which determines how quickly local inhomogeneities are
smoothed out), no effect of inhomogeneous mixing is observed and the reaction rate is
that predicted on the basis of the spatial average concentrations. On the other hand, if
the chemical reaction rate is fast compared with the molecular diffusion rate, the rate of
reaction is limited by the rate at which the reactants can be brought together by molecular
diffusion. Combustion reactions fall within the latter category.
We now derive the basic equations for predicting the mean concentrations of two
reacting species, call them A and B, in a turbulent flow. For a second-order isothermal
reaction with rate constant k, the local, instantaneous rates of consumption of A and B
are
aCA
-kCACB (D.16)
at
aCB
-kCACB (D. I?)
at
If we let CA = CA + c~ and CB = CB + CB, and then substitute into (D.16) and (D.I?)
and average, we obtain the mean rates of consumption as
(D.18)
(D.19)
We see that the local mean rate of disappearance of A and B is -kCACB only if
CACB » C~CB for the particular conditions in question. Let us see if we can determine
the conditions for this approximation to hold. To do so we need to examine the continuity
equation that governs the mean of the product of the concentration fluctuations of A and
B, C~CB' Although the general equation governing C~CB is rather complicated, we can
consider the behavior of c~CB in the absence of any appreciably large gradients. In that
case the contributions to the local rate of change of the correlation c~ CB arise only from
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the chemical reaction and molecular diffusion (Donaldson and Hilst, 1972),
aCA' CB' = (ac' C') (ac' ac' )~ - 2D -----.i-.!!.
at at chern aXi aXi (D.20)
(D.2la)
(D.2lb)
where we have assumed for simplicity that both A and B have molecular diffusivity D.
The first term on the right-hand side of (D.20) represents the generation of the correlation
c~ CR by the chemical reaction, and the second term is the decay of the correlation by
the action of molecular diffusion.
To derive the second term on the right-hand side of (D.20), begin with the species
conservation equations, (B.7), expressed here as (assuming DA = DB = D)
aCA aCA a2cA
-+u·-=D--
at I aXi aXiaXi
aCB aCB a2CB
-+u-=D--
at I aXi aXiaXi
where Ui ac / aXi is a shorthand notation for u . V'C and a2C / aXiaXi for V' 2c. Thus the
repeated index i denotes the summation over the three components of the term. If the
concentration field is homogeneous, the spatial gradient of any mean quantity is zero.
Using CA= cA+ c~ and CB = CB + CR in (D.2l) yields
(D.22a)
(D.22b)
Multiply (D.22a) by CR and (D.22b) by c~ and add the resulting equations,
(D.23)
Now take the mean of this equation. Note that the means of c~ and CR, by themselves,
are by definition zero. The terms in (D.23) become, upon averaging,
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Thus (D.23) reduces to
o -- OC~ oCn
ot
c~ cn = - 2D - -
OXi oXi
(D.24 )
By analogy to (D.lO), we can represent the right-hand side of (D.24) by means of a
microscale Ac (Corrsin, 1957)
OC' OC' c' c'
.........!! ---.!!. - 6~
- 2OXi OXi Ac
(D.25)
where the additional factor of 3 results from the summation over the 3 coordinate com-
ponents. Thus the characteristic time for the destruction of the correlation c~ cn by mo-
lecular diffusion is
A2cT ---
d - 12D (D.26)
The effect of the first tenn on the right-hand side of (D.20) can be seen by ex-
amining the local equation governing CA CB due only to chemistry.
(D.27)
From this equation we see that the effect of the chemical reaction is to drive CACB to the
negative of c~cn, or vice versa, with a characteristic time
1
T =----
c k(cA + CB) (D.28)
Equation (D.27) states that the reaction between A and B will always stop (i.e., CACB +
c~cn = 0) short of the exhaustion of A or B unless A and B are perfectly mixed in the
turbulent field. The reason for this is that in the absence of diffusion, if A and B are not
perfectly mixed to start with, there is no mechanism to replenish the reactants once they
have been consumed in a local volume element.
From (D.25) if the concentration microscale Ac is small enough and the reaction
rate is slow enough, the dissipation tenn in (D.20) will dominate and c~cn =:: O. Phys-
ically, this means that molecular diffusion is rapid enough to keep A and B well mixed
locally. On the other hand, if Ac is large and the reaction rate is fast, the generation of
c~ cn by the chemistry will be dominant and c~ cn will tend toward - CA CB, indicating
that the two species are poorly mixed. In this case the overall rate of reaction in the flow
is governed not by the rate of reaction but by the rate at which A and B are brought
together locally by molecular diffusion.
For gases at sufficiently high Reynolds number, the concentration microscale Ac is
related to the Taylor microscale by (Corrsin, 1957)
D2-
v
(D.29)
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Using (D.26) and (D.29), the decay time for concentration fluctuations is related to the
Taylor microscale by
(D.30)
APPENDIX E UNITS
The units used in this book are largely those of the International System of Units (SI).
The SI system of units consists of a set of basic units, prefixes to extend the range of
values that can be handled conveniently with the units, and a set of derived units. All
the derived units can be expressed in terms of the basic units, although each derived unit
has its own symbol that can be used for conciseness. The prefixes can be used with
either the basic units or the derived units.
TABLE 1.14 DERIVED SI UNITS
Unit symbol or Relation to
Quantity Name of unit abbreviation basic units
Frequency hertz Hz S-I
Angular velocity radian per second rad S-I
Force newton N kg m S-2
Surface tension newton per meter Nm- ' kg S-2
Pressure pascal, newton per square meter Pa, N m-2 kg m- I S-2
Viscosity newton-second per square meter N s m- 2 kg m- I S-I
Kinematic viscosityI
Diffusivity meter squared per second m2 S-I m2 S-I
Thermal diffusivity
Energy joule J kg m2 S-2
Power watt, joule per second W, J S-I kg m2 S-3
Heat capacity } joule per kilogram degree Jkg-'K- ' m2 S-2 K- 'Gas constant
Enthalpy per unit mass joules per kilogram J kg-I m2 S-2
Entropy per unit mass joules per kilogram degree Jkg-'K- ' m2 S-2 K- '
Thermal conductivity joules per meter second degree Jm-ls-IK- 1 kg m S-3 K- '
Mass transfer coefficient meter per second m S-I m S-I
Electric charge coulomb C As
Electromotive force volt V kg m2 A-I S-3
Electric field strength volt per meter V m- I kgmA-
'
S-3
Electric resistance ohm (} kg m2 A-2 S-2
Electric conductivity ampere per volt meter A V-I m- I A2 S3 kg-I m- 3
Electric capacitance farad F A2 S4 kg-I m-2
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TABLE 1.15 CONVERSION FACTORS TO SI UNITS
Quantity
Length
Mass
Time
Temperature
Volume
Density
Force
Pressure
Energy
Power
Specific energy
(energy per
unit mass)
Specific heat and gas
constantb
Thermal conductivity
"Temperature difference
b Universal gas constant
1O-6~
p.m
0.4536~
Ibm
s
3600 -
h
K
0.5555 oR
m33.785 x 10-3 ---
gal (U.S.)
kg m- 3
103 ---
g cm-3
1O-5~
dyn
Pa
0.1 2dyn cm-
1.0133 x 105~
std atm
4.187~
cal
1O-7~
erg
W
4.187-1 -Ica s
745.8 W
hp
J k -I
4187-g- 1cal g-
J k -I
2326 g
Btu Ibm 1
J k -I K-
'4187 -=-g-,----:-
cal g loC- 1
Conversion factors
10- 10 ~
A
86,400~
day
0.5555 O~"
105 Pa
bar
133.3~
mmHg
4187 _J_
kcal
1055..2-
Btu
1O-7~
erg S-I
J k -I
4.187 X 106 --g-
kcal g-I
0.3048 ~
ft
K1.0-
°C"
J
3.6 X 106 kWh
J
2.685 x 106 -
hp h
W
0.293 Btu h- I
R = 8.314 X 103 J kg-mol- I K- '
= 1.987 cal g-mol- I K-
'
= 82.05 cm3 atm g-mol- I K- '
= 8.314 Pa m3 g-mol- 1 K- 1
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The basic SI units are:
Length: meter m
Mass: kilogram kg
Time: second s
Electric current: ampere A
Temperature: kelvin K
Some of the standard prefixes are:
10- 12 : pico p
10-9 : nano n
10-6 : micro iJ-
10-3: milli m
10-2 : centi c
103 : kilo k
106: mega M
109 : giga G
1012: tera T
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The symbol for the prefix is attached to the symbol for the unit. For example,
10-6 m = 1 iJ-m: This particular unit, the micrometer, is often referred to simply as a
micron.
From time to time it will be more convenient to employ the centimeter (cm) as the
basic unit of length and the gram (g) as the basic unit of mass. For example, mass density
is usually expressed in terms of g cm-3. The derived units that are used in this book are
listed in Table 1.14, and Table 1.15 lists several common conversion factors.
PROBLEMS
1.1. The I-hour NAAQS for carbon monoxide is 40 mg m-3 • Convert this to ppm at standard
temperature and pressure.
1.2. A solid-waste incinerator emits particulate matter at the NSPS rate of 0.18 g/dscm. The
incinerator bums 50 metric tons per day (1 metric ton = 103 kg) and exhausts gases at a
ratio of 20 kg of gases per kilogram of feed at atmospheric pressure and 453 K. Assume that
the average molecular weight of the emitted gases is 30 and that they contain 12 % CO2 and
10% H20. What is the daily emission rate of particulate matter?
1.3. Consider the following sequence for the thermal decomposition of the hydrocarbon molecule
MI :
(E = 80)
Chap. 1 References
RI +M\
-
RIH + R2 (E = 15)
R2
-
RI + M2 (E = 38)
4
R j + R2
-
M3 (E = 8)
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If the chains (reactions 2 and 3) are long and k j is relatively small, show that the overall rate
of disappearance of M j is appproximately
and that the overall activation energy is 62.5.
1.4. For the reaction mechanism of Problem 1.3, show that the overall order of the reaction
depends on the termination reaction as indicated in the following table.
Tennination reaction Overall order
I
2
1
3
2
1.5. If the random variable X obeys the normal distribution
Px(x) = _1_ e-(x-I')'j2a'
Jb.a
determine py( y) if Y = X 2 •
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2Combustion Fundamentals
To understand the fonnation of pollutants in combustion systems, we must first under-
stand the nature of the fuels being burned, the thennodynamics of the combustion pro-
cess, and some aspects of flame structure. In this chapter we discuss fundamental aspects
of hydrocarbon fuel combustion that relate directly to the fonnation of pollutants or to
the control of emissions. Questions of flame stability, detonations, and several other
important aspects of combustion science are beyond the scope of the present discussion
and will not be treated. Specific pollution control problems will be addressed in detail
in later chapters.
2.1 FUELS
Of the spectrum of fuels currently in widespread use, the simplest in composition is
natural gas, which consists primarily of methane but includes a number of other con-
stituents as well. The compositions of other gaseous fuels are generally more complex,
but they are, at least, readily detennined. Table 2.1 illustrates the range of compositions
encountered in gaseous fuels, both natural and synthetic.
Infonnation on the composition of liquid or solid fuels is generally much more
limited than that for gaseous fuels. Rarely is the molecular composition known since
liquid fuels are usually complex mixtures of a large number of hydrocarbon species. The
most commonly reported composition data are derived from the ultimate analysis, which
consists of measurements of the elemental composition of the fuel, generally presented
as mass fractions of carbon, hydrogen, sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, and ash, where appro-
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TABLE 2.1 PROPERTIES OF GASEOUS FUELS
Heating
Other value"
CH4 C2H6 C3Hs hydrocarbons CO H2 H2S N2 CO2 (106 Jm- 3 )
Natural gas
No. 1 77.7 5.6 2.4 1.8 7.0
No.2b 88.8 6.4 2.7 2.0 0.0004 0 41.9
No.3 59.2 12.9 0.7 26.2 30.7
No.4 99.2 0.6 0.2 36.3
Refinery gas
No. 1 41.6 20.9 19.7 15.6 2.2 68.6
No.2 4.3 82.7 13.0 67.1
No. 3 15.9 5.0 2.4 14.3 50.9 8.4 2.2 18.7
Coke oven gas 35.3 6.3 53.0 3.4 1.8 21.5
Blast furnace gas 26.2 3.2 57.6 13 3.4
"p, 101 kPa; T, 25°C.
b"Sweetened," H2S removed.
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TABLE 2.2 PROPERTIES OF TYPICAL LIQUID FUELS
Percent by weight Heating
Specific value
Gasoline C H N 0 S Ash gravity (106 J kg-I)
Kerosene (No. 1) 86.5 13.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 Trace 0.825 46.4
Fuel oil
No.2 86.4 12.7 0.1 0.1 0.4-0.7 Trace 0.865 45.5
No.4 85.6 11.7 0.3 0.4 <2 0.05 0.953 43.4
No.6 85.7 10.5 0.5 0.4 <2.8 0.08 0.986 42.5
priate. The heating value, a measure of the heat release during complete combustion, is
also reported with the ultimate analysis. Ultimate analyses of a number of liquid fuels
are presented in Table 2.2.
In addition to the limited composition data given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, physical
properties that influence the handling and use of a particular fuel are frequently mea-
sured. For liquid fuels, the specific gravity or API gravity,*viscosity (possibly at several
temperatures), flash point (a measure of the temperature at which the fuel is sufficiently
volatile to ignite readily), and distillation profiles (fraction vaporized as a function of
temperature) may be reported.
The properties of solid fuels vary even more widely than those of liquid fuels. The
most common solid fuel is coal. Formed by biological decomposition and geological
transformation of plant debris, coals are classified by rank, a measure of the degree to
which the organic matter has been transformed from cellulose. Low-rank fuels such as
peat or lignite have undergone relatively little change, whereas high-rank anthracite is
nearly graphitic in structure. Low-rank fuels contain large amounts of volatile matter
that are released upon heating. High-rank fuels contain much more fixed carbon, which
remains after the volatiles are released.
Solid fuels are characterized by the ultimate analysis and by the so-called proxi-
mate analysis, which identifies the degree of coalifaction of a solid fuel (Table 2.3).
Coal samples that have been air dried are subjected to a number of standardized tests to
determine the amount of moisture inherent to the coal structure, the quantity of volatile
matter released by the coal upon heating to 1200 K for several minutes, and the mass
of ash or noncombustible inorganic (mineral) impurities that remains after low temper-
ature (700 to 1050 K) oxidation. The difference between the initial mass of coal and the
sum of masses of moisture, volatile matter, and ash is called fixed carbon. The condi-
tions of these standardized tests differ markedly from typical combustion environments,
and the values reported in the proximate analysis do not necessarily represent yields
actually encountered in practical combustors. This point is discussed in more detail in
the section on solid fuel combustion.
*Degrees API = [141.5j(specific gravity 16°Cjwater at 16°C) - 131.5].
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TABLE 2.3 PROPERTIES OF SELECTED SOLID FUELS
Percent by weight
Proximate analysis Ultimate analysis
Heating
Volatile value
Fuel (state) Carbon matter Moisture Ash C H N 0 S (106 J kg-I)
Meta-anthracite (RI) 65.3 2.5 13.3 18.9 64.2 0.4 0.2 2.7 0.3 21.7
Anthracite (PA) 77.1 3.8 5.4 13.7 76.1 1.8 0.6 1.8 0.6 27.8
Semianthracite (PA) 78.9 8.4 3.0 9.7 80.2 3.3 1.1 2.0 0.7 31.3
Bituminous (PA) 70.0 20.5 3.3 6.2 80.7 4.5 1.1 2.4 1.8 33.3
High-volatile bituminous
(PA) 58.3 30.3 2.6 9.1 76.6 4.9 1.6 3.9 1.3 31.7
(CO) 54.3 32.6 1.4 11.7 73.4 5.1 1.3 6.5 0.6 30.7
(KY) 45.3 37.7 7.5 9.5 66.9 4.8 1.4 6.4 3.5 28.1
(IL) 39.1 40.2 12.1 8.6 12.8 4.6 1.0 6.6 4.3 26.7
Subbituminous (CO) 45.9 30.5 19.6 4.0 58.8 3.8 1.3 12.2 0.3 23.6
Lignite (ND) 30.8 28.2 34.8 6.2 42.4 2.8 0.7 12.4 0.7 16.8
Brown coal (Australia) 15.3 17.7 66.3 0.7 0.1 8.6
Wood (Douglas fir, as received) 17.2 82.0 35.9 0.8 52.3 6.3 0.1 40.5 0 21.0
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2.2 COMBUSTION STOICHIOMETRY
Complete oxidation of simple hydrocarbon fuels forms carbon dioxide (C02 ) from all
of the carbon and water (H20) from the hydrogen, that is, for a hydrocarbon fuel with
the general composition CnHm,
Even in the idealized case of complete combustion, the accounting of all species present
in combustion exhaust involves more than simply measuring the CO2 and H20. Since
fuels are burned in air rather than in pure oxygen, the nitrogen in the air may participate
in the combustion process to produce nitrogen oxides. Also, many fuels contain elements
other than carbon, and these elements may be transformed during combustion. Finally,
combustion is not always complete, and the effluent gases contain unburned and partially
burned products in addition to CO2 and H 20.
Air is composed of oxygen, nitrogen, and small amounts of carbon dioxide, argon,
and other trace species. Since the vast majority of the diluent in air is nitrogen, for our
purposes it is perfectly reasonable to consider air as a mixture of 20.9% (mole basis) O2
and 79.1 % (mole basis) N2 • Thus for every mole of oxygen required for combustion,
3.78 mol of nitrogen must be introduced as well. Although nitrogen may not significantly
alter the oxygen balance, it does have a major impact on the thermodynamics, chemical
kinetics, and formation of pollutants in combustion systems. For this reason it is useful
to carry the "inert" species along in the combustion calculations. The stoichiometric
relation for complete oxidation of a hydrocarbon fuel, CnHm, becomes
Thus for every mole of fuel burned, 4.78( n + m14) mol of air are required and 4. 78( n
+ m14) + m 14 mol of combustion products are generated. The molar fuel/air ratio for
stoichiometric combustion is 1I [4. 78( n + m 14) ].
Gas compositions are generally reported in terms of mole fractions since the mole
fraction does not vary with temperature or pressure as does the concentration (moles/
unit volume). The product mole fractions for complete combustion of this hydrocarbon
fuel are
n
Yeo2 = 4.78(n + m14) + ml4
ml2
YN2 = 4.78(n + m14) + ml4
YH20 = 4.78(n + m14) + ml4
3.78(n + m14)
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The large quantity of nitrogen diluent substantially reduces the mole fractions of the
combustion products from the values they would have in its absence.
Example 2.1 Combustion of Octane in Air
Detennine the stoichiometric fuel/air mass ratio and product gas composition for combus-
tion of octane (CSH1S ) in air.
The overall stoichiometry is
CSH1S + 12.5(Oz + 3.78Nz) ----+- 8COz + 9HzO + 47.25Nz
For each mole of fuel burned, 59.75 mol of air is required. The molecular weight of octane
is 114. The fuel/air mass ratio for stoichiometric combustion is, therefore,
114 = 114 = 0.0662
12.5(32 + 3.78 x 28) 1723
The total number of moles of combustion products generated is
8 + 9 + 47.25 = 64.25
Finally, the product gas composition is, on a mole fraction basis,
8
Yeo, = -- = 0.125 = 12.5%64.25
9
YH,O = --5 = 0.140 = 14.0%64.2
= 47.25 = 0.735 = 73.5%
YN, 64.25
Minor components and impurities in the fuel complicate our analysis of combus-
tion products somewhat. Fuel sulfur is usually oxidized to form sulfur dioxide (802 ),
(Even though there are cases where sulfur compounds involving higher oxidation states
of sulfur or reduced sulfur compounds are produced, it is a reasonable first approxima-
tion to assume that all of the fuel sulfur forms 802 ,) Upon combustion, organically
bound fuel-nitrogen is converted to both Nz and NO, with molecular nitrogen generally
dominating. For the moment we shall assume that all of the fuel-nitrogen forms Nz.
Ash, the noncombustible inorganic (mineral) impurities in the fuel, undergoes a number
of transformations at combustion temperatures, which will also be neglected for the time
being, so that the ash will be assumed to be inert.
For most common fuels, the only chemical information available is its elemental
composition on a mass basis, as determined in the ultimate analysis. Before we can
proceed with combustion calculations it is necessary to convert these data to an effective
molar composition.
Example 2.2 Coal Composition
Consider a Pittsburgh seam coal that contains 77.2% C, 5.2% H, 1.2% N, 2.6% S, 5.9%
0, and 7.9% ash by weight. The ultimate analysis is generally reported on an "as received"
basis, including the moisture in the chemical analysis. The molar composition may be de-
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termined by dividing each of the mass percentages by the atomic weight of the constituent.
For convenience in stoichiometric calculations, the composition is then normalized with
respect to carbon:
wt
Element % mol/IOO g mol/mol C
C 77.2 12 = 6.43 .;- 6.43 1.00
H 5.2 I = 5.20 .;- 6.43 = 0.808
N 1.2 .;- 14 = 0.0857 .;- 6.43 = 0.013
S 2.6 .;- 32 = 0.0812 .;- 6.43 = 0.013
o 5.9 .;- 16 = 0.369 .;- 6.43 = 0.057
Ash 7.9 .;- 6.43 = 1.23 g/mol C
The chemical formula that can be used to describe this particular coal is, thus,
CHo.sosNo.OI3S0.01300.057
The formula weight of the fuel, or, as written here, the mass per mole of carbon, including
ash, is
100 g gM = --- = 15.55--
f 6.43 mol C mol C
The combustion stoichiometry of this fuel must include the minor species, ash, and
oxygen in the fuel. Making the simplifying assumptions described above, we may write the
stoichiometry as
CHo.sosNo.o13So.QlPO.057 + a(Oz + 3.78Nz ) --+ COz
+ O.404HzO + 0.013S0z + (3.78a + 0.OO65)Nz
where
0.808
a = 1 + -4- + 0.013
0.057
---=
2
1.19
The fuel/air mass ratio for stoichiometric combustion is
15.55 g/mol C = 0.0948
1.19(32 + 3.78 x 28) g/mol C
The total number of moles of gaseous combustion products per mole of C is
NT = 1 + 0.404 + 0.013 + 4.504 = 5.921
The species mole fractions in the combustion products are, therefore,
I
Yeo, = 5.921 = 0.169 = 16.9%
0.404
YH,O = 5.921 = 0.068 = 6.82%
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0.013
Yso, = 5.921 = 0.00220 = 2200 ppm
4.504
YN, = 5.921 = 0.761 = 76.1 %
where the S02 mole fraction has been expressed as parts per million (ppm) on a mole (or
volume) basis, a common form for presenting data on minor species in the gas (recall
Section 1.3).
Few combustion systems are operated precisely at the stoichiometric condition
because of the difficulty of achieving such intimate mixing between fuel and air that
perfect conversion is attained. More commonly, combustors are operated with a margin
for error using more than the stoichiometric amount of air. The fuel/air ratio is used to
define the operating conditions of a combustor. Comparison of the two examples pre-
sented above shows that the fuel/air ratio required for complete combustion varies with
fuel composition. Values ofthe fuel/air and air/fuel mass ratios for stoichiometric com-
bustion of a variety of fuels are presented in Table 2.4. Because the mass ratios vary
widely with fuel composition, they are not a convenient base for comparison of systems
burning different fuels.
The stoichiometric condition is a logical reference point for comparison of systems
operating on different fuels. Several normalized ratios are used in the combustion liter-
ature to overcome the ambiguity of the mass ratio. The equivalence ratio, cP, is defined
as the fuel/air ratio normalized with respect to the stoichiometric fuel/air ratio,
mf/ma
cP = (2.1)(mf/ma)s
Alternatively, the stoichiometric ratio, A, is the air/fuel ratio normalized with respect to
stoichiometric, that is,
1
cP
(2.2)
Other ratios that appear in the literature include the percent excess air [EA = (A - 1)
X 100%] and the percent theoretical air (TA = A X 100%). In reading the combustion
TABLE 2.4 MASS RATIOS FOR STOICHIOMETRIC COMBUSTION
MolarH/C
Fuel ratio (mflma ), (malmf)'
H, 00 0.029 34
CH4 4 0.058 17
Kerosene CnH 2n 2 0.068 15
Benzene (coke) 1 0.076 13
Char 0.5 0.081 12
Carbon 0 0.087 11
Methanol CH30H 4 0.093 10.8
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16.3%
literature, one should be careful to ascertain which of the various terms is being used
since neither names nor symbols have been fully standardized. The fuel/air equivalence
ratio, 4>, will be used in this book unless otherwise stated.
The mix of combustion products varies with the equivalence ratio. Combustion
may be complete under fuel-lean conditions (excess air, 4> < l) with some oxygen
remaining unreacted in the combustion products. The composition of the products of
fuel-lean combustion is, to a good approximation, determined by atom balances alone.
Consider, for example, the combustion of methane at 4> = 0.85,
(
2 ) 2 x 3.78
CO2 + 2H20 + 0.85 - 2 O2 + 0.85 N2
CO2 + 2H20 + 0.35302 + 8.89N2
The composition of the combustion products now includes 02:
1
Ye02 = -2- = 0.0817 = 8.17%12. 4
2
YH20 = 12.24 = 0.163
0.353
Y02 = 12.24 = 0.0288 = 2.88%
8.89
YN = -- = 0726 = 72.6%2 12.24 .
In some references, the combustion condition is not stated in terms of a fuel/air ratio
but, rather, in terms of the amount of oxygen in the combustion products (i.e., 2.9%
O2 in this case).
The problem of specifying the products of combustion is more complicated for
fuel-rich combustion, 4> > 1, than for fuel-lean combustion. Since there is insufficient
oxygen for complete combustion under fuel-rich conditions, some carbon monoxide,
hydrogen, and possibly, unburned hydrocarbons remain in the combustion products.
Thus there are at least five products present (CO, CO2 , H2 , H20, N2 ), but only four
elemental balances are possible. An auxiliary condition based on thermodynamics or
kinetics is needed to determine the exhaust composition. We now tum our attention to
combustion thermodynamics before returning to the question of product gas composition
in fuel-rich combustion.
2.3 COMBUSTION THERMODYNAMICS
Substantial energy is released in a very short time when a fuel is burned, leading to a
dramatic temperature increase of the combustion gases. Temperatures in excess of 2000
K are common in flames. It is the high temperature that allows rapid oxidation of hy-
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drocarbons and carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide and water but also makes possible
the oxidation of Nz to form nitric oxide. The temperature in the flame must be known
to consider the formation and control of pollutants.
Thermodynamics provides us with good estimates of the flame temperature that
are needed not only to assess the combustion process itself but also to calculate the
concentrations of the many chemical species that play a role in the formation and de-
struction of pollutants. We begin our study of the combustion process with a brief review
of the relevant thermodynamics.
2.3.1 First Law of Thermodynamics
The first law of thermodynamics states that the change in the total energy of a closed
system of fixed mass and identity is equal to the heat transfer to the system from its
surroundings minus the work done by the system on its surroundings; that is, for an
infinitesimal change of state,
dE = oQ - oW (2.3 )
The total energy of the system, E, includes the internal energy, U, the kinetic energy,
and the potential energy. The energy is a property of the system that is independent of
the path taken in going from one state to another. In contrast, the heat transfer, oQ, and
the work transfer, oW, for any change in the state of the system depend on the manner
in which the state of the system is changed. The change in the system energy is described
by a total differential, dE. Since the work and heat transfer depend on the path followed
by the system, the 0 is used to indicate that these increments are not total differentials.
For most systems of concern here, the kinetic and potential energy terms can be ne-
glected, so we may express the system energy in terms of the internal energy, that is,
dU = oQ - oW (2.4 )
Integrating over a finite change of state from state I to state 2, the first law for a closed
system becomes
(2.5)
Only rarely in the consideration of combustion processes can we limit ourselves
to a fixed mass in a closed system. More generally, the fuel and air enter the combustion
zone across certain boundaries, and combustion products are exhausted across other
boundaries. It is convenient, therefore, to derive an expression for the change in state
of a fixed volume in space, called a control volume, rather than a fixed mass.
A control volume may be defined in terms of any volume in space in which one
has interest for a particular analysis. Figure 2.1 illustrates a control volume that is pre-
scribed by a surface, S. We would like to derive an equation that describes the change
in the properties of the control volume when a small increment of mass, om, crosses S
and enters the control volume. To do this, we first define a closed system that includes
both the material initially in the control volume, mass m, energy E}, and the increment
of mass to be added, om. The initial state of the combined system consists of the control
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of mass addition to
a control volume and related thennody-
namic system. The control volume is
enclosed by the dashed curve. The solid
curve denotes the closed system.
volume with its initial mass and energy and the incremental mass. After om is added,
the mass in the control volume is m + om, and the energy in the control volume is E2 •
The first law for the change of state of the combined closed system may be written as
E2 - (E1 + e om) = Q12 + pv om - Wxl2
where edenotes the energy/unit mass (called the mass specific energy) of om, v = 1/p
is the mass specific volume, pv om is the work done on the combined system by the
environment as the small volume is moved across the control volume surface, and Wx is
any work other than that associated with that volume displacement. Overbars are used
to denote mass specific properties. Rearranging, we find
E2 - E1 = e om + pv om + Q12 - Wxl2
For a small increment of change of state, this becomes
dE = (e + pv) om + oQ - oWx (2.6)
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The extension to a number of mass increments is straightforward: simply sum over
all mass flows entering and leaving from the control volume, considering the relevant
properties of each increment. The time rate of change of the energy in a control volume
with a number of entering and exiting mass flows may then be written
dE" -" -
- + .,u (ej + pvj)fj - ~ (ei + pvi)fi = Q - Wxdt J,out I,m (2.7)
where hand]; are the mass flow rates (mass per time) leaving or entering the control
volume, Q is the rate of heat transfer to the system (energy per time), and Wx is the rate
at which work is done by the system on its surroundings other than that associated with
flows across the control volume boundary. As noted above, in the combustion applica-
tions of interest here we can generally neglect the kinetic and potential energy contri-
butions to the total energy, giving
dU " - - ,,--
- = ,u fih i - ,U fjhj + Q - Wxdt i,in j,out
where the mass specific enthalpy, Ii, is defined as
h = Ii + pv
The energy equation may also be written on a molar basis, that is,
du = ~ fih i - ~ fjhj + Q - Wxdt i,in j,out
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
where h = u + pv denotes the molar specific enthalpy, and fi is the molar flow rate of
species i. We shall generally use the molar specific properties in our treatment of com-
bustion systems.
Let us apply the foregoing to analyze the chemical reaction
aA + bB ---- cC + dD
occurring at steady state and constant pressure in the isothermal flow reactor illustrated
in Figure 2.2. The feed and effluent flows are at their stoichiometric values.
Applying the steady-state form of (2.10) to this system gives
cfhc(T1 ) + dfhD(T1 ) - afhA(T1 ) - bfhB(T1 ) = Q
where no work is done by the combustion gases except that due to flows across the
boundary, so Wx = O. (The expansion work is already accounted for in the enthalpy.)
The molar flow of A into the control volume is af, that of C is cf, and so on, and the
temperature is T1• Dividing through by f yields
The heat transfer per mole that is required to maintain the process at a constant temper-
ature, T = TI> is called the enthalpy of reaction, and is given the symbol l>.hr(T1), that
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af ------~T1
CI----~ cf
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Bbf---....... df
is,
Figure 2.2 Isothermal steady flow reactor.
(2.11)
We see that the enthalpy of reaction is just the difference between the molar specific
enthalpies of the products and reactants taking into account the stoichiometry of the
reaction. To define the enthalpy of a species requires a reference state at which the
enthalpy is taken to be zero. That reference state is arbitrary as long as a consistent
reference state is used throughout the calculations. Generally, the reference temperature
and pressure are taken to be To = 298 K and Po = 1 atm = 101 kPa, respectively. It
should be noted, however, that some sources report thermodynamic data relative to other
reference temperatures or pressures. The chemical reference state is usually based on the
pure elements in their predominant forms at To and Po, that is,
• C as solid graphite
• H as Hz gas
• N as Nz gas
· ° as Oz gas
• S as solid sulfur etc.
The enthalpy of a compound relative to the reference states of its constituent elements
is the enthalpy of the reaction of these elemental species that form 1 mole of the com-
pound. When evaluated for reactants and products at the same temperature, T, this quan-
tity is called the enthalpy offormation. Thus the enthalpy of formation of water is the
enthalpy of the reaction
namely
The superscript 0 denotes evaluation with respect to the chemical reference state. By
definition, the enthalpies of formation of the elemental reference compounds are zero,
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li.h;' c, = li.h;' H2 = li.h;' N2 = li.h;' 02 = 0
The enthalpy of a compound at any temperature may be written as the sum of the
enthalpy of formation at the reference temperature and a sensible enthalpy term associ-
ated with the temperature change from the reference temperature to the desired temper-
ature. Thus the enthalpy of species i at temperature T relative to the reference state is
(2.12)
(2.13)
The sensible enthalpy term may be evaluated as an integral over temperature of the
specific heat at constant pressure, cp = (ah / aT)p, that is,
h;(T) - h;(To) = [T cp,;(T') dT'JTo
The specific heat generally varies with temperature. If the range of temperature variation
is large, as is commonly the case in combustion applications, one must account for the
dependence of cp ,; on temperature. For the present purposes, it is sufficient to approxi-
mate the specific heat as a linear function of temperature,
(2.14 )
This approximate form allows calculation of the sensible enthalpy over the range of
temperatures commonly encountered in combustion calculations (i.e., 300 to 3000 K)
within about 10%. Table 2.5 presents specific heats, enthalpies of formation, and ad-
ditional data to which we shall refer later for species encountered in combustion prob-
lems. While the linear approximation to cp is sufficient for present purposes, tabulations
of thermodynamic data such as the JANAF Thermochemical Tables (Stull and Prophet,
1971) should be used, in general, for more precise calculations.
The first law of thermodynamics for a chemically reacting open system may now
be written as
dd
U
+ .~ jj[hj(T) - hj(To) + li.h;j(To)] - ;L:/;[h;(T)t }.out I,m
- hi(To) + li.h;;(To)] = Q - Wx (2.15)
If the chemical composition and thermodynamic properties of the fuel are known, (2.15)
allows us to calculate temperature changes, heat transfer, or work performed in com-
bustion systems.
As an example, consider a steady-flow fumace buming a stoichiometric methane-
air mixture. The combustion reaction is
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TABLE 2.5 APPROXIMATE THERMODYNAMIC DATA FOR SPECIES OF COMBUSTION
INTEREST
cp = a + bT
(J mol- J K- I)
tlhJ(298 K) sO(298 K)
Species Name (J mol-I) (J mol-I K- I) a b
C Carbon, monatomic 716,033 158.215 20.5994 0.00026
C(s) Graphite (ref.) 0 5.694 14.926 0.00437
CH Methylidine 594,983 183.187 27.6451 0.00521
CH2 Methylene 385,775 181.302 35.5238 0.01000
CH3 Methyl 145,896 194.337 42.8955 0.01388
CH4 Methane -74,980 186.413 44.2539 0.02273
CN Cyano 435,762 202.838 28.2979 0.00469
CO Carbon monoxide -110,700 197.810 29.6127 0.00301
COS CarbonyI sulfide -138,605 231.804 47.6042 0.00659
CO2 Carbon dioxide -394,088 213.984 44.3191 0.00730
C2H CCH radical 447,662 207.615 40.4732 0.00880
C2H2 Acetylene 227,057 201.137 51.7853 0.01383
C2H4 Ethylene 52,543 219.540 60.2440 0.02637
C2H4O Ethylene oxide -52,710 243.272 70.1093 0.03319
C2N2 Cyanogen 309,517 241.810 63.7996 0.00913
H Hydrogen, monatomic 218,300 114.773 20.7859 0
HCHO Formaldehyde -116,063 218.970 43.3037 0.01465
HCN Hydrogen cyanide 135,338 202.000 38.9985 0.00885
HCO Formyl -12,151 245.882 37.3667 0.00766
HNO Nitroxyl hydride 99,722 220.935 38.2143 0.00750
HN02 Nitrous acid, cis- -76,845 249.666 54.0762 0.01100
HN02 Nitrous acid, trans- -78,940 249.498 54.5058 0.01075
HN03 Nitric acid vapor -134,499 266.749 68.1195 0.01549
H02 Hydroperoxyl 20,950 227.865 38.3843 0.00719
H2 Hydrogen (ref.) 0 130.770 27.3198 0.00335
H2O Water vapor -242,174 188.995 32.4766 0.00862
H20 2 Hydrogen peroxide -136,301 232.965 41.6720 0.01952
H2S Hydrogen sulfide -20,447 205.939 35.5142 0.00883
H2SO4 Sulfuric acid vapor -741,633 289.530 101.7400 0.02143
H2SO4 Sulfuric acid liquid -815,160 157.129 144.0230 0.02749
N Nitrogen, monatomic 473,326 153.413 20.7440 0.00004
NH Imidogen 339,392 181.427 28.0171 0.00349
NH2 Amidogen 167,894 194.785 33.5349 0.00837
NH3 Ammonia -45,965 192.866 38.0331 0.01593
NO Nitric oxide 90,421 210.954 30.5843 0.00278
N02 Nitrogen dioxide 33,143 240.255 43.7014 0.00575
N03 Nitrogen trioxide 71,230 253.077 61.1847 0.00932
N2 Nitrogen (ref.) 0 191.777 29.2313 0.00307
N2H Diimide 213,272 218.719 43.2755 0.01466
N20 Nitrous oxide 82,166 220.185 44.9249 0.00693
N20 s Dinitrogen pentoxide 11,313 346.933 122.4940 0.01018
°
Oxygen, monatomic 249,553 161.181 21.2424 -0.0002
OH Hydroxyl 39,520 183.858 28.0743 0.00309
O2 Oxygen (ref.) 0 205.310 30.5041 0.00349
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Species
0 3
S(g)
S(l)
S(s)
S02
S03
Name
Ozone
Sulfur, gas
Sulfur, liquid
Sulfur, solid (ref.)
Sulfur dioxide
Sulfur trioxide
Cp = a + bT
(J mol~1 K~I)
t,h;(298 K) sO(298 K)
(J mol-I) (J mol- I K- I) a b
142,880 239.166 46.3802 0.00553
279,391 168.019 22.4619 -0.0004
1,425 35.364 28.5005 0.00976
0 31.970 13.9890 0.02191
-297,269 248.468 45.8869 0.00574
-396,333 256.990 62.1135 0.00877
The energy equation becomes
fCH.{[h(T2 ) - h(To) + Lih;(To)] + 2[h(T2 ) - h(To) + Lih;(To)]HOC02 2
+ 7.56[h(T2 ) - h(To) + Lih;(To)] - [h(Tl ) - h(To) + Lih;(To)]CHN2 4
- 2[h(Tl ) - h(To) + LihfO(To)] - 7.56[h(T]) - h(To) + Lih;(To)] }02 N2
where T] and T2 are the temperatures of the reactants entering and the products leaving
the furnace, respectively. Wx has been set equal to zero since we are dealing with a heat
transfer system in which no work is performed. Using thermodynamic data for all of the
chemical species involved, the heat transfer rate can readily be computed.
When the chemical composition of a fuel is not known, instead of using funda-
mental thermochemical data on the constituents, we must rely on the empirical charac-
terization provided by the ultimate analysis. The enthalpy of the combustion reaction is
readily measured using a calorimeter, such as the flow calorimeter illustrated schemat-
ically in Figure 2.3.
Fuel and air are introduced to the calorimeter at T] and Pl' The fuel is burned
completely, and the products are cooled to Tl • The heat transfer required for this cooling
is measured. Applying the first law, (2.8), at steady-state conditions in the absence of
any work performed yields
We have used the first law on a mass rather than a molar basis to be consistent with the
way enthalpies of combustion are commonly measured and reported, since if the molec-
ular structure of the fuel is not known, we cannot uniquely define the enthalpy of reaction
on a molar basis. The heat released per unit mass of fuel burned is, however, readily
determined, so enthalpy of combustion data are commonly reported on a mass specific
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Figure 2.3 Flow calorimeter.
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basis. We find the enthalpy of combustion of a unit mass of fuel
Qc
=--
ffuel
= fp~Oducts -ho (T) -ho (T) fair -ho (T)
fi products I - fuel I - fi=-- air Ifuel fuel
(2.16)
Since the combustion process is exothennic (releases heat), f1hc ( Td is negative. For
combustion chemistry calculations, it is convenient to convert the mass specific enthalpy
of combustion to a mole specific value using the fonnula weight, that is,
(2.17)
Flow calorimeter measurements of the heating value are usually perfonned at tem-
peratures in the range 288 to 298 K, introducing a problem in the interpretation of the
enthalpy of combustion. The measurement requires complete combustion; that is, all
carbon and hydrogen must be oxidized to fonn CO2 and H20, respectively. If the cal-
orimeter is operated near stoichiometric, the product gases may contain several percent
H20, considerably more than the saturation vapor pressure of water at that temperature.
Hence water will condense in the calorimeter, increasing the apparent heat release due
to the latent heat of vaporization. The measured heating value thus depends on the phase
of the product water.
The effect of this phase transition may be seen by examining the heat transfer
required to generate vapor-phase water in the products and that needed for the conden-
sation of that vapor. This analysis requires introduction of a second control volume in
the thennodynamic model, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. The enthalpy of combustion as
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(2.18)
measured by reactor 1, 1::l.he (TI ) = QI {ft, is described above. The heat transfer to reactor
2 is that associated with the condensation of water.
- -Q2 fi - 0 - 0 fw -JJ = it [hw2(TI ) - hwl(TI )] = h 1::l.hv (TI )
where 1::l. hv ( TI ) is the latent heat of vaporization of water at temperature TI • At 298 K,
1::l.hv (298 K) = 2442 J g-I, or 1::l.hv (298 K) = 44,000 J mol-I. * The enthalpy of com-
bustion measured with H20 present as liquid (reactors 1 and 2 combined) is, therefore,
- - fw -
1::l.he(l +2)(TI ) = 1::l.hc1(TI ) + ~ 1::l.hv (T,)it
_ The term heating value is used to denote heat release due to combustion,
- 1::l. he ( T I ). The two measures of the enthalpy of combustion are generally specified in
terms of the heating value. The higher heating value, HHV, corresponds to the heat of
reaction when the latent heat of condensation of water is recovered:
HHV = -1::l.he(1 +2)(T,)
The lower heating value, LHV, corresponds to the case when the water is present as
vapor:
LHV = -1::l.hc1 (TI )
While heating values in the U.S.A. are usually reported as higher heating values, lower
heating values are often given in other parts of the world. Exhaust temperatures for most
combustors are sufficiently high that the water is exhausted as vapor. At the temperatures
of a flame, water is present only as vapor. Thus the lower heating value is more relevant.
It is frequently necessary to compute lower heating values from the commonly reported
higher heating value data.
The subscripts Land H will be used to indicate the enthalpies of combustion cor-
responding to the lower and higher heating values, respectively, that is,
1::l.heL (TI ) = -LHV
1::l.heH(TI ) = -HHV
*The units J mo!-l will, throughout this book, mean J g_mo!-l
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Given the heating value of a fuel, an effective enthalpy of fonnation can readily
be calculated. Working in tenns of molar quantities, we may write
where, if the molecular fonn of the fuel is not known, the molar flow rate of fuel may
be expressed in tenns of moles of carbon per second. Rearranging, we find the enthalpy
of fonnation of the fuel
(2.19 )
With this infonnation, an estimate for the temperature in the flame can be calculated.
Example 2.3 Higher and Lower Heating Values and Enthalpy of Formation
A fuel oil contains 86.96% carbon and 13.04% hydrogen by weight. Its heating value is
reported to be 44 kJ g-1. Determine the higher and lower heating values and enthalpy of
formation on a mole basis.
The fuel composition is
Element wt %
C 86.96 -;- 12
H 13.04 -;- 1
Nonnalize with
respect to C
7.25 -;- 7.25 = 1
13.04 -;- 7.25 = 1.8
The fuel composition is CH1.8, and its formula weight is
Mf = 12 + (1.8)(1) = 13.8
Heating values are most commonly reported as the higher heating value; thus
The molar enthalpy of combustion is
Combustion of this fuel proceeds according to
CHl.8 + 1.4502 ---- COz + 0.9HzO
Thus, 0.9 mol of water is generated for each mole of fuel (carbon) burned. The latent heat
of vaporization of water at 298 K is Llhv (298 K) = 44,000 J mol-I. Thus
-607,200 + 0.90 X 44,000
-I
-567,600 J (mol C)
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The enthalpy of formation of this fuel may be determined using the lower heating value
and the enthalpy of formation data from Table 2.5.
flhj,CHu(Td = flhj ,C02(T1) + 0.90 flhj,H20(T1) - 1.45 flhj,o,(T1) - flhcdT1)
= -394,088 + 0,90 X (-242,174) - 1.45(0) - (-567,600)
-I
= -44,440 J (mol C)
2.3.2 Adiabatic Flame Temperature
Combustion reactions generally occur very fast, on the order of 1 ms and little heat or
work transfer takes place on the time scale of combustion. For this reason the maximum
temperature achieved in the combustion process is often near that for adiabatic combus-
tion. This so-called adiabatic flame temperature may readily be calculated by applying
the first law of thermodynamics to an adiabatic combustor. Consider a steady-flow com-
bustor, illustrated in Figure 2.5, burning a fuel with composition CHm .
The combustion stoichiometry for fuel-lean combustion is
as ( ) m (1) 3.78asCHm + ¢ Oz + 3,78Nz - COz + '2 HzO + as ¢ - 1 Oz + -4>-Nz
(2.20)
where as = I + m /4. The first law of thermodynamics becomes
i [h ( T) - h ( To) + .:lh; ( To) ] + '!2 [h ( T) - h ( To) + .:lh; ( To) ]l C02 2 H20
+ as(! - 1) [h(T) - h(To) + .:lh;(To)] + 3.78 as[h(T)4> 02 4>
- h(To) + .:lh;(To)]N2
- [h(Tj ) - h(To) + .:lh;(To)] - as! [h(Ta ) - h(To) + .:lh;(To)]f 4> 02
- 3.78 as[h(Ta ) - h(To) + .:lh;(To)] ] = Q - Wx = 0 (2.21)4> ~
Sensible enthalpy and enthalpy of formation data for each of the species are used to
solve for the adiabatic flame temperature, T. Using the linear approximation for the
temperature dependence of the specific heats, Cpi = ai + bi T, we have
(2.22)
Thus, with this approximate representation of the temperature dependence of the specific
heat, the problem of determining the adiabatic flame temperature is reduced to solving
a quadratic equation.
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0=0 Wx = 0 Figure 2.5 Steady flow combustor.
Example 2.4 Adiabatic Flame Temperature
A heavy fuel oil with composition CH1.8 and a higher heating value of 44 kJ g-I is burned
in stoichiometric air. The initial fuel and air temperatures, denoted by subscripts f and a,
respectively, are Tf = Ta = To =' 298 K. The pressure is 101 kPa (I atm). Calculate the
temperature of the products of adiabatic combustion.
1. We are given the higher heating value that includes the latent heat of condensation
of water vapor. The lower heating value is given by (2.18). Converting the higher heating
value to the mole-based enthalpy of combustion, ~e have
fihcL(To) = -(44 x 103 J g-1)(12 + 1.8 x 1) g mol-I
+ 0.9(44 X 103) = -568 X 103 J mol-I
2. Combustion stoichiometry yields from (2.20):
CH1.8 + 1.45(Oz + 3.78Nz) ---+- COz + 0.9HzO + 5.48Nz
3. First law of thermodynamics:
l[h(T) - h(To) + 1ihf (To)] + 0.9[h(T) - h(To) + 1ihATo)]co, H,O
+ 5.48[h(T) - h(To) + fihATo)]N2 - [h(T)) - h(To) + fihATo)]CHL.
- 1.45[h(T]) - h(To) + fihATo)] - 5.48[h(T]) - h(To)02
] Q Wx+ fihATo) = - - -
N, It It
Grouping enthalpy of formation terms and noting that T] = To yields
[h(T) - h(To)] + 0.9[h(T) - h(To)] + 5.48[h(T) - h(To)]co, H,O N,
+ fihf,co,( To) + 0.9 fihf,H,O( To) - fihf,CHL.( To)
- 1.45 fihf,o,(To) + 5.48[fihf,N,(To) - 1ihf,N,(To)] = 0
But
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So, since we are dealing with complete combustion, and because of the simplifications
associated with the initial temperatures being To, we may write
[h(T) - h(To)] + O.9[h(T) - h(To)]co, H,O
+ 5.48[h(T) - h(To)] + McL(To) = 0N,
4. From Table 2.5, we find (Cp,i = ai + biT)
Species
44.319
32.477
29.231
0.00730
0.00862
0.00307
r
T b·hJT) - hJTo) = JTo cp,i(T') dT' = aJT - To) + ~ (T2 - T5)
Substituting into the energy equation gives us
44,3l9(T - To) + 0.~730 (T2 - T5)
+ 0.9[ 32.477(T - To) + 0.O~862 (T2 - T5)]
+ 5.48[ 29.231(T - To) + 0,0~307 (T2 - T5)] + (-568,000) = 0
Grouping terms, we find
233.734(T - To) + 0.01594(T2 - T5) - 568,000 = 0
Solving this quadratic equation for T yields
T = 2356 K
(Note: A solution based on linear interpolation on the more precise JANAF Tables data
yields T = 2338 K, so the error associated with using cp = a + bT is, in this case, about
18KorO.8%.)
2.3.3 Chemical Equilibrium
We have, so far, assumed that the fuel reacts completely, forming only CO2 , H20, and
other fully oxidized products. For fuel-lean combustion with product temperatures below
about 1250 K, the stable species, CO2, H20, 02' and N2, are the usual products and this
is a good assumption (Glassman, 1977). Element balances are sufficient to determine
the composition of the combustion products under these conditions. Most combustion
systems, however, reach temperatures much higher than 1250 K. We have seen that
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adiabatic flame temperatures can reach 2300 K for stoichiometric combustion. At such
high temperatures, species that are stable at ambient temperatures can dissociate by re-
actions such as
so carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and other reduced species may be present even though
sufficient oxygen is available for complete combustion. In fact, these species are oxi-
dized rapidly, but they are continually replenished by dissociation and other reactions
that occur in the hot gases. The concentrations of these species are determined by the
balance between those reactions that lead to their formation and those that consume
them.
Chemical equilibrium provides a reasonable first approximation to the composition
of the combustion products at high temperatures since the equilibrium state is that which
would be achieved given a time sufficiently long for the chemical reactions to proceed.
We will see that chemical equilibrium calculations also provide insight into pollutant
formation.
The conditions for thermodynamic equilibrium are derived from the second law of
thermodynamics. These conditions may be concisely stated in terms of the Gibbs free
energy, G = H - TS (Denbigh, 1971). For a closed system at a constant temperature
and pressure, the Gibbs free energy is a minimum at thermodynamic equilibrium. Thus,
for any change away from an equilibrium state at constant T and p, dG > O. The Gibbs
free energy is a function of the temperature, pressure, and composition [i.e., G = G( T,
p, n\, n2' .. )]. Thus we may write
( aG) (aG) (aG)dG = - dT + - dp + - dnl
aT p,nj ap T.nj anI T,p,nj" I
(2.23)
The partial derivative of the Gibbs free energy with respect to the number of moles
of a species, i, is the chemical potential
(2.24 )
Recalling the definition of G, we may write
dG = dU + p dV - T dS + V dp - S dT + L; I-'i dni
i
Using the first law of thermodynamics, it can be shown that
dU + p dV - T dS = 0
82
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(2.25 )
The partial molar Gibbs free energy may be written
a
J-t. = - (H - TS) . = h - Ts
1 ani T,p,nj*t 1 1 (2.26)
(2.27)
where Si is the partial molar entropy of species i. For the purposes of examining most
combustion equilibria, we may focus on ideal gases and simple condensed phases since
the pressures of combustion are generally near atmospheric. The enthalpy of an ideal
gas is independent of pressure. The entropy is
iT Cp;(T') p.s;(T, p) = s?(To) + " dT' + R In----'-To T Po
where s? (To) is the entropy at the reference state. Since the partial pressure is usually
expressed in units of atmospheres, the partial pressure term of (2.27) is commonly ex-
pressed as In Pi' Since the heat capacity of an ideal gas is not a function of pressure, the
pressure dependence of the partial molar Gibbs free energy for an ideal gas is simply
that associated with the entropy change from the reference state, and we may write
(2.28)
where J-t? ( T), the standard chemical potential of species i, is the chemical potential of
i at the reference pressure, Po = 1 atm. Values of s? (To) are included with the ther-
modynamic data in Table 2.5.
For a pure condensed phase at modest pressures, the entropy depends only on
temperature,
iT C (T')s(T) = sO(To) + -P_,- dT'To T
Since the enthalpy is also independent of pressure, the partial molar Gibbs free energy
is a function only of the temperature, that is,
The condition for thermodynamic equilibrium may now be written as
(dG)T,P = 2:; J-ti dni ~ 0
[
for any change away from the equilibrium state. Consider a chemical reaction
2:; vA = 0
. J J
J
(2.29)
(2.30 )
(2.31)
We may express the progress of the reaction in terms of the number of moles of a product
species generated divided by the stoichiometric coefficient, the extent of reaction [recall
Sec. 2.3
(A.5)],
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(2.32 )
The condition of chemical equilibrium at constant T and P is then
2.: /l1-t = 0
. J ]
J
(2.33 )
This condition must be satisfied at equilibrium for any dL regardless of sign. Using
(2.28) we obtain
2.: /ll-t 0 + 2.: RT In p"j = 0
. J J. J
J J,gas
(2.34 )
at equilibrium. This expression now defines the equilibrium composition of the gas.
Separating the pressure-dependent terms from the temperature-dependent terms
yields a relation between the partial pressures of the gaseous species and temperature,
that is,
. II pF = exp (-2.: /ljl-tl) == Kp(T)
J,gas only J RT
(2.35)
The function Kp (T) is the equilibrium constant in terms of partial pressures. Note that
the quantities of the pure condensed phases do not enter explicitly into this relation.
It is often convenient to work in terms of mole fractions or concentrations instead
of partial pressures. The partial pressure is, according to Dalton's law,
Pi = YiP (2.36)
where Yi is the mole fraction of species i, calculated considering gas-phase species only.
Substituting into the expression for Kp yields
II (yp)"J = K (T)
j,gas only J p
(2.37)
Similarly, using the ideal gas relation, Pi = ciRT, the equilibrium constant in terms of
concentrations is found to be
Kc(T) = Kp(T) (RT)-'E.;,ga, only"; = . II cF
J. gas only
(2.38)
The composition of a system at equilibrium is determined by solving a set of the
equilibrium relations [(2.34), (2.35), (2.37), or (2.38)] subject to element conservation
constraints.
When reactions involving condensed-phase species are considered, equilibria in-
volving the condensed-phase species do not explicitly indicate the amounts of each of
those species present. For example, the reaction
84
yields the equilibrium relation
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K (T) = Pcoz
p Po,
Only if the quantity of carbon in the system is sufficiently large relative to the amount
of oxygen can the ratio Peoz / P02 equal Kp ( T), bringing this equilibrium into play. For
smaller amounts of carbon, no solid carbon will be present at equilibrium.
Example 2.5 Carbon Oxidation
Carbon is oxidized in stoichiometric air at T = 3000 K and atmospheric pressure. What are
the mole fractions of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and oxygen at chemical equilib-
rium? How much solid carbon remains?
From Table 2.5 we find
Cp = a + bT
(1 mol-I K-
'
)
lihl (To) sO(To)
Species (J mol-I) (J mol-I) a b
C'n 0 5.694 14.926 0.00437
CO -110,700 197.810 29.613 0.00301
CO2 -394,088 213.984 44.319 0.00730
N2 0 191.777 29.231 0.00307
O2 0 205.310 30.504 0.00349
The general expression for the chemical potential of species i is
1J.nT) = r
T
Cp,i dT' + Llhfi (To) _ T[SnTo) + r
T
cp',
i
dT I ]h hT
At 3000 K and 1 atm:
Species
-96,088
-840,216
-1,249,897
-710,007
-757,525
Neglecting any solid carbon in the products, the stoichiometry under consideration is
x
C + O2 + 3.78N2 -- xCO + (1 - x)C02 + 2O2 + 3.78N2
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The species mole fractions are
x
Yeo = 4.78 + x/2
1 - x
Yeo, = 4.78 + x/2
x/2
Yo, = 4.78 + x/2
3.78
YN, = 4.78 + x/2
The problem of determining the equilibrium composition is now reduced to that of evalu-
ating the parameter, x. We assume that CO and CO2 are in equilibrium
I
CO2 • • CO + ~ O2
The change in the chemical potential associated with a mole of CO formation by this re-
action is
= -840,216 + ~ (-757,525) - (-1,249,897)
= +30,918 J mol-I
where Vjl denotes the stoichiometric coefficient for species j in reaction 1. Thus the equi-
librium constant for this reaction is
[
30,918 J mol-I J
= exp - (8.3144 J mol-I K) (3000 K)
= 0.2895 atm 1/ 2
We may now solve for the equilibrium mole fractions. Since
1/2
= YeoYo, pl/2Kpl
Yeo,
we may write
x ( x/2 )1/2
p-I/2Kpl = 1 - x 4.78 + x/2
which leads to a cubic equation for x,
(
K~I) K~l 2 K~I K~If(x) = 1- ----p x3 -7.56----px + 18.12----px - 9.56----p = 0
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This equation may be solved iteratively using Newton's method. Beginning with a guess,
X', an improved estimate is generated by
x = x'
f(x')
df(x')/dx
This new estimate is then used to obtain a better estimate until the desired degree of pre-
cision is achieved. Guessing initially that x' = 0.9, successive iterations yield
Estimate number x
1 0.9
2 0.623
3 0.556
4 0.553
5 0.553
Thus the equilibrium composition is
Yeo = 0.109
Yeo, = 0.0884
Yo, = 0.0547
YN, = 0.748
We must now test to see whether there will be any residual carbon at equilibrium.
Consider the reaction
for which
AG2 = 396,284 J mol- 1
Thus
(
-396,284 )K - ex
p2 - P 8.3144 x 3000
= 1.26 X 10-7
In terms of mole fractions at equilibrium,
Yo, 7
- = 0.619 > Kp2 = 1.26 x 10-
Yeo,
Thus there is too much oxygen in the system to allow any carbon to remain unreacted at
chemical equilibrium.
The temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant can readily be expressed
in terms of the enthalpy of reaction (Denbigh, 1971). Equation (2.35) may be written
I iJ-lIn Kp = - - L; IJ -R j } T
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Differentiation yields
dIn Kp
dT
(2.39 )
To evaluate the derivative on the right-hand side, we observe from (2.25) that
Mi = G~)p.T""j
S = _ (aG)
aT .p,n"nj
Since G is a state function, dG is an exact differential. Thus, from (2.25) we may obtain
the reciprocity relations
(aMi) = _ (as) = -SiaT .. an·p,nt,n) 1 p,T,nj
Equation (2.26) may now be written
which may be rearranged in the form we seek:
hi
- T 2
Finally, recalling (2.28), this becomes
(a (M::T)tn;,nj
Substituting (2.40) into (2.39) gives
(2.40 )
dIn Kp
dT
L; vihi
i
The term 'f.iVihi is just the enthalpy of reaction I1hr (T). The resulting relation is called
van't Hoff's equation,
dIn Kp I1hr
--- =--
dT RT 2
(2.41 )
Over small temperature ranges the enthalpy of reaction may be assumed to be approxi-
mately constant. Although either exact numerical evaluation of Kp from polynomial fits
to the specific heat (e.g., Table 2.5) or the use of thermodynamic data tabulations is
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preferred for calculations of compositions of mixtures at chemical equilibrium, the as-
sumption of constant llhr and use of (2.41) will greatly simplify kinetic expressions we
shall develop later using equilibrium constants.
The conditions for thermodynamic equilibrium have been derived for a system
maintained at a prescribed temperature and pressure. The energy, enthalpy, entropy, and
specific volume of a system may be calculated using the composition of the system, as
determined from the equilibrium condition, and the thermodynamic properties of the
constituents of the system. The equilibrium state ofthe system is, however, independent
of the manner in which it was specified. Any two independent properties could be used
in place of the pressure and temperature.
The temperature of a combustion system is rarely known a priori. The adiabatic
flame temperature is often a good estimate of the peak temperature reached during com-
bustion, provided that the reaction equilibria are taken into account. This requires solv-
ing a chemical equilibrium problem subject to constraints on the pressure and enthalpy
(for a flow system) rather than temperature and pressure. Iterations on temperature to
satisfy the first law of thermodynamics are now needed in addition to iterations on the
composition variables. This procedure is best shown with an example.
Example 2.6 Adiabatic Combustion Equilibrium
Example 2.4 considered stoichiometric combustion of a heavy fuel oil, CHI.8, in stoichio-
metric air at atmospheric pressure. Initial fuel and air temperatures were 298 K. The adi-
abatic flame temperature calculated assuming complete combustion was 2356 K. How do
reaction equilibria influence the temperature and composition of the reaction products?
Allowing for incomplete combustion, the combustion stoichiometry may be written
CHI.8 + 1.45(Oz + 3.78Nz) - (I -x)COz +xCO
+ (0.9 - y)HzO + yHz + (~ + noz + 5.48Nz
The total number of moles of reaction products is
NT = (I - x) + x + (0.9 - y) + y + G+ ~) + 5.48
x y
= 7.38 + - +-2 2
Two linearly independent equilibrium relations are needed to compute x and y. The reac-
tions we choose to represent the equilibrium are arbitrary, as long as they are linearly
independent. Possible reactions include
co + HzO oE ')I COz + Hz (the so-called water-gas shift reaction)
z
HzO ~ Hz + ~ Oz
COz oE .. CO + ~ Oz
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We see by inspection that the first reaction can be obtained by subtracting reaction 3
from reaction 2, but any two of these reactions are linearly independent. The choice is
dictated by computational expediency. We may choose, for example,
2
H20 E ..
The corresponding equilibrium relations are
If we had replaced reaction
with
= _1_-_x Y
x 0.9 - y
y ( x/2 + y/2 )1/2
= 0.9 - y 7.38 + x/2 + y/2
y ( x + Y )1/2
= 0.9 - y 14.76 + x + Y
1 with 3, the first equilibrium relation would be replaced
( )
1/2~1/2 X X + Y
P Kp3 = 1 - x 14.76 + x + Y
By selecting reaction 1 rather than 3 we have a somewhat simpler equilibrium expression
to solve. In either case, the equilibrium composition corresponding to a specified tem-
perature (and, therefore, specified Kps) may now be calculated by simultaneous solution
of the two nonlinear equilibrium relations. The same solution will be obtained regardless
of the choice of equilibrium relations.
A number of methods are available for solving simultaneous nonlinear equations.
Newton's method may be applied readily in this case. Suppose that we want the solution
to two simultaneous equations:
f(x, y) = 0,
g(x, y) = 0
From an initial approximation (xo, Yo) we attempt to determine corrections, Llx and Lly,
such that
f(xo + Llx, Yo + Lly) = 0 g(xo + Llx, Yo + Lly) = 0
are simultaneously satisfied. If the functions are approximated by a Taylor series and
only the linear terms are retained, the equations become
fo + fxo Llx + fyo Lly = 0
go + gxo Llx + gyO Lly = 0
where the 0 subscripts indicate that the functions have been evaluated at (xo, Yo) and the
subscripts x and y denote a/ ax and a/ ay, respectively. These linear equations are readily
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solved for the correction tenns, Llx and Lly. Improved estimates are then computed by
x = Xo + Llx
y = Yo + Lly
By iterating until Llx and Lly become sufficiently small, the solution of the equations can
be found.
We may define the functions to be solved in the present problem as
I - x yf(x, y) = -- 0 9 - Kpl = 0X • - y
( X ) _ y ( x + Y ) 1/2 _ -1/2K - 0g ,y - 0.9 - y 14.76 + x + Y P p2 -
The partial derivatives are
.t = af = - y
x ax x2 (0.9 - y)
.f = 0.9(1 - x)
Jy 2
x(0.9-y)
Y (1) l14.76 + x + YY/2 [ 14.76 J
gx = 0.9 - y 2 x + Y J (14.76 + x + y)2
I x + Y ll/2 0.9
gy = L14.76 + x + yJ (0.9 _ y)2 + gx
and the correction tenns are
gofyo - fogyo
Llx = ------
fxogyo - fyogxo
A fogxo - gufxo
"",y = fxogyo - fyogxo
Thus, for specified equilibrium constants, we may readily iterate on x and y to find the
corresponding equilibrium composition. Poor initial guesses Xo and Yo may lead to esti-
mates of x and y outside the domain of solution,
o ::5 x ::5 1
o ::5 Y ::5 0.9
If this occurs, one may still use the infonnation regarding the direction of the solution
by letting
x = Xo + {3 Llx
y = Yo + (3 Lly
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where (3 (0 < (3 ~ 1) is chosen to step toward the solution but not beyond the limits of
feasible solutions.
Since the temperature of the equilibrium mixture is not known a priori, we must
guess the temperature before the equilibrium constants can be evaluated and any calcu-
lations can be performed. We may note this temperature estimate as T'. Once the equi-
librium composition is determined, we can see how good our guess was by applying the
first law of thermodynamics,
products
F(T') = 2.: p;[h;(T') - h;(To) + ~hfi(To)]
reactants
For adiabatic combustion, we should have F( T) = 0, but we are unlikely to find this
on our first guess. If F( T') > 0, the initial temperature guess was too high. It is as if
heat were transferred to the control volume. The temperature for adiabatic combustion
must be lower than that estimate. If, on the other hand, F( T') < 0, the temperature is
that of a system that has rejected heat to the environment. The temperature estimate must
be increased in this case. We may use the first law, assuming constant composition, to
give an improved estimate of the gas composition. The composition corresponding to
this new temperature estimate can then be evaluated as was done for our initial guess.
The whole process is then repeated until satisfactory convergence is achieved.
Returning to our example, the first law becomes
(1 - x) [h(T) - h(To) + .:lhl(To)]c02 + x[h(T) - h(To) + .:lhl(To)]co
+ (0.9 - y)[h(T) - h(To) + .:lhl(To)]H2o + y[h(T) - h(To) + .:lhl(To)]H2
+(~ +~) [h(T) - h(To) + .:lhl(To)] + 5.48[h(T) - h(To) + .:lhl(To)]2 2 0, N2
- [h(Tf ) - h(To) + .:lhl(To)] - 1.45[h(Ta ) - h(To) + Ml(To)]fuel,CHl8 0,
- 5.48[h(Ta ) - h(To) + Ml(To)] = Q - W = 0N,
where Tt and Ta are the temperatures of the fuel and air, respectively. Grouping terms and
noting that, for this problem, Tf = Ta = To, we have
[h(T) - h(To)] + 0.9[h(T) - h(To)] + 5.48[h(T) - h(To)]C02 H20 N,
+ .:lhJ,co,(To) + 0.9 .:lhJ,H'O(To) - .:lhJ,CHI8(To) - 1.45 .:lhJ,o,(To)
- x[[h(T) - h(To)] - [h(T) - h(To)] - Hh(T) - h(To)] ]C02 CO 02
- X [.:lhJ,C02 (To) - .:lhJ,co(To) - ~ .:lhJ,o, (To)]
- y[[h(T) - h(To)] - [h(T) - h(To)] - Hh(T) - h(To)] ]H,O H2 02
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The first group of enthalpies of fonnation is seen to be the enthalpy of the complete com-
bustion reaction at T = To. The enthalpy of fonnation tenns that are multiplied by x equal
the enthalpy of the dissociation reaction
CO2 • • CO + ~ O2
at temperature T. We have already seen that this reaction is simply the difference between
reactions 2 and 1. Similarly, the last group of enthalpy of fonnation tenns equals the en-
thalpy of reaction 2:
H20 • • H2 + ~ O2
Thus we see that the heat release of the combustion process is reduced by the amount
consumed by the dissociation reactions.
The thennodynamic data necessary for these calculations, from Table 2.5, are sum-
marized below:
Cp = a + bT
(J mol-I K- I )
I1h] (To) SO (To)
Species (J mol-I) (J mol-I K- I ) a b
CO -110,700 197.81 29.613 0.00301
CO2 -394,088 213.98 44.319 0.00730
H2 0 130.77 27.320 0.00335
H2O -242,174 188.99 32.477 0.00862
N2 0 191.78 29.231 0.00307
O2 0 205.31 30.504 0.00349
In tenns of these thennodynamic data the chemical potentials become
( T) b 2p,;" = ai T - To - TIn - - -! (T - To) + Jihfi(T) - T s;"(T)To 2
In preparation for detenninations of the equilibrium constants, it is convenient to compute
the following sums:
Reaction 1
Jial = aeo2 + aH2 - aeo - aH20 = 9.549 J mol- 1 K- 1
Jib j = beo2 + bH2 - beo - bH20 = -0.00098 J mol-I K-
2
Jih, = Jihlcol + JihlH2 - Jihleo - Jih/H20 = -41,214 J mol-I
Jis, = se02 + SHI - seo - Sll20 = -42.05 J mol-I K- 1
Reaction 2
Jia2 = aH2 + ~ a02 - aH20 = 10.095 J mol- 1 K- 1
Jib2 = bH2 + ~ bOI - bH20 = -0.003525 J mol-I K- 2
Jihz = JihlH2 + ~ Jihl02 - JihlH20 = 242,174 J mol- 1
Jisz = SHI + ~ S02 - SII20 = 44.435 J mol- 1 K- 1
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Thus we have
[
9.549 (T - To - Tin (T/To)) ]
+(0.00098/2) (T - To)2 - 41,214 + 42.05T
8.3144T
~ 10.095 (T - To - Tin (T/To)) J+ (0.003525/2) (T - TO)2 + 242,174 - 44.435T8.3144T
Since the complete combustion calculation using these approximate thennodynamic
data (Example 2.4) yielded a flame temperature estimate of 2356 K, we begin with a guess
of 2300 K. At T = 2300 K,
Kp1 = 0.1904
Kp2 = 0.001900
Guessing initially that x = y = 0.01, our iterations yield the following successive estimates:
x = 0.01 y = 0.01
2 x = 0.0407 y = 0.0325
3 x = 0.0585 y = 0.0222
4 x = 0.0818 y = 0.0198
5 x = 0.0967 y = 0.0189
6 x = 0.1002 y = 0.0187
7 x = 0.1003 Y = 0.0187
The energy equation becomes
234.213(T - To) + 0.0~188 (T 2 - T6) - 567,605
[
0.002545 ]
- x -0.5456(T - To) + 2 (T 2 - T6) - 283,388
[
0.003525 2 2) ]
- Y 1O.095(T - To) - 2 (T - To - 242,174 = 0
which simplifies to
[0.01592 - 0.001273x + 0.001763y]T 2 + [234.213 + 0.5456x - 1O.095y]T
+ [ -638,853 + 283,338x + 244,870y] = 0
Substituting in the values for x and y, the temperature that satisfies the first law for this
composition can be evaluated explicitly. We find
T = 2252 K
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The equilibrium constants at this temperature are
Kpl = 0.1960
Kpz = 0.001422 atm 1/ Z
We may continue to iterate on x, Y, and Tuntil the results converge. We find
T x y
2300 0.1003 0.0187
2245 0.0802 0.0152
2266 0.0875 0.0165
2259 0.0875 0.0165
2261 0.0850 0.0160
2261 0.0857 0.0161
2261 0.0857 0.0161
Chap. 2
Thus T = 2261 K. The mole fractions of the equilibrium reaction products for adiabatic
combustion are
Yeo, = 0.123
Yeo = 0.0115
YH,O = 0.119
YHz = 0.00217 = 2170 ppm
Yo, = 0.00685 = 6850 ppm
YNZ = 0.737
Comparing the present results with those for complete combustion, Example 2.4, we see
that the dissociation reactions reduce the adiabatic flame temperature by about 95 K.
Example 2.7 Detailed Balancing
The primary reaction leading to NO formation in flames is
The forward rate constant is
Nz + 0 NO + N
(
38,370)k+ = 1.8 X 108 exp ---T- m3 mol- 1 S-1
Let us derive an expression for L using detailed balancing. From detailed balancing we
may write
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Kp = exp [
(2.42)
where we can use either Kc or Kp since the number of moles of reactants and products are
equal. The thermodynamic data necessary to evaluate Kp are obtained from Table 2.5.
Cp = a + bT
Species !::>hJ (To) SO (To) a b
N2 0 191.777 29.2313 0.00307
0 249,553 161.181 21.2424 -0.0002
NO 90,420 210.954 30.5843 0.00278
N 473,326 153.413 20.7440 0.00004
The standard chemical potentials may be written
J.l.t = a< T - To - Tin ~) - ~ (T - TO)2 + flhfi(To) - TsjO(To)
The equilibrium constant thus becomes
0.8546(T - To - Tin (TITo))
- 7.84 X 1O-5 (T - TO)2 + 314,193 - 11.409T]
8.3144T
Direct use of this form of the equilibrium constant will give a complicated expression for
the rate constant. Van't Hoffs' equation, (2.41),
dIn Kp flh,
--;jT = RT 2
provides a method for estimating the variation of Kp over a temperature range that is suffi-
ciently narrow that the enthalpy of reaction, fl h" can be assumed to be constant. Integrating
(2.41) from T] to T yields
In K (T) - I K (T) = _ flh,(T j ) + flh,(Td
p n p 1 RT RT}
Rearranging, we find
( flh,) (flh,) ( flh,(Td)Kp = Kp(T1) exp RT
1
exp - RT = B exp -~
where B = Kp(Td exp (fl h, ( T1) I RT} ). Since NO formation occurs primarily at flame
temperatures, we evaluate Kp at T] = 2300 K,
Kp(2300 K) = 3.311 X 10-7
The enthalpy of reaction is
flh,(2300 K) = 316,312 J mol- 1
Thus we find
(
38,044)Kp = 5.05 exp --T-
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The rate constant for the reverse reaction becomes
Chap. 2
The rate of the exothermic reverse reaction is found to be essentially independent of tem-
perature.
We have, so far, limited our attention to the major products of combustion. Many
of the pollutants with which we shall be concerned and the chemical species that influ-
ence their formation are present only in small concentrations. Calculations of the chem-
ical equilibria governing trace species can be performed in the manner described above;
however, care must be exercised to ensure that the equilibrium reactions used in the
calculations are all linearly independent.
The calculation of the equilibrium concentrations can be simplified for species that
are present only in such low concentrations that they do not significantly influence either
the energy balance or the mole balances. The equilibrium distribution of the more abun-
dant species can, in such cases, be calculated ignoring the minor species. The minor
species can then be calculated using equilibrium reactions involving the major species.
For example, the equilibrium concentration of nitric oxide, NO, in fuel-lean combustion
products, generally can be calculated using the equilibrium between Nz and 0z,
i Nz + i O2 .. » NO
(
1/2
YNO = Kp YN2Y02)
If such equilibrium calculations indicate that the concentration of the species in question
is large enough to influence the energy or element balances (i.e., larger than a few
thousand parts per million), a more exact calculation taking the influence on element
and energy balances into account is in order.
While the conditions for chemical equilibrium have been stated in terms of equi-
librium constants and reactions, these reactions are only stoichiometric relationships be-
tween the species present in the system. The number of equilibrium relations required
is equal to the number of species to be considered less the number of element balances
available for the system. The reactions must be linearly independent but are otherwise
arbitrary; that is, they have no relationship to the mechanism by which the reactions
actually occur.
An alternative to the specification of a set of reactions for the equilibrium calcu-
lations is to minimize the Gibbs free energy directly, subject to constraints on the total
number of moles of each of the elements in the system (White et al., 1958). Let b? be
the number of moles of element i in the system and aij be the number of moles of element
i in a mole of species j. If nj is the number of moles of species j in the system, the
elemental conservation constraint that must be satisfied takes the form
n
b? - .b aijnj = 0,
J= 1
i = 1, 2, ... , I (2.43)
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where n is the total number of species in the system and I is the number of elements.
The method of Lagrange multipliers can be used to solve this constrained minimization
problem. We define r to be
I
r = G - 2,; Ai (hi - hio )
i~ 1
where
n
hi =2,; aijnj) = 1
and Ai are Lagrange multipliers. The condition for equilibrium becomes
This must hold for all onj and 0Ai, so we must have
(2.44 )
I
!-tj -2,; Aiaij = 0,
l~l
j = 1, 2, ... , n (2.45)
and the elemental constraints as I + n equations in I + n unknowns.
For ideal gases,
nj P
!-tj = !-tjO + RT In - + RTln -
ngas Po
where
gas only
ngas = .2,; nj]=1
is the total number of moles of gaseous species. For simple condensed phases,
!-tj = !-tl
Thus for gaseous species, the condition for equilibrium becomes
(2.46 )
o I
!-tj nj P
- + In - + In - - 2,; 7riaij = 0,
RT ng Po i~1
where 7ri = A)RT, and for condensed-phase species,
j = 1, ... , ng (2.47)
j = ng + I' ... , n (2.48)
To determine the equilibrium composition, n + I + 1 simultaneous equations,
(2.43), (2.46)-(2.48), must be solved. The number of moles of gaseous species j can
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be found by rearranging (2.47):
nj = ngas ~O exp ( - ;~ - i~l 7fi Gij )' j = 1,2, ... , ng
eliminating ng of the equations, so only n - ng + I + 1 equations must be solved. The
exponential is similar to that obtained in deriving the equilibrium constant for a reaction
leading to the formation of a mole of the gaseous species from the elements. The La-
grange multipliers, called elemental potentials because ofthis structure (Reynolds, 1986),
thus are the key to determining the equilibrium composition by this route. The details
of the procedures for determining the element potentials are beyond the scope of this
book. Powerful, general-purpose equilibrium codes that use this method are available,
however, and should be considered for complex equilibrium calculations [e.g., Gordon
and McBride (1971) and Reynolds (1981)].
2.3.4 Combustion Equilibria
We have seen that at chemical equilibrium for stoichiometric combustion, substantial
quantities of carbon monoxide and hydrogen remain unreacted, and that this incomplete
combustion reduces the adiabatic flame temperature by nearly 100 K. Figure 2.6 shows
how the equilibrium composition and temperature for adiabatic combustion of kerosene,
CH1.8' vary with equivalence ratio. The results determined using stoichiometry alone
for fuel-lean combustion are shown with dashed lines. It is apparent that the major spe-
cies concentrations and the adiabatic flame temperature for complete combustion are
very good approximations for equivalence ratios less than about 0.8. As the equivalence
ratio approaches unity, this simple model breaks down due to the increasing importance
of the dissociation reactions. For fuel-rich combustion, the number of chemical species
that are present in significant quantities exceeds the number of elements in the system,
so we must rely on equilibrium to determine the adiabatic flame temperature and com-
position.
Chemical equilibrium provides our first insight into the conditions that favor the
formation of pollutants. Carbon monoxide is a significant component of the combustion
products at the adiabatic flame temperature for equivalence ratios greater than about 0.8.
Nitric oxide formation from gaseous N2 and 02'
1N2 + 1O2 .. » NO
is highly endothermic, LlhrC298 K) = 90,420 J mol-I. Because of the large heat of
reaction, NO formation is favored only at the highest temperatures. Hence, as we will
see in the next chapter, the equilibrium NO concentration peaks at equivalence ratios
near unity and decreases rapidly with decreasing equivalence ratio due to the decrease
in temperature. The equilibrium NO level decreases for fuel-rich combustion due to the
combined effects of decreasing temperature and decreasing oxygen concentration.
The equilibrium composition of combustion gases is a strong function of temper-
ature. The reason for this case can readily be seen by examining the equilibrium con-
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Figure 2.6 Equilibrium composition and
temperature for adiabatic combustion of
kerosene, CHI.8' as a function of
equivalence ratio.
stants for combustion reactions using the integrated form of van't Hoff's relation,
( .D'A(Td)K = Bexp ----P RT
where Tj is a reference temperature at which the preexponential factor B, is evaluated.
The dissociation reactions, for example,
2
H20 E .. H 2 + ~ O2
have large positive heats of reaction,
l1hr] = 283,388 J mol- 1
l1h r2 = 242,174 J mol-I
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and are therefore strong functions of temperature. As the temperature increases, the
extent to which the dissociation reactions proceed increases dramatically. At the adi-
abatic flame temperature, substantial quantities of carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and other
partially oxidized products may be present even if there is sufficient oxygen for complete
combustion available. As the temperature decreases, chemical equilibrium favors the
formation of the stable products, CO2, H20, N2, and 02, and destruction of the less
stable species, CO, H2 , NO, 0, H, OH, and so on, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. Below
about 1300 K, only the most stable species are present in significant quantities in the
combustion products at equilibrium. The fact that carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides,
and unburned hydrocarbons are emitted from fuel-lean combustion systems implies,
therefore, that chemical equilibrium is not maintained as the combustion products cool.
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0
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u
c
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0
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Figure 2.7 Variation of equilibrium
composition with temperature for
stoichiometric combustion of kerosene,
CH1.8'
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2.4 COMBUSTION KINETICS
Chemical equilibrium describes the composition of the reaction products that would ul-
timately be reached if the system were maintained at constant temperature and pressure
for a sufficiently long time. Chemical reactions proceed at finite rates, however, so equi-
librium is not established instantaneously. We have seen that at equilibrium there would
only be very small amounts of pollutants such as CO, NO, or unburned hydrocarbons
in the gases emitted from combustors operated at equivalence ratios less than unity. Slow
reactions allow the concentrations of these pollutants to be orders of magnitude greater
than the equilibrium values when gases are finally emitted into the atmosphere. The
sharp peak in the equilibrium NO concentration near cf> = 1 suggests that the amount of
NO in the flame could be reduced significantly by reducing the equivalence ratio below
about 0.5. Unfortunately, the combustion reactions also proceed at finite rates. Reducing
the equivalence ratio lowers the temperature in the flame, thereby slowing the hydro-
carbon oxidation reactions and the initial approach to equilibrium within the flame. The
residence time in combustion systems is limited, so reducing the combustion rate even-
tually results in the escape of partially reacted hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide.
To understand the chemical factors that control pollutant emissions, therefore, it
is necessary to examine the rate at which a chemical system approaches its final equilib-
rium state. The study of these rate processes is called chemical kinetics. The reaction
mechanism, or the sequence of reactions involved in the overall process, and the rates
of the individual reactions must be known to describe the rate at which chemical equi-
librium is approached. In this section we examine the chemical kinetics of hydrocarbon
fuel combustion, beginning with an overview of the detailed kinetics. Several approxi-
mate descriptions of combustion kinetics will then be examined. The kinetics that di-
rectly govern pollutant emissions will be treated in Chapter 3.
2.4.1 Detailed Combustion Kinetics
Combustion mechanisms involve large numbers of reactions even for simple hydrocar-
bon fuels. Consider propane combustion for which the overall stoichiometry for com-
plete combustion is
The combustion reactions must break 15 chemical bonds (C-C, C-H, 0-0) and
form 14 new ones (C-O, H-O). As described in Chapter 1, hydrocarbon oxidation
involves a large number of elementary bimolecular reaction steps. The many elementary
reactions that comprise the combustion process generate intermediate species that undergo
rapid reaction and, therefore, are not present in significant quantities in either the reac-
tants or the products. A detailed description of combustion must include the intermediate
species.
Detailed simulation of the chemical kinetics of combustion becomes quite formi-
dable, even for simple, low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons such as CH4 , CzHz, CZH4 ,
CZH6 , C3Hg , CH30H, and so on. Numerous studies of combustion mechanisms of such
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simple fuels have been presented (Westbrook and Dryer, 1981a; Miller et a\., 1982;
VandoOl"en and Van Tiggelen, 1981; Westbrook, 1982; Venkat et aI., 1982; Warnatz,
1984). Rate constants have been measured for many, but not all, of the 100 or so re-
actions in these mechanisms.
The description of the combustion kinetics for practical fuels is complicated by
our incomplete knowledge of the fuel composition. Only rarely is the fuel composition
sufficiently well known that detailed mechanisms could be applied directly, cven if they
were available for all the components of the fuel.
Our ultimate goal here is to develop an understanding of the processes that govern
the formation and destruction of pollutants in practical combustion systems. Once com-
bustion is initiated (as described below), the combustion reactions generally proceed
rapidly. Such pollutant formation processes involve slow reaction steps or physical pro-
cesses that restrain the approach to equilibrium, either during combustion or as the com-
bustion products cool, and lead to unoxidized or paltially oxidized fuel or intermediate
species in the exhaust gases. Let us first examine the important features common to
hydrocarbon combustion reaction mechanisms.
A mixture of a hydrocarbon (RH) fuel with air at normal ambient temperature will
not react unless an ignition source is present. When the mixture is heated, the fuel
eventually begins to react with oxygen. Initiation of the combustion reactions is gener-
ally thought to occur via the abstraction of a hydrogen atom from the hydrocarbon mol-
ecule by an oxygen molecule.
RH + 0c -~ R· + HOc'
An altemative initiation reaction for large hydrocarbon molecules is thennally induced
dissociation to produce hydrocarbon radicals, that is,
RR' +M ---~ R' +R'· +M
This reaction involves breaking a carbon-carbon or carbon-hydrogen bond. The energy
required for bond breakage can be estimated using the bond strengths summarized in
Table 2.6. Hydrogen abstraction reactions (reaction 1) involve breaking a carbon-hy-
drogen bond with a strength ranging from 385 to 453 kJ mol-I and forming HOc, leading
to a net energy of reaction of 190 to 250 kJ mol I. Reaction 2 involves breaking a
carbon-carbon bond. The single bond requires 369 kJ mol-I, with double and triple
bonds requiring considerably more energy. Thus both reactions are endothermic. with
reaction 2 having a significantly larger enthalpy of reaction since no ncw bonds are
formed as the initial bond is broken.
The large enthalpy of reaction makes the reaction rate in the endothermic dircction
a strong function of temperature. Detailed balancing provided us with a relationship
between the forward and reverse rate constants for elementary reactions, that is,
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TABLE 2.6 TYPICAL
BOND STRENGTHS
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Bond kJ mol I
Diatomic Molecules
H-H ~7
H--O 429
H-N 360
C-N 729
C-O 1076
N-N 950
N-O 627
0-0 498
Polyatomic Molecules
H--CH
H-CH,
H-CH,
H-C,H,
H-C,Hs
H-C,Hs
H-C6 H,
H-CHO
H-NH,
H-OH
HC==CH
H,C=CH,
H,C-CH,
O=CO
453
436
436
436
411
356
432
385
432
499
964
699
369
536
The temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant can be expressed approximately
using van't Hoff's relation (2.42),
() I i1hr (T) l
"" B T 1 exp L- RT
and the definition of Kp(T), (2.38). Thus the rate constant in the forward direction is
kf (T) = kr ( T) B( T]) exp l- i1h~Vl ) ~1 [RT]-I
Consider, for example, the dissociation of methane
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for which kr O.282T exp [-9835/T] m6 mol- 2 S-1 (Westbrook, 1982). From the
thermochemical property data of Table 2.5 and application of van't Hoff's relation, we
find
r-34,700l
Kp (T) = 4.11 X 107 exp L T J atm
from which we find
kf (T) = kr(T) ~)(T) [RT]-I
I -44,535 l
=1.41XIOllexPl T I
While the rate of the exothermic recombination reaction is, in this case, a strong function
of temperature, the endothermic dissociation reaction is even more strongly dependent
on temperature. In cases where the temperature dependence of rate coefficients results
entirely from the exponential factor, that is, the rates are of the Arrheneus tonn, k = A
exp ( -E/ RT), a plot of log k versus r- I , known as an Arrheneus plot, clearly illus-
trates the influence of the large positive enthalpy of reaction on the temperature depen-
dence of the rate of this reaction. Thc slope of the rate curve, shown in Figure 2.8, is
equal to - (In 10)- 1(E/ R) and thus indicates the activation energy. The rates of ex-
0thermic or mildly endothermic reactions may be fast or slow for a variety of reasons
as discussed in Chapter I, but in general, highly endothermic reactions are slow except
at very high temperatures.
Because of the relatively low rates of the highly endothermic initiation reactions,
radicals are generated very slowly. After the radicals have accumulated for a period of
time, their concentrations become high enough tor the faster radical chemistry to become
important. This delay between the onset of the initiation reactions and rapid combustion
is called an induction period or ignition delay. After this delay, other reactions dominate
the oxidation of the fuel and the initiation reactions are no longer important.
Hydrocarbon radicals react rapidly (due to low activation energies) with the abun-
dant oxygen molecules to produce peroxy radicals
3
R' + O2 + M ~ R02· + M
or olefins (alkenes, R = R') and the hydroperoxyl radical
4
R· + O2~ olefin + H02'
The olefin is then oxidized in a manner similar to the original hydrocarbon. Peroxy
radicals undergo dissociation at high temperatures:
5
R02' + M ~ R' CHO + R"· + M
These are called chain carrying reactions since the number of radicals produced equals
the number consumed. The aldehydes (RCHO) may react with 02:
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CH 3 + H + M~ CH 4 + M
10-2 k
r
(m 6 mol- 2 S-1)
106 CH 4 + M - ~ CH 3 + H + M
kf (m 3 mol- 1 S-1)
10
T- 1 X 10 4 (K- 1)
};-igure 2.8 R('~ction rate constants for forward and reverse reactions associated with
methane decomposition.
6
RCHO + O2 - RCO + H02"
In the tenninology of chain reactions, 6 is called a branching reaction since it increases
the number of free radicals. The hydroperoxyl radicals rapidly react with the abundant
fuel molecules to produce hydrogen peroxide:
7
H02' + RH - HOOH + R·
Actually the single most important reaction in combustion is the chain-branching
step:
H· +02 - OH' +0'
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since it generates the OH and °needed for oxidation of the fuel molecules. The highly
reactive hydroxyl radical reacts readily with the abundant fuel molecules:
9
OH· + RH ~ R· + H 20
At temperatures greater than about 1200 K, the hydroxyl radical is generally abundant
enough to participate in a number of exchange reactions, generating much larger num-
bers of H· , O' , and OH· radicals than are present at lower temperatures:
10
OH· + OH· :< .. H 20 + 0·
II
OH· + 0· 0( )I H· + O2
12
OH' + H· 0( )I 0' + H2
13
H 2 + OH' 0( )I H20 + H·
14
H 2 + H02 ' 0( )I H 20 + OH·
15
H02 ' + H· 01( )I OH· + OH'
These reversible reactions are all mildly (8 to 72 kJ mol-I) exothermic. The rate con-
stants for these reactions have been determined experimentally and approach the rate
corresponding to the frequency of collisions between the relevant radicals and molecules
[i.e., the so-called gas kinetic limit represented by (A. II )]. The 0' and H· radicals are,
like hydroxyl, highly reactive. They rapidly react with the fuel molecules and hydro-
carbon intermediates,
16
0· + RH .. ~ R' + OH·
17
H· + RH .. ~ R' + H2
The pool of radicals generated by these reactions drives the combustion reactions rapidly
once the mixture is ignited.
The formation of carbon monoxide during this early phase of hydrocarbon oxida-
tion occurs primarily by thermal decomposition of RCO radicals at high temperatures,
18
ReO + M .. ~ R· + CO + M
The dominant carbon monoxide oxidation process is the reaction with hydroxyl,
19
CO + OH' .. ~ CO2 + H·
Three-body recombination reactions,
20
H· + H· + M E ~ H2 + M
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21
H· + OH· +M '< )I HzO + M
22
0· + 0· +M '< '): Oz + M
Z3
H· + Oz + M '< '): HOz' +M
Z4
OH· + OH· +M '< '): HOOH + M
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reduce the total number of moles in the system. These reactions are exothermic but
relatively slow since they require the intervention of a third molecule to stabilize the
product. As combustion products cool, the slow recombination steps may allow radical
concentrations to persist long after the equilibrium concentrations have dropped to ex-
tremely low levels.
Even though we have not attempted to list all the free-radical reactions involved
in the combustion of hydrocarbons, we have already identified a large number of reac-
tions. Detailed mechanisms for specific hydrocarbon molecules typically involve more
than 100 reactions. It is noteworthy that the most important reactions in combustion, the
chain branching reactions, do not involve the fuel molecules. This fact permits predic-
tion of gross combustion features without full knowledge of the detailed reaction mech-
anism.
The mechanisms for different fuels involve common submechanisms (Westbrook
and Dryer, 1981b). Combustion of carbon monoxide in the presence of hydrogen or
water vapor involves the reactions of the hydrogen-oxygen mechanism. The combined
CO-Hz-Oz mechanism is, in tum, part of the mechanism for formaldehyde oxidation,
which is a subset of the methane mechanism. In combustion of methane under fuel-lean
conditions the carbon atom follows the sequence: CH4 -> CH3 -> HCHO -> HCO ->
CO -> COz. Westbrook and Dryer (l981b) develop this hierarchical approach for fuels
through Cz and C3 hydrocarbons, providing a framework for understanding the detailed
combustion kinetics for a range of hydrocarbon fuels using as a starting point for each
successive fuel the knowledge of the mechanisms of the simpler fuels. More complicated
molecules, such as aromatic hydrocarbons (Venkat et at., 1982), will introduce addi-
tional reactions into this hierarchy, but the reactions already identified in studies of sim-
pler molecules still contribute to the expanded overall mechanisms.
A detailed description of the dynamics of so many simultaneous reactions requires
solution of a large number of simultaneous ordinary differential equations. The large
enthalpies of combustion reaction and relatively slow heat transfer from a flame lead to
large temperature changes during combustion. The first law of themlOdynamics must be
applied to evaluate the temperatures continuously throughout the combustion process.
The large temperature changes result in very large changes in the many reaction rate
constants. The integration of these rate equations is difficult since the equations contain
several very different time scales, from the very short times of the free-radical reactions
to the longer times of the initiation reactions. Such sets of equations are called stztr
Since much of the chemistry with which we shall be concerned in our study of the
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fonnation and destruction of pollutants takes place late in the combustion process, a
complete description of the combustion process is not generally required for our pur-
poses. Hydrocarbon oxidation in combustion is generally fast, leading to a rapid ap-
proach to equilibrium. This is fortunate since detailed combustion mechanisms are sim-
ply not known for many practical fuels such as coal or heavy fuel oils. Simplified models
of the combustion process will, for these reasons, be used extensively in the discussion
to follow.
2.4.2 Simplified Combustion Kinetics
One way to overcome the difficulties in modeling the combustion reactions is to represent
the process by a small number of artificial reactions, each of which describes the results
of a number of fundamental reaction steps. These so-called global mechanisms are stoi-
chiometric relationships for which approximate kinetic expressions may be developed.
Global reaction rate expressions may be derived from detailed kinetic mechanisms by
making appropriate simplifying assumptions (e.g., steady-state or partial-equilibrium
assumptions, which will be discussed later). Alternatively, correlations of observed spe-
cies concentration profiles, flame velocity measurements, or other experimental data may
be used to estimate global rate parameters.
Global mechanisms greatly reduce the complexity of kinetic calculations since a small
number of steps are used to describe the behavior of a large number of reactions. More-
over, the simplified reactions generally involve the major stable species, greatly reducing
the number of chemical species to be followed. This reduction may be either quite useful
or an oversimplification, depending on the use to which the mechanism is to be put. If
a combustion mechanism is to be used to describe the net rate of heat release during
combustion, minor species are of little concern and a global mechanism can be quite
effective. The minor species, on the other hand, strongly influence the formation of
pollutants, and the simplified global mechanisms therefore may not contain sufficient
chemical detail to describe the pollutant formation steps.
The simplest model of hydrocarbon combustion kinetics is the one-step, global
model given at the beginning of Section 2.2,
where the subscript ov refers to "overall" model. The rate of this reaction can be ex-
pressed empirically by
II ( - E,,) [ ]a [ ] bRov = AT exp RT C"H", O2 (2.49 )
where the parameters A, n, E,,, a, and b are generally determined by matching Rov to
the observed oxidation rate inferred from flame speed or the rich and lean limits of stable
laminar flames. The obvious advantage of the single-step model is its simplicity. It is
very useful for calculating heat release rates and for examining flame stability. Unfor-
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(2.50)
tunately, the single-step model does not include intennediate hydrocarbon species or
carbon monoxide.
The hydrocarbons are rapidly consumed during combustion, fonning CO, H2, and
H20. The oxidation of CO to CO2 proceeds somewhat more slowly. The difference in
reaction rates can be taken into account using two-step mOdels that are only slightly
more complicated than the single-step model but can separate the relatively slow oxi-
dation of CO to CO2 from the more rapid oxidation of the hydrocarbon to CO and H20(Hautman et aI., 1981), that is,
(~ +~) ° kA mC"Hm +
-
nCO +"2 H2O2 4 2
kB
CO + ~ O2
-
CO2
This description lumps together reactions 1-18 and 20-24 from the detailed mechanism
of Section 2.4.1, with reaction 19 being treated separately. The rate for reaction A is
generally expressed in the same empirically derived fonn as the hydrocarbon oxidation
in the single-step model
RA = AA T"A exp l~~AJ[CIl Hm r[02]"
Carbon monoxide oxidation is described empirically by
RB = ABT"B exp l~;J[H20]'[02([CO] (2.51 )
where the dependence on [H20] may be detennined empirically or estimated based on
kinetic arguments as noted below. The inclusion of H20 in the rate expression can be
explained because most CO is consumed by reaction with OH that, to a first approxi-
mation, may be assumed to be in equilibrium with water.
Westbrook and Dryer (198lb) have used flammability limit data (the minimum
and maximum equivalence ratios for sustained combustion) and flame speed data (which
we will discuss shortly) for a variety of hydrocarbon fuels to detennine the rate param-
eters for the various approximate combustion models. These parameters are summarized
in Table 2.7. For each mechanism, the rate of the hydrocarbon consumption has been
fitted to the fonn
r = A exp (~i') [fuelr[02]" (2.52)
For the two-step model, the oxidation of CO,
CO + ~ O2 - CO2
might, to a first approximation, be described using the global rate from Dryer and Glass-
man (1973):
rf = 1.3 X 1010 exp (-20/30) [CO] [H20]o5[02]o25 mol m- 3 S-l (2.53)
...
...
0 TABLE 2.7 RATE PARAMETERS FOR QUASI~GLOBAL REACTION MECHANISMS GIVING BEST AGREEMENT BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL
AND COMPUTED FLAMMABILITY LIMITS"
Single~stepmechanism Two~step mechanism Quasi~global mechanism
(111) 111 (" 111) 111 11 IIIC"H", + 11 +"4 O2 --> IlC02 + "2 R,O C"H", + 2: +"4 O2 --> IlCO + "2 H2O C"H", + 2 0, --> IlCO + "2 H,
(E,jR) x (E,jR) x (EjR) x
Fuel A X 10- 6 10- 3 h Ax10 6 10- 3 h A X 10- 6 10 , (J ha (J
CH 4 130 24.4 ~0.3 1.3 2800 24.4 -0.3 1.3 4000 24.4 -0.3 1.3
C2H" 34 15.0 0.1 1.65 41 15.0 0.1 1.65 63 15.0 0.3 1.3
C 3H R 27 15.0 0.1 1.65 31 15.0 0.1 1.65 47 15.0 0.1 1.65
C4H IO 23 15.0 0.15 1.6 27 15.0 0.15 1.6 41 15.0 0.15 1.6
C5H 12 20 15.0 0.25 1.5 24 15.0 0.25 1.5 37 15.0 0.25 1.5
C"H I4 18 15.0 0.25 1.5 22 15.0 0.25 1.5 34 15.0 0.25 1.5
C7H I6 16 15.0 0.25 1.5 19 15.0 0.25 1.5 31 15.0 0.25 1.5
CgH IS 14 15.0 0.25 1.5 18 15.0 0.25 1.5 29 15.0 0.25 1.5
CgH 20 13 15.0 0.25 1.5 16 15.0 0.25 1.5 27 15.0 0.25 1.5
CIOHn 12 15.0 0.25 1.5 14 15.0 0.25 1.5 25 15.0 0.25 1.5
CH 30H 101 15.0 0.25 1.5 117 15.0 0.25 1.5 230 15.0 0.25 1.5
C2H 5OH 47 15.0 0.15 1.6 56 15.0 0.15 1.6 113 15.0 0.15 1.6
C 6H 6 6 15.0 -0.1 1.85 7 15.0 -0.1 1.85 13 15.0 ~O.l 1.85
C7H g 5 15.0 -0.1 1. 85 6 15.0 -0.1 1.85 10 15.0 -0.1 1.85
C2H 4 63 15.0 0.1 1.65 75 15.0 0.1 1.65 136 15.0 0.1 1.65
C3H 6 13 15.0 ~0.1 1.85 IS 15.0 ~0.1 1.85 25 15.0 -0.1 1.85
C2H 2 205 15.0 0.5 1.25 246 15.0 0.5 1.25 379 15.0 0.5 1.25
"Units: m, s, mol, K.
Source: Westbrook and Dryer, 1981b.
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(2.54 )
The rate of the revcrse of the CO oxidation reaction was estimated by Westbrook and
Dryer (1981b) to be
, _ 7 (--20,130) (J.) 0'-
" - 1.6 x 10 exp --T-- [C02] [H20] [02]-") mol m- 3 s I
One must be cautious in using such rate expressions. Since (2.53) and (2.54) were ob-
tained from flame observations, they may not be appropriate to posttlame burnout of
CO. This issue will be addressed in Chapter 3 when we discuss the CO emission prob-
lem.
Lumping all the reactions that lead to CO fomlation into a single step means that
the dynamics of these reactions can only be described approximately. The endothermic
initiation reactions proceed slowly for some timc before the radical population becomes
large enough for rapid consumption of fuel and O2 , Little CO is produced during this
ignition delay, so e/lorts to model CO formation frcquently overlook the initiation pro-
cess. Assuming direct production of H20 means the transients in the production and
equilibration of H, OH, 0, H02, and so on, are not described. Thus the two-step model
does not accurately describe the processcs occurring early in combustion. It is, however,
a marked improvement over the single-step model in that it allows CO oxidation to
proceed more slowly than fuel consumption. Although the two-step model docs not ad-
equately describe processes occurring early in combustion, the omission of the radical
chemistry is not serious if one is primarily interested in processes that take place after
the main combustion reactions arc complete (e.g., the highly endothermic oxidation of
N2 to form NO).
Additional reactions can be incorporated to develop quasi-global rcaction mecha-
nisms with improved agreement betwecn caleulations and experimental observations
while avoiding the complications and uncertainties in describing detailed hydrocarbon
oxidation kinetics. Edelman and Fortune (1969) pushed this process toward its logical
limit, describing the oxidation of the fuel to form CO and H2 by a single reaction and
then using the detailed reaction mechanisms for CO and H2 oxidation. Because all the
elementary reactions and species in the CO-H2-02 system are included, this approach
can provide an accurate description of the approach to equilibrium and of postflame
processes such as nitric oxide foonation from N2 and CO bumout as the combustion
products are cooled.
The quasi-global model requircs oxidation rates for both CO and H2. Although
lumped reaction models can bc used, the major advantagc of the quasi-global model is
that it can be used in conjunction with a detailed description of the final stages of com-
bustion. Westbrook and Dryer (1981 b) compared the flame structurc predictions of the
quasi-global model with those of a detailed mechanism for methanol-air flames. The
reactions and corresponding rate coefficients for the CO-He-02 system that were needed
for the quasi-global model are summarized in Table 2.8. Predictions of temperature
pro/jles, fuel concentrations, and general flame structure are in close agreement for the
two models. The predicted concentrations of CO and radical species (0, H, and OH)
showed qualitatively different behavior for the two models because reactions of the rad-
icals with unbumed fuel are not taken into account in the quasi-global model.
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TABLE 2.8 C-H-O KINETIC MECHANISM
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Reaction
co + OH <=! CO, + H
CO + 0, <=! CO, + 0
CO + ° + M <=! CO, + M
CO tHO, <=! CO, + OH
H + 0, <=! 0 + OH
H, + °<=! H + OH
o + H,O <=! OH + OH
OH + H, <=! H + H,O
o + HO, <=! 0, + OH
H + HO, <=! OH + OH
H + HO, <=! H, + 0,
OH + HO, <=! H,O + 0,
HO, + HO, <=! H,O, + 0,
H + 0, + M <=! HO, + M
OH + OH + M <=! H,O, + M
0+ H + M <=' OH + M
° + 0+ M <=' 0, + M
H + H + M <=' H, + M
H + OH + M <=' H20 + M
kr(units: mO. mol. K, s)
CO oxidation
4.4 T\5 exp (+373/T)
2.5 x 10" exp (-24,060/T)
5.3 x 101 exp (+2285/T)
1.5 x 10"exp(-11,900/T)
Exchange reactions
1.2 X 1011 r0 9I exp(-8310/T)
1.5 x 10 1 T' exp (-3800/T)
1.5 x 104 T I 14 exp (-8680/T)
1.0 x 102 TI6 exp(-1660/T)
2.0 x 107
1.5 X 108 exp (-500/T)
2.5 x 107 exp (-350/T)
2.0 x 107
2.0 X 107
Recombination reactions
1.5 x 10' exp (-500/T)
9.1 x lO'exp(+2550/T)
1.0 X 104
1.0 X 105 T- I
6.4 X 10' T I
1.41 X lOll T 2
Reference
Wamatz (1984)
Wamatz (1984)
Wamatz (1984)
Westbrook and Dryer
(1981 a)
Wamatz (1984)
Wamatz (1984)
Wamatz (1984)
Warnatz (1984)
Warnatz (1984)
Warnatz (1984)
Warnatz (1984)
Warnatz (1984)
Warnatz (1984)
Westbrook and Dryer
(1984 )
Westbrook and Dryer
(1984)
Westbrook and Dryer
(1984)
Wamatz (1984)
Warnatz (1984)
Wamatz (1984)
Quasi-global rate models may be suitable for the systems from which they were
derived, but caution must be exercised in their use. Assumptions made in their derivation
or the conditions of the particular experiment used in the estimation of the rate param-
eters strongly influence the predicted rates. For example, different preexponential factors
must be used for flow systems and stirred reactors (Edelman and Fortune, 1969) and for
flames (Westbrook and Dryer, 1981b). Nevertheless, quasi-global models often repre-
sent a practical compromise between comprehensive kinetic mechanisms based entirely
on elementary reaction steps and simple one-step models of the combustion process.
While the chemical kinetics of combustion describe much of what happens when
a fuel bums, chemical kinetics alone cannot describe combustion in practical systems.
Calculations of the rate of combustion reactions, using either detailed combustion mech-
anisms or global models, reveal that the reactions proceed extremely slowly unless the
temperature exceeds a critical value. To understand combustion, therefore, we need to
examine the physical processes that heat the reactants to this temperature so that reaction
can take place.
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2.5 FLAME PROPAGATION AND STRUCTURE
We now tum our attention from combustion thermochemistry to the physical processes
that govern the way fuels bum. One of the striking features of most combustion is the
existence of a flame, a luminous region in the gas that is associated with the major heat
release. Some flames, such as that of a candle, are relatively steady, whereas others
fluctuate wildly due to turbulent motions of the gas. The flame is a reaction front created
by diffusion of energy or free radicals from the hot burned gases into the cooler unreacted
gas or by the mixing of fuel and air.
A flame that is stabilized at a fixed location is actually propagating into a flow of
fuel and/or air. In this case the propagation velocity must match the gas velocity for the
flame itself to remain fixed in space. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.9(a)
for the bunsen burner flame. Here a mixture of fuel and air is introduced through a pipe
at a velocity, v. The flame appears as a conical region of luminosity above the pipe
outlet. The height of the conical flame depends on the gas velocity; that is, low velocities
produce short flames while higher velocities produce longer flames. The shape of the
flame is determined by the way the reaction propagates from hot burned gases into cooler
unburned gases. We shall see that the reaction front moves into the unburned gases at a
velocity that is determined by the combined effects of molecular diffusion and chemical
kinetics. This propagation velocity is the laminar flame speed, SL' If the gas velocity,
v, is greater than Su the flame assumes a shape such that the component of the gas
velocity normal to the flame exactly balances the flame speed, as illustrated in Figure
2.9(a).
The gas velocity at the wall is zero, allowing the flame to propagate close to the
burner outlet. Heat transfer to the pipe prevents the flow from propagating into the pipe
in normal operation, so the flame is stabilized at the pipe outlet by the combined effects
of diffusion and heat transfer.
When, as in the bunsen burner flame, a gaseous fuel and air are uniformly mixed
prior to combustion, a premixed flame results. Such a combustible mixture can easily
explode, so premixed combustion is used in relatively few systems of practical impor-
tance; for example, laboratory bunsen and Meeker burners mix fuel and air prior to
combustion, the carburetor on an automobile engine atomizes liquid gasoline into the
combustion air in order to achieve premixed combustion, and some premixing of fuel
and air takes place in gas cooking stoves.
Within the automobile engine immediately prior to combustion, there is no flow.
Combustion is initiated by a spark and then propagates through the mixture as illustrated
in Figure 2.9(b). In spite of the different appearances of these two flames, the physics
and chemistry that govern the structure of the propagating flame are the same as those
of stabilized flames, although geometry and fluid motions can vary greatly from situation
to situation.
More commonly, fuel and air enter the combustion zone separately and must mix
before reaction is possible. The chemistry of the so-called diffusion flame that results
cannot be described by a single equivalence ratio since, as illustrated in Figure 2.9(c),
gases with the entire range of compositions, from pure air to pure fuel, are present in
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the combustion zone. An overall equivalence ratio may be useful in describing the net
flow of fuel and air into the combustor, but that value does not correspond to the local
composition (on a molecular scale) that governs combustion chemistry. Within the dif-
fusion flame illustrated in Figure 2.9(c), there is a central core that contains pure gaseous
fuel. This core is surrounded by a zone in which air diffuses inward and fuel diffuses
outward. The visible flame front sits approximately at the location of stoichiometric
composition in this zone. The different luminous zones correspond to regions in which
chemiluminescent (or light-emitting) chemical reactions take place and in which soot
(small carbonaceous particles) emits thermal radiation.
The shape of this diffusion flame is, as in the stabilized premixed flame, deter-
mined by the competition between flow and diffusion. The flame length increases as the
fuel velocity increases. At sufficiently high fuel velocities, the flame ceases to be uniform
in shape due to the onset of turbulence. The turbulent velocity fluctuations increase the
rate at which fuel and air come into contact and, therefore, cause the flame to shorten
as the velocity is increased further. Ultimately, as illustrated in Figure 2.10, the flame
length approaches an asymptotic value.
Each of these flame types, the premixed flame and the diffusion flame, can be
further subdivided into laminar and turbulent flames. Heat and mass transfer in laminar
flames occur by molecular conduction and diffusion. In many systems, the existence of
either laminar or turbulent flow is determined by the value of the Reynolds number
pvL
Re=-
It
a dimensionless ratio of inertial to viscous forces, where p is the gas density, v and L
are characteristic velocity and length scales for the flow, and It is the viscosity of the
fluid. For example, the Reynolds number must be less than about 2200 to assure laminar
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flow in a pipe. Turbulence can, however, be promoted at Reynolds numbers below this
value by flow obstructions.
Most flames of practical significance are turbulent. Even in turbulent flames, mo-
lecular diffusion plays an important role, albeit on a scale much smaller than that of the
flow system. For this reason, we shall examine the structure of laminar flames before
addressing turbulent flames.
Our primary objective is to understand those aspects of flame structure that directly
influence the production of pollutants. The rate of flame spread and consumption of fuel
detennines whether combustion will be complete and how long the combustion products
will reside at high temperature. Flame stability is also important since a flame that nearly
extinguishes and reignites due to instabilities may allow combustion products or reaction
intermediates to escape.
2.5.1 Laminar Premixed Flames
The simplest type of flame is the laminar premixed flame. From the study of these
flames, we can explore important aspects of flame propagation. The propagation veloc-
ity, or laminar flame speed, is particularly important to our discussion since it detennines
how rapidly a fuel-air mixture is burned.
A conceptually simple laminar, premixed flame can be produced by flowing a fuel-
air mixture through a porous plug, as illustrated in Figure 2. I I. A luminous flame ap-
pears as a thin planar front that remains at a fixed distance from the porous plug. The
fuel-air mixture passes through the plug with a velocity, 11. For the flame to remain
stationary, it must propagate at an equal and opposite velocity toward the fuel-air flow.
The laminar flame speed, SL, is the speed at which the flame propagates into the cold
fuel-air mixture (i. e., SL = 11). The flame speed is detennined by the rates of the com-
bustion reactions and by diffusion of energy and species into the cold unreacted mixture.
Heat transfer raises the gas temperature to the point that the combustion reactions can
proceed at an appreciable rate. Free-radical diffusion supplies the radicals necessary for
rapid combustion without the ignition delay that would result from the slow initiation
reactions if only energy were transferred. Once reaction begins, combustion is very
rapid, typically requiring on the order of 1 ms for completion. As a result, the flame is
generally thin. The flat flame shown in Fig. 2.11 can exist only if the gas is supplied at
a velocity below a limiting value that is determined by the rates of diffusion of energy
and radicals ahead of the flame and of reaction within the flame. We shall use a simple
model to examine how this balance between diffusion ahead of the flame and reaction
within the flame detennines the speed at which a flame will spread into a mixture of fuel
and air.
The propagation of laminar flames has been the subject of numerous investigations
since Mallard and LeChatelier proposed in 1885 that conduction heating of the fuel-air
mixture to an "ignition temperature" controls the propagation (Glassman, 1977). The
ignition temperature is unfortunately not a well-defined quantity. Nonetheless, this model
illustrates many of the important features of flame propagation without the complications
of the more elaborate theories.
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Mallard and LeChatelier stated that the heat conducted ahead* of the flame must,
for steady propagation, be equal to that required to heat the unburned gases from their
initial temperature, To, to the ignition temperature, Ti . The flame is then divided into
two zones, as illustrated in Figure 2.12. The enthalpy rise of the fuel-air mixture in the
preheat zone is fcp (Ti - 'Fr.)), where f is the mass flux through the flame front. This
enthalpy must be supplied by conduction from the reaction zone. Thus we have
(2.55)
where k is the thermal conductivity of the gas. The mass flux is directly related to the
speed, Su at which the laminar flame propagates into the cold fuel-air mixture,
f = POSL (2.56)
Approximating the temperature profile with a constant slope, dT/ dz = (Tf - TJ /0,
where 0 is the flame thickness and Tf is the adiabatic flame temperature, the laminar
*The terminology "ahead of the flame" customarily refers to the cold fuel/air mixture into which the
flame is propagating.
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Figure 2.12 Two zones of a premix.ed flame.
flame speed becomes
k '0- TilSL = ------
Pocp T; - To 0
The flame thickness is related to the flame speed and the characteristic time for the
combustion reactions. Defining the characteristic reaction time as
[fuell oT =---
( '/
where rr is the overall fuel oxidation rate, the flame thickness becomes
SL [fuel] 0
o = SLTc = ----"
rf
Substituting into (2.57) and rearranging yields
I
k Tf - T; rf ll/l
SL =Pocp T; - To [fuel]oJ
(2.5S)
(2.59 )
(2.60)
Global oxidation rates such as (2.49) can be used to explore factors that influence
the flame speed. It is apparent from (2.49) and (2.60) and the ideal gas law that
SL "" p«(I+b-l)/l
Since the overall reaction order (a + b) for most hydrocarbon fuels is approximately
two (see Table 2.7), the flame speed is seen to be only weakly dependent on pressure.
The reaction rate is a highly nonlinear function of temperature due to the exponential
term. Although the reaction may begin at lower temperature, most of the reaction takes
place after the gases have been heated very near!y to the final temperature (i. e., near the
adiabatic flame temperature). The activation energies for the combustion of most hydro-
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carbon fuels are similar, as are the adiabatic flame temperatures and the them1al con-
ductivities of the fuel-air mixtures. Thus one would expect flame velocities of different
hydrocarbon fuels to be similar. The flame temperature is highest near stoichiometric
combustion and drops significantly at lower or higher equivalence ratios.
Example 2.8 Laminar Flame Speed
Use the single-step global rate expression for methane combustion to estimate the laminar
flame speed for stoichiometric combustion in air with To = 298 K and at p = I atm.
To estimate the laminar flame speed, we need to know the flame temperature, Tr,
and the ignition temperature, Ti • Tf may be approximated by the adiabatic flame tempera-
ture. The combustion stoichiometry is
and the energy equation for adiabatic combustion becomes
+ !:>hlco,(To) + 2 !:>h)'.H'O(1()) - !:>hlcH,(To) - 2 b.hlo,(To) = 0
Using the approximate thennodynamic data of Table 2.5, we recall that
~ r ~r bi 1 7[h(T) - h(To)] = . Cpi dT' = (ai + biT') dT' = ai(T - To) + -2- (T- - To)I 70 To
The necessary data arc:
Species
b.hl (To)
(J 11101 I)
-74,980
o
-394,088
-242,174
o
a
44.2539
30.5041
44.3191
32.4766
29.2313
b
0.02273
0.00349
0.00730
0.00862
0.00307
Substituting in the coefficient values, the energy equation become
330.26(T - To) + 0.02387(T2 - TG) - 803,456 = 0
or
0.02387T2 - 330.26T - 904,045 = 0
which yields
T = 2341 K
We now have an estimate for '0 = 2341 K. The global rate expression for methane com-
bustion is (from Table 2.7)
8 (24,400) [ ] "0.3[0 ] 1.3 I -3 .-1
rCH, = 1.3 x 10 exp --r- CHI 2 mo m s
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Since the reaction rate is a strong function of temperature, the characteristic time for the
reaction should be evaluated near the peak temperature. At the adibatic flame temperature,
[ CH4 ]o
7(' = -1.-3-X-I-08-e-x-p-(---2-=4-,4-0~0/::.c:r'-)-[-C-H-4-j-~O~3-[0-2-j~U
In the reactants, the species mole fractions are
I
YCH4 = 10.56 = 0.0947
2
Yo, = 10.56 = 0.189
Using the ideal gas law to calculate the concentrations, we find
7(' = 1.05 X 10-4 s
The heat transfer occurs at lower temperature. Evaluating the gas mixture properties at,
say, 835 K (the geometric mean of the extreme values), we find for the mixture
Po = 0.403 kg m- 3
cp = 1119 J kg-I K- 1
As an approximation, we use the thermal conductivity for air,
k = 0.0595 J m- I K- 1 S-I
The ignition temperature should be near the flame temperature due to the exponential de-
pendence of the reaction rate (Glassman, 1977). Substituting into (2.60) assuming that T;
= 2100 K yields
S _ ( 0.0595 J m- I K- 1 S--I 2341 - 2100 x I )1 /2
L - 0.403 kg m- 3 x 1119 J kg-I K- 1 x 2100 - 298 1.05 x 10--4 s
= 0.41 m S-I
We may also examine the flame thickness using (2.59):
o = SIJc "" 0.41 m S-I x 1.05 X 10-4 s
"" 4 X 10-5 m
"" 0.04 mm
Because the flame is so thin, studies of the structure of premixed flames are frequently
conducted at reduced pressures to expand the flame.
2.5.2 Turbulent Premixed Flames
The automobile is the major practical system in which fuel and air are thoroughly mixed
prior to burning. In the automobile engine, combustion takes place in a confined volume.
Combustion is initiated in a small fraction of this volume by a spark. A flame spreads
from the ignition site throughout the volume. The fluid motion in the cylinder is chaotic
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due to the turbulence generated by the high-velocity flows through the intake valves and
by motions induced as the piston compresses the gas.
The velocities of the random turbulent motions may far exceed the laminar flame
velocity, leading to wild distortions of the flame front as it propagates. Figure 2. 13 is a
simplified schematic of the way that turbulent velocity fluctuations may influence the
propagation of a premixed flame. Here we consider a flame front that is initially flat. If
this flame were to propagate at the laminar flame speed, it would move a distance SL Of
in a time of. This motion is limited to propagation from the burned gas into the unburned
gas. On the other hand, velocity fluctuations with a root-mean-square value of u I would
distort the front between the burned and unburned gases about the initial flame-front
location. Without bringing molecular diffusion into play, no molecular scale mixing of
burned and unburned gases would take place, and the quantity of burned gas would not
increase. The rate of diffusive propagation of the flame from the burned gases into the
unburned gases is governed by a balance between molecular diffusion and the kinetics
of the combustion reactions (i.e., the same factors that were considered in the original
analysis of laminar flame propagation). Thus the propagation of the flame from the dis-
torted front into the unburned gases is characterized by the laminar flame speed, and the
position of the flame front after a small time is the combination of these two effects.
The microscales for the composition and velocity fluctuations in a turbulent flow,
Ac and the Taylor microscale, A, respectively, discussed in Appendix D of Chapter 1,
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are the scales that are characteristic of the fluctuations in the position of the flame front
and, therefore, of the distance over which the flame must propagate diffusively. A time
scale that characterizes the burning of the gas in these regions of entrained unburned gas
IS
(2.61 )
This time scale differs from that for dissipation of concentration fluctuations in nonreact-
ing flows, (D.30),
since the rapid combustion reactions lead to large gradients in the flame front, enhancing
the rate of diffusion of energy and radicals.
Observations of the small-scale structure of turbulent flow (Tennekes, 1968) pro-
vide important insights into the mechanism of turbulent flame propagation and the basis
for a quantitative model of combustion rates and flame spread (Tabaczynski et al., 1977).
Within the turbulent fluid motion, turbulent dissipation occurs in small so-called vortex
tubes with length scales on the order of the Kolmogorov microscale, 1] (D.l). Chomiak
(1970, 1972) postulated that the vortex tubes play an essential role in the flame propa-
gation. When the combustion front reaches the vortex tube, the high shear rapidly prop-
agates the combustion across the tube. The burned gases expand, increasing the pressure
in the burned region of the vortex tube relative to the unburned region, providing the
driving force for the motion of the hot burned gases toward the cold gases and leading
to rapid propagation of the flame along the vortex tube with a velocity that is proportional
to u', the turbulent intensity.
In contrast to the vigorous shear in the vortex tubes, the fluid between the tubes is
envisioned to be relatively quiescent. The flame propagates in these regions through the
action of molecular diffusion of heat and mass (i.e., at the laminar flame speed, Sd.
The distance over which the flame must spread by diffusion is the spacing between the
vortex tubes. This distance is assumed to be characterized by the composition micro-
scale, Ac .
This model for turbulent premixed flame propagation is illustrated in Figure 2.14.
Ignition sites propagate at a velocity that is the sum of the local turbulent velocity fluc-
tuation and the laminar flame speed, u' + SL' The rate at which mass is engulfed within
the flame front can be expressed as
(2.62)
where me is the mass engulfed into the flame front, PH is the density of the unburned
gas, and At' is the flame front area.
Once unburned fluid is engulfed, a laminar flame is assumed to propagate through
it from the burned regions. Since the mean separation of the dissipative regions is of
order 'A, , the characteristic time for the ignited mixture to burn is of order Tj, = Ac / SL'
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The mass of unburned mixture behind the flame is (me m,,). The rate at which
the entrained mixture is burned may be approximated by
(2.63 )
In the limit of instantaneous burning, T" -> 0, of the engulfed gas (i.e., m" = IIl e ), this
degenerates to Damkohler's (1940) model for the turbulent flame in which SI = SL. +
u' and all the gas behind the flame front is assumed to be burned. The rate of burning
is generally slower than the rate of engulfment, however, because of the time required
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for burning on the microscale. Moreover, the turbulent combustion rate depends on
equivalence ratio and temperature because the rate of diffusional (laminar) flow propa-
gation on the microscale is a function of these parameters.
In contrast to a laminar flame, the turbulent flame front is thick and can contain a
large amount of unburned mixture. The flame thickness is approximately
Substituting (D.l5) and (D.28) for Ac yields
iF ~ (~Y/2 (U:Ly/2 ~
(2.64)
(2.65 )
The flame thickness increases slowly with u' and more rapidly with decreasing SL'
If the total distance the flame must propagate is w (which may be substantially
greater than the length scale that governs the turbulence), the time required for flame
spread is
w
T ~---
s u' + SL
Unless the time for microscale burning, Tb' is much smaller than T" that is,
(2.66)
and is also much less than the available residence time in the combustion chamber, TH,
the possibility exists that some of the mixture will leave the chamber unreacted. Since
the laminar flame speed drops sharply on both the fuel-rich and fuel-lean sides of stoi-
chiometric, combustion inefficiencies resulting from the finite time required for com-
bustion limit the useful equivalence ratio range for premixed combustion to a narrow
band about stoichiometric. Automobiles are thus generally restricted to operating in the
range 0.8 < ¢ < 1.2.
Example 2.9 Flame Propagation in a Pipe Flow
Estimate the flame propagation velocity and flame thickness for stoichiometric combustion
of premixed methane in air flowing in a O.l-m-diameter pipe with a cold gas velocity of 10
m s-I. The initial pressure and temperature are I atm and 298 K, respectively.
The Reynolds number of the cold flowing gas is
Ud IOms- 1 x 0.1 m
Re = - = = 66 700
v 1.5 X 10-5 m2 s 1 '
which is greater than that required for turbulent flow (Re = 2200), so the flow may be
assumed to be turbulent. To estimate the turbulent flame speed, we need to know the tur-
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bulent dissipation rate. The dissipation rate can be estimated by considering the work done
due to the pressure drop in the pipe flow since the work done by the fluid is dissipated
through the action of turbulence. From thermodynamics, we estimate the work per unit
mass due to a pressure drop, D.p, to be
1
W= --D.p
p
The pressure drop in a turbulent pipe flow can be calculated using the Fanning friction
factor, iF:
where L is the length of the segment of pipe being considered. The mass flow rate through
the pipe is pU ( 7r /4) d 2 , so the total power dissipated in thc length, L, is
p= 1 7r 2- D.p - d pU
p 4
1 ( L PU 2 ) 7r 2-~ -iF d2 4 d pU
The turbulent dissipation ratc is the rate of energy dissipation per unit mass, which we find
by dividing by the total mass contained in the length L,
_ ~ _j~(7r/8)p dLU 3 _ 1, U3
E- m - (7r/4)pd 2L - F 2d
From Bird et a!. (1960), we find
0.0791
iF = Rel/4 2100 < Re < 105
so for the present problem, iF = 0.00492 and
(lOms- I)3
E = (0.00492) 0 = 24.6 m2 S-3
2 x .1 m
E is related to the characteristic velocity fluctuation by (D. 14):
Au,)
E ""--d
where A is a constant of order unity. Assuming that A = 1, we estimate
u' "" (Ed)l/1 = (24.6 m 2 S-3 X 0.1 m)l/1
or
u' "" 1.35 m S-I
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From (D.15) we find the Taylor microscale:
(
15 )1/2 (15 )1/2
A = d -R = 0.1 -.- = 0.00150 m
A e 66.700
Chap. 2
This is significantly larger than the smallest scale of the turbulent motion, the Kolmogorov
microscale (D.l)
( 1)1/4IFYJ = -E
= 0.00011 m
According to our model, the flame spreads at a velocity of
ST = U' + SL
The measured laminar flame speed for stoichiometric combustion of methane in air is SL
0.38 m S-I, so
ST"" 1.35 + 0.38
Assuming that Ac "" A, we find
1.73 m S-I
1.35 X 0.00150
iF "" 0.38
0.00533 m = 5.33 mOl
which is considerably larger than the laminar flame thickness calculated in Example 2.8.
2.5.3 Laminar Diffusion Flames
When fuel and air enter a combustion system separately, they must mix on a molecular
level before reaction can take place. The extent of reaction is strongly influenced by the
extent to which that mixing has occurred prior to combustion. This mixing may be
achieved solely by molecular diffusion, as in a candle flame, or may be enhanced by
turbulence. We shall again begin our discussion with the laminar flame because of the
simplicity it affords.
A laminar diffusion flame was illustrated in Figure 2.9(c). Fuel and air enter in
separate streams, diffuse together, and react in a narrow region. While a single value of
the equivalence ratio could be used to characterize a premixed flame, the equivalence
ratio in the diffusion flame varies locally from zero for pure air to infinity for pure fuel.
Combustion in a confined flow may be characterized by an overall equivalence ratio
based on the flow rates of fuel and air, but that value may differ dramatically from the
value in the flame region. A hydrocarbon diffusion flame may have two distinct zones:
(1) the primary reaction zone, which is generally blue, and (2) a region of yellow lu-
minosity. Most of the combustion reactions take place in the primary reaction zone
where the characteristic blue emission results from the production of electronically ex-
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cited molecules that spontaneously emit light, so-called chemiluminescence. Small par-
ticles composed primarily of carbon, known as soot, are formed in extremely fuel-rich
(C/O ratio of order I ), hot regions of the flame and emit the brighter yellow radiation.
The soot particles generally bum as they pass through the primary reaction zone, but
may escape unburned if the flame is disturbed.
If the combustion reactions were infinitely fast, the combustion would take place
entirely on a surface where the local equivalence ratio is equal to 1. This "thin flame
sheet" approximation is the basis of an early model developed by Burke and Schumann
(1928) and has been used in much more recent work [e.g., Mitchell and Sarofim (1975)].
Assuming that fuel and oxygen cannot coexist at any point greatly simplifies the calcu-
lations by replacing the chemical kinetics with stoichiometry or, at worst, chemical equi-
librium calculations. The simplified calculations yield remarkably good results for adi-
abatic laminar diffusion flames larger than several millimeters in size since the reaction
times at the adiabatic flame temperature near stoichiometric combustion are short com-
pared to typical diffusion times. Only when heat is transferred from the flame at a high
rate, as when the flame impinges on a cold surface, or when the scale of the flame is
very small, as in the combustion of a small droplet, does the reaction time approach the
diffusion time.
2.5.4 Turbulent Diffusion Flames
The small-scale structures of the turbulent flow fields in premixed and diffusion flames
are similar. Many of the features of the flow in diffusion flames are made apparent by
the distribution of composition in the flame. Large-scale eddies, shown in Figure 2.15
persist for long times in turbulent flows (Brown and Roshko, 1974). The development
of a turbulent flow is controlled by such structures. Entrainment of one fluid stream into
another takes place when fluid is engulfed between large coherent vortices.
Fuel and air are introduced separately into turbulent diffusion flames. Since the
reactants must be mixed on a molecular scale to burn, this entrainment and the subse-
quent mixing control the combustion rate. As in the laminar diffusion flame, the gas
composition in the flame is distributed continuously from pure fuel to pure air. The
Figure 2.15 Coherent stmctures in turbulent shear flow (Brown and Roshko. 1974).
Reprinted by permission of Cambridge University Prcss.
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structure of a turbulent diffusion flame that results when a fuel jet is released into air
was illustrated in Figure 2.9(c). For some distance, the central core of the jet contains
unreacted fuel. Combustion takes place at the interface between the fuel and air flows.
The flame front is distorted by the turbulent motion but is, as in the laminar diffusion
flame, relatively thin. Whether combustion will be complete depends on both the com-
bustion kinetics and the mixing processes in the flame.
Simple jet flames are used in relatively few combustion systems because they are
easily extinguished. A continuous ignition source must be supplied to achieve stable
combustion. This is commonly accomplished by inducing flow recirculation, either with
a bluff body or with a swirling flow, as illustrated in Figure 2.16. The low-pressure
region in the near wake of the bluff body or in the center of the swirling flow causes a
reverse flow bringing hot combustion products into the vicinity of the incoming fuel and
air. Generally, only a small fraction of the combustion takes place within the recircu-
lation zone. The remaining fuel bums as it mixes with air and hot products downstream
of the recirculation zone. The flame in this downstream region may be a clearly defined
jet that entrains gases from its surroundings, as in large industrial boilers, or may fill
the entire combustor.
The extent of mixing in the flame can be characterized in terms of a segregation
factor, originally proposed by Hawthorne et al. (1951). Arguing that in a high-temper-
ature hydrogen-oxygen flame, hydrogen and oxygen would not be present together at
any time, the time-average hydrogen and oxygen concentrations were used as a measure
of the fraction of the fluid in the sample that is locally fuel-rich or fuel-lean.
Pompei and Heywood (1972) used similar arguments to infer the distribution of
composition in a turbulent flow combustor burning a hydrocarbon fuel. Their combustor
consisted of a refractory tube into which kerosene fuel was injected using an air-blast
atomizer in which a small, high-velocity airflow disperses the fuel, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.17. Swirl, induced using stationary vanes, was used to stabilize the flame. The
turbulence level in the combustor was controlled by the input of mechanical power in-
troduced by the flow of high-pressure air used to atomize the fuel. Mixing in this ap-
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Figure 2.16 Flow recirculation: (a) bluff body; (b) swirl vanes.
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Figure 2.17 Turbulent flow combustor used by Pompei and Heywood (1972).
paratus is readily characterized since the mean composition at any axial location is uni-
form over the entire combustor cross section. For this reason and because of the volume
of pollutant formation data obtained with this system, we shall make extensive use of
this system to illustrate the influence of turbulence on combustion and emissions.
Figure 2.18 shows the measured mean oxygen concentration for stoichiometric
combustion as a function of position along the length of the combustor. Several profiles
are shown, each corresponding to a different pressure for the atomizing air, which, as
noted above, controls the initial turbulence level in the combustor. At a low atomizing
pressure and correspondingly low turbulence level, the oxygen mole fraction decreases
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to about 3% within the first two diameters and then decreases more slowly to an ultimate
value of 1%. Even this final value is far above that corresponding to chemical equilib-
rium at the adiabatic flame temperature. When the atomizing pressure is increased, rais-
ing the turbulence intensity, the oxygen mole fraction drops more rapidly in the first two
diameters of the combustor. The rate of decrease then slows dramatically, indicating a
reduction in the turbulence level after the atomizer-induced turbulence is dissipated.
If we assume that combustion is instantaneous (i.e., oxygen cannot coexist with
fuel or carbon monoxide except for the minor amounts present at equilibrium), the mean
oxygen concentration during stoichiometric combustion provides us with a direct mea-
sure of the inhomogeneity or segregation in the combustor. A probability density func-
tion for the local equivalence ratio may be defined such that the fraction of the fluid at
an axial position, z, in the combustor with equivalence ratio between 1> and 1> + d1> is
P (1>, z) d1>. If the number of moles of O2 per unit mass is wo, ( 1» = [02 Lp/ P, the
mean amount of oxygen in the combustor at z is
(2.67)
We have used moles per unit mass since mass is conserved in combustion but moles are
not. The mean mole fraction of oxygen is
(2.68)
where M is the mean molecular weight. Since the oxygen level decreases with increasing
equivalence ratio and is insignificant (for present purposes) in the fuel-rich portions of
the flame (as illustrated in Figure 2.19) the mean oxygen level for stoichiometric com-
o 1
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Figure 2.19 Probability density function
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bustion gives a direct indicator of the breadth of the probability density function, P (4),
z).
The form of the probability density function, p(c/>, z), is not known a priori. In
order to examine the effects of composition fluctuations on emissions, Pompei and Hey-
wood (1972) assumed that the distribution of local equivalence ratios would be Gaussian,
that is,
I \ (4)-¢)2 lp (4), z) = fu(J exp - 2(J21 (2.69 )
where (J(z) is the standard deviation of the distribution and 4> is the mean equivalence
ratio. Since the mean equivalence ratio is controlled by the rates at which fuel and
air are fed to the combustor, it is known. Only one parameter is required to fit the
distribution to the data, namely (J. This fit is readily accomplished by calculating and
plotting the mean oxygen concentration as a function of (J. The value of (J at any position
in the combustor is then detennined by matching the observed oxygen level with that
calculated using the assumed distribution function, shown in Figure 2.20 as mean con-
centration as a function of the segregration parameter S.
To describe the extent of mixing in nonstoichiometric combustion, Pompei and
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Heywood (1972) assumed that turbulent mixing in their combustor is not affected sig-
nificantly by changes in the equivalence ratio as long as the flow rate is maintained
constant. Under these conditions, the coefficient of variation of the composition proba-
bility density function, or segregation.
s==
a (2.70)
(2.71 )
detennined from the stoichiometric combustion experiments can be applied to other mean
equivalence ratios.
The fact that oxygen remains in the products of stoichiometric combustion means
that carbon monoxide and other products of incomplete combustion must also be present.
Figure 2.21 shows the measured CO levels at the outlet of the combustor as a function
of atomizing pressure for several equivalence ratios (Pompei and Heywood, 1972). As-
suming that chemical equilibrium is established locally, the mean CO concentration may
be calculated using the values of S inferred from the oxygen data, that is,
~ oo [CO]Weo = __e p(tj>, S) dtj>o p
Figure 2.21 Measured CO levels at the
outlet of the combustor of Pompei and
Heywood (1972) as a function of
atomizing pressure at four equivalence
ratios. Reprinted by permission of The
Combustion Institute.
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The results from these calculations are also shown in Figure 2.21. Heat losses to the
combustor wall have been taken into account in computing the local equilibrium com-
position (Pompei and lIeywood, 1972). At high atomizing pressures, the combustor
approaches the well-mixed condition. The higher CO levels at low atomizing pressures
clearly result from incomplete mixing. It is interesting to note that CO emissions from
a single piece of combustion equipment can vary by more than two orders of magnitude
at fixed equivalence ratio and total fuel and air flow rates due to relatively minor changes
in the combustor operating parameters.
2.6 TURBULENT MIXING
We have seen that good mixing is required to achieve high combustion efficiency and
corresponding low emission of partially oxidized products like CO. It would seem that,
as in the laboratory studies, all combustors should be operated with the turbulence levels
necessary to achieve good mixing. In this section we examine the extent to which this
can be achieved in practical combustors.
Following Appendix D of Chapter 1 it can be shown that the rate of change in the
concentration of a nonreactive tracer due to turbulent mixing can be described by
d <c 2 )
dt
(2.72)
where the characteristic time for turbulent mixing is a function of the correlation scale
for the composition fluctuations, Ac (D.26):
A;' (t)
T ---
d - 12D (2.73 )
The concentration microscale may vary with time due to variations in the turbulent dis-
sipation rate, E. The variance of the composition of a nonreactive tracer becomes
(2.74 )
A convenient tracer for characterization of mixing in a turbulent flame is total
carbon per unit mass, that is, the sum of contributions of fuel, hydrocarbon intermedi-
ates, CO, and CO2 , This is directly related to the equivalence ratio, so (c 2 > is related
to the variance, a 2 , in the equivalence ratio distribution. Thus Td is the characteristic
time describing the approach of the equivalence ratio distribution to uniformity.
The mixing time can be related to turbulence quantities through application of
(D.IS) and (D.30):
(2.75)
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where A I is an undetermined constant that is presumably of order unity. Here we see a
major problem in achieving efficient mixing: the time scale decreases only as the one-
third power of increasing turbulent energy.
To maintain a steady turbulence level in a burner, turbulent kinetic energy must
be supplied to the system at a rate equal to the dissipation rate. The rate at which kinetic
energy, Eb is supplied to the system is the sum of the contributions of all the flows
entering the system:
(2.76)
The air blast atomizer used by Pompei and Heywood (1972) uses a sonic velocity
air jet to atomize a liquid fuel and to generate turbulence. For a choked (sonic) flow
through the atomizer orifice, the air mass flow rate is directly proportional to the absolute
pressure on the upstream side of the orifice. The total flow rate through the combustor
was about 0.016 kg S--I, with a maximum atomizer airflow rate of 0.0012 kg s I. The
power input by the atomizer jet was
Flame structure observations suggest that this energy was dissipated in the first two
diameters of the O.I-m-diameter combustor, which contained a mass of approximately
III "'" ~ (0.1 m)\0.2 m)(0.18 kg m-3)
"'" 0.00028 kg
assuming a mean temperature of 2000 K. Thus the minimum mixing time is of order
_ (0.00028 kg (0.1 m)2)1/3 _ .
Td - 65 W - 0.0035 s
The minimum atomizer airflow rate was about 0.00047 kg s' l, leading to a power input
of 25 Wand a mixing time of about 0.0048 s. These times may be compared with the
residence time in the mixing zone,
(11"/4)(0.1 m)2(0.2 m)(0.18 kg m- 3 )
TR= -I "",0.018s
0.016 kg s
Thus we see that the mixing time is comparable to the residence time. When the time
scales are similar, small changes in the mixing time significantly affect the combustion
elficiency.
What would happen if no effort were made to enhance the turbulence in the com-
bustor'? If we assume that the turbulence would correspond to that in a pipe, u I "'" 0.1 U,
the dissipation rate is
0.001U 3
L
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and the mixing time becomes
1
- e(3
7d "" _0.001U 3 [ ""
0,1 ill
1/3( I) "" 0.09 s0.001 - 11 m s
Without the air-assist atomization the turbulence would not be sufficient to mix fuel and
air, even within the 0.05-s residence time in the combustor. The slow mixing down-
stream of the atomizer influenced zone is indicative of this low dissipation rate.
Equation (2.75) provides a simple scaling criterion for geometrically similar burn-
ers (Corrsin, 1957). Consider the power required to maintain a constant mixing time
when the size of burner is increased by a factor, K. The integral scale of turbulence is
proportional to the flow-system dimensions; hence
7' = 7 is achieved when
L' = KL and
Thus we see that the power required to achieve constant mixing time increases as the
fifth power of the burner size. The power per unit mass increases as the square of the
scale factor. The rate at which kinetic energy can be supplied to a burner is limited, so
mixing rates for large burners tend to be lower than for small burners.
For very large combustors, such as utility boilers, a number of relatively small
burners, typically 1 m in diameter, are generally used instead of one larger burner to
achieve good mixing. Air velocities through these burners are generally limited to about
30 m S-I, leading to mixing times in the range 0.03 to 0.3 s, depending on the efficiency
of conversion of the input kinetic energy (about lO kW) to turbulence. These times are
long compared with the laboratory experiments described above, but are short enough
to assure good mixing within typical residence times of several seconds in large boilers.
The initial combustion will, however, take place under poorly mixed conditions, a fact
that strongly influences the forn1ation of NO and other pollutants.
A typical utility boiler has 10 to 20 burners of this size. If they were combined
into one large burner using the same air velocity, the mixing time would increase to 0.2
to 2 s, large enough that good mixing is unlikely.
2.7 COMBUSTION OF LIQUID FUELS
Liquid fuels are generally sprayed into a combustor as relatively fine droplets. Volatile
fuels, such as kerosene, vaporize completely prior to combustion. Heavy fuel oils may
partially vaporize, leaving behind a carbonaceous solid or liquid residue that then under-
goes surface oxidation. The nature of the combustion process and pollutant emissions
depends strongly on the behavior of the condensed-phase fuel during combustion.
The combustion of a fuel spray is governed by the size and volatility of the fuel
droplets. Fuel droplets take a finite amount of time to vaporize, so not all of the fuel is
immediately available for reaction. In order to vaporize, the droplet temperature must
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first be raised from the temperature at which it is introduced, Ti , to its vaporization
temperature, Ts • The latent heat of vaporization, I, must then be supplied. The energy
required to vaporize a unit mass of fuel is
(2.77)
where cpf is the specific heat of the liquid. For a small particle of radius a moving at a
low velocity relative to the gas (Re = 2puaj It < 1), the convective heat transfer rate
to the particle is
(2.78)
where k is the thermal conductivity of the gas. Although it may be important in some
flames, radiative heat transfer will be neglected in the present analysis. Once the droplet
temperature has been raised to T" only the energy corresponding to the latent heat of
vaporization, I, must be supplied. An energy balance at the particle surface of the va-
porizing droplet then yields
(2.79 )
(2.80 )
where Rv is the rate of mass loss from the droplet by vaporization.
The vapor is transported away from the surface by convection and diffusion [see
(B.3)J. Since only vapor leaves the surface, we may write
- 2 2 D(dxv )Rv = 41ra PUSXi'S - 41ra p -dr S
where X"S is the vapor mass fraction at the droplet surface. Noting that 41ra 2pus = Ri "
this becomes
- ( ) _ 2 (dxv )Rl' 1 - XI'S - -41ra pD d; s (2.81 )
The mass, energy, and species conservation equations are (B.l), (B.25), and (B.5).
The time required to establish the temperature and composition profiles around the evap-
orating droplet is generally short compared to that for the droplet to evaporate, so we
may assume that the radial profiles of temperature and composition achieve a quasi-
steady state. For the case of pure evaporation, the chemical reaction source term can
also be eliminated. The conservation equations thus reduce to*
1 d 2
- - (pur) = 0
r
2 dr
*The transport properties k and pD are generally functions of temperature.
(2.82 )
(2.83 )
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(2.84 )
From (2.82), we see that the velocity at any radial position can be related to that
at the droplet surface, i.e.,
2 2-47fpur = 47fpu,a = Rl'
Substituting into the energy and species conservation equations yields
- _ dT d ( 2 dT)RvCp - = 47f - r kdr dr dr
- dxv d (2 dxv )R - = 47f - r pD -
v dr dr dt
Integrating, we find
- ( ) 2 dx"Rv Xl' + C2 = 471T pD -dr
Applying the boundary conditions at the particle surface (r = a) yields
L
= -T
- s
cp
and
-1
Thus we have
(2.85 )
(2.86)
(2.87)
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Integrating again, assuming k and pD are independent of T, and evaluating the constants
in terms of the values as r -7 00, we find
R"cp T - T, + Llcl'
- -- = In -=--.C-.
4nk Too - Ts + Llcp
R I • Xl' - 1
- -- = In ---'---
47rrpD X I •OO - 1
from which we obtain two expressions for the vaporization rate in terms of the values
at the droplet surface:
(2.88 )
(2.89)
To evaluate T, and x"" we can equate these two rates:
(2.90)
Using thermodynamic data to relate the equilibrium vapor mass fraction at the droplet
surface to temperature, one iterates on T until (2.90) is satisfied. The temperature de-
pendence of the vapor pressure can be described with the Clapeyron equation, that is,
(2.91 )
(2.92 )
The equilibrium vapor mass fraction is obtained from
PI'S CI'S MI' PI'S MI'
x=-=--=--
• 1'.1 P C M P M
Since the particle radius does not appear in (2.90), the surface temperature and vapor
mass fraction at the surface are seen to be independent of droplet size.
Once the surface temperature is known, we may calculate the time required to
vaporize the droplet. Define the transfer number
(2.93 )
(2.94 )
The time rate of change of the droplet mass is
dm k
- = -47rQ =-In (1 + B T )dt cl'
Since the droplet mass is m = (47rI 3) PdQ 3, (2.94) may be integrated to find the droplet
radius as a function of time:
(2.95)
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where Go is the initial radius. The time required for the droplet to vaporize completely
is found by setting a = Ol
Te = -2k-l-n-(-l-+-B-
7
) (2.96 )
This droplet lifetime is an important parameter in spray combustion. If T c ap-
proaches the residence time in the combustor, TR, liquid fuel may be exhausted from the
combustor, or vapors that are released late may not have time to mix with fuel-lean gases
and bum completely. Thus a long droplet lifetime may lead to low combustion efficien-
cies and emissions of unreacted fuel vapor or products of incomplete combustion. Since
the droplet lifetime varies as the square of its initial radius, it is imperative that the
maximum droplet size be carefully limited.
As a droplet vaporizes in hot, fuel-lean gases, the fuel vapors may burn in a thin
diffusion flame surrounding the droplet as illustrated in Figure 2.22. The approach out-
lined above can be applied to determine the rate of droplet burning by considering the
rate of diffusion of oxygen (or other oxidant) toward the droplet and the energy release
by the combustion reactions. In this analysis it is common to make the thin flame ap-
proximation, assuming that fuel vapor diffusing from the droplet is instantaneously con-
sumed by the counter diffusing oxygen at the flame front. The heat release due to com-
bustion substantially increases the gas temperature at this surface. This increases the rate
of heat transfer to the droplet surface and, therefore, accelerates the evaporation. The
rates of transport of energy, fuel vapor, and oxygen must be balanced at the flame front.
The steady-state conservation equations may be written
ep > 1
(2.97 )
(2.98 )
(2.99 )
ep < 1
Figure 2.22 Vaporization of a fuel droplet
and associated diffusion flame.
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where - r
"
and - ro denote the rates of consumption of fuel vapor and oxidant by gas-
phase reaction, respectively, and q is the heat release due to the combustion reactions.
The boundary conditions at r = a are
2 (dX I ') - (47ra pD" - = -Ru 1 - x"s)dr s (2.100)
2 (dxo )47fa pDo - = 0,dr s
From combustion stoichiometry we may write
(2.101)
where I' is the mass-based stoichiometric coefficient for complete combustion. The heat
release, q, due to the combustion reactions is
- -
q = -iJ.hcL ru = -II iJ.hcL ro (2.102)
If Do = D
"
= k / pCI' (equal molecular and thennal diffusivities), (2.97)-(2.99) can be
combined to eliminate the reaction rate tenns, i.e.,
- d d( 2 d )R" - (Xu - IIXo ) = - 47fr pD - (X" - IIXo )dr dr dr
-d_ - d( 2 d_ - )R" - (CpT + iJ.hcL xu) = - 47fr pD - (cpT + iJ.hcL x,,)dr dr dr
-d_ - d( 2 d_ -)Ru - (cp T + II iJ.hcL xJ = -d 47fr pD d- (cp T + II iJ.hcL xJdr r r
Integrating twice and imposing the boundary conditions yield
Rv ( 1 + IIXo 00 )
--- - In .
47frpD 1 - x" + IIXo
Rv l cp(Too - T,) - iJ.hcL + L I
--=In
47frpD cp(T - Ts) - iJ.hcL ( 1 - xv) + L
R
"
lCp(Too - T,) + II iJ.hcLxo.oo + L
J
-- =In
47frpD cp(T - T,) + II iJ.hcL Xo + L
(2.103 )
(2.104)
(2.105)
(2.106)
(2.107)
(2.108 )
Finally, the evaporation rate may be evaluated by equating (2.106)-(2.108) at the droplet
surface and using an equilibrium relation for the vapor mass fraction at the droplet sur-
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face. In tenns of the surface conditions, the vaporization rate becomes
-. I cp(T"" - Ts ) + fJ b.heL xo,,,,, l
R,. = 47f"apD In L1 + ----~L~----J
(2.109)
(2.110)
(2.111)
Since we have assumed equal diffusivities and unit Lewis number (Le = k/ pCpD), the
surface conditions in steady-state evaporation are obtained from
X"S + xo,oo
1 - xI'S
cp(T"" - TJ - b.heL XI'S
L - b.hcL,(l - x vs )
cp(Too - Ts ) + fJ b.heL xo,oo
L
(2.112)
Equation (2.111) quickly yields a reasonable estimate of the bum time since the sensible
enthalpy tenn is generally small,
cp(T"" - T,} « Ib.heL x vs I
The vaporization rate can thus be approximated by
- I fJ b. heL Xo 00 lRl' ~ 47f"apD In . 1 + L' J (2.113)
(2.114)
Once the burning rate is known, the position of the flame front can readily be
calculated from (2.106) by setting Xl' = X o = O. We find
rflame = 47f"pD In (1 + vXo,oo)
For small oxygen concentrations the flame radius rapidly becomes large. In dense fuel
sprays, the oxygen is quickly consumed. The predicted flame radius may then exceed
the mean droplet separation, 0, as illustrated in Figure 2.23. Although some reaction
may take place in the fuel-rich regions between particles in such a dense spray, the flame
front will ultimately surround the cloud of droplets (Labowsky and Rosner, 1978). The
cloud of droplets then acts as a distributed source of fuel vapor.
The way a fuel is atomized can profoundly influence the combustion process
through (1) the droplet lifetime, which varies as the square of the droplet radius; (2) the
unifonnity of the spatial distribution of droplets; and (3) the generation of turbulence
due to the kinetic energy delivered to the flow by the spray. The drop size is detennined
by a balance between the fluid mechanical forces, which tend to pull the liquid apart,
and the surface tension, U, which tends to hold it together. The classical model for drop
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Figure 2.23 Droplet combustion in a dense spray.
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stability was developed by Prandtl (1949). An estimate of the maximum stable diameter
of droplets is obtained by equating the dynamic pressure of the airflow past the drop and
the surface tension force,
(2.115)
where v is the relative velocity between the liquid and the gas, p is the gas density, and
the proportionality constant, C, is equal to 15.4. A high relative velocity will produce
the smallest droplets.
The motion of the liquid relative to the gas can be created by forcing the liquid
through an orifice with high pressure (pressure atomization) or by using a high-velocity
gas flow (air-assist atomization). These two types of atomizers are illustrated in Figure
2.24. The more common pressure atomizer is somewhat limited in the maximum veloc-
ity due to pressure constraints and the fouling of very small orifices by contaminant
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Figure 2.24 Liquid fuel atomizers: (a) air-assist atomizer: (b) pressure atomizer. Ko-
miyama et al. (1977). RepJinted by permission of The Combustion Institute.
particles in the fuel. The fluid velocity through the orifice of a pressure atomizer is
(2.1\6)
where 6.p is the pressure drop across the orifice and CD is the discharge coefficient
(typically, 0.6 < CD < 1). High atomizer pressures, say 50 atm (5 x 106 Pa), can
result in velocities as high as 100 m s- \. Typical surface tensions for hydrocarbon liquids
are 0.2 to 0.8 N m-I. As the liquid stream breaks up, it quickly decelerates, so the
maximum droplet size can be much larger than the approximately 40 p,m that this ve-
locity would suggest. In diesel engines, where the fuel must be injected very quickly,
much higher atomization pressures are generally used, and smaller droplets may be gen-
erated.
In the air-assist atomizer, a high-velocity gas flow is used to atomize the liquid
and disperse the droplets. The airflow velocity can be as high as the local speed of sound,
about 330 m s-I in ambient-temperature air. Drop formation takes place within the
atomizer, where the velocity is high, so small drops can be generated [i.e., (2.115)
suggests an upper bound on the droplet size of about 4 p,m].
The air-assist atomizer also introduces a large amount of kinetic energy that is
ultimately dissipated through turbulence. The pressure atomizer does not have this im-
pact due to the lower velocity and the lower mass flow entering through the atomizer.
Thus, when the pressure atomizer is used, the turbulence levels in the flame region are
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governed by the main combustion airflow rather than by the atomizer. Low turbulence
levels suggest that mixing will be incomplete and combustion will be inefficient. Ex-
periments conducted by Komiyama et al. (1977) USing a pressure atomizer on the com-
bustor of Pompei and Heywood (1972) show that droplet combustion has a rather striking
influence on the combustion efficiency. Figure 2.25 shows that the oxygen consumption
for combustion of the same kerosene fuel used by Pompei and Heywood (solid points)
is much more rapid than would result from gas mixing alone (dashed line). Moreover,
studies of a variety of single component fuels (open points) reveal that the combustion
efficiency decreases with increasing fuel volatility (i.e., with decreasing evaporation
time). As a droplet evaporates, vapors diffuse into the surrounding fluid. If the drop
evaporates slowly, particularly while it moves through the gas with an appreciable ve-
locity, the vapors are distributed along a fine path where molecular diffusion is effective.
On the other hand, a droplet that evaporates quickly leaves a more concentrated vapor
cloud that must then mix through the action of turbulence. The difference in combustion
behavior of high- and low-volatility fuels may be accentuated by differences in surface
tension.
Thus we see that droplets act as point sources of fuel vapor that can accelerate the
mixing of fuel and air by introducing vapor on a very small length scale. Injection at
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high velocities can distribute the fuel throughout the combustion gases. As droplets enter
the combustor at high velocity, their Reynolds numbers may be large enough that con-
vective transport enhances drop evaporation. The correlation proposed by Ranz and Mar-
shall (1952) can be used to take forced convection into account, that is,
(2.117)
where Ito is the vaporization rate for purely diffusive vaporization, Re = pvdI Jl is the
droplet Reynolds number, and Sc = JlI pD is the Schmidt number of the gas.
We have examined the evaporation and combustion of a single-component fuel.
Practical fuels are complex mixtures of hydrocarbons. As droplets are heated, the more
volatile components evaporate more rapidly than the less volatile components, so the
fuel volatility gradually decreases. Diffusional resistance within the droplet can become
a significant hindrance to vaporization (Hanson et aI., 1982; Law and Law, 1981). Com-
ponents that vaporize slowly may be heated to high temperatures, possibly leading to
the formation of solid carbonaceous particles of coke. These solid particles can be very
difficult to bum and are often emitted with the exhaust gases.
2.8 COMBUSTION OF SOLID FUELS
Solid fuels are burned in a variety of systems, some of which are similar to those fired
by liquid fuels. In large industrial furnaces, particularly boilers for electric power gen-
eration, coal is pulverized to a fine powder (typically, 50 Jlm mass mean diameter and
95 % smaller by mass than about 200 Jlm) which is sprayed into the combustion chamber
and burned in suspension as illustrated in Figure 2.26. The combustion in the pulverized
coal system has many similarities to the combustion of heavy fuel oils. Smaller systems
generally utilize fixed- or fluidized-bed combustors that bum larger particles. The latter
technologies are also applied to the combustion of wood, refuse, and other solid fuels.
Air is fed into a fluidized bed at a sufficiently high velocity to levitate the particles,
producing a dense suspension that appears f1uidlike. Heat transfer in the bed must be
high enough and heat release rates low enough to keep the bed relatively cool and prevent
the ash particles from fusing together to form large ash agglomerates known as clinkers.
Noncombustible solids are often used to dilute the fuel and keep the temperature low;
most commonly, limestone is used in order to retain the sulfur in the bed at the same
time. In contrast to the rapid mixing in a fluidized bed, only a fraction of the air comes
in contact with the fuel in a fixed bed, or stoker, combustion system, with the remainder
being introduced above the bed of burning fuel. Large amounts of excess air are required
to achieve reasonable combustion efficiency, and even with the large airflows, hydro-
carbon and carbon monoxide emissions can be quite high, due to poor mixing above the
bed. The increased air requirements lower the thermal efficiency of stoker units, so
pulverized coal or fluidized-bed combustion is favored for large systems. Most large
systems currently in use bum pulverized coal. We shall, for this reason, focus on these
systems.
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.Figure 2.26 Coal combustion systems: (a) pulverized coal burner; (b) cyclone burner;
(c) spreader stoker; (d) fluidized-bed combustor.
2.8.1 Devolatilization
When coal particles are sprayed into a combustion chamber, they undergo a number of
transformations. Water is first driven off as the particle is heated. As the fuel is heated
further, it devolatilizes, a process that involves the release of hydrocarbons in the coal
and the cracking of the molecular structure of the coal. This complex chemical process
has received considerable attention (Gavalas, 1982), but we shall examine here only one
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of the simpler models. The devolatilization has been modeled as competing chemical
reactions (Kobayashi et aI., 1977), that is,
Each of the two reactions produces volatile matter (Vi) and residual char (Ri ), which
does not undergo additional pyrolysis. The fraction of the mass of coal undergoing re-
action i that is released as volatile matter is (Xi' Reaction I is assumed to be a low-
temperature reaction that produces an asymptotic volatile yield (XI' Reaction 2 is assumed
to have a higher activation energy and therefore contributes significantly only at high
temperature. Rapid heating brings reaction 2 into play, while substantial coal remains
unreacted, leading to higher volatile yields than at low temperature.
The parameters in this simplified model must be empirically determined. (XI is
generally chosen to equal the volatile yield measured in the proximate analysis, a low-
temperature pyrolysis test. The remaining parameters of this model, as estimated by
Stickler et al. (1979), are summarized in Table 2.9. With this simple model, the release
of volatile matter and the quantity of char residue can be estimated. The fractional con-
version of the char is described by the rate equation
dXcoal
-- = -klxcoal
dt
where xcoal is the mass fraction of the coal that has not undergone reaction.
(2.118)
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TABLE 2.9 TWO-REACTION COAL PYROLYSIS MODEL OF STICKLER
ET AL. (1979)a
Chap. 2
Frequency factors
Activation energies
Mass coefficients
"ki = Ai exp (-E,jRT).
3.7XI0's'
1.46 x 10" s '
8857 K
30,200 K
Proximate analysis volatile matter
0.8
The volatiles are formed within the coal particle, and escape to the surrounding
atmosphere involves flow through the coal matrix. This is frequently a violent process,
characterized by vigorous jetting as flow channels open in the char to allow the release
of the high pressures built up by volatile production in the core of the particle. These
complications preclude the application of the drop combustion models derived in the
preceding section to the combustion of coal volatiles. Nonetheless, the volatiles playa
very important role in coal combustion, particularly in ignition and stabilization of coal
flames. Knowledge of volatile release is also essential to specifying the initial condition
for the next phase of coal combustion, the surface oxidation of char residue.
Example 2.10 Coal Devolatilization
A dry coal particle intially 50 jJm in diameter is suddenly heated to 2000 K in air. The
proximate analysis of the coal is
Volatile matter 43.69%
Fixed carbon 46.38%
Ash 9.94%
The carbon and ash densities are 1.3 and 2.3 g cm- 3, respectively. Using the Kobayashi
model and assuming that the particle temperature remains constant throughout devolatil-
ization, estimate the mass of char remaining after devolatilization and the density of the
particle.
Consider first devolatilization. Equation (2.118) expresses a relation for the fraction
of unreacted coal as a function of time. Integrating (2.118) and noting that .1',,,,,1 = I at t =
0, we find
where the characteristic time for devolatilization is
The fraction of the coal that is converted to char by reaction i is 1 - O'i' so
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Integrating and letting xchar = 0 at t = 0 yields
The limit as t -> 00 is
From Table 2.9,
E1/R = 8857 K EdR = 30,200 K
Evaluating at 2000 K, we find that
k l = 4400 S-I k2 = 4.06 X 106 s-I
Thus
TD = 2.46 X 10-7 s = 0.246 p.s
and
(I - 0.485) 4.4 X 103 + (I - 0.8) X 4.06 X 106
X - = 0.200
char - 4.4 X 103 + 4.06 X 106
Only 20% of the original carbonaceous material remains in the char.
2.8.2 Char Oxidation
The combustion of coal char or other entrained carbonaceous particles (such as coke
produced in combustion of heavy fuel oils) is governed by the diffusion of oxidizer (02,
OH, 0, CO2 , H20, etc.) to the carbon surface and by surface reaction kinetics. Coal
char is highly porous and presents a surface area for oxidation that is much larger than
the external surface. Mulcahy and Smith (1969) identified several modes of char com-
bustion: regime I, in which the rate is controlled strictly by surface reactions, allowing
the reaction to take place uniformly throughout the char volume; regime 2, in which
pore diffusion and surface reactions both influence the rate; and regime 3, in which
external diffusion controls the oxidation rate. Pulverized coal combustion generally falls
in regime 2.
We begin our discussion of char oxidation with an examination of the role of the
external diffusional resistance in the char oxidation kinetics. For this purpose we may
use detailed models of the intrinsic surface reaction kinetics in combination with a model
of the porous structure of the char and the diffusional resistance within these pores.
Alternatively, we may use a global rate expression that describes the total rate of reaction
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in terms of the apparent external surface area. We shall use the latter approach at present
and examine the processes taking place inside the char particle later.
The rate of char oxidation is the sum of several reactions that convert carbon to
CO, primarily
k,
-
CO
h
C(n + CO2 - 2CO
The apparent rates of these reactions may be expressed in the form
(2.119 )
where Pi is the partial pressure of the oxidizer. Numerous measurements of the rate
parameters for various chars have been reported. Table 2.10 presents selected rate coef-
ficients.
TABLE 2.10 CHAR OXIDATION RATE PARAMETERS a
Parent coal A E/R (K) fl
Petroleum coke 70 9.910 0.5
Pittsburgh seam 41.870 17,100 0.17
(swelling bituminous
coal, USA)
Illinois No.6 63,370 17,200 0.17
(swelling bituminous
coal, USA)
Brodsworth 1,113 121,300 1.0
(swelling bituminous
coal, UK)
East Hetton 6,358 17,100 1.0
(swelling bituminous
coal, UK)
Anthracite and 204 9,560 1.0
semianthracite
(UK and Western
Europe)
Millmerran 156 8,810 0.5
(nonswelling sub-
bituminous coal,
Australia)
Ferrymoor 703 10,820 1.0
(nonswelling sub-
bituminous coal, UK)
Whitwick 504 8,910 1.0
(nonswelling
bituminous coal, UK)
Yallourn brown 93 8,150 0.5
coal (Australia)
"r = Ae- E / RT Po, kg m- l sol, p in atm.
Source: Data from Smith (1982).
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The char oxidation rate is the net result of the rate of oxidizer diffusion to the char
surface and the rate of surface reaction. Since the activation energies of the oxidation
reactions are large, the particle temperature is very important in determining the rate of
oxidation. Because of the high temperatures reached and the large emissivity of carbon,
radiation can be a major mechanism for heat transfer from the burning char particle. If
the temperature of the surrounding surfaces is T", the radiative flux to the particle is
(2.120 )
where a = 5.67 X 10- 8 W m- 2 K- 4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and E is the
particle emissivity. Conduction heat transfer
(2.12 1)
is also very important for small particles. Large particles encountered in fluidized-bed
combustors and small particles injected at high velocities may have large enough Rey-
nolds numbers (Re = pvd / J-t) that convection must be taken into account, and the rate
of heat transfer is expressed in terms of a heat transfer coefficient, h,
(2.122)
where h is generally obtained from correlations of the Nusselt number (Nu = hd / k),
for example (Bird et al., 1960),
Nu = 2 + 0.60 Re l / 2 Pr 1/3 (2.123)
where the Prandtl number is defined by Pr = cp J-t / k. Species transport to and from the
particle surface also influences the energy balance. The net enthalpy flux to the particle
due to species transport is given by
q, = L, ])z7( T,)
I
(2.124 )
- - - -
where ht [(h(T,) - h(To) + 6.hJ £To)Jj is the total enthalpy of species} at the
temperature of the particle surface and Jj is the species mass flux toward the particle
surface.
The net species transport from the particle surface is directly related to the rate of
reaction:
(2.125)
where Vi denotes the mass-based stoichiometric coefficients for reactions and 2, re-
spectively:
Veo
12 + 16
12
= 2.33
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Vo, = 2 X 12 = 1.33
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VC02 = 12 = 3.67
Combining (2.120), (2.121), and (2. 124), the time rate of change of the partie Ie
energy becomes
dU z --0 --0
"dt = 41l"Q {-vco,lr,hco(Ts) + v02r lho2(T,)
- vco,z,}ieo(T,) + vcolzheo,(T,)}
The rate of change of the particle energy is
dU d dm duo
- = -(mu O) = li o - + m -
dt dt dt dt
(2.126)
(2.127)
~ssuming quasi-steady combustion (du 0 / dt "" 0) and noting that, for solid carbon,
he "" lie, we find
Combining these terms, the quasi-steady energy balance on the surface of the burning
particle becomes
4 4 (dT) - - --at(T" - T s ) - k - + r 1 !lhrt(Ts ) + rz !lhdTJ = 0dr s
Uniform particle temperature has been assumed in this analysis.
To evaluate the reaction rates, r; and 1'2, we need to know both the temperature
and the concentrations of the oxidizing species at the particle surface. The species fluxes
at the particle surface are obtained from the condition
(2.128)
The net mass flux away from the particle surface equals the rate of carbon consumption
The fluxes of the oxidizing species are
h,
(2,129)
(2.130 )
(2.131)
where vj is the mass of oxidizer j consumed per unit mass of carbon consumed by re-
action j. The surface boundary conditions for the oxidizing species become
v/'j + (1', + rz) = 41l"PDj(~)s
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Assuming that the particle is spherical and that CO is only oxidized far from the
particle surface, the combustion rate determination follows the approach of the liquid
fuel evaporation problem. We begin with the energy and species conservation equations:
- - dT d ( 2 dT)(R 1 + R2)Cp dr = dr 4u k dr (2.132)
j = I, ... ,3dx d ( dx)- - J 2 J(R 1 + R2 ) - = - 4u pDj -dr dr . dr
where the total rate of reaction j is Rj = 47fa 2rj . The solutions are
(2.133)
(2.134 )
(2.135)
(2.136 )
Equating these rates and requiring that the reaction rate expressions, (2.119), be satis-
fied, yields, after iterative solutions, the values of the temperature and mass fractions of
the oxidizers at the particle surface. The terms on the right-hand side of (2.134) and
(2.135) are analogous to the transfer number for the evaporation of a liquid fuel, BT
(2.93). If the thermal and molecular diffusivities are equal [i.e., Lewis number = Le
= k/( pCpD) = I], the transfer numbers derived from (2.134) and (2.135) are equal:
cp(T, - Too) (R] + R2 )BT = ~~~~-----'~~~~-----;c-------:,---------;-:-
-R1 f1h R1 (T,) - R2 f1hR2 (T,) + 47fa2aE(T~. - T~)
(xjoo - xjJ (R 1 + R2 )
(R 1 + R2 )xjs + Rjvj
The special case of very rapid surface reaction corresponds to diffusion-limited
combustion (i.e., Mulcahy and Smith's regime 3 combustion) and allows significant
simplification. Assume that only the oxygen reaction I is important. If oxygen is con-
sumed as fast as it reaches the particle surface, x0 2 • S = O. Thus (2.135) becomes
(2.137)
This is an upper bound on the char combustion rate. Diffusion-limited combustion is a
reasonable assumption for combustion of large particles at high temperatures. As either
particle size or temperature decreases, reaction kinetics become increasingly important
in controlling char oxidative kinetics. Combustion of small particles of pulverized coal
is generally in regime 2 (i.e., both diffusional and kinetic resistances become important).
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(2.138)
The prediction of the combustion rate requires knowledge of the reaction rate as a
function of external surface area and oxidizer concentration. So far, we have relied on
global rate expressions, which, as shown by the data in Table 2.10, vary widely from
one char to another. Much of this variability can be attributed to differences in the porous
structure of the char and the resistance to diffusion to the large surface area contained in
that structure. The pore structure varies from one coal to another. Since the quantity of
char residue depends on the heating rate, it stands to reason that the char structure will
also vary with the devolatilization history. A priori prediction of the char structure is not
possible at this time, but the role of the porous structure can be understood.
A number of models of combustion of porous particles have been developed (Si-
mons, 1982; Gavalas, 1981; Smith, 1982). We limit our attention to one of the simpler
diffusional resistance models.
The pore structure presents a large surface area for surface oxidation within the
volume of the char particle. The pores are small enough that they present a substantial
resistance to diffusion. The pore structure can be crudely characterized in terms of the
total surface area per unit mass, S, most commonly measured by the BET gas adsorption
method (Hill, 1977), and the total pore volume fraction in the char, EI" If we assume
the pores to be unifomlly sized and cylindrical, the pore volume fraction and surface
area per unit mass of char are
- I 2LEp - 7f'<; tot
S = _2_7f'---,~~L---,t,~)(
P"
where L tnt is the total length of pores per unit volume of char, ~ is the mean pore radius,
and Pa is the ap~arent density of the char. Combining these expressions to eliminate L tnt
and solving for ~, we find
_ 2Ep~ =-
PaS
Consider, for example, a char with a BET surface area of 100 m2 g-I and a porosity of
Ep = 0.4. The mean pore radius is 0.012 {tm (assuming a char density of 1.5 g cm- 3 ),
If the pore radius is large compared to the mean free path Aof the gas molecules,
then the mechanism of diffusion through the pore is the usual continuum transport. (Wc
will discuss the mean free path of gas molecules in Section 5.2.) If the pore radius is
small compared to A, then diffusion of the molecules through the pore occurs by colli-
sions with the walls of the pore. For air at ambient temperature and pressure, A "" 0.065
{tm. At combustion temperatures, the mean free path increases to 0.2 to 0.5 {tm. The
ratio of the mean free path to the pore radius, known as the Knudsen number,
A
Kn = =~ (2.139)
indicates whether it is reasonable to apply continuum transport models. The continuum
models are valid for Kn « I (see also Chapter 5). At very large Knudsen numbers,
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the kinetic theory of gases gives the following result for diffusivity of molecules in
cylindrical pores,
D. = ~ t: .J8RT
k 3 <; 7rM (2.140 )
At intermediate values of Kn, the pore diffusivity is approximately (best for equimolar
counter diffusion, NA = -NB )
(2.141)
The effective diffusivity within the porous particle is reduced by the fraction of voids in
the particle, E1" and by the tortuous path through which the gas must diffuse in the
particle, characterized by a tortuosity factor, T, that is typically about 2, that is,
(2.142)
The diffusion of oxidant within the pores of the char and the reactions on the pore
surfaces can now be calculated. Consider the reaction of oxygen with the char,
for which we shall assume first-order intrinsic reaction kinetics,
(2.143)
The net local rate of carbon oxidation per unit of char volume is rj SPa (kg m- 3 s- I ),
where Pa is the apparent density of the char (density of carbon, including pores). The
quasi-steady transport and reaction of oxygen within the porous char can be expressed
as
(2.144)
where the reaction rate has been expressed in terms of species mass fraction (i.e., rj
k l P02 = k'xo,). The mass flux at any position in the char can be evaluated from the
mass continuity equation,
(2.145)
The solution to (2.144) is greatly simplified if the convective transport term is
small compared to diffusive transport, whence
d ( 2 dXo,) 2,
- 47rr pDc~- = 47rr Sp"kxo,vo,
dr dr -
(2.146 )
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The boundary conditions for this differential equation are
r = 0: xo, = finite
r = a:
(2.147)
Solution to equations of the fonn of (2.146) is facilitated by substituting x
f(r)lr. We find
where
A sinh (¢rI a) B cosh (¢r Ia)
x = + -----,'---'--'---'-
ria ria (2.148)
(2.149)
The parameter ¢ is known as the Thiele modulus (Hill, 1977). Applying the boundary
conditions, we find
a sinh (¢r I a)
Xo = Xo .
2 2.S r smh ¢ (2.150)
The net diffusive flux of oxygen into the porous particle exactly equals the rate of oxygen
consumption by reaction. Thus the net rate of carbon consumption is
- 2 (dX)Rp = 47ra pDe -dr a
(2.151)
If access to the interior surface were not limited by diffusion, the entire area would
be exposed to xo,.S' and the net reaction rate would be
-R 4 3 Sk'p.ideal = 3 7ra Pa xo,.s (2.152)
(2.154 )
(2.153)
The ratio of the actual reaction rate to the ideal rate gives a measure of the effectiveness
of the pores in the combustion chemistry,
which with (2.149) yields
3
1] = ¢ 2 (¢ coth ¢ - 1)
For fast reaction (i.e., large ¢), (2.153) approaches
3
1]=-
¢
so only a small fraction of the char surface area is available for reaction, that area near
the char surface. In this limit the particle will shrink, but its density will remain constant
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once the pores near the char surface establish a steady-state profile of pore radius with
depth. This opening of the pore mouth has been neglected in this derivation. On the
other hand, in the limit of small ¢, TJ tends to unity:
¢2
lim TJ = 1 - -
¢~o 15
and all of the interior surface contributes to the char oxidation. In this limit, regime 1
combustion, the pores must enlarge and the apparent density of the char must decrease
during oxidation. Pulverized coal combustion corresponds most closely to the former
case. Lower-temperature combustion in fluidized beds or in stokers may, however, result
in a low Thiele modulus.
Coal particles are not, generally, spherical as illustrated by the scanning electron
microscope photograph shown in Figure 2.27. Bird et al. (1960) suggest that a non-
spherical particle be approximated as a sphere with the same ratio of apparent external
surface area to volume,
3 Vp
anonsphere = A
p
(2.155)
in calculating TJ for a variety of shapes (spheres, cylindrical, rods, flat plates, etc.). The
deviations of exact results from that obtained using (2.154) are small over the range of
Thiele moduli important in char combustion.
The char oxidation kinetics are not necessarily first order. The analysis can readily
be carried out for reactions of arbitrary (but constant) order. The variation of the pore
diffusional resistance with reaction order is relatively weak.
With this analysis it is possible to estimate the intrinsic reaction kinetics from
observations of char consumption rates. Smoot et al. (1984) have shown that a single
intrinsic rate expression can correlate data on a broad spectrum of coal char. Moreover,
Figure 2.27 Scanning electron micro-
scope photograph of pulverized coal
particles.
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Figure 2.28 Intrinsic rate of char consumption.
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this rate is well correlated with the oxidation rate for pyrolytic graphite, as illustrated in
Figure 2.28. Nagle and Strickland-Constable (1962) developed a semiempirical rate
expression that correlates the rate of oxidation of pyrolytic graphite for oxygen partial
pressures of 10- 5 < Po, < 1 atm, and temperatures from 1100 to 2500 K. This rate is
based on the existence of two types of sites on the carbon surface. The rate of reaction
at the more reactive type A sites is governed by the fraction of sites not covered by
surface oxides, so the reaction order varies between 0 and I. Desorption from the less
reactive type B sites is rapid, so the rate of reaction is first order in the oxygen concen-
tration. Thermal rearrangement of type A sites into type B is allowed. A steady-state
analysis of this mechanism yields
12
mol C m-2 S-I (2.156)
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TABLE 2.11 RATE CONSTANTS FOR THE NAGLE AND
STRICKLAND-CONSTABLE MODEL
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kA = 200 exp (-15,100/T)
kB = 4.45 X 10-' exp ( -7640 /T)
k r = 1.51 X 104 exp ( ~48,800 /T)
k, = 21.3 exp (2060/T)
kg m 's I aIm I
kg m 's I aIm I
kg m 's
aIm I
where x, the fraction of the surface covered by type A sites, is
( )
-1kTx= I +~~
kBpo,
The empirically determined rate constants for this model are given in Table 2.11.
According to this mechanism, the reaction is first order at low oxygen partial pres-
sures but approaches zero order at higher Po,. At low temperatures and at fixed oxygen
partial pressure, the rate increases with temperature with an activation energy corre-
sponding to E / R = 17,160 K. Above a certain temperature, the rate begins to decrease
due to the formation of unreactive type B sites by thermal rearrangement. At very high
temperatures, the surface is entirely covered with type B sites and the rate becomes first
order in Po,.
From the close correspondence of the char oxidation kinetics and the Nagle and
Strickland-Constable rate for pyrolytic graphite, one may surmise that after processing
at high temperature, carbons from a variety of sources may exhibit similar kinetics for
the reaction of O2 and, very likely, for other oxidants. Indeed, data for carbon black,
soot, and some petroleum cokes are also in reasonable agreement with those from coal
chars.
The model we have used to describe the porous structure is simplistic. The pores
in char are not uniform in size, nor are they cylindrical in shape. Furthermore, as the
char bums, the pores change shape and, in the regions near the char surface, will enlarge
significantly. At high temperatures, where the surface reaction rates are high and oxygen
is consumed quickly as it diffuses into the char pores, the pore mouths will enlarge until
neighboring pores merge while the interior pores remain unchanged. More detailed
models of the porous structure have been developed to take some of these variations into
account (Gavalas, 1981; Simons, 1979, 1980). These models require more data on the
pore size distribution than is commonly available at present, but may ultimately elimi-
nate much of the remaining uncertainty in char oxidation rates.
PROBLEMS
2.1. Methanol (CH30H) is burned in dry air at an equivalence ratio of 0.75.
(a) Detennine the fuel/air mass ratio.
(b) Detennine the composition of the combustion products.
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2.2. A high-volatile bituminous coal has the following characteristics:
Proximate analysis
Fixed carbon
Volatile matter
Moisture
Ash
Ultimate analysis
C
H
N
°S
Heating value
54.3%
32.6%
1.4%
11.7%
74.4%
5.1 %
1.4%
6.7%
0.7%
30.7 x 106 J kg-I
It is burned in air at an equivalence ratio of 0.85. 500 x 106 W of electric power is produced
with an overall process efficiency (based on the input heating value of the fuel) of 37 %.
(a) Determine the fuel and air feed rates in kg S·I.
(b) Determine the product gas composition.
(c) Sulfur dioxide is removed from the flue gases with a mean efficiency of 80% and the
average output of the plant is 75 % of its rated capacity. What is the S02 emission rate
in metric tonnes ( 103 kg) per year?
2.3. A liquid fuel has the composition:
C 86.5%
H 13.0%
° 0.2%
S 0.3%
Its higher heating value is HHV = 45 x 106 J kg -I. Determine an effective chemical
formula and enthalpy of formation for this fuel.
2.4. Methane is burned in air at <p = 1. Using the thermodynamic data of Table 2.5 and assum-
ing complete combustion, compute the adiabatic flame temperature. The initial tempera-
tures of the fuel and air are both 298 K.
2.5. Methanol shows promise as an alternate fuel that could reduce nitrogen oxide emissions.
The reduction is attributed to lower flame temperatures. Compare the adiabatic flame tem-
perature for combustion of pure methanol at <p = I with that of methane (Problem 2.4).
Initial fuel and air temperatures are 298 K. The enthalpy of formation of liquid methanol
is !:lhl (298 K) = -239,000 J mol· l .
2.6. The bituminous coal of Problem 2.2 is burned in air that has been heated to 590 K. To
estimate the maximum temperature in combustion, compute the adiabatic flame temperature
for stoichiometric combustion assuming complete combustion. The specific heats of the
coal carbon and ash may be taken as epe = 1810 and cpa = 1100 J kg -I K -I, respectively.
The ash melts at 1500 K with a latent heat of melting of tlli m = 140 J kg l
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2.7. Kerosene (88 % C, 12 % H) is burned in air at an equivalence ratio of 0.8. Determine the
equilibrium mole fractions of carbon monoxide and nitric oxide at T = 2000 K and p = I
atm.
2.8. Graphite (C) is burned in dry air at ¢ = 2 and p = I atm. Determine the equilibrium
composition (mole fractions of CO, CO2, 02, and amount of solid carbon) of the combus-
tion products at T = 2500 K.
2.9. A fuel oil containing 87 % C and 13 % H has a specific gravity of 0.825 and a higher heating
value of 3.82 x 1010 J 01". It is injected into a combustor at 298 K and burned at atmo-
spheric pressure in stoichiometric air at 298 K. Dctennine the adiabatic flame temperature
and the equilibrium mole fractions of CO, CO2, H2, H20, 02' and N 2 .
2.10. For Problem 2.9, determine the equilibrium mole fractions of NO, OH, H, and 0. How
much is the flame temperature reduced in producing these species?
2.11. Carbon monoxide is oxidized by the following reactions:
CO + OH (...-+ CO2 + H
CO + ° + M ( • CO2 + M
Rate coefficients for these reactions are given in Table 2.6.
(a) Write the full rate equation for carbon monoxide consumption.
(b) Assuming chemical equilibrium for the combustion of methane at atmospheric pressure
and ¢ = 0.85, compare the effectiveness of these reactions in terms of characteristic
times for CO destruction
[CO],
T·=--
I R~i
where R(~i is the rate of reaction in the forward direction only based on equilibrium
concentrations of all species. Plot the TiS from T = 1200 K to T = 2000 K.
(c) Considering only the dominant reaction and assuming equilibrium for the minor spe-
cies, derive a global rate expression for CO oxidation and CO2 reduction in temlS of
CO, CO2 , 02, and H20 concentrations and temperature.
(d) Compare your oxidation rate with that obtained by Dryer and Glassman (1973), (2.53).
Plot the two rates as a function of temperature.
2.12. An industrial process releases 500 ppm of ethane into an atmospheric pressure gas stream
containing 2 % oxygen at T = 1000 K. Use the single-step global combustion model for
ethane to estimate how long the gases must be maintained at this temperature to reduce the
ethane concentration below 50 ppm.
2.13. A combustor burning the fuel oil of Example 2.3 at ¢ = I contains 1.5% O2 in the com-
bustion products. Using the data in Figure 2.6, estimate the CO level in the combustion
products assuming local equilibrium.
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2.14. Natural gas (assumed to be methane) is burned in atmospheric pressure air (Tf = T" = 300
K) at an equivalence ratio of 0.9. For a characteristic mixing timc of T", = 0.01 s, and
assuming that B = I in
( )
IIJ
-1 E
T", = B fi
compute and plot as a funetion of burner diameter, d, the ratio of the rate of kinetic energy
dissipation in turbulenee to the heat released by combustion. Assume that intense recircu-
lation limits the volume in which the kinetic energy is dissipated to 2d J and that the mean
gas temperature in this volume is 2000 K. What is a reasonable maximum burner size? How
many burners would be required to generate 100 MW (100 x 106 J S-I) of electric power
at an overall process efficiency of 40%? If the maximum burner gas velocity is limited to
30 m SO I, what is the maximum burner diameter and how many burners will be needed?
Suppose that we allow the mixing time to be 0.05 s. How would this influence the results?
2.15. Carbon (p = 2000 kg m- J ) is injected into atmospheric pressure air in a furnace that
maintains both gas and walls at the same temperature. Compute and plot the particle tem-
perature and time for complete combustion of a 50-lim diameter char particle as a function
of furnace temperature over the range from 1300 to 2000 K, assuming diffusion-limited
combustion. The thennodynamic properties of the carbon may be taken to be those of pure
graphite. Use the following physical properties:
D = 1.5 X 1O- 9T 16H m2 S-l
k = 3.4 X 1O-4To 77 W m- I K- l
E = 1
2.16. For the system of Problem 2.15 and a fixed wall and gas temperature of T = 1700 K,
compute and plot the particle temperature and characteristic time for combustion of a 50-
lim diameter particle as the function of the oxygen content of an OrN2 mixture over the
range of oxygen contents from I to 20.9%, assuming
(a) diffusion limited combustion.
(b) combustion according to the global rate expression of Smith (1982) for anthracite (Ta-
ble 2.10).
What are the implications of these results for char burnout in pulverized coal combustion?
2.17. For the conditions of Problem 2.15 and combustion in air at 1700 K, compute and plot thc
particle temperature and characteristic time as a function of the char particle size over the
range I to 200 lim.
2.18. A Millmerran subbituminous coal has the following composition:
C
H
N
o
S
Ash
Volatile matter
72.2%
5.8%
1.4%
10.0%
1.2%
9.4%
41.9%
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Fixed carbon
Moisture
44.5%
4.2%
Pash-freeeoal = 1300 kg m - 3
Pash = 2300 kg m --- 3
A 150-/lm-diameter particle is injected into atmospheric pressure air in a furnace that main-
tains both the gas and wall temperatures at 1700 K.
(a) Assuming that the particle is instantaneously heated to the gas temperature and main-
tained at that temperature throughout the devolatilization process, determine the amount
of volatile matter rcleased and the quantity of char remaining. Assuming that the phys-
ical dimension of the particle has not changed, what is the final density of the particle')
(b) Oxidation begins immediately following devolatilization. Assuming quasi-steady com-
bustion and that the particle density remains constant, and using the apparent reaction
kinetics of Table 2.10, calculate the particle temperature and size throughout the com-
bustion of the particle. Assume that the enthalpy of formation of the char is the same
as that of graphite. How long does it take for the particle to burn out?
2.19. A fuel oil with composition
C 86%
H 14%
is burned in dry air. Analysis of the combustion products indicates, on a dry basis (after
condensing and removing all water),
O2 1.5%
CO 600 ppm
What is the equivalence ratio of combustion?
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3Pollutant formation and
Control in Combustion
In this chapter we study the fonnation of pollutants in combustion systems. Our ultimate
objectives are to be able to predict the levels of pollutants in the combustion products,
leaving practical combustion systems, and to use such predictions to suggest combustion
modifications to achieve lower emission levels. We focus on the basic mechanisms of
pollutant fonnation in continuous-flow combustors. Internal combustion engines and gas-
cleaning systems will be treated in subsequent chapters.
3.1 NITROGEN OXIDES
Nitrogen oxides are important air pollutants, the primary anthropogenic source of which
is combustion. Motor vehicles account for a large fraction of the nitrogen oxide emis-
sions, but stationary combustion sources ranging from electric power generating stations
to gas-fired cooking stoves also release nitrogen oxides.
Both nitric oxide, NO, and nitrogen dioxide, N02 , are produced in combustion,
but the vast majority of nitrogen oxides are emitted as NO (recall Table 1.4). Because
NO is converted to N02 in the atmosphere, emissions of both species frequently arc
lumped together with the designation NO,. When NO, emissions are prescntcd in mass
units, the mass of NO, is calculated as if all the NO had been converted to N02 . Becausc
NO is the predominant NO, species fonned in combustion, we shall concentratc on it in
this section.
Nitric oxide is fornled both from atmosphcric nitrogcn, N2 , and from nitrogen
contained in some fuels. The lattcr source depcnds on thc fuel composition and is not
important for fuels with low nitrogen contents but is a major sourcc of NO, in coal
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combustion. Nitric oxide can be formed, however, when any fuel is burned in air be-
cause of the high-temperature oxidation of N2 • We begin our discussion with the fixation
of atmospheric nitrogen.
3.1.1 Thermal Fixation of Atmospheric Nitrogen
The formation of NO by oxidation of atmospheric nitrogen can be expressed in terms of
the overall reaction
which is highly endothermic [i.e., D.h~ (298 K) = 90.4 kJ mol-I]. As a result, the
equilibrium concentration of NO is high at the very high temperatures encountered near
stoichiometric combustion and decreases rapidly away from that point.
Even though we express the overall reaction as above, the direct reaction of N2
with O2 is too slow to account for significant NO formation. Free oxygen atoms, pro-
duced in flames by dissociation of O2 or by radical attack on O2 , attack nitrogen mole-
cules and begin a simple chain mechanism that was first postulated by Zeldovich et al.
(1947), that is,
+1
N2 + 0 0( > NO + N
-I
+2
N + O2 0( ')I NO + 0
-2
The concentration of O2 is low in fuel-rich combustion, so reaction 2 is less important
than in fuel-lean combustion. Reaction with the hydroxyl radical eventually becomes the
major sink for N:
+3
N + OH .. » NO + H
-3
The rate constants for the so-called extended Zeldovich mechanism are (Hanson and
Salimian, 1984)
k+ 1 = 1.8 X 108 e-
38
,370/T m3 mol-I S-I
k_ 1 = 3.8 X 107 e-425 / T m3 mol-I S-I
k+ 2 = 1.8 X 104 T e- 4680 !T m
3 mol- I S--I
k_ 2 = 3.8 X 103 T e-
20
,820/T m3 mol- 1 S-I
k = 7.1 X 107 e-450 / T m3 mol-I S-I+3
k_
3
= 1.7 X 108 e-24 ,560/T m3 mol- I S-I
The high activation energy of reaction 1, resulting from its essential function of breaking
the strong N2 triple bond, makes this the rate-limiting step of the Zeldovich mechanism.
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Due to the high activation energy, NO production by this mechanism proceeds at a
slower rate than the oxidation of the fuel constituents and is extremely temperature sen-
sitive. The production of atomic oxygen required for the first reaction is also highly
temperature sensitive.
To understand the rate of NO formation, let us examine the rate equations corre-
sponding to the mechanism of reactions 1-3. For example, the net rates of formation of
NO and N are
RNO = k+ I [N2][0] - LdN][NO] + k+2[N][02] - L 2 [NO][0]
+ k+ 3 [N][OH] - L 3 [NO][H] (3.1)
RN = k+dN2][0] - LdN][NO] - k+2[N][02] + L 2 [NO][0]
- k+ 3 [N][OH] + L 3 [NO][H] (3.2)
The concentrations of 0, H, and OH are required for calculation of the N and NO
formation rates. The high activation energy of the initial N2 attack allows us to make an
important simplification. Since the reaction rate is fast only at the highest temperatures,
most of the reaction takes place after the combustion reactions are complete and before
significant heat is transferred from the flame. It is a reasonable first approximation,
therefore, to assume that the 0, H, and OH radicals are present in their equilibrium
concentrations.
This suggests a simplification proposed by Lavoie et a1. (1970). At thermodynamic
equilibrium, we may write
k+ 1 [N2 ] [0] = k_ 1[N] [NO]e e e e
We may define the equilibrium, one-way rate of reaction as
Similarly, at equilibrium
R2 = k+2[N])02]" = L 2 [NO])0]"
R3 = k+ 3 [N])OH]e = L 3 [NO])H]"
Further defining the quantities,
[NO]
a=--[NO]"
(3 = [N]
[N]e
the rate equations may now be expressed in the abbreviated form
RNO = R j - R] a{3 + R2 {3 - R2 a + R3 {3 R3 a
RN = R 1 - R j a{3 - R2 {3 + R2 a - R3 {3 + R3 a
(3.3 )
(3.4 )
(3.5)
(3.6 )
(3.7)
(3.8 )
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We must determine the N atom concentration if we are to calculate the rate of NO
fOlmation. Since the activation energy for oxidation of the nitrogen atom is small and.
for fuel-lean conditions, the reaction involves 02. a major component of the gas. the
free nitrogen atoms are consumed as rapidly as they are generated, establishing a quasi-
steady state. Setting the left-hand side of (3.8) equal to zero and solving for the steady-
state nitrogen atom concentration, we find
where
R 1 + R2 Ci. + R3 Ci.
(3,\ = R, Ci. + R
2
+ R
3 KCi. + 1
(3.9 )
(3.10 )R1K = ---'--
R2 + R3
Substituting (3.9) into (3.7) yields a rate equation for NO formation in terms of Ci. and
known quantities,
(3.11 )
In general, the NO formation rate is expressed based on the total mass in the
system [see (A. 7)-(A.l0)]
R = p ~ ([NO])
NO dt p
For constant temperature and pressure, this may be written as a differential equation for
Ci.:
dCi.
dt
1 2R j (1 - Ci. 2 )
[NOt 1 + KCi. (3.12)
The initial NO formation rate (at Ci. = 0) is twice the rate of reaction 1. Figure 3.1 shows
how this initial rate varies with equivalence ratio for adiabatic combustion. The condi-
tions for these calculations are the same as for the equilibrium calculations previously
shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7. The sharp peak near stoichiometric is due to the high
flame temperatures.
Equation (3.12) can be integrated analytically to describe NO formation in a con-
stant-temperature system. Assuming that there is no NO present initially (i.e., Ci. = 0 at
t = 0), the result is
(1 - K) In (1 + Ci.) - (1 + K) In (1 - Ci.)
where the characteristic time for NO formation is
[NO]
= __f
4R,
(3.13 )
(3.14 )
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Figure 3.1 Variation of the initial NO
fonnation rate with equivalence ratio for
adiabatic combustion of kerosene with
composition CH ,R .
This approach to equilibrium is illustrated in Figure 3.2. It is apparent that 7NO corre-
sponds to the time that would be required for NO to reach the equilibrium level if the
reaction continued at its initial rate and were not slowed by the reverse reactions.
Two major assumptions have been made in the derivation of (3.11): (I) a quasi-
steady state for the nitrogen atom concentration and (2) equilibrium concentrations for
the 0, H, and OH radicals. The validity of the first assumption can readily be examined.
32.521.5
t/TNO
I- ---------~--- -==:::::::-::--:;;;-:;;;._--~;;-;;-;;-;;-_.~='-_._"'-"'-_--""----_ .._~-1.0
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Figure 3.2 Approach of the dimensionless NO concentration to equilibrium.
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If we consider the time required to achieve this steady state initially, which is when the
NO concentration is small, and only the forward reactions need be considered. The rate
equation for the nitrogen atom concentration becomes
d(3[N] - = R\ - (Ro + R,) (3
e dt --
with the initial condition of (3 = 0 at t = O. Integrating yields
where
[N]
e
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
For the quasi-steady N assumption to be valid, TN must be much smaller than TNO'
Comparison of the two time scales for adiabatic combustion indicates that TN is several
orders of magnitude smaller than TNO throughout the range of equivalence ratios where
NO formation by the Zeldovich mechanism is significant. Only for extremely fuel-rich
combustion does TN approach TNO, but in this regime other reactions must be included.
Example 3.1 Thermal-NOx Formation
In a gas turbine, air is compressed adiabatically from atmospheric pressure and 290 K to a
pressure of 10 atm. Fuel (aviation kerosene, CH 188 , LHV = 600 kJ (mol C)-I is injected
into the hot air, mixed rapidly, and burned. After a brief residence in the primary combus-
tion zone, typically 0.005 s, the combustion products are diluted with additional compressed
air to lower the temperature below the limiting turbine inlet temperature. Assuming perfect
mixing and adiabatic combustion at ¢ = 0.8 in the primary zone, estimate the mole fraction
of NO, formed in the primary combustion zone.
To calculate the NO formation rate, we first need to know the flame temperature.
That, in tum, requires knowledge of the temperature of the air following compression. For
adiabatic and reversible compression of an ideal gas from pressure PI and P2' the temper-
ature rises according to
where'Y = cpl c" is the ratio of specific heats. For air, 'Y = 1.4, so
_ (PI) i~ I)h _ (J.-)-iOA11A)_
T7 - T I - - 290 - 560 K
- P2 10
Assuming complete combustion, the combustion stoichiometry becomes
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The energy equation may be written as
[h(T) - h(TO)]CO' t O.94[h(T) - h(To)lu,o t 0.368[h(T) - h(TO)]02
+ 6.95[h(T) - h(To)]N2 - 1.84[h(1;,) - h(To)]o, 6.95[h(T,,) - h(To)]N'
[II (Tf ) - h(To) ]eHUS + f:.h c/( To) = 0
Using the data from Table 2.5, the sensible enthalpy tenllS become
[h(T) - h(To)] = ai (T, hi 2 2To) + "2 (Ti - To)
Neglecting the small sensible enthalpy tern1 for the fuel, we find
T = 2304 K
To calculate the NO forn1ation rate, we need the equilibrium concentrations of NO,
N, 0, OH, and H. Use the following reactions and equilibrium constants:
~ N2 + ~ O2 <: > NO KpNO = 0.0416
~ N2 '( ... N KpN = 3.80 X 10-8 atm 1!2
~ O2 "CO ")
°
KpO = 4.77 X 10-3 atml/2
~ H2O + i O2 E '): OH KpOH = 0.0322 atm 1!4
~ H2O IE: ') H + i O2 KpH = 4.30 X 10"4 atm3!4
From the combustion stoichiometry and these equilibrium relationships, we calculate
YN, = 0.751 YN, = 1.04 X 10'8
Yo, = 0.0397 Yo,. = 3.01 X 10-4
YH,O = 0.102 YOH,. = 2.58 X 10- 3
YNO, = 7.18 X 10-3 YH, = 5.47 X 10-5
The equilibrium, one-way reaction rates are
R[ = k+ 1C 2VN, Yo, = 6.61 mol m- 3 S-l
R2 = k+ 2 C
2
YN,.YO' = 6.29 mol m- 3 S-l
R3 = k+ 3C 2YN,.YOH, = 4.39 mol m- 3 S-l
leading to a characteristic time for NO fonnation of
[NOt 7.18 X 10-3 X 52.9 mol m,3
TNO = -4-R-
1
- = 4 X 6.61 mol m 3 s I
= 0.0143 s
which is more than the residence time of 0.005 s, so we do not expect NO to reach equi-
librium. To find the actual conversion, we can solve (3.13) by iteration using, from (3.10),
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ex = YNO = O. 165
YNO,.
or
YNO = exYNO,. = 1.18 X 10-3
Chap. 3
= 1180 ppm
It is also worthwhile to examine the validity of the assumptions regarding the nitrogen
atoms. The steady-state nitrogen atom level is given by (3.9)
K + ex(3'1' = -1-- = 0.711
+ Kex
The time required to reach steady state is estimated by (3. 17):
[N] CVN
TN = __e_ = -'-'-' = 5.15 X 10- 8 s
R2 + R3 RI/Ii
Clearly, the steady state is achieved on a time scale that is very short compared to that for
NO formation.
3.1.2 Prompt NO
Nitric oxide can be formed from N2 in the air through a mechanism distinct from the
thermal mechanism. This other route, leading to what is termed prompt NO, occurs at
low temperature, fuel-rich conditions and short residence times. This mechanism was
first identified by C.P. Fenimore in 1971. In studying NO formation in fuel-rich hydro-
carbon flames, Fenimore found that NO concentration profiles in the postflame gases
did not extrapolate to zero at the burner surface. He did not find such behavior in either
CO or H2 flames, which are not hydrocarbons. Fenimore concluded that the NO formed
early in the flame was the result of the attack of a hydrocarbon free radical on N2 , in
particular by
CH + N2 ~ HCN + N
The rate of oxidation of the fuel is usually sufficiently rapid that fuel radicals such as
CH are at such low concentrations that reactions such as CH + N2 are negligible. Under
certain fuel-rich conditions, however, such hydrocarbon radicals can reach high enough
concentration levels that reactions with N2 can become an important mode of breaking
the N2 bond and, in tum, be responsible for significant NO formation. Such reactions
appear to have relatively low activation energy and can proceed at a rate comparable to
that of the oxidation of the fuel. Because of the early (that is, within the flame rather
than in the post-flame gases) formation of NO by this mechanism, relative to that formed
by the Zeldovich mechanism, NO thus formed is often referred to as prompt NO (Bow-
man, 1975). Even in fuel-lean flames where the hydrocarbon radical attack of N2 is
unimportant, the nonequilibrium chemistry in the flame front can lead to prompt NO
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f0011ation. The quantity of NO fOO11ed in the flame zone increases as the equivalence
ratio increases. Miller and Fisk (1987) have found that in the combustion of methane in
a well-stirred reactor at 2 ms residence time the CH + N2 reaction accounts for virtually
all of the fixed nitrogen at equivalence ratios greater than 1.2; in fact, the mechanism
explains 25 percent of the fixed nitrogen even at stoichiometric conditions. Longer res-
idence times, however, increasingly favor the Zeldovich mechanism. The prompt NO
route adds the complication that fixed nitrogen can be emitted from combustors in forms
other than NO" that is HCN or products of its oxidation.
Prediction of NO formation within the flame requires coupling the NO kinetics to
an actual hydrocarbon combustion mechanism. As noted in Chapter 2, hydrocarbon
combustion involves several steps, that is, attack of the hydrocarbon molecules leading
to CO fonnation, CO oxidation, and radical consumption by three-body recombination
reactions. Since the attack of N2 by 0 is highly endothe011ic, most prompt NO is formed
relatively late in fuel-lean flames, after CO has been fOO11ed but before the final C!H!O
equilibrium is achieved. Sarofim and Pohl (1973) proposed estimating the concentrations
of the radicals in the region of the flame where CO is consumed using a partial equilib-
rium approximation. In such an approximation, the rapid bimolecular reactions of the
radicals (reactions 10-15 of the hydrocarbon oxidation mechanism presented in Section
2.4.1) are assumed to be locally equilibrated long before the CO oxidation,
CO + OH < ... CO2 + H
and the three-body recombination reactions approach equilibrium. After some rearrange-
ment, the radical exchange reactions yield overall reactions that relate the radical con-
centrations to those of the major species:
H 2 + O2 < ... H 20 + 0
3H2 + O2 < ... 2H20 + 2H
Sarofim and Pohl (1973) used such relationships to calculate the concentrations of H,
0, and OH based on measurements of the major species concentrations in a laminar
flame front. The partial equilibrium radical concentrations were then used to make im-
proved estimates of the rate of NO fOO11ation within the flame front by the reactions of
the Zeldovich mechanism. The calculated NO levels in the flame were in reasonable
agreement with experimental observations for fuel-lean and slightly fuel-rich flames.
To predict NO fOO11ation in the flame front, the kinetics of the CO oxidation and
the three-body recombination reactions must be followed along with the kinetics of NO
fonnation. Using the partial-equilibrium approximation, overall rate expressions can be
derived for these additional processes, as will be demonstrated in our discussion of CO
oxidation. The intricate coupling of the NO chemistry to the hydrocarbon oxidation
mechanism in fuel-rich flames precludes the development of simplified models for such
flames.
Although NO fomlation rates in the vicinity of the flame can be large, the quantity
of NO fonned in the postflame region is large compared to the prompt NO in many
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practical combustions. The coupling between NO formation and the combustion process,
to a first approximation, can be neglected in this case, and the extended Zeldovich mech-
anism and equilibrium properties of the postcombustion gases can be used to calculate
NO emissions. As NOt emission levels are reduced to very low levels, however, the
relative importance of the prompt NO can be expected to increase, possibly limiting the
effectiveness of the NOt emission controls.
3.1.3 Thermal-NOx Formation and Control in Combustors
The inhomogeneities in composition in nonpremixed combustion strongly influence NOt
emissions. The experiments and approach of Pompei and Heywood (1972) provide a
convenient vehicle for exploring the role of turbulent mixing in NOt formation. In Sec-
tion 2.5.4 we discussed their use of oxygen and a Gaussian composition distribution in
the estimation of the degree of inhomogeneity in a nonpremixed combustor. The influ-
ence of inhomogeneity on the initial rate of NO formation can be seen by calculating
the mean NO formation rate. In the discussion to follow, we limit our attention to NO
formation by the Zeldovich mechanism before the NO concentration has accumulated to
the point that the reverse reactions become significant. Prompt NO will not be consid-
ered.
The mean NO fonnation rate
(3.18 )
is shown in Figure 3.3 as a function of equivalence ratio for several values of the seg-
regation parameter, S = a /1>. For S = 0 (perfect mixing) we see the sharp peak in the
NO formation rate. Poorer mixing substantially reduces the maximum NO formation
rate but extends the domain of significant NO formation to lower equivalence ratios.
The strong dependence of the Zeldovich kinetics on temperature provides the ma-
jor tool used in the control of NO formation in combustion systems. Any modifications
of the combustion process that reduce the peak temperatures in the flame can be used to
reduce NOt emissions. Because of this temperature dependence, the NO formation rate
varies strongly with equivalence ratio, with a sharp peak near 1> = I, as was shown in
Figure 3. I. Reduction of the equivalence ratio is one possible method for NOt control,
but as we have just seen, this method is substantially less effective in nonpremixed
combustion than simple theory might predict. While chemical considerations would sug-
gest that reducing 1> from 0.9 to 0.7 should reduce the NOt formation rate by two orders
of magnitude, a typical combustor with S "" 0.5 would show virtually no change. Fuel-
lean combustion reduces the flame temperature by diluting the combustion gases with
excess air. If a material that does not participate in the combustion reactions is used as
a diluent instead of air, the adiabatic temperature of stoichiometric combustion can be
reduced and more effective control can be achieved. One common method is flue gas
recirculation (FGR), in which the most readily available nonreactive gas, cooled com-
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Figure 3.3 Influence of mixing on the NO fonnation rate in adiabatic combustion of
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bustion products, is mixed with the combustion air. This approach is used extensively
in utility boilers and other large stationary combustors. Injection of other diluents such
as water or steam can also be used to reduce the NO formation rates, but the penalty in
reduced system efficiency may be larger.
Modifications of the combustion system design or operation are also used to con-
trol NO, emissions. One way the combustion rate is lowered is to introduce only a
fraction of the air with fuel, with the remaining air being added in so-called overfire air
ports above the main burners. Heat transfer from the fuel-rich region lowers the ultimate
flame temperature and, therefore, the NO formation rate when the air required to com-
plete the combination is finally added. Different types of burners yield widely different
NO, emission levels depending on the time required for combustion and the amount of
heat rejected during the combustion process. A long flame that slowly entrains air allows
a large fraction of the heat of combustion to be transferred to the furnace walls before
combustion is complete, while a highly turbulent flame with intense recirculation may
be more nearly adiabatic. NOx emissions from the former type of burner are generally
lower than those from the latter.
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Example 3.2 Thermal-NO, Control
To control thennal~NO, fonnation, it is necessary to reduce the temperature to slow the rate
of Nc oxidation. One approach is to inject liquid water into the fuel-air mixture to reduce
the flame temperature. Detennine how mueh liquid water would be required to lower NO,
production for the conditions of Example 3. I by 90 %.
It is useful first to estimate how much the temperature must be reduced to achieve
the necessary reduction in the NO f0ll11ation rate. Since the final NO Icvel was well below
equilibrium, a 90 % reduction in emissions corresponds approximately to a 90 % reduction
in R I • We nced to dctermine Yo,. Applying van'! HolT's relation. we find the equilibrium
constants:
1 N2 +
I
Oc +-~ NO2 2
1 N2 '~ N0
I O2 ~--=± 02
I HcO +
1
Oc :<.::.=-2':: OH, :)
I
HcO ~~,'=±: H +
I O 22 :)
R1 becomes
KI'Ml = 4.71e ·1O.900/T
KeN = 3030e~S7.X30/1 atm l 'c
K1,0 = 3030e-30.790/T atm l
KI'OH = 166e~ 19.680/1 atm l
K1,H = 44.100e-l2.SiJO/T atm1!-l
T = 2130 K
x 3030e30790/T 10- 1 X 0.039i
3.83 X 1020T -2e -69.160/T mol m 3 S~I
For 90% reduction in NO, formation, we want R I "" 0.661 mol m.1 s-I. Solving iteratively
for temperature, we find
Thus it appears that T must be reduced by only 175 K to achieve 90 % control.
The amount of water required for this reduction is determined by a first-law analysis.
The energy equation becomes
[h(T) ~ h(To)]. + (0.94 + \) [h(T) - h(To)] + 0.368[h(T) - h(7())]co, H,O 0,
+ 6.95[h(T) ~ h(To)] ~ 1.84[h(Tal - h(To)]N, 0,
- 6.95 [h (7;,) - h ( Tf ) ] - [h (Tf ) - h(To)] .N2 ' CHUH;
- r[h(Tw) - h(To)] + \ !:.h,.(7a) + I1hcL (To)
where \ is the number of moles of water added per mole of carbon and I1h,. is the molar
latent heat of vaporization of the water.
Using data from Table 2.5, we find
(289 + 32.5\) (T ~ 7()) + (0.0190 + 0.00431\) (TC - T6)
- 259.4(1;, - To) - 0.0139(T;' ~ T6) + 44,000\ ~ 600,000 = 0
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Recalling from Example 3.1 that T" = 560 K, and imposing T = 2130 K, this becomes
122,711( - 57,126 = 0
or
t = 0.47
Thus we require 0.60 kg of water to be added for every I kg of fuel burned.
Now let us confirm the amount of NO formed. The combustion product composition
for T = 2130 K and t = 0.47 is
6.95
= 0.714 1.31 10-9YN, = YN f = X9.26 + 0.47
Yo, = 0.0378 Yo,- = 9.82 x 10- 5
YH,O = 0.145 YOH, = 1.52 X 10-3
Yeo, = 0.103 YH, = 4.63 X 10-4
= 4.64 X 10-3YNO,
from which we find
R2 = 0.690
R3 = 0.369
and
CYNOe
TNO = -- = 0.107 S
4R 1
For a residence time of 0.005 s, we find by iteration
0' = 2.33 X 10-2
and
YNO = 1.08 X 10-4 = 108 ppm
Thus, emissions would be reduced by 91 % through the addition of 0.60 kg of water for
each I kg of fuel burned. The effects of this large water addition on engine performance
would also have to be considered in assessing this approach to NOx emission control.
3.1.4 Fuel-NOx
Many fuels contain organically bound nitrogen that is readily oxidized to NO during
combustion (Sarofim and Flagan, 1976). Crude oils contain 0.1 to 0.2 % nitrogen on a
mass basis, but levels as high as 0.5 % are found in some oils. In refining the oil, this
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Figure 3.4 Contributions of thermal-NO, and fuel-NO, to total NO, emissions in the
laboratory pulverized coal combustion experiments of Pershing and Wendt (\977). Re-
printed by permission of The Combustion Institute.
nitrogen is concentrated in the residual fractions, that is, in that portion of the oil that is
most likely to be burned in large combustion systems such as power plants or industrial
boilers rather than used as transportation fuels. Coal typically contains 1.2 to 1.6 %
nitrogen. The range of nitrogen contents of coals is much narrower than that of the sulfur
contents. Thus burning a low-nitrogen coal is not a practical solution to the problems of
fuel-NOr emissions from coal-fired boilers unless one dilutes the coal with a low-nitro-
gen fuel oil. New fuel sources may further aggravate the problems associated with fuel-
nitrogen. Some of the major shale oil deposits in the United States contain 2 to 4 %
nitrogen.
The contribution of fuel-nitrogen to NOx emissions is most clearly shown by ex-
periments in which the possibility of forming NO from N2 is eliminated. Pershing and
Wendt (1977) compared the NOx emissions from combustion of pulverized coal in air
to the emissions when the air was replaced with a mixture of oxygen, argon, and carbon
dioxide that was selected to achieve the same adiabatic flame temperature as combustion
at the same equivalence ratio in air. The former case includes both NO formed from N2
and NO from the fuel nitrogen while fuel-nitrogen contributes to NO formation in the
latter case. The data of Pershing and Wendt, shown in Figure 3.4, clearly demonstrate
Fuel
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Figure 3.5 Reaction paths in rich hydrocarbon flames (l.0 < </> < 1.5). Thick arrows
show the dominant steps. (Miller and Fisk, 1987).
the importance of the fuel-nitrogen. Even though fuel-nitrogen was the major source of
NOx , not all of the fuel-nitrogen was converted to NO. In these experiments, 20 to 30%
conversion was observed.
The nitrogen in these fuels is present predominantly in pyridine and pyrrole groups:
o
pyridine
H
U
pyrrole
In the early phases of combustion, these molecules undergo ring schism. Further attack
yields molecules such as HCN or NH3 or nitrogen-containing radicals such as NH2 or
CN. These reactions are an integral part of the combustion of the parent hydrocarbon
and therefore proceed rapidly in the combustion process.
The principal paths by which fuel nitrogen species are combusted are thought to
begin with the conversion of the fuel nitrogen molecule to hydrogen cyanide, HCN
(Haynes et aI., 1975). We recall that the key step in prompt NO formation is also HeN
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fonnation by CH + N2 - Figure 3.5 depicts the current understanding of the reaction
paths by which hydrogen cyanide is converted to NO and other products in rich hydro-
carbon flames (1.0 < 1> < 1.5) (Miller and Fisk, 1987). The thick arrows show the
dominant steps. Under most conditions the dominant path from HCN to NO is the se-
quence initiated by reaction of HCN with atomic oxygen,
HCN + 0 E )0 NCO + H
followed by
NCO + H E )0 NH + CO
and
NH + H E )0 N + H2
with the nitrogen atom leading to NO,
N + OH E )0 NO + H
N + O2 E )0 NO + 0
The NO produced in this way may itself react with N atoms to fonn N2 ,
NO + N .. )0 N2 + 0
or it can be recycled to fonn CN or HCN by reaction with hydrocarbon free radicals,
NO + C .. )0 CN + 0
NO + CH .. )0 HCN + 0
NO + CH2 .. )0 HCN + OH
The reaction paths through CN and HNCO can also be important, for example the
sequence,
HCN + OH .. )0 HNCO
HNCO + H .. )0 NHz + CO
leads to ammonia fonnation.
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Under leaner conditions the oxygen atom concentration may be sufficiently high
that NCO and CN may react with oxygen atoms to produce NO directly or indirectly.
NH may react with 0 or OH to produce NO directly or indirectly through HNO, for
example
NH + 0 .. ,. NO + H
.. ,. N + OH
The nitrogen species produced by this chain of reactions can also react to fom]
N2 • The fonnation of N2 from fuel-nitrogen requires the reaction of two fixed nitrogen
species, for example,
+1
NO + N I( ): N2 + 0
-I
+2
NH + N I( ): N2 + H
-2
Note that the reverse of reaction 1 is the first reaction of the Zeldovich mechanism,
which, as we have already seen, is the predominant reaction contributing to NO for-
mation from N2 in fuel-lean or near stoichiometric combustion. Other reactions that fonn
the strong nitrogen-nitrogen bond may ultimately lead to N2 formation. Such reactions
include
+3
NH + NH II( ): N2H + H
-3
+4
NO + NH :< )II N20 + H
-4
5a
NO + NH2 II( ): N2 + H2O
5"
(: ): N2 + H + OH
5c
II( "): N20 + H2
The NO + NH2 reaction has three possible outcomes but may be described approxi-
mately by a single rate expression for the net fonnation of the nitrogen-nitrogen bond
(Hanson and Salimian, 1984). The concentrations of the fixed nitrogen species are rel-
atively low, so these reactions that are second order in fixed nitrogen (RN) proceed
slowly.
The fuel-nitrogen chemistry may be described schematically by
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fuel N
O,H,OH
(fast)
NO
°7(last)O,H,OH
HeN NH;
NH,
(SlllW)
(lc,st) N(~;,~
N:>
Since the reactions leading to NH; and NO are much faster than those leading to N2
formation, a rate-constrained partial-equilibrium model can be developed to describe the
rate at which fuel-nitrogen is converted to N2 (Flagan et aI., 1974).
We begin our quantitative discussion of fuel-nitrogen chemistry by examining how
the fuel-nitrogen would be distributed if, during the initial hydrocarbon attack, no N2
formation were to occur. Because the formation of N2 requires the reaction of two fixed
nitrogen species, one being present only in very small concentrations due to the rapid
consumption of N, NH and NH2 , N2 formation proceeds much more slowly than the
flame chemistry. Hence the distribution of the fuel-nitrogen subject to the constraint that
no N2 be formed from fuel-N is a reasonable approximation of the gas composition
immediately downstream of the flame. This partial-equilibrium distribution of single
nitrogen species for adiabatic combustion of a fuel oil containing 1% by weight of ni-
trogen is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The total amount of fuel-nitrogen in the parent fuel
is indicated by the dashed line labeled RN. Given the constraint on equilibrium, the sum
of the concentrations of all single nitrogen (RN) species must equal this value. At equiv-
alence ratios from 0.1 to 1.6, the major fixed nitrogen species in this partial equilibrium
is NO. At higher equivalence ratios, NH3 dominates. N2 is the primary species in very
fuel-lean gases. Nitrogen atoms and other radicals are present only in very low concen-
trations.
The NO concentration at full thermodynamic equilibrium (NO e ) is also shown by
a dashed line. The NO derived from the fuel-nitrogen is below the equilibrium level for
equivalence ratios ranging from 0.5 to 1.05, so additional NO formation from N2 may
be expected in this regime. The primary reactions leading to the fixation of N2 are those
of the Zeldovich mechanism, so the model developed in Section 3.1.1 describes the N2
fixation in this regime. Outside this region, the conversion of fixed nitrogen to N2 is
favored thermodynamically. The rate at which N2 is formed from fuel-nitrogen inter-
mediates in these rich and lean regimes can be examined with the partial-equilibrium
approach. The basic assumption of this model is that within the flame, the fuel-nitrogen
is distributed among all the possible fixed nitrogen species according to a local ther-
modynamic equilibrium. The conversion of fixed nitrogen to N2 can then be described
using the known kinetics of reactions 1-5.
10-1L-_-"-_-L_-L---.L---J~_.L.:_-"-_-L_-L_--.L_--J'--_.l.-_-"-_...J
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Figure 3.6 Partial equilibrium distribution of single nitrogen species for adiabatic
combustion of a fuel oil containing I % by weight of nitrogen. Total concentration of
fixed nitrogen for this fuel and the NO concentration corresponding to full thennody-
namic equilibrium are shown by broken lines.
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The distribution of fixed nitrogen species in the partial equilibrium is a strong
function of equivalence ratio and temperature, but not of the total quantity of fixed
nitrogen since the fixed nitrogen is a relatively small component of the fuel. To a first
approximation we may assume that in adiabatic combustion the fraction of the fixed
nitrogen present in any form is a function of equivalence ratio alone. The partial equi-
librium concentration ratios,
[NO]
[RN]
[N]
C¥N = [RN]
[NH]
C¥NH = [RN] (3.19)
are thus functions of equivalence ratio, but not of the total concentration of fixed nitro-
gen, [RN] = [NO] + [N] + [NH] + [NH2 ] + [NH3 ] + [CN] + [HCN] + [N02 ].
A rate equation describing the rate of change in the total amount of fixed nitrogen by all
reactions of the type
RN + R'N ... ~ N2 + . . .
may now be written in the fmm
+ 2(L,[O] + L 2 [H] + L sa [H20])[NJ + 2L3 [N2H][H]
+ 2k_4 [H ][N20] (3.20 )
Based on the study of thermal fixation, the reaction of N2 with 0 clearly dominates the
fixation of N2 • We may lump together all of the terms describing N2 formation into a
single rate constant for the reaction of species in the RN pool:
ke(<f>, T) = k+1C¥NC¥NO + k+ 2 C¥NC¥NH + k+ 3 C¥NHC¥NH
+ k+4C¥NOC¥NH + k+ S C¥NOC¥NH2 (3.21)
Figure 3.7 shows how k e depends on <f> for the adiabatic combustion conditions of
Figure 3.6. The rate constants used in these calculations are summarized in Table 3.1.
The total rate (including contributions of reactions 1-5) is shown by the solid lines.
Reactions I and 5 dominate; their contributions are shown separately by dashed lines.
The rate for fuel-lean combustion is too low to remove significant quantities of fixed
nitrogen, even where such removal is thermodynamically favored.
In the fuel-rich region where the initial RN concentration is far in excess of equi-
librium, only the RN removal term is important, so we may write
(3.22 )
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For an isothermal system, RRN = d[ RN] / dt. Integrating, we find
[RN] 1
[RN]o + t/7RN
where the characteristic time for RN destruction is defined as
7RN = {2ke (1))[RN]or l
(3.23 )
(3.24 )
Since the predominant RN species over a wide range of equivalence ratios (1) < 1.6)
is NO, the ratio [RN]/[RN]o is approximately equal to the fraction of the fuel-nitrogen
that is converted to NO (i.e., the NO yield). Flagan et al. (1974) showed that the NO
yield for high-temperature fuel-rich combustion is well correlated with (3.23). NO yields
at reduced temperatures or in lean combustion, however, were found to be lower than
predicted. The discrepancy in the fuel-lean flame is thought to result from accelerated
NO formation due to the superequilibrium radical concentrations present in hydrocarbon
flames.
We have, so far, assumed that all the reactions not involving N2 are fast. The
conversion of the fuel-nitrogen to HCN in hydrocarbon flames is usually completed too
rapidly to be measured by probing the flame. In our discussions of combustion equilib-
rium we saw that the concentrations of the radicals, H, OH, and 0, become small at
equivalence ratios much larger than unity. The radical concentrations within the flame
may be much higher than the equilibrium levels, but the rate of HCN attack can still be
expected to decrease as equivalence ratio increases, making this partial-equilibrium model
questionable for very fuel-rich combustion. Reduction in the flame temperature would
further reduce the concentrations of these radicals and slow the approach to equilibrium
of the fixed nitrogen species.
The degree of conversion of fuel-nitrogen to NOx([NOt]/[RN]o) in combustors
without special controls for fuel-Nat is shown in Figure 3.8. A range of conversion
efficiencies is observed for any nitrogen content due, in part, to contributions from ther-
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Figure 3.8 Conversion of fuel-nitrogen to NO in a variety of laboratory- and pilot-
scale combustors.
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mal fixation of N2 . There is, however, a distinct lower bound to the degree of conver-
sion, and that lower limit to the conversion decreases as the nitrogen content of the fuel
increases.
The fuel-nitrogen conversion is lower than one would expect based on the mech-
anism described above and the overall equivalence ratios (generally less than 1) at which
the combustion systems are operated. The formation of N2 is favored by fuel-rich com-
bustion. This discrepancy is attributed to the influence of mixing on fuel-NOx forma-
tions. Imperfect mixing allows combustion gases to remain fuel-rich even though the
combustor is fuel-lean overall, thereby reducing the amount of fuel-NO, formed.
Figure 3.9 shows the effects of changing mixing rates on the formation of NO,
from combustion of kerosene doped with 0.51 % fuel-nitrogen in the same plug flow
combustor on which we have focused in our previous discussions of mixing. Once again,
high atomizing pressures yield high mixing rates and relatively uniform compositions
for the combustion gases. The amount of NO corresponding to 100% conversion of the
fuel-nitrogen is shown by the solid line. The dashed line adds to this the quantity of NO
formed in well-mixed combustion in the absence of fuel nitrogen, i.e., that due to ther-
mal fixation of N2 • Consider first the results for well-mixed combustion. NO yields for
fuel-lean combustion are close to the amount of fuel-nitrogen and exceed the fuel nitro-
gen near stoichiometric. The excess NO is due to the thermal fixation of atmospheric
nitrogen. As the equivalence ratio is increased beyond unity, the NO level drops rapidly.
This we expect from the mechanism described above. As the mixing rate (atomizing
pressure) is decreased, the NO yield decreases at all equivalence ratios. At the lowest
mixing rates, the NO mole fraction is almost independent of the equivalence ratio.
•
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Figure 3.9 Influence of mixing on fuel nitrogen conversion to NO,. Data are from
combustion of kerosene doped with 0.51 % nitrogen by weight using an air-assist at-
omizer (Flagan and Appleton, 1974). Reprinted by permission of The Combustion
Institute.
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The interaction between turbulent mixing and the chemical kinetics of fuel-nitro-
gen conversion is too complicated to be treated with the simple probability density func-
tion approach that we have applied to thermal fixation and CO concentrations. The length
of time a fluid element resides at high equivalence ratios determines the amount of fixed
nitrogen that will remain when it is finally diluted with air to substoichiometric condi-
tions. More elaborate descriptions of the evolution of the probability density function in
turbulent mixing (e.g., Flagan and Appleton, 1974; Pope, 1985) are needed for calcu-
lations of fuel-nitrogen conversion in turbulent flames, but these models are beyond the
scope of this book.
The nitrogen in solid or heavy fuel oils may be released with the volatiles and will
behave like the volatile nitrogen compounds discussed above, or it may remain with the
refractory materials, forming part of the char. In distillation of heavy oils, the nitrogen
is generally concentrated in the heavy fractions. Studies of the fate of organically bound
nitrogen in coal have shown the char to be slightly enriched in nitrogen (Pohl and Sar-
ofim, 1975). The effect appears to be small, so to a first approximation the fraction of
nitrogen in the char may be assumed to be in proportion with the char yield.
The char introduces two factors that we have not yet taken into account. The char
particle consumes oxygen, thereby providing a locally reducing atmosphere that can
promote the conversion of NO to Nz. Second, there is evidence of NO being reduced
on carbon surfaces (Wendt et aI., 1979). There are two possible paths for nitric oxide
reduction on carbon:
1. Direct reduction to Nz
2. Transformation of NO to HCN or NH3
The reduced nitrogen species may undergo further reactions on the surface to form N2 .
The effective rate of NO reduction on char surfaces has been measured by Levy et al.
(1981),
RNO = 4.18 X 104 e-17,500/TpNO mol NO m- 2 s
where the rate is based on the exterior surfaces of the char particles. This rate was
determined in combustion of char approximately 50 Jlm in size.
As the char is oxidized, the char-bound nitrogen is released. Since the major re-
active gases are Oz and COz, a substantial fraction may be expected to leave the surface
as NO, although CN and NH are also possible. Diffusion within the porous structure of
the char provides ample opportunity for NO to be reduced by surface reactions in low
temperature combustion of large particles, typical of fluidized-bed combustion (Wendt
and Schulze, 1976). At the higher temperatures typical of pulverized coal combustion,
the release of char nitrogen as NO was found to decrease with increasing particle size.
That is to be expected since the atmosphere at the particle surface becomes increasingly
reduced as the limit of diffusion-controlled combustion is approached. In fuel-rich pul-
verized fuel combustion experiments, the NO level is observed to rise rapidly to a max-
imum and then decay slowly (Wendt et aI., 1979). In char combustion, the decline was
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attributed to heterogeneous reduction of NO on the char surface. The hydrogen released
with the volatile matter from coal increases the concentration of NH3 , HCN, and other
fixed nitrogen species, accelerating the rate of homogeneous conversion of NO to Nz
beyond the heterogenous reactions. In either case, extended residence times in fuel-rich
conditions promote the conversion of fuel-nitrogen to Nz.
3.1.5 Fuel-NOx Control
Since the conversion of fuel-nitrogen to NO is only weakly dependent on temperature
but is a strong function of the combustion stoichiometry, temperature reduction by flue
gas recycle or steam injection, which are effective methods for themlal-NO" have little
influence on fuel-NO,. What is required to minimize the amount of fuel-nitrogen leaving
a combustor as NO is that the gases be maintained fuel-rich long enough for the Nz-
fonning reactions to proceed. Since the overall combustion process must be fuel-lean if
high combustion efficiency is to be maintained, this generally requires dividing the com-
bustion process into separate fuel-rich and fuel-lean stages.
A number of names are applied to the various implementations of staged combus-
tion, including: overfire air, off-stoichiometric combustion, and low-NO, burners. Most
commonly, only part of the air required for complete combustion is supplied with the
fuel. The remaining air is supplied through separate "overfire air" ports. Staged com-
bustion was first applied to the control of thennal-NOr because it allowed some of the
heat to be rejected before completing the combustion process, but it is better suited to
fuel-NOr control since it provides the time required for Nz fonnation. This can be carried
too far, however. If the primary combustion zone is operated too fuel-rich, the fixed
nitrogen can be retained in a combustible form (e.g., HCN). When the secondary air is
added, such compounds may act as fuel-N and form NO, rather than the Nz that was
sought. The NO, emissions from staged combustors, as a result, may pass through a
minimum as the equivalence ratio of the primary combustion zone is increased.
The "low-NO," burners, illustrated in Figure 3.10, utilize burner aerodynamics
to slow the rate at which fuel and air are mixed. Whereas most burners are designed to
achieve a highly turbulent zone of intense combustion, the low-NO, burners are designed
to produce a long, "lazy" flame. The degree of control that can be reached by this
method is limited by the need to achieve complete combustion within the volume of the
combustor. Low-NO, burners have the important advantage of being a relatively low
cost technology that can be used as a retrofit on existing sources to reduce NO, emis-
sions.
3.1.6 Postcombustion Destruction of NO x
Reactions similar to those that convert fixed nitrogen to N2 in combustion can be used
to destroy nitrogen oxides in the postflame gases. Because of the similarity of these
processes to combustion, we shall discuss these postcombustion treatment methods here
rather than in the chapter on gas cleaning.
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Coal and
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Figure 3.10 Coal burner designed to reduce fonnation of NO, by spreading the mixing
of fuel and air.
Wendt et a!. (1973) demonstrated that nitrogen oxides could be reduced, presum-
ably to N2 , by injection and oxidation of fuel in the partially cooled combustion prod-
ucts. This method takes advantages of the shift in the equilibrium NO concentration
associated with the temperature reduction. The NO formed in the high-temperature name
region is generally not reduced as the equilibrium level decreases due to the low con-
centration of nitrogen atoms. When a fuel such as methane is added at sufficiently high
temperature (e.g., 1800 K), it is oxidized, generating high concentrations of radicals.
These radicals promote the formation of N and other reactive fixed nitrogen species from
NO, for example,
NO + H .. ~ N + OH
These species then react with NO to form N2 .
At lower temperatures, selective reduction of NO by fixed nitrogen species (e.g.,
NH3 ) may be used to destroy NO, in the products of combustion, even in the presence
of a large excess of oxygen (Wendt et a!., 1973; Lyon, 1976; Muzio et aI., 1979). The
noncatalytic process using ammonia is called the thermal de-NO, process. The temper-
ature range in which the reaction between NH i species and NO is favored over the
formation of additional NO (i.e., less than 1500 K) is much lower than typical name
temperatures.
Several detailed studies of the kinetics and mechanisms of selective reduction of
NO by ammonia have been reported (Branch et a!., 1982; Miller et a!., 1981; Lucas and
Brown, 1982; Dean et a!., 1982). The partial-equilibrium assumption used in the dis-
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cussion of fuel-NO, is not valid at such low temperatures since the endothennic reverse
reactions are too slow to maintain the equilibrium among the single nitrogen species.
The NH, doe~ not reilct directly with the NO. Before ilny NO Ciln be reduced to N2 , the
ammonia must decompose by reactions such as
NH3 + M --.. NH2 + H + M
4
NH3 + H --.. NH2 + H2
The NH2 may undergo further oxidation, that is,
NH2 + OH --.. NH + H2O
60
NH2 + ° --.. NH + OH
61>
--.. HNO + H
8"
NH2 + O2 --.. HNO + OH
81>
--.. NH + H02
Alternatively, the NH2 may react with NO, leading to the ultimate formation of N2 ,
9
NH 2 + NO --.. N2 + H20
The NH produced by reactions 5-7 is highly reactive and can be attacked by O2 with a
low activation energy:
10
NH + O2 --.. HNO + °
forming the NO bond. Thus, once the NH2 is oxidized, the fonnation of NO or related
species quickly follows.
The overall reaction sequence may be written
" (,NH2 c . -> NO
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The rate equations may be written in terms of the characteristic times of each of the
three types of reactions:
[NH3 ] [NH2 ] [NH2 ][NO]R
NH
, = __ - __ - -"----'=--"--'c.-_-"-
. Tn Tb Tc[NO]O
[NH2 ] [NH2 ][NO]R
NO
= __ - ~-C:=-~_-"-
Tb Tc[NO]O
where the characteristic reaction times are defined by
T(~I = k,[M] + k2[OH] + k3[0] + k4[H]
Tb l = ks[OH] + k6[0] + k7 [H] + k8[02]
T(~l = k9[NO]O
(3.25 )
(3.26)
(3.27)
(3.28 )
(3.29)
(3.30 )
Since we are dealing with combustion products that have generally had several
seconds to equilibrate, a reasonable first approximation to the concentrations of the rad-
icals OH, 0, and H is that chemical equilibrium is achieved. The NO and added NH3
are minor species, so their effect on the equilibrium composition should be smalL Re-
stricting our consideration to an isothermal system, the density and radical concentra-
tions are constant, and we may integrate (3.25) to find
(3.31 )
We immediately see one of the limitations to the use of ammonia injection for NO,
controL If the rates of the ammonia reactions are too slow due to low temperature, the
ammonia will be emitted unreacted along with the nitric oxide.
Once NH2 is produced, it will react rapidly, either with radicals or with NO. If
we assume that these reactions are sufficiently fast to establish a steady state, the NH2
concentration may be estimated as
(3.32 )
We now have the estimates of the concentrations of NH2 and NH3 that we need to
determine the NO levels. It is convenient to define the following dimensionless quan-
tities:
[NO]
z = [NOlo
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(3.33 )
(3.34 )
The rate equation for the NO concentration in an isothennal system becomes
dz I - ')'z -0
- = ---xede I + ')'z
The initial condition is z = I at e = O. Integrating, we find
2 I - ')' z -0I - z - - In -~- = X(1 - e )
')' 1-')'
Equation (3.34) may be solved iteratively to detennine the level of NO control in
the selective reduction system. Fig 3.11 compares the results of these calculations with
measurements made by Muzio and Arand (1976) on a pilot-scale facility. The rate con-
stants used in this calculation are summarized in Table 3.2. The calculations are based
on a 0.35-s residence time in an isothennal system. In the test facility the temperature
decreased by about 200 K within this time. The reported temperatures correspond ap-
proximately to the temperature at the point where the ammonia was injected. The radical
concentrations and reaction rates will decrease as the gases cool, so our simple model
is not strictly valid.
Nevertheless, this simple model reproduces most of the important features of the
selective reduction system. NO is effectively reduced only in a narrow temperature win-
dow centered about 1200 K. As shown in Figure 3.1l(c), () is small at lower temperatures
due to the slow reaction of ammonia. At higher temperatures, the NH2 oxidation be-
comes faster than NO reduction (i.e., ')' > I), as shown in Figure 3.II(c), allowing
additional NO to be fonned from the ammonia. Even when excess ammonia is added
near the optimal temperature, not all of the nitric oxide is reduced since some of the
NH3 fonns NO.
It is apparent in Figure 3.11 that this model predicts a much broader temperature
window than was observed experimentally. The high-temperature limit of the window
is reproduced reasonably well. The model, however, predicts that NH3 is oxidized more
rapidly than is observed at low temperatures. The primary oxidation reaction is reaction
2:
NH3 + OH ~ NH2 + H20
An overestimate of the hydroxyl concentration due to ignoring the temperature variation
along the length of the experimental section could account for much of the discrepancy.
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Figure 3.11 Perfonnance of ammonia injection in the destruction of NO, in combus-
tion products: (a) NO, penetration data of Muzio and Arand (1976); (b) calculated NO
penetration; (c) dimensionless times for NH3 and NH2 oxidation.
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TABLE 3.2 RATE CONSTANTS FOR THE NH 3 /NO REACTIONS
Rate constant
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Reaction
NH, + M NH2 + H + M
NH, + OH NH2 + H2O
NH, + ° NH2 + OH
NH, + H NH2 + H2
NH2 + OH NH + H2O
""
NH2 + ° --+ NH + OH
"I>
HNO + H
NH2 + H NH + H,
Btl
NH2 + O2 HNO + OH
8h
NH + H02
NH2 + NO N2 + H2O
10
NH + O2 HNO + °
k l = 2.5 X 1010 e 47.200jT
k, = 5.8 X 107 e -40SS/"I
k, = 2.0 X 107 e -4470jl'
k4 = 1.3 X 108 e la.280jT
k
s
= 5.0 X 105 TOS e-I(J(KljJ
k6a = 1.3 X 108 T-
OS
k7 = 1.9 X 107
k
Sa
= 108 e -2S.Q(J()jl
kSI> = 1.8 X lO"e-7S00jJ
kg = 1.2 X 10 14 T- 246 e 938jT
k
lO
= 107 e -6000jT
Source: Hanson and Salimian (1984).
The extreme temperature sensItIvIty of the NHrNO reaction mechanism makes
the location of the ammonia injection extremely important. The temperature window
corresponds to the gas temperature in boiler superheaters and convective heat exchangers
where the temperature drops rapidly. The temperature at a given point in a boiler also
changes with load. If the location of the injectors were optimized for full-load operation,
the temperature would drop at reduced load. Instead of reducing NO, the ammonia would
then be emitted into the atmosphere. Optimizing for a lower load condition would allow
ammonia oxidation when the temperature increases at full load. One way around this
problem is to use injectors at multiple locations, although the heat exchangers limit the
locations of the injectors, particularly when an existing boiler is being retrofitted with
the control.
The original implementation of selective reduction was based on ammonia, but the
narrow-temperature window severely limits the range of systems to which it can be
applied. Major efforts have been undertaken to elucidate the chemistry involved, with
the ultimate objective of making the temperature restrictions less severe. One approach
is to use catalysts to promote the reaction at lower temperatures, but catalyst poisoning
by contaminants like ash in the combustion products presents major obstacles to this
approach. Alternatively, a radical source could reduce the lower bound of the tempera-
ture window. Salimian and Hanson (1980) found that the optimal temperature for the
ammonia reaction could be reduced to about 1000 K by adding hydrogen along with the
ammonia. Azuhata et a1. (1981) observed that HzOz could promote the NH, reaction at
temperatures as low as 800 K.
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The essence of the selective reduction technique is the introduction of nitrogen
compounds that will react with NO, leading to the ultimate formation of N2 . The tem-
perature at which the reaction proceeds must be slow enough that NO formation from
the additive is avoided. Compounds other than ammonia have been proposed. Urea,
H2NCONH2 , lowers the temperature window to approximately 1000 K (Salimian and
Hanson, 1980). Other compounds look even more promising. Perry and Siebers (1986)
have found that isocyanic acid is extremely effective at reducing NO at temperatures as
low as 670 K. Isocyanic acid was produced by flowing hot combustion products over a
bed of cyanic acid which undergoes thermal decomposition at temperatures in excess of
600 K,
(HOCN)3 --- 3HNCO
The combustion products were then passed over a bed of stainless steel pellets. Their
proposed mechanism for the reactions within the packed bed is
HNCO
---
NH + CO
NH + NO
---
H + N20
H + HNCO
---
NH2 + CO
CO + OH
---
CO2 + H
NH2 + NO
---
N2H + OH
---
N2 + H2O
N2H + M
---
N2 + H + M
At sufficiently low temperature, the gas-phase NO formation is avoided, but surface
reactions of oxygen in the bed may lead to NO formation. Above about 670 K, very low
NO, levels were observed in tests on a diesel engine. Thus promising technologies for
reducing NO in the combustion products are under development.
3.1.7 Nitrogen Dioxide
Most of the nitrogen oxides emitted from combustion systems are in the form of nitric
oxide (NO), but nitrogen dioxide (N02 ) is usually present as well. In the combustion
zone, N02 levels are usually low, but exhaust levels can be significant at times. N02
can account for as much as 15 to 50% of the total NO, emitted by gas turbines (Diehl,
1979; Hazard, 1974; Levy, 1982). N02 levels far in excess of the NO concentration
have been measured in some regions of laminar diffusion flames (Hargreaves et al.,
1981).
Nitrogen dioxide is formed by the oxidation of NO. The overall reaction for the
process is
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which is exothennic [i.e., ~hr(298 K) = -57,278 J mol-I]. Thus the fonnation of
N02 is thennodynamically favored at low temperatures. The fact that N02 is usually
much less abundant than NO in cooled combustion products clearly indicates that the
rate of NO oxidation is a relatively slow process. The overall reactions of NO with O2
or ° are tennolecular
z
NO + ° + M ~ NOz + M
for which the measured rate constants are (Baulch et aI., 1973)
k+ 1 = 1.2 X 10~3 exp (5~0) m6 mol-z S-I
k+ z = 1.5 X 103 exp (9~0) m6 mol-z S-I
The conversion of NO to NOz by the hydroperoxyl radical
3
NO + HOz ~ NOz + OH
with a rate constant (Hanson and Salimian, 1984)
6 (240)k+ 3 = 2.1 x 10 exp T
is generally slow because HOz is present only at low concentrations, at least as long as
equilibrium of the C-H-O system is maintained. Within the flame front, superequili-
brium radical concentrations can lead to some NOz fonnation, but NOz dissociation by
the reverse of reaction 2 is likely if it passes through the hot region of the flame,
(
33,000)L z = 1.1 X 10 10 exp ---T-
High NOz levels are observed following rapid cooling of combustion products
(Hargreaves et aI., 1981). While HOz is a relatively minor species in the flame, relatively
high concentrations can be fonned by the three-body recombination reaction
in regions where fuel-lean combustion products are rapidly cooled, accelerating NOz
fonnation in the cool gases. Reactions of HOz with major species (CO, Hz, 0z, etc.)
are slow at low temperatures. It does, however, react with NO via reaction 3 and with
itself.
5
H02 + H02 ., .. H20 2 + O2
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The H20 2 produced by reaction 5 is stable at low temperature, but at higher tem-
peratures may react further,
6
H20 2 + M < .. OH + OH + M
7
H20 2 + OH < ... H02 + H20
regenerating H02 and minimizing the effect of reaction 5. Bimolecular exchange reac-
tions of OH, for example,
OH + ° < ... O2 + H
generate the H necessary for reaction 4.
Reactions 3-8 can explain substantial conversion of NO to N02 that is observed
when combustion products are rapidly cooled to intermediate temperatures, on the order
of 1000 K (Hargreaves et a!., 1981). A detailed treatment of N02 formation requires an
understanding of the rates of destruction of the radicals in combustion products. The
radicals are ultimately consumed by three-body recombination reactions. Since these
reactions are relatively slow, rapid cooling can allow substantial radical concentrations
to remain at the low temperatures where N02 is stable. Slower cooling would allow the
radicals to remain equilibrated to lower temperature, thereby eliminating the conditions
necessary for fast NO oxidation. A detailed treatment of this radical chemistry in cooled
combustion products will be presented as part of our discussion of CO oxidation.
The foregoing analysis clearly indicates that N02 formation is favored by rapid
cooling of combustion products in the presence of substantial O2 concentrations. Gas
turbine engines provide such conditions due to the need to limit the temperatures of the
combustion products entering the power turbine. Stable combustion requires near stoi-
chiometric operation that yields temperatures much higher than the tolerable ( < 1400
K) turbine inlet temperatures. To cool the combustion products to this temperature,
additional air is injected downstream of the primary combustion zone. This reduces the
overall equivalence ratio to 0.2 to 0.4 and provides abundant oxygen for H02 fonnation.
Since engine size is a premium in aircraft gas turbines, the residence time is kept very
short, of order 10 ms, providing the rapid quenching needed to favor N02 formation.
To measure the composition of gas samples extracted from flames, it is necessary
to cool the gases rapidly to quench the oxidation of CO and other species. Rapid cooling
in sample probes also provides the conditions that favor N02 formation (Cernansky and
Sawyer, 1975; Allen, 1975; Levy, 1982). A rapid quench sample probe also provides a
large surface that can catalyze the recombination reaction
probe wall
NO + ° --+ N02
Some of the early reports of high N02 levels in flames were plagued by probe-induced
sampling biases. A better understanding of the kinetics of N02 forn1ation has made it
possible to minimize probe sampling biases in in-flame studies. Estimates of N02 levels
in flames have decreased accordingly.
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3.2 CARBON MONOXIDE
In Chapter 2 we saw that carbon monoxide is an intermediate species in the oxidation
of hydrocarbon fuels to CO2 and H20. In fuel-rich regions of a flame, the CO levels are
necessarily high since there is insufficient oxygen for complete combustion. Only if
sufficient air is mixed with such gases at sufficiently high temperature can the CO be
oxidized. Thus, imperfect mixing can allow carbon monoxide to escape from combustors
that are operated fuel-lean overall. Even in premixed combustion systems, carbon mon-
oxide levels can be relatively high due to the high equilibrium concentrations at the flame
temperature, particularly in internal combustion engines where the gases are hot prior to
ignition due to compression. As the combustion products are cooled by heat or work
transfer, the equilibrium CO level decreases. If equilibrium were maintained as the tem-
perature decreased, carbon monoxide emissions from automobiles and other well-mixed
combustors would be very low in fuel-lean operation. The extent to which CO is actually
oxidized, however, depends on the kinetics of the oxidation reactions and the manner
of cooling. In this section we explore the kinetics of CO oxidation and the mechanisms
that allow CO to escape oxidation in locally fuel-lean combustion.
The predominant reaction leading to carbon monoxide oxidation in hydrocarbon
combustion is
+1
CO + OH ( ~ CO2 + H
-I
where
m3 mol-I S-I
The rate of carbon dioxide production by reaction 1 is
The rate equation describing the total change in the CO level must include the reverse
reactions:
where, by detailed balancing,
Thus, to describe the CO oxidation kinetics, we must know the concentrations of OH
and H.
In this discussion, our primary concern is the oxidation of CO in the postflame
gases as they cool. The speed of the reactions in responding to a perturbation from the
equilibrium state may be expressed in terms of the characteristic reaction time,
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Teo
[CO]
k+ , [OH)
As a first approximation, the OH may be assumed to be present at its equilibrium con-
centration. The dotted line in Figure 3.12 shows the variation of Teo with equivalence
ratio as calculated using the results of the combustion equilibrium calculations from
Figure 2.6 for adiabatic combustion of a fuel oil (CHIS)' At equivalence ratios greater
than about 0.6, corresponding to temperatures greater than 1650 K, the reaction time is
less than I ms, indicating that the CO level can quickly respond to changes in the equi-
librium state of the system. At equivalence ratios below about 0.4 (T < 1250 K), the
reaction time exceeds I s, so chemical equilibrium will be very difficult to maintain in
10- 1
-;;;
a
0
f.. 10- 2
10-3
10- 4
10- 5
Equilibrium OH
Fristrom and Westenberg
Howard et al
Dryer and Glassman
Dryer and Glassman (eq. OH)
-----
Figure 3.12 Variation of the characteristic time for CO oxidation with equivalence
ratio for various global rate expressions.
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any combustion system. In the discussion to follow, we show that temperature has the
predominant inftuence on the oxidation rate.
This simple approach to describing CO oxidation can readily be used to derive a
global rate expression that will make it possible to estimate oxidation rates without re-
sorting to elaborate chemical equilibrium calculations. The equilibration of OH with
H20 and O2 can be described by the reaction
I H 0 + 1. 0 < ~ OH
"2 2 4 2
giving the equilibrium concentration
1/2 1/4[OHl" = KCOH [H 20] [02 ] (3.35 )
Similarly, the H concentration may be estimated by assuming equilibrium of the reaction
~ H 20 < ~ H + ~ O2
leading to
The rate equation for CO thus becomes
Rco = -kj [CO][H20]1/2[02]1/4 + kr[C02][H20]1/2[02rl/4
(3.36 )
(3.37)
where kj = k+ 1 KcOH and kr = k_ 1KcH are the global rate constants. Several investigators
have reported global CO oxidation rates in this form (Table 3.3). The first rate expres-
sion was fitted to measured CO oxidation rates in postflame gases. The second was
derived using the measured rate for reaction 1 and the equilibrium assumption for OH.
These two rates agree closely with the calculations made using an equilibrium code to
determine [OH Je, as illustrated by the reaction times shown in Figure 3.12. The third
rate expression was derived by fitting CO oxidation data obtained from measurements
made in flames. The resulting reaction times are two orders of magnitude shorter than
those for equilibrium OH, as illustrated in Figure 3.12. This discrepancy results from
superequilibrium OH concentrations within the flame front and clearly indicates the need
for caution in applying global reaction rates. Although they may be very useful, the
TABLE 3.3 GLOBAL CO OXIDATION RATE EXPRESSIONS -Rco,ox (mol m- 3 5- 1 )
(I) 1.3 x 109 [CO][H,Ojlf210,]1/4exp (-22,660/T)
(2) 1.3 x 107 ICO][H,O]I/'[O,]1 exp(-15,100/T)
(3) 1.3 x 1010 [CO][H,O]I/'[O,]1/4 exp (-20,140/T)
(4) 1.3 x 108 [CO][H,o]1/2[O,]1/4 exp (-19,870/T)
Temperature
range (K)
1750-2000
840-2360
1030-1230
Equilibrium
OH
Reference
Fristrom and Westenberg
(1965)
Howard et al. (1973)
Dryer and Glassman
(1973)
Dryer and Glassman
(1973)
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assumptions implicit in global rate expressions sometimes severely limit the range of
conditions to which they are applicable.
From these global rate expressions, we can see that the dependence of reaction
times on the equivalence ratio is primarily a temperature effect. Since the rate coefficient
for the CO + OH reaction is not strongly dependent on temperature at low temperatures,
this temperature dependence arises primarily from the influence of temperature on the
equilibrium OH concentration. While the influence of temperature on the CO + OH
reaction rate is minor, other reactions with larger activation energies are more strongly
affected. The reactions involved in the equilibration of hydroxyl and other minor species
with the major species include a number with large activation energies. We expect,
therefore, that at some point as the gases are cooled the radical concentrations will begin
to deviate from chemical equilibrium. This reaction quenching strongly influences the
CO oxidation rate and must be taken into consideration.
3.2.1 Carbon Monoxide Oxidation Quenching
While it is beyond the scope of this book to undertake detailed kinetic modeling of the
postflame reactions, it is useful to examine the process of reaction quenching qualita-
tively. Fenimore and Moore (1974) analyzed the problem of CO oxidation quenching in
a constant-pressure system. Their analysis allows one to derive an expression for the
maximum cooling rate beyond which CO oxidation reactions will be frozen.
As we have noted previously, the radicals 0, OH, H, and H02 and other reaction
intermediates (e.g., H2 and H20 2 ) undergo a number of rapid exchange reactions, for
example,
+2
H + O2 < '): OH + °
-2
+3
° + H2 '< ) OH + H
-3
+4
OH + H2 '< )10 H + H2O
-4
+5
0+ H2O II( .. OH + OH
-5
+6
H02 + OH < )II H20 + O2
-6
+7
H20 2 + O2 ( '): H02 + H02
-7
We must describe the dynamics of these reaction intermediates to determine the instan-
taneous OH concentration and calculate the rate of CO oxidation.
The exchange reactions are fast compared to the three-body recombination reac-
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tions that ultimately eliminate the radicals from the system. To a first approximation the
reaction intermediates HI 01 OHI Hall and Hl may be assumed to be equilibrated with
one another by the action of reactions 2-7. These partial-equilibrium concentrations may
be expressed in terms of the hydroxyl concentration as follows:
o _ [OH]2
[ ]pe - K
s
[H
2
0]
H _ [OHf
[ ]pe - K2Ks [02][H20]
[HO] = [H20][02] (338)2 pe KdOH] _.
[OH]2
[H2]pe = K2K4 Ks [02 ]
2
[H20 2] = [H20] [02]pe K~K7[OH]2
where all the equilibrium constants are in concentration units (KJ. Using the expression
for [H ]po the rate of CO oxidation may be written
(3.39 )
where
(3.40 )
is the CO concentration corresponding to a partial equilibrium with this pool of reaction
intermediates.
The instantaneous rate of CO oxidation is proportional to the hydroxyl concentra-
tion, which, in tum, depends on the rate at which OH is consumed. The variation of the
ratio, [CO] / [CO ]po with [OH] can be used to identify conditions that lead to devia-
tions from the partial equilibrium.
The ratio, [CO]j[CO]pn depends on both the hydroxyl concentration and time.
Taking the total derivative with respect to [OH],
d([CO]/[CO]pJ = _ [CO] d[CO]pe + _1_d[CO]/dt
d[OH] [CO]~e d[OH] [CO]pe d[OH]/dt
and applying (3.39) and (3.40), we find
a[OH] d([CO]/[CO]pJ = (l _ 2a) [CO] - 1
d[OH] [CO]pe (3.41 )
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a =
-d[OH]/dt
k j [OH]2
(3042 )
The value of a determines whether CO will remain equilibrated with the other trace
species. If a = 0, [CO I / [CO ]pe = I and CO is equilibrated with the pool of reaction
intermediates. For a ---> 00,
or
d( [CO]/[ CO ]pJ
d[OH]
__2_ [CO]
[OH] [CO]
pe
[CO] [OHr2
[CO ]pe oc
Since [CO Ipe oc [OH f, CO is independent of OH and, therefore, strictly frozen.
For [CO] / [CO ]pe to be greater than but decreasing toward unity as [OH] de-
creases, a must be between 0 and~. Thus, only if a < ~ can the CO partial equilibrium
be continuously maintained. When CO oxidation is quenched, [CO] /[ CO]pe » I; so
(3 AI) becomes, approximately,
a[OH]d ([CO]/[CO]pJ _ [CO]
d[OH] - [CO]p" (I - 2a)
Noting that
d_[_CO_]r:.pe = 2 _d[_OH_]
[CO]pc [OH]
we find
d In [CO] = ~ d In [CO]2a pe (3043 )
If a = 2, a lO-fold decrease in [OH] and therefore a 100-fold decrease in [COlpe yield
only a factor of 3 decrease in [CO]. Thus the CO oxidation reactions may be considered
to be effectively quenched for a > 2.
We now need to evaluate a to determine whether or not the CO partial equilibrium
is maintained. The rate of decay of the hydroxyl concentration is tied to the other reaction
intermediates through the fast exchange reactions 2-7. The partial equilibrium assump-
tion greatly simplifies the analysis of an otherwise very complex kinetics problem. There
are several ways to evaluate the partial equilibrium. We have identified a number of
reactions (2-7) that maintain the partial equilibrium among the reaction intermediates.
We now need to develop a description of how the entire pool of intermediates evolves
due to reactions other than 2-7. This can be done by following a weighted sum of the
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(3.44 )
concentrations of the species in that pool, i.e.,
P is defined such that it is not affected by reactions 2-7. Other reactions are needed for
it to change. If, for example, the temperature were changed, the distribution of reaction
intermediates would change as described by (3.38); but as long as the partial equilibrium
is maintained, the value P will remain unchanged unless other reactions take place. If
we write
R2 = k+ 2[H](02] - L 2 [OH](0]
R3 = k+ 3 [0](H2] - k 3 [OH](H] etc.
The time rate of change of P may be written
d(P / p)
p dt = (R2 + R3 - R4 + 2Rs - R6 ) + a(R2 - R3 - Rs)
+ b(-R3 - R4 ) + c(-R2 + R3 + R4 ) + d(-R6 + 2R7 ) + e(-R7 ) + Rp
where Rp is the total contribution of other reactions to the time rate of change of P.
Rearranging, we have
p d (P / p) = R2(I + a - c) + R3(I - a - b + c) + R4 ( - I - b + c)dt
+ Rs(2 - a) + R6(-1 - d) + R7(2d - e) + Rp
At the partial equilibrium, the net contribution of reactions 2-7 to changing P must be
zero regardless of the rates of the individual reactions. This condition is satisfied by
setting the coefficients of each of the rates equal to zero. This yields
P = [OH] + 2[0] + 2[H2 ] + 3[H] - [H02 ] - 2[H20 2 ] (3.45 )
Three-body recombination reactions are responsible for the decrease in P as the
combustion products cool. These reactions include
+8
H + O2 + M I( )I H02 + M
-8
+9
H+H+M :< )I H2 + M
-9
+\0
H+O+M ... '): OH + M
-10
+11
O+O+M II( '): O2 + M
-II
+12
H + OH + M II( )I H20 + M
-12
+13
OH + OH + M I( '): H20 2 + M
-13
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TABLE 3.4 CARBON MONOXIDE OXIDATION AND RECOMBINATION
REACTION RATES
Chap. 3
Reaction
._---------------_._-
Rate coetlicient
+1
co + OH co, + H k
"
=4.4T"cxp(+372/T)I11'11101-ls 1
+8
H + 0, + M ----+ HO, + M
!-t)
H + H + M -~ H, + M
+ 10
H + 0 + M ----+ OH + M
+11
o + 0 + M -----+ 0, + M
! 12
H + OH + M
+13
k+< = 1.5 X 101.1 exp (500/1') 111" 11101
k'12 = 1.4 X lO" 1'-.'1116 11101 's·
OH + OH + M H,O, + M k 1 l.1 = \.3 X 10J() 1'-' 1116 mol 2 s
The forward rate constants for these reactions are summarized in Table 3.4. In fuel-lean
combustion, reaction 8 is the predominant recombination reaction at equilibrium, but
other reactions may become important at nonequilibrium states.
The rate of change in P may be written
d(P / p)
p dt
+4k 9 [H 2 ][M] 4k+ 1o [H][O][M] + 4k 1o [OH][M]
-4k+ 1dO][O][M] + 4k II[02][M] - 4k+ 12 [H][OHj[M]
+4k_dH20][M] - 4k+ 13 [OH][OH][M] + 4Lul H20 2][M]
where the factors of 4 result from the net change of P as one mole recombines. Using
the partial equilibrium concentrations of the reaction intermediates, we find
d(P / p)
p dt
+4k+ ,dO][O][M] + k+ 12 [H][OH][M]
( [OHt)+4k+dOH][OH][M]) 1 - --~[OH]
(3.46 )
where the subscript e denotes the concentration at full thermodynamic equilibrium.
P may be expressed in terms of any of the reaction intermediates. In tenns of
hydroxyl, (3.46) becomes
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d[OH]/p
p dt
where
[OH]
Y = [OH]
e
and
[H02 ]c = ---"[OH]
e
In tenns of y, P becomes
P = [OH] y + 2[0] y2 + 2[H2 ] le e e
+ 3[Hty 3 - [H02]e y- 1 - [H20 2],.y-2 (3.48 )
(3.49 )
The coefficients depend on fuel composition (C /H ratio), temperature, and equiv-
alence ratio. Only for extreme deviations from equilibrium or for near stoichiometric or
fuel-rich combustion will the reaction intennediates be present in high enough concen-
trations to alter the concentrations of the major species appreciably and thus to modify
the coefficients. Limiting our attention to fuel-lean combustion, (3.47) can now be used
to evaluate ex and to detennine the conditions for which the CO partial equilibrium can
be maintained:
ex = EsY + E9 l + ElOl + E11l + E l2 l + E l3 (1 _ y-4)
1 + Ay + Bl + Cy 2 + Dy 3
210
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4k 18[OH])M]
k+l K2 KS [H20]
4ky [OH]: [M]
k II K~K~ [H20 ]2[ O2]2
4k I1O [OH]:[M]
k+ 1K2 KHH20] 2 [02 ]
)
4k+ 1\ [OH]~[M]
1 2k tI K s[H20]
4ktdOH]~[M]
k t I K2 Ks [H20] [°2 ]
4k+ 13 [M]
k+ ,
Figure 3.13 shows the variation of ex with y for combustion of aviation kerosene
in air at an equivalence ratio of 0.91 and atmospheric pressure. To examine the quench-
ing of CO oxidation, we limit our attention to the decrease of P from an initial value
0L..::---------'-,---------'- _
10° 10 1 10 2
y
Figure 3.13 Variation of Ci with y for
various temperatures. The maximum value
of y for eaeh temperature corresponds to
the value at which P equals the value at
2000 K.
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corresponding to them10dynamic equilibrium in the flame region. Values of y falling in
the shaded region correspond to P greater than that at 2000 K and therefore are not of
interest here. At temperatures above 1530 K, a is less than ~ for all y, so the carbon
monoxide partial equilibrium will be maintained regardless of cooling rate. Since
[CO] = [CO] lpc e~ (3.50)
the CO levels can still be much larger than the equilibrium value. The very rapid initial
rise of a with y means that it is very difficult to maintain the partial equilibrium at low
temperatures. At 1000 K, y must be smaller than 1.04 for the partial equilibrium to hold.
Complete quenching of CO oxidation requires a to be larger than about 2. This
occurs only at temperatures below 1255 K. At 1000 K, a is less than 2 for y < 1.25.
If cooling is sufficiently rapid such that the recombination reactions are unable to main-
tain the radical concentrations very close to equilibrium, CO will begin to deviate from
the partial equilibrium below 1450 K and will be fully frozen between 1000 and 1100
K. The level at which the CO concentration will freeze depends strongly on the deviation
from equilibrium of the concentration of reaction intermediates.
The cooling rate for which y equals a specified value can be used to estimate the
maximum cooling rate that will lead to acceptable CO emissions. Our analysis of Figure
3.13 has provided guidelines on the values of y for which CO will be oxidized or frozen.
To eliminate the temperature dependence of the concentrations in our calculations, it is
convenient to express y in terms of mole fractions, that is,
XOHy=--
xOH.e
noting that this formulation also requires that the total number of moles in the combus-
tion products (or the mean molecular weight) not change significantly due to the recom-
bination reactions. This limits the analysis to fuel-lean combustion products.
y is a function of time through XOH and of temperature through xOH,e' The time
rate of change of y is thus
dy
dt
dxOH
----
xOH.e dt
X(m dxOH,e dT
- X~H e~ dt
To cool at constant y, dy I dt = 0, so
dT ( 1I XOH ) ( dxOH I dt )
dt din xOH,el dT
Substituting (3.42) yields
(3,51 )
dT
dt
ak'CXOH el
dIn xOH,el dT
(3.52 )
where C is the molar concentration of the gas.
The equilibrium OH concentration can be expressed in terms of species whose
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concentrations will not vary significantly with T by the reaction
~ HzO + ~ Oz <=± OH
that is,
Thus
dIn xOH . e = dIn Kp,OH
dT dT
Van't Hoff's equation, (2.41), can be used to develop expressions for the equilibrium
constants:
Kpz = l3.2e- 8220 / T
K
p5 = 9.64e -8690/T
K = 15ge- 19 ,6Z0/T
p,OH
Kp4 = 0.24le 7670/T
Kp6 = 0.0822e 36 ,600/T
K
p7
= 6.50e -ZI.155/T
Using these equilibrium constants and the rate coefficients from Table 3.4, the
cooling rate for which y will remain constant may be evaluated. Cooling rates corre-
sponding to several values of yare shown in Figure 3.14. For any value of y, the allow-
able cooling rate decreases rapidly as T decreases. The limits of maintenance of the CO
partial equilibrium (ex = 0.5) and freezing of CO oxidation (ex = 2) for constant y
cooling are also shown. It is clear that very slow cooling rates are required to maintain
the partial equilibrium below 1500 K. Considering that combustion products are gener-
ally cooled by 1000 to 2000 K before being exhausted, this slow cooling can be achieved
only in systems with residence times in excess of 1 s. Thus the CO partial equilibrium
might be maintained to 1500 K in utility boilers, but not in many smaller systems and
certainly not in engines where the total residence time may be tens of milliseconds or
less. As we have noted previously, complete quenching of the CO oxidation only occurs
below 1255 K. At high cooling rates, deviations from the CO partial equilibrium begin
at the limiting temperature of 1450 K. As the cooling rate is increased, the value of y
and, therefore, the CO partial equilibrium level also increase.
Prediction of the actual CO emission levels from a combustion system requires
integration of the chemical rate equations through the cooling process. The CO equilib-
rium is rapidly established in the high-temperature region of most flames, so equilibrium
provides a reasonable initial condition for the examination of oxidation quenching in
flames.
We can now see the reasons for the variation in the global rate expressions of
Table 3.3. Rates 1 and 2 corresponded to carbon monoxide oxidation in an equilibrated
pool of reaction intermediates. This corresponds to
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Figure 3.14 Cooling rates corresponding to constant values of y as a function of tem-
perature. The cooling rates corresponding to the onset of deviations from partial equi-
librium (a = 0.5) and complete quenching of CO oxidation (a = 2) are indicated by
the dashed curves. The region of partial quenching is shaded.
Rate 3 was determined within the flame where radicals are present in superequilibrium
concentrations.
The excess of radicals over equilibrium (value for y) for which this rate expression was
derived is specific to the flame in which the rate was measured. It might correspond to
a particular nonflame situation, but different cooling rates will clearly lead to different
radical concentrations. Thus no one global expression is universally applicable. In con-
trast to the global models, the partial-equilibrium approach provides an estimate of the
radical concentration corresponding to a particular cooling history.
To apply the partial-equilibrium model, rate equations for both the pool of reaction
intermediates and carbon monoxide must be integrated. Again expressing the concentra-
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tion of intennediate species in tenns of OH, the equations become
Rem -k, [OH]~O'l
Rca -k,[OH]eY{[CO] - [CO]el}
where ex is given by (3.49).
As a test of this model, we shall compare theoretical predictions with the data of
Morr and Heywood (1974), who examined carbon monoxide oxidation quenching in a
plug-flow, kerosene-fired laboratory combustor. After combustion products were fully
mixed (5 < 0.05) and equilibrated, they were passed through a heat exchanger which,
at <f> = 0.91, dropped the temperature from 2216 K to 975 K in about 5 ms (i.e., a
cooling rate of about 2 x 105 K s- I ). The equilibrium CO concentration decreases
rapidly upon cooling, but the measured concentrations decrease much more slowly, as
illustrated in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15 Comparison of measured and calculated carbon monoxide profiles as a
function of axial position in a plug flow combustor with a heat exchange (data from
Morr and Heywood, 1974).
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Three predictions of the CO level, obtained by numerical integration of the rate
equations, are also shown in Figure 3.15. If CO is assumed to be equilibrated with OH,
its concentration decreases rapidly to levels far below the measurements. The prediction
for equilibrium OH shows a rapid initial rate of CO oxidation, with the reactions being
completely frozen within the heat exchanger due to the very low equilibrium OH con-
centration at low temperature. This contrasts markedly with the slower but continuous
decrease in CO that was observed. The partial equilibrium model, including both the
recombination reactions and CO oxidation, yields a slightly more gradual decline in the
CO level. The ultimate predictions are in close agreement with the experimental data.
Thus we see that both the recombination reactions and the carbon monoxide oxidation
reactions are important to CO oxidation.
The treatment presented here is subject to a number of limiting assumptions, no-
tably (I) the members of the radical pool must all be minor species so that the concen-
trations of H20 and O2 are constant, and (2) the mean molecular weight must be con-
stant. Detailed modeling of CO formation and destruction in flames or in stoichiometric
or fuel-rich combustion products requires that these constraints be eliminated. Calcula-
tion of the partial equilibrium by direct minimization of the Gibbs free energy as de-
scribed by Keck and Gillespie (1971) and Mon and Heywood (1974) allows the model
developed here to be applied in general without such restrictions. Furthermore, the Gibbs
free-energy minimization code can be applied without the tedious algebra since chemical
reaction constraints can be treated in exactly the same way as element conservation
constraints to the minimization problem.
3.3 HYDROCARBONS
Like CO, hydrocarbon emissions from combustion systems result from incomplete com-
bustion. Equilibrium levels of hydrocarbons are low at the equivalence ratios at which
practical combustion systems are normally operated, and the oxidation reactions arc fast.
Hydrocarbons can escape destruction if poor mixing allows very fuel-rich gases to persist
to the combustor exhaust or if the oxidation reactions are quenched early in the com-
bustion process.
The composition and quantity of hydrocarbons in exhaust gases depend on the
nature of the fuel and of the process that limits oxidation. The range of hydrocarbon
species that are emitted from combustion systems is too broad to present a detailed
accounting here. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) are a particularly significant
class of combustion-generated hydrocarbons since they include a number of known car-
cinogens or mutagens. These compounds form in extremely fuel-rich regions of the
flame, where hydrocarbon polymerization reactions are favored over oxidation. Figure
3.16 illustrates pathways that are thought to lead to a number of PAH species. The
complexities and uncertainties in hydrocarbon oxidation mechanisms make a detailed
analysis beyond the scope of this book. Rough estimates of hydrocarbon emission rates
can be made using global oxidation models such as those discussed in Chapter 2, but
quantitative models have yet to be developed. Combustion conditions that result in low
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carbon monoxide emission will generally yield low exhaust concentrations of unburned
hydrocarbons. Noncombustion sources of hydrocarbons, such as fuel or lubricant evap-
oration, are frequently major contributors to hydrocarbon emissions.
3.4 SULFUR OXIDES
Coal and heavy fuel oils contain appreciable amounts of sulfur (Tables 2.2 and 2.3).
The dominant inorganic sulfur species in coal is pyrite (FeS2). Organic sulfur forms
include thiophene, sulfides, and thiols (Attar, 1978):
W-J~s
thiophene
s-s
I I
-C=c-
thio\
In fuel-lean combustion, the vast majority of this sulfur is oxidized to form S02' Sul-
fides, predominantly H2S and COS, may survive in fuel-rich flames (Kramlich et aI.,
1981). All of these compounds are considered air pollutants. The sulfides are odoriferous
as well. Sulfur removal, either from the fuel or from the combustion products, is required
for emission control.
A fraction of the sulfur is further oxidized beyond S02 to form S03 (Barrett et al.,
1966). Sulfur trioxide is a serious concern to boiler operators since it corrodes combus-
tion equipment. When combustion products containing S03 are cooled, the S03 may
react with water to form sulfuric acid,
S03 + H20 ~ H2S04
which condenses rapidly at ambient temperatures to form a fine sulfuric acid aerosol that
frequently appears as a blue fume near the stack outlet.
The equilibrium level of S03 in fuel-lean combustion products is determined by
the overall reaction
S02 + ~ O2 • ~ S03
Applying van't Hoff's equation to the data of Table 2.5, we find
K
p
= 1.53 x 1O-5 e l1,760/T atm -l/2
We see that the equilibrium yield of S03 increases with decreasing temperature. In com-
bustion products below about 900 K, S03 would be the dominant species at chemical
equilibrium. Actual conversion of S02 to S03 is too slow to reach the equilibrium level.
S03 is formed primarily by the reaction
I
S02 + ° + M ~ S03 + M
for which Westenberg and de Haas (1975) recommended a rate coefficient of
k1 = 8.0 X 104 e-1400/T m6 mol- 2 S-l
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S03 can also react with 0,
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2
S03 + a + M --... S02 + O2 + M
where the rate constant is
k2 = 7.04 X 104 e785/T
Another possible sink for S03 is
so, + H --... S02 + OH
Muller et a1. (1979) have estimated
k3 = 1.5 X 107 m3 mo]-I S-1
The destruction of S03 is dominated by these radical reactions rather than by the thermal
decomposition of S03 (Fenimore and Jones, 1965; Cullis and Mulcahy, 1972). At the
low temperatures where S03 is formed, the endothermic reverse reactions are not im-
portant, so the rate equation for S03 may be written
If we assume constant-temperature, fuel-lean combustion, this becomes
where [ST] is the total concentration of sulfur oxides. Further assuming that the con-
centrations of the radicals are constant, this may be integrated to determine [S031:
where
and [S03]0 denotes the amount of S03 fonned in the flame where the H and a concen-
trations are not equilibrated. At large time, S03 approaches a steady-state level
Assuming equilibrium a and H, the characteristic time for S03 oxidation is about 0.009
s for ¢ = 0.9 at 1700 K, but increases to 0.13 sat 1500 K. Thus the reactions become
quite slow as the combustion products are cooled below 1500 K, where the equilibrium
yield becomes appreciable.
Steady-state S03 levels are on the order of 10% of the total sulfur in fuel-lean
combustion products at low temperatures. Actual conversions are frequently lower, on
the order of 3 %. Clearly, the steady state is not maintained throughout the cooling pro-
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cess. The quenching of S02 oxidation is directly coupled to the radical chemistry that
was discussed in conjunction with CO oxidation. Rapid cooling leads to superequili-
brium radical concentrations and the maintenance of the S03 steady state at lower tem-
peratures than the foregoing estimates of chemical relaxation times would suggest.
Sulfur dioxide oxidation is catalyzed by metals such as vanadium, so S03 produc-
tion in some systems is much greater than the homogeneous gas-phase chemistry would
suggest. S03 yields as high as 30% have been reported for combustion of some high-
vanadium fuel oils. These high levels produce an acidic aerosol that has been called
"acid smut." In extreme cases, plumes become opaque due to the condensation of water
on the hygroscopic acid aerosol. Fuel additives such as MgO have been used to control
such S03 formation.
Sulfur reactions with inorganic species can be used, under special circumstances,
to retain sulfur in the solid phase so that it can be removed from combustion products
with particulate emission control equipment. We consider processes in Chapter 8 that
use such species for gas cleaning. A commonly used sorbent is lime, CaO, which reacts
with sulfur oxides to form calcium sulfate, or gypsum,
CaO(s) + S02 + ~ O2 = CaS04(s)
The equilibrium constant for this S02 capture reaction is
K
p
= 1.17 X 10- 14 e58.840/T atm- 3/ 2
The equilibrium mole fraction of S02 is
_ - 3 /2 K - I - I /2Yso, - P p Yo,
Thus low temperatures and fuel-lean combustion favor the retention of S02 as calcium
sulfate. For combustion products containing 3% oxygen (¢ = 0.85) the equilibrium
S02 level is below 100 ppm for temperatures below about 1360 K. Sulfur capture in the
combustion zone is most promising for systems in which the peak temperatures are low
[e.g., fluidized-bed or fixed-bed (stoker-fired) combustors]. The high temperatures typ-
ical of pulverized coal flames promote the decomposition of any CaS04 that may be
formed to CaO and S02. While sulfur capture is favored thermodynamically as the prod-
ucts of pulverized coal combustion cool, the reactivity of lime that is processed through
high-temperature flames is reduced dramatically by sintering or fusion that reduces the
surface area on which the sulfur capture reactions can take place.
A major application of sorbents for in-flame sulfur capture is in fluidized-bed com-
bustors where the temperature must be kept low to prevent ash agglomeration. In flui-
dized-bed combustors, relatively large (millimeter-sized) coal particles are fluidized by
an airflow from below at a velocity that lifts the particles but does not entrain them and
carry them out of the bed. To keep the temperature below the ash fusion temperature,
the coal bed is diluted with a large excess of noncombustible particles. If limestone or
another sorbent is used as the diluent, the release of fuel sulfur from the flame can be
effectively minimized.
The reactions leading to sulfur capture take place on the surface of the CaO. The
active surface includes large numbers of small pores that are generated as the lime is
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produced by calcination of limestone, CaC03 . The density of CaC03 is 2710 kg m
3
,
considerably smaller than that of CaO, 3320 kg m-3, but the mass loss in calcination at
temperatures below about 1400 K occurs without appreciable change in the dimensions
of the particle (Borgwardt and Harvey, 1972). The resulting pore volume ("" 3.6 X
10~4 m3 kg -I) accounts for more than one-half of the total lime volume. The spongy
material thus provides a large surface area (0.6 to 4 mZ g-1) on which the surface
reactions of S02 can take place.
Reaction of CaO to form CaS04 increases the solid volume by a factor of 3.3. If
the particle does not expand upon reaction, the amount of CaS04 formed in the pores is
determined by the pore volume, that is,
volume of CaS04 formed = volume of CaO reacted + pore volume
This corresponds to conversion of about one-half of the CaO to CaS04. Before the pore
volume is filled, the reaction rate is limited by the rate of the surface reaction. For large
particles, the diffusional resistance in the pores reduces the sulfur capture rate. After the
pore volume is filled, SOz must diffuse through the solid reaction products for further
reaction to take place, so the reaction rate slows considerably.
The rate of sulfur capture may be expressed in the form
mol S02 (kg CaO s) - \
where S~ is the initial surface area as measured by N z adsorption (BET method), and 1/
is an effectiveness factor that accounts for the resistance to diffusion in the pore structure
of the sorbent. Borgwardt and Harvey (1972) measured an intrinsic rate coefficient, k"
of
k
s
= 135 e -6290/7
For small particles, large pores, or both, the effectiveness factor may be taken as unity,
and this rate may be applied directly. For larger particles, a pore transport model is
required to estimate 1/ and sulfur capture. (See Section 2.8.2.)
Within fixed beds, in the early fuel-rich regions of pulverized coal flames, and
within the porous structure of burning char, the reducing atmosphere makes sulfur cap-
ture as mineral sulfides possible. For equivalence ratios not too far from unity, S02 may
react with CaO:
CaOe,) + S02 + 3CO <=± CaSe<) + 3 COz
K
p
= 2.31 X 10- 10 e4D55/7 atm- I
In extremely fuel-rich gases, H2S and COS are the predominant sulfur species, so re-
actions such as
CaO(s) + H2S = CaS(s) + H20
K = 19 4 e6156/7p .
also contribute to sulfur retention. The sulfur capture reactions are not strongly depen-
dent on temperature at high equivalence ratios, so sulfur capture can be achieved at
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higher temperatures than would be possible in a fuel-lean environment. Freund and Lyon
(1982) have reported sulfur retention as high as 80% in the ash of coal that was enriched
with Ca by ion exchange prior to combustion at equivalence ratios greater than 3.
Control of NO, fonnation from fuel-bound nitrogen also requires combustion un-
der fuel-rich conditions, so there has been considerable interest in combining NO, con-
trol with in-flame sulfur capture. One version of this technology involves limestone
injection in multistage (low NO,) burners (LIMB). The limestone is calcined early in
the flame and then may react with the sulfur released from the fuel. One problem is that
the addition of sufficient air to complete the combustion process provides the thernlO-
dynamic driving force for the release of any sulfur that has been captured. Sintering of
the sorbent at the high temperatures in the near stoichiometric regions of the flame,
however, may inhibit the release of previously captured sulfur.
PROBLEMS
3.1. A furnace is fired with natural gas (assume methane). The inlet air and fuel temperatures are
290 K and the pressure is atmospheric. The residence time in the combustor is 0.1 s. As-
suming the combustion to be adiabatic, calculate the NO mole fraction at the combustor
outlet for combustion at rP = 0.85.
3.2. Combustion products at 600 K are to be mixed with the incoming air to lower the NO
emissions from the furnace in Problem 3.1. Assuming that the total mass flow rate through
the furnace does not change, deternline what fraction of the flue gases must be recycled to
reduce NO, fonnation by 90%. What is the corresponding change in the amount of heat that
can be transferred to a process requiring a temperature of 600 K?
3.3. For the furnace of Problem 3.1, detennine the equivalence ratio that would achieve a 90%
reduction in NO fonnation. What is the corresponding change in the amount of heat that can
be transferred to a process requiring a temperature of 600 K?
3.4. Examine the influence of mixing on NO fonnation by detennining the amount of NO formed
in the furnace of Problem 3.1 if the segregation parameter is S = 0.3. Assume a Gaussian
equivalence ratio distribution.
3.5. As a model of the low NO, burner, consider a flame in which combustion initially takes
place fuel-rich, at an equivalence ratio of rPl = 1.5, and that air is then entrained into the
flame region at a constant mass entrainment rate until the flame is diluted to an equivalence
ratio of rP2 = 0.8. Let the time over which this dilution takes place be T. The flame may be
assumed to be adiabatic, with no further change in rP occurring after an equivalence ratio of
0.8 is achieved. Calculate the NO fonnation when a fuel with composition CH 18Nool and
lower heating value of 41 MJ kg -I is burned in 298 K air at atmospheric pressure. Use the
effective reaction rate from Figure 3.7 and T from Figure 2.6 to calculate the rate of N2
fonnation. What is the effect of increasing the entrainment time from 0.1 s to I s?
3.6. In the derivation of the model for selective reduction of NO, it was assumed that the NH 2
concentration achieved a steady state. Examine the validity of that assumption.
3.7. The temperature is not constant in the reaction zone where the NH1-NO reactions take place
in practical implementations of the thermal de-NO, process. Numerically integrate the rate
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equations for the kinetic model for this system to detennine the impact of cooling at a rate
of 500 K s ~ I on the temperature window of operation. Compare your results with isothem1al
operation. Assume that the fuel has composition CH2 and was burned at an equivalence ratio
of 0.85 and that the initial NO concentration was 400 ppm, and consider NH,/NO ratios of
0.5, I, and 2.
3.8. Combustion products with composition
Yo, = 0.02
YH,O = 0.10
Yeo, = 0.11
YN, = 0.77
YNO = 500 ppm
are cooled from 2300 K to 500 K.
(a) Detennine the equilibrium NO mole fraction as a function of temperature for this cooling
process.
(b) Numerically integrate the NO rate equation to calculate the amount of NO forn1ed when
the cooling takes place at constant cooling rates of 1000 and 105 K S-l .
(c) Detennine the influence of radical nonequilibrium on NO formation by adapting the
model developed to describe CO oxidation.
3.9. Use the rate constants presented in Table 2.7 to examine the validity of the partial-equilib-
rium assumption for the species H, OH, 0, H2 , H02 , and H202- For combustion of CH l88
in atmospheric pressure air at <p = 0.91 and a cooling rate of 104 K S-l, beginning with
equilibrium at 2000 K, at what temperature does the partial-equilibrium model begin to break
down?
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4Internal Combustion
Engines
Internal combustion engines are devices that generate work using the products of com-
bustion as the working fluid rather than as a heat transfer medium. To produce work,
the combustion is carried out in a manner that produces high-pressure combustion prod-
ucts that can be expanded through a turbine or piston. The engineering of these high-
pressure systems introduces a number of features that profoundly influence the formation
of pollutants.
There are three major types of internal combustion engines in use today: (1) the
spark ignition engine, which is used primarily in automobiles; (2) the diesel engine,
which is used in large vehicles and industrial systems where the improvements in cycle
efficiency make it advantageous over the more compact and lighter-weight spark ignition
engine; and (3) the gas turbine, which is used in aircraft due to its high power/weight
ratio and also is used for stationary power generation.
Each of these engines is an important source of atmospheric pollutants. Automo-
biles are major sources of carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons, and nitrogen ox-
ides. Probably more than any other combustion system, the design of automobile engines
has been guided by the requirements to reduce emissions of these pollutants. While
substantial progress has been made in emission reduction, automobiles remain important
sources of air pollutants. Diesel engines are notorious for the black smoke they emit.
Gas turbines emit soot as well. These systems also release unburned hydrocarbons, car-
bon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides in large quantities.
In this chapter we examine the air pollutant emissions from engines. To understand
the emissions and the special problems in emission control, it is first necessary that we
understand the operating principles of each engine type. We begin our discussion with
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a system that has been the subject of intense study and controversy-the spark ignition
engine.
4.1 SPARK IGNITION ENGINES
The operating cycle of a conventional spark ignition engine is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
The basic principle of operation is that a piston moves up and down in a cylinder,
transmitting its motion through a connecting rod to the crankshaft which drives the ve-
hicle. The most common engine cycle involves four strokes:
1. Intake. The descending piston draws a mixture of fuel and air through the open
intake valve.
Intake Compression Power Exhaust
I
Ij
c
---L
B=0°
(top dead
center)
B = crank
angle
Piston
Piston
rod
Crank
B = 180°
(bottom dead
center)
Figure 4.1 Four-stroke spark ignition engine: stroke 1. intake; stroke 2. compression;
stroke 3. power; stroke 4, exhaust.
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2. Compression. The intake valve is closed and the rising piston compresses the fuel-
air mixture. Near the top of the stroke, the spark plug is fired, igniting the mixture.
3. Expansion. The burning mixture expands, driving the piston down and delivering
power.
4. Exhaust. The exhaust valve opens and the piston rises, expelling the burned gas
from the cylinder.
The fuel and air mixture is commonly premixed in a carburetor. Figure 4.2 shows
how engine power and fuel consumption depend on equivalence ratio over the range
commonly used in internal combustion engines. Ratios below 0.7 and above 1.4 gen-
erally are not combustible on the time scales available in reciprocating engines. The
maximum power is obtained at a higher ratio than is minimum fuel consumption. As a
vehicle accelerates, high power is needed and a richer mixture is required than when
cruising at constant speed. We shall return to the question of the equivalence ratio when
we consider pollutant formation, since this ratio is one of the key factors governing the
type and quantity of pollutants formed in the cylinder.
The ignition system is designed to ignite the air-fuel mixture at the optimum in-
stant. Prior to the implementation of emission controls, engine power was the primary
concern in ignition timing. As engine speed increases, optimal power output is achieved
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Figure 4.2 Variation of actual and indi-
cated specific fuel consumption with equiv-
alence ratio and load. BSFC denotes "brake
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by advancing the time of ignition to a point on the compression stroke before the piston
reaches the top of its motion where the cylinder volume is smallest. This is because the
combustion of the mixture takes a certain amount of time, and optimum power is
developed if the completion of the combustion coincides with the piston arriving at so-
called top dead center. The spark is automatically advanced as engine speed increascs.
Also, a pressure diaphragm senses airflow through the carburetor and advances the spark
as airflow increases.
Factors other than power output must be taken into account, however, in opti-
mizing the engine operation. If the fuel-air mixture is compressed to an excessive pres-
sure, the mixture temperature can become high enough that the preflame reactions can
ignite the charge ahead of the propagating flame front. This is followed by very rapid
combustion of the remaining charge and a correspondingly fast pressure increase in the
cylinder. The resultant pressure wave reverberates in the cylinder, producing the noise
referred to as knock (By et al., 1981). One characteristic of the fuel composition is its
tendency to autoignite, expressed in terms of an octane rating.
High compression ratios and ignition spark timing that optimize engine power and
efficiency lead to high octane requirements. The octane requirement can be reduced by
using lower compression ratios and by delaying the spark until after the point for opti-
mum engine performance. Emission controls require additional compromises in engine
design and operation, sacrificing some of the potential engine performance to reduce
emissions.
4.1 .1 Engine Cycle Operation
The piston sweeps through a volume that is called the displacement volume, V". The
minimum volume occurs when the piston is in its uppermost position. This volume is
called the clearance volume, Ve . The maximum volume is the sum of these two. The
ratio of the maximum volume to the clearance volume is called the compression ratio,
(4.1 )
The efficiency of the engine is a strong function of the compression ratio. We shall see
that Re also has a strong influence on the formation of pollutants. The volume in the
cylinder can be expressed as a simple function of the crank angle, (), and the ratio of the
length of the piston rod to that of the crank, that is,
Vd ( lV = Ve + - 1 + - - cos () -2 c (4.2 )
where l is the piston rod length and c is the length of the crank ann as defined in Figure
4.1. The minimum volume occurs at () = 0°, commonly referred to as top dead center,
TOC. The maximum volume occurs at bottom dead center, BOC, () = 180 0. These
positions are illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Engine speeds range from several hundred revolutions per minute (rpm) for large
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industrial engines to 10,000 rpm or more for high-perfonnanee engines. Most automo-
biles operate with engine speeds in the vieinity of 3000 rpm. At this speed, each stroke
in the cycle takes place in 20 ms. As an automobile is driven, the equivalence ratio and
intake pressure vary with the engine load. Such changes in engine operation, however,
are slow by comparison with the individual strokes. In discussing engine operation, we
can assume that in anyone cycle the engine operates at constant speed, load, and equiv-
alence ratio.
We begin with a discussion of the thennodynamics of the spark ignition engine
cycle and develop a model that has been used extensively in optimizing engine operation
to minimize emissions and to maximize performance.
The spark ignition engine is one of the few combustion systems that burns pre-
mixed fuel and air. Fuel is atomized into the air as it flows through a carburetor and
vaporizes before it enters the cylinder. Even though the fuel and air are premixed prior
to combustion, the gas in the cylinder becomes segmented into burned and unburned
portions once ignition occurs. A flame front propagates through the cylinder as illustrated
in Figure 4.3. The fuel-air mixture ahead of the flame is heated somewhat by adiabatic
compression as the burning gas expands. Not only are the burned and unburned gases
at widely different temperatures, but also there are large variations in the properties of
the burned gases. These variations must be taken into account to predict accurately the
fornlation and destruction of NO, and CO in the engine.
Another important feature that distinguishes reciprocating engines from the sys-
tems discussed thus far is that the volume in which the combustion proceeds is tightly
constrained. While the individual elements of fluid do expand as they burn, this expan-
sion requires that other elements of fluid, both burned and unburned, be compressed.
As a result, the burning element of fluid does work on the other fluid in the cylinder,
oW = p dV, increasing its internal energy and therefore its temperature.
Whilc the engine strokes are brief, the time is stilJ long by comparison with that
required for pressure equilibration. For an ideal gas, the propagation rate for small pres-
sure disturbances is the speed of sound,
a, = .JyRT/M (4.3 )
gas
Figure 4.3 Flame propagation in the
cylinder.
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where 'Y is the ratio of specific heats, cilcu' and M is the molecular weight of the gas;
as is of the order of 500 to 1000 m s- for typical temperatures in internal combustion
engines. For a cylinder 10 cm in diameter, the time required for a pressure disturbance
to propagate across the cylinder is on the order of 0.2 ms, considerably shorter than the
time required for the stroke. Thus, to a first approximation, we may assume that the
pressure is uniform throughout the cylinder at any instant of time, at least during norn1al
operation.
4.1.2 Cycle Analysis
The essential features of internal combustion engine operation can be seen with a "zero-
dimensional" thermodynamic model (Lavoie et aI., 1970; Blumberg and Kummer,
1971). This model describes the thermodynamic states of the burned and unburned gases
as a function of time, but does not attempt to describe the complex flow field within the
cylinder.
We consider a control volume enclosing all the gases in !he cylinder. Mass may
enter the control volume through the intake valve at flow rate, ];. Similarly, mass may
leave through the exhaust valve and possibly through leaks at a flow rate];,. The first
law of thermodynamics (2.8) for this control volume may be written in the general form
dU - - - - dQ dWd1 = ];h i - ];.h" + d1 - dt
where U is the total internal energy of the gases contained in the cylinder and h; and he
are the mass specific enthalpies of the incoming and exiting flows, respectively. Q de-
notes the heat transferred to the gases. The work done by the gases, W, is that of a
pressure acting through a change in the volume of the control volume as the piston
moves. If we limit our attention to the time between closing the intake valve and opening
the ex~aus~ valve and assume that no leaks occur, no mass enters or leaves the cylinder
(i.e.,]; = Ie = 0). The energy equation then simplifies to
d _ dQ dVdt (muT) = d1 - P dt
where UT is the total mass specific internal energy (including energies of formation of
all species in the cylinder), - Q is heat transferred out of the charge, and m is the total
mass of the charge. The only work done by the gases is due to expansion against the
piston, so the work is expressed as p dVI dt. If we further limit our attention to constant
engine speed, the time derivations may be expressed as
d d
- = w-
dt de
where w is the engine rotation speed (crank angle degrees per s). Thus we have
d dQ dV
de (muT) = de - p de (4.4 )
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The total specific internal energy of the gas includes contributions of burned and
unburned gases, with a mass fraction (X of burned gas,
(4.5 )
where < ) denotes an average over the entire mass of burned or unburned gas in the
cylinder. The unburned gas is quite uniform in temperature (i.e., <uu ) = u,J but the
burned gas is not. Due to the progressive burning, a temperature gradient develops in
the burned gas. As a fluid element bums, its expansion compresses both unburned and
burned gases. Because the volume per unit mass of the hot burned gas is larger than that
of the cooler unburned gas, the increase in the mass specific internal energy due to the
compression work is higher for burned gas than for unburned gas. Therefore, we need
to keep track of when individual fluid elements bum. Let U" ((X, (X' ) represent the energy
when the combustion has progressed to burned gas mass fraction (X of a fluid element
that burned when the burned gas mass fraction was (x'. Averaging over all burned gas,
we find
(4.6)
The internal energy of either burned or unburned gas may be expressed in terms
of the specific heat,
T
Ui = Llul (To) + L) c,'j(T') dT' (4.7 )
While the specific heats vary with temperature, we have already seen in Chapter 2 that
variation is small over a limited temperature range. We assume constant specific heats
since that will greatly simplify our analysis of the engine cycle. To minimize the errors
introduced by this simplification, the specific heats should be evaluated for the actual
composition of the gases in the cylinder as an average over the temperature range en-
countered by those gases. In terms of the linear correlations of specific heats presented
in Table 2.5 and evaluating over the temperature interval, T, ::::; T ::::; T2 , this average
becomes
(4.8 )
The internal energies of the burned and unburned portions of the gas may be ex-
pressed in terms of the average specific heats by
(4.9)
where au and ah include the reference temperature terms and the energies of formation.
Substituting into (4.6), the mean burned gas energy becomes
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where Tb(Ci., Ci. ' ) is the temperature of an element that burned at Ci. ' at a later time when
combustion has progressed to Ci.. Thus the mean burned gas energy can be expressed in
tern1S of the mean burned gas temperature,
(4.10)
where
Substitution of (4.5), (4.9), and (4.10) into the energy equation yields
d _ _ dQ dV
de [m(1 - Ci.)(all + CI,"T,,) + mCi.(ab + Clb(TI,»)] = de - p de (4.11)
The total volume of burned and unburned gases must, at all times, equal the vol-
ume in the cylinder:
(4.12 )
(4.13 )
(4.14)
Assuming ideal gases with constant composition, the mean specific volume of the burned
gas is
(
_) ~ (X Rb Til ( Ci., Ci. ' ) I Rb ( Th )Vh = dCi. = --"'--'--""-'-
o P P
Noting that Rh = ("Ib - 1) Cl'b, where "Ib = Cph/Cl'h is the ratio of specific heats, (4.12)
may now be simplified to
_ pV "Ib - 1 _
mCi.CI,h( Th) = --- - m(l - Ci.) --- cl'uT"
"Ih- 1 "Iu- 1
Substituting this result into (4.11) eliminates the burned gas temperature from the energy
equation:
~ lm(l - Ci.)au + m(l - Ci.) (~) ~ ~U)Cl,JU
pV J dQ dV
+ mCi.ah + --- = de - p -e
"Ih - 1 d
(4.15)
A simple approach can be used to eliminate the unburned gas temperature. At the
end of the intake stroke, the cylinder is assumed to be filled with a uniforn1 mixture of
fuel and air and possibly some combustion products from previous cycles. The pressure,
cylinder volume, and gas temperature at the time the intake valve closes are Pi' Vi' and
Ti , respectively. Because the temperature difference between these gases and the cylin-
der wall is small (at least compared to that between combustion products and the wall),
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compression of these gases is approximately adiabatic. Prior to firing the spark at eo, the
pressure in the cylinder can be determined from the formula for the relation between
pressure and volumes in adiabatic compression,
r V T"
p(O) = Pil V(~)J (4.16 )
The temperature of the unburned gas throughout the cycle is that detern1ined by adiabatic
compression
Substituting (4.17) into (4.15) and differentiating yield
( )
(-"("-1)/'1,, 1 1 I
m( 1 - a) Y" - Yu c T £ -~ cp
Yb - 1 "11' Pi P "Iu dO
I ( )
(Yu-I)/1"jdY" - Yu _ P a
+ m a" - au - _ C,'U Ti - -YiJ 1 Pi _ dO
P dV V dp+ ---- + ----
YiJ - 1 dO Yb - 1 dO
dQ dV
= dO - P dO
(4.17)
(4.18 )
This equation may be rearranged to express the rate of change of the cylinder pressure
in tern1S of the conditions at the end of the intake stroke, the rate of volume change, and
the combustion and heat transfer rates, that is,
Q I ( )
(-"(,,-I)/"YU'J Id YiJ dV Yb - YII - T £ ca
- - --- P - - m a" - au - C,'u i
dp dO Yb - 1 dO YiJ - 1 Pi dO
dO _ )--; Y" - Yu YII - I Ti (p)(-"(U-1l/'l" Vm( 1 a (,'u - - + ---
Y" - 1 "III P Pi YiJ - 1
(4.19)
4.1.3 Cylinder Turbulence and Combustion Rate
We need to know the combustion rate, da / dO, to use the model of (4.19). To efficiently
convert the heat released by combustion to work on the piston, the charge must be burned
completely in the early part of the expansion stroke. The duration of the stroke in au-
tomotive engines is on the order of 20 ms, so the combustion can take at most a few
milliseconds. Since typical laminar flame speeds are less than 1 m S-I, tens of milli-
seconds would be required for laminar flame propagation across a cylinder several cen-
timeters in diameter. We see, therefore, that the acceleration of flame propagation that
turbulence provides is essential to efficient engine operation.
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As discussed in Chapter 2, the turbulent flame speed depends on the turbulent
intensity, u '. The turbulent intensity is governed by ensine design and operation, and
varies during the stroke as described below. The mixture entrained in the flame front by
the turbulent motion bums at a rate that depends on combustion kinetics through the
laminar flame speed, Sr.. The laminar flame speed peaks near stoichiometric and de-
creases for richer or leaner mixtures, so there is also some dependence of flame speed
on the equivalence ratio. To make general statements about the factors governing pol-
lutant formation in spark ignition engines, therefore, we need to understand how tur-
bulence varies with engine operation.
The generation of turbulence in an internal combustion engine is a complex, un-
steady process. As the mixture passes through the intake valve, the flow separates, re-
sulting in a highly unsteady motion (Hoult and Wong, 1980). The intensity of the re-
sulting turbulent motion depends on the detailed geometry of the intake port and valve.
on the geometry of the cylinder and piston, and on the speed of the piston.
As we discussed in Chapter 2, the turbulence may be characterized in terms of two
quantities: (I) the turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass
+ u~) (4.20 )
(4.21 )
which describes the large-scale behavior of the turbulence, and (2) the rate of turbulent
kinetic energy dissipation
c = 1J1~~1~11-1
ax! ax!
which decribes the effects of the small-scale turbulent motions.
The mixture passes through the intake valve at a velocity that is prop0l1ionai to
the piston speed and hence to the angular rotation speed, w. The kinetic energy of this
incoming flow contributes to the turbulent kinetic energy within the cylinder. How much
of that kinetic energy remains at bottom dead center when the compression begins de-
pemis on the geometry of the paI1icular engine.
The turbulent kinetic energy is not constant during the compression and power
strokes. Dissipation tends to decrease Eb while the distCJI1ion due to compression of the
existing turbulent field tends to increase it. Turbulent kinetic energy may also be pro-
duced by shear associated with fluid motions. Shrouds on the intake valves, illustrated
in Figure 4.4, are used to create a swirling motion in the cylinder. Complex piston or
cylinder head shapes induce fluid motions during the final approach to top dead center,
also shown in Figure 4.4. This so-called squish can greatly enhance the turbulent kinetic
energy level immediately prior to combustion.
Neglecting diffusion of the turbulent kinetic energy, the rate of change of the tur-
bulent kinetic energy is a balance between production and dissipation:
pc
dE,
p --- = pP
dt
where P is the rate of turbulent kinetic energy production.
(4.22 )
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Figure 4.4 Valve, head, and piston design
features that enhance mixing.
The dissipation rate was shown in Appendix D of Chapter 1 to be related to u I for
homogeneous, isotropic turbulence,
where A and I are the Taylor microscale and integral scale, respectively. Using the def-
inition of Eb we find
E 3 / 2k
I
(4.23 )
Assuming that angular momentum in the turbulent field is conserved during the rapid
compression:
we see that E is proportional to EL
(4.24 )
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The gas density and integral scale are related by conservation of mass,
p}3 = const.
or
I ex p -1/3
Using (4.24), this yields
or
(4.25 )
(4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
We may use these scaling arguments to simplify the rate equation for the turbulent
kinetic energy. Assuming that due to the rapid distortion of the flow caused by the
compression due to both piston motion and the expansion of gases upon burning, the
production of turbulent kinetic energy is much more rapid than its dissipation (Borgnakke
et al., 1980),
dEkpP"", p-
dt
and applying (4.27), the production of turbulent kinetic energy due to the rapid distortion
of the turbulent field during compression, yields
2 Ek dpP "'" ---
3 P dt
The rate equation for Ek becomes
dEk 2 Ek dp
dt 3 P dt
CE~ (4.29)
where E has been eliminated using (4.24).
The production term generally dominates during the compression and combustion
processes due to the rapid change in density, so (4.29) may be rewritten as
(4.30 )
where EkO and Po denote the initial kinetic energy and density. We see that the relative
change of the turbulent kinetic energy from bottom dead center to any crank angle, (J,
is, to a first approximation, independent of the crank rotation speed, w. The initial tur-
bulent kinetic energy depends on piston speed as
(4.31)
because the inlet flow velocity is proportional to the piston speed. Thus, for a given
engine geometry, the value of u' at any crank angle, (J, is approximately proportional to
the angular speed
Uo ~ w
and the turbulent flame propagation velocity increases with the engine speed.
(4.32)
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This dependence of ftame speed on engine speed means that the number of crank
angle degrees required for combustion in a given engine does not depend strongly on
the engine speed. Thus, if ex (0) is known for one engine speed, we may use that result
as an estimate of the bum rate for other engine speeds with reasonable confidence.
Rather than attempt to develop detailed ftuid mechanical models of the combustion
process, therefore, we shall simply specify a functional fonn for ex (0) that exhibits the
essential features of actual combustion profiles, that is, a delay from the time the spark
is fired until the pressure rise associated with combustion becomes appreciable, an ac-
celerating combustion rate until a large fraction of the charge is burned, followed by a
decreasing bum rate. A simple function with this sigmoidal behavior is the cosine func-
tion,
(4.33)
where 00 is the crank angle at which the spark is fired and L::. 0, is the burn duration.
Other functions that allow the shape of the combustion profile to be varied have been
used in the literature, but this simple function is adequate for our present purpose of
exploring engine operation. We do not attempt to predict the burn duration, since it is a
complex function of engine design and operation.
4.1.4 Cylinder Pressure and Temperature
The pressure in the cylinder can be detennined by integrating (4.19) with ex(O) given
by (4.33) or another suitable model and with an expression for the heat transfer dQ / dO.
The heat transfer is also a function of the turbulent field (Borgnakke et aI., 1980). For
our present purposes, it is sufficient to assume that the engine is adiabatic (i.e., dQ/dO
= 0).
Once the pressure in the cylinder is known the mean burned and unburned gas
temperatures can be calculated using (4.14) and (4.17), respectively. The temperatures
of individual burned gas elements can be calculated if it is assumed that no mixing of
the burned gases occurs and that heat transfer from a burned gas element is negligible.
Under these assumptions, the burned gases can be assumed to undergo adiabatic
compression and expansion from the time they burn. The temperature of an element
burned when the mass fraction burned was ex' is
(4.34 )
The temperature of the element immediately following combustion, T" (ex', ex' ),
may be evaluated by applying the first law of thennodynamics to the combustion of an
infinitesimal mass of charge, dm. For combustion of a sufficiently small incremental
mass, the pressure change during combustion is insignificant. The enthalpy of the burned
gas equals that for the unburned gas, that is,
- -
h" = U" + R" J:, = h" = Ub + R" T"
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The burned gas temperature becomes
(4.35 )
From (4.19), (4.34), and (4.35) we can detennine the pressure-temperature history
of each element in the charge from the beginning to the end of combustion. Figure 4.5
shows the results of calculations of Heywood (1976) for an engine with a compression
ratio of 7.0. The spark is fired at 40° before top dead center. The combustion duration,
t::dl" is 60°. The fraction of charge burned and the cylinder pressure are shown as a
function of crank angle in Figure 4.5. The temperatures of the first and last gases to
burn are shown as solid lines. The dashed curves represent the temperature of the un-
burned gas.
The first gas to burn rises to a high temperature immediately. As additional gas
burns, the pressure in the cylinder rises, compressing both burned and unburned gases.
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Figure 4.5 Burned mass fraction, cylinder pressure, and temperatures of the gas that
bums early, Teo late, T, and the mean gas temperature inside the cylinder (after Hey-
wood, 1976).
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The work done on a gas element by this compression is p dV. Because the volume of a
mass of burned gas is larger than that of an equal mass of unburned gas, more work is
done on the gas that bums early in the cycle than is done on that that bums at a later
time. The first gas burned, therefore, is the hottest gas in the cylinder.
4.1.5 Formation of Nitrogen Oxides
The foregoing model simulates the essential features of the combustion in the spark
ignition engine and provides a basis for understanding the formation of pollutants in the
cylinder. We first examine the rate of NO formation. In Chapter 3 we saw that NO
formation is highly temperature dependent, so we expect that the NO formation rate will
vary with location in the charge, depending on the temperature history of each element.
Since the NO reactions require the thermal energy released by the combustion process,
NO formation will take place only in the burned gases.
The dominant reactions in NO formation are those of the extended Zeldovich
mechanism:
+1
N2 +0 "< '): NO + N
-I
+·2
N + O2 E )I NO + 0
-2
t3
N + OH ( "): NO + H
-3
Assuming that 0, OH, and H are at their equilibrium concentration and that N
atoms are at pseudo-steady state, we obtained the following rate equation for NO for-
mation and decomposition (3.12):
(4.36 )
where YNO = mole fraction of NO
(3 = YNO/YNO" fractional attainment of equilibrium*
YNO,. = equilibrium mole fraction of NO
R; = forward reaction rate of reaction i evaluated at equilibrium conditions, i
= 1,2,3
When (3 < 1 and dYNo/dO > 0, NO tends to form; when (3 > 1 and dYNo/ dO < 0,
NO tends to decompose. Equation (4.36) is integrated at each point a' in the charge
from the crank angle at which that element initially bums to a crank angle at which the
reaction rates are negligible. At this point the quenched value of the NO mole fraction
*We use ~ here as this traction to avoid contusion with the traclion burned a.
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YNO" is achieved. The overall mole fraction of NO in the entire charge is given by
)lNO = i~ YNOJa') da' (4.37)
Nitric oxide concentrations versus crank angle, computed by Blumberg and Kum-
mer (1971), are shown in Figure 4.6. Both rate calculated and equilibrium NO are shown
at three positions in the charge, a' = 0, 0.5, 1.0. The major contribution to the total
NO fomled results from the elements that bum first. They experience the highest tem-
peratures and have the longest time in which to react. Considerable decomposition of
NO occurs in the first element because of the high temperatures. However, as the first
element cools during expansion, the rate of NO decomposition rapidly decreases, so that
after about 40 crank angle degrees, the NO kinetics are effectively frozen.
We can now summarize the processes responsible for the production of nitric oxide
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Figure 4.6 Nitric oxide concentration in the burned gas as a function of crank angle
for the first, middle, and last element to bum for 1> = 0.97 (Blumberg and Kummer,
1971). Reprinted by permission of Gordon and Breach Science Publishers.
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in the internal combustion engine. During the flame propagation, NO is formed by chem-
ical reactions in the hot just-burned gases. As the piston recedes, the temperatures of
the different burned elements drop sharply, "freezing" the NO (i.e., the chemical re-
actions that would remove the NO become much slower) at the levels formed during
combustion, levels well above these corresponding to equilibrium at exhaust tempera-
tures. As the valve opens on the exhaust stroke, the bulk gases containing the NO exit.
It is to the processes that occur prior to the freezing of the NO levels that we must devote
our attention if we wish to reduce NO formation in the cylinder.
4.1 .6 Carbon Monoxide
The compression due to piston motion and combustion in a confined volume leads to
very high burned gas temperatures in reciprocating engines. Peak temperatures may range
from 2400 to 2800 K, with pressures of 15 to 40 atm. In Chapter 3 we saw that the C-
H-O system equilibrates rapidly at such high temperatures. It is therefore reasonable to
assume that CO is equilibrated immediately following combustion. The equilibrium CO
mole fraction at these peak temperatures is very high, greater than 1%.
Work done by the gas in the cylinder on the piston during the expansion stroke
cools the combustion products. When the exhaust valve first opens, the pressure in the
cylinder is much larger than that in the exhaust manifold. As the gas is forced out through
the valve, work is done by the gas remaining in the cylinder, so the temperature drops
even more rapidly. Ultimately, this cooling of the combustion products exceeds the
ability of the three-body and CO oxidation reactions to maintain equilibrium.
The combustion products are rapidly cooled during the expansion stroke and the
exhaust process, causing the CO oxidation kinetics to be quenched while the CO level
is still relatively high. In Chapter 3 it was shown that CO oxidation proceeds primarily
by reaction with OH,
CO + OH E ~ CO2 + H
and that the OH can be present at concentrations significantly greater than that at equi-
librium in rapidly cooled combustion products. The concentrations of OH and other
radicals can be described using the partial-equilibrium model developed in Chapter 3,
wherein it was shown that the rate of CO oxidation is directly coupled to the rates of the
three-body recombination reactions, primarily,
H + O2 + M E ~ H02 + M
in fuel-lean combustion. CO levels in spark ignition engines are generally high enough
that the influence of the CO oxidation on the major species concentrations cannot be
ignored. The direct minimization of the Gibbs free energy is better suited to incorporat-
ing this detail than is the equilibrium-constant approach developed in Chapter 3.
Heywood (1975) used the rate-constrained, partial-equilibrium model (based on
direct minimization of the Gibbs free energy) to study CO behavior in spark ignition
engines. His calculations confinn that at the peak temperatures and pressures the equi-
libration of CO is fast compared to the changes due to compression or expansion, so
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equilibrium may reasonably be assumed immediately following combustion. The burned
gases are not uniform in temperature, however; so the equilibrium CO level depends on
when the clement burned. Furthern10re, the blowdown of the cylinder pressure to the
exhaust manifold pressure in the initial phase of the exhaust process lasts about 90 crank
angle degrees. Thus the temperature-time profiles of fluid elements within the charge
differ depending on the time of burning and on when they pass from the cylinder through
the valve into the exhaust manifold.
These effects are illustrated by the results of an idealized calculation shown in
Figure 4.7. CO mole fractions for individual fluid elements in the burned gas mixture
are shown as a function of crank angle. The elements are identified in terms of the
fraction of the total charge burned when the element burned, Ct, and the mass fraction
that has left the cylinder when the element leaves the cylinder, z. The partial-equilibrium
calculations are close to equilibrium until about 50 crank angle degrees after top dead
center, when the rapid cooling due to adiabatic expansion leads to partial quenching of
the CO oxidation.
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Figure 4.7 Carbon monoxide concentration in two elements in the charge that bum at
different times, during expansion and exhaust processes. 0' is the mass fraction burned
and z is the fraction of the gas that has left the cylinder during the exhaust process
(Heywood, 1975). Reprinted by permission of The Combustion Institute.
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The CO levels measured in fuel-lean combustion are substantially higher than those
predicted with the partial-equilibrium model, but agreement is good near stoichiometric
(Heywood, 1976). In fuel-rich combustion, the CO levels in the exhaust gases are close
to the equilibrium concentrations, as predicted by the partial-equilibrium model. The
reasons for the high levels in fuel-lean combustion are not fully understood, but may be
coupled to the oxidation of unburned hydrocarbons in the exhaust manifold.
4.1.7 Unburned Hydrocarbons
The range of equivalence ratios over which spark ignition engines operate is narrow,
typically 0.7 < cf> < 1.3, the fuel and air are premixed, and the flame temperatures are
high. These conditions, in steady-flow combustion systems, generally would lead to very
low emissions of unburned hydrocarbons. Why, then, are relatively large quantities of
hydrocarbon gases present in the combustion products of automobile engines? This ques-
tion has been the subject of numerous investigations in which hypotheses have been
developed and supported with theory and experiment, only to be later challenged with
new interpretations that contradict earlier models.
In an early investigation of this problem, Daniel and Wentworth (1962) magnified
photographs of the flame spread in the cylinder of a spark ignition engine. It was ob-
served that the flame failed to propagate through the mixture located within 0.1 to 0.7
mm of the cylinder wall. They hypothesized that this wall quenching allowed hydrocar-
bons to escape combustion in spark ignition engines.
Figure 4.8 shows the nature of these wall quench regions. In addition to the quench
layers at the cylinder walls, the small volume between the piston and cylinder wall above
the top piston ring, called the crevice volume, contains unburned hydrocarbons. Exper-
iments were performed in which the quench zone of an operating engine was sampled.
It was found that the proportion of the quench zone exhausted is less than that of the
total gas exhausted. This observation was attributed to trapping in the boundary layer.
Quench layer
Figure 4.8 Schematic showing the quench
layer and crevice volume where heat trans-
fer to the walls may quench the combustion
(Tabaczynski et a!., 1972; © SAE, Inc.).
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A fraction of the gas remains in the cylinder at the end of the exhaust stroke. Although
this residual gas amounts to a small fraction of the total gas in the cylinder in a normally
operating engine, the residual gas hydrocarbon concentration tends to be very high. The
recycled hydrocarbons may be a significant fraction of the hydrocarbons left unburned
in the cylinder.
The trapping effect can be explained as follows. Gases adjacent to the wall op-
posite the exhaust valve are the farthest from the exit and least likely to be exhausted.
Gases along the walls near the exhaust valve have a better chance to be exhaustcd, but
viscous drag slows their movement. Some quenched gases do escape, but on the whole
the more completely burned gases at the center of the chamber are preferentially ex-
hausted first, with the result that the residual gas has a higher concentration of hydro-
carbons than the exhaust gas. It is likely that the quench zone hydrocarbons that remain
in the cylinder are burned in the succeeding cycle. In the experiments reported by Daniel
and Wentworth (1962), about one-third of the total hydrocarbons were recycled and
probably burned in succeeding cycles.
Figure 4.9 shows the measured variation in the exhaust hydrocarbon concentration
and mass flow rate with crank angle. As the exhaust valve opens and the emptying of
the combustion chamber starts, the hydrocarbon concentration in the exhaust manifold
increases rapidly to a peak of 600 ppm. The hydrocarbon concentration then drops and
remains at 100 to 300 ppm for much of the exhaust stroke. Late in the exhaust stroke,
the hydrocarbon level again rises sharply. The hydrocarbon mass flow rate shows two
distinct peaks corresponding to these concentration maxima. The early peak in the hy-
drocarbon concentration was attributed to the entrainment of the quench layer gases near
the exhaust valve immediately after it opens. The low hydrocarbon concentration during
the middle portion of the exhaust stroke is most probably due to the release of burned
gases from the center of the cylinder.
Tabaczynski et al. (1972) further observed that, during the expansion stroke, the
gases in the crevice volumes are laid along the cylinder wall. As the piston moves up
during the exhaust stroke, the layer is scraped off the wall and rolled up into a vortex,
as depicted in Figure 4.10. The second peak in the hydrocarbon concentration was at-
tributed to the passage of this vortex through the exhaust valve late in the exhaust stroke.
Although the quench layer model does appear to explain many of the observations
of hydrocarbons in spark ignition engines, recent studies have questioned the importance
of quench layers as sources of unburned hydrocarbons (Lavoie et aI., 1980). The cooling
effect of the wall does, indeed, prevent the flame from propagating all the way to the
cylinder wall. Hydrocarbon vapors can diffuse from this cool region, however, into the
hotter gases farther from the wall. If this occurs early in the cycle when the temperature
of the burned gases is high, the hydrocarbons from the quench layer will be burned.
We can gain some insight into the quench-layer problem by examining the time
scales of diffusion and reaction of the hydrocarbon gases. The characteristic time for
diffusion of gases from the quench layer into the bulk gases is Tf) ~ [} / D. Adamczyk
and Lavoie (1978) report values of 0 of order 50 to 75 J-tm and diffusion times ranging
from 0.1 to 0.3 ms at atmospheric pressure. Inasmuch as this time is short compared to
that of the expansion stroke and typical combustion times, a considerable amount of the
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Figure 4.9 Measured instantaneous mass flow rate exhaust hydrocarbon concentration,
and hydrocarbon mass flow rate out of the exhaust valve (Tabaczynski et al., 1972; ©
SAE, Inc.).
quench layer hydrocarbons may be expected to diffuse away from the walls and bum in
the cylinder. Some quench-layer hydrocarbons may survive because the thermal bound-
ary layer spreads at a rate comparable to that of the hydrocarbons, preventing the hy-
drocarbons from reaching high temperatures at which they would rapidly oxidize. The
quantities of hydrocarbons that survive by this route, however, are much too small to
explain the observed hydrocarbon levels. In one study in which the quench-layer gases
were sampled directly, it was estimated that the quench-layer gases could account for
not more than 3 to 12 % of the hydrocarbons measured in the exhaust (LoRusso et al.,
1983).
Hydrocarbons contained in the crevice volume between the piston, piston ring,
and cylinder wall account for much of the hydrocarbon release. These vapors expand
out from the crevices late in the expansion stroke, so lower temperatures are encountered
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(a) (b) (e)
Figure 4.10 Schematic illustrating the quench layer model for hydrocarbon cmissions.
(a) Quench layers are formed as heat transfer extinguishes the flame at the cool walls
and in the crevice volume. (b) Gas in the crevice volume expands and is spread along
the cylinder wall as the pressure falls. When the exhaust valve opens, the quench layers
near the valve exit the cylinder. (c) The hydrocarbon-rich cylinder wall boundary layer
rolls up into a vortex as the piston moves up the cylinder during the exhaust stroke
(Tabaczynski et aI., 1972; © SAE, Inc.).
by crevice gases than by the quench-layer gases (Wentworth, 1971). Adamczyk et al.
(1983) examined the retention of hydrocarbons in a combustion bomb that consisted of
a fixed piston in an engine cylinder. About 80% of the hydrocarbons remaining after
combustion were attributed to the piston crevice, with most of the remaining hydrocar-
bons surviving in smaller crevices associated with the head gasket and with the threads
on the spark plug. The crevice volumes contribute primarily to the peak in the hydro-
carbon flux late in the exhaust process, since those gases originate far from the exhaust
valve.
Other sources must therefore contribute significantly to the hydrocarbon emissions,
particularly those that exit the cylinder early in the exhaust process. Haskell and Legate
(1972) and Wentworth (1968) suggested that lubicating oil layers on the cylinder walls
may adsorb or dissolve hydrocarbon vapors during the compression stroke. These stored
hydrocarbons are protected from the flame. As the pressure in the cylinder drops during
the expansion stroke and exhaust process, these hydrocarbons desorb into the combus-
tion products. Kaiser et al. (1982) showed that fuel vapors and fuel hydrocarbon oxi-
dation product emissions increase as the amount of oil in the cylinder increases. Carrier
et al. (1981) developed a model for cyclic hydrocarbon adsorption and desorption in a
liquid film, taking into account thermodynamic equilibrium at the gas-liquid interface
and diffusional resistance within the liquid layer. The results from this model are qual-
itatively consistent with the observed reduction of hydrocarbon emission with engine
speed.
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4.1.8 Combustion-Based Emission Controls
The equivalence ratio has a strong influence on the formation of nitrogen oxides and on
the oxidation of carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons, but the extent to which
these emissions can be controlled through fuel-air ratio adjustment alone is limited.
Other combustion parameters that can influence emissions include the ignition timing
and design parameters. The compression ratio determines the peak pressure and hence
the peak temperature in the cycle. The piston and cylinder head shapes and the valve
geometry influence the turbulence level in the engine and therefore the rate of heat re-
lease during combustion. Temperatures can also be reduced through dilution of the in-
coming air with exhaust gases.
Design and operating variables not only influence the levels of pollutant emissions,
but also directly affect the engine power output and efficiency. As we examine various
emission control strategies, we must also examine their effects on engine performance.
The efficiency of an internal combustion engine is generally reported in terms of the
specific fuel consumption (SFC), the mass of fuel consumed per unit of energy output,
kg MJ - I or g kW-h - I. The work output per engine cycle is presented in terms of the
mean effective pressure (MEP), the work done per displacement volume. If the MEP is
determined in terms of the net power output, P, the quantity is called the brake mean
effective pressure (BMEP) and is calculated as
BMEP = 2~
~tH
(4.38)
where n is the engine rotation speed (revolutions per second). Many factors not directly
involved in the combustion process influence the BMEP: friction; pumping work asso-
ciated with the intake and exhaust flows; and work used to drive engine equipment such
as generators, water pumps, fans, and so on. The work performed by the gas during the
compression and expansion strokes,
Wi i3600 dVp-dO0° dO (4.39)
that is, that that would be indicated by a pressure measurement, is of more concern to
us here. The mean effective pressure based on this work,
(4.40 )
is called the indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP). It is also convenient to present
the specific fuel consumption in terms of the indicated work to eliminate the influences
of parasitic losses and loads. This quantity is then called the indicated specific fuel con-
sumption (ISFC).
Figure 4.11 shows the influence of engine operating equivalence ratio on the in-
dicated specific NOx emissions (g NOt Mr l ) and fuel consumption for three different
values of the combustion duration. NOt emissions are maximum at ¢ = 1 and decrease
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Figure 4.11 Influence of equivalence ratio and combustion duration on NO emissions
and fuel consumption (Heywood et aI., 1979; © SAE, Inc.).
rapidly as the equivalence ratio is increased or decreased. The fuel consumption in-
creases monotonically with equivalence ratio, with an abrupt change in the rate of in-
crease at c/> = I. The combustion duration influences NO< emissions more strongly than
fuel consumption, but even there the effect is small.
The influence of the operating equivalence ratio on emissions of carbon monoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons is illustrated in Figure 4.12. The CO level is relatively low
for fuel-lean operation but rises abruptly, as expected, when the mixture becomes fuel-
rich. The hydrocarbon emissions, on the other hand, exhibit a minimum and increase
for very fuel-lean operation. In lean operation the temperature can be too low for hy-
drocarbons to bum late in the expansion stroke. Furthermore, the low laminar flame
speed at low c/> means that the flame may not even reach all the mixture.
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To reduce NO, emissions significantly, it is necessary to reduce the peak temper-
ature significantly. Delaying the initiation of combustion results in the peak pressure
occurring later in the expansion stroke, as illustrated in Figure 4.13. The spark is usually
fired before top dead center, so that the combustion rate is maximum near top dead
center. Delaying the spark results in the energy release occurring when the cylinder
volume has increased significantly. The peak pressure and temperature are therefore
reduced by this spark retard. At the most extreme level, the spark can be retarded past
top dead center so that the gases begin to expand before combustion begins. The influ-
ence of equivalence ratio and ignition angle on fuel consumption and NO, emissions has
been calculated by Blumberg and Kummer (1971). Their results are shown in a map of
BSFC versus BSNO in Figure 4.14. Clearly, if an engine could be operated at very low
equivalence ratios, NOt emissions could be reduced dramatically with only a minimal
efficiency penalty. Operating at equivalence ratios more typical of premixed combustion
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in spark ignition engines and relying on ignition retard to control NO, yield smaller
emission benefits and substantially larger fuel consumption increases. Such emissions!
performance trade-offs are typical of efforts to control engine emissions and have been
the motivating factor behind much of the research into engine emission control technol-
ogies.
Reducing the compression ratio can also lower peak temperatures, thereby limiting
NO, formation. However, the NO, emission reductions achieved by reducing the
compression ratio are small compared to those accrued by retarding the spark.
Another way to reduce the peak temperatures is by diluting the charge with cool
combustion products. In engines, this process is called exhaust gas recirculation (EGR).
The use of combustion products for dilution instead of excess air has dual benefits:
1. Dilution of the fuel-air mixture without the addition of excess O2 that aids in NO,
formation.
2. An increase in the specific heat of the gas due to the presence of H20 and CO2 ,
This reduces the temperature somewhat more than would equivalent dilution with
excess air.
Figure 4.15 shows how significantly EGR can reduce NOr emission levels. For
small amounts of EGR, the theoretical predictions agree closely with experimental ob-
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Figure 4.15 Influence of exhaust gas re-
circulation on NO emissions as a function
of equivalence ratio (Heywood. 1975). Re-
printed by pennission of The Combustion
Institute.
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servations; however, at 28 % EGR, the measured NO, emission levels for lean or rich
mixtures are significantly higher than those predicted considering only postflame chem-
istry. The dashed curve presents more detailed chemical mechanism calculations that
take into account the nonequilibrium radical concentrations that are present within the
flame front (i.e., "prompt NO"). Agreement on the fuel-lean side is very good. On the
other hand, even when the flame chemistry of the 0, H, and OH radicals is taken into
account, the predictions of NO, fOffi1ation in fuel-rich combustion are significantly lower
than those observed. This discrepancy may be due to nitrogen chemistry not included in
the model, particularly the reactions of N2 with hydrocarbon radicals.
From these results we see the EGR can substantially reduce NO, formation in spark
ignition engines, but the degree of control achievable by this method is limited. These
gains are not achieved without penalties. Figure 4.16 shows calculations of the variation
of fuel consumption and mean effective pressure with equivalence ratio and amount of
exhaust gas recirculated. While the fuel consumption penalty is relatively small, the loss
of power is significant, so the engine size must be increased to meet a particular power
requirement if EGR is employed to control NO, emissions.
It is apparent that spark retard and exhaust gas recirculation are effective measures
for NO, emission control. The equivalence ratio range that can be employed effectively
is limited. Rich mixtures lead to high CO levels. As the mixture becomes too fuel-lean,
hydrocarbon emissions rise. Hence control of emissions without the use of exhaust gas
cleaning involves compromises. Spark retard and exhaust gas recirculation are usually
used in combination to achieve low NO, emission levels. The introduction of strict NO,
emission controls in combination with limits on CO and hydrocarbon emissions was
accompanied by a substantial increase in fuel consumption of automobiles in the United
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States. Ultimately, exhaust gas treatment was required to achieve acceptable emissions
and performance simultaneously. Exhaust gas treatment is discussed in a subsequent
section.
4.1.9 Mixture Preparation
The spark ignition engine bums premixed fuel and air. In conventional engines, this
mixture is prepared in the carburetor, a complex device that controls both fuel and air
flows to the engine. The mixture requirements depend on engine speed and load. A richer
mixture is required at high load (such as during vehicle acceleration) than at low load.
Even though combustion will be incomplete, fuel-rich mixtures have been used to in-
crease the heat release per cycle, thereby increasing the power delivered by the engine.
Carburetors have evolved as mechanically activated control systems that meet these re-
quirements. As we have seen in the preceding discussion, emission controls place ad-
ditional constraints on engine operation that are not readily met with purely mechanical
control. To understand the need for and the nature of the new systems for mixture prep-
aration that are being developed as part of integrated emission control systems, it is
useful to examine the operation of a conventional carburetor.
The power output and speed of a spark ignition engine are regulated by a throttle
that limits the airflow into the engine. In conventional engines, the airflow rate is used
to control the fuel/air ratio. Part of the difficulty encountered in early attempts to reduce
automobile emissions derived from the complex coupling of fuel and airflow rates.
A simple carburetor is illustrated in Figure 4.17. The throttle is a butterfly valve,
a disk that is rotated to obstruct the airflow, producing a vacuum in the intake manifold.
The low pressure reduces the mass entering the cylinders, even though the intake gas
volume is fixed. The rate at which fuel is atomized into the airflow is controlled by the
pressure drop in a venturi, /:!p, that is,
Gf = CIF .J2Pf /:!Pf (4.41 )
where G/ is the fuel mass flux, CIF the flow coefficient associated with the fuel metering
orifice, Pf the density, and /:!p/ the pressure drop across the fuel metering orifice. This
pressure drop corresponds to the difference between the pressure drop created by the
airflow through the venturi /:!Pa and the pressure needed to overcome surface tension at
the nozzle exit, /:!Pu = 2a / d, where a is the surface tension and d is the nozzle diameter.
The total pressure drop becomes
a
/:!p/ "'" Po + p/gh - PI' - 2d (4.42 )
where PI' is the gas pressure in the venturi. The airflows in the intake system involve
large pressure drops, so the compressibility of the gas must be taken into account. The
pressure drop associated with the gas flow drives the fuel flow, so we need to know the
relationship between pressure drop and flow rate. By considering the conservation of
energy, we can readily derive such an expression for the adiabatic and thennodynami-
cally reversible (i.e., isentropic) flow of an ideal gas.
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Figure 4.17 Schematic of a simple carburetor.
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(4.43 )
The flows through real devices such as the venturi or throttle are not perfectly
reversible, so the flow rate associated with a given pressure drop is lower than that for
isentropic flow. The ratio of the actual flow rate to the ideal flow rate is the flow coef-
ficient for the device, that is,
GCf = Gs
where G denotes the mass flux and the subscript s denotes that for isentropic flow. The
flow coefficient for a sharp-edged orifice is 0.61. The venturi is designed to achieve
nearly reversible flow so that Cf will be closer to unity. The flow coefficient for the
throttle changes as the throttle plate is rotated. It is unity when the throttle is fully open
and decreases toward that for the orifice as the throttle is closed.
We consider adiabatic flow through the device in question. As the gas is acceler-
ated, its kinetic energy must be taken into account in the fluid energy balance, that is,
for the flow at velocities VI and V2'
-h 1 2 -h 1 2 -h
I + "2 V j = 2 + "2 V2 = 0
ho is the stagnation enthalpy corresponding to V = O. Assuming that the gas is ideal and
the specific heats are constant, we may write
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The mass flux is G = p1vl> so we may write
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(4.44 )
(4.45 )
(4.48 )
If the flow is adiabatic and isentropic, the density and temperature are related to the
pressure by
E.- = Po (4.46 )p'I p1,
P Po (4.47)T'Ih- 1 = T1,h- 1
Using the ideal gas relation and these results, the mass flux thus becomes
G = P ~ M r1h 1_2_ (1 - r('I-llh)
s 0 RTo ~ 'Y - 1
where r = P /Po is the pressure ratio.
At sufficiently low pressure ratio, the velocity at the minimum cross-sectional area
will equal the local speed of sound (4.3). Further reduction in the pressure below the
throat has no influence on the mass flow rate, so the flow is said to be choked. Substi-
tuting (4.3) into (4.44), we find
To 'Y + 1
T* 2
(4.49 )
where the asterisk is used to denote a property evaluated at locally sonic conditions.
Using (4.47) we find the critical pressure ratio,
r* = (_2_)'I/('I-ll (4.50)
'Y + I
The corresponding mass flow rate is obtained by substituting r* into (4.48),
* _ ~ M (_2_)('1+ 1)/2('1- 1)
G, (r ) - Po RT
o
'Y + 1
The mass flow rate for a real device becomes
r > r*
r ::c; r*
(4.51 )
(4.52 )
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For a well-designed venturi, the flow coefficient will be nearly unity and the stag-
nation pressure downstream of the venturi will be close to that at the venturi inlet. But-
terfly valves and other nonideal flow devices will have lower flow coefficients. If a
subsonic flow separates at the minimum area, the pressure at that point will correspond
approximately to the downstream stagnation pressure. Thus, closing the throttle results
in the pressure in the intake manifold being substantially below atmospheric pressure.
The fuel flow rate is governed by the pressure at the throat of the venturi, so (4.41)
can be expressed in tenns of the pressure ratio
(4.53 )
The fuel/air ratio becomes (for r > r *)
2a 1r) + gz - d
A C P ~ M r1h ~_2__ (I _ rb-1lh)
I' jF 0 RT
o
'Y - I
(4.54 )
The complex dependence of the equivalence ratio on the pressure ratio is readily appar-
ent.
Examining (4.42) we see that, for
2a gz
r2::1--+--
pod Po
(4.55)
the pressure drop in the venturi is insufficient to overcome surface tension and atomize
the fuel. These high pressure ratios (low pressure drops) correspond to low engine speeds.
A separate idle nozzle supplies the fuel necessary for low-speed operation. This ideal
adjustment is coupled to the pressure drop at the throttle valve.
Figure 4.18 illustrates the variation of equivalence ratio with airflow that is pro-
duced by these metering devices. The pressure in the venturi throat decreases with in-
creasing airflow. Since the difference between this pressure and that of the atmosphere
provides the driving force for the main fuel flow, the fuel supplied by the main jet
increases with increasing airflow. The idle jet compensates for the precipitous drop in
the fuel flow supplied by the main jet. The pressure at the throttle plate provides the
driving force for the idle fuel flow, so this flow is significant only when the idlc plate is
closed, i.e., at low airflow. As the throttle plate is opened and the airflow increases, the
idle fuel flow decreases markedly. The operating equivalence ratio of the engine is de-
tennined by the sum of the two fuel flows, shown by the upper curve.
At high engine load, a richer mixture may be required than is supplied by this
simple metering system. The power jet shown in Figure 4.19 is one method used to
supply the additional fuel. Ideally, the throttle position at which the power jet opens
would vary with engine speed. A mechanical linkage that opens gradually as the throttle
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Figure 4.18 Variation of equivalence ratio with airflow rate for a simple carburetor
(Taylor. 1966). Reprinted by pem1ission of MIT Press.
opens beyond some point is a compromise solution. When the power jet is fully open,
the fuel flow is about 10% more than that supplied by the main jet.
If the throttle is rapidly opened (as when the gas pedal of a car is quickly de-
pressed), the fuel flow does not respond instantly. To improve the engine response, an
accelerator pump may be used to supply fuel at a rate that is proportional to the speed
of the accelerator motion.
A very fuel-rich mixture is used to start a cold engine, on the assumption that if
enough fuel is introduced into the intake manifold, some of it will surely evaporate and
start the engine. A butterfly valve called a choke is installed between the impact tube
and the venturi, as illustrated in Figure 4.19, to increase the pressure drop and therefore
the fuel flow rate through the main metering orifice. The choke is frequently operated
automatically, controlled by the exhaust manifold temperature and the inlet manifold
pressure. Rich operation during startup leads to high CO and hydrocarbon emissions.
As much as 40% of the hydrocarbons emitted during automotive test cycles may be
released during the warm-up phase.
We have examined only a few of the features that have been incorporated into
automotive carburetors. Since the carburetor directly controls the equivalence ratio of
the mixture reaching the engine, it plays a central role in the control of automotive
emissions. Much more elaborate fuel metering systems have been developed to achieve
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choke (Taylor, 1966). Reprinted by pennis-
sion of MIT Press.
the fine regulation required for emission control. Electronically manipulated valves have
replaced the simple mechanically controlled fuel metering, facilitating more precise con-
trol of engine operation through the use of computers.
Fuel injection is used in place of carburetion in some spark ignition engines be-
cause the quantity of fuel introduced can be controlled independently of the airflow rate.
Atomization of high-pressure fuel replaces the flow-induced fuel intake of conventional
carburetors. Fuel may be injected into the intake manifold (injection carburetion) so that
the mixture is controlled by an injector pump rather than being directly coupled to the
airflow. Injection into the inlet ports allows cylinder-by-cylinder regulation of the equiv-
alence ratio. Direct injection into the cylinder is also used in some engines, although
this method is more sensitive to spray characteristics and may lead to imperfect mixing
of fuel and air. Injection systems are becoming more common because they are so well
suited to integration into feedback-controlled engine operation.
4.1.10 Intake and Exhaust Processes
The flows through the intake and exhaust valves also influence engine operation and
emissions. We have seen that the intake flow induces turbulence that, after amplification
by rapid compression, governs the flame propagation. The opening of the exhaust valve
near the end of the expansion stroke causes a sudden pressure decrease and adiabatic
cooling that influence carbon monoxide emissions.
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Figure 4.20 Poppet valve geometry and flow coefficient (Taylor. 1966). Reprinted by
pemlission of MIT Press.
The poppet valves through which the charge enters and the combustion products
exit from the cylinder are illustrated in Figure 4.20. The mass fluxes through these valves
are also described by the compressible flow relation, (4.53). The discharge coefficient
depends on the valve lift, L, as illustrated in Figure 4.20. For large lift, L/D > 0.25,
the flow coefficient based on the valve area approaches a constant value of about 0.65,
slightly larger than that for a sharp-edged orifice. For smaller lift, the flow coefficient is
proportional to the lift, suggesting the area of a cylinder between the valve and the port
could be used to describe the flow with a constant coefficient. Shrouds placed on the
intake valve to induce swirl or to increase engine turbulence reduce the open area on
this cylinder and therefore the flow rate.
The intake and exhaust flows are not steady. There may be a substantial pressure
difference between the cylinder and the manifold when a valve is first opened, leading
to a brief period of very high flow rate. This transient flow is particularly pronounced
during exhaust when the flow is initially choked. After a brief blowdown, the pressure
drop decreases and the flow rate is governed by the piston motion. Calculated and mea-
sured flow rates from the work of Tabaczynski et al. (1972) are presented in Figure 4.9.
Note that the exhaust valve opens about 50° before bottom dead center to allow the
cylinder pressure to drop before the beginning of the exhaust stroke. It is also common
practice to open the intake valve before the end of the exhaust stroke. This overlap
reduces the amount of residual combustion products being mixed with the fresh charge.
Improved scavenging achieved in this way increases the engine power output.
The exhaust system includes a length of pipe, a muffler, and gas-cleaning equip-
ment through which the combustion products must flow before entering the atmosphere.
The pressure in the exhaust manifold must therefore be greater than atmospheric pres-
sure. The pressure of the gas entering the cylinder is lower than atmospheric pressure,
due to pressure drops in the carburetor (particularly across the throttle), intake manifold,
and inlet valve. The work required to draw the fuel and air into the cylinder and to pump
the combustion products from the cylinder is called the pumping work.
The pressure in the cylinder at the end of the intake stroke only approaches at-
mospheric pressure for open-throttle operation at relatively low speed. From the cycle
analysis, it should be apparent that the peak pressure and temperature depend on the
intake pressure. Heat transfer from the hot engine block to the fuel-air mixture also
influences the temperature. The variation of temperature and pressure with throttle po-
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sition, engine speed, and engine temperature can be expected to be important factors in
the fonnation of pollutants.
4.1 .11 Crankcase Emissions
Crankcase emissions are caused by the escape of gases from the cylinder during the
compression and power strokes. The gases escape between the sealing surfaces of the
piston and cylinder wall into the crankcase. This leakage around the piston rings is
commonly called blowby. Emissions increase with increasing engine airflow, that is,
under heavy load conditions. The resulting gases emitted from the crankcase consist of
a mixture of approximately 85% unburned fuel-air charge and 15% exhaust products.
Because these gases are primarily the carbureted fuel-air mixture, hydrocarbons are the
main pollutants. Hydrocarbon concentrations in blowby gases range from 6000 to 15,000
ppm. Blowby emissions increase with engine wear as the seal between the piston and
cylinder wall becomes less effective. On cars without emission controls, blowby gases
are vented to the atmosphere by a draft tube and account for about 25 % of the hydro-
carbon emissions.
Blowby was the first source of automotive emissions to be controlled. Beginning
with 1963 model cars, this category of vehicular emissions has been controlled in cars
made in the United States. The control is accomplished by recycling the blowby gas
from the crankcase into the engine air intake to be burned in the cylinders, thereby
keeping the blowby gases from escaping into the atmosphere. All control systems use
essentially the same approach, which involves recycling the blowby gases from the en-
gine oil sump to the air intake system. A typical system is shown in Figure 4.21. Ven-
tilation air is drawn down into the crankcase and then up through a ventilator valve and
hose and into the intake manifold. When airflow through the carburetor is high, addi-
tional air from the crankcase ventilation system has little effect on engine operation.
However, during idling, airflow through the carburetor is so low that the returned blowby
gases could alter the air-fuel ratio and cause rough idling. For this reason, the flow
control valve restricts the ventilation flow at high intake manifold vacuum (low engine
speed) and permits free flow at low manifold vacuum (high engine speed). Thus high
ventilation rates occur in conjunction with the large volume of blowby associated with
high speeds; low ventilation rates occur with low-speed operation. Generally, this prin-
ciple of controlling blowby emissions is called positive crankcase ventilation (PCV).
4.1.12 Evaporative Emissions
Evaporative emissions issue from the fuel tank and the carburetor. Fuel tank losses result
from the evaporation of fuel and the displacement of vapors when fuel is added to the
tank. The amount of evaporation depends on the composition of the fuel and its tem-
perature. Obviously, evaporative losses will be high if the fuel tank is exposed to high
ambient temperatures for a prolonged period of time. The quantity of vapor expelled
when fuel is added to the tank is equal to the volume of the fuel added.
Evaporation of fuel from the carburetor occurs primarily during the period just
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Figure 4.21 Crankcase emission control system.
after the engine is turned off. During operation the carburetor and the fuel in the car-
buretor remain at about the temperature of the air under the hood. But the airflow ceases
when the engine is stopped, and the carburetor bowl absorbs heat from the hot engine,
causing fuel temperatures to reach 293 to 313 K above ambient and causing gasoline to
vaporize. This condition is called a hot soak. The amount and composition of the vapors
depend on the fuel volatility, volume of the bowl, and temperature of the engine prior
to shutdown. On the order of 10 g of hydrocarbons may be vaporized during a hot soak.
Fuel evaporation from both the fuel tank and the carburetor accounts for approximately
20% of the hydrocarbon emissions from an uncontrolled automobile.
It is clear that gasoline volatility is a primary factor in evaporative losses. The
measure of fuel volatility is the empirically detennined Reid vapor pressure, which is a
composite value reflecting the cumulative effect of the individual vapor pressures of the
different gasoline constituents. It provides both a measure of how readily a fuel can be
vaporized to provide a combustible mixture at low temperatures and an indicator of the
tendency of the fuel to vaporize. In a complex mixture of hydrocarbons, such as gaso-
line, the lowest-molecular-weight molecules have the greatest tendency to vaporize and
thus contribute more to the overall vapor pressure than do the higher-molecular-weight
constituents. As the fuel is depleted of low-molecular-weight constituents by evapora-
tion, the fuel vapor pressure decreases. The measured vapor pressure of gasoline there-
fore depends on the extent of vaporization during the test. The Reid vapor-pressure
detennination is a standard test at 311 K in which the final ratio of vapor volume to
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liquid volume is constant (4: 1) so that the extent of vaporization is always the same.
Therefore, the Reid vapor pressure for various fuels can be used as a comparative mea-
sure of fuel volatility.
Figure 4.22 shows carburetor evaporative loss as a function of temperature and
Reid vapor pressure. The volatility and thus the evaporative loss increase with Reid
vapor pressure. In principle, evaporative emissions can be reduced by reducing gasoline
volatility. However, a decrease in fuel volatility below the 8 to 12 Reid vapor pressure
range, commonly used in temperate climates, would necessitate modifications in car-
buretor and intake manifold design, required when low vapor pressure fuel is burned.
In view of costly carburetion changes associated with reduction of fuel volatility, evap-
orative emission control techniques have been based on mechanical design changes. Two
evaporative emission control methods are the vapor-recovery system and the adsorption-
regeneration system.
In the vapor-recovery system, the crankcase is used as a storage tank for vapors
from the fuel tank and carburetor. Figure 4.23(a) shows the routes of hydrocarbon vapors
during shutdown and hot soak. During the hot-soak period the declining temperature in
the crankcase causes a reduction in crankcase pressure sufficient to draw in vapors.
During the hot soak, vapors from the carburetor are drawn into the crankcase. Vapor
from the fuel tank is first carried to a condenser and vapor-liquid separator, with the
vapor then being sent to the crankcase and the condensate to the fuel tank. When the
engine is started, the vapors stored in the crankcase are sent to the air intake system by
the positive crankcase ventilation system.
In the adsorption-regeneration system, a canister of activated charcoal collects the
vapors and retains them until they can be fed back into the intake manifold to be burned.
The system is shown in Figure 4.23(b). The essential elements of the system are the
canister, a pressure-balancing valve, and a purge control valve. During the hot-soak
period, hydrocarbon vapors from the carburetor are routed by the pressure balance valve
to the canister. Vapor from the fuel tank is sent to a condenser and separator, with liquid
fuel returned to the tank. When the engine is started, the pressure control valve causes
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air to be drawn through the canister, carrying the trapped hydrocarbons to the intake
manifold to be burned.
4.1 .13 Exhaust Gas Treatment
Modification of engine operation yields only modest emission reductions, and the pen-
alties in engine performance and efficiency are substantial. An alternative way to control
emissions involves the treatment of the exhaust gas in chemical reactors. Carbon mon-
oxide, unburned hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides are all present in the exhaust gases
in concentrations that are far in excess of the equilibrium values. If all the pollutants are
to be controlled by exhaust gas treatment, it is necessary to oxidize carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbons while reducing nitrogen oxides. Exhaust gas treatment may utilize
either catalytic converters or noncatalytic thermal reactors.
Thermal reactors. The gas-phase oxidation of carbon monoxide slows dramat-
ically as combustion products cool, but the reaction does not stop entirely. In fact, car-
bon monoxide and hydrocarbons continue to react in the exhaust manifold. To oxidize
the hydrocarbons homogeneously requires a holding time of order 50 ms at temperatures
in excess of 900 K. Homogeneous oxidation of carbon monoxide requires higher tem-
peratures, in excess of 1000 K. The oxidation rate can be enhanced with a thermal
reactor-an enlarged exhaust manifold that bolts directly onto the cylinder head. The
thermal reactor increases the residence time of the combustion products at temperatures
sufficiently high that oxidation reactions can proceed at an appreciable rate. To allow
for fuel-rich operation, secondary air may be added and mixed rapidly with combustion
products.
A multiple-pass arrangement is commonly used in thermal reactors to shield the
hot core of the reactor from the relatively cold surroundings. This is critical since the
reactions require nearly adiabatic operation to achieve significant conversion, as illus-
trated in Figure 4.24. Typically, only about a factor of 2 reduction in emission levels
for CO and hydrocarbons can be achieved even with adiabatic operation. Higher tem-
peratures and long residence times are typically required to achieve better conversions.
The heat released in the oxidation reactions can result in a substantial temperature rise
and, thereby, promote increased conversion. Removal of 1.5 % CO results in a temper-
ature rise of about 490 K (Heywood, 1976). Hence thermal reactors with fuel-rich cyl-
inder exhaust gas and secondary air addition give greater fractional reductions in CO
and hydrocarbon levels than reactors with fuel-lean cylinder exhaust. Incomplete com-
bustion in the cylinder, however, does result in reduced fuel economy. The attainable
conversion is limited by incomplete mixing of gases exhausted at various times in the
cycle and any secondary air that is added.
Temperatures of the exhaust gases of automobile spark ignition engines can vary
from 600 to 700 K at idle to 1200 K during high-power operation. Most of the time the
exhaust temperature is between 700 and 900 K, too low for effective homogeneous ox-
idation. Spark retard increases the exhaust temperature, but this is accompanied by a
significant loss in efficiency.
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Noncatalytic processes for vehicular emission control can yield significant im-
provements in carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions. The problem of NO< emis-
sion control is not easily alleviated with such systems. Control of NO< emissions through
noncatalytic reduction by ammonia is feasible only in a very narrow window of temper-
ature, toward the upper limit of the normal exhaust temperature range, making joint
control of products of incomplete combustion and NO< a severe technological challenge.
Furthermore, the need to ensure a proper flow of ammonia presents a formidable logis-
tical problem in the implementation of such technologies for control of vehicular emis-
sions.
Catalytic converters. By the use of oxidation catalysts, the oxidation of carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbon vapors can be promoted at much lower temperatures than is
possible in the gas phase, as shown in Figure 4.24. The reduction of NO is also possible
in catalytic converters, provided that the oxygen content of the combustion products is
kept sufficiently low. In the catalytic converter, the exhaust gases are passed through a
bed that contains a small amount of an active material such as a noble metal or a base
metal oxide deposited on a thermally stable support material such as alumina. Alumina,
by virtue of its porous structure, has a tremendous surface area per unit volume. Small
pellets, typically a few millimeters in diameter, or thin-walled, honeycomb, monolithic
structures, illustrated in Figure 4.25, are most commonly used as the support. Pellet
supports are inexpensive, but when packed closely in a reactor, they produce large pres-
sure drops across the device, increasing the back-pressure in the exhaust system. They
may suffer from attrition of the catalyst pellets due to motion during use. This problem
can be reduced, but not entirely overcome, through the use of hard, relatively high
density pellets. The mass of the catalyst bed, however, increases the time required for
the bed to heat to the temperature at which it becomes catalytically active, thereby al-
lowing substantial CO and hydrocarbon emissions when the engine is first started. Mon-
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l<"igure 4.25 Schematic of pellet-type catalytic converter.
olithic supports allow a freer exhaust gas flow, but are expensive and less resistant to
mechanical and thermal damage. In particular, the rapid temperature changes to which
a vehicular catalytic converter is exposed make them1al shock a very serious problem.
Many materials will catalyze the oxidation of CO or hydrocarbons at typical ex-
haust gas temperatures. The oxidation activities per unit surface area for noble metals,
such as platinum, are high for both CO and hydrocarbons. Base metal oxide catalysts,
notably CuO and C030 4 , exhibit similar activities for CO oxidation but are significantly
less active for hydrocarbon oxidation (Kummer, 1980). Base metal catalysts degrade
more rapidly at high temperature than do the noble metal catalysts. They are also more
susceptible to poisoning by trace contaminants in fuels, such as sulfur, lead, or phos-
phorus. Hence most automotive emission catalysts employ noble metals.
NO reduction can be achieved catalytically if the concentrations of reducing spe-
cies are present in sufficient excess over oxidizing species. CO levels in the exhaust
gases of 1.5 to 3% are generally sufficient.
Two schemes are employed to achieve catalytic control of both NO, and products
of incomplete combustion: (I) dual-bed catalytic converters and (2) three-way catalysts.
The dual-bed system involves operation of the engine fuel-rich, to promote the reduction
of NOt' Secondary air is then added to facilitate the oxidation of CO and hydrocarbons
in a second catalyst. Rich operation, while necessary for the NO reduction, results in
reduced engine efficiency. FurthemlOre, it imposes severe restrictions on engine opera-
tion. If the exhaust gases are too rich, some of the NO may be converted to NH3 or
HCN. The oxidation catalyst used to eliminate CO and hydrocarbons readily oxidizes
these species back to NO, particularly if the catalyst temperature exceeds 700 K.
If the engine is operated at all times at equivalence ratios very close to unity, it is
possible to reduce NO and oxidize CO and hydrocarbons on a single catalyst bed known
as a three-way catalyst (Kummer, 1980). The three-way catalytic converter requires very
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precise control of the operating fuel/air ratio of the engine to ensure that the exhaust
gases remain in the narrow composition window illustrated in Figure 4.26.
Platinum can be used to reduce NO" but the formation of NH, under fuel-rich
conditions limits its effectiveness as an NOr-reducing catalyst. NO can be reduced in
slightly fuel-lean combustion products if a rhodium catalyst is used. Moreover, rhodium
does not produce NH3 efficiently under fuel-rich conditions. Rhodium is not effective,
however, for the oxidation of paraffinic hydrocarbons. In fuel-lean mixtures, platinum
is an effective oxidation catalyst. To achieve efficient control of CO and hydrocarbons
during the fuel-rich excursions, a source of oxygen is needed. Additives that undergo
reduction and oxidation as the mixture composition cycles from fuel-lean to fuel-rich
and back (e.g., Re02 or Ce02), may be added to the catalyst to serve as an oxygen
reservior. Three-way catalysts are thus a mixture of components designed to facilitate
the simultaneous reduction of NOr and oxidation of CO and hydrocarbons.
Because this technology allows engine operation near stoichiometric where the
efficiency is greatest, and because the advent of semiconductor exhaust gas sensors and
microcomputers make feedback control of the fuel-air mixture feasible, the three-way
converter has rapidly become the dominant form of exhaust gas treatment in the United
States. The extremely narrow operating window has been a major driving force behind
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the replacement of mechanically coupled carburetors with systems better suited to elec-
tronic control.
Feedback control of engines using exhaust gas sensors results in operation that
oscillates about the stoichiometric condition in a somewhat periodic manner (Kummer,
1980). The frequency of these oscillations is typically on the order of 0.5 to 4 Hz, with
excursions in equivalence ratio on the order of ±O.Ol equivalence ratio units.
In addition to NO, CO, and unoxidized hydrocarbons, catalyst-equipped spark
ignition engines can emit sulfuric acid aerosol, aldehydes, and under rich conditions,
H 2S. Unleaded gasoline typically contains 15G to 600 ppm by weight of sulfur. The
sulfur leaves the cylinder as S02, but the catalyst can promote further oxidation to SO,.
As the combustion products cool, the SO, combines with water to form an H2S04 aer-
osol. H2S formation requires high catalyst temperatures (> 875 K) and a reducing atmo-
sphere. This may occur, for example, when an engine is operated steadily at high speed
for some time under fuel-lean conditions and is then quickly slowed to idle fuel-rich
operation. HCN formation may occur under similar conditions.
During startup, when the catalyst is cold, hydrocarbons may be only partially ox-
idized, leading to the emission of oxygenated hydrocarbons. Aldehyde emissions, how-
ever, are generally low when the catalyst is hot.
4.2 DIESEL ENGINE
Like the spark ignition engine, the diesel is a reciprocating engine. There is, however,
no carburetor on the diesel. Only air (and possibly recycled combustion products for
NO, control by EGR) is drawn into the cylinder through the intake valve. Fuel is injected
directly into the cylinder of the diesel engine, beginning toward the end of the compres-
sion stroke. As the compression heated air mixes with the fuel spray, the fuel evaporates
and ignites. Relatively high pressures are required to achieve reliable ignition. Excessive
peak pressures are avoided by injecting the fuel gradually, continuing far into the ex-
pansion stroke.
The rate at which the fuel is injected and mixes with the air in the cylinder deter-
mines the rate of combustion. This injection eliminates the need to throttle the airflow
into the engine and contributes to the high fuel efficiency of the diesel engine. As in the
steady-flow combustor, turbulent mixing profoundly influences the combustion process
and pollutant formation. The unsteady nature of combustion in the diesel engine signif-
icantly complicates the process. Rather than attempt to develop quantitative models of
diesel emissions, we shall explore some of the features that govern the formation of
pollutants in diesel engines.
Several diesel engine configurations are in use today. Fuel is injected directly into
the cylinder of the direct injection (DI) diesel, illustrated in Figure 4.27(a). In the direct
injection diesel engine, most of the turbulence is generated prior to combustion by the
airflow through the intake valve and the displacement of gases during the compression
stroke. The fuel jet is turbulent, but the time scale for mixing is comparable to that for
entrainment, so the gas composition does not approach homogeneity within the fuel jet.
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Figure 4.27 Diesel engine types: (a) direct injection; (b) prcchamber.
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The use of a prechamber, as shown in Figure 4.27(b), enhances the mixing of the fuel
and air in the indirect injection (IDI) or prechamber diesel engine. As the gases burn
within the prechamber, they expand through an orifice into the main cylinder. The high
kinetic energy of the hot gas jet is dissipated as turbulence in the jet and cylinder. This
turbulence enhances mixing over that of the direct injection engine. Improved mixing
limits the amount of very fuel-rich gas in the cylinder, thereby reducing soot emissions.
Most light-duty diesel engines are of the indirect injection type because of the reduced
particulate emissions afforded by this technology. This benefit is not without costs, how-
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ever. The flow through the orifice connecting the prechamber to the cylinder results in
a pressure drop, thereby reducing the efficiency of the engine.
Diesel engines may also be classified into naturally aspirated (NA), supercharged,
or turbocharged types, depending on the way the air is introduced into the cylinder. In
the naturally aspirated engine, the air is drawn into the cylinder by the piston motion
alone. The supercharger is a mechanically driven compressor that increases the airflow
into the cylinder. The turbocharger similarly enhances the intake airflow by passing the
hot combustion products through a turbine to drive a centrifugal (turbine-type) com-
pressor.
Compression of the air prior to introduction into the cylinder results in compression
heating. This may be detrimental from the point of view of NO, formation because it
increases the peak combustion temperature. An intercooler may be installed between the
compressor and the intake valve to reduce this heating.
The fuel is sprayed into the cylinder through a number of small nozzles at very
high pressure. The liquid stream issuing from the injector nozzle moves with high ve-
locity relative to the gas. The liquid stream fonns filaments that break into large droplets.
The breakup of the droplets in the fuel spray is characterized by the Weber number, the
ratio of the inertial body forces to surface tension forces,
We
a
where Pg is the gas density, v the relative velocity between the gas and the droplets, and
a the surface tension of the liquid. As long as the Weber number exceeds a critical value
of approximately 10, the droplets will continue to break into smaller droplets. Aerody-
namic drag on the droplets rapidly decelerates them and accelerates the gas entrained
into the fuel spray. Evaporation and combustion of the fuel can be described using the
model developed in Section 2.7. In some cases, however, pressures and temperatures in
the cylinder are high enough that the liquid fuel is raised above its critical point. The
fuel spray then behaves like a dense gas jet.
The entrainment of air into the unsteady, two-phase, variable-density, turbulent
jet has been described by a variety of empirical models, simple jet entrainment models,
and detailed numerical simulations. The problem is frequently complicated further by
the use of swirling air motions to enhance mixing and entrainment. The swirling air
motion sweeps the fuel jet around the cylinder, spreading it and reducing impingement
on the cylinder wall. Since combustion in nonpremixed systems generally occurs pre-
dominantly at equivalence ratios near unity, combustion will occur primarily on the
perimeter of the jet. Mixing of hot combustion products with the fuel-rich gases in the
core of the fuel spray provides the environment in which large quantities of soot can be
readily generated. (We discuss soot fonnation in Chapter 6.) The stoichiometric com-
bustion results in high temperatures that promote rapid NOt fonnation in spite of oper-
ation with large amounts of excess air in the cylinder under most operating conditions.
Some of the fuel mixes with air to very low equivalence ratios before any of the mixture
ignites. Temperatures in this region may be high enough for some fuel decomposition
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and partial oxidation to occur, accounting for the relative abundance of aldehydes and
other oxygenates in the dicsel emissions (Henein, 1976).
Thus we see that diesel engines exhibit all of the complications of steady-flow
spray flames, in addition to being unsteady. To describe the formation of pollutants
quantitatively would require the development of a probability density function descrip-
tion of the unsteady mixing process. While such models are being explored (Mansouri
et a!., 1982a,b; Kort et a!., 1982; Siegla and Amann, 1984), the methods employed are
beyond the scope of this book. We shall examine, instead, the general trends as seen in
both experimental and theoretical studies of diesel engine emissions and emission
control.
4.2.1 Diesel Engine Emissions and Emission Control
Relatively low levels of gaseous exhaust emissions are achieved by light-duty (auto-
mobile) diesel engines without the use of exhaust gas treatment usually applied to gas-
oline engines to achieve similar emission levels (Wade, 1982).
The species mole fractions in diesel exhaust are somewhat misleading because of
the low and variable equivalence ratios at which diesel engines typically operate. At
low-load conditions, the operating equivalence ratio may be as low as 0.2, so the pol-
lutants are diluted significantly with excess air. Because the equivalence ratio is contin-
ually varying in normal use of diesel engines, and to facilitate comparison to other en-
gines, it is more appropriate to report emission levels in terms of emissions per unit of
output: g Mr 1 for stationary engines or heavy-duty vehicles or g km- 1 for light-duty
vehicular diesel engines.
Injection of the liquid fuel directly into the combustion chamber of the diesel en-
gine avoids the crevice and wall quench that allows hydrocarbons to escape oxidation
in carbureted engines, so hydrocarbon emissions from diesel engines are relatively low.
Furthermore, diesel engines typically operate fuel-lean, so there is abundant oxygen to
burn some of the hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide formed in midair in the cylinder.
NO, emissions from prechamber diesel engines are lower than the uncontrolled NO,
emissions from homogeneous charge gasoline engines (Wade, 1982). The low NO,
emissions result from the staged combustion in the prechamber diesel and the inhomo-
geneous gas composition. Particulate emissions from diesel engines tend to be consid-
erably higher than those of gasoline engines and represent a major emission control
challenge.
Factors that influence the emissions from diesel engines include the timing and
rate of fuel injection, equivalence ratio, compression ratio, engine speed, piston and
cylinder design, including the use of prechambers, and other design factors. The influ-
ence of the overall equivalence ratio on engine performance is shown in Figure 4.28(a).
The brake mean effective pressure increases with equivalence ratio, so higher equiva-
lence ratios correspond to higher engine power output or load. The exhaust gas temper-
ature also increases with equivalence ratio. Fuel consumption is high at low equivalence
ratio, but decreases sharply as the equivalence ratio is increased. As the equivalence
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ratio approaches unity, the fuel consumption increases slightly above a minimum value
at about ¢ = 0.5.
The variation of emissions with equivalence ratio is shown in Figure 4.28(b). In
terms of grams emitted per MJ of engine output, all of the emissions are high at low
equivalence ratios for which the engine output is small. Carbon monoxide and particulate
emissions drop sharply with increasing equivalence ratio, pass through a minimum at
about ¢ = 0.5, and then rise sharply as ¢ approaches unity. Hydrocarbon and nitrogen
oxide emissions, on the other hand, drop sharply as ¢ is increased above about 0.2,
reaching relatively low levels at an equivalence ratio of about 0.4, and changing only
slightly thereafter. It should be noted that, while the brake specific emissions of the latter
pollutants decrease with increasing load, the absolute emission rate may increase at high
power output.
While CO and hydrocarbon levels in diesel exhausts are quite low, particulate
emissions from diesel engines are considerably higher than those from comparable spark
ignition engines. The high particulate emissions are a consequence of the direct injection
of fuel into the cylinder or prechamber of the diesel engine. The mixing is relatively
slow, allowing some of the fuel to remain in hot, fuel rich gases long enough for poly-
merization reactions to produce the high-molecular-weight hydrocarbons that ultimately
form carbonaceous particles known as soot. Subsequent mixing is slow enough that
many of the particles escape oxidation in spite of the large amount of excess air that is
typically available in the diesel engine. NO, levels are also high because combustion in
the turbulent diffusion flame of the diesel engine takes place in regions that are near
stoichiometric. Because the diesel engine generally operates very fuel lean, reduction
catalysts are not a practical solution to the NOx emission problem. The exhaust temper-
ature varies considerably with load and is on the low side for noncatalytic reduction by
ammonia. Thus, until a feasible system for removing NOx from diesel exhausts is de-
veloped, diesel NO, control strategies must be based on modification of the combustion
process. As with the spark ignition engine, penalties in fuel economy or engine perfor-
mance may result. Moreover, efforts to improve the fuel economy or performance may
aggravate the emission problem.
Diesel NOx emissions result from the thermal fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, so
control of these emissions can be achieved by reducing the peak flame temperatures.
Equivalence ratio has, as we saw in Figure 4.28, relatively little influence on NOt emis-
sions from the diesel engine. The diffusion flame allows much of the combustion to take
place at locally stoichiometric conditions regardless of the overall equivalence ratio. The
peak temperatures can be reduced, however, through exhaust gas recirculation or re-
tarding the injection timing. Exhaust gas recirculation in the diesel engine serves the
same purpose as in the spark ignition engine: that of reducing the peak flame temperature
through dilution with combustion products. Like spark retard, injection timing delays
cause the heat release to occur late in the cycle, after some expansion work has occurred,
thereby lowering the peak temperatures. The influence of these two control strategies on
emissions and performance of an indirect injection automotive diesel engine is shown in
Figure 4.29. Below about 30 percent exhaust gas recirculation, hydrocarbon, carbon
monoxide, and particulate emissions are not significantly influenced by exhaust gas re-
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circulation, at least for the baseline fuel injection timing (denoted by 0°). NO, emis-
sions, on the other hand, are dramatically reduced by this level of EGR. As the amount
of recycled exhaust gas is increased further, hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emis-
sions rise sharply, an indication that temperatures are too low for the combustion reac-
tions to go to completion within the available time. Exhaust gas recirculation has, at
least in this case, little effect on fuel consumption. Retarding the injection by 6 crank
angle degrees from the baseline operation dramatically reduces NO, emissions, but as
might be expected when combustion is delayed in a mixing limited system, this reduction
is accompanied by a marked increase in the emissions of hydrocarbons, carbon mon-
oxide, and particulate matter. When accompanied by exhaust gas recirculation, injection
retard leads to an increase in fuel consumption. Advancing the injection time reduces
fuel consumption, emissions of hydrocarbons, and, to a lesser extent, emissions of car-
bon monoxide and particulate matter, but NO, emissions increase.
Turbocharging is employed to improve engine efficiency and power. It has also
been proposed as a technique that might reduce particulate emissions by providing more
oxygen, possibly enhancing mixing and soot oxidation, and by increasing the intake
temperature and thereby enhancing fuel vaporization. Turbocharging slows the increase
in particulate emissions with increasing EGR and reduces both hydrocarbon emissions
and fuel consumption. NO, emissions, however, are increased by turbocharging. For a
fixed level of NO, emissions, the particulate emissions, unfortunately, are not signifi-
cantly reduced by turbocharging. Moreover, at light loads, hydrocarbon emissions may
actually increase with turbocharging.
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Due to the relatively low nitrogen content of light diesel fuels, the fornlation of
nitric oxide in the diesel engine is primarily by the thermal fixation of atmospheric ni-
trogen. Diesel engines can be operated, however, on heavier liquid fuels, or even on
coal. The possible contributions of fuel-nitrogen to NO, emissions must be considered
for such operations.
4.2.2 Exhaust Gas Treatment
The diesel engine typically operates fuel-lean. The presence of excess oxygen in the
combustion products suggests that the oxidation of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbon va-
pors, and carbonaceous particles in the exhaust gases may be possible. Wade (1980)
examined the possibility of oxidizing the particles in the exhaust gases using a long
exhaust reactor. At temperatures below 1000 K, the mass lost in 10 s due to oxidation
was insignificant. At 1100 K, some mass was consumed by oxidation, but 3 s was re-
quired for an 80% reduction in the exhaust mass loading. Temperatures on the order of
1370 K would probably be required to achieve significant oxidation in a thermal reactor
with a volume the same as the engine displacement. Thus oxidation of the particulate
matter as it flows through an exhaust system does not appear to be a practical solution
to the particulate emissions from vehicular diesel engines. The large temperature swings
of the diesel exhaust temperature-in particular, the low temperatures encountered dur-
ing low-load operation-make the .thermal reactor impractical even for CO and hydro-
carbon vapor emission control unless some additional fuel is added to raise the temper-
ature.
An oxidation catalyst might be useful for the oxidation of carbon monoxide and
hydrocarbons, particularly if it were effective in removing the condensible organics that
contribute to the particulate emissions and the partially oxygenated hydrocarbons that
are responsible for the diesel exhaust odor. The particulate matter deposition on the
catalyst may affect the performance.
Filters or electrostatic precipitators can be used to remove particles from the ex-
haust gas stream, but disposal becomes a logistical problem in vehicular applications.
These devices can be used, however, to concentrate the particulate matter for subsequent
on-board incineration (Sawyer et aI., 1982). After a sufficient quantity of particulate
matter has been collected to sustain combustion, the collected carbonaceous material can
be ignited by an auxiliary heat source and burned. This cleans the particle trap and allows
extended operation without the buildup of such heavy deposits that engine back-pressure
becomes a problem. A filter element may be impregnated with a catalyst to promote
oxidation of the collected material at lower temperatures. Maintaining the trap at low
temperature during the collection phase would facilitate the collection of vapors that
would otherwise condense or adsorb on the soot particles upon release into the atmo-
sphere. Periodic regeneration could be performed automatically using microprocessor
control and sensors to monitor the status of the trap during the collection and regenera-
tion phases of operation.
Filter elements may take the form of wire meshes, ceramic monoliths, or ceramic
foams. Due to the wide range of temperatures and rapid changes to which the trap is
exposed, the durability of these elements is a critical issue in the development of this
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technology. If thennal shock leads to the development of cracks or fissures through
which the exhaust can flow, the collection efficiency may be seriously degraded.
Reduction of NO, in diesel exhaust gases represents a fonnidable challenge. Three-
way catalysts are not effective because of the large amount of excess oxygen. The ex-
haust temperature varies over too wide a range for the noncatalytic ammonia injection
technique to be useful, and the soot particles in the diesel exhaust are likely to foul or
poison catalysts in the catalytic ammonia injection unless very effective particle removal
is achieved. Alternative reducing agents that work at lower temperature, such as iso-
cyanic acid (Perry and Siebers, 1986), may ultimately prove effective in diesel engine
NO, emission control.
4.3 STRATIFIED CHARGE ENGINES
The emphasis in our discussion of spark ignition engines has been on the homogeneous
charge engines. The range of equivalence ratios over which such engines can operate
has been seen to be very narrow due to the low laminar flame speed in rich or lean
mixtures. The diesel engine, on the other hand, can operate at very low equivalence
ratios. Soot fonnation in the compression ignition engine remains a serious drawback to
its use.
An alternative approach that is internlediate between these two types of recipro-
cating engines is a stratified charge engine. Stratified charge engines rely on a spark for
ignition as in the homogeneous charge engine, but utilize a nonunifonn fuel distribution
to facilitate operation at low equivalence ratios. The concept of the stratified charge
engine is not new. Since the 1930s attempts have been made to develop hybrid engines
that incorporate the best features of both the spark ignition and diesel engines (Heywood,
1981). Some, like the diesel, involve direct injection of the fuel into the cylinder. In
others, two carbureted fuel-air mixtures are introduced into the cylinder, a rich mixture
into a small prechamber and a lean mixture into the main cylinder.
Figure 4.30 illustrates the latter type of engine. The idea behind the prechamber
stratified charge engine is that the fuel-rich mixture is easier to ignite than is the lean
Figure 4.30 Prechamber stratified charge
engine.
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mixture in the main cylinder. The spark ignites the mixture in the prechamber. As it
burns, the rich mixture expands, fonning a jet through the orifice connecting the two
chambers. The high-velocity flow of hot combustion products rapidly mixes with and
ignites the lean mixture in the main cylinder. By this route, only a small fraction of the
combustion takes place near stoichiometric, with most occurring well into the fuel-lean
region. Thus NO, fonnation is substantially slower than in a homogeneous charge en-
gine.
The simplest conceptual model for the prechamber stratified charge engine is to
assume that the mixture in the prechamber is unifonn at a high equivalence ratio and
that the mixture in the main cylinder is unifonn at a lower value of 1>. This assumption,
however, is rather tenuous. During the intake stroke, the two mixtures flow through the
two intake valves. Because of the large displacement volume, some of the prechamber
mixture may flow out through the connecting orifice into the main chamber during in-
take. In the compression stroke, gas from the main chamber is forced back into the
prechamber, so the prechamber will contain a mix of the rich and lean charges. Some
of the prechamber mixture will remain in the main chamber. Thus, in spite of using
carburetors to prepare the two charges, the two mixtures may not be unifonn at ignition.
During combustion, further mixing between the two gases takes place.
Analysis of gas samples collected at the exhaust port suggests that no significant
stratification of the mixture remains at the end of the expansion stroke. This does not
mean, however, that the gas is unifonnly mixed on the microscale. As in the diesel
engine, the turbulent mixing process plays a critical role in detennining the pollutant
emission levels. The dependence of the emissions from the prechamber stratified charge
engine on equivalence ratio, as a result, is somewhat weaker than that of the conven-
tional homogeneous charge engine. The reduction in the peak NO, emissions with this
technology is modest, but the ability to operate at very low equivalence ratios makes
significant emission reductions possible.
Other types of stratified-charge engines utilize direct injection of the fuel into the
cylinder to create local variations in composition. The fuels used in such engines gen-
erally still have the high-volatility characteristics of gasoline, and a spark is used for
ignition. Two types of direct-injection stratified-charge engines are shown in Figure
4.31. The early injection version of the direct-injection stratified-charge engine typically
uses a broad conical spray to distribute the fuel in the central region of the cylinder,
where the piston has a cup. The spray starts early, about halfway through the compres-
sion stroke, to give the large fuel droplets produced by the low-pressure injector time to
evaporate prior to ignition. In contrast, a late injection engine more closely resembles a
diesel engine. A high-pressure injector introduces a narrow stream of fuel, beginning
just before combustion. A swirling air motion carries the spray toward the spark plug.
The details of combustion in these engines are not well understood. Mixing and
combustion occur simultaneously, so the dependence of emissions on equivalence ratio
more closely resembles the weak dependence of poorly mixed steady-flow combustors
than that of the conventional gasoline engine. Because pure fuel is present in the cylinder
during combustion, the direct-injection stratified-charge engines suffer from one of the
major difficulties of the diesel engine: soot is fonned in significant quantities.
These are but a few of the possible configurations of reciprocating engines. The
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Figure 4.31 Direct-injection stratified-charge engine: (a) early-injection; (b) late-
injection.
introduction of emission limitations on automobile engines has led to major new tech-
nological developments, some successful, many that failed to meet their developers'
expectations. Renewed concern over engine efficiency has once again shifted the em-
phasis. To satisfy both environmental and fuel utilization constraints, the use of com-
puter control, catalytic converters, and exhaust gas sensors has been introduced. These
have diminished the level of interest in stratified charge engines, since NO, reduction
catalysts are needed to meet strict emission limits and require operation near stoichio-
metric. The problems of emission control for heavy-duty engines remain unresolved.
Yet, as automobile emissions are reduced, large engines in trucks, railway engines,
compressors, and so on, are becoming increasingly important sources of atmospheric
pollutants, notably NO, and soot.
4.4 GAS TURBINES
The fourth major class of internal combustion engines is the gas turbine. The power
output of the gas turbine engine can be very high, but the engine volume and weight are
generally much smaller than those of reciprocating engines with comparable output. The
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original application of the gas turbine engine was in aircraft, where both weight and
volume must be minimized. The high power output also makes the gas turbine attractive
for electric power generation. Like reciprocating engine exhaust, the exhaust gases from
the gas turbine are quite hot. The hot combustion products can be used to generate steam
to drive a steam turbine. High efficiencies of conversion of fuel energy to electric power
can be achieved by such combined-cycle power generation systems. Clearly, the con-
straints on these applications differ greatly, so the technologies that can be applied to
control emissions for one type of gas turbine engine are not always applicable to the
other.
Unlike the reciprocating engines, the gas turbine operates in steady flow. Figure
4.32 illustrates the main features of a gas turbine engine. Combustion air enters the
turbine through a centrifugal compressor, where the pressure is raised to 5 to 30 atm,
depending on load and the design of the engine. Part of the air is then introduced into
the primary combustion zone, into which fuel is sprayed and bums in an intense flame.
The fuel used in gas turbine engines is similar in volatility to diesel fuel, producing
droplets that penetrate sufficiently far into the combustion chamber to ensure efficient
combustion even when a pressure atomizer is used.
The gas volume increases with combustion, so as the gases pass at high velocity
through the turbine, they generate more work than is required to drive the compressor.
This additional work can be delivered by the turbine to a shaft, to drive an electric power
generator or other machinery, or can be released at high velocity to provide thrust in
aircraft applications.
The need to pass hot combustion products continuously through the turbine im-
poses severe limits on the temperature of those gases. Turbine inlet temperatures are
limited to 1500 K or less, depending on the blade material. The development of turbine
blade materials that can withstand higher temperatures is an area of considerable interest
because of the efficiency gains that could result. In conventional gas turbine engines,
the cooling is accomplished by dilution with additional air. To keep the wall of the
combustion chamber, known as the combustor can, cool, additional air is introduced
through wall jets, as shown in Figure 4.33. The distribution of the airflow along the
length of the combustion chamber, as estimated by Morr (1973), is also shown.
Combustion
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Figure 4.32 Gas turbine engine configuration.
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Size and weight limitations are severe for aircraft applications. Even for stationary
gas turbines, the engine size is limited due to the high operating pressures, although the
constraints are not nearly as severe as in aircraft engines. Thus the residence time in the
gas turbine is generally small, on the order of several milliseconds. Flame stability is
also of critical importance, particularly in aircraft engines. Recirculation caused by flow
obstructions or swirl is used to stabilize the flame.
The combustion environment in gas turbine engines varies widely with load. At
high load, the primary zone typically operates at stoichiometric. The high-velocity gascs
leaving the combustor drive the turbine at a high rate, so the pressure may be raised to
25 atm. Adiabatic compression to this level heats the air at the inlet to the combustion
chamber to 800 K. Air injected into the secondary combustion zone reduces the equiv-
alence ratio to about 0.5. As this air mixes with the burning gases, combustion ap-
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proaches completion. Finally, dilution air reduces the equivalence ratio to below 0.3,
lowering the mean gas temperature to the turbine inlet temperature of less than 1500 K.
At idle, the pressure may only increase to 1.5 atm, so the inlet air temperature is
not significantly greater than ambient. The equivalence ratio in the primary combustion
zone may be as low as 0.5, resulting in a mean gas temperature of only 1100 K. The
distribution of air in the different regions of an aircraft engine is detemlined by the
combustion can geometry and therefore does not change with load. The combustion
products at idle may be diluted to an equivalence ratio below 0.15 at the turbine inlet,
lowering the mean gas temperature to below 700 K.
Because of the very short residence time in the combustion chamber, droplet evap-
oration, mixing, and chemical reaction must occur very rapidly. The short time available
profoundly influences the pollutant emissions from gas turbine engines. As illustrated in
Figure 4.34, at low load, when the overall equivalence ratio is well below unity and the
gases are rapidly quenched, NO, emissions are low. These same factors cause the CO
and hydrocarbon emissions to be high in low-load operation. At high load, on the other
hand, the gases remain hot longer and the equivalence ratio is higher, so more NO, is
formed; while CO and hydrocarbon oxidation is more effective at high loads, causing
emissions of these species to decrease with load. Soot, however, is also formed in the
gas turbine engine at higher loads due to the imperfect mixing, which allows some very
fuel-rich mixture to remain at high temperatures for a relatively long time.
Gas turbine engines used for electric power generation and other applications where
weight is not so critical introduce additional factors into the emissions problem. While
aircraft engines generally bum distillate fuels with low sulfur and nitrogen contents,
stationary gas turbines frequently burn heavier fuels. Fuel-bound nitrogen may contrib-
Engine power (%)
Figure 4.34 Variation of gas turbine en-
gine emissions with engine power.
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ute significantly to NOr emissions, and sulfur oxides may be emitted as well. The use
of coal directly or in combination with a gasifier could aggravate these problems and
also introduce the possibility of fine ash particles being emitted. (Coarse ash particles
are less likely to be a problem. Because their presence would rapidly erode the turbine
and significantly degrade its perfonnance, large particles must be efficiently removed
from the combustion products upstream of the turbine inlet.)
In contrast to most other steady-flow combustors, N02 levels can be comparable
to or even exceed NO levels in the exhaust gases, as shown in Figure 4.35. Rapid
quenching of the combustion products has another effect: promoting the forn1ation of
large concentrations of N02 •
The control of emissions from gas turbine engines involves a number of factors:
1. Atomization and mixing. Poor atomization and imperfect mixing in the primary
combustion zone allow CO and unburned hydrocarbons to persist into the second-
ary zone, where the quenching occurs. It also allows stoichiometric combustion to
take place even when the overall equivalence ratio of the primary zone is less than
unity, thereby accelerating the fonnation of NOr.
2. Primary zone equivalence ratio. To lower NOr emissions at high load, it is nec-
essary to reduce the peak flame temperatures. Since the overall equivalence ratio
of the gas turbine engine operation must be so low, reducing the primary zone
equivalence ratio is a promising approach. Of course, effective mixing is required
at the same time.
3. Scheduling of dilution air introduction. By first diluting the combustion products
to an equivalence ratio at which CO and hydrocarbon oxidation are rapid and then
allowing sufficient time for the reaction before completing the dilution, it may be
possible to complete the oxidation, even at low loads. The total combustor volume
and the need to cool the combustion can walls limit the extent to which this can
be accomplished.
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Figure 4.35 NO and NO, emissions from
a gas turbine power generating unit (Johnson
and Smith. 1978). Reprinted by permission
of Gordon and Breach Science Publishers.
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A variety of approaches are being taken to control gas turbine engine emissions.
To optimize performance at both high and low loads, many designs employ a number
of small burners that are operated at near-optimum conditions all the time. An extreme
example is the NASA Swirl Can Combustor, which contains 100 to 300 small (lOO-mm
diameter) swirl can combustor modules assembled in a large annular array (Jones, 1978).
To vary the load, the number of burner modules that are supplied with fuel is changed.
At low loads, the flame extends only a small distance downstream of the individual
modules, and most of the excess air does not mix directly with the combustion products.
At high loads, so many modules are supplied with fuel that the flames merge and fill the
entire combustion can. For sufficiently high combustor inlet temperatures, this design
has the effect of delaying the rise in CO and hydrocarbons to quite low equivalence
ratios. NO, emissions are low at low load and rise dramatically with equivalence ratio
(load). The general trends in NO.1 emissions are well represented by a segregation pa-
rameter, (2.70), of S = 0.3 to 0.4, indicating the degree of inhomogeneity in the gas
turbine combustor. This suggests that much of the NO.1 is formed in locally stoichio-
metric regions of the flame.
Further improvements can be realized by changing the way the fuel is introduced
into the combustion chamber to minimize the residence time at stoichiometric condi-
tions. Air-assist atomizers generate turbulence in the primary combustion zone, thereby
accelerating the mixing. Some new turbine designs even involve premixing of fuel and
air. Flame stability becomes a serious issue in premixed combustion as the equivalence
ratio is reduced, so mechanical redistribution of the airflow is sometimes introduced to
achieve stable operation at low loads (Aoyama and Mandai, 1984).
Multiple combustion stages are also incorporated into low NO, gas turbine designs
(see Figure 4.36), allowing efficient combustion in one or more small burners at low
load and introducing additional fuel into the secondary zone to facilitate high-load fuel-
lean combustion.
Primary
fuel nozzles
(6)
Conventional
lean and
premixing
primary zone
Secondary
fuel nozzle
(1)
Dilution zone
End cover
Figure 4.36 Staged combustion for a gas turbine engine (Aoyama and Mandai, 1984).
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PROBLEMS
Chap. 4
4.1. An idealized thermodynamic representation of the spark ignition enginc is the ideal-air Otto
cycle. This closed cycle consists of four processes:
1. Adiabatic and reversible compression from volume V = Vc to V = Vc + Vd
2. Heat addition at constant volume, V = Ve
3. Adiabatic and reversible expansion from V = Ve to V = Ve + Vd
4. Constant-volume (V = Vc + ~/) heat rejection
(a) Assuming that the ratio of specific heats, 'Y = cfli c", is constant, derive an equation
for the cycle efficiency (YJ = net work out/heat in during process 2) in terms of the
compression ratio, Re .
(b) Derive an expression for the indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) in terms of the
compression ratio and the heat transfer per unit mass of gas during process 2.
(c) Discuss the implications of these results for NO, control by fuel-lcan combustion and
EGR.
4.2. A chamber with volume, V, contains a mixture of octane and air at <p = 0.9. The initial
temperature and pressure arc 298 K and I atm, respectively. The vessel may be assumed
to be perfectly insulated.
(a) The mixture is ignited and burned. Detennine the flnal temperature and pressure.
(b) The pressure is measured as a function of time during the combustion process. Show
how you would use the pressure measurements to determine the combustion rate. Plot
the burned mass fraction as a function of the measured pressure.
4.3. The vessel of Problem 4.2 is a 100-mm-diameter sphere. After complete combustion, a
valve is suddenly opened to create a 10-mm-diameter sharp-edged orifice. The flow coef-
ficient for the orifice is Ci = 0.61. Assuming the specific heats to be constant, calculate
the pressure and temperature as a function of timc while the vessel discharges its contents
to the environment. What is the maximum cooling rate of the gas remaining in the vessel')
4.4. Set up an engine simulation program based on the analysis of Section 4. I. For stoichio-
metric combustion of octane (assume complete combustion), calculate the pressure and the
mean burned gas temperature as a function of crank angle for a compression ratio of R, =
8, intake air pressure and temperature of I atm and 333 K (due to heating of the air in the
intake manifold), and Oi = -15° and f10 e = 40°. Neglect heat transfer to the cylinder
walls. Also calculate the mean effective pressure and the speeifk fuel consumption.
4.5. A throttle reduces the pressure in the intake manifold to 0.6 atm. Assume that the flow to
the throat of the valve is adiabatic and isentropic and that the pressure at the throat of the
valve equals the pressure in the intake manifold. How much is the mass intake of air reduced
below that for Problem 4.4'1 Using the cycle simulation code, repeat the calculations of
Problem 4.4.
4.6. Assuming the burned gases in Problem 4.4 are unifornl in temperature, use the Zeldovich
mechanism to calculate NO, emissions from the engine.
4.7. Use the engine simulation of Problem 4.4 to explore the effects of spark retard on engine
peli'ormance (IMEP andlSFC) and on NO, emissions.
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4.8. A model that is commonly used to describe the recirculation zone of a combustor is the
perfectly stirred reactor. The perfectly stirred reactor is a control volume into which reac-
tants flow and from which products are continuously discharged. The reaction
A + B ~ products
proeeeds with rate
Assuming that the entering concentrations are [A] °and [B] 0, that the volume of the control
"Iolume is V, and that the volumetric flow rates into and out from the reactor are equal, Qin
= Qou, = Q, derive expressions for the steady-state concentrations of A and B.
4.9. Consider a gas turbine engine in which the incoming air is compressed adiabatically to a
pressure of 6 atm. The airflow through the combustor at the design load is 3.5 kg s' I. The
fuel is aviation kerosene with composition CH 176 and a heating value of 46 MJ kg'l. The
combustor can is 150 mm in diameter and 300 mm long. The primary combustion zone is
a 100 mm long perfectly stirred reactor (see Problem 4.9) operated at ¢ = 0.7. Downstream
of the primary reaction zone, dilution air is added to reduce the gas temperature by lowering
the overall equivalence ratio to 0.2. Assume that the dilution air is added at a constant
amount of dilution per unit of combustion can length. Further assume that the composition
at any axial position in the combustor is uniform. The entire combustor may be assumed
to be adiabatic.
(a) What is the residence time in the primary combustion zone?
(b) Use the Zeldovich mechanism to calculate the NO concentration in the gases leaving
the primary combustion zone.
(c) Calculate and plot the temperature and the flow time as functions of axial position in
the dilution region.
(d) What is the NO concentration at the end of the combustor? What is the NO, emission
index, g/kg fuel burned?
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5Aerosols
An aerosol is a suspension of small particles in air or another gas. From the point of
view of air pollution engineering, aerosols are important because unwanted particles are
produced in combustion and other industrial processes. In addition, primary gaseous
emissions may react in the atmosphere to produce secondary species that nucleate to
form particles or condense on preexisting particles. An important class of industrial gas-
cleaning processes is designed to remove particles from exhaust gas streams, and such
processes are the subject of Chapter 7. The present chapter is devoted to fundamental
aspects of aerosols that are needed to understand how particles are formed in combus-
tion, how they change once released to the atmosphere, and how to design particulate
gas-cleaning processes. In Chapter 6 we consider the mechanisms of particle formation
in combustion processes.
We begin this chapter with an analysis of the dynamics of a single particle moving
in a fluid. Several of the particulate gas-cleaning processes that we will study in Chapter
7 are based on the principle of imposing an external force on particles in a flowing gas
stream so that they will migrate to a collector surface. Thus we will need to calculate
how a particle in a flowing gas stream responds to an external force, such as gravity or
an electrical force (if the particle is charged). We then proceed to an analysis of the
Brownian diffusion of particles in a gas, a physical mechanism that is important in re-
moving particles from a gas stream when an obstacle is placed in the stream to which
particles may diffuse and adhere. The final portion of this chapter is devoted to the
description of a population of particles through the size distribution function.
The subject of aerosols is indeed a broad one, arising in areas ranging from air
pollution, where the particles are unwanted, to industrial processes, where the particles
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are produced intentionally. We endeavor to cover here those aspects of aerosol behavior
critical to air pollution engineering.
5.1 THE DRAG ON A SINGLE PARTICLE: STOKES' LAW
A good place to start to study the dynamical behavior of aerosol particles in a fluid is to
consider the drag force exerted on a particle as it moves in a fluid. This drag force will
always be present as long as the particle is not moving in a vacuum. To caleulate the
drag force exerted by a fluid on a particle moving in that fluid one must solve the equa-
tions of fluid motion to determine the velocity and pressure fields around the particle.
The particle will be considered to be spherical.
The velocity and pressure in an incompressible Newtonian fluid arc governed by
the equation of continuity,
aux au, au_
--+_. +-'=0
ax ay az
and the Navier-Stokes equations (Bird et al., 1960), the x-component of which is
(5.1 )
( au, au,p - + u.-at ., ax
+ pg, (5.2 )
where g, is the component of the gravity force in the x-direction.
By introducing a characteristic velocity Uo and length L, the continuity and Navier-
Stokes equations can be made dimensionless. The Reynolds number Re = lInLp / flo, the
ratio of inertial to viscous forces in the flow, is the characteristic dimensionless group
that emerges from the dimensionless equations. For flow around a submerged body, L
can be chosen as a characteristic dimension of the body, say its diameter, and Un can be
chosen as the speed of the undisturbed fluid upstream of the body. For flow past a sphere
the Reynolds number can be defined based on the sphere's radius or its diameter. In the
first case, the Reynolds number is conventionally given the symbol R = unRp/ v, whereas
in the second it is called Re = lIoDp/v. Clearly, Re = 2R. We will use the Reynolds
number Re defined on the basis of the sphere diameter. When viscous forces dominate
inertial forces, Re « I, the type of flow that results is called a creeping flow or low-
Reynolds number flow.
The solution of the equations for the velocity and pressure distribution around a
sphere in creeping flow was first obtained by Stokes. The assumptions invoked to obtain
that solution are: (I) an infinite medium, (2) a rigid sphere, and (3) no slip at the surface
of the sphere. For the solution, we refer to the reader to Bird et al. (1960, p. 132).
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(5.3 )
The object is to calculate the net force exerted by the fluid on the sphere in the
direction of flow. The force consists of two contributions. At each point on the surface
of the sphere there is a pressure on the solid acting perpendicularly to the surface. This
is the normal force. At each point there is also a tangential force exerted by the fluid
due to the shear stress caused by the velocity gradients in the vicinity of the surface.
To obtain the nOffilal force on the sphere, one integrates the component of the
pressure acting perpendicularly to the surface. The normal and tangential forces can be
shown to be
F" = 27rjJRp uoo
Ft = 47rp,Rp uoo
where U oo is the undisturbed fluid velocity far upstream of the sphere. Note that the case
of a stationary sphere in a fluid with velocity U oo is entirely equivalent to that of a sphere
moving at velocity U oo through a stagnant fluid.
The total drag force exerted by the fluid on the sphere is
(5.4 )
which is called Stokes' law. If we include gravity, the total force on the sphere is the
sum of the drag force and the buoyant force. When the direction of flow and the direction
of gravity coincide, the buoyant force to be added to the drag force is the force equal to
the weight of the fluid displaced by the sphere,
F 4 R 3buoyant = :3 7r ppg (5.5)
At Re = 1, the drag force predicted by Stokes' law is 13% low due to the neglect
of the inertial terms in the equation of motion. The correction to account for higher
Reynolds numbers is (Re ::s 2)
(5.6 )
To account for the drag force over the entire range of Reynolds number, we can
express the drag force in terms of an empirical drag coefficient CD as
(5.7)
where AI' is the projected area of the body normal to the flow. Thus, for a spherical
particle of diameter Dp ,
(5.8 )
where the following correlations are available for the drag coefficient as a function of
Reynolds number:
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24
Re
24 (1 + 15 Re + l~O Re2 In 2Re)
Re
24 (1 + 0.15 Re06R7 )
Re
0.44
Re < 0.1 (Stokes' law)
0.1 < Re < 2
2 < Re < 500
500 < Re < 2 X 10'
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(5.9 )
The Reynolds numbers of spherical particles falling at their temlinal velocities in air at
298 K and 1 atm are:
DI' (Jlrn) Re
20 0.02
60 0.4
100 2
300 20
Thus, for particles smaller than about 20 /lm in diameter, Stokes' law is an accurate
formula for the drag force exerted by the air.
5.2 NONCONTINUUM EFFECTS
Aerosol particles are small. The particle diameter is often comparable to the distances
that gas molecules travel between collisions with other gas molecules. Consequently,
the basic continuum transport equations must be modified to account for the nature of
the fluid/particle interaction.
5.2.1 The Knudsen Number
The key dimensionless group that defines the nature of the suspending fluid relative to
the particle is the Knudsen number Kn = 2A/ Dr" where A is the mean free path of the
fluid. Thus the Knudsen number is the ratio of two length scales, one characterizing the
"graininess" of the fluid with respect to the transport of momentum, mass, or heat, and
the other characterizing the particle, its radius.
Before we discuss the physical interpretation of the Knudsen number, we must
consider the definition of the mean free path. The mean free path of a gas molecule can
be defined as the average distance traveled between collisions with other gas molecules.
If the gas consists entirely of molecules of a single type, call them B, the mean free path
can be denoted as Ass. Even though air consists of molecules of N2 and 02, it is cus-
tomary to talk about the mean free path of air as if air were a single chemical species.
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We will denote air by B in what follows. If the gas consists of molecules of two types,
A and B, several mean free paths can be defined.
AAB is the average distance traveled by a molecule of A before it encounters a
molecule of B, with a similar interpretation for ABA- Although the idea of a mean free
path can be extended to aerosol particles, it is less clear how to define the mean free
path of an aerosol particle than that of a gas molecule. Aerosol particles collide only
very infrequently with other particles, and, when they do, it is usually assumed that the
two particles adhere. Thus aerosol-aerosol collisions are not an appropriate basis on
which to define a particle mean free path. On the other hand, because of their large size
and mass relative to that of gas molecules, an aerosol particle experiences a large number
of collisions per unit time with the surrounding gas molecules and is not influenced
significantly by any single collision. Consequently, the motion of an aerosol particle can
be viewed as more or less continuous in nature, a view, however, that does not provide
a convenient length to be identified as a mean free path. Fortunately, it will not be
necessary for us to compute a particle mean free path in order to calculate the transport
properties of aerosols.
If we are interested in characterizing the nature of the suspending gas relative to a
particle, the mean free path that appears in the definition of the Knudsen number is Ag .
If the particle radius greatly exceeds Ag , the gas appears to the particle as a continuum.
Thus, when Kn « I, we say that the particle is in the continuum regime, and the usual
equations of continuum mechanics apply. When the mean free path of gas molecules
substantially exceeds the particle radius, the particle exists in a more or less rarified
medium, it appears to the surrounding gas molecules like just another gas molecule, and
its transport properties can be obtained from kinetic theory of gases. This Kn » I limit
is called the free molecule or kinetic regime. The particle size range intermediate be-
tween these two extremes is called the transition regime. These three regimes are de-
picted schematically in Figure 5.1.
The mean free path of a gas can be calculated from kinetic theory of gases from
A = Jl
g 0.499p(8M/,rrRT)1/2
(5.10)
where Ag is measured in meters and p in pascal, and where M is the molecular weight
and Jl is the gas viscosity. The mean free path of air molecules at T = 298 K and p
I atm is found from (5.10) to be (Jl = 1.8 X 10-5 kg m- I S-I)
Ag = 6.51 X 10-8 m = 0.0651 Jlm
Thus, in air at standard conditions, particles with radii exceeding 0.2 Jlm or so can be
considered, from the point of view of transport properties, to be in the continuum re-
gime. Similarly, the transport properties of those having radii about 0.01 Jlm or smaller
can be computed from free molecule kinetic theory. The transition regime would span
the range of particle radii approximately from 0.01 to 0.2 Itm.
If we are interested in the diffusion of a vapor molecule A at low concentration
toward a particle, both of which are contained in a background gas B (e.g., air), the
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FigureS .• Knudsennumber(Kn = AIR!')
and the three regimes of fluid-particle be-
havior: (a) continuum regime (Kn -> 0); (b)
free molecule (kinetic) regime (Kn -> (0):
(c), transition regime [Kn = 0 (I ) 1·
description of that diffusion process depends on the value of the Knudsen number defined
on the basis of AAB' Kn = 2AAB / Dr The same definitions of regimes of behavior, con-
tinuum, free molecule, and transition, can be made in that case as when determining
how the particle interacts with air molecules.
The mean free path of molecules of A, AAB' in a binary mixture of A and B can be
related to the binary diffusivity DAB and the mean molecular speed of species A, CA =
(8RTj7rMA )1 /2, from the first-order Chapman-Enskog hard sphere solution of the Boltz-
mann equation by
(5.11)
5.2.2 Slip Correction Factor
Stokes' law is derived from the equations of continuum fluid mechanics. When the par-
ticle diameter Dp approaches the same order as the mean free path A of the suspending
fluid (e.g., air), the resisting force offered by the fluid is smaller than that predicted by
Stokes' law. To account for noncontinuum effects that become important as Dp becomes
smaller and smaller, a slip correction factor, Ceo is introduced into Stokes' law written
now in tenns of particle diameter Dp ,
(5.12)
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where Cc has the general form
Cc = 1 + Kn lex + ~ exp (-:n)J
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(5.13)
A number of investigators over the years have determined the values of the parameters
ex, ~, and 'Y based on Millikan's experiments performed between 1909 and 1923. Allen
and Raabe (1982) have reanalyzed Millikan's raw data to produce an updated set of
parameters, as well as summarized those of previous investigators. The maximum dif-
ference between values of Cc for the different sets of parameters was found to be about
2% over the Kn range of 0.001 to 100. For our purposes, we will use the following
parameter values:
ex = 1.257 ~ = 0.40 'Y = 1.10
The limiting behavior of Cc for large and small particle diameter is
2\
+ (1.257) -Dp
C =c
2\
+ (1.657) -Dp
The value of the slip correction factor for air at I atm and 298 K as a function of
particle diameter is
Dp (flm) C,
0.01 22.7
0.05 5.06
0.1 2.91
0.5 1.337
1.0 1.168
5.0 1.034
10.0 1.017
At D p = 0.01 /lm, the limiting formula predicts Cc = 22.54; and at the large particle
extreme, for Dp = 10 /lm, the limiting formula predicts Cc = 1.016. The slip correction
factor is generally neglected for particles exceeding 10 /lm in diameter.
It is sometimes convenient to express the drag force on a particle in terms of a
friction coefficientfby Fdrag = fuoo. In the Stokes' law regime,j = 37f/lDp , and in generdl
(5.14 )
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5.3 MOTION OF AN AEROSOL PARTICLE IN AN EXTERNAL
FORCE FIELD
Up to this point we have considered the drag force on a particle moving at a steady
velocity U oo through a quiescent fluid. (Recall that this case is equivalent to the flow of
a fluid at velocity U oo past a stationary sphere.) The motion of a particle arises in the first
place due to the action of some external force on the particle, such as gravity or electrical
forces. The drag force arises as soon as there is a difference between the velocity of the
particle and that of the fluid. For a variety of applications to the design of particle col-
lection devices it is necessary to be able to describe the motion of a particle in either a
quiescent or flowing fluid subject to external forces on the particle. The basis of this
description is an equation of motion for a particle. To derive an equation of motion for
a particle, let us begin with a force balance on a moving particle of mass mp which we
write in vector form as
(5.15)
where v is the velocity of the particle and F; is the force acting on the particle by mech-
anism i. As long as the particle is not moving in a vacuum, the drag force will always
be present, so let us remove the drag force from the summation of forces and place it
permanently in (5.15)
dv 37rJ.LDp ,
m - = -- (u - v) + ~ F
P dt C
c
; et
(5.16)
where the Stokes drag force on a particle moving at velocity v in a fluid having velocity
u is the first term on the right-hand side of (5.16) and Fe; denotes external force i (those
forces arising from external potential fields, such as gravity force and electrical force).
The fluid and particle velocities are depicted schematically in Figure 5.2. In writing
(5.16) we have assumed that even though the particle motion is unsteady, its acceleration
is slow enough so that at any instant, Stokes' law is still valid. Moreover, implicit in
the use of the Stokes' law expression is the assumption that the particle is small enough
so that the creeping flow approximation holds. Actually, (5.16) is only an approximate
y
Fluid streamline
u = Fluid velocity
tI = Particle velocity
z
~----J~X
Figure 5.2 Fluid and particle velocities.
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fonn of the equation of motion of a particle in a fluid. The full equation is (Hinze, 1959)
du vI' (dU dV)v)+vp-+-p ---
I' dt 2 dt dt
3D~ ( )1/2 It (du/dt') - (dv/dt') , '"
+ -- ?rPM 1/2 dt + LJ Fel
2 0 (t-t') i
(5.17)
where vI' is the volume of the particle. The second tenn on the right-hand side is due to
the pressure gradient in the fluid surrounding the particle, caused by acceleration of the
gas by the particle. The third tenn on the right-hand side is the force required to accel-
erate the apparent mass of the particle relative to the fluid. The fourth teml on the right-
hand side, called the Basset history integral, accounts for the force arising due to the
deviation of the fluid velocity from steady state. In most situations of interest for aerosol
particles in air, the second, third, and fourth tenns on the right-hand side of (5.17) may
be neglected.
Consider for the moment the motion of a particle in a fluid in the presence only of
gravity,
If we divide this equation by 3?rMDp / Cn we obtain
dv
T - + V = u + rg
dt
(5.18)
(5.19)
where T = mpCc/3?rMDp is evidently a characteristic time associated with the motion of
the particle. For a spherical particle of density PI' in a fluid of density P, mp =
( ?r /6) D~ (PI' - p), where the factor (PI' - p) is needed because (?r / 6)D;;pg is the
buoyancy force on the particle [recall (5.5)]. However, since for typical aerosol particles
in air PI' » p, mp = (?r/6)D~pp, and
D~ppCc
T=--~
IBM
(5.20)
As an example of (5.19), consider the motion of a particle in the x, z-plane, where
the z-axis is taken positive downward,
dv
T-x+Vx=uxdt
(5.21 )
(5.22 )
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Since Vx = dx / dt and V z dz/ dt, these two equations can be written in terms of particle
position, x(t), z(t),
d 2x dx
T- + - = Udt 2 dt x
d 2 z dz
T- + - = u, + Tgdt 2 dt '
(5.23 )
(5.24 )
(5.25 )
(5.26)
If at time zero the initial velocity components of the particle in the two directions are
v, (0) = VxO and V z (0) = veo, and if the fluid velocity components are constant, we can
integrate (5.21) and (5.22) to obtain
( ) _ (_) -tiTVx t - U, + VxO u, e
If the particle starts, for example, at the origin, its position at any time is found by
integrating (5.25) and (5.26) once more or by solving (5.23) and (5.24) directly with
initial conditionsx(O) = z(O) = 0 and (dx/dt)o = vxo, (dz/dt)o = voo, to obtain
x (t) = u, t + T (vxo - u,) (I - e- t / T) (5.27 )
z(t) = (uz + Tg)t + (vzo - Uz - Tg) (I - e- I / T ) (5.28)
5.3.1 Terminal Settling Velocity
If the particle is at rest at t = 0 and the air is still, the only velocity component is in the
z-direction
(5.29 )
(5.30 )
For t » T, the particle attains a constant velocity, called its terminal settling velocity
v"
D~ppgCc
VI = Tg = -181t
We see that T is the characteristic time for the particle to approach steady motion. Sim-
ilarly, if a particle enters a moving airstream, it approaches the velocity of the stream
with a characteristic time T. Values of T for unit density spheres at 298 K in air are:
T (5)
0.05
0.1
0.5
1.0
5.0
10.0
50.0
4 X 10 8
9 X 10- 8
1 X 10- 6
3.6 x 10- 6
8 x 10- 5
3.1 X 10- 4
7.7 X 10'
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Thus the characteristic time for most particles of interest to achieve steady motion in air
is extremely short.
Settling velocities of unit density spheres in air at 1 atm and 298 K as computed
from (5.30) are:
0.1
0.5
1.0
5.0
10.0
8.8 X 10-5
1.0 X 10 3
3.5 X 10- 3
7.8 X 10- 2
0.31
For particles larger than about 20 J.lm diameter settling at their terminal velocity, the
Reynolds number is too high for Stokes' law analysis to be valid. Shortly we consider
how to calculate the settling velocity of such larger particles.
The velocity and position of a particle that has an initial velocity V xn in still air are
Vt (t) = vtn exp ( - t / T) and x (t) = TVxn [1 - exp ( - t / T)]. As t -t 00, the distance
a particle travels is x(t) = TVxn before it decelerates to a stop. This distance is called
the stop distance. For a l-J.lm-diameter particle, with an initial speed of 10 m s-I, for
example, the stop distance is 3.6 x 10-3 em.
Note that the terminal velocity VI is that velocity for which the gravity force is just
balanced by the drag force,
(5.31)
which is, of course, consistent with the steady-state form of (5.22). Because of the
characteristically small value of T relative to the time scales over which other effects are
changing, the velocity of a particle in a fluid very quickly adjusts to a steady state at
which the drag force is balanced by the sum of the other forces acting on the particle.
Example 5.1 Motion of a Particle in an Idealized Flow
Let us consider an idealized flow, shown in Figure 5.3, in which an airflow makes an abrupt
90° tum in a comer with no change in velocity (Crawford, 1976). We wish to determine
U y = U
Ux = U
y
+/
/
/
/
(--- Yo (= xo)-------7:~
I
-xo 0
I<'igure 5.3 Motion of a particle in a flow
making a 900 tum with no change in
velocity.
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the trajectory of a particle on the streamline that makes its tum at the point (XII, VII) = ( -XII.
xn)' The trajectory of the particle is governed by
subject to
d'x dr
T-o+-=O
dt" dt
d'y dy
T-+--=U
dl I dt
x(O) = -XII y(O) = XII
(5.32)
(5.33)
(5.34 )
U (5.35)
Solving (5.32) and (5.33) subject to (5.34) and (5.35) givcs the particle coordinates as a
function of time,
X(I) = -Xo + UT( 1 - e- f / T )
y(l) = Xo - UT( I - e- ilT ) + UI
(5.36 )
(5.37)
To obtain an expression for the particle trajectory in the form y = lex), we solve
(5.36) for I in tenns of X and then substitute that result in (5.37). The result is
y = -x - UTln [I - UT(X +xo)) (5.38)
We sec that as I ...... 00, X(I) = -xo + UT and y(l) = Xo - UT + UI. Thus the pal1icle
eventually ends up at a distance -Xo + UT from the y-axis.
The flow depicted in Figure 5.3 is the most idealized one that represents the stag-
nation flow of a fluid toward a flat plate. If we imagine that the X = 0 line is a flat plate
and that the y = 0 line is a line of symmetry, a very idealized version of the flow field that
results as the fluid approaches the plate at velocity U is that the fluid makes an abrupt 90°
tum at points along the y = -x line as shown by the streamlines drawn in Figure 5.3. If
the purpose of the flat plate is to provide a surface for collecting particles in the flow, then
one is interested in knowing if particles on a particular streamline will ultimately intercept
the y-axis. The strcamlines arc defined by their distance from the y = 0 line of symmetry,
that is, by the value of Xo at which the streamline makes its 90° tum. In order for a particle
to intercept the y-axis as I ...... 00, it is necessary that
(5.39)
Thus, for a given particle diameter Dr" fluid velocity U, and particle density PI" from (5.39)
one can determine the value of Xo for which these particles just intercept the y-axis. For
example, for DI' = 20 f.tm, U = 20 m S-l, and PI' = 2 g cm-','we find that Xo = 4.83 cm.
Therefore, all 20-j.on-diameter particles on streamlines from the line of symmetry (y = 0)
out to that at y = Xo = 4.83 cm will intercept the surface; all those on streamlines beyond
that at y = 4.83 cm will escape. For 2-f.tm-diameter particles under thc same conditions,
thc so-called critical streamline for collection is at Xo = 0.483 mm.
Example 5.2 Simplified Theory of the Cascade Impactor
A common instrument used to measure particle size is the cascade impactor (sec, e.g.,
Newton et al., 1977). The cascade impactor typically has several stages: the larger particles
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Trajector y
of large
particles
Gas streamlines
Impaction surface
Figure 5.4 Flow and particle trajectories
on the stage of a cascade impactor.
are collected on the upper stages, with progressively smaller particles being collected on
lower and lower stages. A typical impaction stage is shown in Figure 5.4. The gas flow
containing the particles is accelerated through a cylindrical opening of diameter Dj above
the cylindrical collection plate. The gas flow streamlines must bend and !low around the
impactor plate. The larger particles will not be able to follow the streamlines and will collide
with the plate and be collected, whereas the smaller particles are carried around the plate
to the next stage. We wish to analyze the particle trajectories using a simplified model of
a cascade impactor stage. Although, as noted above, many impactors are cylindrical, let us
consider a rectangular version; the cylindrical analog will be addressed in Problem 5.6.
Figure 5.5 shows an idealization of the flow in an impactor stage as the two-dimen-
sional, inviscid flow in a comer,
tie = bx HI' = -by
Thus the y-axis corresponds to the line of symmetry of the !low, and the x-axis corresponds
to the surface of the plate. For a particle of diameter Dp that starts out at (xo, Yo), we wish
to derive an equation for the particle trajectory and detennine the value of Xo for which all
particles that start at x < Xo strike the plate.
We seek to solve
x I<'igure 5.5 Steady, two-dimensional, in-
viscid flow in a corner, H, = bx, tI, = -by.
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subject to
x(O) =xO
dx
dt r=O =bxo
y(O) =yo
where we assume that the particle velocity is identical to the gas velocity at point (xo, Yo)·
We need to look for a solution to the general, second-order ODE
d 2p dp
dt 2 + a dt ± abp = 0
The solutions for x (t) and y (t) are found to be
x(t) e-ar /2 [ 1/2 [ 1/2 t l
- = 1/2 [2b + a + (a2 + 4ab) ] exp (a2 + 4ab) -2
xo 2(a2 + 4ab)
1/2 [2 1/2 til+ [ - 2b - a + (a2 + 4ab) ] exp - (a + 4ab) 2 JJ
y(t) e-ar /2 [ / [' /2 t J
- = 1/2 [-2b + a + (a2 - 4ab)1 2] exp (a2 - 4ab)1 -2
Yo 2(a2 + 4ab)
1/2 [2 1/2 t] i+ [2b - a + (a2 - 4ab) ] exp - (a - 4ab) 2: J
where a = I /1. These solutions can be rewritten as
x~:) = e-"r/2[(ci: ::)1/2 sinh [~(ci + 4a)I/2] + cosh [~(a2 + 4a)I/2lj
y(t) = e-at/2r a - 2 1/2 sinh [l:!. (a2 _ 4a)I/2J + cosh [l:!. (a2 - 4a)I/2li
Yo l (a2 + 4a) 2 2 J
where a = a/b.
There are two ways to approach the question of whether or not the particle hits the
plate. First, we can determine the time t at which y(t) :5 Dp /2, or y ==. 0, from which we
can then determine x (t). The alternative is to assume that if the particle hits the plate, y ->
oas t -> 00. So we can examine the behavior of the trajectories as t -> be. The latter is the
approach we will illustrate.
Let us consider x(t) as t -> 00. The group (a2 + 4ab)I/2 > O. Then as t -> 00,
. x(t) e-ar / 2 1/2 l' 1/2 tJlIm - = 1/2 [2b + a + (a2 + 4ab) ] exp (a" + 4ab) -
t ~ 00 xo 2 (a2 + 4ab) 2
Now, what happens to y(t) as t -> 007 If y -> 0 as t -> 00, the particle hits the plate. In
this case we need to examine (I - 4b / a) 1/2. If
4b
real -<(1 _~Y/2 a
4b
imaginary ->
a
304
Consider first the case of 4b / a < 1. We see that
y(t) == e-ht + ~ e-at
Yo a
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and, that for very large t, the particle will be a small distance from the plate. Small b means
that the fluid is moving slowly and the approach of the particle to the plate is slow.
Now consider the case of 4b / a > 1. In this case
I ( 4b)1/21 1-' (4b )1
/2]
exp ¥ I - ~ = exp l~t ~ - 1 _
and we find that
y(t) -- w/2l 1 - 2b/a . lat (4b )1 /2J- I-at (4b )1 /2]J
-- = e SIll - - - 1 + cos - - - 1
Yo [ (4b /a) _ 1(2 2 a 2 a
The y trajectory in this case is thus a periodic function multiplied by a decaying exponential.
We see that y (t) = 0 occurs at finite time, so the particle hits the plate. Thus we have
found that if we let the plate (i.e., the x-axis) extend to infinity, the particles will sooner or
later hit the plate. Real impactor stages, of course, have finite size.
5.3.2 The Stokes Number
It will prove to be useful to be able to write the equation of motion of a particle in
dimensionless form. To do so we introduce a characteristic fluid velocity Uo and a char-
acteristic length L both associated with the flow field of interest. Let us consider (S .23).
We define a dimensionless time t * = tuo / L, a dimensionless distance x* = x / L, and a
dimensionless fluid velocity u~ = ux/uo, Placing (S.23) in dimensionless form gives
TU d 2x* dx*
_0 __ + _ = u*
L dt*2 dt* x
We call the dimensionless group TUo / L the Stokes number,
(S.40 )
(S.41)
The Stokes number is the ratio of the stop distance to a characteristic length scale
of the flow. As particle mass decreases, the Stokes number decreases. A small Stokes
number (i.e., a small stop distance relative to the chosen macroscopic length scale of
the flow) implies that a particle adopts the fluid velocity very quickly. In a sense, the
Stokes number can be considered as a measure of the inertia of the particle. Since the
dimensionless equation of motion depends only on the Stokes number, equality of St
between two geometrically similar flows indicates similitude of the particle trajectories.
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(5.42 )
(5.43 )
5.3.3 Motion of a Charged Particle in an Electric Field
Situations In which a charged particle IS moving In an electric held are Important In
several gas-cleaning and aerosol measurement methods. The electrostatic force acting
on a particle having charge q in an electric field of strength E is Fel = qE. The equation
of motion for a particle of charge q moving at velocity v in a fluid with velocity u in
the presence of an electric field of strength E is
dv 37rltDp
mp - = -- (u - v) + qEdt Cc
At steady state in the absence of a background fluid velocity, the particle velocity is
such that the electrical force is balanced by the drag force and
37rltDp
--v = qEC
c
e
where V e is termed the electrical migration velocity. Note that the characteristic time for
relaxation of the particle velocity to its steady-state value is still given by T =
mpCcl37r1tDp, regardless of the external force influencing the particle. Thus, as long as
T is small compared to the characteristic time of changes in the electrical force, the
particle velocity is given by the steady state of (5.42). The electrical mobility Be is
defined by V e = BeE, so
(5.44 )
5.3.4 Motion of a Particle Using the Drag Coefficient
Earlier we introduced the drag coefficient CD as an empirical means of representing the
drag force on a particle over the entire range of Reynolds number, (5.7). We did so in
the case of a body moving at velocity U oo in a quiescent fluid (or, equivalently, a fluid
moving past a stationary body at speed uoo ). The drag force on a particle moving with
velocity v in a fluid having velocity u can be represented in a general manner by the
drag coefficient CD as
Fctmg = -~ CDPAplv - ul(v - u) (5.45)
where Iv - u I is the magnitude of the velocity difference. The general equation of
motion then is
dv
m -=
p dt -~ CDPAp Iv - u I(v - u) + L; FeiI (5.46)
(5.47)
We can write this equation along the direction of motion of the particle in scalar form
as (assuming a single external force and no gas velocity)
dv I 2
mp - = Fe - 2 CDPApVdt
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(5.48 )
If Fe is constant, the motion approaches a constant velocity VI at which the external
force is exactly balanced by the drag force,
2 2FeCOV I =-pAp
For a spherical particle
2 8FeCDV I = -D2
1rP I'
In the Stokes' law regime CD = 24!Re, and
(5.49 )
(5.50 )FeCcV =--
I 31rI-tDp
Note that (5.50) is just the generalization of (5.31), in the case of gravity force, and of
(5.43), in the case of electrical force.
For terminal settling due to gravity in the non-Stokes regime, (5.49) becomes
(5.51 )
(5.52 )
or
V = [4(pp - p) gDp l\/2
I l 3CD P .
However, since CD depends on VI through Rc, this equation cannot be solved easily for
VI' If we form
(5.53 )
and then substitute for VI' we obtain
(5.54 )
CD Re2 can be computed from this equation and from a plot of Co Re2 versus Re, the
value of Re corresponding to this CD Re2 can be found, yielding VI' Figure 5.6 shows
CD Re2 versus Re for a spherical particle. The group on the right-hand side of (5.54) is
sometimes called the Galileo number, Ga.
As an alternative to Figure 5.6, we can form the equation
Re Re3 3p 2V ;
=-=
CD Ga 4g(pp-p)1-t (5.55)
Then the right-hand side of (5.55) is independent of Dr The following correlation due
to Koch (Licht, 1980, p. 140)
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Figure 5.6 CD Re2 as a function of Re for a sphere.
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(
Re)1/3log -
CD
-1.387 + 2.153 log Gal/3 O.548(log Ga1/3 )2
+ O.05665(log Ga 1/3 )3 (5.56)
can be used. To calculate Vr for a particle of any diameter, first calculate the value of
Ga. Then calculate Re/C[) from (5.56) and finally obtain Vr from (5.55).
5.3.5 Aerodynamic Diameter
Up to this point we have been considering spherical particles with known diameter Dp
and known density Pp' In dealing with actual aerosols, the particles may not be spheres
and the density of the particles may not be known. Nonetheless, we want to be able to
describe the motion of such particles in flow fields and under imposed external forces.
To do so, we introduce the concept of an aerodynamic diameter, which is the diameter
of a hypothetical spherical particle with the same motion characteristics as the particle
in question.
The aerodynamic diameter is a measure of the reaction of a particle to inertial
forces. To determine the aerodynamic diameter of a particle, one need not know the
physical size, shape, or density of the particle. In fact, particles with different sizes,
shapes, and densities can have the same aerodynamic size. There are several aerody-
namic diameters, the three most common being:
1. Stokes diameter. The diameter of a sphere having the same terminal settling ve-
locity and density as the particle and corrected with the slip correction factor based
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(5.57 )
on this diameter. For a spherical particle, the Stokes diameter is equivalent to the
actual physical diameter (i.e., Dp = Dps)'
2. Classical aerodynamic diameter. The diameter of a unit density sphere (PI' = 1 g
ern -3) having the same terminal settling velocity as the particle, which has been
corrected with the slip correction factor based on this diameter. Given the Stokes
diameter Dps , the classical aerodynamic diameter is computed from
lPpCc (Dp,)J 1/ 2Dpca = Dps C (D )c pea
3. Aerodynamic impaction diameter. The diameter of a unit density sphere having
the same settling velocity as the particle. The diameter in this case is not corrected
for slip. Given the Stokes diameter, the aerodynamic impaction diameter is com-
puted from
(5.58)
Table 5.1 summarizes the relationships among the three aerodynamic diameters.
5.4 BROWNIAN MOTION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES
Particles suspended in a fluid undergo irregular random motion due to bombardment by
surrounding fluid molecules. Brownian motion is the name given to such motion. To
describe the Brownian motion process we need not consider the details of the particle-
fluid interaction, but only assume that the particle motion consists of statistically inde-
pendent successive displacements.
The basis for analyzing Brownian motion is the equation of motion of a single
particle (5.16). Assuming that the only forces acting on a particle are the random ac-
celeration a (t) caused by the bombardment by the bath molecules and Stokes drag, we
write the equation of motion as
dv
It! - =
I' dt (5.59 )
Dividing through by mp , we write (5.59) as
dv
- = -av + a(t)
dt
(5.60 )
where a = 1/T, the inverse of the relaxation time of the particle. The random acceler-
ation a (t) is a discontinuous term since it is intended to represent the force exerted by
the suspending fluid molecules, which imparts an irregular, jerky motion to the particle.
That the equation of motion can be decomposed into continuous and discontinuous pieces
is an ad hoc assumption that is intuitively appealing and, moreover, leads to successful
predictions of observed behavior. Equation (5.60) is referred to as a umgevin equation.
TABLE 5.1 CONVERSIONS AMONG THE THREE AERODYNAMIC DIAMETERS
Equation to convert to:
Given
Stokes diameter, Dp ,
Classical
aerodynamic
diameter, Dpea
Aerodynamic
impaction
diameter, Dpai
Stokes diameter, Dp"
1.0
Classical aerodynamic diameter,
[
PI' C,( D p ,) '1' /2D -D
pea - ps C (D )
(' pco "
1.0
Aerodynamic impaction
diameter, a Dpui
1.0
CAl
o
c.c
aThe units of this diameter are /Lm g'/2 cm- 3/ 2.
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(5.61 )
Since the motion, and therefore the trajectory, of anyone particle is a random
process due to O! (t), in order to study the Brownian motion phenomenon, it is necessary
to consider the behavior of an entire population, or ensemble, of particles. Consider the
trajectory of one particle along the y-direction released at the origin at t = O. The dis-
placement from y = 0 at time t for this particle can be called y(t). If a large number of
particles are released from the origin and we average all their y-displacements at time t,
we expect that average, the ensemble average, denoted by <y( t) ), to be zero since there
is no preferred direction inherent in O! (t). On the other hand, <y2 (t) ), the mean-square
displacement of all the particles, is nonzero and is, in fact, a measure of the intensity of
the Brownian motion. The mean-square displacement of the Brownian motion process
can be shown to be given by (Seinfeld, 1986, p. 320 et seq.)*
(x2) = (y2) = (Z2) = 2kTCc t
31fpDp
This result, first derived by Einstein in 1905, has been confirmed experimentally in
numerous ways.
The movement of particles due to Brownian motion can be described as a diffusion
process. The number concentration N of particles undergoing Brownian motion can be
assumed to be governed by the diffusion equation
aN 2
-=D'ilN
at (5.62)
where D is the Brownian diffusivity. To obtain an expression for D, we want to relate
the properties of the diffusion equation to (5.61). To do so, let us calculate the mean-
square displacement of No particles all of which start from the origin at t = O. Consid-
ering No particles all starting at the origin at the same time is conceptually the same as
releasing No single particles one at a time and averaging the results of the No separate
trajectories, which is, of course, the same idea employed to obtain (5.61). Multiply the
one-dimensional version of (5.62) by x 2 and integrate the resulting equation over x from
- 00 to 00. The result for the left-hand side is
~ oo 2 aN a(x 2 )x -dx = No----00 at at
and for the right-hand side is
Equating (5.63) and (5.64) gives
a(x 2 ) = 2D
at
*Where there is no possibility of confusion, the Boltzmann constant is denoted by k.
(5.63)
(5.64)
(5.65 )
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Figure 5.7 Diffusion coefficient and slip correction factor as a function of particle size
(1. H. Seinfeld, Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics ofAir Pollution, © 1986; reprinted
by pemlission of John Wiley & Sons).
and integrating gives the mean-square displacement in the x-direction,
(x 2 ) = 2Dt (5.66)
(5.67)
We now equate this result for <x 2 ) with that from (5.61) to obtain an explicit
relation for D,
D = kTCc
37rp..Dp
which is known as the Stokes-Einstein relation. When Dp » "1\, Cc "" I, and D varies
as Dr;'. When Dp « "1\, Cc "" 1 + (1.657)(2A/Dp ), and D can be approximated by
2 (1.657) "1\kT/37rp..D~, so that in the free molecule regime D varies as D;2.
Diffusion coefficients for particles ranging from 0.001 to 1.0 p..m in diameter are
shown, together with the slip correction factor Cn in air at 293 K and I atm, in Figure
5.7. The change from the D;2 dependence to the D;l dependence is evident in the
change of slope of the line of D versus Dp •
5.4.1 Mobility and Drift Velocity
In the development of the particle equation of motion in Section 5.3, we did not include
the fluctuating acceleration of a (t). If we generalize (5.16) to include an external force
Fe and assume that the fluid velocity is zero, we get
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(5.68)
(Recall that the product amp is also just the friction coefficient f.) As before, assuming
that we are interested in times for which t » a-I, the approximate force balance is
obtained by setting the right-hand side of (5.68) to zero and ensemble averaging,
o = Fe - amp ( v ) (5.69 )
where the ensemble mean velocity <v) = Fe/amp, which is just the steady-state ve-
locity, is referred to as the drift velocity Vd' The drift velocity is that which the particle
population experiences due to the presence of the external force. For example, in the
case where the external force is simply gravity, the drift velocity is just the terminal
settling velocity VI' and when the external force is electrical, the drift velocity is the
electrical migration velocity.
The particle mobility B is then defined by
(5.70)
The mobility is seen to be just the drift velocity that would be attained under unit
external force. Recall (5.43), which is the mobility in the special case of an electrical
force. Finally, the Brownian diffusivity can be written in terms of the mobility by
D = BkT
a result known as the Einstein relation.
5.4.2 Solution of Diffusion Problems for Aerosol Particles
(5.71 )
The concentration distribution of aerosol particles in a stagnant fluid in which the par-
ticles are subject to Brownian motion and in which there is a drift velocity Vd in the
positive x-direction is governed by the convection/diffusion equation
aN aN 2
- + Vd- = D V' N
at ax (5.72)
Example 5.3 Simultaneous Diffusion and Settling of Particles above a Surface
As an example, let us consider the simultaneous diffusion and settling of particles above a
surface at z = O. At t = 0 a uniform concentration No of particles is assumed to exist for z
> 0, and at all times the concentration of particles right at the surface is zero due to their
"removal" at the surface. The appropriate boundary value problem describing this situation
IS
N(z, 0) = No
N(O, t) = 0
N(z, t) = No
where the z-coordinate is taken as vertically upward.
z ---> 00
(5.73 )
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The solution of (5.73) is
No l (Zt Vtf ) (VtZ) ( Z- Vtf )-1N(z, t) = - 1 + erf 1/2 - exp -- erfc 1/2
2 . 2 (Dt ) D 2 (Dt ) _
(5.74 )
We can calculate the deposition rate of particles on the z = 0 surface from the expression
for the flux of particles at z = 0,
J = D(aN). + v,N(O, t)
az z~a
(5.75)
which gives
(5.76)
(5.77)t « Tds
Note that the flux (5.75) normally ineludes the term v,N(O, t) on the right-hand side,
although in this case N(O, t) = O.
We can identify a characteristic time Tds = 4D/v; associated with this system. A
large value of Tds is associated with either large D or small V" that is, small particles; and
a small value of Tds is associated with large particles. Thus, if there is a population of
particles of different sizes, each particle size obeys (5.74) and (5.76) individually. Thc
limiting behavior of the flux to the surface for small and large values of t is
J(t) = Na[ (~Y/2 + ~]
t » Tds
We see that at very short times the deposition flux is that due to diffusion plus one-half that
due to settling, whereas for long times the deposition flux becomes solely the settling flux.
5.4.3 Phoretic Effects
Phoretic effects produce a directional preference in the Brownian diffusion of aerosol
particles due to a difference in momentum imparted to a particle by molecules coming
from different directions.
Thermophoresis is the migration of a particle away from the higher-temperature
region and toward the lower-temperature region of the gas in which it is suspended
(Talbot et al., 1980). The motion is caused by the greater force imparted by the higher
energy molecules on the "hot" side of the particle than by those on the "cold" side.
This phenomenon is responsible for the soiling of walls in the vicinity of hot pipes. In
the absence of other forces, the thermophoretic force FT will be balanced only by the
drag force, leading to a steady thermophoretic velocity lJT' The thermophoretic velocity
may be correlated in terms of the thermal dimensionless group
(5.78)Th = _ lJTpT
J-t dT/dx
in which dT/dx is the temperature gradient (always < 0) in the direction of motion.
For particles obeying Stokes' law, the thermophoretic force is given by
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(5.79 )
The dimensionless group Th is essentially constant for those particles for which
Kn » I, indicating that V T is independent of particle size, directly proportional to the
temperature gradient, and only weakly dependent on temperature. The value of Th is
predicted theoretically to lie between 0.42 and 1.5, with experimental measurements in
the range 0.5.
For larger particles, Kn « 1, the elementary picture of gas molecules impinging
on the particle from different sides with different mean velocities is oversimplified. Ac-
tually, there is a creeping flow of gas from the colder to the warmer regions along the
surface of the particle which experiences a force in the cold direction. In that case, Th
becomes a function of Kn as well as of the ratio of the thermal conductivities of gas and
particle. Th decreases as Kn increases and may fall as low as 0.02 at Kn = 0.01 for
kg / kp « 1. A correlation of Th is presented by Gieseke (1972).
We can estimate the importance of thermophoresis by calculating the thermo-
phoretic velocity VT' Consider a O.I-I-lm-diameter particle in air at 573 K. Using Th =
0.5, (5.78) gives VT = 4.17 X 1O-4 (dT/dx), where dT/dx is measured in °C cm- I
and vTis in cm S-I. At dT/dx = 103oC cm- I , VT = 0.417 cm s-'; whereas at dT/dx
= 10°C cm- 1, VT = 0.00417 cm S-I. Unless the temperature gradient is very steep,
thermophoresis can generally be neglected compared with the effects of other forces on
aerosol particles.
Aerosol particles have been found to experience an external force when subjected
to an intense light beam. This phenomenon, called photophoresis, results from the non-
uniform heating of the particles. The force on the particle arises when uneven heating
of the particle due to absorption of the incident light leads to uneven heating of the gas
molecules in the vicinity of the particle. The net force on a spherical particle can be
directed either toward (negative photophoresis) or away from (positive photophoresis)
the light source. If the particle has optical characteristics such that incident light energy
is absorbed and dissipated at its front side, the more energetic gas molecules are on thc
incident side of the particle and positive photophoresis results. Conversely, if the ab-
sorption characteristics of the particle are such that its back side absorbs more of the
incident light, negative photophoresis results. Calculating the photophoretic force on a
particle involves computing the internal distribution of absorbed energy in the particle
and then calculating the interaction between the unevenly heated particle and the sur-
rounding gas. The force ultimately arises because of the temperature gradient that de-
velops in the gas around the particle, and therefore it can be analyzed in a manner similar
to that of thermophoresis. For an analysis of photophoresis in the continuum regime, we
refer to the reader to Reed (1977).
Diffusiophoresis occurs in the presence of a gradient of vapor molecules that are
either lighter or heavier than the surrounding gas molecules (Derjaguin and Yalamov,
1972). For example, consider an evaporating surface above which a gradient of water
vapor concentration exists. Water molecules are less massive than air molecules, so a
decrease in water vapor concentration with distance above the evaporating surface will
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(5.80 )
lead to a net downward force on aerosol particles that is the result of the downward flux
of air molecules needed to balance the upward flux of water molecules.
A diffusiophoretic migration velocity can be defined that depends on the gradient
in partial pressure of the diffusing gas A and the partial pressures and molecular weights
of the diffusing gas and the background gas B. The migration velocity is
(
Ml/2 ) pDA AS V
PA M y2 + ps M1/2 p;; PA
which can be expressed as
(5.81 )
(5.82 )
where YA is the mole fraction of species A and C\ is the molecular weight and compo-
sition function that describes the effect of the molecular mass gradient due to the net
motion of the gas. For water vapor in air at mole fractions between 0.1 and 0.5, C1
varies from 0.8 to 0.88.
We will not consider phoretic effects further in this book.
5.5 DIFFUSION TO SINGLE PARTICLES
5.5.1 Continuum Regime
When the mean free path of vapor molecules leaving or approaching the surface of a
particle is small compared with the radius of the particle, that is, when the Knudsen
number defined by Kn = AAS/Rp is small, when the mixture of A and B is very dilute,
and if the particle can be considered to exist in a stagnant medium, the transient con-
centration distribution of species A in the background gas species B around the particle
obeys the diffusion equation (B.7),
aCA _ DAB a ( 2 acA)
---- r-
at r2 ar ar
The characteristic time for the gas-phase concentration of species A to attain its
steady-state distribution around the particle is evident from (5.82) as Till = R;, / DAB
[recall (B.35)]. For t » Till' steady state is attained and the steady-state concentration
profile satisfies
(5.83 )
If the concentration of A just above the particle surface is CAs and that far away from the
particle is cAoo , the solution of (5.83) is
(5.84 )
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The total flow of A toward the particle (moles A s-I) is then given by the so-called
Maxwell equation,
(5.85)
(5.87)
where the subscript C on f denotes the continuum regime. If CAs < CAex" the flow is
toward the particle (note that we have taken fA as positive in this case), and vice versa.
5.5.2 Free Molecule Regime
As the Knudsen number approaches order unity, indicating that the mean free path of
species A approaches the particle radius, Fick's law becomes invalid. For Kn » 1, the
mean free path of species A is much greater than the particle radius, and the particle
appears to the vapor to be just a large molecule. The particle does not disturb the back-
ground vapor concentration, and in this limit the flux of vapor molecules to the particle
can be predicted from kinetic theory of gases.
The number of gas molecules hitting a unit area in unit time is the so-called effu-
sionflux and is given by (Moore, 1962, pp. 217-219)
(5.86 )
where N is the number concentration of molecules in the gas and c is the mean molecular
speed of the species. We have been expressing the vapor concentration in molar units,
so CAoo would replace N in (5.86) and the units of the effusion flux are then moles A
cm-2 S-I. The mean molecular speed of species A, CA, is (Moore, 1962, p. 238)*
_ _ (8kT)1/2
CA -
7frnA
and where rnA is the molecular mass of species A.
The rate of impingement of molecules of A on the particle, in units of mol AS-I,
in the kinetic (or free molecule) regime is just the effusion flux multiplied by the surface
area of the particle,
(5.88 )
where we have used (cAoo - CAs) for consistency with (5.85).
5.5.3 Transition Regime
In the intermediate or transition regime of Knudsen numbers, neither continuum diffu-
sion theory nor elementary kinetic theory of gases applies. In the continuum limit, the
concentration profile of species A around the particle obeys (5.84); whereas in the kinetic
limit, the concentration of A in the background gas is unaffected by the presence of the
particle, and the flow of molecules to the particle is just the rate at which they impinge
on the surface of the particle in their normal motion. The concentration profile in the
*The mean molecular speed cA is nol to be confused with the concentration CA-
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Continuum
regime
Flux matching
'Figure 5.8 Steady-state concentration profiles of a diffusing species A around a spher-
ical particle in different regimes of particle radius Rp and diffusing mean free path AAB'
Lower sketch shows idea of flux-matching at a surface at r = Rp + A,
transition regime is expected to lie somewhere intermediate between these two extremes.
The situation is depicted in Figure 5.8.
We expect in the transition regime that in the neighborhood of the particle, say
out to some distance II from the surface, where II is the order of "AB, the molecules of
A do not experience many collisions with molecules of B and, therefore, that the flux of
molecules of A to the surface can be approximated by the effusion flux. Far from the
particle surface, on the other hand, the concentration profile of A should be quite close
to the continuum values. This physical picture was utilized by Fuchs in suggesting that
to determine the flux of molecules to a particle in the transition regime one solve the
continuum diffusion equation (5.83) up to a distance II of the particle surface and match
the flux at r = Rp + II to the kinetic theory flux resulting from Rp + II to Rp due to the
concentration value at Rp + ll. The concentration profile of A then satisfies (5.83) for r
~ Rp + II subject to CA = CAoo as r --> 00 and the flux-matching condition,
47rR~(~CA) (cA(Rp + ll) - CAs] = 47r(Rp + 1l)2DAB(d;;}~RPH (5.89)
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The left-hand side of (5.89) is the total flow of moles of A at the surface of the particle
as predicted by an effusion flux of A molecules at a net background concentration of
[cA(Rp + Ll) - cAsl. The right-hand side of (5.89) is the continuum flow of A at r =
Rp + Ll from the region r > Rp + A.
Solving (5.83) subject to C4 = CAoo as r -> 00 and (5.89) gives
CAco - cA(r) R p
--'"-'-'----'-'--'--'- = - i3F
CAoo - CAs r
where (subscript F for Fuchs)
I + I1IRp
{3F =
I + (4DAB lcAR p)(1 + I1IRp)
From (5.89)-(5.91) the total flow of A at the particle surface is found to be
fA = f Ac (3F
(5.90)
(5.91 )
(5.92)
(5.94 )
(5.95 )
Up to this point we have not specified the value of 11. On a physical basis the
obvious choice for Ll is AAB' With A = AAB, and letting Kn = AABI R f" (5.91) becomes
I + Kn(3F = (5.93)
I + (4DABlcA AAB) Kn(l + Kn)
We note, using (5.92) and (5.93), that
lim fA = f Ac
Kn~O
lim fA = f Ak
Kn- 00
as must of course be the case.
To use the Fuchs interpolation formula, (5.92) and (5.93), it is necessary to specify
the group DAB IcA "AB' An expression for this group is given in (5.11).
An alternative interpolation factor to i3F is that due to Fuchs and Sutugin (1971),
1 + Kn
(3FS = 1 + 1.71 Kn + 1.33 Kn2
In order for fA = f Ac (3Fs to obey the kinetic limit as Kn -> 00 it is necessary that AAB be
defined in accordance with
DAB I
cA AAB 3
This expression corresponds to the Chapman-Enskog exact solution for the case of M 4
« MB ·
Example 5.4 Evaporation of a Droplet
The steady-state continuum molar flow of species A from a particle that is evaporating is
given by (5.85) with CAs> CAoo' The mass flow is just JAcMA, where M 4 is the molecular
weight of A. Expressed in terms of partial pressures, the mass flow from an evaporating
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drop of pure A is
where PAs and P Aoo are the partial pressures just over the particle surface and in the back-
ground gas, respectively. The mass flow can be related to the change in size of the particle
by
(5.96 )
(5.97)
The vapor pressure over the particle surface is the product of the vapor pressure of the
species over a flat surface, p~, and a factor greater than one that expresses the increase in
vapor pressure over a curved as opposed to a flat surface, the so-called Kelvin effect (see
Section 5.10). That factor is
where (J is the surface tension of the material. Thus the vapor pressure of species A over a
droplet of pure A of diameter Dp is
(
4(JMA )
PAs = P~ exp RTD
Pp p
To include particles small enough to lie in the transition or kinetic regimes we employ JA
= JAc (3FS·
Thus the evaporation or growth equation is
(5.98 )
r
It is useful to introduce the following dimensionless variables:
A DpD =-
p DpO
4(JMA
Pp RTDpo
2")\ABKno =--
DpO
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in which case (5.98) becomes
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(5.99)
(5.101)
In the special case of evaporation of the particle into a background free of the species
A, PAoo = 0, and (5.99) can be integrated to give
pAt= r~ D;exp( rjD;,) {3Fs(Kl1ojD;)dD; (5.100)JDp
The right-hand side of (5.100) can be numerically integrated for values of the final diameter
Dp , 0 ~ Dp < 1, for choices of rand KI1o. The values of the integral correspond to
A A 4MAP~ DAB
PAt = z tppRTDpo
If measurements of Dpo and Dp(t) are made, and if MA, DAB, PI" and T are known, the
val~e of the vapor pressure P~ may be inferred from such data from the slope of a plot of
PAt versus time.
Let us apply these results to a particle of dibutylphthalate, C6H4[C(O)OC4H91z,
evaporating into vapor-free air at 298 K. The characteristic time to achieve a steady-state
concentration profile in the vapor phase, R~)jDAB' is of order 10-9 s for the initial sizes
we will consider. It will be seen that particle diameter changes due to evaporation occur on
a time scale of order 1 s, thus validating the use of a steady-state vapor concentration profile
in the evaporation equation.
The right-hand side of (5.100) can be evaluated for various final diameters Dp in the
interval 0 < Dp ~ 1, and the actual diameter changes for three initial sizes are shown in
Figure 5.9. Parameter values for dibutylphthalate are DAB = 0.0367 cmz s -I, p'4 = 0.0345
dyn cm- z, (J = 33.14 dyn cm- I , MA = 278.35, PI' = 1.042 g cm- 3 , "'AB = 0.0504I-'m.
For Dpo = O.ll-'m, r = 0.14287, and KI10 = 1.008. We see that a O.l-I-'m dibutylphthalate
particle evaporates to one-half its original diameter in about 1.4 s and evaporates essentially
completely in approximately 2.05 s. A particle of initial diameter 0.2 I-'m requires slightly
more than 6 s to evaporate. An interesting feature of the process is the apparently instan-
taneous disappearance (evaporation) of the particle, for example, for the initially O.l-I-'m-
diameter particle upon reaching a diameter of 0.005 I-'m (50 A), 0.125 % of its original
020~-------------,
0.15
00.
2 4
t (5)
6 8 Figure 5.9 Diameter of evaporating dibu-
tylphthalate particles as a function of time.
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volume. As the particle diameter gets smaller and smaller, the vapor pressure over the
curved particle surface increases exponentially until a point where the vapor pressurc is so
large as to cause essentially instantaneous evaporat;on. Phys;cally, ;ncreas;ng surface ten-
sion increases the difference between the vapor pressure over a flat surface and that over a
curved surface, increasing the driving force for evaporation. Thus, all else being equal, wc
expect that with two particles each of a different species, the one with the larger surface
tension will evaporate more readily. Since the particle density appears in the denominator
of the exponential, increased density results in longer evaporation times.
5.6 THE SIZE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
An aerosol can be envisioned as a population of particles each consisting of an integral
number of molecules or monomers. The smallest aerosol particle could be defined in
principle as that containing two molecules or two monomers. The population can then
be characterized by the concentrations of each cluster, that is, N k = concentration (per
cm3 of air) of particles containing k molecules. Although rigorously correct, this "dis-
crete" way of characterizing the distribution quickly becomes unwieldy because of the
very large number of molecules that go to make up even the smallest of aerosol particles.
For example, a sulfuric acid/water particle at equilibrium at 30% relative humidity of
0.01 /-Lm diameter consists of approximately 104 molecules.
Beyond a relatively small number of molecules, say about 100, an aerosol popu-
lation can be treated as if its size variation is essentially continuous. In doing so, we
replace the discrete size index k by the particle diameter Dp and the discrete number
concentration Nk by the size distribution function n (Dp ), defined as follows:
n(Dp ) dDp = number of particles per unit volume of air having
diameters in the range Dp to Dp + dDp
The total number of particles per unit volume of air of all sizes is then just
(5.102)
Since n (Dp ) is just the probability density function for particle size, a more precise tenn
for n(Dp ) is a size distribution density function, although the word "density" is usually
omitted in referring to n(Dp )' The units of n(Dp ) are /-Lm- I cm- 3 , and those of N are
cm-
3
. If the aerosol population is changing with time, we may write n(D!" t) and N(t).
We can define a nonnalized size distribution function fi (Dp ) by 11 (Dp ) = n (Dp ) / N,
such that fi (Dp ) dDp = the fraction of the total number of particles per cm3 of air having
diameters in the range Dp to Dp + dDp • The units of fi (Dp ) are /-Lm -I.
It is often of interest to know the distributions of both particle surface area and
volume with respect to particle size. Considering all particles as spheres, we define the
surface area distribution function as
(5.103)
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and the volume distribution function as
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(5.104)
The total particle surface area and volume per cm3 of air are
S = 1r [ DJ,n(Dp) dDp = [ n,(Dp) dDp
V = ~ [ D~n(Dp) dDp = [ n,,(Dp) dDp
(5.105 )
(5.106)
Nonnalized surface area and volume distributions can then be defined by ff,(Dp) =
ns(Dp)/S(/lm- l ) and ff,,(Dp) = n,,(Dp)/V(/lm- I ).
If the particles all have density PI' (g cm-3), the distribution of particle mass with
respect to particle size is
where the factor of 106 is needed to convert PI' from g cm -3 to /lg /lm- 3 , to maintain
the units of nm(Dp ) as /lg /lm- I cm- 3 .
Because particle diameters in an aerosol population typically vary over several
orders of magnitude, it is often convenient to express the size distribution in tenns of
the logarithm of the diameter, either In Dp or log Dp .
5.6.1 Distributions Based on log Dp
Let us define n (log Dp ) d log Dp = number of particles per cm3 of air in the size range
log Dp to log Dp + d log Dr Note that n(log Dp ) is not the same function as n(Dp )'
Rather than introduce new notation for n (log Dp ), to differentiate it from n (Dp ), we
will always indicate the independent variable, either Dp or log Dp . Fonnally, we cannot
take the logarithm of a dimensional quantity. Thus, when we write log Dp we must think
of it as log (Dp/l), where the "reference" particle diameter is 1 /lm and is thus not
explicitly indicated. The units of n (log Dp ) are cm- 3 since log Dp is dimensionless. The
total number concentration of particles is
(5.L08 )
and the nonnalized size distribution function with respect to log Dp is ff (log Dp ) =
n(log Dp)/N, which is dimensionless. Note that the limits of integration in (5.108) are
now - 00 to 00.
Just as we defined surface area and volume distributions with respect to Dp , we
can do so with respect to log Din
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(5.109)
(5.110)
S = [00 7fD~n(log Dp)d log Dp = roo nJlog Dp) d log Dp (5.111)
V= roo~D~n(IOgDp)dIOgDp=[00 nl'(logDp)dlogDp (5.112)
Since n (Dp) dDp = the differential number of particles in the size range Dp to Dp
+ dDp , this quantity is sometimes expressed as dN, with similar notation for the other
distributions. Thus, using this notation we have
dN = n(Dp) dDp = n(log Dp) d log Dp
dS = nJDp) dDp = n,(log Dp) d log Dp
dV = n,,(Dp) dDp = nl'(log Dp) d log Dp
(5.113)
(5.114)
(5.115 )
Based on this notation, the various size distribution functions are often written as
dN
n(D) =--
p dDp
dN
n(log Dp ) = ---d log Dp
dS
n,(Dp ) = dD
p
dS
n,(log Dp ) = i I D(, og p
dV
n,,(Dp) =~dDp
dV
n,,(log Dp ) = ---d log Dp
To conform with the common notation, we will often express the distributions in this
manner.
5.6.2 Relating Size Distributions Based on Different
Independent Variables
It is important for us to be able to relate a size distribution based on one independent
variable, say Dp , to one based on another independent variable, say log Dp . The basis
for such relationship is exemplified by (5.113). In a particular incremental particle size
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(5.117)
range Dp to Dp + dDp the number of particles dN is a certain quantity, and that quantity
is the same regardless of how the size distribution function is expressed. Thus, in the
particular case of n(Dp) and n(log Dp ) we have that
n (Dp ) dDp = n (log D(I) d log Dp ( 5. 116 )
Say that we have n (Dp ) and wish to calculate n (log Dp ) from it. Thus
dDp
n(log Dp) = n(Dp) --'--d log Dp
Now, since d log D(I = din Dp/2.303 = dDp/2.303D1" (5.117) becomes
n(log Dp) = 2.303Dpn(Dp) (5.118)
which is the desired relationship between n (Dp ) and n (log Dp )'
This procedure can be generalized to relate any two size distribution functions
n(u) and n(v), where u and v are both related to diameter Dp. The generalization of
(5.116) is [recall (C.16)]
n(u) du = n(v) dv (5.119)
(5.120)
and if we seek to calculate n (u) in terms of n ( v), we write
dv/dDp
n(u) = n(v) /du dDp
Example 5.5 Relating Size Distributions Depending on Different Independent Variables
We are given an aerosol size distribution function /l", (m) such that n", (Ill) dill = aerosol
mass per em' of air contained in particles having masses in the range 111 to III + dill. We
desire to convert that distribution function to a mass distribution based on log Dp , /l", (log
Dp )' Let us detennine the relation between /l", (log Dp ) and n"J m ).
From (C.16) we have
n", (m) dm = n", (log Dr,) d log Dp (5. 121 )
Now m = (orr /6)ppDi;, so dill = (1r'/6 )pp3 D~dDp. Also, d log DI' = dDI'/2.303DI" Thus
(~) 2 _ n",(log DI') dDp/l",(m) Pl'3DI'dDI' - ------6 2.303Dp
or
n",(log Dp) = (~) pp3D~(2.303Dp)n",(m)
= 6.9mn",(m) (5.122)
which is the desired relationship.
Say that we are given the number distribution based on particle mass, Il (m), and
desire to obtain the mass distribution, n", (log DI')' Since
n",(m) = mn(m) (5.123 )
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the desired result is just
5.7 THE LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
(5.124 )
(5.125)
The next question that arises in our study of aerosol size distributions is, what functions
are commonly used to represent aerosol size distributions? To represent particle size
distributions n(Dp) we need a function that is defined only for Dp ::::: 0 and which is
zero for Dp = 0 (clearly, no particles can exist of size zero) and approaches zero as Dp
---> 00 (no particles can exist with infinite size). Although many distributions with such
properties exist, a popular one for representing aerosol size distributions, and one with
a host of desirable properties, is the log-normal distribution.
If a quantity u is normally distributed, the probability density function for u obeys
the Gaussian distribution (Table 1.13),
N l (u - 1i)2 jn(u) = ~ exp - 2 2Y27rau au
where n (u) is defined for - 00 < u < 00, Ii is the mean of the distribution, a~ is its
variance, and
(5.126 )
(5.127)
(5.128 )
A quantity that is log-normally distributed has its logarithm governed by a normal
distribution. If the quantity of interest is particle diameter Dp , then saying that an aerosol
population is log-normally distributed means that u = In Dp satisfies (5.125). For now
we will use the natural logarithm In Dp , but we can also express our result in terms of
log Dp .
Letting u = In Dp , we express (5.125) as
- 2
_ N l (In Dp - In Dpg ) j
n(ln Dp ) - ~ exp - 2y27r In ag 2 In ag
where we have let Ii = In Dpg and au = In ago For the moment we consider Dpg and ag
to be merely the two parameters of the distribution. Shortly we will discuss the physical
significance of these parameters. It is more convenient to have the size distribution func-
tion expressed in terms of Dp rather than In Dr The form of (5.118) appropriate to this
transformation is n(1n Dp) = Dpn(Dp), so that (5.127) becomes
- 2
N l (InDp -lnDpg ) j
n (D ) = exp - ---'-------=----'--
p & Dp In ag 2 In2 ag
This is the conventional form of the log-normal distribution used in describing aerosol
size distributions.
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We now wish to examine the physical significance of the two parameters Dpg and
ago To do so, let us examine for the moment some properties of the normal distribution
(5.125). The cumulative distribution function F( u) is the probability that u will lie in
the range -00 to u (C.2),
F(u) = [oo n(u') du'
so that for a normally distributed quantity,
N ru l (U'-U)2
JF( u) =~ J exp - 2 du'v2~au -00 2a u
To evaluate this integral we let 1/ = (u' - u) / J2au , and we obtain
The error function erf z is defined as
2 ~z ,erf z = - e-~- d1/
';;0
(5.129)
(5.130)
(5.131 )
(5.132)
where erf 00 = 1. If we divide the integral in (5.131) into one from - 00 to 0 and the
second from 0 to (u - u) / J2au , the first integral is seen to be equal to .;; /2 and the
second to ( .;; /2) erf [( u - u) / J2a,,]. Thus, for the normal distribution
N N (u - u)F(u) = - + -erf -
2 2 J2a
u
(5.133)
(5.134 )
Now, in the case of the log-normal distribution u = In Dr" so (5.133) can be
expressed as
N N lin (Dp/Dp~)l
F(Dp) = 2 + 2 erf r;: c j
. v2 In ag _
F(Dp)/N is the fraction of the total number of particles with diameters up to Dp' For
- - I -Dp = Dpg , since erf(O) = 0, F(Dpg)/N = 2' Thus we see that Dpg is the median
diameter, that is, that diameter for which exactly one-half the particles are smaller and
one-half are large.t::. To understand the role of ag , let us consider that diameter Dp" for
which ag = Dp,,/Dpg . At that diameter
(5.135)
Thus ag is the ratio of the diameter below which 84.1 % of the particles lie to the median
diameter. Dpa is one standard deviation from the median, so ag is termed the geometric
standard deviation.
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(5.136 )
(5.137)
(5.138)
In addition, 67% 0t:.!11 particles!le in the range Dpg/ag to Dpgag, and 95% of all
particles lie in the range Dpg /2ag to 2Dpg ag. A monodisperse aerosol has the property
that a~ = 1.
'The log-nonnal distribution has the useful property that when the cumulative dis-
tribution function is plotted against the logarithm of particle diameter on special graph
paper with one axis scaled according to the error function of (5.134), so-called log-
probability paper, a straight line results. The point at which F(DpL= 0.5 occurs when
~ Dp = In Dpg . The point at F(Dp) = 0.84 occurs for In Dp = In Dpg + In ag or Dp =
Dpgag. The geometric mean or median is the value of Dp where the straight-line plot of
F crosses the 50th percentile. The slope of the line is related to the geometric standard
deviation aI" which can be calculated from the plot by dividing the 84th percentile di-
ameter (which is one standard deviation from the mean) by the 50th percentile diameter.
This property can be expressed as
a = Dpg = D~+a = (Dp,+a)1/2
g Dp,-a Dpg Dp,-a
where -a and +a are minus and plus one standard deviation from the geometric mean.
We have developed the log-nonnal distribution for the number concentration. In
addition to the number distribution, the surface area and volume distributions are of
interest. Thus we wish to examine the surface area and volume distributions of an aerosol
whose number distribution is log-nonnal and given by (5.128). Since n,(Dp) =
7rD;,n(Dp) and n,,(Dp) = (7r/6)D~n(Dp), let us detennine the fonns of n,(Dp) and
n,,(Dp) when n(Dp) is log-nonnal. From (5.128) we see that these two distributions fall
within the general fonn of ny(Dp ) = QyD;n(Dp), where "I = 2 and 3 for the surface
area and volume distributions, respectively, and Qy is the appropriate coefficient, either
7ror 7r/6.
Thus we have
- 2
QyND; l (In Dp - In Dpg ) ','\
exp -fu Dp In ag 2 In2 ag
By letting D; = exp ("I In Dp ), expanding the exponential and completing the square in
the exponent, (5.137) becomes
QyN ("I In Dpg l)~ exp +-
-v27r Dp In ag In ag 2
[
[In D p - (In Dpg + "I In2 ag)tj
X exp - 2
2 In ag
Thus we see that if n (Dp) is log-nonnal, ny (Dp) = Qy D; n (Dp) is also log-nonnal with
the same geometric standard deviation of ag as the parent distribution and with the log-
arithm of the median diameter given by
In Dpgy = In Dpg + 'Y In2 a~ (5.139)
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The dynamic behavior of an aerosol is described by a population balance equation that
can be termed the general dynamic equation (GDE). In the most general form of this
equation the independent variables are particle size and composition, although in most
applications size is the only variable characterizing the aerosol.
In the most fundamental approach to deriving the GDE, particles are represented
as consisting of integer multiples of a single structural unit, typically a molecule. In
these discrete equations particles differ only in the number of monomers they contain.
5.8.1 Discrete General Dynamic Equation
We consider the following phenomena to be occurring: (1) agglomeration of two parti-
cles, (2) evaporation or escape of a monomer from a particle, and (3) homogeneous
particle generation or removal processes apart from those that occur as a result of evap-
oration and agglomeration. We restrict our attention to size distribution dynamics and
do not consider particle composition as an independent variable. Thus the aerosol may
be considered as chemically homogeneous for the purposes of deriving the governing
dynamic equation.
For a spatially homogeneous aerosol the quantity of interest is the concentration
of particles containing i monomers, where i ;::: 1. Assuming that an i-mer has a volume
Vi' the concentration of i-mers, N(vi , t), will vary with time due to agglomeration,
evaporation, generation, and removal processes. The rate of agglomeration of i-mers
with j-mers is equal to the rate of formation of (i + j )-mers and is given by
K(v;, vj)N(v;, t)N(vj, t)
1 + 0 .t,}
where 0;,; is the Kronecker delta,
i, j ;::: (5.140 )
= [01Oi,J =j
otherwise
and K (Vi' Vi) is the kinetic coefficient of agglomeration of two particles of volumes Vi
and v;. The functional form of K (v;, Vj) will be discussed later. If i is equal to j, we
must divide by 2, so as not to count the agglomeration twice. The rate of evaporation
of i-mers is E(v;)N(v;, t), i ;::: 2, where E(v;) is the evaporation coefficient. The rate
of formation of i-mers by agglomeration is the sum of all agglomerations resulting in an
i-mer and is given by
i-I
~ .~ K(V;_j, vJN(vi-;, t)N(vj, t)
J=l
2: 2 (5.141 )
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The factor of ~ is introduced because K is a symmetric function of its arguments, and
therefore the summation counts each agglomeration twice for i - j not equal to i. How-
ever, if i is an even integer, the term K(Vi/2, v;j2)N(Vi/2' t)N(Vi / 2 , t) is counted only
once in the summation, but the factor of ~ is still required, as given in (5.140). The rate
of depletion of i-mers by agglomeration with all other particles is given by
N(vi, t) ~ K(Vi' vJN(vj, t)
j~ 1
i ~ I (5.142)
For j equal to i, the agglomeration rate is divided by 2 as given in (5.140), but because
each agglomeration removes two i-mers, the rate is also multiplied by 2, thereby can-
celing the factor of~. The rate of formation of i-mers by evaporation from (i + I )-mers
is (1 + 0l,i) E( Vi + 1) N( Vi + l' t), i ~ 1. The rate of depletion of i-mers due to evapo-
ration is given by E(v;)N(v;, t), i ~ 2.
The net rate of formation of monomers is thus
(5.143)
and the net rate of formation of i-mers for i ~ 2 is
- N(vi, t) .~ K(v;, vJN(vj, t)} = 1
+ E(Vi+1)N(Vi+l' t) - E(v;)N(v;, t)
(5.144)
Combined with the appropriate initial conditions [i.e., N(vi , 0), i ~ 1], (5.143) and
(5.144) constitute the discrete GDE for a spatially homogeneous aerosol. Because ag-
glomeration constantly produces larger particles, (5.143) and (5.144) are an infinite set
of coupled ordinary differential equations.
5.8.2 Continuous General Dynamic Equation
Although the discrete GDE is an accurate description of aerosol dynamics, the number
of equations needed to simulate actual aerosols can be immense. For i » 1 the differ-
ence in size between an i-mer and an (i + 1)-mer is relatively small. Thus for particles
that contain k + 1 or more monomers, where k » 1, the discrete concentrations can
be represented by n ( v, t), defined by
~ Vi+V\/2N(v;, t) = n(v, t) dvVi-VI/2 ~ k + 1 (5.145)
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If N( Vi' t) is neglected for 2 ::; i ::; k, (5.144) becomes, for i ;::: k,
an(v, t) 1 iV '- Vk + 1+"1/2
at
= -2 K(v - u, u) n(v - u, t) n(u, t) du
l'k+ 1 - vl/2
- n(v, t) ["-1'1/2 K(v, u) n(u, t) du
+ n(v - VI' t) K(v - VI> VI) N(vI' t)
- n(v, t) [K(v, VI) N(vl> t) + E(v)] + E(v + VI) n(v + VI> t)
(5.146 )
In the limit as V I / V -t 0, the last three terms of (5.146) reduce to
(5.147)
For most aerosols it has been shown that the second term of (5.147) can be neglected
(Ramabhadran et aI., 1976). Therefore, (5.146) becomes
an (v, t) 1 1v
a =- K(v-u,u)n(v-u,t)n(u,t)du
t 2 Vk+ 1
1
00 a[/(v, t) n(v, t)]
- n(v, t) K(v, u) n(u, t) du - (5.148)
Vk+ 1 av
where I(v, t) = [K(v, vd N(VI' t) - E(v)] VI' I(v, t) is the net growth rate of a
particle of volume V due to condensation and evaporation of monomers and is commonly
called the condensation growth rate or the growth law. Notice that (5.148) is defined
over the domain V ;::: Vk + I and that it has been assumed that V » Vk + I in the upper
limit of the integral. Moreover, it is generally assumed that Vk+ I may be replaced by
zero in the lower limit of the integral. Thus the most common form of the continuous
GDE is
an (v, t) I 1v
----'----'--'- = - K(v - u, u) n(v - u, t) n(u, t) du
at 2 0
- n (v, t) 1: K (v, u) n (u, t) du
a
- - [/(v, t) n(v, t)] + J(v*, t)
av
(5.149)
The term on the left-hand side describes the evolution of the aerosol number distribution
with time. The first term on the right-hand side represents the coagulation of particles
of volume smaller than V forming a particle of volume V; the second term represents the
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(5.151 )
coagulation of particles of volume v with other particles, forming a particle whose vol-
ume is larger than v; and the third tem1 represents the change in the aerosol size distri-
bution due to condensation, evaporation, chemical reaction, or phase transition. Such
processes result in a growth or shrinkage of particles that is represented by the term I ( v,
t) = dv / dt. In some cases (e.g., for organic aerosols) the term dv / dt may be negative
for small particles and positive for large particles, indicating that evaporation occurs
from small particles while condensation simultaneously takes place on large particles.
Chemical reactions and phase transition may lead to a growth or shrinkage of particles
due to changes in the molar volume of the chemical species. The fourth term represents
the nucleation of particles from a gaseous chemical species. This nucleation takes place
at a critical particle size at volume v*. The term J ( v*, t) represents the rate of formation
of new particles of volume v* by nucleation. Later in this chapter we discuss how one
determines the rate of and the critical particle size for nucleation.
In the absence of particle growth, I(v, t) = 0, and (5.149) becomes the so-called
coagulation equation,
on (v, t) 1 fl'
ot = 2 J
o
K(v - u, u) n(v - u, t) n(u, t) du
- n(v, t) ~: K(v, u) n(u, t) du (5.150)
If coagulation can be neglected, the size distribution evolves due only to growth of
individual particles, and n(v, t) satisfies the pure growth equation,
an (v, t) 0
at + av [I(v, t) n(v, t)] = 0
If particle diameter is the size variable of interest, the continuous GDE takes the
form
a
- aD [ID(Dp , t) n(Dp , t)]
p
~ DP/21!3 K[(D3 _ jj3)1/3 b] n[(D3 - b 3)1/3 t] n(b t) db+ D 2 p P , P P p' p' pp 0 (D~ _ b~)2/3
- n(Dp , t) ~: K(Dp , b p ) n(bp , t) dbp (5.152)
where ID = dDp/dt, the rate of particle growth from condensation, as given by (5.98).
5.9 COAGULATION COEFFICIENT
Coagulation, agglomeration, or coalescence of two particles can occur as a result of
several mechanisms by which two particles may be brought together. The particles may
collide as a result of their mutual Brownian motion; they may be brought into contact
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by laminar or turbulent velocity gradients in the gas; or they may collide due to differ-
ential settling velocities. In addition, when two particles get sufficiently close to each
other, electrostatic, electrodynamic, and fluid dynamical forces between particles affect
the actual rate at which the particles collide.
5.9.1 Brownian Coagulation
Under typical atmospheric conditions and for particles smaller than a few microns in
diameter, the dominant mechanism for agglomeration is Brownian motion. The form of
the Brownian coagulation coefficient K(Dp , j\) in the continuum regime can be derived
by considering the flux from the Brownian diffusion of particles of one size toward a
stationary particle of the other size. In the free molecule or kinetic regime, K is deter-
mined from the effusion flux (5.86) of one particle onto the area represented by the other
particle. As in the case of mass transfer of vapor molecules, an appropriate interpolation
formula is needed so that one has an expression for K valid across the entire range of
Knudsen numbers. Forthe derivation of these forms of K, we refer the reader to Seinfeld
(1986, p. 391 et seq.).
A widely used form of the Brownian coagulation coefficient is that due to Fuchs
(1964):
h ( 2 2 )1/2were gij = g; + gj ,
1 [( )3 (2 2 )3/2]g; = --I Dp; + I; - D p; + I; - Dp ;3Dp ; ;
I = 8D;
I -
7fC;
and where D; = kTCc /37f/lDp ; and c; = (8kT/ 7fm; )1/2
In the continuum and kinetic regimes (5.153) approaches the limits
K«(Dp ;, Dpj ) = 27f(D; + Dj )(Dp ; + Dpj )
7f ( )2(-2 -2 )1/2Kk(Dp ;, Dpj ) ="4 Dp ; + Dpj C; + Cj
(5.153)
(5.154 )
(5.155)
(5.156)
(5.157)
respectively.
Figure 5.10 shows K(Dp ;, Dpj ) as computed by (5.153). The smallest value of
the Brownian coagulation coefficient occurs when both particles are of the same size. In
the continuum regime for equal-sized particles, K is independent of particle size and is
given by K = 8kT/3/l. On the other hand, when both particles are in the free molecule
I
UJ
r<l
E
o
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10- 3 Figure 5.10 Brownian coagulation coeffi-
cient K (Dl'i' D p) for particles of density PI'
= I g cm- 3 in air at 298 K. I atm.
regime and are of equal size, K = 4(6kT/ pp)t/2D~/2. A maximum coagulation coeffi-
cient for equal-sized particles is reached at about 0.02 rtm diameter. The coagulation
coefficient for large particles is relatively low because of their relatively small Brownian
diffusivities. Very small particles, on the other hand, have relatively high velocities, but
their individual target areas are small, so they tend to miss each other. The maximum
in K at around 0.02 rtm represents a balance between particle mobility and cross-sec-
tional area for collision. Finally, we see that the Brownian coagulation coefficient for
unequal-sized particles is always larger than that for either of the two particles coagu-
lating with another particle of its own size. This behavior is attributable to the fact that
if one starts with two equal-sized particles and increases the size of one of the particles,
the Brownian coagulation coefficient increases because the target area increases as D~,
whereas the Brownian diffusivity decreases only as Dp-
5.9.2 Effect of van der Waals and Viscous Forces on
Brownian Coagulation
The Brownian coagulation coefficient given by (5.153) is derived by considering both
aerosol particles as hard spheres in Brownian motion in the absence of interparticle forces
and fluid mechanical interactions between the particles. We noted above that once par-
ticles get sufficiently close to each other, interparticle forces may act to enhance or retard
the rate of collision. Electrostatic or Coulomb forces may either enhance or retard col-
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(5.158)
lision rates depending on the degree of charging of the two particles (Seinfeld, 1986, p.
404 et seq.). Normally, electrostatic forces do not playa dominant role in aerosol col-
lisions, if for no other reason than the tendency of aerosols to become neutralized. On
the other hand, van der Waals forces, which arise from the interaction of fluctuating
dipoles in the two particles, act between all particles to enhance the collision rate over
that predicted in its absence. Fluid mechanical interactions arise because a particle in
motion in a fluid induces velocity gradients in the fluid that influence the motion of other
particles when they approach its vicinity. Because the fluid resists being "squeezed"
out from between the approaching particles, the effect of these so-called viscous forces
is to retard the coagulation rate from that in their absence. The effects of van der Waals
and viscous forces can be incorporated into the basic Brownian coagulation coefficient,
with van der Waals forces acting to enhance the rate and viscous forces acting to retard
the rate.
In order to present results for these two forces, let us express the pure Brownian
collisional flux of particles in the continuum and kinetic regimes as <Pc and <P" respec-
tively (number of collisions/cm3 s). We then introduce the enhancement factors We and
Wk , so that the collision rates including the effects of particle interactions are Fe = We<P e
and Fk = Wk <Pk • The collision rates and coagulation coefficients in the transition regime
will be obtained by interpolating between the expressions in the continuum and kinetic
regimes.
The continuum regime enhancement factor for van der Waals forces has been pre-
sented by Friedlander (1977), and Schmidt-Ott and Burtscher (1982),
- I l00 lE (r) JdrWe = (Rpa + Rpb ) exp -k 2
R po +Rpb _ T r
where E ( r) is the van der Waals interaction potential. If we let x = Rpb / r, (5. 158) can
be expressed as
( R) l(l + RpojRpb) II paW; = I + - exp [E(x)/kT] dxRpb 0 (5.159 )
Historically, van der Waals forces between condensed media have been calculated
by summing over pairwise interactions between the molecular constituents of each body.
This method, called Hamaker theory, leads to the van der Waals interaction potential
(Parsegian, 1975)
(5.160)
E(r) A I 2Rpa Rpb
-"6l r 2 - (Rpa + Rpb )2 +
r
2
- (Rpa + RPb )2'j
+ In 2 2
r - (Rpa - Rpb )
where A is the so-called Hamaker constant. Values of the Hamaker constant, expressed
as A / kT at STP, for some substances are as follows:
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Yenzene 619
Ethanol 42.6
Water 20.2
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In deriving the pure Brownian motion collision rate, it is assumed that one particle
is stationary and the second particle diffuses toward it with a diffusion coefficient that is
the sum of the individual diffusion coefficients, that is, from (5.67),
kT kT
D OO = D + Db = - + -
a fa ii, (5.161)
where /" = 67rp.Rpa I Cm and fb = 67rp.Rph l Ceh . In this formulation, it is assumed that
each particle approaches the other oblivious of the other's existence. As we noted above,
however, in reality the velocity gradients around each particle influence the motion of
an approaching particle. Spielman (1970) incorporated the effect of viscous interactions
between particles through a modified relative diffusion coefficient Dah = kTI fah. The
effect of viscous interactions can then be included in the enhancement factor of (5.159)
through the D oo I Dab ratio,
W- 1 = (1e (5.162 )
Alam (1987) has obtained an analytical expression for D oo I Dab that closely ap-
proximates Spielman's solution,
(5.163 )
We note that D oo I Dah is unity for sufficiently large separation r and increases as the
particle separation decreases. The increase in the D oo I D ah ratio decreases the enhance-
ment factor We. Figure 5.11 shows We as a function of the Hamaker constant for Rphl Rpa
= 1 and Rph I Rpa = 5. We see that in the presence of viscous forces, the enhancement
factor is always less than that in their absence. With van der Waals forces We is largest
for particles of equal size, whereas viscous forces are largest when the ratio of particle
radii is large. We note from Figure 5.11 that the "enhancement" factor W" including
both forces, is, for some values of A, actually a retardation factor since We < 1.
The enhancement factor due to van der Waals forces in the free molecule or kinetic
regime is (Marlow, 1980)
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Figure 5.11 Enhancement factor for Brownian coagulation coefficient due to van der
Waals and viscous forces. (Reprinted by pennission of the publisher from M. K. Alam.
Aerosol Science and Technology, vol. 6, no. I, pp. 41-52. Copyright 1987 by Elsevier
Science Publishing Co., Inc.)
-1 100 (dE d2E)
- + r--
2 (Rpa + Rpb )2kT R pa + Rpb dr dr 2
l 1 (r dE )J 2X exp - - - - + E r drkT 2 dr (5.164)
In the kinetic regime the particles behave as large gas molecules and the viscous inter-
action present when the suspending fluid can be treated as a continuum is absent.
Alam (1987) has derived an interpolation formula for the coagulation coefficient
that is a function of a particle Knudsen number Knp and that attains the proper limiting
forms in the continuum and kinetic regimes. The result is
(5.165 )
where
DOO
4Doo
= D a + Db ex (A~ + A~)1/2C
Knp
(A~ + A~)1/2
C (8kT + 8kTy /2
Rpa + Rpb 7rma 7rmb
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Figure 5.12 shows the coagulation coefficient K at T = 300 K, p = 1 atm, PI' =
1000 kg / m3 , and A / kT = 20 as a function of Knp for particle radius ratios of 1, 2, and
5 both in the presence and in the absence of interparticle forces. Figure 5.13 shows the
ratio of the coagulation coefficient to that for pure Brownian coagulation (i.e., the en-
hancement factor) as a function of particle Knudsen number for A / kT = 20. In the
continuum regime, Kn :::; 1, for A / kT = 20, We < 1 due to the predominance of the
retardation by viscous forces over the enhancement by van der Waals forces. As shown
in Figure 5.11, for sufficiently large Hamaker constant A, the effect of van der Waals
forces overtakes that of viscous forces to lead to an enhancement factor greater than 1.
In the kinetic regime, coagulation is always enhanced due to the absence of viscous
forces.
Example 5.6 Coagulation of an Initially Monodisperse Aerosol
In the absence of evaporation, (5.144) is usually expressed as
dN
i
1 i-,1 ,
-d = - .~ Ki-j,jNi-jNj - N i .~ Ki.jNjt 2 J~ 1 J~ 1 (5.166)
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Figure 5.12 Brownian coagulation coefficient in the presence and absence of interparticle forces.
T = 300 K, p = I atm, Pp = I g cm- 3 , AIkT = 20. (Reprinted by pemlission of the publisher
from M. K. Alam, Aerosol Science and Technology, vol. 6, no. I, pp. 41-52. Copyright 1987 by
Elsevier Science Publishing Co., Inc.)
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Figure 5.13 Enhancement factor for Brownian coagulation. T = 300 K, p = I atm, PI' = I g
cm- 3 , A/kT = 20. (Reprinted by permission of the publisher from M. K. Alam, Aerosol Science
and Technology, vol. 6, no. I, pp. 41-52. Copyright 1987 by Elsevier Science Publishing Co.,
Inc.)
which is called the discrete coagulation equation. A classic solution of this equation is that
for constant coagulation coefficient K. Such a situation is most relevant for the early stages
of coagulation of a monodisperse aerosol in the continuum regime when Ki •j = 8kT13p..
Setting Ki,j = K and summing (5.166) over i from 1 to 00 yields the following equation for
the total number concentration of particles:
dN
dt
1 ?
--KN-
2
(5.167)
If the total initial number concentration of particles is N(O) = No, the solution of (5.167)
is
where
N(t) No (5.168)
2
7 =--
C KNo
is a characteristic time for coagulation.
(5,169)
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Example 5.7 Characteristic Times for Coagulation
The characteristic time for coagulation 1r was defined by (5.169). It is the time needed for
an intially monodisperse population of particles to coagulate to one-half the initial number
concentration. Although the coagulation coefficient cannot be strictly independent of time
because the average particle size of the aerosol is increasing as coagulation proceeds and
the population is no longer monodisperse, T c represents a good approximation of the time
constant for coagulation of an aerosol.
It is useful to calculate the value of Tc for various initial particle sizes and number
concentrations. For pure Brownian coagulation, the equal-size coagulation coefficients for
a range of particle diameters are approximately:
D p (lim) K(cm's I)
0.01 2 X 10 9
0.1 I x 10- 9
1.0 7 X 10- 10
10.0 6 X 10- 10
The characteristic times in seconds for coagulation of particles of these sizes with
various initial number concentrations are:
DI' (lim)
No (cm-') 0.01 0.1 1.0 10.0
10' 106 2 X 106 3 X 106 3.3 X 106
106 la' 2 x 10' 3 X la' 3.3 x la'
109 I 2 3 3.3
1012 10-' 2 X 10- 3 3 x 10' 3.3 X 10'
Example 5.8 Self-Preserving Size Distribution
Certain aerosol coagulation and condensation situations can be solved using a similarity
transformation for the size distribution function (Swift and Friedlander, 1964; Friedlander
and Wang, 1966). Such solutions represent asymptotic forms approached after long times
and are independent of the initial size distribution. In carrying out the similarity transfor-
mation, one assumes that the fraction of the particles in a given size range depends only on
the particle volume normalized by the average particle volume,
n(v, t) dv = J/;(~) d(~)
N(t) v v
where v = V(t)jN(t) is the average particle volume at time t. Rearranging this equation,
the dimensional size distribution function can be expressed as
2
n(v, t) = N(t) J/;(.,.,)
V(t)
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where '1/ = vjv = vN(t)jV(t). Note that
N(t) = r n(v, t) dv
Vet) = rvn(v, t) dv
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The size distribution is thus represented in tenns of N(t), Vet), and a dimensionless
function l/; ('1/). The shapes of the distribution are assumed to be similar at different times,
multiplied by the time-dependent factor N (t)2 j V(t). Thus these solutions are called self-
preserving.
To detennine l/; ( '1/) the relation for n (v, t) is substituted into the general dynamic
equation. If the transfonn is consistent with the equation, an ordinary integrodifferential
equation for l/; ( '1/) is obtained (Friedlander, 1977).
5.10 HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION
The general dynamic equation describes the evolution of a population of particles
undergoing coagulation and growth or evaporation due to gas-to-particle or particle-to-
gas conversion. The process by which particles form from a vapor can be viewed simply
as the successive coagulation of single molecules (monomers) with molecular clusters.
This process is represented explicitly in (5.143) and (5.144). When we passed to the
continuous GDE (5.148) we took volume V k + 1 as the lower limit of particle volume
down to which the size spectrum can be treated as if it is continuous. Presumably,
coagulation among monomers and clusters of volume less than Vk + 1 is still occurring
that provides a flux of particles across size Vk + 1 into the "continuous" portion of the
size spectrum. In (5.149) and (5.150) these processes occurring at volume less than
Vk + 1 are simply smeared into the continuous coagulation integrals and growth term. If
new particles are indeed forming from the vapor, we need to use (5.148), in which we
can say something explicit about what is happening for particles of very small sizes. The
formation of particles from vapor molecules may be visualized to occur as the result of
the clustering of vapor molecules to form embryos of the new phase followed by the
growth of some of these clusters to form macroscopic quantities of the new phase. Figure
5.14 is a schematic of the size spectrum. The passage of embryos beyond the size k will
be referred to as nucleation, whereas the scavenging of monomers and embryos by par-
ticles larger than k is what we refer to as condensation. The major goal of nucleation
theory is to predict the rate of formation of new particles from vapor molecules. We will
see that a certain critical size k emerges from the theory and that we will be able to
predict the rate of passage of embryos across that size k. In this section we review briefly
the theory of homogeneous nucleation. For more in-depth treatments we refer the reader
to Springer (1978) and Abraham (1974).
Let us begin by considering a system composed of a spherical liquid drop of radius
r containing Nt molecules surrounded by its vapor containing Nv molecules. The tem-
perature, pressure, and total number of molecules are assumed to be constant. The total
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Nucleation: net formation rate of particles by agglomeration
\ of two clusters or a monomer with ok-mer
a~--J-~~b
1---+-+-------- --+-----~----~""-~-"----~
1 2 3 k
~~_ ~-------_l ~
-----~~-__+____-- Condensation net agglomeration
I rate of monomers and clusters
I with particles
!
Figure 5.14 Nucleation and condensation along the particle size spectrum.
Gibbs free energy of the system can be written as
(5.170 )
(5.171)
where !-tv and !-t/ are the chemical potentials per molecule of the vapor and liquid phases,
respectively, and a is the surface tension of the bulk liquid. If we assume the liquid
phase to be incompressible and the vapor phase to be ideal, the equilibrium state of such
a system is that for which (Springer, 1978)
p 2avmIn- =--
p~ kTr
where p is the pressure of the vapor in the system and p~ is the equilibrium vapor
pressure of the bulk liquid at temperature T. Vm is the molecular volume. We will rec-
ognize (5.171) as equivalent to (5.97), the so-called Kelvin equation, relating the in-
crease in vapor pressure over a curved interface to that over a fiat surface in terms of
the size of the droplet and its physical properties.
The Gibbs free energy of the system prior to formation of the liquid drop is Go =
(Nv + Nt) !-tv' and the difference !i. G = G - Go is a measure of the reversible work
necessary to form the drop,
(5.172)
where it is customary to let g = Nt, the number of molecules in the droplet, and ~ =
(47r)1/3 a(3Vm )2/3. The first term on the right-hand side is proportional to the volume
of the drop and the second to its surface area. If !-tt > !-tV' the vapor is the more stable
phase, both terms in (5.172) are positive, and !i. G increases continuously as g increases.
If !-tt = !-tV' the vapor is saturated, but !i. G still increases continuously with g. A liquid
drop will not form because of the additional work needed to create the droplet interface.
Finally, if !-tt < !-tv' !i. G has a maximum at the point where the negative volume term
begins to dominate the positive surface term. The value of g at this maximum in !i. G is
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denoted by g* and its corresponding value of il G by il G*. We will call g* the critical
size embryo or nucleus. This g* is just k in Figure 5.14.
At equilibrium the distribution of the number concentrations of embryos is as-
sumed to follow the Boltzmann distribution,
(5.173)
The embryos can be envisioned to exist as a result of a sequence of collisions
between single molecules (monomers) and embryos, embryo-embryo collisions being
neglected as rare events because of the low concentration of embryos relative to single
molecules,
Ag - 1 + At .. » Ag
where Al represents a single molecule and Ag an embryo containing g molecules. The
nucleation rate is defined as that at which embryos pass through the critical size g*.
We can write a balance on the number of embryos of size g as
(5.174)
(5.175)g ;::: 2
where ag is the surface area of a g-mer, Cl'g is the rate of loss of single molecules per
unit surface area from a g-mer, and {3 is the rate of impingement of vapor molecules on
an embryo per unit surface area. Whereas Cl'g is generally an unknown function of embryo
size, (3 is usually approximated by the kinetic theory effusion flux expression, Nc /4,
for the rate at which vapor molecules impinge on a unit area of surface per unit time.
Equation (5.174) can be written as
dNg
---:it = I g - t - I g
where I g is the net flow of embryos from size g to g + I,
I g = {3ag N g - Cl'g+lag+lNg + 1 (5.176)
At equilibrium not only is dNg / dt = 0, but 12 = 13 = . . . = I g = 0; that is,
there is no net flow of embryos in either direction. Setting I g == 0 in (5.176), and using
the superscript e to denote equilibrium, gives
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(5.177)
which allows us to calculate the evaporation rate, Ci g + 1, in terms of (3, N~ and N~ + l'
Equation (5.177) is a statement of the principle of microscopic reversibility.
When nucleation is occurring there is a nonzero net flow of embryos as given by
(5.176), and therefore the system cannot be at equilibrium. The major assumption of
classical homogeneous nucleation theory is that the embryo number concentrations N~
rapidly achieve a pseudo-steady state in which their rate of appearance is just balanced
by their rate of disappearance, that is,
(5.178)
Physically, this assumption implies that the characteristic times for the embryos to relax
to a pseudo-steady-state distribution is short compared with that associated with mac-
roscopic changes in the system. Applying (5.178) to each embryo concentration gives
19_1=lg=l (5.179)
Thus a consequence of the pseudo-steady-state approximation applied to the embryo
concentrations is that the net flow through the embryo distribution is a constant, inde-
pendent of g. This net rate is the nucleation rate that we desire to compute. It is worth
reiterating at this point that the pseudo-steady-state approximation applied to the embryo
concentration is not the same as the condition of equilibrium, since in the former all J~
equal a nonzero 1, whereas the latter all 1g equal zero.
Using (5.177) and (5.179), (5.176) can be expressed as
(5.180 )
Because changes in number concentrations from one embryo to the next are small for g
» I, it is customary to replace the right-hand side of (5.180) by its different fonn,
Equation (5.181) is then integrated to give the nucleation rate,*
_ 1 (2(JMA)I/2(p~)2 2 (~G*)1 - - -- - S exp ---
Pp 11" kT kT
(5.181)
(5.182 )
where S = p / p~, the saturation ratio of species A. 1 can be expressed in terms of
measurable quantities as
*This integration requires several approximations that can be shown to be quite valid. For elaboration.
see Friedlander (1977), Springer (1978), or Seinfeld (1986).
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(5.183 )
(5.184)
where Nm , is Avogadro's number.
It is enlightening to examine the dependence of the nucleation rate J on the satu-
ration ratio S. Figure 5.15 shows J (in number per m3 per second) as a function of the
saturation ratio S for water and dibutylphthalate (DBP) at 293 K and 1 atm. Although
the nucleation rate is a continuous function of S, it increases so rapidly as S increases
that it appears that at a certain "critical" saturation a burst of nucleation occurs. This
critical saturation ratio is usually defined as that where J = 1 cm -3 s-1. Rates signifi-
cantly larger than this are required to form substantial numbers of particles, although
because of the extreme steepness of the J versus S curve, only slight increases of S
beyond that at J = 1 cm -3 s-I are needed to obtain such significant rates. The critical
saturation ratio for water under the conditions of Figure 5.15 occurs at about S = 10 (J
= 106 m- 3 S-I = 1 cm- 3 S-I). For dibutylphthalate, the critical S at these conditions
is close to 800. The difference in nucleation behavior between the two compounds can
be explained on the basis of their physical properties.
To show how the nucleation rate of a compound depends on its properties, we
write J in the form equivalent to (5.183),
PA (I VA ) (167ra3V~ )J - 2"'a -- N exp --~-..:,:..-
- .J27rmA kT JkT A 3k 3T 3 In2 S
Water 30
0
-:>
0' 20
0
-10
10
Saturation ratio, S
Figure 5.15 Nucleation rates of dibutylphthalate and water at 293 K as a function of
saturation ratio.
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where rnA and VA are the molecular mass and volume, respectively, of the monomer; and
then place (5.184) in dimensionless form as follows:
where J* = J / J and
Jf* ( a*3)J* = S2 - exp ----671' 2 In2 S
A (p~)2 2(8kT)I/2J = - 71'r A --kT 71'rnA
(5.185 )
(5.186 )
Note that J is related to the monomer-monomer collision rate at saturated conditions and
a* is the dimemsionless surface tension.
Table 5.2 gives the relevant physical properties of water and DBP at 293 K and 1
atm, together with values of a* and J, the latter resulting from the extremely low satu-
ration vapor pressure of DBP. Because of the iow value of J, the nucleation rate J is
smaller than that of water at the same value of S.
From (5.185) one can obtain
a In J a log J ( a* )3
aIn S = alog S = 2 + In S
We see that a material with a large a*, such as DBP in the present case, would require
a larger value of S to attain the same slope in a log J - log S plot than a material with
a smaller a*. This explains why DBP attains nucleation rates equivalent to those of water
only at higher saturation ratios. Note that as S gets very large, the asymptotic slopes of
all log J - log S plots are equal to 2.
Figure 5.16 shows J * as a function of S at various values of a*, and Figure 5.17
presents J* as a function of 1/a* at various S values. From Figure 5.16 we see that at
low values of S, the dimensionless nucleation rate J * is extremely low. The larger the
dimensionless surface tension a*, the more difficult the nucleation process. From Figure
5.17, J* has a maximum at a* = (ln2 S/3 )1/3 equal to J* = O.1623S 2 In l / 3 S.
TABLE 5.2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF
DIBUTYLPHTHALATE AND WATER AT 293 K. 1 ATM
Properties
mA (kg)
1'.1 (m')
p~ (N m 2)
a(Jm-')
a*
Dibutylphthalate (DBP)
4.6196 x 10- 25
4.4169 x 10 2R
1.3599 X 10- 3
3.357 x 10. 2
15.5086
1.1824 x 1019
Water
2.9890 x 10 26
2.9890 x 10 29
2336.468
7.275 x 10 2
5.5812
2.2786 x 10"
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Figure 5.16 Dimensionless nucleation rate J* as a function of saturation ratio for dif-
ferent values of the dimensionless surface tension a *.
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Figure 5.17 Dimensionless nucleation rate J* as a function of a' I for different values
of the saturation ratio S.
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5.11 SECTIONAL REPRESENTATION OF AEROSOL PROCESSES
An aerosol size distribution is governed by a variety of physical and chemical processes
comprising coagulation; gas-aerosol conversion mechanisms such as nucleation, con-
densation, and evaporation; gravitational settling; dry deposition on surfaces due to dif-
fusion, impaction, and thermophoresis; phase transition; chemical reactions in the par-
ticle or at its surface; and introduction of new particles. A description of the evolution
of the aerosol size distribution requires an accurate solution of the appropriate form of
the general dynamic equation.
In the continuous representation of the aerosol size distribution, the aerosol pop-
ulation is represented by a continuous function that characterizes the number or volume
concentration of aerosols as a function of aerosol size. An approximation of the contin-
uous representation by constant number or volume concentrations of aerosols over finite
aerosol size ranges leads to a so-called sectional representation of the aerosol size dis-
tribution (Gelbard et aI., 1980; Gelbard and Seinfeld, 1980). The sectional approxima-
tion to the continuous size distribution leads to a simpler form of the equation since the
sectional distribution is then governed by a set of ordinary differential equations.
In the sectional approach to modeling aerosol dynamics, the continuous size dis-
tribution is approximated by a series of step functions so that the aerosol characteristics
(i.e., number, surface, volume, mass concentration) remain constant over each size in-
terval. For example, the number distribution is approximated as follows:
(5.187)l = I, ... , LN[(t) = [-I n(v, t) dv
where N[ (t) = aerosol number concentration in section l
L = total number of aerosol size sections
Va and VL = aerosol volume of the lower and upper ranges of the aerosol distribution,
respectively
The number distribution n ( v, t) is then approximated by the step functions
N[ (t) (v[ - V[_ I) -I. The volume size distribution is approximated in a similar manner,
as follows:
Q[ (t) = ~ :1:. 1 vn (v, t) dv l = 1, ... , L (5.188)
The aerosol dynamic equations can be solved for any representation of the size
distribution (i.e., number, volume, etc.). Generally, the sectional equations are solved
for the mass or volume distribution. This solution is convenient because it allows one
to check for conservation of mass or volume. In addition, it is computationally more
accurate because the volume distribution covers a smaller range of concentration values
than does the number distribution.
The coagulation equation for the sectional volume distribution can be deduced
from the coagulation equation (5.150) to give the following ordinary differential equa-
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tions (Gelbard et al., 1980):
( '-1dQ, t) "a-
-d- =LJ K;,l-iQ;(t)QI_;(t)
t 1=1
L
- QJt) 2: bK; /Q;(t)
;= 1 '
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(5.189 )
l = 1, . . . , L (5.190)
where the first tenn is not evaluated for l = 1.
The first tenn represents the fonnation of new aerosols in section l by coagulation
of aerosols from lower sections, and the second tenn represents the coagulation of aer-
osols from section l with other aerosols to fonn particles in higher sections.
The sectional coagulation coefficients aKi,I_; and b Ki" are calculated by integrat-
ing the coagulation coefficient K ( VI' V2) over the section of interest (see Gelbard et al. ,
1980, for the derivation of the sectional coagulation coefficients). These coefficients
generally are calculated with the constraint that VI ;::: 2vI_ l' For a fixed sectionalization
of the aerosol size distribution, the sectional coagulation coefficients are computed only
once, and the coagulation equation is then reduced from an integrodifferential equation
to a set of ordinary differential equations.
Similarly, the pure growth equation governing the sectional volume distribution
can be deduced from (5.151) to give (Gelbard and Seinfeld, 1980)
dQ,(t) a- b- b-~ = rP,Q,(t) + rP'-1 Q'-l (t) - rPIQI(t)
where the first tenn is not evaluated for l = 1. The first tenn represents the growth of
the aerosol volume in section l due to condensation, the second tenn represents the
growth of the aerosol volume from section (l - 1) into section l, and the third tenn
represents the growth of the aerosol volume from section l into section (l + 1). The
sectional condensation coefficients are calculated by integrating the growth law over the
sections. If the sectionalization of the aerosol size distribution is fixed, these sectional
condensation coefficients are calculated only once, and the condensation equation is then
reduced from a partial differential equation to a set of ordinary differential equations.
Warren and Seinfeld (1985) improved the accuracy of the treatment of condensa-
tion by the sectional representation by using an average value of the volume concentra-
tions for the intersectional growth tenns and by forcing conservation of the aerosol num-
ber concentration. The result is
dQJt) = a-:/: Q (t) + c-:/: _ QI-l (t) + QJt)
dt '1'1 I '1'1 1 2
c- Q,(t) + QI+ I (t)
- rP, 2 l = 1, ... , L
~ ! dQI(t) = 0
1= 1 V, dt
where v, is the average volume of aerosols in section l.
(5.191 )
(5.192 )
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5.1. What is the stop distance of a spherical particle of 10 JLm diameter and density 3.0 g cm- 3
projected into still air at 298 K with an initial velocity of 100 cm s-I?
5.2. Calculate and plot the terminal settling velocities of particles of density 1.0 g cm-3 in air
at 1 atm and 298 K over the particle diameter range 0.1 to 100 JLm.
5.3. Assuming a 2% deviation to be the maximum permissible, calculate the maximum particle
diameter for which the terminal settling velocity may be computed by Stokes' law in air at
1 atm and 298 K as a function of particle density over the range 0.5 to 5.0 g cm - 3.
5.4. A lO-JLm-diameter particle of density 1 g cm-3 is being carried by an airstream at 1 atm
and 298 K in the x-direction with a velocity of 100 cm s-I. The stream enters a device
where the particle immediately acquires a charge of 100 electrons (the charge on a single
electron, e, is 1.6 X 10- 19 C) and in which there exists an electric field of constant potential
gradient Ey = 103 V cm-1 perpendicular to the direction of flow.
(a) Determine the characteristic relaxation time of the particle.
(b) Determine the x- and y-coordinate locations of the particle at any downstream location
in the device.
5.5. (a) Verify the relations given in Table 5.1.
(b) Prepare a plot of classical aerodynamic diameter versus physical diameter for physical
diameter from 0.1 to 20 JLm and for the four densities Pp = 1, 2, 3, and 4 g cm- 3.
5.6. One stage of a cascade impactor is shown in Figure 5.4. As described in Example 5.2,
particles with sufficient inertia are collected on the plate; those smaller are carried around
the plate to the next stage. The flow enters the stage through a cylindrical nozzle of diameter
Dj that terminates at a distance s above the plate. The flow on the stage can be approximated
as a two-dimensional, cylindrical stagnation flow near the plate,
u; = r* ui = -2z*
where the two velocity components are made dimensionless by u; = uriUoo and ui =
uz/uoo , and r* = r/(DJ!2) and z* = z/(DJ!2).
(a) Show that the dimensionless equations of motion for a particle in this flow field are
d 2r* dr*
2St-- + - = r*
dt*2 dt*
d 2z* dz*
2St -- + - = - 2z* + v;dt*2 dt*
where St = Tuoo/Dj , t* = Dj t/2uoo , and v; = -Tg/Uoo , the dimensionless settling
velocity.
(b) Show that appropriate initial conditions are
r* = r(j ::5 I
dr* I
- -0
dt* t' ~O
I
z* = -
2
dz* I
dt* t' ~O
-1
at t* = 0
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(c) Show that the particle trajectory satisfies
r* = r6' e -P [ cosh (pq) + ~ sinh (pq) ]
! (I vne-P cosh (pq') + _1_ (I + q'2 _ v,:,)
2 2q' 2
Chap. 5
z* ==
v*
X e-P sinh (pq') + -'--
2
I
St :s -
16
I I (I _ q,,2
"2 (I - vne-Pcos (pq") + 2q" --2--
where
v*
X e-P sin (pq") + -'--
2
I
St ?:
16
p
q" = (16 St - 1)1/2
t*
4 St
q' = (I - 16 St) 1/2
q (I + 8 St) 1/2
5.7. At t = 0 a uniform concentration No of monodisperse particles exists between two horizontal
plates separated by a distance h. If both plates are perfect absorbers of particles and the
particles settle with a settling velocity v" determine the number concentration of particles
between the plates as a function of time and position. The Brownian diffusivity of the
particles is D.
Solution:
00, 2 1_(_I)'e2~1 [I (7f 2i 2) I JN(z*, t*) = No .2..: -: 4/ 2.2 sin (i7fz*) exp .. -2z* - I + -4 t*. /12
I ~ 1 7f1 I + 4/1 7f I 4/1
where
z*
z
h
t*
tv,
h
Calculate the particle fluxes on the top and bottom surfaces as a function of time and obtain
the limiting behavior of these fluxes for short and long times.
5.8. Consider a particle-sizing device in which particles are separated based on their different
settling velocities. The device consists of a vertical flask that is initially filled with a fluid-
particle suspension that has been vigorously mixed. Once the shaking of the flask is stopped,
a sample is immediately withdrawn to determine the total suspension concentration. The
particles then begin settling and a fluid-particle sample is withdrawn at predesignated times
at a known distance L below the surface of the fluid. In the absence of particle-particle
interactions and assuming that the suspension is sufficiently dilute that the fluid can be
considered as stagnant as the particles settle, show that the particle number concentration
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N; of each size i in the suspension as a funtion of location and time is described by
aNi + v aNi = 0
at t, az
where v
ti
is the terminal settling velocity of particles of size i. It is assumed that particles
reach their terminal settling velocity immediately. We take z as positive downward from
the liquid surface (z = 0), so that v ti is also a positive quantity. We neglect the effect of
the fluid withdrawn for sampling on the height of the column of fluid. The appropriate
initial and boundary conditions are
N;(z, 0) = N;o
N;(O, t) = 0
z > 0
t > 0
The second condition states that immediately after t = 0 there are no particles at the top
surface of the liquid.
(a) Show that
N;(z, t) = N;o [1 - V (r - ~)J
where Vex) is the unit step function,
Vex) = L~ x < 0
x> 0
(b) Show that the ratio of the weight of the dried sample taken at time tk to that at t = 0
yields the percentage by mass of particles smaller than Dpk' where
D = [ 18{tL ']1/2
P'gtk(Pp p)
5.9. A particle sampling instrument classifies an aerosol into seven channels. A stream of par-
ticles is measured and gives the following numbers of particles in each channel of the
device:
Channel Size range (/Lm) N,
1 0-1.5 80
2 1.5-2.3 140
3 2.3-3.2 180
4 3.2-4.5 220
5 4.5-6.0 190
6 6.0-8.0 60
7 >8.0 0
(a) Plot the size distribution function as a histogram where the number of particles mea-
sured in each channel is assumed to be concentrated at the arithmetic midpoint of the
size range.
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(b) Assuming that all the particles have the same density, plot the mass distribution func-
tion as a histogram.
(c) Estimate the number and mass median diameters of this aerosol.
5.10. Show that for a log-normally distributed aerosol the volume median diameter, the diameter
below which one=-half of the total particle volume lies, is related to the two parameters of
the distribution, Dpg and ug , by
Dp" 111 = Dpg exp (3 In2 ug )
Note: You may find the following integral of use:
~ L2 r ( _)2 ]em exp - u - 2U duLI 2u U _
5.11. Table 5.3 gives data on the cumulative number and mass distributions of a sample of glass
beads (Irani and Callis, 1963). Determine whether these data adhere to log-normal distri-
butions. If so, determine the geometric mean diameters and standard deviations for each.
What is the relationship between the parameters of the two distributions? Plot the log-
normal distributions n (Dp ) and n lll (Dp ) together with their corresponding histograms.
5.12. The size distribution function n(Dp ) for the airborne particulate matter in the Pasadena,
California, atmosphere in August and September 1969 is shown in Table 5.4.
(a) Plot the number distribution n(Dp ) versus Dp on a log-log graph. If a function of the
form n(Dp ) = constant X D~ is to be fit to the data (approximately), what is the value
of Oi?
(b) Determine the mass median particle diameter, the particle diameter for which one-half
TABLE 5.3 CUMULATIVE NUMBER AND MASS
DISTRIBUTIONS OF A SAMPLE OF GLASS BEADS
Diameter (Jim)
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
100
Number: %
smaller than
o
1.0
13.8
42.0
68.0
85.0
93.0
97.2
98.8
99.5
99.85
99.91
100
Mass: %
smaller than
o
0.1
1.6
10.5
28.5
50.0
67.9
80.8
89.2
94.0
97.0
98.1
100
Source: Irani and Callis (1963).
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TABLE 5.4 PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
AVERAGED OVER MEASUREMENTS MADE IN
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA, AUGUST TO SEPTEMBER
1969
Dp IlN / IlDI' Il V / Il log D"
(I'm) (I'm' em 3) (I'm' em- 3 )
0.00875 1.57 x 107 0.110
0.0125 5.78 x 106 0.168
0.0175 2.58 x 106 0.289
0.0250 1.15 x 10" 0.536
0.0350 6.01 x 105 1.08
0.0500 2.87 x 105 2.14
0.0700 1.39 x 105 3.99
0.0900 8.90 x 10" 7.01
0.112 7.02 x 10" 135
0.137 4.03 x 10" 17.3
0.175 2.57 x 104 28.9
0.250 9.61 x 10' 44.7
0.350 2.15 x 10' 38.6
0.440 9.33 x 10' 42.0
0.550 2.66 x 10' 29.2
0.660 1.08 x 10' 24.7
0.770 5.17 x 10' 21.9
0.880 2.80 x 10' 16.1
1.05 1.36 x 10' 22.7
1.27 5.82 18.6
1.48 2.88 13.6
1.82 1.25 19.7
2.22 4.80 x 10-' 13.4
2.75 2.17 x \(}' 15.2
3.30 1.18 x 10-' 13.7
4.12 6.27 x 10 25.3
5.22 3.03 x 10 2 26.9
Source: Whitby et al. (1972). Reprinted by permission of Academic
Press, Inc.
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the particle mass lies below and one-half lies above. Assume that all the particles have
the same density.
(c) Figure 5.18 shows the fraction of an inhaled aerosol that will be deposited in the lungs
as a function of particle size. For an aerosol density of PI' = 1.5 g cm -3, and the 1969
Pasadena aerosol, determine how much mass would have been deposited in a person's
respiratory tract daily (in fJ.g) due to breathing the local air. What will be the distri-
bution of this material among tracheobronchial, pulmonary, and nasal passages? Lung
function data are given in Figure 5.18.
5.13. Show the steps to obtain (5.152) from (5.149).
5.14. The evolution of the number distribution based on particle volume of an aerosol undergoing
c
o
:;:
'u;
o
0-
W
o
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100.0
Figure 5.18 Deposition of monodisperse aerosols as a function of aerodynamic diameter in the
respiratory tract of man (assuming a respiratory rate of 15 respirations per minute and a tidal
volume of 1450 em') (Task Group on Lung Dynamics, 1966).
coagulation is governed by
an(v, t) I ~1'
--'---'- = - K(v - V, v) n(v - v, t) n(v, t) dZJ
at 2 0
- n(v, t) t" K(v, v) n(v, t) dZJ
For particles in the continuum regime the coagulation coefficient is
Let us assume that the aerosol size distribution is log-normal throughout the coagulation
process (Lee, 1985). If the number distribution based on particle radius is log-normal,
N I (In Rp - In RpJ J
n(Rp , t) = exp - 2Jh In ugRp 2 In ug
(a) Show that the number distribution based on particle volume is
_ .2
N l (InV-Invg)-1
n ( v, t) = exp - o'
3"fi; In (J~ 1J 18 In~ ag
where Og = 47TR~g/3. In restricting the particle size distribution to bc log-nom\al, we
will allow the three parameters of the distribution, N, ag , and vg , to vary with time.
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(b) The kth moment of the distribution n(v, t) is
Mk = rvkn(v, t) dv
Show that the first three moments of the distribution satisfy
dMo 2kT 2 )
-----;;r = 3;; (Mo + M]/3 M_]/3
dM] = 0
dt
dM2 4kT 2
- = - (M] + M4 / 3M2 / 3)dt 3p,
What is the physical significance of Mo, Mj, and M2? Is the equation for M] consistent
with your physical picture of coagulation?
(c) Show that the following relation exists among the moments of a log-normal distribution
M k = M]u;-] exp n(e - 1) In2 Og]
Note: See the integral given in Problem 5.10.
(d) Using the relation above for k = 0, *, -t ~, ~, and 2, and eliminating M] and dt from
the resulting equations, show that
_ [1 - ~ exp (9 In2 og)J· 2
d (In vg) = 9 (2) 2 d (In 0g)
_ exp 9 In Og -
or
Thus
(e) Show also that
N
2 = constant
We see that during the time evolution of the size distribution due to Brownian coagu-
lation, the constant quantities are conserved. Each of the conserved quantities contains
two of the three unknown parameters: N, ug , and Og. Thus, if one of the three param-
eters, say N, is measured as a function of time, from the initial condition the value of
the constant quantities is fixed, and then the other two can be computed as a function
of time. From the three parameters, the full size distribution is then available from the
log-normal expression for n (v, t).
(f) As t -> 00, we anticipate that ug » ugo and N « No. Show that as t -> 00,
exp (9 In2 Og) = 2
or Og = 1.32. The conserved quantities break down as the size distribution attains the
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asymptotic geometric standard deviation of 1.32. If we make the approximation that in
this asymptotic regime, [exp (9 In2 Og) - 2) is constant, show that in this limit
lim Nvg = constant
t~oo
(g) Show that the equation for Mo can be written as
dMo 2kT
- = - - M6[1 + exp (In2 Og)]
dt 3M
In the asymptotic regime, show that this equation can be integrated to give
~ = 1 + (1 + 21/ 9 ) {3Noo ,ot
vgoo,o
where {3 = 2kT13M and where the subscript 00,0 represents the value of the variable
at the time the distribution enters the asymptotic regime,
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6Particle Formation in
Combustion
Combustion processes emit large quantities of particles to the atmosphere. Particles
fonned in combustion systems fall roughly into two categories. The first category, re-
ferred to as ash, comprises particles derived from noncombustible constituents (primarily
mineral inclusions) in the fuel and from atoms other than carbon and hydrogen (so-called
heteroatoms) in the organic structure of the fuel. The second category consists of car-
bonaceous particles that are fonned by pyrolysis of the fuel molecules.
Particles produced by combustion sources are generally complex chemical mix-
tures that often are not easily characterized in tenns of composition. The particle sizes
vary widely, and the composition may be a strong function of particle size. This chapter
has a twofold objective-to present some typical data on the size and chemical compo-
sition of particulate emissions from combustion processes and to discuss the fundamental
mechanisms by which the particles are fonned.
6.1 ASH
Ash is derived from noncombustible material introduced in the combustor along with
the fuel and from inorganic constituents in the fuel itself. The ash produced in coal
combustion, for example, arises from mineral inclusions in the coal as well as from
heteroatoms, which are present in the coal molecules. Heavy fuel oils produce much
less ash than coals since noncombustible material such as mineral inclusions is virtually
absent in such oils and heteroatoms are the only source of ash. Fuel additives ranging
from lead used to control "knock" in gasoline engines, to barium for soot control in
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diesel engines, to sulfur capture agents also contribute to ash emissions. We focus our
discussion of ash on the particles produced in coal combustion.
6.1.1 Ash Formation from Coal
Ash particles produced in coal combustion have long been controlled by cleaning the
flue gases with electrostatic precipitators (see Chapter 7). Most ofthe mass of particulate
matter is removed by such devices, so ash received relatively little attention as an air
pollutant until Davison et al. (1974) showed that the concentrations of many toxic spe-
cies in the ash particles increased with decreasing particle size, as illustrated in Figure
6.1. Particle removal techniques, as we shall see in Chapter 7, are less effective for
small (i.e., submicron) particles than for larger particles. Thus, even though the total
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mass of particulate matter in the flue gases may be reduced substantially by electrostatic
precipitation or another system, the particles that do escape collection are those that
contain disproportionately high concentrations of toxic substances.
Coal is a complex, heterogeneous, and variable substance containing, in addition
to the fossilized carbonaceous material, dispersed mineral inclusions. The sizes of these
inclusions vary from one coal to another and also depend on the way the coal is prepared.
The mean diameter of the mineral inclusions is typically about I {Lm. These inclusions,
consisting of aluminosilicates with pyrites, calcites, and magnesites in various propor-
tions, eventually form ash particles as the carbon bums out. The ash particles that are
entrained in the combustion gases are called fly ash.
In the coal combustion process in most power plants, crushed coal from the mine
is pulverized into a fine powder (typically, 40 to 80 {Lm mass median diameter) and
blown into the furnace with carrier air. The coal particles are heated by radiation and
conduction from hot gases up to temperatures in excess of 1500 K. As a coal particle is
being heated, it may mechanically break up into fragments because of thermal stresses
induced by internal fissures, cracks, and structural imperfections initially present. Vol-
atile fractions originally present in the coal or formed by pyrolysis are vaporized, and
the particle may burst open from the interual evolution of such gases. Also, a heated
coal particle may swell and become more porous. As the particle bums, pores in the
carbon matrix open and the porosity increases further. Ultimately, the particle becomes
so porous that it disintegrates into a number of fragments, each of which may contain a
fraction of the mineral matter that was present in the parent coal particle.
Studies of the evolution of ash during pulverized coal combustion have revealed
two major mechanisms by which ash particles formed (Flagan and Friedlander, 1978).
First, ash residue particles that remain when the carbon bums out account for most of
the mineral matter in the raw coal. The sizes of these particles are detern1ined by the
combustion process as follows: As the carbon is consumed, mineral inclusions come
into contact with one another, forming larger ash agglomerates. Since the temperature
of a burning pulverized coal particle is generally high enough that the ash melts, these
agglomerates coalesce to forn1 large droplets of molten ash on the surface of the burning
char. The fragmentation of the char limits the degree of agglomeration of the ash within
a single fuel particle, so a number of ash residue particles are produced from each parent
coal particle. The largest of these ash palticles typically contains a significant fraction
(5 to 30%) of the ash in the initial fuel particle, but many smaller ash particles are also
generated. The smallest of the ash residue particles are comparable in size to the mineral
inclusions in the unburned fuel. The minimum size of the ash fragments formed in this
manner is determined by the size distribution of the inclusions within the coal, typically
ranging from a few tenths of a micrometer to several micrometers.
The residual ash particles include some intriguing structures. The ash melts at the
high temperatures encountered in pulverized coal combustion and, due to the action of
surface tension, coalesces into spherical particles. Gas evolution within the molten ash
leads to the formation of hollow particles, known as cenospheres, some of which com-
tain large numbers of smaller particles. Figure 6.2 shows such particles produced in the
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Figure 6.2 Scanning electron microscope photographs of ash particles produced in the
complete combustion of a lignite coal. Photograph (a) shows a large ash cenosphere
containing many smaller spheres. Photograph (b) shows a large broken cenosphere on
which the thin cenosphere wall can be seen (courtesy of A. F. Sarofim).
combustion of a lignite coal. These large, picturesque particles receive disproportionate
attention, since dense particles generally account for most of the mass.
The second ash particle formation mechanism involves that small fraction of the
ash, on the order of 1%, that vaporizes due to the high combustion temperatures. Part
of the volatilized ash homogeneously nucleates to form very small (on the order of a
few angstroms in size) particles, which then grow by coagulation and condensation of
additional vaporized ash. At high temperatures, the agglomerated particles may coalesce
into dense spheres, but after the combustion gases cool below the melting point of the
condensed material, the liquid freezes and coalescence effectively ceases. Coagulation
of the resulting solid particles produces chain agglomerates such as those shown in Fig-
ure 6.3. The chain agglomerate structure is a common feature of aerosols produced by
vapor nucleation in high-temperature systems. It is also observed in carbonaceous soot
aerosols and in the particles produced by a variety of high-temperature combustion pro-
cesses.
Particle growth by coagulation leads to a predicted narrow mode in the particle
size distribution in the size range 0.01 to 0.1 p.m, much smaller than the mineral inclu-
sions present in most coals. The remaining portion of the volatilized ash heterogeneously
condenses on existing particles, including those formed by homogeneous nucleation and
residual ash fragments. The ash formation process is depicted in Figure 6.4.
Measured particulate size distributions in the flue gases of pulverized coal com-
bustion systems tend to support these two mechanisms for ash particle formation. Most
of the mass of ash is generally above 1 p.m in size, with a broad peak in the range 3 to
50 p.m diameter. This large-diameter mode can be explained by the ash residue model.
Submicron ash usually comprises less than 2 % of the total fly ash mass. Figure 6.5
shows the size distributions measured immediately upstream of the electrostatic precip-
itator on a coal-fired utility boiler. The two distinct modes are readily apparent.
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(b)
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Figure 6.3 Transmission electron microscope photographs of the submicron ash fume
produced in the combustion of entrained coal particles. The average sphere size is 20 to
30 nm (courtesy of A. F. Sarofim).
6.1.2 Residual Ash Size Distribution
In laboratory studies of the combustion of entrained coal particles, Sarofim et al. (1977)
observed that the largest ash particles are significantly larger than the mineral inclusions
in the coal from which the ash was derived, suggesting that the mineral inclusions co-
alesce on the surface of the burning char. Evidence for char fragmentation was also
reported. Flagan and Friedlander (1978) used these observations in a first attempt to
predict the size distribution of the ash residue particles, assuming that a number of equal-
sized ash particles were produced from each parent coal particle and that the ash was
uniformly distributed in the coal.
Neither of these assumptions is strictly true. Pulverizers used on coal-fired boilers
generally employ aerodynamic classification to ensure that only particles that have been
ground to a size sufficiently small to be burned completely within the combustor are sent
to the burner. Because the aerodynamic diameter depends on density, mineral-rich par-
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Figure 6.4 Schematic diagram of the processes involved in ash particle fomlation,
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Figure 6.5 Particle size distribution
measured upstream of the electro-
static precipitator on a coal-fired utility
boiler. Reprinted with permission from
Markowski et aI., Environmental Science
and Technology, Vol. 14, No. 11, pp.
1400-1402. Copyright (1980) American
Chemical Society.
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ticles that have higher densities than the carbonaceous matrix of coal are ground to
smaller sizes than are mineral-deficient particles, as indicated clearly in Figure 6.6. The
assumption that each coal particle breaks into an equal number of fragments is also an
oversimplification. A distribution of fragments will be produced from each coal particle
as it bums out. Unfortunately, the nature of that distribution is not well understood at
the present time. Nonetheless, the simplistic model in which it is assumed that between
4 and 10 equal-mass ash particles are produced from each coal particle reproduces rea-
sonbly well the general form of observed mass distributions (Flagan and Friedlander,
1978). The distribution of smaller residual ash particles has not yet been resolved, but
there are clearly many more small ash particles generated as combustion residues than
this simple model would suggest. To explain the sharp peak in the submicron size dis-
tribution shown in Figure 6.5, it is necessary to examine the formation of particles from
the volatilized ash. We begin with a discussion of the vaporization process.
6.1.3 Ash Vaporization
To understand the vaporization of ash during coal combustion, we must examine the
thermodynamics and chemistry of the ash and the transport of the volatilized ash from
the surface of the particle. Some components of the ash are highly volatile; examples
include sodium, potassium, and arsenic. Volatile ash constituents may vaporize com-
pletely during combustion unless inhibited by diffusional resistances, either in transport
through the porous structure of the char or to the surfaces of the mineral inclusions. The
vaporization process can be a direct transformation from the condensed phase to the
vapor phase, for example, for silica,
Si02(1) E )0 Si02(v)
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Figure 6.6 Variation of the ash content of pulverized coal with coal particle size (data
from Littlejohn, 1966).
or it may involve the production of volatile suboxides or elemental forms from the orig-
inal oxides,
Si02 (1) + CO E ~ SiO(v) + CO2
The former mechanism may dominate for the more volatile ash constituents, but there
is evidence that the reduction reactions play an important role in the vaporization of
species with relatively low vapor pressures.
Predicting the rates of ash vaporization either by direct vaporization or by chemical
reaction is difficult. The high-ionic-strength solutions produced as ash melts cannot be
described by ideal solution theory, and the vapor pressures above these solutions gen-
erally are unknown. Furthermore, resistance to ash vapor diffusion in the porous char is
difficult to characterize (Quann and Sarofim, 1982). For vaporization occurring as a
result of chemical reactions, the rates and mechanisms of the reactions are needed. Un-
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fortunately, little is known about such reactions. Nevertheless, a simple ash vaporization
model that assumes vapor equilibrium at the char surface can provide important insights
into the factors that govern ash vaporization.
The approach used to predict the ash vaporization rate from a burning char particle
is similar to that for evaporation of a droplet. Let us assume that the evaporation of the
ash is slow enough that it does not significantly influence either the rate of combustion
or the temperature of the char particle. The rate of char combustion, Tn and the particle
temperature, Tp , can therefore be calculated as outlined in Chapter 2 without reference
to the vaporization.. of the ash. The net mass flux from the particle is equal to the com-
bustion rate (i.e., t. = TcJ. The vapor flux of ash species i from the particle surface may
be written as
- - (dYi )Ii., = t·Yis - pD -
dr r=a
(6.1 )
where Yi is the mass fraction of species i in the vapor surrounding the particle. The net
flux of i from the particle is seen to consist of two contributions: the flux of i carried
from the particle surface due to the fluid motion induced by combustion and that due to
molecular diffusion in the background gas.
The mass fraction of species i in the vapor is governed by the steady-state conti-
nuity equation,
T dYi d ( 2 dYi)41ra Ie - = - 41rr pDi -dr dr dr
subject to the boundary conditions,
(6.2)
Yi = Yis
Yi = Yioo
r = a
r -+ 00
Integrating twice, imposing the boundary conditions, and using (6.1) gives
ale ( )
- = In 1 + BipDi
where
B
i
= Yis - Yioo
(Ii/t·) - Yis
(6.3 )
(6.4 )
If we assume that the diffusivity of the vapor species i is equal to that for the
combustion gases, Di = D, and from (2.136) and (6.3) we see that Bi = BT = B, the
transfer number for combustion. In that case we find
f = Yis(l + B) - Yioo
Ie B (6.5 )
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If .'li, » .'li=, (6.5) further simplifies to
r ( 1)
.Ji= .. 1+-];. .'l" B (6.6 )
(6.7)
The mass vaporization flux of species i is then
]; = PD:iS (1 + 1) In (1 + B)
The mass of an ash component that vaporizes as the particle bums is obtained by
integrating (6.7) over the particle surface and burning time 7B, that is,
mi = ~~B 47ra(t)PD.'liS( 1 + 1) In (1 + B) dt (6.8 )
Assuming that B and .'lis remain constant throughout the combustion process, (6.8) be-
comes
( 1) rTBmi = .'lis 1 + B Jo 47ra(t)pD In (l + B) dt (6.9)
The integral in (6.9) is simply the total mass of carbon burned assuming complete
combustion. Thus the fraction of the ash species vaporized is
m y ( 1)17i=-'=-!3. 1+- (I-a a )
miO ai B
(6.10 )
(6.11 )
where ai and a" are the mass fractions of ash species i and total ash, respectively, in the
parent coal. For combustion of carbon in air the maximum value of B corresponds to
diffusion-limited combustion. Using (2.137) we obtain
(0.209) (32/28.4)
Bmax = 16/12 = 0.174
so the minimum fraction of ash vaporized is
17i.min = 6.75 .'lis (1 - acJ
ai
A reasonable estimate of .'lis is obtained by assuming that the vapor is at local
equilibrium at the particle surface,
PieMi
.'lis = pM
where M i and M are the molecular weight of species i and the mean molecular weight
of the gas, respectively. Given thermodynamic data on ash and vapor properties, the
vaporization rate can thus be estimated. For a minor ash constituent (ai « 1), even
low vapor pressure at the surface may lead to complete vaporization.
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(6.12 )
The actual rate of vaporization of an ash component will be lower than that pre-
dicted by the model above because (1) only a fraction of the external surface of the char
particle is covered with ash, (2) diffusion of vapor from the inclusions distributed
throughout the char volume is restricted by the small pores, and (3) diffusion of volatile
species through the ash solution also limits vaporization.
Quann and Sarofim (1982) examined the vaporization of Si, Ca, and Mg during
combustion of a number of coals in 02-N2 mixtures. In each case, they assumed that
vaporization proceeded by reduction of the oxide (MOJ, that is,
MOn + CO < ~ MO n - 1 + CO2
Chemical equilibrium was assumed to hold at the surface of the ash,
K = PMePCO,
P Pen
where PMe is the partial pressure of the volatile form of M, and we assume a single-
component ash inclusion. If there is no other source of carbon dioxide to influence the
local equilibrium, at the surface, (6.12) then gives
\ /2 )PMe = Pco, = (~}Pco) (6.13
The amount of each ash constituent that vaporized during combustion was estimated
from measurements of the total quantity of that element in the submicron fume. Using
(6.10), the species vapor pressure at the surface of the burning char can then be esti-
mated. The temperature dependence of the vapor pressure of each species was deter-
mined using data from a number of controlled laboratory experiments.
Results obtained by Quann and Sarofim (1982) for Ca, Mg, and Si were consistent
with the temperature dependence predicted using (6.13), supporting the hypothesis that
these ash constituents are volatilized through chemical reduction of the mineral oxides.
The net vaporization rate was significantly less than that corresponding to vapor equilib-
rium at the char surface, suggesting that diffusion resistances within the porous structure
of the char retard vaporization, at least for chars in which the mineral matter is dispersed
as discrete inclusions (Illinois number 6 and Alabama Rose). The calcium in the Mon-
tana lignite is organically bound. As the carbonaceous matter is consumed during burn-
out, the organically bound calcium must be mobilized. Examination of scanning electron
microscope photographs of partially reacted char particles reveals that minute grains are
formed on the carbon surface (Quann and Sarofim, 1982). As the burning progresses,
the sizes of the ash particles on the char surface continue to increase, ultimately ap-
proaching 5 to 10 p,m prior to complete combustion. Assuming that the alkaline earths
form oxides very early in the combustion process and that those oxides condense as very
small inclusions, one predicts that the vaporization rate should approach that predicted
for external diffusion control. Figure 6.7 clearly shows that this condition is approached
for calcium in the lignite in high-temperature combustion. The decrease in the partial
pressure of Ca at lower temperature is thought to result from penetration of oxygen
further into the pores of the burning char. The higher oxygen concentration reduces the
mole fraction of metal vapors near the surface of the char.
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Since the enthalpies of volatilization of typical ash constituents are high, the va-
porization rates are a strong function of temperature. Fine-particle formation from vol-
atilized ash constituents can be reduced, therefore, by combustion modifications that
reduce peak flame temperatures. We recall that control of NOx formation in coal com-
bustion involves reducing the rate at which air and fuel are brought together. This strat-
egy reduces the peak flame temperature by allowing heat transfer to cool the gases before
combustion is complete and, thereby, also reduces fine-particle formation from conden-
sation of volatilized ash components. NOx and fine-particle formation are thus positively
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Figure 6.8 Submicron aerosol mass
loading measured upstream of control
devices in coal-fired utility boilers (open
points, dashed line) and in laboratory
pulverized coal combustor (solid points.
solid line) as a function of NO emissions
(Tay lor and Flagan, 1981).
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correlated (McElroy and Carr, 1981; Taylor and Flagan, 1982) as illustrated by labo-
ratory and field data from a variety of combustors (Figure 6.8).
Extreme measures to control NO, emissions, however, lead to substantially dif-
ferent impacts on fine-particle formation than those just discussed. The bulk of the ash
consists of species that vaporize much more readily in reducing than in oxidizing con-
ditions. Staging the combustion allows a long time in a reducing atmosphere for vola-
tilization of the suboxides to take place, although the lower temperatures may counteract
this effect (Linak and Peterson, 1984, 1987). Thus fine-particle formation may actually
be favored under such conditions. In laboratory studies of staged combustion, Linak and
Peterson (l 987) observed an increase of as much as 50 % in fine-particle emissions com-
pared with single-stage combustion with the same fuel. As with other aspects of emission
control from combustion sources, we again have encountered complex interrelationships
between fornlation and control of different pollutants.
6.1.4 Dynamics of the Submicron Ash Aerosol
During the char burnout phase of coal combustion, much of the heat release occurs at
the particle surface, where the carbon is oxidized to carbon monoxide. The hot reducing
atmosphere at the surface provides the driving force for ash vaporization. Heat transfer
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from the burning particle to the surrounding gases leads to a very sharp temperature
gradient in the vicinity of the burning particle. Within a few particle radii, the gas tem-
perature approaches that of the surrounding atmosphere. The oxygen concentration ap-
proaches that of the background gas within a similar distance from the particle surface.
These sharp gradients dramatically alter the ash vapor equilibrium (Senior and Flagan,
1982).
The resulting supersaturations can be quite high, leading to rapid homogeneous
nucleation of some of the ash vapor species within a few radii from the surface of the
burning char particle. High supersaturation means that the critical nucleus is very small,
on the order of atomic dimensions in some cases. Thus, on a time scale that is compa-
rable to that of char combustion, very large numbers of very small particles can be
produced by the nucleation of volatilized ash. Coagulation dominates the growth of these
small particles, although condensation can be significant at long times when the tem-
perature is low enough that the volatile ash constituents condense.
When the number concentration is high and coagulation dominates particle growth,
the dynamics of the nucleation-generated ash fume can be described by the coagulation
equation (5. ISO). The nucleation-generated ash particles are small enough that the free
molecular Brownian coagulation coefficient (5.157) can be applied during most of the
growth process. The dynamics of the coagulating kinetic regime ash aerosol can be
described approximately using the similarity solution to the coagulation equation that
produces the self-preserving particle size distribution function (see Example 5.8).
The self-preserving size distribution model assumes that the only particles present
are the small particles. The residual ash particles produced in pulverized coal combustion
are sufficiently abundant, however, that the coagulation of the fine, self-preserving mode
particles with the large residual ash particles is a significant sink for the former. The
loss of fine particles can be estimated if we assume that the loss of fine particles to the
coarse particles does not alter the form of the size distribution of the smaller particles
and, further, that the accumulation of fine particles does not significantly alter the size
distribution of the large particles. We assume further that the size difference between
the residual ash particles and the nucleation-generated particles is large. The loss of fine
particles to the larger residual ash particles is then a diffusional loss teml, allowing us
to separate the integrations over the coarse and the fine particles. Assuming the nuclea-
tion-generated particles to be in the free molecular size regime, the diffusional flux of
the small particles to the surface of the residual ash particles is obtained using the Fuchs-
Sutugin interpolation, (5.94).
Predictions of the fine particle size distribution are compared with laboratory mea-
surements of the fine particles produced in pulverized coal combustion in Figure 6.9.
For these calculations, the size distribution of the residual ash particles was estimated
by assuming that five equal-mass residual ash particles were produced from each parent
coal particle. The amount of ash volatilized was matched to the measured fine particle
volume for the calculations. The shape of the measured size distribution closely approx-
imates the self-preserving size distribution, and the absolute number concentrations agree
quite well.
Attempts to simulate the fine-particle growth in pulverized coal-fired utility boilers
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Figure 6.9 Comparison of the submicron
ash particle size distribution predicted us-
ing the self-preserving aerosol distribu-
tion model (solid curve) with size
distribution measurements (broken curve)
made on a laboratory pulverized coal
combustor (Taylor and Flagan, 1981).
(Flagan and Friedlander, 1978; Flagan, 1979) have not been so successful. The number
concentrations are generally overestimated by a significant factor. This probably indi-
cates that the residence time during which coagulation proceeds prior to measurement is
underestimated, due either to the treatment of the complex flow in the boiler as a plug
flow or to coagulation in the sampling system prior to measurement of the size distri-
bution. Nonetheless, these and other studies of fine ash particles produced in pulverized
coal combustion clearly demonstrate the role of ash volatilization in fine-particle
formation.
6.2 CHAR AND COKE
The carbonaceous char residue that remains after coal is devolatilized bums slowly by
surface reactions. If the char particle is too large, mixing in the combustion is poor, or
heat is transferred too quickly, char particles may not be fully consumed. Heavy fuel
oils may produce similar carbonaceous particles, called coke. Coke particles are rela-
tively large, 1 to 50 /lm in diameter, with smaller numbers of much larger particles, and
account for the majority of particulate mass emitted from boilers fired with heavy fuel
oils. They are hard cenospheres, porous carbonaceous shells containing many blowholes
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(Marrone et aI., 1984). Fuel impurities tend to concentrate in these cenospheres (Braide
et al., 1979). Coke particles are formed by liquid-phase pyrolysis of heavy fuel oil
droplets. The mechanisms and rates of coke particle formation are not well understood.
In studies of the combustion of individual millimeter-sized droplets of heavy fuel
oil, Marrone et al. (1984) identified two combustion times: (1) the droplet burning time,
which corresponds to the time required for coke formation, and (2) the time required for
the coke particle to bum. During about the first 60% of the droplet burning phase,
combustion was relatively quiescent. In the final stages of droplet burning, the droplet
deforms and finally appears to froth just prior to forming a small coke cenosphere. Small
droplets may be ejected during the latter violent phase of coke formation. Immature coke
particles were found to be tarry and soluble in organic solvents. Coke cenospheres that
could not be dissolved in organic solvents were produced only at the end of the droplet
lifetime. Typically, the coke particles accounted for about 3% of the mass of the residual
(heavy component) oil in the original fuel oil droplet, even when the residual oil was
diluted with 60 % of a light distillate oil. Asphaltine conversion to coke was about 30 %.
The influence of fuel droplet size on coke formation is not well documented, but
there is evidence that size, at least down to 100 !tm, has no effect on the quantitative
behavior of burning heavy fuel oil droplets (Marrone et aI., 1984). At smaller sizes,
droplet lifetimes might be short enough that there would be insufficient time for the
coking reactions to go to completion. Observations that the coke formation occurs within
10 to 20 ms suggest that the size of droplet required to prevent coke formation would
be small indeed, less than about 20 !tm in diameter. Coke particle formation appears to
be almost unavoidable in the combustion of heavy fuel oils. Emission rates would be
reduced substantially by reducing the time required in coke combustion. Improved atom-
ization or dilution of the heavy fuel oil with a lighter component would decrease the
initial size of the coke particles, thereby reducing the combustion time.
6.3 SOOT
Carbonaceous particles can also be produced in the combustion of gaseous fuels and
from the volatilized components of liquid or solid fuels. The particles formed by this
route, known as soot, differ markedly from the char and coke discussed previously. Most
commonly, soot particles are agglomerates of small, roughly spherical particles such as
those shown in Figure 6.10. While the size and morphology of the clusters can vary
widely, the small spheres differ little from one source to another. They vary in size from
0.005 to 0.2 !tm but most commonly lie in the size range 0.01 to 0.05 !tm (Palmer and
Cullis, 1965). The structural similarity between soot particles and the inorganic particles
produced from volatilized ash (Figure 6.3) suggests a common origin. The genesis of
soot, however, is much less well understood that that of the inorganic particles due to
the extreme complexity of hydrocarbon chemistry in the flame, as well as to the fact that
soot particles can bum if exposed to oxygen at high temperatures.
The small spheres that agglomerate together to form a soot particle consist of large
numbers of lamellar crystallites that typically contain 5 to 10 sheets containing on the
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Figure 6.10 Transmission electron microscope photographs of soot particles produced
in a laminar diffusion flame with acetylene fuel illustrating the agglomerate structure
(courtesy of E. Steel, National Bureau of Standards).
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order of 100 carbon atoms each. The structure within each sheet is similar to that of
graphite, but adjacent layers are randomly ordered in a turbostratic structure. The plate-
lets are also randomly oriented and bound by single sheets or amorphous carbon, giving
rise to the spherical particles illustrated in Figure 6.11.
Soot particles are not pure carbon. The composition of soot that has been aged in
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Figure 6.11 Schematic of soot micro-
structure.
the high-temperature region of the flame is typically CxH (Palmer and Cull is, 1965), but
soot may contain considerably more hydrogen earlier in the flame. Furthermore, soot
particles adsorb hydrocarbon vapors when the combustion products cool, frequently ac-
cumulating large quantities of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.
The presence of soot in a flamc is actually advantageous in certain situations.
Because of the high emissivity of soot particles relative to that of the gases in the flame,
only a small quantity of soot is sufficient to produce an intense yellow luminosity. Soot
is necessary in boiler flames to obtain good radiative heat transfer. The presence of soot
is vital to give a candle flame its characteristic yellow appearance. In gas turbines, on
the other hand, the intense radiative transfer from soot is to be avoided. Without soot,
hydrocarbon flames appear either violet due to emissions from excited CH radicals when
fuel-lean or green due to C2 radical emissions when fuel-rich (Glassman, 1977). In many
cases soot serves its purpose as a radiator and is consumed before it leaves the flame. If
it does escape the flame, soot poses serious environmental consequences. The high emis-
sivity of soot translates into a high absorptivity at ambient temperatures, leading to its
black color in a plume.
6.3.1 Soot Formation
Soot forms in a flame as the result of a chain of events that begins with pyrolysis and
oxidative pyrolysis of the fuel into small molecules, followed by chemical reactions that
build up larger molecules that eventually get big enough to become very small particles.
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The particles continue to grow through chemical reactions at their surface reaching di-
ameters in the range 0.01 to 0.05 !-tm at which point they begin to coagulate to form
chain agglomerates. The C/H ratio of the small particles is about unity, but as soot ages
in the flame it loses hydrogen eventually exiting the flame with a C /H ratio of about 8.
Despite numerous studies, our understanding of soot formation, especially the early
phases, is incomplete (Glassman, 1979; Smith, 1982; Haynes and Wagner, 1981; Le-
haye and Prado, 1981).
Soot formation is favored when the molar ratio of carbon to oxygen approaches
1.0, as suggested by the stoichiometry,
In premixed flames the critical C/O ratio for soot formation is found to be smaller than
1.0, actually about 0.5. The lower C/O ratio suggests that an appreciable amount of
the carbon is tied up in stable molecules such as CO2 ,
The propensity to form soot (as measured by the critical C/O ratio at which soot
formation begins) is a complex function of flame type, temperature, and the nature of
the fuel (Glassman and Yaccarino, 1981). There is general agreement that the rank or-
dering of the sooting tendency of fuel components goes: naphthalenes > benzenes >
aliphatics. However, the order of sooting tendencies of the aliphatics (alkanes, alkenes,
and alkynes) varies dramatically with flame type. Glassman and Yaccarino (1981) at-
tribute much of the variability to flame temperature. In premixed flames, sooting appears
to be determined by a competition between the rate of pyrolysis and growth of soot
precursors and the rate of oxidative attack on these precursors (Millikan, 1962). As the
temperature increases, the oxidation rate increases faster than the pyrolysis rate, and
soot formation decreases.
In diffusion flames, oxygen is not present in the pyrolysis zone, so the increase in
the pyrolysis rate with temperature leads to an increasing tendency to soot. Small amounts
of oxygen in the pyrolysis zone appear to catalyze the pyrolysis reaction and increase
sooting (Glassman and Yaccarino, 1981).
The difference between the sooting tendencies of aromatics and aliphatics is thought
to result from different routes of formation. Aliphatics appear to form soot primarily
through formation of acetylene and polyacetylenes at a relatively slow rate, illustrated
in Figure 6.12. Aromatics might form soot by a similar process, but there is a more
direct route involving ring condensation or polymerization reactions that build on the
existing aromatic structure (Graham et al., 1975). The fragmentation of aromatics should
occur primarily at high temperature, but such reactions may not be important even there
(Frenklach et a!., 1983). In flames, fuel pyrolysis generally begins at relatively low
temperature as the fuel approaches the flame front, so the soot inception process may be
completed well before temperatures are high enough to initiate the competitive reactions
(Gomez et a!', 1984).
Once soot nuclei have been fanned, particle growth occurs rapidly by surface
reactions (Harris and Weiner, 1983a, b). Ultimately, the soot nuclei account for only a
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Figure 6.12 Chemical pathways for soot formation.
small fraction of the mass of soot formed; the remainder is material that has condensed
or reacted on the initial nuclei. The yield of soot increases rapidly as the C/O ratio
increases beyond the sooting threshold (Haynes and Wagner, 1981). Remarkably, while
the quantity of soot generated varies dramatically from one flame to another, the surface
growth rate of individual particles does not appear to vary significantly with fuel com-
position or flame characteristics (Harris and Weiner, 1983a, b). The growth rate does
vary with the age of the soot, however. Typically, the surface growth rate is 0.4 to I g
m-2 s-1 early in the flame, decreases to about 0.1 to 0.2 g m-2 s -1 after 25 to 30 ms
in the flame, and drops precipitously thereafter (Harris and Weiner, 1983a, b). The time
scale of this change in growth rate corresponds to that in which the C /H ratio of the
soot particles increases from an initial value of about 1 to 8 or so. Therefore, it has been
suggested that the changing C/H ratio, in some as yet undefined way, is responsible for
the decline in growth rate.
Since the growth rate of soot particles is not a strong function of fuel composition,
the wide range of soot emissions is attributed to differences in the number of soot nuclei
initially formed. The formation of the soot nuclei is poorly understood. It does not appear
to involve homogeneous nucleation, as discussed in Chapter 5. Rather, it appears that a
sequence of gas-phase, polymerization reactions produces hydrocarbon molecules of
ever-increasing molecular weight until, at a molecular weight on the order of 1000, soot
particles are formed (Wang et a1., 1983). The soot precursors are large polycyclic aro-
matic hydrocarbons, so the chemical mechanisms of soot formation are directly related
to those discussed in Chapter 3 for the formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.
Soot particle inception takes place very early in the flame, in a region where rad-
icals are present in superequilibrium concentrations (Millikan, 1962). In premixed flames,
soot inception proceeds for only 2 to 3 ms, during which time the surface growth rate
of the nuclei is approximately zero (Harris et a1., 1986). In those experiments, the region
of soot inception contained about 1%°2, Similarly, in shock tube studies of soot for-
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mation, Frenklach et al. (1985) found that small amounts of oxygen enhance soot for-
mation over that for pyrolysis in an inert atmosphere. Once the oxygen level in the flame
declines, new particle inception ceases, and the surface growth rate rises rapidly to a
plateau. Oxygen appears to play two major roles: (1) in the oxidative attack of the hy-
drocarbon molecules, the concentrations of the radicals needed for the polymerization
reactions are maintained at high levels; and (2) oxidative attack on the incipient soot
nuclei and precursors limits soot growth until the oxygen has been consumed.
In spite of the wealth of experimental data and our improving understanding of the
nature and fonnation of soot, no generally applicable model has yet been fom1Ulated to
predict soot fonnation as a function of fuel type and combustion conditions. Harris et
al. (1986) have proposed a model for soot particle inception kinetics. Let /IIi be the mass
of a soot particle containing i units of the smallest soot nuclei. The smallest soot nucleus,
of mass /Il" is presumed to be fanned directly by reactions of gas-phase species. The
rate of change of the number density of particles of size i can then be expressed as
dNi (dNi ) (dNi ) (dNi ) (dNi )
-= - + - + - +-
dt dt coagulation dt inception dt growth dt uxidation
(6.14 )
The rate of change of Ni by coagulation is represented as outlined in Chapter 5.
The inception term is nonzero only for i = I, where dNi / dt = II (t).
In the analysis of Harris et al. (1986), an incipient soot particle was actually de-
fined as the smallest species that absorbs light at a wavelength of 1.09 J.tm. Such species
were argued as likely to be similar to the smallcst particles actually observed by Wers-
borg et al. (1973) that had diameters near 1.5 nm and contained on the order of 100
carbon atoms. The inception rates are thus defined experimentally and theoretically as
the flux of particles across this lower limit. The physical mechanism for growth is thought
to be the thennal decomposition of acetylene on the surface of existing particles.
Although we will subsequently discuss soot oxidation in more detail, for the pur-
poses of the soot particle dynamics model, Harris et al. (1986) assume that the ratio of
surface growth and oxidation are proportional to soot surface area, so the rate of change
of the mass of a particle size i from growth and oxidation is
d/ll i ( )
- = k t Sdt I (6.15 )
where Si is the surface area of a particle of size i, and k (t) is an appropriate rate constant
that, according to Harris et al. (1986), varies with time due to the aging of the carbon-
aceous structure of soot. Thus
( dN
i ) (dNi) Ik(t) IT . + -. = --.- [Nksk - NiSi J( t growth dt oxidation /Ill (6.16 )
where k = i-lor i + I depending on whether k(t) is positive (growth rate exceeds
oxidation rate) or negative (oxidation rate exceeds growth rate), respectively. When k (t)
< 0, (6.16) still accounts for surface growth of i = 1 particles, but when k(t) > O.
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(6.17 )
Growth of a species smaller than size 1 is inception.
In summary, according to the model above, soot particles form by a poorly under-
stood inception process and then grow by coagulation and the impingement of vapor
species on their surface. They shrink by oxidation, which is also represented as a surface
reaction process, presumably involving the collision of oxidants such as O2 and OH with
the soot particles.
Harris et al. (1986) estimated the soot inception rate in a premixed ethylene-ar-
gon-oxygen flame by solving the set of ordinary differential equations for the N i for
diameters between 1.5 nm (i = 1) and 22 nm (i = 3000),0.022 /-tm, to conform with
optical data on soot particles obtained in a premixed ethylene flame. * Figure 6.13 shows
the soot particle total number density, mean particle diameter, and inception rate, J, as
functions of time over positions corresponding to t = 1.1 to 9.6 ms beyond the estimated
reaction zone of the flame. Figure 6.13 shows the calculated rate of soot particle incep-
tion. The data, which start 1.1 ms beyond the reaction zone, missed the rise in the
inception rate. Using the curve, the authors estimate that a total of about 10 19 incipient
particles m-3 were created in this flame, with a peak new particle formation rate of 1023
m- 3 S-I. This quantity corresponded to 50% of the soot volume present at 2.4 ms, 3%
of the soot volume present at 9 ms, and less than 1% of the soot volume ultimately
formed.
6.3.2 Soot Oxidation
Soot particles formed in the fuel-rich regions of diffusion flames are eventually mixed
with gases sufficiently fuel-lean that oxidation becomes possible. As a result, the soot
actually emitted from a combustor may represent only a small fraction of the soot formed
in the combustion zone. Since the conditions leading to soot formation in diffusion flames
cannot be entirely eliminated, soot oxidation downstream of the flame is very important
to the control of soot emissions.
We desire to develop a useful model for soot oxidation. Park and Appleton (1973)
observed that the rate of oxidation of carbon black (a commercially produced soot-like
material) by oxygen could be described by a semiempirical model originally developed
by Nagle and Strickland-Constable (1962) to describe the oxidation of pyrolytic graphite
(2.156).
There are other potential oxidants in flames besides 02' As we have seen, in fuel-
rich flames, OH may be more abundant than 02, and the ° and O2 concentrations may
be comparable. Let us estimate the rate of oxidation of a soot particle by reaction with
OH. The flux of molecules at a number concentration N impinging on a unit area of
surface in a gas is Nc /4, where c is the mean molecular speed of the gas molecules, c
*The authors discuss those physical phenomena that influence the coagulation rate (e.g., van der Waals forces,
charging, etc.) together with a variety of assumptions that must be made.
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Figure 6.13 Number concentration, mean particle size, and soot particle inception rate
as functions of time from the onset of reaction as inferred by Harris et al. (1986) from
optical measurements of the soot in a premixed, flat, ethylene-argon-oxygen flame.
(8RTj-rrM) 1/2. The rate of oxidation of OH radicals can be estimated as
rOH = 0.012koH [OH] g m- 2 S-l (6.18)
where kOH = 'YOH (RT/27fMoH )I/2, where 'YOH is the accommodation coefficient for OH
on the soot particle surface, the fraction of OH radical collisions with the surface that
lead to reaction. Using such a model to analyze soot oxidation by OH, Neoh et al. (1981)
found that a value of 'YOH = 0.28 was consistent with their data. With this value of 'YaH,
kOH = 2.47T 1/ 2 g m- 2 S-1 (mol/m- 3)-I.
Rosner and Allendorf (1968) examined the reaction of oxygen atoms with pyrolytic
graphite. The accommodation coefficient was found to be weakly dependent on temper-
ature and oxygen partial pressure, varying from about 0.15 to 0.3. Assuming that 'Yo =
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0.2, the rate constant for reaction of 0 with the carbon surface is estimated to be ko
1.82 T' /2 g m -2 s-I (mol m -3) -I.
The total soot oxidation rate is the sum of the O2 and OH oxidation rates,
Particle burnout is described by
dmp
- = -fA
dt
(6.19 )
(6.20)
where A is the surface area. For spherical particles, the rate of change of the radius is
da
dt
-r
Pp
(6.21 )
Soot particle densities are typically Pp ~ 1800 kg m- 3 .
Figure 6.14 shows the calculated surface recession velocity as a function of equiv-
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alence ratio for equilibrium adiabatic combustion. For 1> < 0.7, the O2 reaction domi-
nates, although the OH reaction is still important. As the combustion products are cooled,
the equilibrium OH level will drop, reducing the contribution of that reaction. Near
stoichiometric and in fuel-rich combustion products, the OH reaction clearly dominates.
The spherical soot particles are typically 10 to 50 nm in diameter. The time to
burn the soot particle completely is
The time to burn a 20-nm-diameter soot particle is about 1 ms at stoichiometric condi-
tions. Thus soot particles burn rapidly when they pass through the flame front. Very
rapid dilution with cold air, however, may lead to soot emissions in spite of an abun-
dance of oxygen.
6.3.3 Control of Soot Formation
The range of equivalence ratios over which reactions critical to soot formation and de-
struction take place is very broad. Turbulent mixing again strongly influences the emis-
sion levels from most practical combustors. Soot formation takes place only in the ex-
treme fuel-rich portion of the combustion region, but all fuel must pass through this
domain in nonpremixed combustors. Soot oxidation takes place closer to the mean com-
position. Since, as we have seen, soot oxidation is rapid near stoichiometric conditions,
there should be ample opportunity for soot to burn out in a well-mixed combustor.
Prado et a1. (1977) have clearly demonstrated these effects using the plug flow
combustor described in Chapter 2. An air-blast atomizer was used to inject liquid fuels
and, at the same time, to control the turbulent intensity in the first two diameters ( - 20
ms residence time) along the length of the combustor. Their results for the stoichiometric
combustion of kerosene are shown in Figure 6.15. The soot level rises rapidly in the
first diameter along the combustor (100 cm). The rapid increase in the soot loading then
abruptly terminates. At high atomizing pressures, the soot loading then drops relatively
slowly by an order of magnitude or more, whereas the soot level remains approximately
constant at low atomizing pressure.
Previous studies by Pompei and Heywood (1972) using the same combustor under
similar conditions showed that most of the oxygen and, therefore, most of the fuel were
consumed in the first two diameters of the combustor, with the final consumption of
oxygen proceeding much more slowly due to decreasing mixing rates. At the low at-
omizing pressure (!lp ==- 82 kPa) the oxygen level became essentially constant at about
the same point where the soot plateau begins (see Figure 6.15), clearly indicating that
poor mixing is allowing soot to survive even though there is enough oxygen to consume
it fully. Higher mixing rates do not necessarily prevent soot fornlation; they simply
provide the opportunity for soot formed early in the combustor to burn. While increasing
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the mixing rate in these experiments reduced the peak soot levels by a factor of 20, the
exhaust levels were reduced by more than two orders of magnitude.
In the portion of the combustor where soot was being oxidized, the mean size of
the basic spherical elements of the soot particles did not decrease, as might be expected
if the soot were slowly oxidized, but rather increased. The increased was attributed to
the more rapid combustion of the smaller particles. An examination of the soot oxidation
rates plotted in Figure 6.14 clearly shows that burnout of the 19- to 25-mm-diameter
soot particles should be very rapid once they approach stoichiometric conditions. Thus
the question does not appear to be how rapidly the soot will bum but whether it will
have the opportunity to bum at aB.
Air-blast atomizers introduce a small amount of air directly into the fuel spray and
produce the intense mixing necessary to promote soot burnout. Because of their reduced
smoke formation, air-blast atomizers have largely displaced pressure atomizers in air-
craft gas turbine engines (Mellor, 1981). Pressure atomizers (in which pressurized liquid
is sprayed directly through an orifice), nonetheless, are still used in many applications,
most notably in diesel engines but also in small stationary furnaces. Improved mixing
through atomizer changes may be a suitable option for soot emission control in many
cases. The diesel engine, however, has a number of special problems due to its cyclic
operation.
Small quantities of various substances, particularly metals, have a profound effect
on the sooting behavior of both premixed and diffusion flames. Both pro- and anti-soot-
ing effects can be exhibited by the same additive under different conditions (Haynes et
aI., 1979). Sodium, potassium, and cesium salts have been observed to increase the soot
yield greatly. Barium undergoes chemi-ionization by such reactions as
Ba + OH --- BaOH+ + e
BaO + H --- BaOH+ + e
Large ion concentrations (10 16 to 1019 m- 3 ) are produced by the addition of only a few
parts per million of these additives in the fuel (Haynes et aI., 1979). These ions do not
appear to reduce significantly the total amount of soot formed. Pronounced shifts in the
mean particle size have been observed from 50 to 16 nm after 30 ms in a premixed
flame. This shift was attributed to a reduction in the coagulation rate due to electrostatic
repulsion between the charged particles. In an earlier work, Bulewicz et a1. (1975) ob-
served enhanced soot formation for small additions of these species, but soot inhibition
at higher additive concentrations in a diffusion flame. The smaller soot particles bum
faster than the larger ones produced without the additives, leading to lower soot emis-
sions from the diffusion flame (Howard and Kausch, 1980).
Alkaline earths (Ca, Sr, Ba) form their hydroxides from the sequence (Glassman,
1977)
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in which M represents the alkaline earth metal. H atoms may attack water to form OH,
that is,
H + H20 - OH + H2
In oxygen-deficient fuel-rich flames, this additional production of OH can dramatically
increase the oxidation of soot precursors and prevent soot formation.
Transition metal additives, notably Co, Fe, Mn, and Ni, can reduce the quantity
of soot emitted without significantly altering the particle size distribution. Two of the
best known commercial additives, methylcylopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl (MMT)
and ferrocene (dicyclopentadrenyl iron), act by this mechanism (Howard and Kausch,
1980). These additives have no effect on the amount of soot formed in a premixed fuel-
rich flame, but may increase the rate of oxidation by as much as 20%. Metal oxides may
be incorporated in the soot particles and then catalyze soot oxidation by a reaction such
as
MxOv + C(s) - CO + M,Ov_1
The emissions of the metal additives can become significant. Giovanni et al. (1972)
reported an increase in particulate emissions from turbojet engines by 0.5 g (kg of fuel)-I
above the baseline emissions of 2 to 14 g (kg of fuel) -1 when manganese was used to
reduce soot emissions. The increased emissions were attributed solely to the emissions
of manganese in the aerosol.
6.4 MOTOR VEHICLE EXHAUST AEROSOLS
Figure 6.16 shows the volume distribution of primary automobile exhaust aerosols pro-
duced under cruise conditions with leaded fuel from a single vehicle as reported by
Miller et al. (1976). At speeds up to 35 mph the mode in the volume distribution is at
about 0.04 /-Lm, whereas at 50 mph the mode is shifted to about O. I /-Lm. Figure 6.17
Figure 6.16 Volume distributions of
primary automobile exhaust aerosol
produced under cruise conditions during
combustion of leaded gasoline as reported
by Miller et a!. (1976). (Reprinted by per-
mission of Air Pollution Control
Association) .
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Figure 6.17 Volume distributions of
primary automobile exhaust aerosol
produced under cruise conditions during
combustion of unleaded gasoline as
rep0l1ed by Miller et al. (1976). (Re-
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shows the aerosol volume distributions from an identical vehicle equipped to run on
unleaded fuel. Unlike the case with leaded fuel, the mode in the volume distribution
remains between 0.01 and 0.03 p,m for all cruise speeds investigated. The shift to slightly
larger mean sizes between 20 and 35 mph was attributed to increase gas-to-particle con-
version. We note that the conditions leading to the increase in aerosol volume at high
speeds with leaded fuel appear to be absent in the case of unleaded fuel combustion.
Because the data shown in Figures 6.16 and 6.17 represent a very limited sample, they
should not be viewed as indicative of all motor vehicle exhaust aerosols. Nevertheless,
they do exhibit the general features with respect to size distribution of automobile ex-
haust aerosols.
Pierson and Brachaczek (1983) reported the composition and emission rates of
airborne particulate matter from on-road vehicles in the Tuscarora Mountain Tunnel of
the Pennsylvania Turnpike in 1977. Particulate loading in the tunnel was found to be
dominated by diesel vehicles, even though on the average they constituted only about
10% of the traffic. Diesel emission rates were of the order 0.87 g km -I, the most abun-
dant component of which is carbon, elemental and organic. Thirty-four elements were
measured, in descending order of mass, C, Pb, H, SO~-, and Br together accounting
for over 90%. Size distributions of motor vehicle particulate matter exhibited a mass
median diameter of 0.15 p,m.
Diesel particulate matter consists primarily of combustion-generated carbonaceous
soot with which some unburned hydrocarbons have become associated (Amann and
Siegla, 1982). Photomicrographs of particles collected from the exhaust of a passenger
car diesel indicate that the particles consist of cluster and chain agglomerates of single
spherical particles, similar to the other soot particles and the fly ash fume described
previously. The single spherical particles vary in diameter between 0.0 I and 0.08 /-Lm ,
with the most usually lying in the range 0.015 to 0.03 /-Lm. Volume mean diameters of
the particles (aggregates) tend to range from 0.05 to 0.25 tim. The diesel particulate
matter is nonnally dominated by carbonaceous soot generated during combustion. In
addition, 10 to 30% of the particulate mass is comprised of solvent-extractable hydro-
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carbons that adsorb or condense on the surface of the soot particles and that consist of
high-boiling-point fractions and lubricating oil.
PROBLEMS
6.1. The amount of ash vaporized during coal combustion is typically about I % of the mineral
matter in the coal. Reduced vapor species are oxidized as they diffuse from the surface of
the burning char particle leading to rapid homogeneous nucleation and the formation of large
numbers of very small particles. Assuming that the initial nuclei are 0.001 lim in diameter
and the ash density is 2300 kg m- 3, compute and plot the particle number concentration as
a function of residence time in the furnace, assuming the gas temperature is 1700 K for 1
second and then decreases to 400 K at a rate of 500 K s-I. The gas viscosity may be taken
as Ii = 3.4 X 10-7 y"J7 kg m- I S""I. The aerosol may be assumed to be monodisperse.
6.2. A 50-lim-diameter char particle is burned in air in a furnace that is heated to 1800 K. Ex-
amine the volatilization of silica (Si02 ) from this particlc as it bums. Silica may vaporize
directly
or by means of reduction to the monoxide
2
Si02(,) + CO ( • SiO(v) + CO2
The oxidation rate expression of the char is that for the Whitwick coal in Table 2.10.
(a) Calculate the equilibrium partial pressures for Si02 and SiO at the surface of the char
particle.
(b) What vaporization rate corresponds to this partial pressure?
(c) Compare the vaporization rate with that predicted for a pure silica particle of the same
size. Assume the silica particle temperature is the same as that of the gas.
6.3. For the conditions of Problem 6.2, compute the vapor concentration profile as a function of
distance from the surface of the particle, assuming that no condensation takes place. The
binary diffusivity may be calculated from cD = 9.1 x 1071' + 7.4 X 10-4 mole m-I s-I,
where Tis the mean of gas and particle temperatures. Neglecting vapor loss, calculate and
plot the supersaturation ratio and homogeneous nucleation rate. How far from the surface
will nucleation occur?
Use the following properties:
Surface tension:
Density:
Molecular Weight:
a = 0.30 J m- 2
Pc = 2200 kg m"'
M = 60.9 g mole- I
6.4. Harris et al. (1986) observed that no growth of the soot nuclei occurred in the region of the
flame where particles are forn1ed and that the oxygen mole fraction in this region is about
0.01. Assuming that the Nagle and Strickland-Constable kinetics describe the oxidation of
the soot nuclei and that the growth species is acetylene, estimate the minimum acetylene
concentration that would be required to maintain the observed soot nucleus size of 1.8 nm,
for temperatures ranging from 1200 K to 1500 K. The flux of acetylene reaching the particle
surface may be taken as the effusion flux, and the reaction probability is unity for this esti-
mate. The soot particle density is 1800 kg m- 3
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7Removal of Particles from
Gas Streams
Particulate removal devices operate basically on the principle that a gas stream contain-
ing particles is passed through a region where the particles are acted on by external forces
or caused to intercept obstacles, thereby separating them from the gas stream. When
acted upon by external forces, the particles acquire a velocity component in a direction
different from that of the gas stream. In order to design a separation device based on
particulate separation by external forces, one must be able to compute the motion of a
particle under such circumstances.
A preliminary selection of suitable particulate emission control systems is gener-
ally based on knowledge of four items: particulate concentration in the stream to be
cleaned, the size distribution of the particles to be removed, the gas flow rate, and the
final allowable particulate emission rate. Once the systems that are capable of providing
the required efficiencies at the given flow rates have been chosen, the ultimate selection
is generally made on the basis of the total cost of construction and operation. The size
of a collector, and therefore its cost, is directly proportional to the volumetric flow rate
of gas that must be cleaned. The operating factors that influence the cost of a device are
the pressure drop through the unit, the power required, and the quantity of liquid needed
(if a wet scrubbing system). In this chapter we concentrate on the design equations that
are generally used for calculating efficiencies of various types of particulate emission
control equipment. We shall not consider the estimation of capital or operating costs.
Devices that remove particles from gas streams rely on one or more of the follow-
ing physical mechanisms:
1. Sedimentation. The particle-containing gas stream is introduced into a device or
chamber where the particles settle under gravity to the floor of the chamber. De-
vices of this type are called settling chambers.
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2. Migration of charged particle in an electric field. The particle-containing gas
stream is introduced into a device in which the particles are charged and then
subjected to an electric field. The resulting electrostatic force on the particles causes
them to migrate to one of the surfaces of the device, where they are held and
collected. Devices of this type are called electrostatic precipitators.
3. Inertial deposition. When a gas stream changes direction as it flows around an
object in its path, suspended particles tend to keep moving in their original direc-
tion due to their inertia. Particulate collection devices based on this principle in-
clude cyclones, scrubbers, and filters.
4. Brownian diffusion. Particles suspended in a gas are always in Brownian motion.
When the gas stream flows around obstacles, the natural random motion of the
particles will bring them into contact with the obstacles, where they adhere and
are collected. Because we know that Brownian motion is more pronounced the
smaller the particle, we expect that devices based on diffusion as the separation
mechanism will be most effective for small particles.
The key parameter that influences the choice of which device to employ in a par-
ticular case is the particle diameter Dr As we will see, the physical mechanisms above
vary greatly in their effectiveness depending on the size of the particle. Thus one of our
major objectives in this chapter is to understand the effectiveness of particulate removal
devices as a function of particle size.
There are several different classes of particulate control equipment that we consider
in this chapter. The simplest particulate control device is a settling chamber, a large
chamber in which the gas velocity is slowed, allowing the particles to settle out by
gravity. A cyclone operates by causing the entire gas stream to flow in a spiral pattern
inside a tapered tube. Because of the centrifugal force, particles migrate outward and
collect on the wall of the tube. The particles slide down the wall and fall to the bottom,
where they are removed. The clean gas generally reverses its flow and exits out of the
top of the cyclone. An electrostatic precipitator utilizes the electrostatic force on charged
particles in an electric field to separate particles from the gas stream. A high voltage
drop is established between two electrodes, and particles passing through the resulting
electric field acquire charge. The charged particles migrate to and are collected on an
oppositely charged plate while the clean gas flows on through the device. Periodically,
the plates are cleaned by rapping to shake off the layer of dust that has accumulated. A
variety of filters operate on the principle that the particulate-laden gas is forced through
an assemblage of collecting elements, such as a fiber or a filter mat. As the gas passes
through the assemblage, particles accumulate on the collectors. Wet collection devices
called scrubbers operate on the basis of the collision of particles with droplets of water
that can easily be separated from the gas because of their large size.
Some general statements can be made about the nature of the various types of
particulate gas-cleaning equipment. Mechanical collectors such as settling chambers or
cyclones are typically much less expensive than the others but are generally only mod-
erately efficient in particle removal. Since they are much better for large particles than
for small ones, they often are used as precleaners for the more efficient final control
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devices, especially at high particulate loadings. Electrostatic precipitators can treat large
volumetric flow rates of gas at relatively low pressure drops with very high removal
efficiencies. However, electrostatic precipitators are expensive and are relatively inflex-
ible to changes in process operating conditions. Fabric filters tend to have very high
efficiencies but are expensive and are generally limited to dry, low-temperature condi-
tions. Scrubbing can also achieve high efficiencies and offers the auxiliary advantage
that gaseous pollutants can be removed simultaneously with particles. However, scrub-
bers can be expensive to operate, owing to their high pressure drop and to the fact that
they produce a wet sludge that must be treated or disposed of.
We begin the chapter with a discussion of how the collection or removal efficiency
of a device may be defined.
7.1 COLLECTION EFFICIENCY
We define the collection efficiency 1](Dp ) of a device for particles of diameter Dp as
number of particles of diameter Dp per m3 of gas out1](D) = 1 - (7.1)
p number of particles of diameter Dp per m3 of gas in
The overall efficiency of the device based on particle number is
number of particles per m3 of gas out
1]=1- (72)
number of particles per m3 of gas in .
These efficiencies can be expressed in terms of the particle size distribution func-
tions at the inlet and outlet sides of the device,
= 1
nin(Dp ) dDp - nout(Dp ) dDp1](Dp ) = ---------
nin(Dp ) dDp
nout(Dp )
nin(Dp )
(7.3 )
and
1]
i: [nin(Dp ) - nout(Dp )] dDp
i: nin(Dp ) dDp
i: 1] (Dp ) nin(Dp ) dDp
~: nin(Dp ) dDp
(7.4 )
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The definition of overall efficiency above is based on particle number. We can also
define overall efficiencies based on other particle properties, such as surface area and
volume (or mass). For example, the collection efficiency based on particle mass YJIII is
defined as
mass of particles of diameter Dp per m3 of gas out
mass of particles of diameter Dp per m3 of gas in
and the overall efficiency is
(7.5)
YJIII =
~: [( 7f /6) ppD;,nin(Dp) - (7f /6) ppD;;nout(Dp)] dDp
r(7f /6) ppD;,nin(Dp) dDp
r YJ(Dp) D~nin(Dp) dDp
rD~nin(Dp) dDp (7.6 )
The overall collection efficiency by mass is usually the easiest to measure exper-
imentally. The inlet and outlet streams may be sampled by a collection device, such as
a filter, that collects virtually all of the particles.
A term that is sometimes used to express collection efficiency is the penetration.
The penetration is based on the amount emitted rather than captured; penetration based
on particle mass is just Pili = I - YJm' Alternatively, the penetration can be defined on
the basis of particle number, P = I - YJ.
We have called the relationship between collection efficiency and particle size sim-
ply the collection efficiency. Other terms that are used for this quantity are the grade
efficiency or the fractional efficiency. An important point on the collection efficiency
curve is the size for which YJ = 0.5. The particle size at this point is called the ellt size
or the Cllt diameter.
7.2 SETTLING CHAMBERS
Gravitational settling is perhaps the most obvious means of separating particles from a
flowing gas stream. A settling chamber is, in principle, simply a large box through which
the effluent gas stream flows and in which particles in the stream settle to the floor by
gravity. Gas velocities through a settling chamber must be kept low enough so that
settling particles are not reentrained. The gas velocity is usually reduced by expanding
the ducting into a chamber large enough so that sufficiently low velocities result. Al-
though in principle settling chambers could be used to remove even the smallest paI1i-
des, practical limitations in the length of such chambers restrict their applicability to
the removal of particles larger than about 50 f.-tm. Thus settling chambers are normally
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used as precleaners to remove large and possibly abrasive particles, prior to passing the
gas stream through other collection devices. Settling chambers offer the advantages of
(I) simple construction and low cost, (2) small pressure drops, and (3) collection of
particles without need for water. The main disadvantage of settling chambers is the large
space that they require.
A settling chamber is, as noted above, simply a horizontal chamber through which
the particle-laden gas flows and to the floor of which the particles settle. Figure 7.1
shows a simple gravity settling chamber design. Actually, the chamber may contain a
number of relatively closely spaced horizontal plates so that the distance that a paI1icle
must settle to be collected is considerably smaller than the height of the overall device.
In analyzing the performance of a settling chamber, the key feature is the nature
of the gas flow through the device. We can distinguish three basic idealized flow situa-
tions: (I) laminar flow, (2) plug flow (velocity uniform across the cross section) with
no vertical mixing of particles, (3) plug flow with complete vertical mixing of particles.
Laminar flow is characterized by a parabolic-type velocity profile; such a flow would
only be realized for Reynolds numbers below that for transition to turbulent flow. In a
laminar flow, the time required for a particle at height y above the floor of the chamber
to settle is y / V" where VI is the particle's setting velocity, and vertical mixing of par-
ticles is absent in laminar flow. (The effect of Brownian motion is generally neglected
relative to the steady downward movement due to settling.) The second flow category
above, plug flow with no vertical mixing of particles, is, in a sense, an approximation
to laminar flow in that vertical mixing of particles is still ignored, but a flat velocity
profile is assumed and the particles all settle at their settling velocities. The third cate-
gory, plug flow with thorough vertical mixing, is the model for turbulent flow. In a
turbulent flow settling chamber the gas velocity is assumed to be uniform across the
chamber due to the turbulent mixing. Moreover, the turbulent mixing in the core of the
Gas inlet
and exit ducts
Gas
inlet
Dust-collecting hoppers
Figure 7.1 Settling chamber.
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chamber overwhelms the tendency of the particles to settle and maintains a uniform
particle concentration vertically across the chamber. Removal by settling can be assumed
to occur in a thin layer at the bottom of the chamber.
7.2.1 Laminar Flow Settling Chamber
In the laminar flow settling chamber the gas velocity profile is parabolic, as shown in
Figure 7.2, and as a particle below the center streamline settles, it encounters fluid
moving more slowly, and thus its residence time in the chamber increases over what it
would have been on the higher streamline. Conversely, particles initially above the cen-
ter streamline encounter faster moving streamlines as they fall until they pass the center
streamline.
Consider the laminar flow settling chamber shown in Figure 7.2. The gas velocity
profile for laminar flow between two parallel plates separated by a distance H with the
centerline of the chamber taken as y = 0 is
(7.7 )
where Ii is the mean velocity across the plates. We assume that particles are introduced
uniformly across the entrance to the channel at concentration No.
There will be a critical height y* such that a particle of diameter Dp initially at x
= 0, y = y* will be at y = - H /2 at x = L. This particle will be the "last" particle of
diameter Dp collected in the device. Particles of diameter Dp that entered the chamber
above y = y* will not be collected; clearly, the value of y* depends on the particular
Dp of interest. This "last" particle collected takes time tf to fall a vertical distance y*
+ H/2. Since VI is a constant,
y* + H/2
tf = (7.8 )
The vertical position of the particle at any time after entering the chamber is given
by dy / dt = vy = - V" which can be integrated to give
y = y* - vlt
The horizontal position is given by dx / dt = vx ' or
dx = ~ Ii rI _ ~ (y*
dt 2 L H 2
~~-7-----
2 L-------
(7.9)
(7.10)
Figure 7.2 Laminar flow settling chamber.
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where the local horizontal velocity of the particle is that of the gas (7.7). Integrating
(7. 10) from the entrance to the exit of the chamber, we obtain
(7.11 )
(7.12 )
where (3 = 2 v)3u and a = HI L.
To determine the expression for the collection efficiency, we need to compute the
fraction of particles of a size Dp that is collected over a length L. The flow of particles
into the chamber, in number of particles per unit time, for a chamber of width W, is
The number of particles collected per unit time is that portion of the inlet flow of particles
between y = -H12 and y = y*,
[v* Nou,(y)WdY=NoW[v* u,(y)dyJ-11/2 J-11/2
Therefore, the collection efficiency is just the ratio of the flow of particles collected to
the total inlet flow,
NoW [v* ur(y) dyJ-11/2
'I/(Dp ) = NouWH
1 lV'
= -= u,(y) dy
Hu -11/2
Using (7.7), (7.13) becomes
1 3 y* (y*)3
'I/(D) = - + ~ - - 2 -
p 2 2 H H
(7.13)
(7.14)
We now have two equations, (7.12) and (7.14), for the two unknowns (Y*IH)
and '1/. We can simplify these further by letting z = t + (y* I H). In doing so, (7.12)
becomes
(3 2 4 3
- = 2z -"3 z
a
Similarly, (7.14) can be expressed as
YJ(Dp ) = 3z 2 - 2z 3
(7.15)
(7.16 )
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Combining (7.15) and (7.16), we see immediately that
3{3
2et
= vtL
liH
(7.17 )
This is the equation governing the collection efficiency of a laminar flow settling
chamber that consists of two parallel plates of length L separated by a distance H, with
a mean gas velocity of u.
To evaluate the efficiency of the laminar flow settling chamber, we need only to
determine the settling velocity V t • If the particle is sufficiently small to be in the Stokes
law regime, then Vt = ppgD;'/18p., as derived in (5.30). Because of the large particle
sizes of interest, we need not include the slip correction factor. For particles that are too
large for Stokes' law to apply, the terminal settling velocity can be determined using the
drag coefficient, as outlined in Section 5.3.4.
Example 7.1 Efficiency ofa Laminar Flow Settling Chamber in the Stokes Law Regime
Consider a settling chamber for which H = 0.1 m, L = 10 m, U = 0.1 m S·l, and PI' = I
g cm- 3 • At 298 K, Vair = 0.15 cm2 S-l and p. = 1.8 X 10-4 g cm- l S·I. Under these
conditions the Reynolds number for the channel flow is 667, so laminar flow conditions
exist. From (7.17) and (5.30) we find that'll = 0.03024 DJ" with Dp in p.m. Thus, for these
particular conditions, the collection efficiency depends on particle diameter as follows:
Dp (/lm) 'I (Dp )
1.0 0.03
2.0 0.12
3.0 0.27
4.0 0.48
5.0 0.76
5.75 1.0
Thus all particles with diameter exceeding 5.75 p.m are totally collected in this chamber.
7.2.2 Plug Flow Settling Chamber
The second type of flow situation we consider is that of plug flow with no vertical mixing
of particles. We assume that the particles are distributed uniformly across the entrance
to the chamber. Whether a particle is collected is determined solely by the height y at
its entrance above the collecting surface. A critical height y* can be defined such that
all particles entering with y ~ y* are collected and those for which y > y* escape
collection. The collection efficiency is then just
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which is precisely the expression (7.17) obtained for the laminar flow settling chamber.
Thus, in the parabolic velocity profile case, even though the particle falls across stream-
lines with different velocities, the overall effect is as if the particle were simply falling
across streamlines all having a velocity equal to the mean velocity of the flow.
7.2.3 Turbulent Flow Settling Chamber
The flow in a rectangular channel can be assumed to be turbulent if the Reynolds number
Re, > 4000 (McCabe and Smith, 1976, p. 52). For a duct the Reynolds number can be
defined as Rec = 4 rHup I fl, where rH is the hydraulic radius, defIned as the ratio of the
cross-sectional area to the perimeter. Thus, for a duct of height H and width W, rfl =
HWI [2 (H + W)]. The average velocity u is just the volumetric flow rate Q divided
by the cross-sectional area HW. If the duct contains N horizontal plates, each space
receives a volumetric flow of Q IN and has a height HIN(neglecting the effect of plate
thickness). The Reynolds number for the flow in each space is then
2QRe = -----.--
C v(H + NW)
The turbulent flow settling chamber is shown schematically in Figure 7.3. In the
laminar flow settling chamber just considered, particles settle at all heights above the
floor of the chamber, the key to the analysis being to calculate the overall residence time
of the particles as they fall across streamlines. The mechanism of collection in a turbu-
lent flow settling chamber is, although ultimately based on the settling of particles under
gravity, rather different from that in the laminar flow chamber. The difference is due to
the turbulent flow in the chamber. In the bulk flow in the chamber, turbulent mixing is
vigorous enough so that particles are overwhelmed by the flow and do not settle. We
shall assume that the turbulent mixing maintains a unifonn particle concentration over
the height of the chamber. Very near the floor of the chamber a thin layer can be assumed
to exist across which particles settle the short distance to the floor. Thus, once a particle,
vigorously mixed in the core of the flow, enters this layer, it settles to the floor.
Consider a particle close to the wall. In time dt the particle travels forward a
distance dx = udt, where u is the mean velocity of the flow in the chamber. (Thus, we
assume that the mean velocity uextends into the layer in spite of the absence of turbulent
mixing in the layer.) During the time interval dt the particle settles a distance dy = {II
dt. Therefore, the distances dx and dy are related by dy = VI dx lu.
dy
________ --1- _
dx
""r-..--------L---------·I Figure 7.3 Turbulent flow settling chamber.
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In order to develop an overall design equation for the turbulent flow settling cham-
ber, let us fonn a particle balance over the vertical section dx in Figure 7.3. At the
entrance to the section dx there is a unifonn distribution of particles across the entire
chamber. The fraction of particles in the thin layer of thickness dy is just dy / H. Since
dy was defined in tenns of dx such that dx is just the distance a particle moves in the
horizontal direction while it falls the distance dy, all particles in dy are collected over
the distance dx. Thus the fraction of particles collected in dx is dy / H = V t dx /u H.
If the cross-sectional area of the device is A" a particle number balance over the
section dx is
(7.18 )
(7.19)
The left-hand side of (7.18) is the difference in flows in particles s-1 into and out of the
volume Ac dx, and the right-hand side is the number of particles s- I removed in that
volume. Dividing by dx and taking the limit as dx -t 0 yields
dN = _ ~N
dx uH
If the particle number concentration at the entrance to the chamber is No, then
(
-V x)N(x) = No exp ulI (7.20)
Note that this equation holds for particles of each diameter since the particles are as-
sumed not to interact with each other. Particle size dependence enters through the set-
tling velocity Vt. Thus, if desired, we can indicate the particle size dependence of N
explicitly by N(x; Dp ), where N is strictly the number of particles in the diameter range
(Dp , Dp + dDp ).
The collection efficiency of a settling chamber of length L is
= 1 ( VtL)exp - liH (7.21 )
We can express the collection efficiency explicitly in tenns of particle diameter for Stokes
law settling as
(7.22)
where Q = uHW, the volumetric flow rate of gas through the chamber, and W is the
width of the chamber.
We note a rather fundamental difference between the collection efficiencies for the
settling chamber for laminar (and plug) and turbulent flows. The laminar flow collection
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I<"igure 7.4 General collection efficiency curves for settling chambers (Licht, 1980).
efficiency (7.17) predicts that f/(Dp ) = 1.0 for all particles large enough that VI 2:
l.iH/L. If VI - D~, the Stokes law case, then f/(Dp ) versus Dp is a parabolic curve. On
the other hand, in the case of turbulent flow (7.22), TJ (Dp ) approaches 1.0 asymptotically
as Dp -+ 00. These features are illustrated schematically in Figure 7.4. The abscissa of
Figure 7.4 is the group (vIL /I.iH) I/2, which for Stokes law settling is directly propor-
tional to Dp . Collection efficiency curves for actual chambers tend to have the S-shaped
behavior of the turbulent flow curve in Figure 7.4 since any real unit will exhibit some
degree of mixing in the flow.
Example 7.2 Design of a Turbulent Flow Settling Chamber
Determine the length of a settling chamber required to achieve 90% efficiency for 50-/Lm
particles of density 2.0 g cm- 3 from an airstream of 1 m3 s -1 at 298 K, I atm. The chamber
is to be I m wide and I m high.
We first evaluate the Reynolds number for the chamber to determine if the flow will
be laminar or turbulent.
Hup Q
Rec = -- =-
/L Wv
Using v = 0.15 cm2 S-I, Q = 106 cm3 S-I, W = 100 em, we find Rec = 6.67 X 104 Thus
the flow will be turbulent.
Now we need to determine the settling velocity of a 50-/Lm particle under the con-
ditions of operation. We do not know ahead of time whether Stokes law will be valid for
particles of this size, so to be safe we will determine the settling velocity using the drag
coefficient. From (5.54), Ga = CD Re2 , where Re is the particle Reynolds number, we can
determine the value of Ga and then from Figure 5.6 we can determine the value of Re at
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that value of CD Re2• An alternative is to use (5.55) and (5.56). We will use Figure 5.6.
The Galileo number in this problem is
12.1
From Figure 5.6, at this value of CD Re2 , Re = 0.7 and VI = 21 cm S-I.
The length of the chamber can be determined from (7.21),
L= uHln(1-'Y/)
11m
If we had used Stokes law to calculate the settling velocity and (7.22) for the efficiency,
the chamber length predicted would have been 15.2 m. Thus we see the effect of the fact
that Stokes law is no longer strictly valid for 50-p,m particles under the conditions of this
example.
7.3 CYCLONE SEPARATORS
Cyclone separators are gas cleaning devices that utilize the centrifugal force created by
a spinning gas stream to separate particles from a gas. A standard tangential inlet vertical
reverse flow cyclone separator is shown in Figure 7.5. The gas flow is forced to follow
the curved geometry of the cyclone while the inertia of particles in the flow causes them
to move toward the outer wall, where they collide and are collected. A particle of mass
mp moving in a circular path of radius r with a tangential velocity LJo is acted on by a
centrifugal force of mp v~ / r. At a typical value of Vo = 10 m s-1, r = 0.5 m, this force
is 20.4 times that of gravity on the same particle. Thus we see the substantially enhanced
force on the particle over that of settling alone that can be achieved in a cyclone ge-
ometry. In a cyclone the particles in the spinning gas stream move progressively closer
to the outer wall as they flow through the device. As shown in Figure 7.5, the gas stream
may execute several complete turns as it flows from one end of the device to the other.
One way to pose the question of the design of a cyclone separator is: For a given gas
flow rate and inner and outer radii, how long must the body of the cyclone be to ensure
that a desired collection efficiency for particles of a given size be attained? Since the
length of the body of a cyclone is related through the gas flow rate to the number of
turns executed by the gas stream, the design problem is often posed in terms of com-
puting the number of turns needed to achieve a specified collection efficiency.
There are a variety of designs of cyclone separators, differing in the manner in
which the rotating motion is imparted to the gas stream. Conventional cyclones can be
placed in the following categories:
1. Reverse-flow cyclones (tangential inlet and axial inlet)
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2. Straight-through-flow cyclones
3. Impeller collectors
Figure 7.5 shows a conventional reverse-flow cyclone with a tangential inlet. The
dirty gas enters at the top of the cyclone and is given a spinning motion because of its
tangential entry. Particles are forced to the wall by centrifugal force and then fall down
the wall due to gravity. At the bottom of the cyclone the gas flow reverses to form an
inner core that leaves at the top of the unit. In a reverse-flow axial-inlet cyclone, the
inlet gas is introduced down the axis of the cyclone, with centrifugal motion being im-
parted by permanent vanes at the top.
In straight-through-flow cyclones the inner vortex of air leaves at the bottom (rather
than reversing direction), with initial centrifugal motion being imparted by vanes at the
top. This type is used frequently as a precleaner to remove fly ash and large particles.
The chief advantages of this unit are low pressure drop and high volumetric flow rates.
In the impeller collector, gases enter normal to a many-bladed impeller and are
swept out by the impeller around its circumference while the particles are thrown into
an annular slot around the periphery of the device. The principal advantage of this unit
is its compactness; its chief disadvantage is a tendency toward plugging from solid
buildup in the unit.
Cyclones can be constructed of any material, metal or ceramic, for example, that
is capable of withstanding high temperatures, abrasive particles, or corrosive atmo-
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Figure 7.5 Tangential inlet vertical re-
verse flow cyclone.
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'Figure 7.6 Trajectory of a pa11icle in one-
half complete tum of an ideal flow cyclone.
spheres. It is necessary that the interior surface be smooth so that the collected particles
may slide easily down the wall to the hopper. There are no moving parts to a cyclone.
so operation is generally simple and relatively free of maintenance. Their low capital
cost and maintenance-free operation make them ideal for use as precleaners for more
efficient final control devices, such as electrostatic precipitators. Although cyclones have
traditionally been regarded as relatively low efficiency collectors, some cyclones cur-
rently available from manufacturers can achieve efficiencies greater than 98 % for par-
ticles larger than 5 {tm. Generally, cyclones routinely achieve efficiencies of 90% for
particles larger than 15 to 20 (tm.
Consider a particle entering tangentially onto a horizontal plane of a spinning gas
stream at r3' as shown in Figure 7.6. Because of a centrifugal force of mp v~ / r, the
particle will follow a path outward across the flow streamlines. Its velocity vector will
have a tangential component (ve) and a radial component (v,), Because the flow is
actually into the page, there is an axial component (vJ also. The velocity of the spinning
gas is assumed to have only a tangential component, Ue, with U, = O. Tangential gas
flows of this type usually are of the form Ue r n = constant. As we will see shortly, for
an ideal fluid in such a vortex flow n = 1, although in real flows the value of n may
range downward to 0.5. We begin our analysis of cyclone performance with the case of
the ideal flow, which we will refer to as the laminar flow cyclone. Then we consider the
turbulent flow cyclone in which, as in the case of the turbulent flow settling chamber,
mixing in the flow maintains a uniform particle concentration at any tangential position
in the cyclone. Since both of these represent idealized cases that are not attained in real
cyclones, we tum finally to a semiempirical theory that has been widely used in practical
cyclone design.
7.3.1 laminar Flow Cyclone Separators
The so-called laminar flow cyclone does not have laminar flow in the sense of the laminar
flow settling chamber, but rather a frictionless flow in which the streamlines follow the
contours of the cyclone as shown in Figure 7.6. The velocity in the case of ideal flow
is given in (r, (J) coordinates as (Crawford, 1976, pp. 259-262)
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(7.23)
where the entering flow is through a rectangular slot of area W(r2 - rl)·
To determine the collection efficiency consider a particle entering the cyclone at r
= r3 that strikes the wall at Of. The particle's velocity components at any point on its
trajectory are V r and Ve. The radial velocity component is the terminal velocity of the
particle when acted on by the centrifugal force Fe = mp v~ / r, which, in the case in
which the drag force can be given by Stokes law, is
Fe ( )V = -- 7.24
r 37r!J-Dp
Since the O-component of the particle's velocity is that of the fluid, Ve = Ue, and
7r 3 Q2
= - ppDp 2 2
6 W r3 (In r2! r\)
Thus, combining (7.24) and (7.25), we obtain
ppQ2D~
(7.25 )
(7.26 )
(7.27)
We now want to obtain an equation for the trajectory of a particle in the cyclone.
The distance traveled in the O-direction in a time interval dt is Ve dt = r dO. Also, the
distance the particle moves in the r-direction in time dt is dr = V r dt. Then over a time
interval dt, r dO! Ve = dr! v r . From this relation we have
r dO = Ve
dr V r
and substituting the expressions for Ve and Vr gives us
d8
dr
l8!J-Wln (rdr,)r
ppQD~ (7.28 )
(7.29)
a differential equation describing the particle's trajectory. If the particle enters the device
at r = r3 and hits the outer wall at 8 = 8f , then integrating (7.28) gives
_9!J-Wln(rdrd( 2 2)
8f - QD 2 r2 - r3Pp p
Conversely, we can solve (7.29) for r3 to find the entrance position r3 of a particle that
hits the outer wall at 0 = Of'
l P QD 28 JI /22 p p f (7.30)r3 = r2 - 9!J- WIn (rd r,)
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We can now detennine an expression for the collection efficiency of a cyclone.
Assume that the cyclone has an angle Of. All particles that enter the cyclone at r 2: r3
hit the wall over 0 :5 0 :5 Of. If the entering particle concentration all gas velocity are
unifonn across the cross section, the collection efficiency is just that fraction of the
particles in the entering flow that hits the outer wall before 0 = Of'
= r2 - r3
1]
which is
The value of Of at which 1] = 1 is the value of Of when r3 = r 1,
(7.31 )
(7.32 )
(7.33 )
(7.34 )
We had earlier noted a comparison of the centrifugal force acting on a particle to
that due to gravity. Using Fe from (7.25) and Fg = (7f /6) ppD~g, we obtain the ratio
of the centrifugal to gravity force as
Fe Q2
Fg gr3W2 1n (r2/ r\)2
which, as can be shown, for typical cyclones, Fe!Fg » 1.
7 .3.2 Turbulent Flow Cyclone Separators
The model of the turbulent flow cyclone separator is shown in Figure 7.7. Because of
turbulent mixing the particle concentration is assumed to be unifonn across the cyclone,
and, as in the case of the turbulent flow settling chamber, removal occurs across a thin
layer at the outer wall. For lack of a better approximation, we continue to use the in-
viscid gas velocity components given by (7.23) to represent the fluid velocity field in
the turbulent flow cyclone. Thus the key difference between the laminar and turbulent
cyclones relates to the assumption made concerning particle behavior in the cyclone.
The distance a particle travels in the O-direction in the laminar sublayer over a time
interval dt is ve dt = r2 dO, where we can evaluate Ve at r = r20 For the particle to be
captured across the layer of thickness dr, dr = Vr dt = vrr2 dO / Ve, where Vr is also
evaluated at r = r20
To derive an expression for the change in particle number concentration with 0,
we perfonn a particle balance over the sector of angle dO. The fractional number of
particles removed over dO is just the fraction of particles that are in the boundary layer,
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Figure 7.7 One-half complete turn of a
turbulent flow cyclone.
(7.35 )
(7.36 )
where we need not include the product of mean velocity and cross-sectional area since
it appears on both sides of the equation. Using dr = Vf"2r2 dOlve, dividing by dO, and
taking the limit as dO approaches zero gives us
dN = _vr2~N
dO vel G- ri
where vel is Ve at r = r2. This equation is to be integrated subject to N = No at 0 = O.
The result is
(
vn 2r~ )N(O) = No exp --,.; _ ?, 0
vel 2 1
The collection efficiency of a cyclone that has an angle Of is
N(Of)
Using the explicit expressions for the two velocity components,
(7.37)
(7.38 )
(7.39 )
(7.40)
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we can express the collection efficiency in terms of the physical variables of the cyclone,
(7.41 )
This equation can be inverted to determine the angle of tum Of needed to achieve a given
collection efficiency for a given particle size.
7.3.3 Cyclone Dimensions
Cyclolle collection efficiency increases with increasing (1) particle size, (2) particle den-
sity, (3) inlet gas velocity, (4) cyclone body length, (5) number of gas revolutions, and
(6) smoothness of the cyclone wall. On the other hand, cyclone efficiency decreases with
increasing (1) cyclone diameter, (2) gas outlet duct diameter, and (3) gas inlet area. For
any specific cyclone whose ratio of dimensions is fixed, the collection efficiency in-
creases as the cyclone diameter is decreased. The design of a cyclone separator repre-
sents a compromise among collection efficiency, pressure drop, and size. Higher effi-
ciencies require higher pressure drops (i.e., inlet gas velocities) and larger sizes (i.e.,
body length).
The dimensions required to specify a tangential-entry, reverse-flow cyclone are
shown in Figure 7.8. In classic work that still serves as the basis for cyclone design,
Shepherd and Lapple determined "optimum" dimensions for cyclones. All dimensions
were related to the body diameter Dc. A common set of specifications is given on the
right-hand side of Figure 7.8. Other standard cyclone dimensions are given by Licht
(1984) and Cooper and Alley (1986). The number of revolutions that the gas makes in
the outer vortex can be approximated by
where the dimensions are shown in Figure 7.8.
Besides collection efficiency the other major consideration in cyclone specification
is pressure drop. While higher efficiencies are obtained by forcing the gas through the
cyclone at higher velocities, to do so results in an increased pressure drop. Since in-
creased pressure drop requires increased energy input into the gas, there is ultimately an
economic trade-off between collection efficiency and operating cost. A simple pressure-
drop equation for cyclones is given by Cooper and Alley (1986). Cyclone pressure drops
range from 250 to 4000 Pa.
7.3.4 Practical Equation for Cyclone Efficiency
We have analyzed the collection efficiency of a cyclone assuming that the particles be-
have as if they are in either a laminar or a turbulent flow. Actually, the flow pattern in
a cyclone is a complex one, and the two models that we have presented represent ex-
tremes in cyclone performance. Although a Reynolds number for a cyclone can be de-
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Figure 7.8 Geometric specifications for the design of a cyclone separator. The dimen-
sions given on the right-hand side of the figure are those of the classic design of Shepherd
and Lapple. This particular set of specifications appears in Perry's Hanc ?ok (Perry and
Chilton, 1973; Figure 20-96, p. 20-82); reprinted by permission ofM, iraw-Hill Pub-
lishing Company.
fined as Recv = (p U / JJ-) (4A c lJr )1/2, where Ac is the cross-sectional area so that
(4 Ac / 7r) I /2 "is an equivalent diameter, and for the velocity it is sufficient to use u =
Q/ W (r2 - r,), a characteristic velocity in the cyclone, a precise criterion for transition
from laminar to turbulent flow in a cyclone does not exist. The laminar flow theory
predicts a well-defined critical value for the smallest particle size that may be collected
completely, whereas the turbulent flow result gives an asymptotic approach to complete
collection as particle size increases. Experimentally determined collection efficiency
curves generally approach 100% efficiency asymptotically and thus appear to conform
more closely to turbulent than to laminar flow conditions. Since operating cyclones do
not conform to either of these limiting cases, one must resort to semiempirical design
equations to predict cyclone performance.
There has been a great deal of effort devoted to predicting the performance of
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cyclones. Our primary goal in this section has been to present the general theoretical
approaches to the problem so that the various analyses in the literature will be accessible
to the reader. Surveys of design equations are available elsewhere (see, e.g., Bhatia and
Cheremisinoff, 1977; Licht, 1980, 1984). We will present one such semiempirical de-
sign equation that has been applied successfully to cyclone design.
If the flow can be considered to be one of the two limiting cases analyzed above,
the collection efficiency may be computed as shown earlier for a given geometry, flow
rate, and number of turns. Practical design equations are generally derived by consid-
ering the particle trajectories under more realistic assumptions concerning the flow in
the cyclone.
A theory developed by Leith and Licht (1972) has proved useful in practical cyclone
design. In that theory, account is taken of the fact that the velocity profile in a cyclone
usually does not adhere strictly to the ideal form (7.23). As we noted, a more general
form of the velocity profile is Uo r" = constant [( 7 .23) is n = 1], where experimental
observations indicate that in a cyclone n may range between 0.5 and 0.9, depending on
the size of the unit and the temperature. It has been found experimentally that the ex-
ponent n may be estimated from (Licht, 1980, p. 239)
(
T )0.3
n = 1 - (l - 0.67D~14) 283
where Dc is the cyclone diameter in meters and T is the gas temperature in kelvin. The
collection efficiency is given by
(7.42 )
where N = 1/ (n + 1) and
lKQ pp(n + I)JNI2M=2 -3----Dc 18it
where Dp is in em, Pp is in g em -3, Q is the gas volumetric flow rate in m3 s -1, it is in
g cm- 1 S-l and K is a geometric configuration parameter that depends only on the rel-
ative dimensions of the unit. For the relative dimensions suggested in Figure 7.8, K =
402.9; for other dimensions the values of K are given by Licht (1980, 1984). The cal-
culation of K is explained by Leith and Licht (1972) and Licht (1980).
Example 7.3 Cyclone Collection Efficiency
Three design equations for cyclone collection efficiency were presented in this section. We
wish to compare the collection efficiencies predicted by each approach. To do so, consider
a cyclone having W = 4 m and Q = 20 m3 S-I, inner and outer radii of 0.5 m and I m,
respectively, and an angle of tum of 12 7l". Assume that the particle size range of interest is
from I to 30 /tm and that the particles have a density of 2 g cm -3. The relative dimensions
of the cyclone are those suggested in Figure 7.8. Assume T = 293 K.
Figure 7.9 shows the collection efficiencies for this cyclone predicted by the laminar
flow theory (7.32), the turbulent flow theory (7.41), and the theory of Leith and Licht
(7.42). We see that the laminar flow theory, which is based on computing particle trajec-
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Figure 7.9 Collection efficiency curves for the conditions of Example 7.3 based on
assuming laminar flow, turbulent flow and using the Leith and Licht equation.
tories across the entire device, predicts that particles largcr than about 15 /tm are totally
collected. The other two theories predict an asymptotic approach to complete collection
with increasing particle diameter, a type of behavior that conforms to that observed in
operating cyclones.
7.4 ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATION
Electrostatic precipitators are one of the most widely used particulate control devices,
ranging in size from those installed to clean the flue gases from the largest power plants
to those used as small household air cleaners. The basic principle of operation of the
electrostatic precipitator is that particles are charged, then an electric field is imposed
on the region through which the particle-laden gas is flowing, exerting an attractive force
on the particles and causing them to migrate to the oppositely charged electrode at right
angles to the direction of gas flow. Electrostatic precipitation differs from mechanical
methods of particle separation in that the external force is applied directly to the indi-
vidual particles rather than indirectly through forces applied to the entire gas stream
(e.g., in a cyclone separator). Particles collect on the electrode. lfthe particles collected
are liquid, then the liquid flows down the electrode by gravity and is removed at the
bottom of the device. If the particles are solid, the collected layer on the electrode is
removed periodically by rapping the electrode. Particle charging is achieved by gener-
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ating ions by means of a corona established surrounding a highly charged electrode like
a wire. The electric field is applied between that electrode and the collecting electrode.
If the same pair of electrodes serves for particle charging and collecting, the device is
called a single-stage electrostatic precipitator. Figure 7.10 shows a cylindrical single-
stage electrostatic precipitator. A wire serving as the discharge electrode is suspended
down the axis of a tube and held in place by a weight attached at the bottom. The sides
of the cylinder form the collecting electrode. The collected particles which form a layer
on the collecting electrode are removed to the dust hopper by rapping the collecting
electrode. In a two-stage electrostatic precipitator, separate electrode pairs perform the
charging and collecting functions.
Most industrially generated particles are charged during their formation by such
means as flame ionization and friction, but usually only to a low or moderate degree.
These natural charges are far too low for electrostatic precipitation (White, 1984). The
~
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Dirty gas ----..-
Weight
Dust hopper
Figure 7.10 Cylindrical single-stage elec-
trostatic precipitator.
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high-voltage dc corona is the most effective means for particle charging and is univer-
sally used for electrostatic precipitation. The corona is formed between an active high-
voltage electrode guch ag a fine wire and a passive ground electrode such as a plate or
pipe. The corona surrounding the discharge electrode can lead to the fom1ation of either
positive or negative ions that migrate to the collecting electrode. The ions, in migrating
from the discharging to the collecting electrode, collide with the particulate matter and
charge the particles. Because the gas molecule ions are many orders of magnitude smaller
than even the smallest particles and because of their great number, virtually all particles
that flow through the device become charged. The charged particles are then transported
to the collecting electrode, to which they are held by electrostatic attraction. The parti-
cles build a thickening layer on the collecting electrode. The charge slowly bleeds from
the particles to the electrode. As the layer grows, the charges on the most recently
collected particles must be conducted through the layer of previously collected particles.
The resistance of the dust layer is called the dust resistivity.
As the particle layer grows in thickness, the particles closest to the plates lose most
of their charge to the electrode. As a result, the electrical attraction between the electrode
and these particles is weakened. However, the newly arrived particles on the outside
layer have a full charge. Because of the insulating layer of particles, these new particles
do not lose their charge immediately and thus serve to hold the entire layer against the
electrode. Finally, the layer is removed by rapping, so that the layer breaks up and falls
into a collecting hopper.
Of direct interest is the determination of the collection efficiency of a given pre-
cipitator as a function of precipitator geometry, gas flow rate, particle size, and gas
properties. Flow in commercial electrostatic precipitators is turbulent. The prediction of
the migration of particles therefore requires consideration of the motion of particles in
turbulent flow subject to both electrostatic and inertial forces. Because one cannot de-
scribe exactly the motion of particles in turbulent flow, even in the absence of electric
forces, there does not exist a rigorous general theory for the design of turbulent-flow
electrostatic precipitators. In order to obtain design equations for collection efficiency,
we resort, as we have been doing, to an idealized representation of the turbulent mixing
process in the device and removal in a thin layer at the collector wall.
Electrostatic precipitators are commonly employed for gas cleaning when the vol-
umetric throughput of gas is high. Such units are used routinely for fly ash removal from
power plant flue gases. Electrostatic precipitators are also widely employed for the col-
lection of particles and acid mists in the chemical and metallurgical process industries.
7.4.1 Overall Design Equation for the Electrostatic
Precipitator
Figure 7.11 depicts the wall region of an electrostatic precipitator, a chamber of perim-
eter P and cross-sectional area Ac through which a gas containing charged partieles is
flowing. Turbulent flow will be assumed so that, as before, the particle number concen-
tration is uniform at any point across the device. Again, we will suppose the existence
of a thin layer adjacent to the walls of the device across which the particle migration
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(7.43 )
and collection occur. To reiterate, because the turbulent mixing in the core of the flow
overwhelms the tendency of particles to migrate, the only migration occurs across a layer
close to the wall. Thus, from the point of view of the overall design equation, the tur-
bulent flow electrostatic precipitator is quite analogous to the turbulent flow settling
chamber and cyclone; only the physical mechanism leading to particle migration differs.
Assume for the moment that the charge on a particle and the electric field between
the electrodes are known. As we noted in Chapter 5, the electrostatic force on a particle
with charge q in an electric field of strength E is Fe, = qE. The electrical migration
velocity of a particle of diameter Dp in such a field is that given by (5.43)
qECcv =---
e 37f"p.,Dp
where we now retain the slip correction factor Cc because we will be dealing with sub-
micron-sized particles. The charge q is equal to the product of the number of charges zp
and the charge on an electron e.
As we have done before, we will define the wall layer thickness dy such that all
particles in dy are captured over the distance dx, that is, dy = V e dt = V e dx/u. The
fraction of particles captured in distance dx is just the ratio of the cross-sectional area
of the wall layer to the overall cross-sectional area of the device, P dy / Ac . A balance
on particle number over the section dx gives
(7.44 )
(7.45 )
Using dy = V e dx/u and then taking the limit as dx --> 0 give
dN = _ PVe N
dx Acu
where the electrical migration velocity ve is evaluated at conditions at the collector sur-
face. Equation (7.45) is to be integrated subject to N (0) = No·
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(7.46 )
The migration velocity V e depends on the number of charges on the particle, which,
as we will see, is a function of particle size as well as the electric field and ion density
conditions in the precipitator, and on the local electric field strength. Both q and Eare
in general a function of distance x down the precipitator. If it can be assumed that v" is
independent of the number concentration N, integration over a unit of length L yields*
N(L) = No exp ( - :urVe dX)
(
AIL r
L
)
= No exp -Q J
o
ve dx
where Acu = Q, the volumetric flow rate of gas through the unit, and PL = A, the
collector surface area. Furthermore, if the electrical migration velocity can be assumed
to be constant, then (7.46) gives N(L) = No exp (-AveIQ), and the collection effi-
ciency is given by
rJ = 1 - exp ( - A~e) (7.47)
Equation (7.47) is seen to be analogous to that derived for a turbulent flow settling
chamber, with only the physical mechanism leading to particle migration differing. This
equation was first used in an empirical form in 1919 by Evald Anderson and derived
theoretically by W. Deutsch in 1922 (White, 1984). It has generally been referred to as
the Deutsch equation and sometimes as the Deutsch-Anderson equation.
Although the Deutsch equation can be used to estimate the collection efficiency of
an electrostatic precipitator, the assumption of constant V e is overly restrictive. In the
remainder of this section, we take into account the variation in migration velocity with
position in the precipitator. Our development will focus on the cylinder and wire con-
figuration, although it can be carried through in a similar fashion for other geometries,
such as parallel plates. We should point out, however, that even though it is possible to
derive theoretically the electric fields and migration velocities in devices with well-de-
fined geometry, the idealized conditions corresponding to the theory seldom exist in
actual practice. Factors such as particle reentrainment and gas channeling around the
collecting zones cannot be accounted for theoretically. Because of these uncertainties,
industrial precipitator design is often based on empirical migration velocities for use in
the Deutsch equation (White, 1984). Nevertheless, it is important to understand the
underlying fundamental relationships among the variables in an electrostatic precipitator,
and we will develop these relationships subsequently.
7.4.2 Generation of the Corona
The mechanism for particle charging in an electrostatic precipitator is the generation of
a supply of ions that attach themselves to the particles. The corona is the mechanism for
*We will see subsequently that the migration velocity is, in fact, a function of the local number con-
centration.
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fonning ions. The corona can be either positive or negative. A gas usually has a few
free electrons and an equal number of positive ions, a situation that is exploited in gen-
erating a corona. When a gas is placed between two electrodes, small amount of current
results as the free electrons migrate to the positive electrode and the positive ions migrate
to the negative electrode.
In the positive corona the discharge electrode, the wire in the cylindrical electro-
static precipitator, is at a positive potential. The few free electrons nonnally present in
the gas migrate toward the wire. As the electrons approach the wire, their energy in-
creases due to an increased attractive force. These free electrons collide with gas mol-
ecules, the collision leading in some cases to the ejection of an electron from the mol-
ecule, producing two free electrons and a positive ion. The two free electrons continue
toward the positive electrode, gaining energy, until they collide with two more gas mol-
ecules, producing four free electrons and two positive ions. This process is referred to
as an electron avalanche. The positive ions fonned migrate to the negative electrode. It
is these positive ions that must migrate across the entire device to the negative electrode
that collide with and attach to the particles in the gas. The region immediately surround-
ing the wire in which the electron avalanche is established is the corona. Thus, with a
positive corona the particles become positively charged. The tenn "corona" arises from
the fact that the electron avalanche is often accompanied by the production of light.
In the negative corona the discharge electrode is maintained at a negative potential.
The electron avalanche begins at the outer surface of the wire and proceeds radially
outward. Close to the wire the electrons are sufficiently energetic to fonn positive ions
upon collision with gas molecules, thus initiating the electron avalanche. The positive
ions fonned migrate the short distance to the wire. As the electrons migrate outward into
a region of lower electric field strength, they are slowed down by collisions with gas
molecules. These electrons eventually have lower energy than those that are accelerated
toward the positive electrode in the positive corona. These relatively low energy elec-
trons, rather than ejecting an electron from the gas molecule upon collision, are absorbed
by the gas molecules to produce negative ions. The fonnation of negative ions, which
begins to occur at the outer edge of the corona, essentially absorbs all the free electrons
produced in the electron avalanche at the wire surface. These negative ions then migrate
to the positive electrode, in the course of which attaching to gas molecules and fonning
negative ions. For a negative corona to be effective it is necessary that the gas molecules
can absorb free electrons to fonn negative ions. Sulfur dioxide is one of the best electron-
absorbing gases of those present in flue gases. Oxygen, CO2 and H20 are also effective
electron absorbers. The negative corona is generally more stable than the positive cor-
ona, so it is preferred in most industrial applications. A by-product of the negative cor-
ona is the production of 03' which is an undesirable feature of the household use of an
electrostatic precipitator with a negative corona. Moreover, since the positive corona
does not need an electron-absorbing gas, it is more suitable for domestic application.
A few comments are in order about the collecting, or passive, electrode. As the
electrostatic precipitator is operated, a layer of the collected material builds up on the
collecting electrode. Particle deposits on the precipitator collection surface must possess
at least a small degree of electrical conductivity in order to conduct the ion currents from
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the corona to ground. The minimum conductivity required is about 10- 10 (0 cm)-I,
which is the inverse of resistivity. A conductivity of 10- 10 (0 cm) -1, or a resistivity of
1010 {1 em, is small compared to that of ordinary metals but is much greater than that of
good insulators such as silica and most plastics. The resistivity of a material is deter-
mined by establishing a current flow through a slab of known thickness of the material.
As long as the resistivity of the collected dust layer is less than about 1010 0 cm, the
layer will surrender its charge to the electrode. A typical dust has a resistivity of about
108 0 cm at room temperature, due to a layer of water on the surface of the particles.
As the temperature is increased beyond 373 K, the water is evaporated and the resistivity
increases to a value characteristic of the collected solids. Fly ash resistivities can vary
from 108 to 1013 0 em. When the resistivity of the layer exceeds about 1010 0 em, the
potential across the layer increases so that the voltage that can be maintained across the
electrostatic precipitator decreases and the collection efficiency decreases. The electrical
resistivity of collected particulate matter depends on its chemical composition, the con-
stituents of the gas, and the temperature (Bickelhaupt, 1979; Han and Ziegler, 1984).
The resistivity of fly ash is dependent on the content of S03, Na20, and to a lesser
extent, hydrophilic compounds (Fe20 3, K2, Li20) in the ash and on the water content
in the flue gas. When sulfur-containing coal is burned, from I to 5 % of the S02 is
oxidized to S03 in the combustion process. The S03 condenses on the fly ash as H2S04
and lowers its resistivity. Materials with very low resistivities, such as carbon black with
a resistivity in the range 10-3 0 em, are difficult to collect because these materials
assume the charge of the collecting electrode upon contact and are repelled toward the
discharge electrode.
7.4.3 Particle Charging
Particle charging in an electrostatic precipitator occurs in the gas space between the
electrodes where the gas ions generated by the corona bombard and become attached to
the particles. The gas ions may reach concentrations as high as 1015 ions m- 3. The level
of charge attained by a particle depends on the gas ion concentration, the electric field
strength, the conductive properties of the particle, and the particle size. A I-J-tm particle
typically acquires the order of 300 electron charges, whereas a 10-J-tm particle can attain
30,000 electron charges. Predicting the level of charge acquired by a particle is neces-
sary in order to predict the particle's migration velocity, on the basis of which the col-
lection efficiency can be calculated for a given set of operating conditions.
There are actually two mechanisms by which particles become charged in an elec-
trostatic precipitator. In the first mechanism particle charging occurs when ions that are
migrating toward the collecting electrode encounter particles to which they become at-
tached. In migrating between the electrodes the ions follow the electric flux lines, which
are curves everywhere tangent to the electric field vector. When the particle first enters
the device and is uncharged, the electric flux lines deflect toward the particle, resulting
in the capture of even a larger number of ions than would be captured if the ions followed
their normal path between the electrodes. As the particle becomes charged, ions begin
to be repelled by the particle, reducing the rate of charging. Eventually, the particle will
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acquire a saturation charge and charging will cease. This mechanism is called ion bom-
bardment or field charging. The second mode of particle charging is diffusion charging,
in which the particle acquires a charge by virtue of the random thermal motion of ions
and their collision with and adherence to the particles.
The theories of both field and diffusion charging, in their full generality, are quite
complex and have received a great deal of attention. Strictly speaking, field and diffusion
charging occur simultaneously once a particle enters an electrostatic precipitator, and
hence to predict the overall charge acquired by a particle, one should consider the two
mechanisms together. However, because, as we shall see, diffusion charging is predom-
inant for particles smaller than about 1 I-tm in diameter and field charging is predominant
for particles larger than about 1 I-tm, the two mechanisms often are treated in electrostatic
precipitator design as if they occur independently. In doing so, one estimates the total
charge on a particle as the sum of the charges resulting from each of the two separate
mechanisms.
7.4.4 Field Charging
When a dielectric particle of radius Rp containing charge q is placed in a preexisting,
uniform electric field E oo with an initially unipolar ion density Nioo , the electric potential
at point (r, (), rp) in the region outside the sphere is (Stratton, 1941)
q ( r K - 1 R~)V = -- + - - --:2 EooR cos ()
41l"Eo r Rp K + 2 r P
where K is the dielectric constant of the sphere and EO is the permittivity of free space
(8.85 x 10- 12 F m -I). The range of values of the dielectric constant K is K = I for a
perfect insulator and K = 00 for a perfect conductor. The dielectric constants of insulating
particles of mineral origin commonly are of order 2 to 10. The value of K for air is
approximately 1.
The first term in V is the Coulombic potential, and the second term combines the
r-component external potential uniformly built by Eoo and the r-component image po-
tential resulting from the sphere dielectric polarization in EOO' The electric field around
the sphere is just the negative gradient of the potential V. For the r-component of the
electric field,
E= - av = _E cos () (I + 2~R~) + -q-
r ar 00 K + 2 r 3 41l"Eor 2
At the surface of the sphere
3K q
Erl -R = -Eoo cos () --2 + 4-R2
r- P K + 1l"Eo P
Field charging occurs as the ions that are migrating in the field E oo become close
to a particle (the sphere) and follow the distorted electric field lines around the particle
and impinge on it. The electric field at the surface of the particle has a zero-potential
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circle at 0 = 00 such that for 0 ~ 00 ions will impinge on the surface and for 0 ~ 00
ions will drift past the particle. We find 00 by setting Er Ir~Rp = 0,
-1 (K + 2 q 1 )00 = cos -- ----2 -3K 47rEOR p Eoo
To determine the impingement rate of ions (in number per second), we need to
integrate the ion flux,
where B; is the ion mobility, as given in (5.44) (minus sign for positive charging, plus
sign for negative charging) from 0 = 0 to 0 = 00 and from ¢ = 0 to ¢ = 27r,
~ 27r ~eolje = (+B;Erl ~R N;oo)R; sin 0 dO d¢o 0 r p
which gives
(7.48 )
where q, is the saturation charge,
(7.49 )
Since the rate of charging of the particle for singly charged ions equals the ion
impingement rate ljC multiplied by the unit charge, ±c, we obtain for the rate of charging
of the particle,
dq
dt
o q = q,
(7.50 )
(7.51 )
which can be integrated subject to q = 0 at t = 0 to give the time-dependent field charge,
q,cB;N;oot
q =
cB;N;cot + 4Eo
Under usual operating conditions in an electrostatic preCIpitator, the saturation
charge is attained soon after the particles enter the device (White, 1984). For our pur-
poses, then, it suffices to assume that the field-charging contribution to total particle
charge is given by (7.49)
( 3K) 2qjc = -- 7rEoEDpK + 2 (7.49 )
and that this charge is attained by particles immediately upon entrance into the
precipitator.
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We can examine the validity of this approximation from (7.51). In order for q
from (7.51) to be approximated by q\, it is necessary that t » 4Eo/eBiNiOO' Now, EO is
the order of 10- 11 C m-I V-I, e is the order of 10- 19 C, Bi is the order of 10-4 m2 V-I
S-I, and Niao is the order of 1013 m- 3 . Thus we find that under usual conditions q ==: q\
for t > 0.1 s, and therefore approximating the field-charging contribution by (7.49) is
valid for electrostatic precipitators since the residence time of the particles in the pre-
cipitator will generally exceed 1 s or so.
Example 7.4 Field Charging
The saturation charge on a particle attained by field charging in an electric field of strength
E is given by (7.49). Charging electric fields in an electrostatic precipitator are typically in
the range 300 to 600 kV m- I , but may exceed 1000 kV m- I in special cases. Let us
calculate the magnitude of this charge for the following conditions: Dp = I JlIll, E = 500
kV m- I , K » 1 (conducting particle). Then from (7.49)
qfc = 4.17 X 10- 17 C
The number of electronic charges to which this charge corresponds is
qfc 4.17 X 10- 17
zp = ~ = 1.60 X 10- 19
= 260 electronic charges
7.4.5 Diffusion Charging
Diffusion charging occurs as the ions in their random thermal motion collide with a
particle and surrender their charge to it. In that sense the mechanism of diffusion charg-
ing is identical to that of the diffusion of uncharged vapor molecules to the surface of a
particle (Section 5.5). However, because both the particle and the ions are charged, the
random thermal motion of the ions in the vicinity of a particle is influenced by an elec-
trostatic force. This force gives rise to a tendency of the ions to migrate away from the
particle as the particle charge increases. The overall flux of ions to a particle thus must
include both the random diffusive motion and the electrical migration. As in the case of
diffusion of gas molecules to a particle, the particular flux expression depends on the
ratio of the ion mean free path, Ai' to the particle radius, that is, the ion Knudsen number.
We neglect the effect of the background electric field in the precipitator in analyzing the
flux of ions to a particle.
In the free molecule regime a kinetic theory argument can be used to deduce the
rate of diffusion charging. If the particle has a charge q, the radial distribution of ions
around the particle should be given by a Boltzmann expression (White, 1963)
Ni,s = Ni Ir=Rp = Nioo exp ( =+= 27rE::TDJ
(minus sign for positive charging; plus sign for negative charging). The rate at which
ions strike the surface of the particle per unit surface area is given by the effusion flux,
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±Nj,J:j Thus the rate of accumulation of charge is
dq 1rD~ _ (_ qe )
- = +-- N ce exp +dt - 4 /00 I 27rEOkTDp
which can be integrated subject to q = qo at t = 0 to give
27rEokTDp l ( qoe) Njooe2Dillq = + In exp + + ----'---_----"----C..-
- e . - 27rEokTDp 8EOkT
which in the case of qo = 0 becomes
27rEokTDp ( + Njoo e2Dr,c:;!)
q = ± In I
e 8EOkT
(7.52 )
(7.53 )
where the plus sign is for positive charging and the minus sign for negative charging.
In the continuum regime the flux of ions toward the particle at any distance r is
given by
(7.54 )
The first term of the right-hand side is the diffusive contribution to the flux and the
second is that due to the field-induced migration in the vicinity of the particle. The
steady-state ion concentration profile cannot be prescribed to be Boltzmann equilibrium
distributed since it is now influenced by the presence of the particle. The local electric
field around the particle is, since we are neglecting the overall field in the precipitator,
the Coulombic field
(7.55)
At steady state lj is a constant independent of r. We substitute (7.55) into (7.54),
and solve the differential equation subject to Nj = Njoo as r -> 00 to get
_ljEo (±ljEO ) (_ qe )N = +- + -- + N exp +--=---
I Bjq Bjq /00 27rEOkTDp
(upper sign for positive charging; lower sign for negative charging).
0, we recover the Boltzmann distribution.
To determine lj we assume that Nj = 0 at r = Rp ,
BjqNjoo l ( qe)J. = +--- exp +_---0.-__
/ - EO -27rEokTDp
The rate of accumulation of charge is just
dq = BjqeNjoo r exp (+ qe ) _ ll. I
dt EO l - 27rEokTDp j
Note that if lj
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This equation can be integrated subject to q = qo at t = 0 to give the following implicit
expression for q as a function of time:
(7.56 )
(7.57)
We have now developed diffusion charging results in the free molecule, (7.53),
and continuum regimes, (7.56). Lassen (1961) obtained an expression that spans the two
regimes,
dq B;qeN;oo l( 2qe Kn) ( qe) j-I
- = 1 + exp + - Idt EO - a11'EokTDp - 211'EOkTDp
where the ion Knudsen number Kn = 2'AjDr The ion mean free path is related to its
molecular diffusivity by
Lassen used the value of a = 3, which we recall is used in conjunction with the Fuchs-
Sutugin interpolation formula [i.e., (5.95)].
In 1918 Enskog obtained the following expression for the binary diffusivity of
spec 3 i in a background gas j,
311' (30Z2 + 16z + 13)
D; = 32 30i + 16z + 12 (1 + z)'Aic;
where z = m; / mj , the ratio of the mass (m;) to that of the background gas (mj ). This
equation results from the second-order Chapman-Enskog solution to the Boltzmann
equation for a hard sphere model. The term in the first parentheses is the correction
factor to the first-order solution [recall (5.11)].
Equation (7.57) can be integrated subject to q = qo at t = 0 to give
~ (4 Kn + ~) ~ ( e )m [( ±q)'" _ (±qo)"'] = B;eN;oot (7.58)
m = I a m m! 211'EOkTDp EO
For Kn » I and D; = kTBje, (7.58) reduces to (7.52).
Many treatments of electrostatic precipitation confine their analysis of the diffusion
charging contribution to particle charge to the free molecule result (7.53). One relevant
question concerns the difference in charge predicted by that equation as compared with
the more complete result (7.58). We will examine that difference in Example 7.5.
The classical diffusion charging equations derived above are based on the absence
of an external electric field and the neglect of the electrostatic image force between the
ions and the dielectric particles. Diffusion charging can be enhanced by an external
electric field, so-called "field-enhanced diffusion." Results on combined field and dif-
fusion charging have been obtained by Liu and Yeh (1968), Brock and Wu (1973), Smith
and McDonald (1976), Liu and Kapadia (1978), and Withers and Melcher (1981). The
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effect of the electrostatic image force has been considered by Marlow and Brock (1975),
Liu and Pui (1977), and Davison and Gentry (1985). In the transition regime Fuchs
obtained the flux for diffusion charging by flux matching. Fuchs' formula includes the
electrostatic force on the trajectory of an ion in the vicinity of a particle and has shown
good agreement with recent experimental results (Adachi et al., 1985).
Example 7.5 Particle Charging by Field and Diffusion Charging Mechanisms
Let us compute the charge acquired by particles as a function of Dp by field and diffusion
charging mechanisms separately. We consider the following conditions:
T = 293 K
K =
We need to select an ion mass. The ion masses are difficult to determine accurately, as the
ions tend to form clusters that may change with time. Adachi et al. (1985) have considered
the available data and have recommended:
mt = 109 to 130 amu
mi- = 50 to 100 amu
Bt = 1.4 x 10-4 m2 V-I S-I Bi = 1.9 x 10-4 m2 V-I S-I
Using these values, we obtain:
-+
= 2.18 X 102 to 2.38 X 102 m S-I Ci- = 2.48 X 102 to 3.52 X 102 m S-ICi
A+ = 1.44 X 10-8 to 1.46 X 10- 8 m A-:- = 1.79 x 10-8 to 1.94 X 10- 8 mI I
D+ = 3.54 X 10-6 m2 S-I D i- = 4.80 X 1O-6 m2 s- 1I
Figure 7.12 shows the number of elementary charges as a function of particle di-
ameter for both field and diffusion charging. The field charging line is (7.49), which, since
this is a log-log plot, is a straight line of slope 2. The saturation charge from field charging
depends, in addition to size, only on the dielectric constant of the particle and the field
strength. The diffusion charging contribution varies with time. That contribution as given
by (7.58) assuming no initial charge is shown at t = 1 and 10 s. Also, we show by the
dashed line the classic free molecule result (7.53). We note that the free molecule result is
quite close to the more complete equation (7.58) for particle diameters less than about 1
!Lm, the regime where diffusion charging dominates. For this reason and because the field
charging contribution reaches saturation very quickly, it will suffice henceforth to use (7.52)
as an approximation to the diffusion charging contribution in electrostatic precipitation with
qa equal to the field charge.
Example 7.6 Migration Velocity
The charged particle migration velocity in an electric field was given by (7.43). Let us
compute the migration velocities of the particles of Figure 7.12 at a charging time of t =
I s in air at 298 K. At this temperature, the mean free path of the air molecules is Aair =
0.065 !Lm. The migration velocity is shown in Figure 7.13, and the individual contributions
Diffusion charging
-- (7.58)
---- (7.53)
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Figure 7.12 Particle charging by field and diffusion charging mechanisms. The fol-
lowing conditions are assumed: T = 293 K, mt = 130 amu, Bt = 1.4 x 10-4 m'
V-'S-I, cr = 218 m s-', Ar = 1.46 x 10-8 m, Dr = 3.54 x 10-6 m's", a =
0.905, E = 2 X 10' V m- I , Nioo = 1013 m- 3 , K = I.
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Figure 7.13 Particle migration velocity. Conditions are the same as Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.14 Contributions to particle migration velocity from field and diffusion charg-
ing. Conditions are the same as in Figure 7.12.
are shown in Figure 7.14. We note that the migration velocity is relatively large for very
small particles and very large particles. Even though the particle charge is lower for small
particles, the mobility of such small particles is large enough to more than compensate for
the relatively lower level of charge. Large particles are able to acquire such a substantial
charge that even the increased Stokes drag cannot overcome the charge effect. This can be
seen simply from the fact that the particle charge by field charging increases as D~, whereas
the Stokes drag increases only as Dp , leading to an overall increase in the migration velocity
with Dp as particle diameter increases.
7.4.6 The Electric Field
Our final step in developing the infonnation needed to design an electrostatic precipitator
is to calculate the electric field in the device . .The chamber consists of two electrodes,
the discharge and the collecting electrodes. Between the electrodes the gas contains free
electrons, ions, and charged particles.
The electric field intensity, E, is defined in tenns of the potential V by
E = -VV (7.59)
(7.60)
and in a medium with space charge density qv is governed by Poisson's equation
v . E = qv
Eo
[Actually, the denominator on the right-hand side of (7.60) is the product of the dielectric
constant of the medium and EO' Since K is essentially unity for gases under all realistic
precipitation conditions, we simply use EO in (7.60).]
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(7.62)
If we consider, for example, two concentric cylinders, with inner radius ro and
outer radius ro the inner radius at voltage Va and the outer at V = 0, the solutions of
(7.59) and (7.60) are
V = ~ (r~ - r2 ) + Iva - ~ (r~ - r 6)jln (r'jr) (7.61)4Eo L 4Eo In (rc ro )
E = q"r + I Va - qv (r~ - r6)/4Eoj !
2Eo L In (rjro) r
The electric field strength at r = rc (the collector) is
qvrc Va - qv (r~ - r6)/4Eo
Ec = - + ( / )2Eo rc In rc ro (7.63)
(7.64 )
(7.65 )
As noted above, the species contributing to the space charge density are ions,
electrons, and charged particles. In computing qv it can be assumed that the gas mole-
cules capture all the free electrons so that only the ions and charged particles contribute
to qv' Actually, an ionic current flows in the direction of the electric field consisting of
ions charged with the same polarity as the charging electrode and moving to the col-
lecting electrode. The ions migrate to the collecting electrode with a velocity large enough
to be unaffected by the turbulent flow in the chamber. The space charge density due to
the ionic current depends on the local value of E. Accounting for the dependence of qv
on E leads to a nonlinear equation for E that cannot be solved exactly. Under usual
conditions of electrostatic precipitation operation, the effect of the ionic current on qv
can be neglected (Crawford, 1976).
The edge of the corona, at r = ro in the cylindrical case, is defined by the electric
field strength Eo. An empirical expression for the electric field strength at the edge of
the corona is given by White (1963) as
IT. (T. )1/2jEo = ±3 X 106f ~ + 0.03 ~Tpo Tporo
where To = 293 K, Po = 1 atm, ro is the radius at the edge of the corona (m), andfis
a roughness factor that accounts for rough spaces on the wire surface. The effect of
roughness is to reduce the field strength needed to form the corona. For a clean smooth
wire,! = 1; for practical applicationsf = 0.6 is a reasonable value to use in the absence
of other information. For a positive corona, the positive sign is used in (7.64); the
negative sign for a negative corona.
Weare now in a position to summarize the basic design equations for the electro-
static precipitator. To do so, we follow the treatment of Crawford (1976). The electric
field strength at the edge of the corona is fixed and given by (7.64). The electric field
strength (7.62) can be written in terms of Eo as
E = !k (r _ r6) + roEo
2Eo r r
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The voltage at the edge of the corona is
Since it is usually the case that rc » ro, (7.66) may be approximated as
(7.66 )
(7.67)
Even though we have been evaluating E as a function of radial position, keep in mind
that if q" varies down the length of the precipitator, E is also a function of axial position
x.
At this point we need to specify q". As we noted above, we will not include the
ion current as a contribution to the space charge density, only the charge on the particles.
Field charging occurs rapidly after the particles enter the precipitator, so that if the
particle concentration is substantially less than the ion concentration, it is reasonable to
assume that every particle acquires the saturation charge given by (7.49) corresponding
to the field strength at the entrance. For this purpose it is sufficient to use the mean
electric field strength across the entrance,
A L27rrE(O, r) dr
E(O) = (2 2)7rr c - r o
Thus the saturation charge from field changing is
3K 2 Aq/<, = -- 7rEoDp E(O)
K + 2
where in evaluating teO) we invoke the approximation that rc » ro,
(7.68)
(7.69)
(7.70 )
Let us recapitulate. Particles at number concentration No enter the precipitator and
are assumed to be immediately charged to qfC' corresponding to the mean electric field
strength t (0) across the entrance to the precipitator. The space charge density at the
entrance to the precipitator is then just the product of the charge on each particle and
the number concentration of the particles,
(7.71 )
where qfc is given by (7.69). If we combine (7.69)-(7.71), we can eliminate teO) and
obtain a relation for qfc in terms of known quantities,
(7.72)
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This is the relation for the charge/particle, due to field charging, at the entrance to the
precipitator. We noted above that we are assuming that each particle immediately ac-
quires the saturation field charge upon entrance into the precipitator, and that for this
assumption to hold, the number concentration of particles must be substantially less than
the ion concentration. The mean electric field at the entrance £(0) is computed taking
into account the space charge density due to the particles that are charged due to £ (0).
The contribution to £(0) from the space charge density [i.e., the first term on the right-
hand side of (7.70)] cannot exceed £(0) itself. This restriction is reflected in the fact
that for (7.72) to be valid, it is necessary that the denominator of (7.72) be positive.
Given Din K, and rn this condition places an upper limit on the value of No for which
the approach is valid. In fact, for the theory to be applicable, we require that
K + 2 reNO
--» --3K7[D~ 3
For example, if K = I, r c = 0.3 m, and Dp = I /lm, we require that No « 3 x 10
12
m-3 . For Dp = 0.1 /lm, No « 3 x 1014 m- 3 •
As the particles flow through the precipitator, each particle retains its charge q/(
and may gain additional charge due to diffusion charging. The space charge density at
any point is the product of the charge q on each particle and the number concentration
of particles,
(7.73)
(7.74 )
(7.75)
(7.76 )
If we neglect the charging contribution from diffusion charging, an assumption valid for
particles larger than about 0.5 /-tm, the charge on each particle is just qJ(" as given by
(7.72). The space charge density qv (x) decreases down the precipitator as particles are
deposited on the collecting electrode,
( ) _ 2Eoro(rc - ro) EoN(x)
qv x - r~[(K + 2)/3K7fD~ - rcNo/3]
The electric field strength at any radial and axial position is found by combining
(7.65) and (7.74),
) Eoro(rc - ro) (r - r6/r )N(x) roEoE(x, r = 2 [ / 2 / ] + -rc (K + 2) 3K7rDp - reNo 3 r
The electric field strength, through its dependence on qv' and therefore on N, also varies
down the length of the precipitator.
The electric field strength at the collector is obtained from (7.75), using the ap-
proximation rc » ro, as
( ) _ Eoro(rc - ro) N(x) + roEo
Ec x - rc[(K + 2)/3K7fD~ - rcNo/3] rc
Weare now ready to return to the basic design equation for the electrostatic pre-
cipitator. We recall that we performed a balance on the number of particles of a given
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size across a differential section of the precipitator that led to (7.44). For the concentric
cylinder geometry we have been considering, the wall layer of thickness dr is defined
by dx Iii = dr I lJe . The fraction of the cross-sectional area occupied by the wall layer is
27rre dr / ( 7r (r~ - r6)). If we assume that re » ro, this fraction is just 2 dr / re . Then
the form of (7.44) appropriate to this geometry is
Taking the limit of (7.77) as dx -> 0 and using (7.43) gives
(7.77)
dN
dx
2qEeCc N
37rp..Dpijre
(7.78)
(7.79 )
Using the volumetric flow rate Q = U7r (r~ - r6) == U7rr~, (7.78) can be written as
dN 2qEJeCe N
dx 3p..Dp Q
Now, substituting (7.76) for Ee(x) in (7.79) gives
where
dN
dx = -a(bN + I)N (7.80 )
(7.81 )
2qroEoCe
a =
3p..DpQ
b= 3(re -ro)
(K + 2)/ K7rD~ - reNo
Integrating (7.80) from N = No at x = 0 to N at x = L gives
1 No/ (bNo + 1)L = - In ----'-''-c-'----''_--'-
a N/(bN + 1)
Since the collection efficiency is 1/ (Dp ) = 1 - N / No, (7.81) can be written in
tem1S of the collection efficiency as
-}
L =! In bNo + (1 - 1/) (7.82)
a bNo + 1
or as the collection efficiency achieved by a given length,
-1
1/ = 1 - [(bNo + l)eQL - bNo] (7.83 )
In our derivation of the design equations for the electrostatic precIpitator we as-
sumed that the particle charge in the device is that due solely to field charging at the
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entrance to the precipitator. We know, however, that for particles smaller than about
0.5 !-tm diameter, diffusion charging dominates field charging. Let us see how the pre-
cipitator design equations are modified to include diffusion charging.
The space charge density at any point is given by (7.73), now written as
q[,(x) = q(x)N(x) (7.84 )
Since we assume that field charging occurs immediately at the entrance and that diffusion
charging begins only for x > 0, ql' (0) = qFNO' The value of qj( is that given by (7.72).
From (7.53) the net charge is
where time t is replaced by x Iii.
The electric field strength at any position in the unit is given by (7.65)
E(x, r) = q[,(x) (r _r6) + roEo
2Eo r r
and that at the collector surface, assuming that rc » ro, is
Finally, (7.79) becomes
(7.85 )
(7.86 )
(7.87)
(7.88 )
which must be solved to obtain the collection efficiency.
In this section we have focused on developing the basic equations for predicting
electrostatic precipitator collection efficiency. In the design of an actual electrostatic
precipitator one must specify the configuration (e.g., parallel plates or wire in tube), the
plate area and spacing, the corona power and current, and the pressure drop. These will
depend on the gas velocity, the particle loading, the required removal efficiency, and
the resistivity of the particulate matter. White (1977) presents an analysis of all of these
factors in the design of an electrostatic precipitator.
Example 7.7 Electrostatic Precipitator Design
An airstream flowing at 1.5 m S-l at 573 K, 1 atm containing a particle mass concentration
of 3 X 10-3 g m- 3 with a particle density of 1.75 g cm- 3 is to be treated by a cylindrical
electrostatie preeipitator. All particles can be assumed to have K = 3. The electrostatic
precipitator is to consist of a cylinder of dimensions TO = 0.005 m and T, = 0.1 m. A value
off = 0.7 can be assumed. Assume a negative corona. We want to determine the efficiency
of the preciptator as a function of partiele diameter and preeipitator length.
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q(x) with qo = qfc
q(x) = qdc + qfc
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Figure 7.15 Overall efllciency of the electrostatic precipitator in Example 7.7 as a
function of particle diameter and length.
q(x) with qo = qfc
q(x) = qfc only
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Figure 7.16 Overall efllciency Of the electrostatic precipitator in Example 7.7 as a
function of particle diameter and length. Comparison of efllciencies calculated with field
and diffusion charging and field charging only.
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The volumetric flow rate of air through the precipitator is Q = 0.0471 m3 slAt
573 K the density and viscosity of air are p = 6.126 X 10-4 g cm-3 and J1 = 2.85 X 10 4
g cm- I S·l. The Reynolds number is thus Re = u(2rc )p/p. = 6448, and the flow will be
turbulent. The initial number concentration of particles depends on the particle diameter.
If all the entering particles are of diameter Dp , then, for a mass concentration of 3 x 10- 3
g cm - 3, the feed number concentration is
with Dp in p.m.
From (7.64) the electric field strength at the edge of the corona is Eo = - 1. 7109 x
106 V m- I . The charge/particle due to field charging at the entrance to the precipitator qt,
is given by (7.72). The value of qfc depends on the size of the feed particles. For Dp = 0.5
p.m, for example, qJc = -2.037 X 1O- IH C. The diffusion charging contribution to the
particle charge is given by (7.85). The background ion concentration will be taken as N ioo
= 1013 m-- 3 , and the ion mass mi will be estimated as in Example 7.5.
Equation (7.88) can be integrated numerically subject to N = No at x = O. The
efficiency at any length x is then YJ = 1 - N(x)/No' Figure 7.15 shows the overall effi-
ciency as a function of particle diameter for precipitator lengths of 1, 2, and 3 m. In this
figure we also show the efficiency calculated assuming that the particle charge is the sum
of independent field and diffusion charging contributions. This assumption is seen to lead
to substantial errors especially in the region of minimum efficiency. Figure 7.16 gives the
same result compared to that considering field charging only. We see that for particles of
diameter smaller than 1 flm, diffusion charging cannot be neglected. Figure 7.17 shows the
overall efficiency as a function of precipitator length at various particle diameters.
x (m)
Figure 7.17 Overall efficiency of the electrostatic precipitator in Example 7.7 as a
function of precipitator length.
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7.5 FILTRATION OF PARTICLES FROM GAS STREAMS
A major class of particulate air pollution control devices relies on the filtration of par-
ticles from gas streams. A variety of filter media is employed, including fibrous beds,
packed beds, and fabrics. Fibrous beds used to collect airborne particles are typically
quite sparsely packed, usually only about 10% of the bed volume being fibers. Packed-
bed filters consist of solid packing in, say, a tube and tend to have higher packing den-
sities than do fibrous filters. Both fibrous and packed beds are widely used in ventilation
systems. Fabric filters are frequently used to remove solid particles from industrial gases,
whereby the dusty gas flows through fabric bags and the particles accumulate on the
cloth.
The physical mechanisms by which the filtration is accomplished vary depending
on the mode of filtration. Conventional sparsely packed fibrous beds can be viewed as
assemblages of cylinders. In such a filter the characteristic spacing between fibers is
much larger than the size of the particles being collected. Thus the mechanism of col-
lection is not simply sieving, in which the particles are trapped in the void spaces be-
tween fibers; rather, the removal of particles occurs by the transport of particles from
the gas to the surface of a single collecting element. Because the filtration mechanisms
in a fibrous bed can be analyzed in terms of a single collector, it is possible to describe
them in considerable theoretical detail. Packed-bed filters are sometimes viewed as as-
semblages of interacting, but essentially separate, spherical collectors, although the close
proximity of individual packing elements casts doubt as to the validity of this approach.
Because of the relatively closer packing in packed-bed filters, and the resulting difficulty
of describing the particle collection process in clean theoretical terms, predicting collec-
tion in such systems is more empirically based than for fibrous filters. Fabric filter effi-
ciencies must be predicted strictly empirically since the accumulated particle layer ac-
tually does the collecting. We will devote most of our attention in this section to filtration
by fibrous filters wherein theoretical predictions may be made.
We begin with an analysis of the overall collection efficiency of a fibrous filter
bed. Then we consider the mechanisms of collection by a single cylinder placed in a
particulate-laden gas flow. Finally, we discuss briefly industrial fabric filters and packed-
bed fi lters .
7.5.1 Collection Efficiency of a Fibrous Filter Bed
A fibrous filter bed is viewed as a loosely packed assemblage of single cylinders. Even
though the fibers are oriented in all directions in the bed, from a theoretical point of
view the bed is treated as if every fiber is normal to the gas flow through the bed. Since,
as we have noted, the solid fraction of the filter, ex, is generally the order of only 10%,
we assume, in addition, that each fiber acts more or less independently as a collector.
(As we will see later, there is assumed to be an effect of the other fibers on the flow field
around an individual fiber.) Thus, to compute the particle removal by a filter bed, we
basically need to determine the number of fibers per unit volume of the bed and then
multiply that quantity by the efficiency of a single fiber.
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Figure 7.18 Filter bed composed of an as-
semblage of single fibers.
dx
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Figure 7.18 shows a schematic of a filter bed. Let Df be the uniform diameter of
each fiber comprising the bed. We will perform a balance on the number concentration
of particles of diameter Dp across the bed, and, as usual, to do so we consider the balance
over a slice of thickness dx. Let the cross-sectional area of the bed be An and let Lf be
the total length of fiber per unit volume of the bed. Then the solid fraction of the filter
can be expressed in terms of Df and Lf as
(7.89 )
The gas velocity inside the filter is greater than that approaching the filter, U, due to the
volume of flow excluded by the fibers. The volumetric flow rate of air through the filter
is Q = Acu, so the velocity inside the bed, uoo , is related to that upstream of the bed,
U, by
1 - ex
Q
u = ------==--- - ---
<X> Ac(l - ex) (7.90)
The particle flows into and out of the element dx are QN Ix and QN Ix + do respectively.
The number of particles removed per unit time in the element dx is the product of the
flow of particles into the element and the fractional removal of particles by fibers. Let
the collection efficiency of a single fiber 7J be defined as the ratio of the number of
particles collected to the total number of particles in the projected upstream area (DfLf )
of the fiber. Thus the particle balance over dx is
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Taking the limit as dx -+ 0 and using (7.89) and (7.90), we obtain
dN
dx
(7.91 )
which, when integrated over a bed of length L, subject to N(O) = No, gives
N(L) I 4a~L l
Ii; = exp l - 7f (I - a) Df J
The overall efficiency of the bed is
N(L) I 4aYJL J~I = 1 - -- = 1 - exp l-
'No 7f (1 - a) Df
(7.92 )
(7.93 )
The quantity 7f (I - a) Df / 4a~ can be viewed as a characteristic depth of pene-
tration of suspended particles in the bed. Since experiments on collection by an isolated
fiber are difficult, the isolated fiber collection efficiency ~ is sometimes determined from
(7.92) by measuring N(L) and No over a bed of length L and known a and Df .
7.5.2 Mechanics of Collection by a Single Fiber
As we have just seen, the basis of predicting the collection efficiency of a filter bed is
the collection efficiency of a single filter element in the bed. That filter element is taken
as an isolated cylinder normal to the gas flow. Three distinct mechanisms can be iden-
tified whereby particles in the gas reach the surface of the cylinder:
1. Particles in a gas undergo Brownian diffusion that will bring some particles in
contact with the cylinder due to their random motion as they are carried past the
cylinder by the flow. A concentration gradient is established after the collection of
a few particles and acts as a driving force to increase the rate of deposition over
that which would occur in the absence of Brownian motion. Because the Brownian
diffusivity of particles increases as particle size decreases, we expect that this re-
moval mechanism will be most important for very small particles. When analyzing
collection by Brownian diffusion, we treat the particles as diffusing massless points.
2. Interception takes place when a particle, following the streamlines of flow around
a cylinder, is of a size sufficiently large that its surface and that of the cylinder
come into contact. Thus, if the streamline on which the particle center lies is within
a distance Dp /2 of the cylinder, interception occurs.
3. Inertial impaction occurs when a particle is unable to follow the rapidly curving
streamlines around an obstacle and, because of its inertia, continues to move to-
ward the obstacle along a path of less curvature than the flow streamlines. Thus,
collision occurs because of the particle's momentum. Note that the mechanism of
inertial impaction is based on the premise that the particle has mass but no size,
whereas interception is based on the premise that the particle has size but no mass.
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Collection may also result from electrostatic attraction when either particles or
fiber or both possess a static charge. These electrostatic forces may be either direct,
when both particle and fiber are charged, or induced, when only one of them is charged.
Such charges are usually not present unless deliberately introduced during the manufac-
ture of the fiber. We will not discuss the mechanisms of electrostatic attraction here.
Such a discussion is presented by Strauss (1966).
The size ranges in which the various mechanisms of collection are important are:
Inertial impaction: > 1 J-tm
Interception: > 1 J-tm
Diffusion: <0.5 J-tm
Electrostatic attraction: 0.01 to 5 J-tm
It is common to analyze the mechanisms of collection separately and then combine
the individual efficiencies to give the overall collection efficiency for the cylinder or
other obstacle. To see how to combine efficiencies, let us consider two independent
mechanisms of collection: one with efficiency 171' the other with efficiency 172' The prob-
ability that a particle will escape collection by mechanism 1 is (1 - 17 \ ). If it escapes
collection by mechanism 1, the probability that it will escape collection altogether is
that probability times the probability of escaping collection by mechanism 2, (1 - 17 \ ) ( 1
- 172)' Thus the probability that it will be collected is 1 - (1 - 17 I) (t - 172), or 17 I +
172 - 17\172' With n independent mechanisms, the probability of collection is 1 - (1 -
17\) (1 - 172) .•. (1 - 'YIn)' For two independent mechanisms of collection, we see
that the overall collection efficiency is
(7.94 )
Because collection efficiencies of two independent mechanisms, such as those listed
above, are frequently such that one mechanism is dominant in a particular range of
particle size, the overall efficiency is often calculated simply as 'YI = 'YI\ + 'YI2' Later when
we present collection efficiencies for impaction/interception (mechanism 1) and Brown-
ian diffusion (mechanism 2), we will use this approximation.
Most developments of particle collection assume, for lack of better information,
that particles transported to the surface of a fiber are retained by the fiber. Experiments
have shown, however, that for a variety of substances and filter media, the fraction of
particles striking the collector surface that adhere is generally less than unity and may
in some cases be as low as 0.5. AU of the results we will present can be modified by
including an accommodation coefficient if one is known, although we will not discuss
this factor further here.
7.5.3 Flow Field around a Cylinder
We begin our analysis of the collection of particles by a cylinder with a brief discussion
of the velocity field around a cylinder placed normal to the flow. The Reynolds number,
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(7.95)
(7.96 )
(7.99)
based on the cylinder diameter, Re = Dfuoop II-', for the flows of interest to us is usually
of order unity or smaller. It is customary to determine the flow field around the cylinder
based on the assumption of creeping flow (i.e., Re « 1). There exists no solution of
the creeping flow equations of motion that satisfies simultaneously the condition of zero
velocity at the cylinder surface and that of U oo far from the cylinder. The solution that
diverges least rapidly when r ---+ 00 is (Rosenhead, 1963)
(
2r D})
Ur = uooAJ cos () 1 - 2 In - - -2DJ 4r
(
2r D})
Uo = uooAJ sin () I + 2 In - - -2DJ 4r
where AJ = [2(2.0 - In Re)]-I. The velocity field defined by (7.95) and (7.96) is
accurate at distances for which the following condition holds: AJ Re (2r / DJ ) In (2r / DJ )
« 1. For Re = 0.1, this condition is satisfied as long as 2r / DJ ~ 10.
The velocity field (7.95) and (7.96) pertains to low Reynolds number flow around
an isolated cylinder. Our ultimate interest is in cylinders that are elements of a filter bed.
Experimental pressure drop data for fibrous beds show that the drag force per filter
element increases as the packing density is increased (Happel and Brenner, 1965). Thus
it is advantageous to develop a velocity field that depends on the fiber solid fraction ex.
A number of investigators have derived velocity fields around a cylinder assuming that
the cylinder is contained in a fluid "cell" with a radius determined by requiring the
volume of fluid to be in the same ratio to the cylinder volume as the f1uid-to-fiber volume
ratio in the fibrous medium (Happel, 1959; Kuwabara, 1959; Spielman and Goren, 1968).
These cell models endeavor to account for the interference effect of neighboring cylin-
ders on the flow field near a representative cylinder in an approximate way, and the
resulting velocity fields are expected to apply best near the cylinder surface. Fortunately,
since most mechanisms of particle capture are dominated by phenomena near the col-
lector surface, these models are useful for providing flow fields within which to compute
particle removal. The Kuwabara solution is
U
oo l 2r D} (
- ~) 2exr2l (7.97)U r = 2 Ku I - 21n - - ex - - I + -2- cos ()D 4r2 DJf
U
oo l 2r D} (
- ~) 6exr2l (7.98 )Uo = 2 Ku I + 21n - + ex - - I + -2- sin ()D 4r2 DJ .f
where Ku = ex - 3/4 - ex 2/4 - ~ In ex. The stream function for this velocity field is
l· D2 ( ) 2lU oo r 2r J ex 2exr .'IF = -- 1 - 2 In - - ex - - I - - + -- sm ()2 Ku . DJ 4r 2 2 D}
The effect of crowding by neighboring fibers is to compress the streamlines and
increase the fluid speed close to the central cylinder since Ku decreases as ex increases.
Streamlines of the Kuwabara flow field, expressed as "W = 'IF / uooDJ , are shown in Figure
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7.19 for a = 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1. Streamlines corresponding to constant values of 'It
= 0.01 and 0.3 are plotted. The packing density a plays a role similar to that of the
Reynolds number: that is, as ex increases, the streamlines are compressed toward the
cylinder and toward the line of symmetry at y = O.
At present there is considerable disagreement as to which of the available flow
models for fibrous beds is best suited to predict particle capture. For our purposes it will
be sufficient to employ the Kuwabara solution above. For more in-depth discussions of
the flow fields, we refer the reader to Spielman (1977) and Adamczyk and van de Ven
(1981 ).
7.5.4 Deposition of Particles on a Cylindrical Collector by
Brownian Diffusion
When analyzing the transport of particles by Brownian diffusion, the particles are treated
as if they are gas molecules (see Section 5.4), and under steady-state conditions the
number concentration of particles obeys the convective diffusion equation,
(7.100)
(7.102 )
where D is the Brownian diffusivity. By defining u* = u / uOO , N* = N / N00' and the
Peclet number Pe = Dfuoo/D, (7.100) can be placed in dimensionless fonn,
1 2 (u* . VN* = - V N* 7.101)
Pe
The Peclet number is the product of the Reynolds number, Re = Dfuoop / p." and the
Schmidt number, Sc = p.,/ pD, and represents the ratio of convective to diffusive trans-
port. The boundary conditions on (7.101) are N* = I far upstream of the cylinder and
N* = 0 at its surface.
Since the dimensionless velocity field u* is itself a function of Re from the di-
mensionless Navier-Stokes equations, dimensional analysis implies immediately that N*
= N*(r*, Re, Pe), where r* denotes the dimensionless position. Our interest is in the
dependence of the flux of particles to the surface of the cylinder. The local flux of
particles to the cylinder surface is
( aN) DNoo (aN*)
-D ar r=DI!2 = - Df ar* r*=1/2
The deposition of particles over the entire surface of the cylinder can be represented in
tenns of an average mass transfer coefficient kaY' such that the product of the mass
transfer coefficient, the surface area of the cylinder (7rDf Lf ) and the "driving force"
(N00 - 0) is equal to the local flux from the solution of the convective diffusion equation,
(7.101), integrated over the surface of the cylinder.
From the Brownian diffusion coefficients shown in Figure 5.7 we calculate that
for particles in air larger than about 0.01 p.,m in diameter, Sc » 1. (The Schmidt
number for particles in air is the same order of magnitude as for molecules of a liquid.)
Thus, even though Re is generally of order 1 or smaller, Sc is sufficiently large that in
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the cases of interest to us, Pe » 1. Physically, the large Peclet number implies that
convective transport greatly exceeds diffusive transport, and the only region in which
the two are of an equal order of magnitude is in a boundary layer close to the surface of
the body. Thus the mainstream flow carries most of the particles past the cylinder and
only in the immediate neighborhood of the cylinder is the diffusional process important.
In this concentration boundary layer the particle number concentration drops sharply
from the free stream value of N* = 1 to N* = O.
The collection efficiency for a cylinder is defined as the number of particles con-
tained in the projected area of the cylinder deposited per unit time divided by the total
flow of particles in that area. The number deposited per unit time on the surface of a
cylinder of length Lf is kay ( 7fDf Lf ) (N00 - 0), and the total flow in the projected area
is uooNoo(DfLf ). Thus
(7.103 )
Friedlander (1977) presents the detailed solution of the convective diffusion prob-
lem to a cylinder, yielding the collection efficiency
TJ = 3.68AJl3 Pe-2 / 3 (7.104)
where the value of Af depends on the particular flow field used. For the flow field of
(7.95) and (7.96), Af = [2 (2.0 - In Re)] -I, and for the Kuwabara flow field, (7.97)
and (7.98), Af = (2 KU)-I.
Since D = kTCc!37fp.DJJ' the collection efficiency of Brownian diffusion decreases
as Dp increases according to D;2/3. Thus a plot of the logarithm of the efficiency versus
the logarithm of particle diameter should exhibit a slope of - ~ .
7.5.5 Deposition of Particles on a Cylindrical Collector by
Interception
Collection by interception occurs because the particle has a finite size. Thus if the par-
ticle center approaches within a distance of Dp /2 of the collector surface, then collection
occurs. To calculate the efficiency of collection by interception we need to determine
what fraction of the particles approaching the collector will pass within a distance Dp /2
of the collector surface. The usual approaches to doing this ignore the hydrodynamic
interaction between the particle and the collector that results from forced drainage of the
fluid from the narrowing gap during approach and also neglect the effect of intermolec-
ular forces of attraction between the collector and the particle (Spielman, 1977). (Elec-
trostatic forces due to charging of the particle and collector, if present, are accounted
for.)
Collection by interception can be approximated by neglecting any particle inertia
and assuming that incoming particles simply follow the streamlines of the flow exactly.
In so doing, we need only to determine the fraction of the flow in the projected upstream
area of the collector that passes within a distance Dp /2 of the collector surface. For the
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velocity fields we have been considering, the collection efficiency is just
(7.105)
(7.106)
where, due to the neglect of particle inertia, this expression is most applicable if Dp / DJ
« I.
Actually, Brownian diffusion and interception can be treated simultaneously using
(7.100) with the modified boundary condition that N = 0 at the collision envelope r =
DJ /2 + Dp /2 rather than at r = DJ /2. Analysis of (7.100) under this condition gives(Friedlander, 1977)
~ ~ Pe = f lAJ (~YPe j
which includes both (7.104) and (7.105) as special cases, since (7.104) can be expressed
as ~ (Dp / DJ ) Pe = 3.68 [AJ (Dp / DJ )3 Pel 1/3, and (7.105) can be rewritten as ~ (Dp / Dr)
Pe = 2 [AJ (Dp / DJ ? Pe]. We reiterate that both (7.105) and (7.106) neglect any par-
ticle inertia (except that inherent in the concept of a particle's Brownian motion).
7.5.6 Deposition of Particles on a Cylindrical Collector by
Inertial Impaction and Interception
The final mechanism of particle collection that we consider is inertial impaction. As we
described earlier, inertial impaction results because sufficiently massive particles are
unable to follow curvilinear fluid motion and tend to continue along a straight path as
the fluid curves around the collector. Therefore, when one accounts for particle inertia,
the collection efficiency will exceed that calculated for interception alone without particle
inertia (7.105), because some particles assumed to follow the flow streaml ines around
the collector cannot do so because of this mass. The basic approach to analyzing inertial
impaction is to compute the trajectories of particles that approach the collecting cylinder
and to determine those upstream locations from which particles are collected. Figure
7.20 shows the geometry of the collection of a particle by inertial impaction and inter-
ception. The trajectory of a particle initially at a distance Yt from the centerline is shown.
If all particles between the centerline and Yl are captured and all particles farther from
the centerline than YI escape collection, the flow streamline through Yl is the limiting
streamline and the particle trajectory through Yl is the limiting or critical trajectory.
Once YI has been determined, the collection efficiency is just ~ = 2Yl / Dr. If the critical
trajectory is taken as that passing within a distance Dp /2 of the cylinder surface rather
than touching the surface, interception is automatically included within the analysis. Our
object, then, is, by calculating particle trajectories, to identify the distance YI and thereby
the collection efficiency for combined impaction and interception.
In the absence of external forces on the particle, its equation of motion is given
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I<'igure 7.20 Collection of a particle by a cylinder placed transverse to the flow carrying
the particles by the mechanisms of inertial impaction and interception.
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by (5.19)
dv
r-=u-v
dt (7.107)
where r = Pp CcD~/ 18f.L. The particle trajectory is detennined by integrating (7.107).
It is advantageous to address the problem in Cartesian coordinates, so the fonn of (7.107)
that we integrate to detennine the particle trajectory, (x (t), y (t) ), is
d 2x dx
r - + - = u (7.108)dt 2 dt x
d 2y dy
r- + - = Udt 2 dt Y (7.109)
With reference to Figure 7.20, the initial conditions on (7.108) and (7.109) are
x(O) = b dx
dt r=O
(7.110)
y(O) = Yl (7.111)
At this point we need to specify the velocity field in Cartesian coordinates. Upon
transfonning the Kuwabara velocity field (7.97) and (7.98) into Cartesian coordinates,
it is clear that a numerical solution of (7.108) and (7.109) is necessary. We can obtain
an approximate solution by replacing the exact expressions for ux and uy by appropriate
average velocities between points 1 and 2 in Figure 7.20 (Crawford, 1976). The average
velocity in the x-direction between points 1 and 2 is
(7.112)
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Now, b is chosen so that UX II
= Ux 12 Y2. Thus
-uoo ' Equating mass flows at planes 1 and 2, -UooYI
(7.113)Ux =: - Uoo (1 +~)2 Y2
The average velocity in the y-direction is obtained by noting that the fluid must travel
the vertical distance from 1 to 2 in the time during which it travels horizontally,
Y2 + Df /2 - YI
uy = -b/u
x
= ;; l(Y2 + ; - Y I ) (1 + ~) J (7.114)
Now we need to obtain a relation between Yt and Y2' We see that YI and Y2 lie on
the same fluid streamline. Streamlines in a flow are defined by the stream function '1',
such that lines of constant '1' are the streamlines. The stream function for the Kuwabara
flow field was given by (7.99). To obtain a relation between YI and Y2, we note that the
stream function at point 2 where 0 = 7l" /2 and r = Df /2 + Y2,
I Uoo[(Df/2)+Y2]l. D
f +2Y2
'1' = - 2 In - I + a
2 2Ku Df
D} (a) 2a (Df )2l
+ 4[(Dd2 ) + Y2]2 1 -"2 - D} 2 + Y2 J (7.115)
The value of the stream function at point 1 is '1' II = - U OO YI' * Equating the values of
'1' at the two points gives the desired relation between YI and Y2'
2Yt = _1_ (I + 2Y2 ) I2In (1
Df 2Ku Df l
1 -
+ a + ------'----:;-
(1 + 2ydDf
(7.116)
This equation gives us the relationship between any two points at planes 1 and 2, as
expressed by the distance YI from the Y = 0 line at plane I and by the distance Y2 from
the cylinder surface at plane 2, that lie on the same streamline of the Kuwabara flow
field. Now we need to find that particular streamline on which a particle starting at
position YI at plane 1 is just captured, that is such that its trajectory comes within a
distance Dp /2 of the cylinder surface at plane 2. To find the starting location YI such
that a particle is just captured, we tum to the equations of motion of the particle.
As noted, in order to make the problem more tractable we will replace Ux and u"
*To see this, note that u, = -a'!! jay. At point I, u, = -Uoo- Integrating from the y = 0 streamline
along which'!! = 0 to y = y, gives'!! = U m y,.
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in (7.108) and (7.109) by Ux and uy ,
dZx dx
T- + - = udt Z dt x
to be solved subject to
(7.117)
(7.118)
x(O) = b
y(O) = Yt
dx
dt t~O
dy = 0
dt t=O
(7.119)
(7.120 )
-blUr Thus
The solution of(7.117) and (7.118) subject to (7.119) and (7. 120) is
x(t) = b + uxt
y(t) = Yt - uyT(l - e-t / T ) + uyt
For capture to occur, Y = (Df + Dp )/2 when x = O. This occurs at t =
(7.122) becomes
Df + Dp - uvb
- + - (1 _ b/ux T ) + -'-Y, - 2 UyT e -
Ux
(7.121)
(7.122)
(7.123)
This equation provides a relationship among the starting position Y" the particle
properties, Dp and T, and the average flow field, Ux and uy , for a particle that is just
captured at x = O. Equation (7.123) therefore defines the limiting trajectory. All parti-
cles that start out at plane 1 with Y ::5 Yt are collected, and vice versa.
We now have (7.116), which relates YI and Yz along any streamline of the flow,
and (7.123), which specifies that particular Yt for which capture is just attained. Note
that these two equations are coupled since Ux and uy depend on both Y, and Y2 through
(7.113) and (7.114). Thus we now have two equations (7.116) and (7. 123), in the two
unknowns YI and Yz. (We are not really interested in the value of Yz.)
At this point we need to address the upstream distance b. Recall that we related
the fiber volume fraction c¥ to the length of fiber per unit volume of filter by (7.89). Let
the cylinder of radius b be the void region around the cylinder. This idea is consistent
with the choice of b as that point where the approach velocity can be taken as U OO ' Thus
c¥ = D} 14b2 or
(7.124)
It is useful to place our results in dimensionless form so that the problem need not
be resolved for every different combination of variables. The natural length scale to use
is the diameter of the cylinder Df , and the characteristic velocity is the approach velocity
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uO'. Thus the two components of the average velocity can be expressed as
U 1 ( 2Y1/Df)
u: = -2 I + 2Y2/Df
uy = * r(1 + 2Y1/Df ) (1 + 2yz _ 2Yl )l
uO' 2 l 2yz/Df Df Df J
Using (7.125) and (7.126) in (7.123), we obtain
( Dp ) I l( 2Yl / Df ) ( 2yz 2Y1 ) J1 + - + St "a 1 + -- 1 + - - -o ~/0 0 0
X 1'1 _ exp \ __1_ (1 + 2YI/Df)-lli _ (1 + 2yz _ 2Yl )
l .. St * 2yz/Df Jj Df DJ
(7.125 )
(7.126)
(7.127)
(7.128 )
where the dimensionless distances, 2Yl / DJ and 2yz/DJ, are seen to depend on the in-
terception parameter, Dp / DJ , the packing fraction a, and the Stokes number, St =
UO' T 1DJ = PI' CcD~ UO' 1 181J-DJ, the ratio of the stop distance to the diameter of the fiber.
The collection efficiency is just y/ = 2Yl 1DJ. To determine the efficiency, (7.116) and
(7.127) must be solved simultaneously for 2Yl / DJ and 2yz/DJ. It is easiest to eliminate
2Yl 1DJ from (7.127) using (7.116) to obtain a single equation for 2YziDJ that can be
solved numerically.
We see that the collection efficiency depends on three dimensionless parameters,
Dp 1Df , a, and St. Actually, we could have anticipated the dependence of the collection
efficiency on these three dimensionless parameters by initially making the particle equa-
tion of motion (7.107) dimensionless at the start of the analysis by letting u* = u 1uO',
v* = viuO', and t* = tuO' 1DJ. The result is
dv*St - = u* - v*
dt*
Since u* is a function of a, and the solution of (7.128) is evaluated at y* = (Dp/ DJ +
1) 12, the dimensionless particle trajectory is seen to depend only on St, a, and DplDJ.
The collection efficiency for combined impaction and interception is a function of
the Stokes number, St = PpCD~uO'/181J-DJ' the packing density a, and the ratio of
particle to fiber diameter, DplDJ. Figure 7.21 shows y/ as a function of St for a = 0.001,
0.01, and 0.1, and DplDJ = 0.1 calculated based on our approximate analysis. The
results clearly show the effect of changing a. For the larger values of a the streamlines
lie closer to the cylinder than at smaller a (recall Figure 7.19). Thus, at fixed Stokes
number, increasing a leads to increasing collection efficiency since the streamlines are
crowded closer and closer to the cylinder, allowing fewer particles to escape past the
cylinder. Conversely, to attain the same collection efficiency at a smaller value of a
requires greater particle inertia (i.e., Stokes number).
The parameter b is related to a by (7.124) and is treated as the distance along the
x-axis at which the flow is undisturbed by the presence of the cylinder. For a = 0.1,
+
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Figure 7.21 Collection efficiency for combined impaction and interception for a cyl-
inder placed transverse to the flow as a function of Stokes number for DI'/Df = 0.1.
the value of b I Df is calculated to be 1.58. The solution for the stream function actually
begins to break down for xlDf values exceeding this value; fortunately, we only need
the flow field in the vicinity of the cylinder. For cy = 0.01, b I Dr = 5, and for cy =
0.001, blDf = 15.8.
Continuing with Figure 7.21, we see that at a fixed value of cy the collection effi-
ciency increases with increasing Stokes number, eventually reaching a value of unity.
Physically, a convenient way to think of increasing St is to imagine the particle density
PI' increasing at fixed size Dp and approach velocity U OO ' Thus, as St increases the particle
becomes heavier and heavier and is less able to follow any changes in the flow field. A
point is eventually reached as St increases where all the particles contained in the up-
stream projected area of the cylinder are collected; in fact, we see that YJ values slightly
larger than 1.0 are obtained, reflecting the interception contribution from particles even
initially outside the upstream projected area of the cylinder but within the collection
envelope at r = (Df + Dp )/2.
Example 7.8 Collection Efficiency by Inertial Impaction and Interception
In this section we presented an approximate solution to the detennination of the collection
efficiency of a cylinder by combined inertial impaction and interception. The approximation
arose in using the average velocity components u, and u" as given by (7. 113) and (7. 114).
and by assuming that the critical particle trajectory for capture is that which passes within
a distance Dp /2 of the cylinder surface at e = 7l' /2. In this example we want to integrate
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(7.108) and (7.109) subject to (7.110) and (7.111) using the exact Kuwabara velocity field
and compare the calculated collection efficiencies to those obtained using the approximate
analysis.
The Kuwabara velocity field in Cartesian coordinates is found from (7.97) and (7.98)
by using
Ux = U r cos () - Ue sin ()
U y = U r sin () + Ue cos ()
and r2 = x 2 + y2. Doing so, we find
U oo [4(X 2 + y2) x 2 + 3/ y2 - x 2
Ux = - 2 Ku In D} + 0: - 0: D} /2 + x 2 + /
D} ( 0:) x 2 _ y2 ]
+ 4 1 -"2 (x2 + y2)2
U oo [2xY D} xy ( 0:) 40:xy l
uy = 2 Ku x 2 + y2 - 2(x2 + y2)2 1 -"2 - D} ..
To determine the trajectory of a particle we solve (7.108) and (7.109) using this Ux
and uy subject to (7.110) and (7.111). At this point it is advantageous to put everything in
dimensionless form. Let ZI = x/Df , Z2 = y/Df , t* = tiT, and 5t = uooT/Df , and we
obtain
~::; + ~~~ = - 2~u [In (4(zT + zm + 0: - 20:(zT + 3zD
2 2 l( ) 2 2lZ2- Z I 10: ZI-Z2
+ zT + d + 4: -"2 (zT + d(
to be solved subject to
1 dZ I uxCb, YI) T
ZI (0) = .r;; dt* Df2 0: t* =0
Z2(0) = ~ dZ 2 =0
f dt* t* =0
These two second-order ordinary differential equations must be solved numerically.
A convenient way to do so is to convert the two second-order ordinary differential equations
into four first-order ordinary differential equations by letting WI = ZI, W2 = Z2, W3 = dZ I / dt*,
and W4 = dz 2/ dt*. The four new dependent variables, WI' W2, W3, and W4 now satisfy four
first-order ordinary differential equations, the first two of which are
dWI
dt* = W3
dW2
dt* = W4
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and the second two of which are obtained from the original equations by noting that dW3 / dt*
= d 2z1/dt*2 and dW4/dt* = d 2zZ/dt*2. We have solved these four coupled differential
equations using a fourth-order Runga-Kutta method.
The solution gives the trajectory of a particle starting at t* = 0 at Z1 = (2a 1/2)-1
and Z2 = Yl / Df . To determine the collection efficiency it is necessary to solve the equations
repeatedly for ever-increasing values of Y1 to find that value of Y1 for which the particle just
escapes capture. This entire procedure is then repeated for a series of different Stokes num-
bers.
Figure 7.22 shows the trajectory of a particle and the streamline on which it starts
for St = 1, a = 0.1, Dp / Df = 0.1, and Y1 / Df = 0.2. The approximate and exact collection
efficiencies are compared in Figure 7.23 for a = 0.1 and Dp / Df = 0.1. The maximum
difference between the two efficiencies is about 75 %, occurring in the vicinity of St = 0.1.
------------------------,
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Figure 7.23 Approximate and exact col-
lection efficiencies for inertial impaction and
interception by a cylinder. The Kuwabara
flow field is assumed with a filter solid frac-
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0001 001 01 10 10 that already given in Figure 7.21; the exact
is that determined from numerical solution
of the particle trajectories.
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In view of the approximate nature of the Kuwabara velocity field, this discrepancy is prob-
ably not large enough to invalidate the approximate result.
In deriving the collection efficiency by the approximate approach, we assumed that
the critical angle for capture is () = 7f /2. We can evaluate this assumption by plotting the
angle of impaction obtained from the exact solution as a function of Stokes number (Figure
7.24). The results of the exact solution show that the critical angle for impaction can get
as low as 30° instead of the 90° assumed in the approximate solution. We see that () ->
90° as St -> 0 and also as St -> 00. In the case of St -> 0, the particle merely follows the
flow streamlines, and the critical angle for collection will be 90°. On the other hand, in the
limit of St -> 00, the details of the flow streamlines around the cylinder are irrelevant since
the particle proceeds on a straight line to the cy linder. Thus the critical angle for capture
will also be 90°, reflecting particles starting out at YI = (Dp + Dr) /2.
The analysis we have presented strictly applies when the size of the particle is much
smaller than the diameter of the collecting cylinder. The Kuwabara velocity field has been
modified in the case where the particle and cylinder are the same order in size by Yeh and
Liu (1974).
7.5.7 Collection Efficiency of a Cylindrical Collector
We can now summarize and evaluate the collection efficiencies by Brownian diffusion,
interception, and inertial impaction. The collection efficiency for deposition by Brown-
ian diffusion is given by (7.104). As we noted, by this mechanism the efficiency de-
creases as Dp increases according to the two-thirds power of Dp . Interception efficiency
was calculated simply by determining those flow streamlines that fall within a "collision
envelope" at a distance of Dp /2 from the front half of the cylinder. In doing so, particle
diffusion and inertia are neglected; only the velocity field is needed. Such an analysis
gives the interception collection efficiency of (7.105). We see that this efficiency in-
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creases as particle size increases according to D;. Finally, a combined interception and
inertial impaction efficiency was obtained by detemlining the particle trajectory, called
the limiting trajectory, that comes within a distance of Dp /2 of the cylinder. Since the
latter analysis includes both interception and inertial impaction, the collection efficiency
will be larger than that predicted on the basis of interception alone. Similarly, by setting
Dp / Df = 0, a pure inertial impaction efficiency can be determined. Although there does
not exist a closed-form expression for the inertial impaction efficiency, we expect that
impaction efficiency should increase with increasing particle size and fluid velocity.
Figure 7.25 shows YJ for combined impaction and interception as a function of St
for IX = 0.001,0.01, and 0.1, and Dp/Df = 0.001,0.01, and 0.1 as calculated from
the approximate analysis in the preceding section. In studying the effect of varying Dp / Df
we see clearly the influence of interception on the collection efficiency. As St ---t 0, the
collection efficiency reflects pure interception only. (Again, think of St ---t 0 as reflecting
Pp ---t 0.) Assuming that the effect of impaction is largely negligible at St = 0.001, the
intercepts of the YJ curves show how the collection efficiency by interception varies with
both IX and Dp/Df . At very small Dp/Df (e.. g., 0.001) we expect very low collection
efficiency due to interception. The efficiency from pure interception was given by (7.105),
so that YJ increases as (Dp/ Df )2. The intercept values shown for Dp/ Df = 0.001 and
0.1 can be confirmed to adhere to (7.105). At large enough Stokes number the efficiency
curves for the different values of Dp / Df converge as impaction replaces interception as
the principal mechanism of collection.
It is of interest to compare the three mechanisms of collection: Brownian diffusion,
impaction, and interception. The collection efficiency for Brownian diffusion (7.104)
depends on the Peclet number. To represent the collection efficiency on a single plot as
a function of the Stokes number, we need only specify the approach velocity UOO' Figure
7.26 shows YJ as a function of St for IX = 0.1, Dp / Df = 0.1, and U oo = 1.0 cm S-I. The
curve for diffusion efficiency shows the expected decrease in efficiency for increasing
Stokes number (heavier, less mobile particles).
Figure 7.27 is the more commonly used representation of collection efficiency
versus particle diameter. The values of IX and Uoo are the same as in Figure 7.26, but Dp
is now allowed to vary, with Df fixed at 1.0 {tm. Thus, now the ratio Dp / Df varies along
the curve. As Dp / Df approaches unity, the assumptions made in the impaction/intercep-
tion theory begin to break down. For example, hydrodynamic interactions between the
particle and the cylinder become important. Therefore, the portion of the curve that
exceeds YJ = 1.0 is not correct. (For example, for IX = 0.1, Df = 1.0 )tm, b = 1.58
{tm, and the particle actually starts at a distance from the cylinder less than its diameter.)
The overall collection efficiency versus particle diameter curve shown in Figure 7.27
exhibits a minimum in the efficiency between 0.1 and 1.0 )tm in diameter. In this range
the particle is large enough so that its Brownian diffusivity is too small to lead to a
substantial collection efficiency by that mechanism, and at the same time, it is too small
for its inertia to be large enough so that impaction can be a strong contribution. In fact,
by now we are not surprised to see this type of aerosol collection behavior, wherein a
minimum in the collection occurs in the range 0.1 to 1.0 {tm.
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Figure 7.25 Collection efficiency for combined impaction and interception for a cylinder placed
transverse to the flow as a function of Stokes number for Dpl Dr = 0.001. 0.01. and 0.1 and ex =
0.001, 0.01. and 0.1.
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Figure 7.26 Collection efficiencies by Brownian diffusion and impaction/interception
for a cylinder placed transverse to the flow as a function of Stokes number for a = 0.1,
Dp/Df = 0.1, and U oo = 1.0 cm s"
7 .5.8 Industrial Fabric Filters
Industrial fabric filtration is usually accomplished in a so-called baghouse, in which the
particle-laden gases are forced through filter bags. Particles are generally removed from
the bags by gravity. Figure 7.28 shows three baghouse designs, in which cleaning is
accomplished by vibration [Figure 7.28(a)], air jet [Figure 7.28(b)], or traveling ring
[Figure 7.28(c)].
The fabric filtration process consists of three phases. First, particles collect on
individual fibers by the mechanisms we have already considered. Then an intermediate
stage exists during which particles accumulate on previously collected particles, bridging
the fibers. Finally, the collected particles form a cake in the form of a dust layer that
acts as a packed bed filter for the incoming particles. As the dust layer accumulates, the
pressure drop across the filter increases, and periodically the dust layer must be dislodged
into the hopper at the bottom to "regenerate" the fabric bag. High efficiencies are at-
tainable with fabric filters, particularly in treating combustion gases from coal-fired boil-
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ers. To the extent that effective operation of an electrostatic precipitator depends on the
presence of S02 in the gas as an ionizable species, fabric filters can operate with no loss
of efficiency with low-sulfur fuel.
Fabric filters consist of semipermeable woven or felted materials that constitute a
support for the particles to be removed. A brand-new woven filter cloth has fibers roughly
100 to 150 /lm in diameter with open spaces between the fibers of 50 to 75 /lm. Initially,
the collection efficiency of such a cloth is low because most of the particles will pass
directly through the fabric. However, deposited particles quickly accumulate, and it is
the deposited particle layer that enables the high-efficiency removal once a uniform sur-
face layer has been established. Although fiber mat filters are similar in some respects
to fabric filters, they do not depend on the layer of accumulated particles for high effi-
ciency. Fiber mat filters generally are not cleaned but are discarded. They are ordinarily
used when particle concentrations are low, so that resonable service life can be achieved
before discarding.
Fabric filters offer the following advantages: (1) they can achieve very high col-
lection efficiencies even for very small particles; (2) they can be used for a wide variety
of particles; (3) they can operate over a wide range of volumetric flow rates; and (4)
they require only moderate pressure drops. The limitations of fabric filters are: (1) op-
eration must be carried out at temperatures lower than that at which the fabric is de-
stroyed, or its life is shortened to an uneconomical degree; (2) gas or particle constituents
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Figure 7.28 Three designs for a baghouse (a) motor-driven vibrator, (b) air jet, (c) cleaning ring
for removing particles from fabric filters.
that attack the fabric or prevent proper cleaning, such as sticky particles difficult to
dislodge, are to be avoided; and (3) baghouses require large floor areas. The advantages
of fabric filter baghouses clearly outweigh their limitations, as they currently represent
close to 50% of the industrial gas-cleaning market.
In a fabric filter the particle layer performs the removal task. As the layer of col-
lected particles grows in thickness, the pressure drop across the particle layer and the
underlying fabric increases. The two major considerations in the design of a fabric filter
assembly are the collection efficiency and the pressure drop as a function of time of
operation (since the last cleaning). Dennis and Klemm (1979) (see also Turner and
McKenna, 1984) developed a series of equations for predicting outlet concentration
through a fabric filter. The collection efficiency depends on the local gas velocity and
the particle loading on the fabric. Empirical correlations for the pressure drop through a
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combined fabric-dust layer are available in Turner and McKenna (1984) and Cooper and
Alley (1986).
7.5.9 Filtration of Particles by Granular Beds
An alternative to filtration in fibrous beds is the use of granular beds. The granular bed
can be a fixed (packed), fluidized, or moving assemblage of inert particles. In the anal-
ysis of a granular bed filter, the bed is usually assumed to consist of an array of spherical
elements through which the particle-laden gas flows. As before, the essential component
of determining overall collection efficiency is the efficiency for particle capture by a
single filter element, in this case a sphere. And, as before, collection occurs by the
mechanisms of inertial impaction, interception, and diffusion. Gravity may also be im-
portant. A comprehensive experimental study of packed-bed filtration was reported by
Gebhart et al. (1973), and their data were subsequently correlated by Balasubramanian
and Meisen (1975). Given the single-sphere collection efficiency YJ, the overall collection
efficiency of a granular bed of length L can be derived as follows.
Let D s be the uniform diameter of each sphere comprising the bed. The collection
efficiency of a single sphere is defined as the ratio of the number of particles collected
per unit time to that in the projected upstream area, 7rD~ 14, of the sphere. As in the
case of the fibrous bed, the interstitial gas velocity in the bed, ucx" is greater than that
approaching the filter, U, due to the volume of the flow excluded by the spheres. The
volumetric flow rate of air through the filter is Q = uAn so, as before, Q = uooAc( 1
a), so Uoo = ul( 1 - a). If the number of spheres per unit volume of the bed is N" the
solid fraction a of the bed is a = (7r 16) D;N,.
We now perform the customary balance on the number concentration of particles
over a differential element of bed depth dx. The flows into and out of the element dx are
QN Ix and QN Ix + dx, respectively. The number of particles removed per unit time in the
element dx is the product of the flow rate of particles into the element and the fraction
that is removed,
Thus the balance over dx is
AcU(Nlx - Nlx+dx) = (~D~YJN\) (uooNU (Acdx)
Eliminating N, in terms of a, using the relation between U and uoo , and taking the limit
of dx -> 0, we obtain
dN = _~ (_a_) l N (7.129)
dx 2 I-a D,
to be solved subject to N(O) = No. The overall bed efficiency YJh = 1 - N(L)INo, so
'rIh = 1 - exp [-~ (_a_) 'riLl (7.130)
L 2 1 - a D s j
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A number of authors have considered the efficiency of collection of particles by
spheres (Michael and Norey, 1969; Paretsky et ai., 1971; Nielsen and Hill, 1976a, b;
Rajagopalan and Tien, 1976; Tardos et ai., 1976, 1978; Tardos and Pfeffer, 1980).
Tardos and Pfeffer (1980) have derived an expression for the collection efficiency of a
single sphere by interception and gravitational effects when Dp / Ds « 1,
fJ = (1 + DDP
s
)2 fJe + __fJ_R__
+ Gr St
(7.131 )
(7.132)fJe = 1 + Gr St
with Gr = Dsg /2u~ and St = Ppu oo CcD~/9I-tDS' and where the efficiency for intercep-
tion is
where the efficiency for gravitational collection,
Gr St
fJR = ~ (~)3 (Dp )2
2 I-a D,
(7.133)
Note that the collection efficiency due to gravitational effects is independent of the flow
field and is therefore independent of the bed solid fraction a. The efficiency expression
(7.131) has been shown by Tardos and Pfeffer (1980) to be applicable for values of the
Stokes number smaller than about St = 0.05. For larger values of St, a combined in-
ertial, interception, and gravitational efficiency must be computed using the limiting
trajectory .
7.6 WET COLLECTORS
Wet collectors, or scrubbers, employ water washing to remove particles directly from a
gas stream. Scrubbers may be grouped broadly into two main classes: (1) those in which
an array of liquid drops (sprays) form the collecting medium, and (2) those in which
wetted surfaces of various types constitute the collecting medium. The first class in-
cludes spray towers and venturi scrubbers, while the second includes plate and packed
towers. In this book we concentrate on the first class of devices.
Scrubbing is a very effective means of removing small particles from a gas. Re-
moval of particles results from collisions between particles and water drops. In the humid
environment of a scrubber, small, dry particles also grow in size by condensation of
water and thereby become easier to remove. Reentrainment of particles is avoided since
the particles become trapped in droplets or in a liquid layer. A scrubber also provides
the possibility of simultaneously removing soluble gaseous pollutants. The particle-laden
scrubbing liquid must be disposed of-a problem not encountered in dry methods of gas
cleaning.
A spray scrubber is a device in which a liquid stream is broken into drops, ap-
proximately in the range 0.1 to 1.0 mm in diameter, and introduced into the particle-
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laden gas stream. The array of moving drops becomes a set of targets for collection of
the particles in the gas stream, Collection efficiency is computed by considering the
efficiency of a single spherical collector and then summing over the number of drops per
unit volume of gas flow. The relative motion between the drops and particles is an
important factor in the collection efficiency because capture occurs by impaction and
direct interception. (Diffusion is also important for smaller particles.)
There are two general types of spray scrubbers. The first class comprises those
having a preformed spray where drops are formed by atomizer nozzles and sprayed into
the gas stream. These include:
1. Countercurrent gravity tower, where drops settle vertically against the rising gas
stream
2. Cross-current tower, where drops settle through a horizontal gas stream
3. Cocurrent tower, where spray is horizontal into a horizontal gas stream
The second class comprises those in which the liquid is atomized by the gas stream
itself. Liquid is introduced more or less in bulk into a high-velocity gas flow that shatters
the liquid into drops. Devices in this class are called venturi scrubbers since the high-
velocity gas flow is achieved in a venturi (a contraction).
Figure 7.29 illustrates four types of wet collection equipment. The simplest type
of wet collector is a spray tower into which water is introduced by means of spray
nozzles [Figure 7 .29(a)]. Gas flow in a spray chamber is countercurrent to the liquid,
the configuration leading to maximum efficiency. Collection efficiency can be improved
over the simple spray chamber with the use of a cyclonic spray tower, as shown in Figure
7.29(b). The liquid spray is directed outward from nozzles in a central pipe. An un-
sprayed section above the nozzles is provided so that the liquid drops with the collected
particles will have time to reach the walls of the chamber before exit of the gas. An
impingement plate scrubber, as shown in Figure 7.29(c), consists of a tower containing
layers of baffled plates with holes (5000 to 50,000 m-2) through which the gas must
rise and over which the water must fall. Highest collection efficiencies of wet collectors
are obtained in a venturi scrubber, shown in Figure 7.29(d), in which water is introduced
at right angles to a high-velocity gas flow in a venturi tube, resulting in the formation
of very small water droplets by the flow and high relative velocities of water and parti-
cles. The high gas velocity is responsible for the breakup of the liquid. Aside from the
small droplet size and high impingement velocities, collection is enhanced through par-
ticle growth by condensation. Table 7.1 summarizes particle scrubbing devices.
The collection efficiency of wet collectors can be related to the total energy loss
in the equipment; the higher the scrubber power, per unit volume of gas treated, the
better is the collection efficiency. Almost all the energy is introduced in the gas, and
thus the energy loss can be measured by the pressure drop of gas through the unit.
The major advantage of wet collectors is the wide variety of types, allowing the
selection of a unit suitable to the particular removal problem. As disadvantages, high-
pressure drops (and therefore energy requirements) must be maintained, and the handling
and disposal of large volumes of scrubbing liquid must be undertaken.
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Figure 7.29 Wet collectors: (a) spray tower; (b) cyclone spray tower; (c) impingement
scrubber; (d) venturi scrubber.
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TABLE 7.1 PARTICLE SCRUBBERS
Type Description
Plate scrubber
Packed-bed scrubber
Spray scrubber
Venturi scrubber
Cyclone scrubber
Baffle scrubber
Impingement-entrainment
scrubber
Fluidized-bed scrubber
Source: Calvert (1984).
7.6.1 Spray Chamber
A vertical tower containing one or more horizontal plates (trays). Gas enters
the bottom of the tower and must pass through perforations in each plate
as it flows countercurrent to the descending water stream. Platc scrubbers
are usually named for the type of plates they contain (e.g .. sievc plate
tower). Collection efficiency increases as the diameter of the perforations
decreases. A cut diameter, that collected with 50% efficiency, of about
I ",m aerodynamic diameter can be achieved with 3.2-mm-diameter holes
in a sieve plate.
Operates similarly to packed-bed gas absorber (see Chapter 8). Collection
efficiency increases as packing size decreases. A cut diameter of 1.5 ",m
aerodynamic diameter can be attained in columns packed with 2.5-cm
elements.
Particles are collected by liquid drops that have been atomized by spray
nozzles. Horizontal and vertical gas flows are used, as well as spray
introduced cocurrent, countercurrent, or cross-flow to the gas. Collection
efficiency depends on droplet size, gas velocity, liquid/gas ratio, and
droplet trajectories. For droplets falling at their terminal velocity, the
optimum droplet diameter for fine-particle collection lies in the range
100 to 500 ",m. Gravitational settling scrubbers can achieve cut diameters
of about 2.0 ",m. The liquid/gas ratio is in the range 0.001 to 0.01 m'
m' 3 of gas treated.
A moving gas stream is used to atomize liquids into droplets. High gas
velocities (60 to 120 m S'I) lead to high relative velocities between gas
and particles and promote collection.
Drops can be introduced into the gas stream of a cyclone to collect particles.
The spray can be directed outward from a central manifold or inward
from the collector wall.
Changes in gas flow velocity and direction induced by solid surfaces.
The gas is forced to impinge on a liquid surface to reach a gas exit. Some
of the liquid atomizes into drops that are entrained by the gas. The gas
exit is designed so as to minimize the loss of entrained droplets.
A zone of fluidized packing is provided where gas and liquid can mix
intimately. Gas passes upward through the packing, while liquid is
sprayed up from the bottom and/or flows down over the top of the
fluidized layer of par' ing.
We begin our analysis of spray scrubbing with the conceptually simplest of the devices,
a gravity spray chamber. Water droplets are introduced at the top of an empty chamber
through atomizing nozzles and fall freely at their terminal settling velocities countercur-
rently through the rising gas stream. The particle-containing liquid collects in a pool at
the bottom and must be pumped out for treatment to remove the solids, and the cleaned
liquid is usually recycled to the tower. A schematic of a spray chamber is given in Figure
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7.30. We assume that all the falling drops have the same diameter D,. The volumetric
flow rate of water fed to the top of the chamber is W (m3 s-I). If every drop has diameter
Ds' the number of drops per second fed to the top of the chamber and passing any point
in the chamber is W/[ ( 11" /6) D ~]. The drop concentration at any point in the chamber
is W/[ (11" /6) D~Ac v], where Ac is the cross-sectional area of the chamber and v is the
fall velocity of the drops. We assume that D s remains constant in the chamber.
If a drop of diameter D s is falling in still air, its terminal velocity VI is such that
the drag force is just balanced by the gravitational force on the drop. Now in the spray
chamber the drop is falling at a fall velocity v relative to a fixed coordinate system in
the presence of a rising gas velocity vg . Thus v is not the same as Vn due to the influence
of the rising gas. The new fall velocity v is still determined by the equality of the drag
and gravity forces. The drag force can be expressed from (5.8) as
W = Water feed rate
(7.134 )
..... X + dx
X
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G = Gas feed rate
No = Feed concentration of particles
Figure 7.30 Spray chamber.
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where the drag force depends on the relative velocity between the drop and the gas, v
+ v~. By equating this drag force to the gravity force,
(7.135)
we find that the sum of the new fall velocity and the rising gas velocity equals the
terminal velocity in still air,
v + vg = v, (7.136 )
Given the drop size, we can compute (or find correlations for) v" and given the volu-
metric flow rate of gas through the unit, we can calculate vg . Thus we can compute the
water drop fall velocity from (7.136).
We now wish to derive an equation governing the overall collection efficiency of
a spray tower. Let YJ be the collection efficiency of particles on an individual droplet,
defined as the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the hypothetical tube of gas from which
the particles are all removed to the frontal area of the droplet. Consider a differential
section of chamber height as shown in Figure 7.30. The number of particles removed
per second from the gas stream over dx is just
This quantity is equated to the product of the fraction of the volumetric flow of gas
through dx from which all particles are removed and the total incoming number of par-
ticles per second. The total incoming number of particles per second is N Ix vgAC' Thus
we need to obtain an expression for the fraction of the volumetric flow of gas through
dx from which all particles are removed.
The distance dx is fixed as the distance a drop falls in time dt relative to the cham-
ber,
dx = v dt
During the time dt the volume of air that flows through the hypothetical tube having the
frontal area of the droplet is
where v, is the relative velocity between the droplet and the gas. This quantity can be
expressed in terms of dx as
(
7[" 2) v,
-D -dx4 S v
Now the volume from which all particles are removed by the single drop is
(~ D2) !!!. dxYJ 4 S v
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Thus the total volume of gas swept clean per second by all the droplets in dx is
and the fraction of the volumetric flow of gas through dx from which all particles are
removed is
Then the number of particles removed per second from dx is
Thus
Taking the limit as dx -> 0 gives
dN
dx
(7.137)
Integrating (7.137) subject to N(O) = No gives
The overall spray chamber efficiency is
(7.138)
'Y/I = 1
N(L)
---
No
(7.139 )
The quantity ( W/ vgAc ) is the ratio of the volumetric flow rate of water to the volumetric
flow rate of air. This ratio is of basic importance in the operation of a scrubber. Liquid-
to-gas volumetric ratios usually fall in the range 2 to 20 gal of liquid per thousand cubic
feet of gas, or 0.27 X 10-3 to 2.7 X 10-3 m3 of liquid per m3 of gas. This ratio
determines the number of drops per unit volume of gas, 6Wl7rD; G. For example, the
number of droplets per cm3 at the two limits of the flow rate ratio for different droplet
diameters is
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0.1
I
0.00027
516
0.516
0.0027
5159
5.16
If too small a D, is attempted at a high W/ G ratio, the drop concentration would be so
large that collision and coalescence would probably occur, driving the droplet population
to larger sizes and lower concentration.
In summary, the overall efficiency of a spray tower increases as the collection
efficiency of a single drop increases, as the length of the chamber increases, and as the
ratio of the volumetric flow rate of water to that of air increases. It increases as the
diameter of the drops decreases.
7.6.2 Deposition of Particles on a Spherical Collector
The collection efficiency of a sphere is equal to the ratio of the total number of collisions
per second occurring between particles and the spherical collector to the total number of
particles per second flowing into the tube having the cross-sectional area of the sphere.
We can follow exactly the same approach as we did in determining the collection effi-
ciency of a cylinder by Brownian motion, impaction, and interception; only here we
need the flow field around a sphere. However, the current problem is somewhat more
complicated than just being the spherical analog of the cylindrical collector. The col-
lecting spheres are falling water drops, which may develop internal circulations that
influence the flow field of the gas in their vicinity. Also, drops of sufficiently large size
may no longer be spherical as they fall, although we will not include this aspect in our
analysis. An alternative to the approaches in Section 7.5 is to rely on dimensional anal-
ysis to suggest the dimensionless variables on which the collection efficiency should
depend. To formulate a correlation for 'YJ based on dimensional analysis, we must identify
the dimensionless groups that arise in the dimensionless equations of motion of a par-
ticle. We are interested specifically in the case of falling water droplets. Allowing for
the possibility of internal circulations in the drop that may affect the flow field around
it, we find that 'YJ depends on eight variables: Dp , Ds, v, vg , !J-w, !J-aip D, Pair' These eight
variables have three dimensions. By the Buckingham pi theorem, there are eight minus
three, or five, independent dimensionless groups. The actual groups can be obtained by
nondimensionalizing the equations of motion for the fluid and the particles. The five
dimensionless groups are:
DsV,PairRe = ---'0----"-=
!J-air
Reynolds number of sphere
Sc !J-air
PairD
Schmidt number of particles
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w = /-tw
/-tair
Ratio of diameters of particle and drop
Viscosity ratio of water to air
(7.140)
Note that the Reynolds and Stokes numbers of the falling drop are based on the relative
velocity to the air, which is just its terminal settling velocity, Vt.
Slinn (1983) has presented the following general equation for the collection effi-
ciency of a sphere
"t/ = _8_ r. I + 0.4 Re1/2 SCI/3 + 0.16 Re l / 2 SC1/2l.
Re Sc L.fi .fi J
r 2 St - S 1.. 3 / 2+ 4K [ W-I + (1 + .fi Re1/2) K] + L2 St _ S : ~ J
* 3
1.2 + ~ In (1 + Re/2)S = -----'-''------'----'---'-
* 1 + In (1 + Re/2)
The first term in (7.140) is the contribution from Brownian diffusion, the second is that
due to interception, and the third accounts for impaction. In (7.140) it is assumed that
both the collector drop and the collected particles have unit density. For particles of
density different from 1.0 g cm-3, the last term in (7.140) should be multiplied by
(Pw/ pp )1/2.
Figure 7.31 shows the single-sphere collection efficiencY"t/ as a function of Dp for
D s = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 mm as predicted by (7.140). At a fixed value of D" at the
lower end of the size spectrum "t/ decreases with increasing Dp due to the decreased
importance of Brownian diffusion. At the large particle end of the spectrum "t/ increases
as Dp increases due to the predominant role of inertial impaction and interception. A
minimum in the collection efficiency is seen to exist between 0.5 and 1.0 /lm diameter.
At a fixed value of Dp , "t/ decreases as D s increases due to the decreased importance of
interception. The empirical nature of (7.140) is evident in the rather abrupt increase in
the efficiency at about Dp = 4 /-tm due to the impaction contribution. This abrupt change
is the result of attempting to fit two different physical phenomena into a single empirical
equation. Figure 7.32 shows "t/ as a function of D s for Dp ranging from I to 7 /-tm. The
increase in "t/ for Dp larger than 4 /-tm is due to the impaction contributions as predicted
by (7.140).
Equation (7.140) is quite general in that it accounts for all three collection mech-
anisms. In many scrubber applications inertial impaction is the predominant removal
mechanism, especially for particles larger than 1 tim in diameter. In that case Calvert
(1984) has suggested an alternative to (7.140) for the collection efficiency due to im-
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Figure 7.31 Collection efficiency (7.140) for a single sphere as a function of collected
particle diameter Dp at collector water droplet diameter D, = 50, 100, 500, and 1000
/lm. Conditions are for water droplets falling in still air at 298 K, 1 atm, collecting
particles of Pp = I g em ~3.
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Figure 7.33 shows 1J from (7.141) as a function of D, for Dp 1 to 7 /lm for PI' = 1 g
cm - 3. For small droplets in the Stokes law regime, VI - D;, so as D, increases, St
increases proportional to D,. Thus, as D, increases, 1J increases. At intemlediate sizes
VI - D" St is constant, and 1J is constant. For large sizes VI increases less rapidly than
D" so St decreases as D, increases, leading to a decrease in 1J. Thus there is a value of
droplet diameter D, for which 1J is a maximum. The peak value of 1J occurs at about D,
= 600 /lm regardless of particle diameter Dp . The value of 1J at its peak is larger for
larger particles and is rather flat, extending for 200 or 300 /lm on either side of D, "'"
600 /lm. By comparing (7.141) to (7.140), we see that (7.141) should be valid for Dp
?: 6 /lm when 100 /lm :5 D, :5 1000 /lm.
The total effect of D, on the overall spray chamber efficiency is a result of the
variation of VI and 1J in (7.139). Since 1J is relatively constant with D, in the range around
D, = 600 /lm, the net effect on the factor r)V I /( 1'1 - vg ) D, is to makclJ{ a maximum at
the low end of the D, range, around 300 to 400 j.tm.
Example 7.9 Overall Efficiency of a Spray Chamber
We desire to calculate the overall efficiency of a spray scrubber as a function of water
droplet diameter, particle diameter, and ratio of water to gas volumetric flow rates. Assume
Ds (fL m)
Figure 7.33 Collection efficiency (7.141) for a single sphere as a function of collector
water droplet diameter D, at collected particle diameters D" = I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7 I'm.
Conditions are for water droplets falling in still air at 298 K, I atm, PI' = 1 g CI11-;
Sec. 7.6 Wet Collectors
1O-4'-;;---___'__ ___'_---J_~L...L___'_LL:;__--.L--.L--DL.l...~..n...~
102 103 104
Ds (!Lm)
f<"igure 7.34 Overall collection efficiency of a spray chamber as a function of droplet
diameter for the conditions of Example 7.10.
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that the collected particles have a density of 1 g cm - 3. The chamber has a diameter of I
m, is 5 m high, and operates at 298 K and 1 atm. Plot the overall collection efficiency as a
function of droplet diameter over the range D, = 50 {tm (0.05 mm) to 104 {tm (10 mm)
for particle sizes from Dp = 1 to 5 {tm and for water and gas flow rates of W = 0.001 m3
s- 1 and G = 1 m3 s- 1•
The following empirical equation can be used for the terminal velocity of water drop-
lets for Ds ~ 50 {tm,
where VI is in cm S-1 and D, is in cm. Figure 7.34 shows the overall efficiency 1/1 for the
spray chamber as a function of D s and Dp ranging from 1 to 5 {tm. The individual sphere
collection efficiency is that predicted by (7.140). Although droplet diameters exceeding 1
mm ( 1000 {tm) are unlikely, we have calculated 1/1 for Ds values up to 10 mm (1 cm) to
show that a maximum in efficiency is achieved for a particular range of D, values when
impaction is the controlling collection mechanism. The explanation for that maximum is
that at a fixed W / G, larger droplets imply fewer droplets and thus a decreased target area
for particle collection. As the droplets get very small, on the other hand, the Stokes number
decreases and the individual sphere impaction contribution decreases.
7.6.3 Venturi Scrubbers
Venturi scrubbers are employed when high collection efficiencies are required and when
most of the particles are smaller than 2 {tm in diameter. There are a number of instances,
in fact, where a venturi scrubber is the only practical device for a gas-cleaning appli-
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cation. If the particles to be removed are sticky, flammable, or highly corrosive, for
example, electrostatic precipitators and fabric filters cannot be used. Venturi scrubbers
are also the only high-efficiency particulate collectors that can simultaneously remove
gaseous species from the effluent stream.
The distinguishing feature of a venturi scrubber is a constricted cross section or
throat through which the gas is forced to flow at high velocity. A typical venturi config-
uration is shown in Figure 7.35. The configuration includes a converging conical section
where the gas is accelerated to throat velocity, a cylindrical throat, and a conical expan-
der where the gas is slowed down. Liquid can be introduced either through tangential
holes in the inlet cone or in the throat itself. In the former case, the liquid enters the
venturi as a film on the wall and flows down the wall to the throat, where it is atomized
by the high-velocity gas stream. In the latter, the liquid is injected perpendicular to the
gas flow in the throat, atomized, and then accelerated. Gas velocities in the range 60 to
120 m S-l are achieved, and the high relative velocity between the particle-laden gas
Clean gas out
t
Mist eliminator
Liquid out
Liquid
separator
Figure 7.35 Venturi scrubber.
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flow and the droplets promotes collection. The collection process is essentially complete
by the end of the throat. Because they operate at much higher velocities than electrostatic
precipitators or baghouses, venturi scrubbers are physically smaller and can be econom-
ically made of corrosion-resistant materials. Venturis have the simplest configuration of
the scrubbers and are the smallest in size.
A typical range of liquid to gas flow rate ratios for a venturi scrubber is 0.001 to
0.003 m3 liquid per m3 gas. At the higher liquid/gas ratios, the gas velocity at a given
pressure drop is reduced, and at lower ratios, the velocity is increased. For gas flow
rates exceeding about 1000 m3 min -I venturi scrubbers are generally constructed in a
rectangular configuration in order to maintain an equal distribution of liquid over the
throat area.
In essence, venturi scrubbers are cocurrent flow devices for which the incremental
collection along the axis of the venturi can be described by
(7.142)
where vI( and Vd are the gas (particle) and droplet velocities, respectively. One may
integrate (7.142) together with an inertial impaction expression for Y/ to obtain the overall
efficiency of a venturi scrubber as (Calvert, 1984)
where
II (W) vgP,D, JY/ = 1 - exp .- - --' F(K j)t 55 G J.tg P (7.143)
and Kp = 2 St. f is an empirical parameter that accounts for collection by means other
than impaction, such as particle growth due to condensation. It has been found that the
performance of a variety of large-scale venturi and other gas-atomized spray scrubbers
can be correlated with (7.143) usingf = 0.5. For hydrophobic particles in smaller units
f = 0.25.
7.7 SUMMARY OF PARTICULATE EMISSION CONTROL TECHNIQUES
Table 7.2 presents a summary of particulate emission control techniques, including min-
imum particle sizes, ranges of efficiency, and advantages and disadvantages of each type
of unit. In selecting a method to meet a particular gas cleaning need, the most important
consideration is the total cost (operating and equipment) of the method. The advantages
and disadvantages listed in Table 7.2 give an indication of the considerations that enter
into a determination of the cost of a particular device. Figure 7.36 shows typical collec-
tion efficiency curves for the devices considered in this chapter.
TABLE 7.2 SUMMARY OF PARTICULATE EMISSION CONTROL TECHNIQUES
Minimum Efficiency
particle (%)
size (mass
Device (I'm) basis)
Gravitational >50 <50
settler
Cyclone 5-25 50-90
Wet collectors
Spray towers
Cyclonic
Impingement
Venturi
>10
>2.5
>2.5
>0.5
<80
<80
<80
<99
Advantages
Low-pressure loss
Simplicity of design and
maintenance
Simplicity of design and
maintenance
Little floor space required
Dry continuous disposal of
collected dusts
Low-to-moderate pressure loss
Handles large particles
Handles high dust loadings
Temperature independent
Simultaneous gas absorption and
particle removal
Ability to cool and clean high-
temperature, moisture-laden
gases
Corrosive gases and mists can be
recovered and neutralized
Reduced dust explosion risk
Efficiency can be varied
Disadvantages
Much space required
Low collection efficiency
Much head room required
Low collection efficiency of small
particles
Sensitive to variable dust loadings
and flow rates
Corrosion, erosion problems
Added cost of wastewater
treatment and reclamation
Low efficiency on submicron
particles
Contamination of effluent stream
by liquid entrainment
Freezing problems in cold
weather
Reduction in buoyancy and plume
rise
Electrostatic
precipitator
Fabric
filtration
<1
<I
95-99
>99
99 + % efficiency obtainable
Very small particles can be
collected
Particles may be collected wet or
dry
Pressure drops and power
requirements are small compared
with other high-efficiency
collectors
Maintenance is nominal unless
corrosive or adhesive materials
are handled
Few moving parts
Can be operated at high
temperatures (573 to 723 K)
Dry collection possible
Decrease of performance is
noticeable
Collection of small particles
possible
High efficiencies possible
Water vapor contributes to visible
plume under some atmospheric
conditions
Relatively high initial cost
Precipitators are sensitive to
variable dust loadings or flow
rates
Resistivity causes some material
to be economically
uncollectable
Precautions are required to
safeguard personnel from high
voltage
Collection efficiencies can
deteriorate gradually and
imperceptibly
Sensitivity to filtering velocity
High-temperature gases must be
cooled
Affected by relative humidity
(condensation)
Susceptibility of fabric to
chemical attack
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0.60
0.80
{::'" 0.90
0.95
Electro-
static
precipitator
Spray tower
Venturi scrubber
0.99'------>---1.':-0--1.':-5--2.':-0--2.':-5--3.':-0----'35
Dp (/Lm)
Figure 7.36 Collection efficiencies for gas cleaning devices (Licht, 1980).
PROBLEMS
7.1. Derive expressions for the overall efficiencies with respect to number, surface area, and
mass of a device that has a collection efficiency
with a log-normal size distribution entering the device. Note: You may find the following
integral useful:
iL2 ru [(u - /i)2] d (/2)1/2 rli r20t/2 [ rfl··L2 - (li + ra~)J·e exp - 2 U = 7f aue e e ~LI _ 2a" v2au
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7.2. A particulate coUector has a coUection efficiency
An aerosol with a log-normal size distribution with D pg = 2 lIm and ag = 1.35 is passed
through the device. Compute the overaU efficiency of the device with respect to particle
number, surface area, and mass. Note: The formula given in Problem 7.1 is needed.
7.3. Several particulate collection devices are often operated in series, with each succeeding
device used to collect smaUer and smaUer particles. Consider n particulate removal devices
connected in series, such that the outlet stream from unit 1 is the inlet stream to unit 2, and
so on. If the efficiencies of the n devices are 1J 1(Dp ), 1J2 (Dp ), . . . , 1Jn (Dp ), show that the
total efficiency of the n units is
En = r{111(Dp ) + 1J2(Dp ) [1 - 1J1(Dp )] + ... + 1Jn(Dp )[1 - 1Jn-I(Dp )]
X [1 -1Jn-2(Dp )]' •• [1 -1JI(Dp )l}n(Dp )dDp
7.4. Design a plate-type settling chamber for a stream of 100 m3 s-I of air at 298 K and 1 atm
to collect particles of density 2.0 g cm-3. The chamber must not exceed 5 m in width or 6
m in height and must collect particles of 50 lIm with 99.5 % efficiency. Determine the length
of the chamber required if 100 trays are used. For simplicity, assume that Stokes' law may
be used to calculate the settling velocity of 50-lIm particles.
7.5. Air at 298 K and 1 atm laden with acid fog is led from a process to a square horizontal
settling chamber 8 m long and 50 cm high. The fog can be considered to consist of spherical
droplets of diameter 0.8 mm and density 1 g cm - 3. It is desired to remove 90 % of the fog
from the stream. Find the volumetric flow rate, in cubic meters per hour, which will allow
90% removal.
7.6. Settling chambers are commonly used in a sinter plant to remove large particles of quartz
and iron oxide from effluent gas streams. A settling chamber 3 m high and wide and 6 m
long is available. The volumetric flow rate of air through the chamber is 5000 m3 h-I. The
densities of quartz and iron oxide particles are 2.6 and 4.5, respectively. Compute and plot
efficiency curves for this unit at the given gas flow rate at 298 K for both types of particles
as a function of particle diameter over the diameter range 1 to 60 lIm.
7.7. Consider a settling chamber that is so weU mixed internally that at any instant aU uncol-
lected particles are uniformly mixed throughout the entire volume of the chamber. Show
that the coUection efficiency for such a device is given by
v,WL/Q
1J(Dp ) = 1 + v, WL/Q
7.8. Consider a cyclone flow having an inlet velocity of 10 m s-I, an angle of tum of 1511", and
inner and outer radii of 5.0 and 10.0 cm, respectively. Assume that the particles have
density Pp = 1.5 g cm-3. Plot the collection efficiency as a function of particle size over
the range 0.5 lIm ~ D p ~ 10 lIm for T = 323 K and W = 0.4 m.
(a) assuming laminar flow conditions.
(b) assuming turbulent flow conditions.
(c) using (7.42).
Discuss your results.
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7.9. Design a cyclone to remove 99% of particles of 20 Ilm diameter and density 1.5 g cm- 3
from a stream of 20 m3 s -I of air at 298 K and 1 atm. Determine suitable values for the
major dimensions of the unit. Plot the collection efficiency as a function of particle size
over the range I Ilm ~ Dp ~ 25 Ilm.
7.10. Determine the collection efficiency versus Dp curve over the range O.lllm ~ Dp S; 10 Ilm
for the following single-stage electrostatic precipitator:
Q=0.lm3 s- 1
PI' = 1.5 g cm- 3
r e = 0.25 m
ro = 0.002 m
f = 0.6
L = 30 m
T = 300 K
K = 4
Il = 1.8 X 10-4 g cm- 1 S-l
7.11. A cylindrical single-stage electrostatic precipitator for gas sampling is to provide 95 % ef-
ficiency for a flow rate of 0.01 m3 S-I for particles of 3 Ilm diameter, PI' = 1.5 g cm- 3, K
= 4, and inlet concentrations of 5 x 104 Ilg m- 3. Use a velocity of 100 em s -I in a single
tube with ro = O.lre and f = 0.65. Determine the required length of the tube.
7.12. Consider a filter of packing density 0.04 consisting of fibers of diameter 7 Ilm in an air-
stream with an approach velocity of 0.55 m S-I at 298 K and 1 atm, containing particles
of Pp = 1.5 g em -3. Compute the collection efficiency of the fiber as a function of Dp from
0.05 to 1.0 Ilm from diffusion, interception, and impaction.
7.13. A filter bed of packing density 0.1 and fiber diameter 4 Ilm for use in removing radioactive
particles from a gas stream must provide an overall collection efficiency of at least 99.99 %
for particles of any size. Given a flow rate of air at 298 K, 1 atm of 10 m3 s -I, PI' = 1.2
gem -3, and filter width and height of 1.5 and 1.0 m, respectively, determine the necessary
depth of the filter.
7.14. Compute the collection efficiency of a cigarette filter which is a fiber layer of thickness I
em and void fraction 0.5. Assume that the smoke particles are a monodisperse aerosol of
diameter 0.2 Ilm and density 1 g em-3 and that the fiber filaments have a diameter of 50
Ilm. Smoke is inhaled at a velocity of 3 em s-I and at 298 K and 1 atm.
7.15. Determine the overall efficiency of a spray chamber as a function of particle size for par-
ticles of density 1.5 gem -3 over the range 0.1 Ilm ~ Dp S; 10 Ilm. The cylindrical chamber
has a diameter of 1 m, is 5 m high, and operates with air and water flow rates of 1 m3 s -0 I
and 0.01 m3 s- I, respectively. The air is at 298 K, 1 atm, and the water drop diameter is
I mm, for which the terminal velocity in still air is 4 m s- I .
7.16. Derive an expression for the overall efficiency of a settling chamber in which a horizontal
flow of gas is contacted by a vertical settling spray.
7.17. With increasingly stringent fuel economy standards, diesel engines appear to be attractive
alternative power plants for passenger vehicles. However, despite its superior fuel econ-
omy, a diesel engine presents a challenging emission control problem. As the engine is
operated in a manner to maintain low NO, emissions, particulate emissions exceed the
exhaust emission standard. Thus an additional scheme for controlling particulate emissions
is necessary. One such scheme that has received extensive study is the filtration of exhaust
particulate matter by a filter bed placed in the exhaust system. In this problem we consider
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T = 473 K
U", = 8 cm S-I
the design of a fibrous filter bed for this purpose (Oh et aI., 1981). (Disposal of the collected
particulate matter is a key problem, although we do not consider it here.) We will focus on
the initial perfonnance of the filter, that IS, on the period during which the deposition of
particles is not influenced by those already collected.
The following conditions can be assumed for the exhaust filtration problem:
ex = 0.05
Df = 10 /Lm
Pp = I gcm- 3
(a) Calculate the Stokes number for particles ranging in size from 0.02 to 1.0 /Lm in di-
ameter. Show that the Stokes number is sufficiently small that inertial impaction can
be neglected as a significant mechanism of collection.
(b) Plot the single fiber collection efficiency as a function of particle diameter over the
range 0.02 to 1.0 /Lm showing the individual contributions of diffusion and interception.
Assume the Kuwabara flow field to be applicable.
(c) For a given set of operating conditions there are four filter design parameters that can
be varied: filter face area, filter thickness, fiber size, and packing density. These design
parameters can be divided into two groups; the first two parameters are related to the
size and shape of the filter, and the last two refer to the properties of the filter medium.
Consider the operating conditions corresponding to an Oldsmobile 5.7-liter diesel en-
gine automobile being driven at 40 mph (64 km h-'):
Exhaust flow rate = 2832 I min -I (at 293 K, I atm)
Exhaust temperature = 473 K
Mass median particle diameter = 0.2 !Lm
Particle density = I g cm - 3
With filter thickness as the ordinate (in cm) and filter face area as the abscissa (in cm2),
assuming that ex = 0.05 and Df = 10 !Lm, plot the curve of overall bed efficiency =
90% based on particle mass. (If we require at least 90% efficiency, all points above
this line are candidates for a filter design.)
(d) Now assuming a filter face area of 2500 cm2 and a thickness of 3.4 cm, with the
operating conditions above, plot the overall bed efficiency as a function of packing
density ex over the range 0 < ex < 0.1 for Df = 5, 10, 20, and 40 /Lm. Discuss your
results. (Note that an important design consideration that we have not included here is
the pressure drop across the filter bed. Just as it is desired to maintain the efficiency
higher than a certain level, it is sought to keep the pressure drop across the bed below
a certain level.)
7.18. In most real fibrous filtration problems there is not only a distribution of particles by size
to be filtered but also a distribution of sizes of the filter elements. In this problem we wish
to extend tHe treatment given in the text on the collection efficiency of a filter bed to include
distributions in size of both the particles and the cylindrical filter elements.
(a) Assuming that the particle volume distribution is log-nonnally distributed by particle
diameter
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where VI is the total particle volume concentration; and assuming that the fiber size
distribution is normally distributed, such that nf (Dp)dDp is the fraction of fibers having
diameters in the range [Dp, Dp + dDp],
nf(Dp ) = _1_ exp j(Df - Pl]
..n;af l 2af
derive an equation for the overall filter efficiency in terms of particle mass. (Since fibers
cannot have negative diameters, in using the normal distri~ution for nf one needs to
assume that the distribution is rather sharply peaked about Dr)
(b) Let us apply the result of part (a) to the filtration of diesel exhaust particles (Oh et al.,
1981). The .s!iesel exhaust particles are characterized by Pp = 1 g cm- 3, V, = 50,700
JLm.1 cm -3, Dpg = 0.17 JLm, and ag = 1.2.-4. The filter medium consists of medium-fine
grade commercial steel wool for which Df = 22.5 JLm and ar = 7.5 JLm. Assuming a
cylindrical bed with a face diameter of 20 cm, a depth of 5.1 cm, and a packing density
of 0.03, calculate the mass removal efficiency of the bed when operated at 473 K and
an exhaust flow rate of 300 I min -) (at 293 K, 1 atm).
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8Removal of Gaseous
Pollutants from
Effluent Streams
There are a variety of approaches to removing gaseous pollutants from effluent streams:
absorption, adsorption, condensation, chemical reaction, incineration, and selective dif-
fusion through a membrane.
Absorption is an operation involving mass transfer of a soluble vapor component
to a solvent liquid in a device that promotes intimate contact between the gas and the
liquid. The driving force for absorption is the difference between the partial pressure of
the soluble gas in the gas mixture and its vapor pressure just above the surface of the
liquid. It is necessary to employ a liquid solvent within which the gas to be removed is
soluble. Water is, by itself, quite efficient for removing soluble acidic gases such as HCl
and HF and the soluble basic gas NH3 . Gases of more limited solubility, such as S02,
C12 , and H2S, can be absorbed readily in an alkaline solution such as dilute NaOH.
Thus, when water is used as the solvent, it may contain added species, such as acids,
alkalines, oxidants, or reducing agents to react with the gas being absorbed and enhance
its solubility. Nonaqueous, organic liquids of low volatility can be used for absorption
of gases with low water solubility, such as hydrocarbons. Examples of such solvents are
dimethylaniline and amines. Organic solvents are often limited to treating particle-free
gases to avoid sludge formation. To provide a large liquid surface area for mass transfer,
a means of breaking the liquid stream into small droplets or thin films is provided in the
gas absorber. The most commonly used devices are columns containing packing or reg-
ularly spaced plates, open spray chambers and towers, and combinations of sprayed and
packed chambers. Countercurrent contact of liquid and gas is employed to maximize the
driving forces.
Adsorption is employed to remove low concentration gases from exhaust streams
by causing the gaseous solutes to intimately contact a porous solid to which the solute
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will adhere. Gas adsorption is used industrially for odor control and for the removal of
volatile solvents such as benzene, ethanol, trichloroethylene, and so on, from effluent
streams.
Condensation can be used to remove species with relatively low vapor pressure
and is carried out in a device that appropriately cools the gas stream and provides a
means to remove the layer of condensed liquid. We will not consider condensation in
this book.
The fourth and fifth methods of removing gaseous species from an effluent stream
listed at the outset were chemical reaction and incineration. Although many of the sep-
aration processes involve chemical reaction, such as absorption of an acidic gas in an
alkaline solvent, the chemical reaction category refers to those where the key element
of the separation is the reaction itself. For example, even though S02 scrubbing by an
aqueous solution containing lime involves a chemical reaction, the absorption is the key
removal step. Incineration involves the combustion of the species and is an important
process for the treatment of toxic species, where virtually complete removal is necessary.
The waste gas is fed to a combustor where the unwanted species are burned at sufficiently
high temperature to convert them to harmless products such as CO2 and H20. Selection
of the combustion temperature is determined by the combustion chemistry of the partic-
ular substances to be removed.
The final separation method listed was selective diffusion through a membrane.
Membrane processes have found application in removing gases such as CO2 , H2S, and
H2 from natural gas streams (Cooley and Dethloff, 1985). Due to its specialized nature
and applications, we do not consider membrane diffusion here.
8.1 INTERFACIAL MASS TRANSFER
In the process of gas absorption the gaseous effluent stream containing the pollutant to
be removed is brought into contact with a liquid in which it will dissolve. The mecha-
nism by which the species is removed from the gas consists of three steps that occur in
series: (1) diffusion of the pollutant molecules through the gas to the surface of the
absorbing liquid, (2) dissolution into the liquid at the interface, and (3) diffusion of the
dissolved species from the interface into the bulk of the liquid. To predict the extent to
which a compound can be removed by gas absorption, we must be able to compute the
rates of these three mass transfer processes.
The key process of mass transfer of a dissolving species through a gas to a liquid
surface is that of diffusion of component A through a nondissolving background gas B.
Fick's law in this case, referred to as diffusion of A through stagnant B, NB, = 0, be-
comes
(8.1 )
where x is the mole fraction of A. Integrating (8.1), in accordance with the situation in
Figure 8.1(a), with NAz = constant, we obtain the flux of A as
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(8.2 )
We can rewrite (8.2) as
where (XB)lm, the log mean mole fraction of component B, is defined as
(1 -x)\ - (1 -x)o
(XB)lm = In [(1 - x)/(I - x)o]
(8.3 )
(8.4 )
(8.5)
Partial pressures may be used instead of mole fractions, in which case (8.3) becomes
-pDAB
NAz = RTl( ) (PAl - PAo)
PB 1m
where P is the total pressure.
Xo
c:
.2
+-
0
~
-Q)
0
:2:
(1 - xo)
0
z = 0 (a)
X-+---~
_---t--y
Bulk liquid Liquid Interface Gas
film film
(b)
Bulk gas Figure 8.1 Binary mass transfer: (a) dif-
fusion of A through stagnant B; (b) the two-
film model of interfacial mass transfer.
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(8.7)
In gas absorption, the gas is in turbulent flow and the transport of species occurs
across a gas-liquid interface. Most situations of mass transfer in turbulent flow near an
interface are too complicated to allow an exact evaluation of profiles and fluxes. Thus
certain idealized models are postulated for the mass transfer in such a situation, models
that enable the solution for the flux of a species in terms of readily measurable empirical
coefficients.
Turbulent motion maintains a fairly unifoffi1 composition in the bulk gas. Close to
the surface of the liquid, a laminar boundary layer exists in the gas across which species
in the bulk gas must diffuse to reach the liquid surface. Similarly, on the liquid side, the
bulk liquid is at a uniform composition with a thin layer near the surface of the liquid
through which species diffuse from the interface into the bulk liquid. At steady state it
can be assumed that the flux of species A from the bulk gas to the interface equals the
flux of A from the interface to the bulk liquid. The simplest model one can envision for
this situation is two stagnant layers on either side of the interface, as shown in Figure
8.I(b). Based on the form of (8.5) we assume that the flux of A is given by
NAc = kc(PA - PA,) = kL kli - c 4) (8.6)
where PA and PA, are the partial pressures of A in the bulk gas and at the interface,
respectively; CA and CAi are the concentrations of A in the bulk liquid and at the interface,
respectively; and ke and kL are mass transfer coefficients for the gas and liquid films,
respectively. For the case considered earlier, we see that ke and kL are given by
pDABkG = -~--'-'-''---
, RTlc(PB)/m
and
(8.8 )
For dilute mixtures of A in B, (XB)/m =:: 1.0.
Thus the mass transfer coefficients should depend on the molecular diffusivity of
A in B and on the thickness of the film over which the diffusion takes place. Unfortu-
nately, in mass transfer between turbulent gas and liquid streams. it is virtually impos-
sible to specify Ie and IL and, in fact, even to specify the precise location of the interface
or the values of PAi and C4i at any time. Thus we usually write (8.6) as
NAc = Kc(PA - p1) = KL (c1 - cA) (8.9)
where p~ is the equilibrium partial pressure of A over a solution of A having the bulk
concentration CA, and c~ is the concentration of a solution that would be in equilibrium
with the partial pressure PA of the bulk gas stream. We illustrate these points on the
equilibrium diagram in Figure 8.2. The new coefficients KG and KL are called overall
mass transfer coefficients. These must be determined experimentally.
Originally, in (8.6), the driving forces for diffusion were based on the actual in-
terfacial compositions, PAi and CAi . Since we do not know these in general. we replaced
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Figure 8.2 Driving forces in the two-film
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(8.6) with (8.9), in which the new overall mass transfer coefficients Ke and KL were
defined. The new driving forces for diffusion, PA - P~ and c~ - CA are shown in Figure
8.2. The point B on the equilibrium curve represents the interfacial composition, which
we assume to be (PAi' CAi ). The line AB has a slope -kdke and is given by
PA - PAi kL
CAi - CA ke
When the equilibrium line is given by Henry's law,
(8.11)
we can explicitly relate ke and kL and Ke and KL through (8.6) and (8.9) by
1 1 HA
-=-+-
Ke ke kL
(8.12 )
and
(8.13 )1 1 1-=-+--
KL kL HAke
If HA « 1, species A is very soluble, Ke ::=: ke, and the overall process is controlled
by diffusion through the gas film. On the other hand, if HA » 1, species A is sparingly
soluble and overall rate of mass transfer is liquid-film controlled. Note that we have
drawn the equilibrium line in Figure 8.2 as curved, since H A is not usually constant [and
thus (8.12) and (8.13) are not generally valid].
It is also possible to express (8.6) in terms of mole fractions, in which case
NAc = k,(y - Yi) = k,(xi - x)
where Y and x refer to the gas and liquid phases, respectively.
(8.14 )
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8.2 ABSORPTION OF GASES BY L1aUIDS
Gas absorption is usually carried out in a column or tower, in which the gas to be cleaned
(the rich gas) enters at the bottom and flows countercurrent to the fresh liquid (the lean
liquid), which is introduced at the top. The column is often packed with inert solids
(e.g., ceramic beads) to promote better contact between the two streams. Such a tower
is shown diagrammatically in Figure 8.3. Separation is achieved because of the solubility
of the species in question in the liquid. In many pollution control applications the ab-
sorbing liquid is water, and the process is referred to as scrubbing.
8.2.1 Gas Absorption without Chemical Reaction
The conventional approach to the analysis and design of gas absorption towers is to
assume that the partial pressure of the dissolving gas just above the liquid surface is that
calculated from Henry's law neglecting the effect on the solubility of the gas of any
further chemical reactions in the liquid. Such an approach can be termed "gas absorption
without chemical reaction." The basic gas absorption design problem is the following.
Given:
1. A rich gas stream entering at a rate G (mol h- 1 m- 2 of empty tower) containing
a known mole fraction of component, A, Yo
2. A desired exit gas mole fraction YI
Figure 8.3 Countercurrent gas absorption
tower.
Liquid
::1:==7--- outlet
----- La, Xo
Gas
inlet
Go' Yo
Liquid
inlet
x" L 1
+
I
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Gas L.J :
outlet -+- n hn
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3. A specified mole fraction of A in the inlet liquid, XI
4. The equilibrium curve of yversus x for the system
we wish to compute the height of the tower required to carry out the separation. *
We assume that the gas and liquid phases are immiscible. For example, S02 is
removed from air by absorption in a liquid amine of low vapor pressure. The low vapor
pressure of the amine ensures that virtually no amine evaporates into the gas phase, and
operation at atmospheric pressure ensures that no air dissolves in the amine. Thus, even
though S02 is transferred between phases, the assumption of immiscibility refers to the
fact that the two carrier streams, in this case air and amine, do not dissolve in each other
to an appreciable extent.
We note that although the molal gas flow rate G is usually specified, that for the
liquid phase is not. A little reflection will show that there is no maximum to the value
of the liquid flow rate L, but, indeed, there is a minimum value of L below which the
required A cannot be separated from the gas. Actually, the total gas and liquid flows are
not constant through the tower. The gas flow G consists of A + inert gas, and L consists
of A + inert liquid. By our assumption of immiscibility, the flow rates of inert gas and
inert liquid always remain constant down the tower. We denote these flow rates by G'
and L', respectively. Thus, when we want to select the liquid flow rate, we really want
to determine first the minimum L' and then add a comfortable operating margin to that
minimum.
In Figure 8.4, point (Xl> yd denotes the top of the tower and point (xo, Yo) the
bottom. The driving force for mass transfer is proportional to the line AB, as shown in
Figure 8.2. Point A must always lie above the equilibrium line; however, as A ap-
proaches B, the driving force for mass transfer approaches zero. When A actually co-
incides with B at any point in the tower, mass transfer ceases, because, of course, the
'One would nonnally also detennine the column diameter based on the liquid flow rate and desired
pressure drop characteristics. We do not consider this aspect of the design here; rather, we simply assume
that the column diameter is constant and known.
I
I
I ...~Equillbrlum
I line
I
I
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I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
Figure 8.4 Equilibrium and operating lines
for a gas absorption tower.
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two phases are in equilibrium at that point. Clearly, if a point is reached in an actual
column where A and B coincide, no more mass transfer can take place past that point
regardless of the height of the column.
To determine the minimum value of L', we must perform a material balance on
species A for the absorption tower. A balance on species A over the whole tower gives
(8.15)
where (Go, Lo) and (G h L l ) represent the flows at the bottom and top of the column,
respectively. At any point in the tower, whre the flow rates are G and L, a balance
around the top of the column gives
Rearranging (8.16), we have
L 1
Y = OX + 0 (G,y, - L,x,)
(8.16 )
(8.17 )
On a plot of y versus X, (8.17) represents a line, not necessarily straight (unless Land
G are constant through the whole column), that relates the compositions of passing
streams at any point. Such a line is called an operating line. The two ends of the column
are represented by points (xo, Yo) and (x" YI)'
In order to draw the operating line, we need to know Land G at each point in the
column. In the case of gas absorption, in which only component A is transferred between
phases, we know that
G'G=--
1 - Y
L'L=--
1 - x
(8.18)
where G' and L' are constant. Thus (8.16) becomes
L,(_Xl __x )-G,(_YI __y)
1 - Xl 1 - X 1 - YI 1 - Y (8.19 )
If the mole fraction ofl in each phase is small, then, for all practical purposes, G =
G', L = L I, and the operating line is straight, with a slope of L' / G'.
We now consider the two operating lines shown in Figure 8.4, drawn for the case
in which L / G varies over the tower. The average slope of the operating line is L / G, so
that as L is decreased, the slope decreases. Point (x" y,) is fixed, so as L is decreased,
the upper end of the operating line, that is, xo, mo"~s closer to the equilibrium line. The
maximum possible value of Xo and the minimum p.ssible value of L' are reached when
the operating line just touches the equilibrium line, as shown in Figure 8.4. At this point,
an infinitely long column would be required to achieve the desired separation. We can
and the minimum value of L' / G' by setting Y = Yo and x = x6' in (8.19), where x 6' is
the abscissa of the point on the equilibrium line corresponding to Yo' Customarily, a
value of L' / G' about 1.5 times the minimum is employed. This choice is an economic
one. If L' / G' is large, the distance between the operating and equilibrium lines is large,
the driving force is large, and a short column is needed. On the other hand, a high liquid
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flow rate may be costly. Thus the optimum L' / G' results from a balance between capital
equipment costs and operating costs.
Assuming that L' has been specified, we wish to determine the required column
height. Let us consider a differential height of the column dz. If the interfacial area per
unit volume is G, a balance on component A in the gas phase over the height dz, using
(8.14), yields
which, upon division by dz, and letting dz ---> 0, gives
d(Gy)~ = kyG(Y - Yi)
where Yi is a point on the equilibrium curve. Using (8.18), we see that
d(Gy) = G'd(-Y-) = G' dy 2 = G(~)
1 - Y (l - y) 1 - Y
Integrating (8.21) with the aid of (8.22) produces
(8.20 )
(8.21 )
(8.22)
(8.23 )
(8.24 )
~ ZT ~YO G dydz - - -,----,---=:.---o - YI kyG (1 - y) (y - Yi)
To determine the total height Zr. we must evaluate the integral in (8.23). The
method of integration depends on the shape of the equilibrium line, the variation in G,
and the relative importance of the two mass transfer coefficients kxG and kyG.
From (8.14) we note that
Y - Yi kxG
Xi - X kyG
Thus, at any point, (8.24) describes a straight line with slope -kxG/kyG, passing through
(x, y) and (Xi, Yi)' From a knowledge of kxG/kyG we can determine Xi and Yi corre-
sponding to any (x, y) on the operating line. Then (8.23) can be integrated. It is common
to express (8.23) as
( G) [YO dyZT = kyG JY1 (l - y)(y - yd (8.25 )
where (G/ kyG ) is the average value of this group over the column. (Since G decreases
from bottom to top, and kyG also decreases from bottom to top, these changes somewhat
compensate each other.) The functional dependence of kxG and kyG on the molal flow
rates must be determined experimentally.
In deriving an expression for ZT we could have considered a liquid-side balance,
in which case the equation corresponding to (8.25) is
(
L ) [XO dx
ZT= kxG L(l-x)(xi- x )
Either (8.25) or (8.26) is suitable for carrying out calculations.
(8.26 )
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The design method embodied in (8.25) and (8.26) is applicable to an equilibrium
line of arbitrary shape. A strongly curved equilibrium line is often due to a significant
temperature variation over the height of the tower. Appreciable temperature differences
result from the heat of solution of a highly concentrated solute in the rich gas. If the rich
gas contains a rather dilute concentration of solute, the temperature gradient in the col-
umn is small, and the equilibrium line is approximately straight. When the equilibrium
line is straight, overall mass transfer coefficients, which are easier to detennine experi-
mentally than kxa and kya can be used. The overall coefficients Kxa and K,a are defined
on the basis of the fictitious driving forces (x* - x) and (y - y*).
The design equations analogous to (8.25) and (8.26) are, in this case,
(G)rO dy (8.27)ZT = kya Yl (1 - y) (y - y*)
and
( L ) r dx (8.28)ZT = Kxa Xl (1 -x)(x* -x)
which can be evaluated given the y* versus x* equilibrium line.
It has been customary in gas absorption design to express the equations for ZT, that
is, (8.25)-(8.28), as the product of a number of transfer units and the depth of packing
required by a single of these units (the height of a transfer unit). Then ZT is written
ZT = NH (8.29)
where N is the number of transfer units and H is the height of a transfer unit (HTU).
For example, using (8.25) and (8.27), we define
and
IYO dy
Ny = JY1 (l - y) (y - Yi) (8.30 )
(8.31)I
YO dy
Noy = Jy\ (1 - y)(y - y*)
where Ny and Noy are based on the individual and overall driving forces, respectively.
Of course, Ny and Noy are different, and, in order to produce the same ZT in (8.29), they
are compensated for by the corresponding Hs. Thus
(8.32 )
and
(8.33 )
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Similar relations hold for the liquid-side equations. When the equilibrium line is straight,
and G and L are constant throughout the tower, HOy (and HOx ) are constant.
Clearly, the concept of an HTU merely represents a different manner of viewing
ZT' Its advantage is that the HTU is usually fairly constant for a particular type of tower
(usually, with a value in the range 0.1 to 1.5 m), and data are often reported in terms
of the HTU. Correlations for HTUs for packed absorption towers are presented by
McCabe and Smith (1976).
Example 8.1 Absorption of S02from Air by Water
A packed tower is to be designed for absorption of S02 from air by contact with fresh
water. The entering gas has a mole fraction of S02 of 0.10, and the exit gas must contain
a mole fraction of S02 no greater than 0.005. The water flow rate used is to be 1.5 times
the minimum, and the inlet airflow rate (on an S02-free basi~) is 500 kg m-2 h-I. The
column is to be operated at 1 atm and 303 K. We wish to determine the required depth of
the packed section for such a tower.
The following correlations are available for absorption of S02 at 303 K in towers
packed with I-in. rings (McCabe and Smith, 1976):
k,a = 0.6634[°82 kya = 0.09944[02SC07
where [ and C are the mass flow rates of liquid and gas, respectively, in kg m- 2 h-I, and
kxa and kya are in kg-mol m -3 h -1 mole fraction -I.
Equilibrium data for S02 in air and water at this temperature are available:
pso
2
(mmHg)
0.6
1.7
4.7
8. i
11.8
19.7
36.0
52.0
79.0
c(gS02/IOO g H20)
0.02
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.30
0.50
0.70
1.00
From these data we can calculate the equilibrium curve:
Pso,
Y = 760
e/64
x = -----'----
e/64 + 100/18
The equilibrium curve is shown in Figure 8.5.
The first step in the solution is calculation of the minimum water flow rate. Using
(8.19) with Yo = 0.10, XI = 0, YI = 0.005, and X6 = 0.0027, we obtain L~'in = 667 kg-
mol m-2 h-I. Thus the actual water rate to be used is 667 x 1.5 = 1000 kg-mol m-2 h -1.
The equation for the operating line is
_x_ = 0.0172 _Y- - 0.000086
I-x l-y
This line is shown in Figure 8.5.
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for S02 absorption in water.
The S02 enters at a rate of 122 kg m- 2 h -1 and leaves at a rate of 5.5 kg m -2 h-1.
The total exit gas rate is 505.5 kg m - 2 h -I. The freshwater feed at the top is 18,000 kg
m -2 h -1, and the rich liquor leaving at the bottom is 18,116.5 kg m -2 h-I.
The liquid-side mass transfer coefficient will not change appreciably from the top to
the bottom since L is nearly constant. We can calculate k,a from the average mass velocity
of 18,058 kg m- 2 h- I :
Because of the change of the total gas velocity from the top to the bottom, kya will change
somewhat over the tower. The values at the top and bottom are
(kya)o = 104.17
(kya) 1 = 89.48
We shall use the average value of 96.82.
Therefore, from any point (x, y) on the operating line, we can determine Xi' Yi by
drawing a straight line with slope -2052.6/96.82 = -21.2. The integral in (8.25) can be
evaluated graphically. Table 8.1 shows the calculation of the quantity 1/(l - y) ( Y - Yi)
and the graphical integration (8.25). The value of the integral in (8.25) is found to be 5.72.
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TABLE 8.1 EVALUATION OF INTEGRAND IN (8.25)
1
Y 1 - Y Yi Y - Yi (1 - y) (Y - Yi) (1 ~ y)( Y - Yi) !ll AIIH
0.005 0.995 0.0005 0.0045 0.0048 223
0.01 0.99 0.002 0.0080 0.00792 126.5 164 0.82
0.02 0.98 0.0075 0.0125 0.01225 81.7 102 1.02
0.03 0.97 0.014 0.0160 0.01552 64.5 72 0.72
0.04 0.96 0.0215 0.0185 0.01775 56.4 60 0.60
0.05 0.95 0.0285 0.0215 0.0204 49 52.5 0.525
0.06 0.94 0.036 0.0240 0.0226 44.2 46.5 0.465
0.07 0.93 0.044 0.0260 0.0242 41.4 42.8 0.428
0.08 0.92 0.0520 0.0280 0.0258 38.8 40 0.400
0.09 0.91 0.0605 0.0295 0.0268 37.3 38 0.380
0.10 0.90 0.0685 0.0315 0.0283 35.3 36 0.360
5.718
Finally, we evaluate the quantity kya /G at the two ends of the tower,
(kya)G 0 = 5.448
(kva)G 1 = 5.202
and use the average value of 5.325 to calculate ZT as 1.08 m.
8.2.2 Gas Absorption with Chemical Reaction
The equilibrium vapor pressure of S02 over the liquid depends on the concentration of
dissolved S02' In the previous analysis the concentration of dissolved S02 is just equal
to that which has been absorbed into the liquid at that point in the column. However,
the equilibrium vapor pressure of the dissolved solute can be decreased almost to zero
by adding a reagent to the absorbing liquid that reacts with the dissolved solute, effec-
tively "pulling" more of the solute gas into solution. Some examples of the use of
chemically enhanced absorption are the removal of acid gases (such as S02) by alkaline
solutions (see Section 8.4), the removal of odorous gases in oxidizing solutions, and the
absorption of CO2 and H2S in amine solutions.
We wish to consider the same situation as in the preceding section, except that to
enhance the solubility of S02 in the water an alkaline reagent will be assumed to have
been added to the fresh liquid feed at the top of the column. It will be necessary to
account for the chemical state of the dissolved S02 in order to compute its equilibrium
vapor pressure and, therefore, the gas-phase driving force for absorption. Let
Go = total molar flow rate of entering gas, kg-mol m-2 h- 1
of empty tower
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Yo = mole fraction of S02 in the entering gas
YI =desired mole fraction of S02 in the exiting gas
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pHo = initial pH of water feed
W = volumetric flow rate of liquid fed to the top of the
column per unit cross-sectional area of the tower, m3
of liquid m- 2 of column h- 1
In the design we need to derive equations for the compositions of the gas and liquid
phases as a function of position in the unit . We let the position in the chamber be denoted
by z, where z is the distance measured from the top of the unit, and ZT is the total height
of the chamber (to be determined). We derive these equations by considering balances
on S02 both over a slice of differential depth and over the unit as a whole.
The total molar flow rate of gas introduced at the bottom of the unit is Go (kg-mol
m- 2 h- I ), which consists of mole fractions Yo of S02 and 0 - Yo) of air. Thus, the
molar flow rate of air in the unit is (1 - Yo) Go. If the mole fraction of S02 at any depth
in the chamber is y, the total molar flow rate of gas per unit cross-sectional area at that
point is G = (I - Yo) Go/O - y).
We now perform a balance on gas-phase S02 over a section of depth dz. At steady
state:
flow in with gas at z + dz = flow out with gas at z + amount transferred to water
(8.34 )
The first two terms of the balance are:
flow in with gas at z + dz = (1 - Yo) Go~ I
- Y z+dz
flow out with gas at z = (1 - Yo) Go 1 ~ y I
z
where we see that these two terms are each just yG, the molar flow rate of S02 in the
gas.
Thus, the balance on gas-phase S02 becomes
(l-YO)GO- Y_! -(l-Yo)Go - y _! =kya(y-y;)dz (8.35)l-Yz+dz l-yz
Dividing by dz and taking the limit as dz -+ 0 gives us
kya(y - y;)
Go(1 - Yo) (8.36)
which is to be solved subject to
(8.37)
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All the quantities in (8.36) are known except Yi, the S02 mole fraction just above
the liquid surface. To determine Yi we must consider the behavior of the liquid phase as
a function of position in the chamber. Note that Yi = P~o'/p, where Pso, is the partial
pressure of S02 just above the liquid surface.
The absorption of S02 by water leads to the equilibria given in Table 8.2. The
concentrations of the dissolved sulfur species in the liquid, in units of kg-mol m-3, given
P~o" are found from the equilibrium constant expressions in Table 8.2 to be
[S02 . H2O] = KhsP~02 (8.38 )
[HS03] KhsKdP~02 (8.39 )[H+]
[SO~- ] KhsKs1 Ks2P~02 (8.40 )[H+ ]2
As we noted, to enhance the solubility of S02 in the water it is customary to raise
the pH of the feed drops over that for pure water through the addition of an alkaline
substance. Thus let us presume that an amount of nonvolatile salt MOH that dissociates
in solution into M + and OH - has been added to the feed water such that the initial pH
is pHD. Electroneutrality must always be maintained locally in the liquid, so the concen-
tration of the ion M+ is found from the specified initial pH,
(8.41 )
and since MOH is assumed to be nonvolatile,
(8.42 )
TABLE 8.2 EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS FOR AQUEOUS ABSORPTION OF S02
Reaction
SO, . H,O +=± H+ + HSOj
HSO, +=± W + SO~-
Equilibrium constant
expression
[SO, . H20] -1Kh , = M atm
PSO,
K - [W][ HS03] M
<I - [SO, . H20]
K _[H+][SO~-]
,2 - [HS03] M
Equilibrium
constant a. b
1376.1
log Kh ,· = -T- - 4.521
853
log Kol = T - 4.74
621.9
log K'2 = -T- - 9.278
4470.99
log K w = -T- + 6.0875 - 0.01706 T
"Values of K h" K, " and K" from Maahs (1982).
/>Value of Kw from Harned and Owen (1958, pp. 643-646).
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Electroneutrality at any time is expressed as
which can be written in terms of [H +] as
(8.43 )
(8.44 )
or
[H+]3 + [M+] [H+]2 - (Kw + KhsKsIP~02) [H+] - 2KhsK'IK<2p~02 = 0 (8.45)
The local hydrogen ion concentration in the liquid is related to the S02 partial
pressure just above the drop surface by (8.42) and (8.45). Since there are two unknowns,
[H +] and P~02' we need to obtain another equation relating these two quantities. At the
top of the tower [H +] = [H +] 0; however, as soon as the falling liquid encounters S02,
absorption takes place and the hydrogen ion concentration begins to change. To calculate
how [H +] changes with z, we perform an overall material balance on S02 between the
bottom of the tower (z = ZT) and any level z. That overall balance takes the form:
flow in with gas at ZT + flow in with water at z
= flow out with water at ZT + flow out with gas at z
Two of the terms in this balance are:
flow in with gas at ZT = Go Yo
. (l - Yo) GoYflow out wIth gas at z = ~_..::....::-~~
1 - y
The quantity of S02 flowing out with the water at z = ZT is just the difference between
that fed to the unit in the gas and that allowed to leave with the cleaned gas:
. (1 - Yo) GoYIflow out wlth water at ZT = Go Yo - ~--'---'-'--'-'­
1 - YI
The final term in the material balance is the quantity of S02 flowing with the liquid
across the plane at z. This flow is given by
W([S02 . H20] + [HS03] + [SO~-])
We can use the equilibrium relations to express this quantity as
s ( Ks1 K,j K<2)WKh,PS02 I + -[+] + --2
. H [H+]
Collecting temlS in the entire balance, we have
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WK!I'PSO., (1 + [K,+-,] + K" K,°2")H [H+]
( Y YI)= (1 - Yo) Go -- - ---I Y 1 - YI
Now, to place this equation in a more compact fonn, let
(8.47)
K", [t]A = -[+] - H 0H 0
(I - Yo) GoD = :c.-._,,-=-."
W
VI£ --'--
I - YI
and (8.47) can be written as
s DYJ2 (Y )Pso, = 2 -- - £
. Kils YJ + BYJ + C I - Y
Also, (8.45) becomes
(8.48 )
(8.49 )
\ YJ3 + AYJ2 - KwYJ
Pso, = BYJ + 2C
Equating (8.48) and (8.49) yields a single nonlinear algebraic equation relating [HI]
( i.e., YJ) and Y,
where
y= f (YJ)
I +f(YJ) (8.50 )
where
Now return to (8.36). Using (8.49) and (8.50), (8.36) becomes
dYJ
m2 (YJ) dz = m I ( YJ )
kya I f(YJ) YJ3 + AYJ2 - K",YJ 1
ml(YJ) = Go(1 - Yo) II + f(YJ) - p(BYJ + 2C) _
m2 ( YJ) = df ( YJ )
dYJ
(8.51 )
(8.52 )
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Integrating (8.52) over the tower gives
r~T m2(1)) d
J~o m\(1)) 1) = r
ZT
Jo dz = ZT (8.53 )
The upper limit of the integral in (8.53), 1)n is the solution of (8.50) at Y(ZT) = Yo, that
is,
f (1)T)
Yo = 1 + f(1)T) (8.54 )
To determine the tower height ZT for a given set of operating conditions, we must first
solve (8.54) for 1)T, then evaluate the integral in (8.53) to find ZT'
Example 8.2 Absorption of S02 with Chemical Reaction
Let us calculate the tower height ZT as a function of the water feed rate for gas molar flow
rates ranging from 0.006 to 0.015 kg-mol m-2 S-I. Let Yo = 0.2, YI = 0.01, and pHo =
11. Consider water volumetric flow rates from 20 to 30 m3 m-2 h- I. We use the correlation
for kya from Example 8.1.
Figure 8.6 shows ZT as a function of W for Go values ranging from 0.006 to 0.015
kg-mol m- 2 s-\. We see that at each gas flow rate, there is a liquid flow rate below which
the specified separation cannot be achieved. As Go increases, the value of this liquid flow
rate also increases. Figure 8.7 shows ZT as a function of pRo and Go. For all gas flow rates,
there is a pHo value below which the required length does not change (e.g., pHo 11 at Go
= 0.009 kg-mol m-2 S-I, since the capacity of the water is saturated). Very high values
of pHo promote more absorption and decrease the required scrubber length.
0.012
E
l-
N
Figure 8.6 Scrubber height as a function of water flow rate at several gas flow rates.
Conditions are: T = 303 K, P = 1 atm, pHo = 11, Yo = 0.2, y, = 0.01, kya =
0.09944L 025 C07 .
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E
l-
N
Initial pH value, pHo
Figure 8.7 Scrubber height as a function of pHo at several gas flow rates. W = 40 m'
m- 2 h '.
8.3 ADSORPTION OF GASES ON SOLIDS
Adsorption involves the use of a solid substrate to remove the contaminant. The inter-
molecular attractive forces in the bulk of a solid are, at its surface, available for holding
other materials, such as gases and liquid. In adsorption, the thermal motion of a gas
molecule is converted to heat as the molecule becomes bound to the surface. Adsorption
is, therefore, an exothermic process. Conversely, regeneration of the adsorbent (or sor-
bent) by desorption of the adsorbed gas (the adsorbate or sorbate) is endothermic and
energy must be supplied. Some adsorption processes occur so strongly that the adsorbed
material can only be desorbed by removal of some of the solid substrate. In such a case,
chemical bonds form between the adsorbent and the adsorbed species, and the adsorption
process is referred to as chemisorption. For example, oxygen chemisorbed on activated
carbon can only be removed as CO or CO2 , Adsorption is particularly well suited to
treating large volumes of gases with very dilute pollutant levels and to removing con-
taminants down to trace levels. The solids best suited for use as adsorbents are those
with large surface/volume ratios, that is, very porous. Polar adsorbents such as activated
aluminas, silica gels, and molecular sieves have high selectivity for polar gases. Such
adsorbents also effectively remove water, a polar molecule, and thus in the presence of
moisture can become ineffective due to the relatively large amount of water that is ad-
sorbed. Activated carbon is a second class of adsorbent that is commonly used. Since
activated carbon is composed largely of neutral atoms of a single species, there are no
significant potential gradients to attract and orient polar molecules in preference to non-
polar molecules. Activated carbon tends to adsorb all gases roughly in proportion to
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their concentrations. Adsorption is usually carried out in a bed packed with a granular
adsorbent sized to produce as little resistance to a flow as possible.
Potential adsorbents can be classified into three groups:
1. Nonpolar solids, where the adsorption is mainly physical
2. Polar solids, where the adsorption is chemical and no change in the chemical struc-
ture of the molecules or the surface occurs
3. Chemical adsorbing surfaces, which adsorb the molecules and then release them
after reaction, which may be either catalytic, leaving the surface unchanged, or
noncatalytic, requiring replacement of the surface atoms
The most important nonpolar adsorbing solid is carbon, which is very effective in bind-
ing nonpolar molecules, such as hydrocarbons. Activated carbon (charcoal, if the source
is wood) is made by the decomposition of coals and woods. Activated carbon is used
for the removal of hydrocarbons, odors, and trace impurities from gas streams.
The polar adsorbents generally used are oxides, either of silicon or other metals
(e.g., aluminum). These materials adsorb both polar and nonpolar molecules, but they
exhibit preference for polar molecules. Thus silicon and aluminum oxides are used to
adsorb polar molecules such as water, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, and sulfur dioxide.
The equilibrium characteristics of a solid-gas system are described by a curve of
the concentration of adsorbed gas on the solid as a function of the equilibrium partial
pressure of the gas at constant temperature. Such a curve is called an adsorption iso-
therm. In the case in which only one component of a binary gas mixture is adsorbed,
the adsorption of that species is relatively uninfluenced by the presence of the other gas,
and the adsorption isotherm for the pure vapor is applicable as long as the equilibrium
pressure is taken as the partial pressure of the adsorbing gas.
Separation of one component from a gaseous mixture by adsorption on a solid may
be carried out in a batchwise or continuous manner of operation. Continuous operation
can, in tum, be employed in a series of distinct stages or in continuous contact, such as
in gas absorption. When one component is being adsorbed, the design of the operation
is, from the point of view of the calculational procedure, analogous to gas absorption,
in that only one component is transferred between two essentially immiscible phases. A
rather thorough treatment of gas adsorption operations is given by Treybal (1968). We
consider here only the process of adsorption of a species as the gas is passed through a
stationary (fixed) bed of adsorbent.
The key difference between gas absorption with two continuous countercurrent
streams and gas adsorption in a fixed bed is that the former is a steady-state process,
whereas the latter, due to the accumulation of adsorbed gas on the solid, is an unsteady-
state process.
We will consider a mixture of two gases, one strongly adsorbed, which is to be
passed through a bed initially free of adsorbent. When the mixture first enters the fresh
bed, the solid at the entrance to the bed at first adsorbs the gas almost completely. Thus,
initially the gas leaving the bed is almost completely free of the solute gas. As the layers
of solid near the entrance to the bed become saturated with adsorbed gas, the zone of
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solid in which the major portion of the adsorption takes place moves slowly through the
bed, at a rate generally much slower than the actual gas velocity through the bed. Fi-
nally, the so-called adsorption zone reaches the end of the bed. At this point, the exit
concentration of solute gas rises sharply and approaches its inlet concentration, since,
for all practical purposes, the bed is saturated and at equilibrium with the inlet gas. The
curve of effluent concentration as a function of time thus has an S-shaped appearance
that may be steep or relatively flat, depending on the rate of adsorption, the nature of
the adsorption equilibrium, the fluid velocity, the inlet concentration, and the length of
the bed. The time at which the breakthrough curve first begins to rise appreciably is
called the breakpoint. The passage of an adsorption wave through a stationary bed during
an adsorption cycle is depicted in Figure 8.8.
When a bed reaches saturation, the adsorbed material must be removed from the
solid. Desorption of an adsorbed solute by passing a solvent through the bed is called
elution. The process of gas chromatography is based on the elution of a bed that contains
small quantities of several adsorbed gases. As a suitable eluent is passed through such
a bed, the adsorbed solutes are desorbed at different rates and pass out of the bed at
different times, enabling their identification by comparison with eluent curves previously
established for known species.
The design of a fixed-bed adsorption column would normally require that one pre-
dict the breakthrough curve, and thus the length of the adsorption cycle between elutions
of the bed, given a bed of certain length and equilibrium data. Alternatively, one could
seek the bed depth required for operation over a specified period of time to achieve a
desired degree of separation. Because of the different types of equilibrium relationships
that can be encountered and the unsteady nature of the process, prediction of the solute
breakthrough curve is, in general, quite difficult. We present here a design method ap-
plicable only when the solute concentration in the feed is small, the adsorption isotherm
t
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Figure 8.8 Passage of an adsorption wave through a stationary bed during an adsorp-
tion cycle.
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is concave to the gas-phase concentration axis, the adsorption zone is constant in height
as it travels through the column, and the length of the column is large compared with
the height of the adsorption zone (Treybal, 1968).
Let us consider the idealized breakthrough curve shown in Figure 8.9 resulting
from flow of an inert gas through a bed with a rate (;1 kg m -2 h-I containing an inlet
solute concentration of Yo kg solute/kg inert gas. The total amount of solute-free gas
that has passed through the bed up to any time is W kg m-2 of bed cross section. Values
YB and YE, shown in Figure 8.9, mark the breakpoint and equilibrium concentrations,
respectively; WB and WE denote the values of W at YB and YE , respectively. The adsorption
zone, taken to be of constant height Za, is that part of the bed in which the concentration
profile from YB to YE exists at any time.
If 0a and 0E are the times required for the adsorption zone to move its own length
and down the entire bed, respectively, then
W a (8.55)(Ja = (;1
and
WE (8.56 )(JE = G'
If OF is the time required for the adsorption zone to form, and if Z is the length of the
bed,
(8.57)
Breakpoint
Y8 t:==============2f=----+----
o
II
>-
Yo~ YE~==========f~~~~~~--
0> Exhaustion
~ of bed
<>-
I
2
:::>
o
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0>
-'"
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:::>
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0>
-'"
Accumulated solute -free effluent, kg/m2 of bed area
Figure 8.9 Typical breakthrough curve for adsorption of a gas on a solid.
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The solute removed from the gas in the adsorption zone is U kg m-2 of bed cross
section; U is shown in Figure 8.9 by the shaded area, which is
~ WEU = (Yo - Y) dwWB (8.58 )
If all the adsorbent in the zone were saturated, the solid would contain YOwa kg solute
m- 2 • Thus the fractional capacity of the adsorbent in the zone to continue adsorbing
solute is f = U/ YOwa • The shape of the breakthrough curve is thus characterized by f.
Iff = 0, the time of formation OF of the zone should be the same as the time required
for the zone to travel its own thickness, 0a' since the breakthrough curve will be a vertical
line. Iff = I, the time to establish the zone should be zero. To satisfy these two limiting
cases, one sets OF = (1 - f) ea' Thus (8.57) becomes
0a Wa
Za = ZOE - (1 - f)°a = Z WE - (1 - f) Wa (8.59 )
If the column contains zAcPs kg of adsorbent, where Ac is the cross-sectional area of the
bed and Ps is the solid density in the bed, at complete saturation the bed would contain
zAcPsXT kg of solute, where XT is the solute concentration on the solid in equilibrium
with the feed. At the breakpoint, Z - Za of the bed is saturated, and Za of the bed is
saturated to the extent of 1 - f. The degree of overall bed saturation at the breakpoint
is thus
Z - fZa
Z
(8.60)
The determination of the breakthrough curve can be carried out in the following
way. Let us consider the adsorption column in Figure 8.10, where the adsorption zone
Za is in the column, and the solute composition in the gas is Yo and 0 at the entrance and
Figure 8.10 Fixed-bed adsorber with ad-
sorption zone of depth Zw
e/kg inert gas
f solute -free gas
G
1'!J = kg solut
G' = kg/m 2 0
0
o 0
+
dz za
r
0
00
~ ~,= 0
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exit, respectively. Corresponding to these gas-phase compositions, we assume that those
on the solid are XT (saturation at the entrance to the column) and 0 (no adsorbed solute
at the exit). If the column is considered to be infinitely long, the situation depicted in
Figure 8.10 is applicable. This point will not really concern us since our only real interest
is in the adsorption zone ZQ' The operating line, which relates Yand X at any point in
the column, is then a straight line connecting the origin with the point (Yo, XT ) on the
equilibrium curve.
Over a differential depth dz in Za the rate of adsorption is
d' dY = Kya(Y - y*) dz (8.61)
where Kya is the overall mass transfer coefficient for transfer from gas to solid phase.
Thus, over the adsorption zone,
d' ~YE dY
Z - - (8.62)
a - Kya YB Y - y*
and for any value of z less than Zm but within the zone,
Z
[y dY/(Y - y*)LB
iYE dY/( Y - y*)YB
(8.63 )
The breakthrough curve can be plotted directly from (8.63).
Table 8.3 lists the various types of adsorption equipment, together with brief com-
ments on their operation and use.
Example 8.3 Adsorption of Benzene from Air
Benzene vapor present to the extent of 0.025 kg benzene /kg air (benzene-free basis) is to
be removed by passing the gas mixture downward through a bed of silica gel at 298 K and
2 atm pressure at a linear velocity of 1 m s-I (based on the total cross-sectional area). It is
desired to operate for 90 min. The breakpoint will be considered as that time when the
effluent air has a benzene content of 0.0025 kg benzene /kg air, and the bed will be con-
sidered exhausted when the effluent air contains 0.020 kg benzene /kg air. Detennine the
depth of bed required.
Silica gel has a bulk density of 625 kg m-3 and an average particle diameter Dp of
0.60 em. For this temperature, pressure, and concentration range, the adsorption isothenn
is
y* = 0.167X15
where y* = kg benzene/kg air (benzene-free basis) and X = kg benzene/kg gel. We
assume that the height of a gas-phase transfer unit is given by
(
D (;')0.51
Hoy = 0.00237 -p-.
J.,twr
The cross-sectional area of the bed is 1 m2 •
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TABLE 8.3 TYPES OF ADSORPTION EQUIPMENT
Type Operation and use
Disposable and
rechargeable
canisters
Fixed regenerable beds
Shallow beds
Deep beds
Traveling bed
Fluid bed
Chromatographic
baghouse
Small flow; effluent with low sorbate concentration.
When volume of flow or sorbate concentration is high enough to make
recovery attractive, or when cost of fresh sorbent is expensive.
Large gas volumes of low pollutant concentration.
When pollutant concentrations exceed 100 ppm or flow exceeds 4.7 m' s . I.
typically, 0.3-1 m thick.
Freshly regenerated adsorbent is added continuously to the top of the bed at
a rate to maintain a constant solid depth. Saturated sorbent is continuously
removed from the bottom of the bed and regenerated before return to the
top. Gas to be treated enters the bottom and passes countercurrent to the
slowly moving sorbent. Used for high concentrations of sorbates requiring
high sorbent to gas ratio.
Particles continuously removed and regenerated to maintain bed particles
relatively unsaturated. Use for adsorption or organics from a moist stream
where continuous carbon regeneration is needed.
Granular absorbent introduced continuously into the gas stream which conveys
the particles through a line of sufficient length to provide appreciable
contact. Sorbent removed in a baghouse.
First, we can compute HOY' The density of air at 298 K and 2 atm is 2.38 kg m- 3 ,
and so G' = 2.38 kg m- 2 S-I. The viscosity of air at 298 K is 1.8 X 10-5 kg m- I S-I.
Thus Hoy = 0.071 m.
The adsorption isotherm is shown in Figure 8.11. The operating line has been drawn
to intersect the equilibrium curve at Yo = 0.025. From the problem specifications, YB =
0.0025 and YE = 0.020. From Figure 8.11 we see that XT = 0.284.
The integral in (8.62) can be evaluated numerically (see Table 8.4) as 5.925. Thus
Operating
line0.015
0.010
Y 1--------,>1'
II 0.005
>- YB
Yo = 0.025 1---------------1'
'-
o YE = 0.020 1---------------/
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""
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N
c::
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-'"
o 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30
x = kg benzene/kg silica gel
Figure 8.11 Equilibrium and operating
lines for adsorption of benzene on silica gel.
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TABLE 8.4 NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF INTEGRAL IN (8.62\
Y
~Yf dY W - 1-V8 YY* Y - Y*
Y - y* Y8 Y - y* l1-'ll Yo
0.0025 0.0009 0.0016 625 0 0.01
0.0050 0.0022 0.0028 358 1.1375 0.192 0.2
0.0075 0.0042 0.0033 304 1.9000 0.321 0.3
0.0100 0.0063 0.0037 270 2.6125 0.441 0.4
0.0125 0.0089 0.0036 278 3.3000 0.556 0.5
0.0150 0.0116 0.0034 294 4.0125 0.676 0.6
0.0175 0.0148 0.0027 370 4.8375 0.815 0.7
0.0200 0.0180 0.0020 500 5.9250 1.00 0.8
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Figure 8.12 Breakthrough curve for ad·
sorption of benzene on silica gel.
the height of the adsorption zone z" is 0.071 x 5.925 = 0.42 m. The extent of saturation,
[WE (Yo _ Y) dw
JWBj=-----
Yow" ~ 1 ( Y) w - Wl--d---Bo Yo w"
is found to be 0.55. This quantity is shown in Figure 8.12.
Let us suppose the height of the bed is z meters. The degree of saturation of the bed
at the breakpoint is ex = (z - 0.231) / z. The bed area is 1 m2 ; the apparent density of the
packing is 625 kg m- 3; thus the mass of the bed is 625 z kg. The mass of benzene adsorbed
on the gel is then
z - 0.231625z 0.284 = 177(z - 0.231)
z
The mass of benzene that must be removed from the air over a 90·min period is 322 kg.
Equating this mass removed with that on the packing at the breakpoint,
177(z - 0.231) = 322
we obtain the required bed depth of 2.04 m.
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8.4 REMOVAL OF S02 FROM EFFLUENT STREAMS
As noted in Chapter I, S02 is emitted from coal-fired power plants (about two-thirds of
U.S. emissions), from industrial fuel combustion, sulfuric acid manufacturing, and
smelting of nonferrous metals. The two basic approaches to S02 emission control are
(1) to remove the sulfur from the fuel before it is burned, or (2) to remove S02 from the
exhaust gases. There has been a significant amount of effort expended in the United
States and worldwide on the development of processes in both categories. We will con-
centrate here on methods for the removal of S02 from exhaust gases.
The technical and economic feasibility of an S02 removal process depends on the
type and quantity of effluent gases that must be cleaned. With regard to S02 removal,
there are essentially two types of effluent gas treatment problems. The first is the problem
of removing S02 from power plant flue gases. Power plant flue gases generally contain
low concentrations of S02 ( < 0.5 % by volume), but emitted at tremendous volumetric
flow rates. For example, a coal-fired power plant burning 2% sulfur coal (by weight)
will produce 40,000 kg of S02 for every 106 kg of coal burned. The second class of S02
effluent gas treatment problems comprises those resulting from the need to remove S02
from streams containing relatively high concentrations of S02 at low flow rates. Streams
of this type are typical of those emitted from smelter operations. A smelter emission gas
typically contains S02 at a concentration of about 10% by volume (100,000 ppm).
In this section we concentrate largely on the problem of S02 removal from power
plant flue gases, so-called flue gas desulfurization (FGD), since it represents a more
prevalent and, in many respects, the more difficult problem than that of S02 removal
from smelting and other industrial operations. Elliot et al. (1982) have reviewed a num-
ber of processes for the cleaning of smelter gases, and we refer the reader to this source
for those applications.
There are two ways of classifying flue gas desulfurization systems. The first is
based on what is done with the S02-absorbing or SOrreacting medium, and by this
means processes are categorized as throwaway or regenerative. In a throwaway process,
the sulfur removed, together with the absorbing or reacting medium, is discarded. A
process is regenerative if the sulfur is recovered in a usable form and the medium is
reused. The second way of classifying FGD processes is by the phase in which the main
removal reactions occur. By this means processes are categorized as wet or dry. Both
wet and dry processes can be throwaway or regenerative, so there are, in effect, four
categories of FGD processes.
In the majority of the throwaway processes an alkaline agent reacts with the S02'
leading to a product that is discarded. Commonly used agents in this type of process are
limestone (CaC03 ) and lime (CaO). In another type of throwaway process the agent is
injected directly into the furnace, and the sulfated product is subsequently scrubbed out
of the flue gas with water. Part of the S02 is captured chemically within the furnace,
the rest in the scrubbing step.
In the regenerative alkaline processes, an alkaline agent strips S02 from the flue
gas stream, combining chemically with the S02' In a separate regeneration step, the
agent is reconstituted and sulfur is recovered, usually as liquid S02 or sulfuric acid.
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Some of the agents used include MgO, NaZS03, and metal carbonates. Regenerative
solid adsorption comprises several activated char processes, in which SOz is adsorbed
on char and desorbed to lead to the production of sulfuric acid.
8.4.1 Throwaway Processes: Lime and Limestone Scrubbing
The most prevalent throwaway processes involve lime and limestone. Approximately
75 % of all installed flue gas desulfurization systems use a lime or limestone slurry as
the scrubbing liquor (Joseph and Beachler, 1981; Beachler and Joseph, 1984). In this
process SOz reacts with the lime or limestone slurry to form a CaS03 / CaS04 sludge
that must be disposed of in a pond or landfill. Most wet scrubbing flue gas desulfurization
systems are capable of reducing SOz emissions by 90 %. In dry scrubbing an alkaline
slurry is injected in a spray dryer with dry particle collection. Spray dryers are units
where hot flue gases are contacted with a fine, wet, alkaline spray, which absorbs the
SOz. The high temperature of the flue gas (393 to 573 K) evaporates the water from the
alkaline spray, leaving a dry product that can be collected in a baghouse or electrostatic
precipitator. Dry scrubbing can remove 75 to 90% of SOz emissions.
In conventional limestone or lime scrubbing, a limestone/water or lime/water slurry
is contacted with the flue gas in a spray tower. The essence of the process lies in the
absorption equilibrium of SOz in water as given in Table 8.2:
SOZ(g) + HzO < »" SOz . HzO
SOz . HzO < »" H + + HS03
HS03 < »" H+ + soj-
Limestone consists of a mixture of CaC03 and inert siliceous compounds. Al-
though limestone is very plentiful, it has been estimated that only about 2% of the de-
posits are of "chemical grade," that is, containing 95 % or more CaC03. Calcium car-
bonate is relatively insoluble in water (0.00153 g per 100 g of HzO at 273 K), and its
solubility increases only slightly with increasing temperature. Although its low solubility
is one of its main drawbacks for use in wet scrubbing, it can be finely pulverized to
produce a limestone/water slurry.
Lime (CaO, calcium oxide) can be obtained by heating (calcining) CaC03at about
1100 K:
CaC03 -- CaO + COz
When added to water, lime produces calcium hydroxide (slaked lime):
CaO + HzO -- Ca(OH)z
which dissociates according to
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While still relatively insoluble (0.185 g per 100 g of HzO at 273 K), Ca(OHh is con-
siderably more soluble than CaC03, The solubility of Ca(OH)z decreases as the tem-
perature increases (0.078 g per 100 g of HzO at 373 K).
A chemical mechanism that is consistent with the overall stoichiometry of lime-
stone scrubbing is
SOZ(g) + HzO :E ~ SOz . HzO
sOz . HzO II{ ]I H+ + HSO;
H+ + CaC03 II( )I Ca
z+ + HCO;
Caz+ + HSO; + 2HzO IE )II CaS03 . 2HzO + H +
H+ + HCO; I( ]I cOz ' HzO
cOz . HzO 0( ~ COZ(g) + HzO
The overall reaction corresponding to this mechanism is
CaC03 + SOz + 2HzO - CaS03 . 2HzO + COZ
calcium sulfite dihydrate
Two routes have been proposed for the mechanism of lime scrubbing. The first
simply involves the conversion of the CaO to CaC03 by reacting with COz in the flue
gas,
CaO + COz - CaC03
in which case the mechanism for limestone above would also apply for lime. The second
route involves the chemistry of lime itself:
SOZ(g) + HzO I( ): SOz . HzO
SOz . HzO .. ]I H+ + HSO;
CaO + HzO ... ]I Ca(OH)z
Ca(OHh III( )i Caz+ + 20H-
Ca2+ + HSO; + 2HzO
-
CaS03 . 2HzO + H+
H+ + OH- 0( ~ HzO
The overall reaction corresponding to this mechanism is
CaO + SOz + 2HzO - CaS03 . 2HzO
Lime is more reactive toward SOz than is limestone, although both are highly
favorable reactants. In spite of the fact that lime scrubbing can achieve higher SOz re-
moval efficiencies than limestone scrubbing, lime is more expensive and hence is not as
widely in use as limestone. The critical step in both mechanisms is the formation of the
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calcium ion, which reacts with the bisulfite ion to remove S02 from the solution. We
note that in the limestone system the formation of Ca2+ depends on the H+ concentra-
tion, whereas in the lime system the Ca2+ formation step is independent of pH. Thus,
in order to drive the H+ -CaC03reaction to the right, the limestone system must operate
at a fairly high H+ concentration (low pH). The optimal operating pH for limestone
scrubbing is between 5.8 and 6.2, whereas that for lime scrubbing is about 8.0.
There is an additional problem related to the setting of the pH in lime and limestone
scrubbing-the formation of calcium sulfate. Although the reaction was not used in either
of the chemical mechanisms above, we know that the bisulfite ion is in equilibrium with
the sulfite ion:
HS03 .. ~ SO~- + H+
(Although it was not necessary to consider this reaction to explain the mechanism of
S02 removal, for lime scrubbing this reaction should be added due to the high pH em-
ployed.) Excess oxygen in the flue gas can lead to some dissolved oxygen in the slurry.
The sulfite ion can be oxidized by dissolved O2 to the sulfate ion:
S02- + 1.0 -- S02-3 2 2 4
When this reaction occurs, the net result is conversion of CaS03 to CaS04:
ICaS03 . 2H20 + 2:02 -- CaS04' 2H20
Calcium sulfate (gypsum) forms a hard, stubborn scale on the surface of the scrubber,
and its formation must be avoided.
The solubility of CaS03 increases markedly as the pH decreases ( 100 ppm at pH
5.8 and 1000 ppm at pH 4.4). Thus the rate of oxidation of SO~- to SO~- increases as
pH decreases. The CaS04 formed by the oxidation has a solubility that decreases slightly
as pH decreases. Because of both of these factors, but primarily the increased solubility
of CaS03 at low pH, CaS04 precipitation occurs at low pH. Thus the pH must be kept
sufficiently high to prevent CaS04 scale formation. Limestone scrubbing systems oper-
ating at a pH around 6.0 can successfully avoid CaS04 scale formation.
We noted that the optimal pH from the point of view of Ca2+ formation in lime
scrubbing is about 8.0. At high pHs, however, the low solubility of CaS03 leads to a
phenomenon known as soft pluggage, the formation of large leafy masses of CaS03
inside the scrubber. The soft pluggage can be dissolved by lowering the pH to promote
CaS03 solubility. As long as a pH of 8.0 is not exceeded, lime scrubbing can avoid soft
pluggage.
Because neither lime nor limestone is particularly soluble, the liquid/gas ratio must
be relatively high. For limestone scrubbing this ratio must exceed 65 gal per 1000 ft3 of
gas (0.0088 m3 water per m3 of gas). For lime systems a liquid/gas ratio of 35 gal per
1000 ft3 is adequate (0.0047 m3 water per m3 of gas) due to the higher solubility of
lime.
The scrubbing solution is sent from the tower to a retention tank where the pre-
cipitation of CaS03, CaS04, and unreacted CaC03 occurs. The residence time needed
in the retention tank is about 5 min for a lime system and 10 min for limestone. The
crystallized products from the retention tank constitute the waste sludge. Typical waste
sludge compositions are given in Table 8.5.
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TABLE 8.5 TYPICAL COMPOSITIONS OF LIME AND
LIMESTONE SCRUBBING WASTE SLUDGES
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Compound
Limestone systems
CaCO,
CaSO, . 2HzO
CaS04 . 2H20
Lime systems
CaCO,
CaSO, . 2H20
CaS04 . 2H20
Ca(OHh
Source: Fellman and Cheremisinoff (1977).
Percent dry weight
33
58
9
100
5
73
11
11
100
The main problems with lime and limestone scrubbing are scaling and plugging
inside the scrubber unit. The dual alkali system eliminates these problems. A solution
of sodium sulfite (NaZS03 )/sodium hydroxide (NaOH) is sprayed in the tower. Sulfur
dioxide is absorbed and neutralized in the solution, and since both NaZS03 and NaZS04
are soluble in water, no precipitation occurs in the scrubber. The NaZS03/NazS04 so-
lution from the scrubber cannot simply be discarded because of water pollution problems
and because NaOH is relatively expensive. Thus, in a separate tank, lime or limestone
and some additional NaOH are added to the scrubbing effluent. The lime or limestone
precipitates the sulfite and sulfate and regenerates the NaOH.
There are several dry throwaway processes. As mentioned earlier, a wet lime slurry
can be injected into the tower, and SOz is absorbed by the droplets forming CaS03 and
CaS04' If the liqUid/gas ratio is low enough, the water will evaporate before the droplets
reach the bottom of the tower. The dry particles are subsequently collected, usually in
a baghouse.
Direct injection of pulverized lime or limestone into the boiler has been demon-
strated as an effective means of S02 removal. The SOz is adsorbed on the dry particles,
and the dry SOz-laden particles are collected in a baghouse. The smaller the particle
size, the more efficient the removal process.
Example 8.4 pH Control in Lime Scrubbing (Shinskey, 1977)
We noted above that the optimal pH for lime scrubbing of SOz is about 8.0. Let us see how
this value can be detennined. The idea is to detennine the pH at which all of the S02 is
converted to product.
The ions present in the lime scrubbing system must obey charge neutrality,
where we have included the sulfite ion, SO~-, for completeness. The equilibria involving
sulfur compounds and water were given in Table 8.2. The additional one needed is the
solubility product of CaS03,
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Substituting the equilibrium expressions into the electroneutrality relation yields
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This quadratic equation can be solved for [HS03] given a value of [H+], or pH, since
[H+] = lO-pH.
Shinskey (1977) has carried out this solution and obtained
pH [HS03 ] (M)
3 0.159
4 0.050
5 0.0156
6 4.4 x \0-3
7 7.7 X \0-4
8 8.8 X \0-5
9 9.0 X \0-6
10 9.0 X 10. 7
We now have the bisulfite ion concentration as a function of pH, and we need to
connect the pH to the material balance. The total sulfur concentration in solution at any
time is
Similarly, the total calcium concentration is
We can combine these two and eliminate [CaS03],
rCa] - [S] = [CaH ] - [S02 . H20] - [HS03] - [SO~-]
The [Ca2 +] and [SO~-] teons may be removed by using the electroneutrality relation, to
give
rCa] - [S] = WOW] - [H+] - [HS03]) - [S02 . H20]
The right-hand side may be brought completely in teons of only [HS03] and [H+] using
the equilibrium constant expressions.
The difference [Ca] - [S] represents the difference between the reagent added and
the absorbed S02' The difference has been computed by Shinskey (1977) as a function of
pH:
pH [Cal - [S] (M)
3 -0.09
4 -0.025
5 -7.8 x \0-3
6 -2.2 X \0-3
7 -3.9 X 10-4
8 -4.3 x 10-5
9 5.0 X \0-7
10 5.0 x \0-5
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At a pH between 8.0 and 9.0 all the sulfur is predicted to be consumed, and this represents,
therefore, the optimal pH for full utilization of the calcium.
8.4.2 Regenerative Processes
In regenerative processes the sulfur is recovered in a usable form. One of the oldest
regenerative FGD processes is the Wellman-Lord process. In this process the flue gas is
contacted with aqueous sodium sulfite, and the dissolved S02 reacts to form sodium
bisulfite:
Na2S03 + S02 + H20 -- 2NaHS03
If excess oxygen is present in the flue gas, some of the Na2S03 is oxidized to sodium
sulfate:
INa2S03 + 202 -- Na2S04
Part of the liquid stream leaving the bottom of the absorber is sent to a crystall izer where
Na2S04, which is less soluble than Na2S03, crystallizes. The Na2S04 solids are removed
and discarded. The remaining liquid is recycled to the process. The remainder of the
liquid stream from the absorber is sent to a unit where it is heated:
2NaHS03 -- Na2S03 + S02 + H20
The S02 gas produced is quite concentrated (approximately 85 % S02 and 15 % H20)
and in that form can be reduced to elemental sulfur or oxidized to sulfuric acid. Finally,
because some of the feed sodium is discarded with the Na2S04, soda ash (Na2C03) is
added to the absorption tower to produce more sodium sulfite:
Na2C03 + S02 -- Na2S03 + CO2
The magnesium oxide (MgO) process involves scrubbing the flue gas with a slurry
of MgO and recycled MgS03 and MgS04. Absorption takes place by the reactions
MgO + S02 + 6H20 -- MgS03 6H20
MgO + S02 + 3H20 -- MgS03 3H20
The absorbate enters a centrifuge system where the hydrated crystals of MgS03 and
MgS04 are separated from the mother liquor. The liquor is returned to the absorber and
the centrifuged wet cake is sent to a dryer. Regeneration takes place upon heating:
MgS03
1
MgS04 + -2-C
--
--
MgO + S02
1
MgO + S02 + lC02
(coke)
The flue gas from the heating step contains about 15 to 16% S02, which can then be
used for sulfuric acid production.
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The catalytic process converts S02 to H2S04 by passing the flue gases over a
vanadium pentoxide (V2°5 ) catalyst, which oxidizes S02 to S03, followed by contact-
ing the S03 with water to form H2S04 . In the process, gas enters the catalyst bed, after
particulate removal, at temperatures of 698 to 728 K. After the catalyst bed, the S03 is
contacted with water, and H2S04 is condensed. The advantages of the process are that
the system is basically simple and catalyst recycle is not necessary. Disadvantages are
that expensive, corrosion-resistant materials are needed, the catalyst is easily deactivated
by certain particles, and the sulfuric acid produced is usually too dilute to be salable.
8.5 REMOVAL OF NOx FROM EFFLUENT STREAMS
Stationary source NOt control is based on both modifications in combustion conditions
(Chapter 3) and removal of NOt from exhaust gases. Combustion and design modifi-
cation techniques appear to be the most economical means of achieving substantial NO,
emission reductions. It is uncertain, however, whether the NO, emission reductions at-
tainable by use of combustion modification techniques alone can provide the overall level
of NO, control necessary to meet ambient air quality standards.
Typical uncontrolled and controlled NOt concentrations in utility boiler flue gases
are given in Table 8.6. Flue gas treatment (FOT) methods for NO, removal are generally
used together with combustion modifications. In Table 8.6 the flue gas treatment method
indicated is selective catalytic reduction, a method that we will discuss shortly. To
achieve an excess of 90% NO, reduction, the combination of combustion modifications
(to reduce 35 to 50% of the NO, emissions) and FOT, such as by selective catalytic
reduction (to remove 80 to 85 % of the remaining NO,) is generally more economical
than FOT alone.
For a number of reasons, NO, removal from flue gases is more difficult than S02
removal, and, as a result, technology for NOx cleaning of flue gases is not as advanced
as that for S02. The key problem is that NO, the principal NOt species in flue gas, is
relatively insoluble and unreactive. In addition, flue gases containing NO often also
contain H20, CO2 , and S02 in greater concentrations than NO. These species are more
reactive than NO and interfere with its removal.
TABLE 8.6 UNCONTROLLED AND CONTROLLED NOx CONCENTRATIONS (ppm) IN
UTILITY BOILER FLUE GAS
Fuel
Gas
Oil
Coal
Without
control
200
300
600
With combustion
modifications
50
100
250
With combustion modifications
and selective catalytic reduction
10
20
50
Source: Ando (1983).
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8.5.1 Shell Flue Gas Treating System
There is at this time at least one commercially demonstrated dry simultaneous NOx/SOx
removal process, the Shell Flue Gas Treating System. This process was originally de-
signed for S02 control but was found also to be adaptable for NOx control (Mobley,
1979). Flue gas is introduced at 673 K into two or more parallel passage reactors con-
taining copper oxide (CuO) supported on alumina (A120 3 ), where the S02 reacts with
the copper oxide to form copper sulfate (CUS04):
ICuO + 2:02 + S02 - CUS04
The CuS04 and, to a lesser extent, the CuO act as catalysts in the reduction of NO with
added ammonia,
4NO + 4NH3 + O2 - 4N2 + 6H20
When the reactor is saturated with copper sulfate, the flue gas is switched to a fresh
reactor, and the spent reactor is regenerated. In the regeneration cycle, hydrogen is used
to reduce the copper sulfate to copper,
CUS04 + 2H2 - Cu + S02 + 2H20
producing an S02 stream of sufficient concentration for conversion to sulfur or sulfuric
acid. The copper is then oxidized back to copper oxide,
Cu + 102 - CuO
The process can be operated in the NOx-only mode by eliminating the regeneration cycle
or in the SOx-only mode by eliminating the ammonia injection.
8.5.2 Wet Simultaneous NOx/SOx Processes
Although wet NOx removal processes do not as yet compete economically with dry NOx
processes, wet simultaneous NOx/SOx processes may be competitive with the sequential
installation of dry NOx control followed by S02 control by flue gas desulfurization (FGD).
The first wet simultaneous NOx/SOx systems, called oxidation/absorption/reduction
processes, evolved from FGD systems (Mobley, 1979). Since the NO is relatively in-
soluble in aqueous solutions, a gas-phase oxidant, such as ozone (°3 ) or chlorine diox-
ide (CI02), is injected before the scrubber to convert NO to the more soluble N02. The
absorbent then forms, with S02, a sulfite ion that reduces a portion of the absorbed NOx
to N2. The remaining NOx is removed from the wastewater as nitrate salts, while the
remaining sulfite ions are oxidized to sulfate by air and removed as gypsum. Oxidation/
absorption/reduction processes have the potential to remove 90% of both SOx and NOx
from combustion flue gas. However, the use of a gas-phase oxidant is expensive. Chlo-
rine dioxide, although cheaper than ozone, adds to the wastewater problems created by
the nitrate salts.
Absorptionlreduction processes circumvent the need for use of a gas-phase oxidant
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TABLE 8.7 COMPARISON OF DRY NOx AND WET SIMULTANEOUS NOx /S0 2 SYSTEMS
Dry NO,
Wet NOjSO,
Advantages
Low capital investment
Simple process
High NO, removal efficiency ( > 90%)
Extensive tests in large units
No waste stream generated
Simultaneous NOjSO, removal
Insensitive to pal1iculate levels
High S02 removal (>95%)
Disadvantages
Sensitive to inlet pal1iculatc levels
Requires ammonia
Possible emission of NH, and (NH" ),SO"
Relative high temperatures (573 to 673 K)
Expensive to process due to complexity
and NO insolubility
Fonnation of nitrates (NO,) and other
potential water pollutants
Extensive equipment requiremcnts
Formation of low-demand hyproducts
Flue gas reheat required
Only moderate NO, removal
High SO, to NO, ratios in feed required
through the addition of a chelating compound, such as ferrous-EDTA (ethylenedia-
mine tetracetic acid), which has an affinity for the relatively insoluble NO. The NO is
absorbed into a complex with the ferrous ion, and the S02 is absorbed as the sulfite ion.
Then the NO complex is reduced to N2 by reaction with the sulfite ion. A series of
regeneration steps recovers the ferrous chelating compound and oxidizes the sulfite to
sulfate, which is removed as gypsum. Although absorption/reduction processes also have
the potential to remove 90% of both SO, and NO, from combustion flue gas, a large
absorber is required, and the process is sensitive to the flue gas composition of S02,
NOp and 02' The molar ratio of S02 to NO, must remain above approximately 2.5, and
the oxygen concentration must remain low. Table 8.7 presents a comparison of the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of dry NO, and wet simultaneous NOjSO, systems.
8.5.3 Selective Noncatalytic Reduction
There are two promising routes for NO, control involving the use of ammonia, one
noncatalytic homogeneous reduction and the other selective catalytic (heterogeneous)
reduction. Noncatalytic ammonia injection removes NO, from effluent gases by reducing
NO to N2 and H20 in the presence of oxygen. This process has been discussed in detail
in Chapter 3. The overall reactions are:
4NO + 4NH3 + O2 -- 4N2 + 6H20
4NH3 + 502 -- 4NO + 6H20
The first reaction dominates at temperatures rangling from 1070 to 1270 K; above 1370
K the second reaction becomes significant, leading to the undesirable fonnation of NO.
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The ammonia injection process is thus highly temperature sensitive, with maximum NO
reduction occurring in the range 1200 to 1300 K. The ammonia injection NO, control
system is commercially available and has been demonstrated on a number of boilers and
furnaces.
8.5.4 Selective Catalytic Reduction
Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) refers to the process wherein NO, is reduced by NH,
over a heterogeneous catalyst in the presence of 02' The process is termed selective
because the NH3 preferentially reacts with NOx rather than with 02' The oxygen, how-
ever, enhances the reaction and is a necessary component of the process. Because of the
need for oxygen to be present, SCR is most applicable to flue gases from flue-lean firing
combustion systems. The predominant reaction is I above. Note that, in theory, a stoi-
chiometric amount of NH3 sufficient to reduce all the NO according to reaction 1 is in
a 1: 1 ratio to the NO. In practice, molar NH3: NO ratios in noncatalytic NH3 injection
range from 1.5 for NO levels below 200 ppm to approaching 1.0 as the NO level in-
creases. In selective catalytic reduction a ratio of 1.0 has typically reduced NO, emis-
sions by 80 to 90 %.
The SCR processes are relatively simple, requiring only a reactor, a catalyst, and
an ammonia storage and injection system. The optimum temperature for the noncata-
lyzed reaction is about 1300 K. The catalyst effectively reduces the reaction temperature
to the range 570 to 720 K. To avoid the need to reheat the flue gas, the reactor is usually
located just after the boiler, either before or after the particulate control device.
Many different types of catalyst compositions and configurations have been de-
veloped for SCR. Initially, catalysts were developed for flue gases without particles,
such as those from natural gas firing. For these applications a catalyst of platinum (Pt)
on an alumina (AI20,) support was used. Alumina is poisoned by SO" particularly SO"
so titanium dioxide (Ti02), which is resistant to SO, poisoning, was found to be an
acceptable catalyst support. Vanadium compounds are resistant to SO, attack and also
promote the reduction of NO, with ammonia. A common catalyst support is thus Ti02
and V20 S '
A problem with SCR processes is the formation of solid ammonium sulfate,
(NH4hS04, and liquid ammonium bisulfate, NH4HS04, both of which are highly cor-
rosive and interfere with heat transfer. The problem is most severe with high sulfur oil
firing. With low sulfur oils, the SO, is not present in sufficient quantity. Tests with coal
indicate that (NH4hS04 and NH4HS04 may deposit on the fly ash or be removed from
the heat exchanger surface by the erosive action of the fly ash. The formation of these
two substances is minimized by reducing the S03 and NH, in the effluent and by in-
creasing the exhaust temperature of the flue gas.
Selective catalytic reduction has achieved widespread use in Japan. By the begin-
ning of 1985 about 160 SCR plants were in operation in Japan. About 60% of these
SCR plants are being used with oil-fired utility boilers, 21 % with coal-fired boilers, and
19% with gas-fired boilers (Ando, 1983, 1985).
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8.5.5 NOx and SOx Removal by Electron Beam
In the electron beam process, an electron beam is caused to penetrate into the effluent
gas stream where collisions between the electrons and gas molecules produce ions that,
in turn, interact with the gas to create free atoms and radicals that will react with pol-
lutants in the gas stream (Bush, 1980). Primary reactions induced by the electron beam
are the decomposition of water and oxygen by the electrons:
e
O2 - 20
followed by reactions of the free atoms and radicals with pollutant species:
OH + NO - HN02
0+ NO - N02
OH + N02 - HN03
S02 + ° - S03
The essence of the process is thus that the hydroxyl radicals and oxygen atoms formed
by the irradiation oxidize NOt and S02 to form the corresponding acids, which are then
removed by appropriate neutralization of the acids with added basic substances, such as
Ca(OH)z:
2HN03 + Ca(OHh - Ca(N03)2 + 2H20
503 + H20 + Ca(OHh - CaS04 ' 2H20
An electron beam is generated by accelerating electrons through a potential field
(Gleason and Helfritch, 1985). The depth of penetration of the electron beam into a gas
stream is proportional to the electron energy and inversely proportional to the gas den-
sity. The yield of a particular radical, such as OH, is proportional to the absorbed beam
energy.
Electron beam treatment can be combined with conventional spray dryer alkali
absorption and particulate collection (fabric filter or electrostatic precipitator). Flue gas
exiting a boiler is first reacted in the spray dryer with lime and recycled fly ash. A typical
operation would capture 50 to 60% of the S02 across the spray dryer, with the moisture
content of the gas stream increasing from about 9 to approximately 13 % by volume.
The electron beam reactor then converts the NO and N02 to nitric acid (HN03). The
acid formed in the electron beam reactor is neutralized by the dispersed alkali particles
in the gas stream and further neutralized in the downstream filter. The dry scrubbing
step can be focused on S02 removal with only incidental NOt reduction, due possibly
to NO- N02-S02 reactions, since the electron beam step removes the NOt'
If the electron beam reactor is operated at reduced levels of irradiation, HN03
production can be minimized, and it is theoretically possible to produce a 50/50 mixture
of N02 and NO from the effluent NO. Gleason and Helfritch (1985) have proposed that
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reduced irradiation can be combined with subsequent contacting of the gas with an
aqueous NH40H solution:
NO(g) + N02(g) + 2NH40H(aq) .. .. 2NH4N02 + H 20
In this process, the reduction in power consumption associated with a lower-energy beam
is offset by the need to introduce ammonia.
Although the electron beam reactor is a relatively new concept, simultaneous NOx
and SOx removal at efficiencies exceeding 90% have been demonstrated for high-sulfur
fuels.
PROBLEMS
8.1. A flue gas containing 3 % S02 by volume is to be scrubbed by a fresh absorbent to remove
90% of the S02' At equilibrium, the dissolved S02 mole fraction in the absorbent is 0.0027
when the mole fraction in the gas phase is 0.03. What is the minimum L/G for the absorber?
Assume that in this region the equilibrium line is straight.
8.2. Ninety-five percent of the S02 in a process effluent stream of S02 and air is to be removed
by gas absorption with water. The entering gas contains a mole fraction of S02 of 0.08; the
entering water contains no S02' The water flow rate is to be twice the minimum. The entering
gas flow rate is 100 mol min -I.
(a) Assume for the purposes of the calculation that the equilibrium line for S02 is straight
with a slope of 35. Determine the depth of the packing needed. Use the relation for Hoy
given in Problem 8.3.
(b) In the case in which both the operating and equilibrium lines are straight, that is, when
the concentration of solute is lean (Y « I, x « I), the integral in (8.27) can be
approximated by
fYO dy
JY1 Y - y*
which can be integrated analytically. Show that in this case
G Yo - YI
Zr=-
Kya (y Y*)lm
where
( *) _ (Yo-Y6)-(YI-yi)Y - Y 1m - [ * / *)]In (Yo - Yo) (YI YI
Repeat case (a), assuming that the operating and equilibrium lines are both straight.
8.3. An absorber is to be used to remove acetone from an airstream by contact with water. The
entering air contains an acetone mole fraction of 0.11, and the entering water is acetone-
free. The inlet gas flow rate is 10 m3 min-I. The mole fraction of acetone in the air leaving
the column is to be 0.02. The equilibrium curve for acetone-water at I atm and 299.6 K,
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the conditions of operation of the tower, is given by (McCabe and Smith, 1976)
y = 0.33x e L95( I-x)'
(a) What is the water flow rate if it is to be 1.75 times the minimum?
(b) What is the required height of the tower if the gas-phase HTU is given by
Hoy = 3.3 C0 33 L-033 meters
where C and L are the mass velocities, in kg m - 2 h-I?
8.4. Benzene vapor present at a concentration of 0.030 kg benzene /kg air is to be removed by
passing the gas mixture downward through a bed of silica gel at 323 K and 2 atm pressure
at a linear velocity of 0.5 m S-I (based on the total cross-sectional area of I m2). The bed
has a packing depth of 3 m. The breakpoint will be considered that time when the effluent
air has a benzene content of 0.0030 kg benzene /kg air, and the bed will be considered
exhausted when the effluent air contains 0.024 kg benzene/kg air. Determine the time re-
quired to reach the breakpoint. Pertinent data are given in Example 8.3.
Under these conditions the adsorption isotherm is
y* = 0.1167 XU
8.5. A coal containing 3 % sulfur by weight is burned at a rate of 50 kg s -I in a 500-MW power
plant. Ninety percent of the S02 in the flue gas is to be removed by limestone scrubbing.
Assume the limestone to be pure CaC03. Calculate the limestone feed rate needed to achieve
the 90% removal assuming perfect stoichiometric reaction.
The stoichiometric ratio can be defined as the weight of reagent actually needed di-
vided by the theoretical stoichiometric weight to remove the same quantity of S02' Stoichi-
ometric ratios for 90% S02 removal for lime systems range from 1.05 to 1.15, while those
for limestone range from 1.25 to 1.6. Using actual ratios of 1.10 and lAO, calculate the
ratio of the weight of limestone to that of lime for this flue gas.
8.6. A power plant flue gas contains 1000 ppm of NO and is emitted at a rate of 1000 m3 S-I at
573 K and I atm. A selective catalytic reduction system is to be used to achieve 75 % removal
of the NO. Calculate the quantity of ammonia needed in kg h-I.
8.7. Section 8.2.2 considered the design of a packed S02 absorber when the aqueous-phase S02
equilibria are explicitly accounted for. For the conditions of Example 8.2, compute and plot
the tower height as a function of the percentage of S02 removed over the range of 90% to
97.5% removal. Assume Go = 30 kg-mol m-2 h-
'
, W = 50 m3 m-2 h- 1, pHo = 10, and
Yo = 0.2.
Note that to carry out this calculation it will be necessary to solve the nonlinear al-
gebraic equation (8.54) to determine '1/1' and the numerically evaluate the integral in (8.53)
to find Z1" The nonlinear algebraic equation can be solved by Newton's method, for example
with the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package (SSP) RTNI, and the integral can be evaluated
numerically by the IBM SSP Gaussian quadrature subroutine DQG32.
8.8. In the dual alkali processes S02 is absorbed from the flue gas by an Na2S03 solution. The
spent solution is then sent to a regenerating system where lime is added to precipitate CaS03
and regenerate Na2S03' In this problem we want to determine the optimum pH at which to
carry out the scrubbing step. The overall reaction in the system is
Na2S03 + H20 + S02 + CO2 .. •
Na+ + H+ + OW + HS03 + SO~- + HC03 + CO~-
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Equilibrium constants for the carbonate systems at 333 K are:
[C02 ' HzO] _ _ -1
-=--......:-_=------=- - Khc - 0.0163 M atmPeo,
[HC0.i][H+]
[C02 ' H20]
[CO~· ][H+]
[HC03 ]
The sodium mass in the system is just
10-635 M
= K
c2 = 10-·]0.25 M
whereas that for sulfur is
Derive an equation for [Na] as a function of pH, Peo" and [S]. Calculate and plot [Na]
[S], in M, as a function of pH over the range pH = 2 to 7 for [S] = 0.01 Mat Peo,
0.16 atm. For these conditions, what is the pH of complete sodium utilization?
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9Optimal Air Pollution
Control Strategies
In general, the goal of air pollution abatement is the meeting of a set of air quality
standards (see Table 1.9). Air pollution abatement programs can be divided into two
categories:
1. Long-term control
2. Short-term control (episode control)
Long-term control strategies involve a legislated set of measures to be adopted over a
multiyear period. Short-term (or episode) control involves shutdown and slowdown pro-
cedures that are adopted over periods of several hours to several days under impending
adverse meteorological conditions. An example of a short-term strategy is the emergency
procedures for fuel substitution by coal-burning power plants in Chicago when S02 con-
centrations reach certain levels (Croke and Booras, 1969).
Figure 9.1 illustrates the elements of a comprehensive regional air pollution con-
trol strategy, consisting of both long- and short-term measures. Under each of the two
types of measures are listed some of the requirements for setting up the control strategy.
The air quality objectives of long- and short-term strategies may be quite different. For
long-term control, a typical objective might be to reduce to a specified value the expected
number of days per year that the maximum hourly average concentration of a certain
pollutant exceeds a given value. On the other hand, a goal of short-term control is or-
dinarily to keep the maximum concentration of a certain pollutant below a given value
on that particular day.
The alternatives for abatement policies depend on whether long- or short-term
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Comprehensive
air pollution
control strategy
I
I
Long-term Short-term
control control
I
I I I I
Urban planning Rescheduling Programmed Rescheduling Immediate
and zoning of activities reduction in of activities reduction in
the quantity emissions
of material
emitted
Requirements for long-term planning
Air quality objective
Airshed model (dynamic or static,
depending on objective)
Survey of control techniques and
their costs
Meteorological probabilities
Requirements for real-time control
Air quality objective
Dynamic model
Rapid communications
Strict enforcement of measures
Figure 9.1 Elements of a comprehensive air pollution control strategy for a region.
control measures are being considered. Some examples of long-term air pollution control
policies are:
• Enforcing standards that restrict the pollutant content of combustion exhaust
• Requiring used motor vehicles to be outfitted with exhaust control devices
• Requiring new motor vehicles to meet certain emissions standards
• Prohibiting or encouraging the use of certain fuels in power plants
• Establishing zoning regulations for the emission of pollutants
• Encouraging the use of vehicles powered by electricity or natural gas for fleets
Short-term controls are of an emergency nature and are more stringent than long-term
controls that are continuously in effect. Examples of short-term control strategies are:
• Prohibiting automobiles with fewer than three passengers from using certain lanes
of freeways
• Prohibiting the use of certain fuels in some parts of the city
• Prohibiting certain activities, such as incineration of refuse
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The objectives of a short-tenn control system are to continuously monitor concen-
trations at a number of stations (and perhaps also at the stacks of a number of important
emission sources) and, with these measurements and weather predictions as a basis, to
prescribe actions that must be undertaken by sources to avert dangerously high concen-
trations. Figure 9.2 shows in schematic, block-diagram fonn a possible real-time control
system for an airshed. Let us examine each of the loops. The innennost loop refers to
an automatic stack-monitoring system of major combustion and industrial sources. If the
stack emissions should exceed the emission standards, the plant would automatically
curtail its processes to bring stack emissions below the standard. The emission standards
would nonnally be those legislated measures currently in force. The next loop represents
a network of automatic monitoring stations that feed their data continuously to a central
computer that compares current readings with air quality "danger" values. These values
are not necessarily the same as the air quality standards discussed earlier. For example,
if the air quality standard for SOl is 0.14 ppm for a 24-h average, the alert level might
be 0.5 ppm for a I-h average. In such a system one would not rely entirely on measure-
ments to initiate action, since once pollutants reach dangerous levels it is difficult to
restore the airshed quickly to safe levels. Thus we would want to predict the weather to
3 to 48 h in advance, say, and use the infonnation from this prediction combined with
the feedback system in deciding what action, if any, to take.
Meteorological
prediction
+
Prediction-
Simulation
Alert level-rJ Emergency IAtmosPhere: Air qualifycontrol t----
procedures
Emission
Emission sources
standa rd s-()--+- Emission standard f-+-
enforcement
-
Stack monitoring
system
Automatic air
monitoring network
Figure 9.2 Elements of a real-time air pollution control system involving automatic
regulation of emission sources based on atmospheric monitoring.
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We refer the interested reader to Rossin and Roberts (1972), Kyan and Seinfeld
(1973), and Akashi and Kumamoto (1979), for studies of short-term air pollution
control.
9.1 LONG-TERM AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
Let us focus our attention primarily on long-term control of air pollution for a region. It
is clear that potentially there are a number of control policies that could be applied by
an air pollution control agency to meet desired air quality goals. The question then is:
How do we choose the "best" policy from among all the possibilities? It is reasonable
first to establish criteria by which the alternative strategies are to be judged.
Within the field of economics, there is a hierarchy of techniques called cost/benefit
analysis, within which all the consequences of a decision are reduced to a common
indicator, invariably dollars. This analysis employs a single measure of merit, namely
the total cost, by which all proposed programs can be compared. A logical inclination
is to use total cost as the criterion by which to evaluate alternative air pollution abatement
policies. The total cost of air pollution control can be divided into a sum of two costs:
1. Damage costs: the costs to the public of living in polluted air, for example, tan-
gible losses such as crop damage and deteriorated materials and intangible losses
such as reduced visibility and eye and nasal irritation
2. Control costs: the costs incurred by emitters (and the public) in order to reduce
emissions, for example, direct costs such as the price of equipment that must be
purchased and indirect costs such as induced unemployment as a result of plant
shutdown or relocation
We show in Figure 9.3 the qualitative form of these two costs and their sum as a
function of air quality; poor air quality has associated with it high damage costs and low
Low
pollution
Air quality Heavy
pollution
Figure 9.3 Total cost of air pollution as a
sum of control and damage costs.
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control costs, whereas good air quality is just the reverse. Cost/benefit principles indicate
that the optimal air quality level is at the minimum of the total cost curve. The key
problem is: How do we compute these curves as a function of air quality? Consider first
the question of quantifying damage costs.
Damage costs to material and crops, cleaning costs due to soiling, and so on,
although not easy to determine, can be estimated as a function of pollutant levels (Rid-
ker, 1967). However, there is the problem of translating into monetary value the effects
on health resulting from air pollution. One way of looking at the problem is to ask: How
much are people willing to spend to lower the incidence of disease, prevent disability,
and prolong life? Attempts at answering this question have focused on the amount that
is spent on medical care and the value of earnings missed as a result of sickness or death.
Lave and Seskin (1970) stated that' 'while we believe that the value of earnings foregone
as a result of morbidity and mortality provides a gross underestimate of the amount
society is willing to pay to lessen pain and premature death caused by disease, we have
no other way of deriving numerical estimates of the dollar value of air pollution abate-
ment. " Their estimates are summarized in Table 9.1. These estimates are so difficult to
make that we must conclude that it is generally not possible to derive a quantitative
damage-cost curve such as that shown in Figure 9.3.
There are actually other reasons why a simple cost/benefit analysis of air pollution
control is not feasible. Cost is not the only criterion for judging the consequences of a
control measure. Aside from cost, social desirability and political acceptability are also
important considerations. For example, a policy relating to zoning for high and low
emitting activities would have important social impacts on groups living in the involved
areas, and it would be virtually impossible to quantify the associated costs.
It therefore appears that the most feasible approach to determining air pollution
abatement strategies is to treat the air quality standards as constraints not to be violated
and to seek the combination of strategies that achieves the required air quality at mini-
mum cost of control. In short, we attempt to determine the minimum cost of achieving
a given air quality level through emission controls (i.e., to determine the control cost
curve in Figure 9.3).
In the case of the control cost curve, it is implicitly assumed that least-cost control
TABLE 9.1 ESTIMATED HEALTH COSTS OF AIR POLLUTION IN 1970
Disease
Respiratory disease
Lung eancer
Cardiovascular disease
Cancer
Total annual
estimated eost
(millions of dollars)
4887
135
4680
2600
Estimated pereentage
decrease in disease for
a 50 % reduction in
air pollution
25
25
10
15
Estimated savings
ineurred for a
50% reduetion in
air pollution
(millions of dollars)
1222
33
468
390
2100
Source: Lave and Seskin (1970).
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strategies are selected in reaching any given abatement level. There will usually be a
wide assortment of potential control strategies that can be adopted to reduce ambient
pollution a given amount. For instance, a given level of NOr control in an urban area
could be achieved by reducing emissions from various types of sources (e.g., power
plants, industrial boilers, automobiles, etc.). The range of possible strategies is further
increased by alternative control options for each source (e.g., flue gas recirculation, low-
excess-air firing, or two-stage combustion for power plant boilers). Out of all potential
strategies, the control cost curve should represent those strategies that attain each total
emission level at minimum control cost.
9.2 A SIMPLE EXAMPLE OF DETERMINING A LEAST-COST AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL STRATEGY
Let us now consider the formulation of the control method-emission-Ievel problem for
air pollution control, that is, to determine that combination of control measures em-
ployed that will give mass emissions not greater than prescribed values and do so at least
cost. Let E 1, ••• , EN represent measures of the mass emissions* of N pollutant species
(e.g., these could be the total daily emissions in the entire airshed in a particular year
or the mass emissions as a function of time and location during a day); then we can
express the control cost C (say in dollars per day) as C = C(E I, . . . , EN ). To illustrate
the means of minimizing C, we take a simple example (Kohn, 1969).
Let us consider a hypothetical airshed with one industry, cement manufacturing.
The annual production is 2.5 X 106 barrels of cement, but this production is currently
accompanied by 2 kg of particulate matter per barrel lost into the atmosphere. Thus the
uncontrolled particulate emissions are 5 X 106 kg yr- I . It has been determined that
particulate matter emissions should not exceed 8 X 105 kg yr-I. There are two available
control measures, both electrostatic precipitators: type I will reduce emissions to 0.5 kg
bbl- I and costs 0.14 dollars bbl- I ; type 2 will reduce emissions to 0.2 kg bbl- I but
costs 0.18 dollar bbl- I . Let
XI = bbl yr - I of cement produced with type I units installed
X2 = bbl yr- I of cement produced with type 2 units installed
The total cost of control in dollars is thus
C = 0.14X j + 0.18X2 (9.1 )
We would like to minimize C by choosing Xl and X2 . But Xl and X2 cannot assume
any values; their total must not exceed the total cement production,
Xl + X2 :5 2.5 X 106 (9.2)
and a reduction of at least 4.2 X 106 kg of particulate matter must be achieved,
1.5X1 + 1.8X2 2: 4.2 X 106 (9.3)
*Note that E, is 0 if i is purely a secondary pollutant.
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Figure 9.4 Least-cost strategy for cement industry example (Kahn, 1969).
and both XI and X2 must be nonnegative,
Xl> X2 2':: 0 (9.4 )
The complete problem is to minimize C subject to (9.2)-(9.4). In Figure 9.4 we have
plotted lines of constant C in the X I-X2 plane. The lines corresponding to (9.2) and (9.3)
are also shown. Only XI' X2 values in the crosshatched region are acceptable. Of these,
the minimum cost set is Xl = 106 and X2 = 1.5 X 106 with C = 410,000 dollars. If we
desire to see how C changes with the allowed particulate emissions, we solve this prob-
lem repeatedly for many values of the emission reduction (we illustrated the solution for
a reduction of 8 x 105 kg of particulate matter per year) and plot the minimum control
cost C as a function of the amount of reduction (see Problem 9.1).
The problem that we have described falls within the general framework of linear
programming problems. Linear programming refers to minimization of a linear function
subject to linear equality or inequality constraints. Its application requires that control
costs and reductions remain constant, independent of the level of control.
9.3 GENERAL STATEMENT OF THE LEAST-COST AIR
POLLUTION CONTROL PROBLEM
The first step in fonnulating the least-cost control problem mathematically is to put the
basic parameters of the system into symbolic notation. There are three basic sets of
variables in the environmental control system: control cost, emission levels, and air
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quality. Total control cost can be represented by a scalar, C, measured in dollars. To
allow systematic comparison of initial and recurring expenditures, control costs should
be put in an "annualized" form based on an appropriate interest rate. Emission levels
for N types of pollutants can be characterized by N source functions, En (x, t), n = 1,
... , N, giving the rate of emission ofthe nth contaminant at all locations, X, and times,
t, in the region. The ambient pollution levels that result from these discharges can be
specified by similar functions, Ph(x, t), h = 1, ... , H, giving the levels of H final
pollutants at all locations and times in the area under study.
Actually, air quality would most appropriately be represented by probability dis-
tributions of the functions Ph (x, t). In specifying ambient air quality for an economic
optimization model, it is generally too cumbersome to use the probability distributions
of Ph(x, t). Rather, integrations over space, time, and the probability distributions are
made to arrive at a set of air quality indices, Pm' m = 1, ... , M. Such indices are the
type of air quality measures actually used by control agencies. In most cases, they are
chosen so as to allow a direct comparison between ambient levels and governmental
standards for ambient air quality.
The number of air quality indices, M, may be greater than the number of dis-
charged pollutant types, N. For any given emitted pollutant, there may be several air
quality indices, each representing a different averaging time (e.g., the yearly average,
maximum 24-h, or maximum I-h ambient levels). Multiple indices will also be used to
represent multiple receptor locations, seasons, or times of day. Further, a single emitted
pollutant may give to rise to more than one type of ambient species. For instance, sulfur
dioxide emissions contribute to both sulfur dioxide and sulfate air pollution.
Among the three sets of variables, two functional relationships are required to
define the least-cost control problem. First, there is the control cost-emission function
that gives the minimum cost of achieving any level and pattern of emissions. It is found
by taking each emission level, En(x, t), n = 1, ... , N, technically determining the
subset of controls that exactly achieves that level, and choosing the specific control plan
with minimum cost, C. This function, the minimum cost of reaching various emission
levels, will be denoted by G,
(9.5)
Second, there is the discharge-air quality relationship. This is a physicochemical
relationship that gives expected air quality levels, Pm' as functions of discharge levels,
En(x, t). For each air quality index, Pm' this function will be denoted by Fm,
(9.6)
With the definitions above, we can make a general mathematical statement of the
minimal-cost air pollution control problem. To find the minimal cost of at least reaching
air quality objectives P::" choose those
n = 1, ... ,N
that minimize
(9.7)
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m = 1, ... , M
Thus one chooses the emission levels and patterns that have the minimum control cost
subject to the constraint that they at least reach the air quality goals.
9.4 A LEAST-COST CONTROL PROBLEM FOR TOTAL
EMISSIONS
The problem (9.7), though simply stated, is extremely complex to solve, because, as
stated, one must consider all possible spatial and temporal patterns of emissions as well
as total emission levels. It is therefore useful to remove the spatial and temporal depen-
dence of the emissions and air quality. Let us consider, therefore, minimizing the cost
of reaching given levels of total regional emissions. We assume that:
• The spatial and temporal distributions of emissions can be neglected. Accordingly,
the discharge functions, En(x, t), n = 1, ... , N, can be more simply specified
by, En' n = 1, ... , N, that are measures of total regionwide emissions.
• The air quality constraints can be linearly translated into constraints on the total
magnitude of emissions in the region of interest.
• The problem is static (i.e., the optimization is performed for a fixed time period
in the future).
• There are a finite number of emission source types. For each source type, the
available control activities have constant unit cost and constant unit emission re-
ductions.
With these assumptions, the problem of minimizing the cost of reaching given
goals for total emissions can be formulated in the linear programming framework of
Section 9.2. Table 9.2 summarizes the parameters for this linear programming problem.
The mathematical statement of the problem is as follows: Find Xij , i = 1, ... , I and
j = 1, . . . , Ji that minimize
subject to
ii
C = I; I; eX
i=lj=l IJ IJ
(9.8 )
I 1;
I; I; ein (l - b ijn ) Xij ::5 En
i~ 1 j~ 1
for n 1, ... , N (9.9)
and
Ji
I; Aij Xij ::5 Si
J = 1
for i = 1, ... , I (9.10)
for i 1, ... ,I; j = 1, ... , J i (9.11 )
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TABLE 9.2 PARAMETERS FOR THE LEAST-COST PROBLEM FOR TOTAL EMISSIONS
elj i = 1, I
j = I, Ji
C
En i = 1, N
(!jn
Si
Parameter
i = I, , I
j = I, ,Ji
i = 1, , I
n = 1, ,N
i = 1, , I
j = 1, ,]i
II = 1, ,N
i = 1, ... , I
i = 1, , I
j = 1, , Ji
Definition
The number of units of thejth control activity applied to source type i (e.g ..
the number of a certain control device added to 1980 model year vehicles
or the amount of natural gas substituted for fuel oil in power plant boilers).
The total number of source types is I; the number of control alternatives
for the ith source type is Ji •
The total annualized cost of one unit of control type j applied to source
type i.
The total annualized cost for the control strategy as specified by all the X'J'
The uncontrolled (all Xu = 0) emission rate of the nth pollutant as specified
by all Xu (e.g., the resultant total NO, emission level in kg day· '). There
are N pollutants.
The uncontrolled (all Xu = 0) emission rate of the nth pollutant from the
ith source (e.g., the NO, emissions from power plant boilers under no
controls).
The fractional emission reduction of the nth pollutant from the ith source
attained by applying one unit of control, type j (e.g., the fractional NO,
emission reduction from power plant boilers attained by substituting one
unit of natural gas for fuel oil).
The number of units of source type i (e.g., the number of 1980 model year
vehicles or the number of power plant boilers).
The number of units of source type i controlled by one unit of control type
j (e.g., the number of power plants controlled by substituting one unit of
natural gas for fuel oil).
In this linear programming problem, (9.8) is the objective function, and (9.9)-
(9.11) are the constraints. Equation (9.9) represents the constraint of at least attaining
the specified emission levels, Ell' Equations (9.10) and (9.11) represent obvious physical
restrictions, namely not being able to control more sources than those that exist and not
using negative controls.
Solution techniques are well developed for linear programming problems, and
computer programs are available that accept numerous independent variables and con-
straints. Thus the solution to the problem is straightforward once the appropriate param-
eters have been chosen. The results are the minimum cost, C, and the corresponding set
of control methods, Xu' associated with a least-cost strategy for attaining any emission
levels, Ell'
More generality is introduced if we do not translate the air quality constraints
linearly into emission constraints. Rather, we may allow for nonlinear relationships be-
tween air quality and total emissions and can include atmospheric interaction between
emitted pollutants to produce a secondary species. The general least-cost control prob-
lem can then be restated as: Choose
E" n - I, ... , N
to minimize
C = G(EII ) (9.12 )
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m= 1, ... , M
Here G(En ) represents the minimum cost of attaining various total emission levels. This
function can be found by linear programming. The functions, F",(En ), represent the air
quality-emission relationships. These can be found by a variety of means, such as em-
pirical/statistical or physicochemical models (Seinfeld, 1986). If linear functions are
adopted for thef,n(En), this case degenerates into that above. In general, however, the
air quality-emission relationships can be nonlinear and can involve interactions between
two or more types of emissions.
A hypothetical example of the solution to (9.12) for two emitted contaminants
(E I , E2 ) and two final pollutants (PI' P2 ) is illustrated in Figure 9.5. The axes of the
graph measure total emission levels of the two contaminants, E I and E2 • The curves
labeled C" C2 , and so on, are iso-cost curves determined by repeated application of a
linear programming submodel. Along any curve labeled Cb the minimum cost of reach-
ing any point on that curve is Ck • As emission levels fall (downward and to the left in
the graph), control costs rise. Thus C, < C2 < ... < Cs. The air quality constraints
are represented by the two curves, PI and P2 , derived from a nonlinear air quality-
emission level relationship. The constraint of at least reaching air quality level PI for
the first pollutant requires that emissions be reduced below the curve. The constraint
that air quality be at least as good as P2 for the second pollutant requires that emissions
be reduced to the left of the P2 curve. The emission levels that satisfy both air quality
c, C'_1
1
IE;,E;)
~Cl
C2I
IC3
IC4I
IC 5/.... I
'--.....£..__ I
I
I
I
I
I
I
"""""--------'------ E,
I<'igure 9.5 Iso-cost lines in the plane of
emission levels of two pollutants, £, and £2,
showing a feasible region of air quality de-
fined by the curves F, (£" £2) :'" P, and
F2 (E[, E2 ) :'" P2'
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Figure 9.6 Comprehensive structure of the problem of determining a least-cost set of control
actions to achieve specified air quality in an airshed.
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constraints lie in the crosshatched admissible .air quality region. The minimum cost of
meeting the two air quality constraints is Cs and the solution is to reduce emissions to
point A.
For applications of mathematical programming to air pollution control, we refer
the reader to Kyan and Seinfeld (1972, 1974), Bird and Kortanek (1974), Trijonis (1974),
Kahn (1978), and Cass (1981). In addition, Sullivan and Hackett (1973), Schweizer
(1974), and Dejax and Gazis (1976) have considered the optimal electric power dispatch-
ing problem to achieve air quality constraints.
Figure 9.6 gives a comprehensive picture of the air quality control problem for an
airshed. The large block in the upper left-hand portion of Figure 9.6 indicates the air
quality modeling aspects, whereas that in the upper right-hand portion summarizes the
identification of control tactics. Both inputs then feed into the overall economic opti-
mization in the box in the lower part of the figure. This figure thus attempts to summarize
the material in this chapter indicating how the various components of the airshed abate-
ment problem must be attacked.
PROBLEMS
9.1. For the example in Section 9.2 calculate and plot the total cost C as a function of the level
of emission reduction.
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A
Absorption, 479
Accommodation coefficient, 380
Acetylene, role in soot formation, 376-377
Adiabatic flame temperature, 78-80
Adsorption, 479, 497-502
equipment, 503
isotherm, 498
zone, 500
Aerosol, 290
Agglomeration, 328
Air pollutants, 4-5
hazardous, 7
organic, 3, 6, 7
Air pollution
control strategies, 521-524
control, long-term, 524-526
engineering, 2
study of, 1
Aldehydes, 104-105
Alkenes, 104
Alumina, 266
Aluminosilicates, 360
Ammonia, 4
formation in combustion, 181
injection, 192-198
use in NOx control, 192-198
Arrhenius form, 23
Ash, 358
aerosol, 370
formation from coal, 359
mechanisms of formation of, 360-361,
363
size distributions, 362, 364
trace elements in, 359
vaporization, 364-370
Atomizers, 143
Autocorrelation
Eulerian, 48
Avalanche, electron, 416
B
Baghouse, 452
Bassett history integral, 298
Bed
filter, 433
fluidized, 145
BET method, 154, 220
Binomial distribution, 41, 42
Blowby,261
Blowdown, 260
Boltzmann constant, 22
Boltzmann distribution, 342, 420
Bond strengths, 103
Brake mean effective pressure (BMEP), 248
Brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC),
228
537
538
Brownian diffusion, 392, 435
Brownian motion, 308-312
Bunsen burner, 114
Burke and Schumann model, 127
c
Calcites, 360
Calcium, species vapor pressures, 369
Carbon dioxide, 4
Carbon monoxide, 5
oxidation quenching, 204
role in combustion, 201 et seq.
Carburetor, 254-259
Catalyst, three-way, 267
Cenosphere, 360
Chapman-Enskog, 295, 318
Char, 147, 372
oxidation, 149 et seq.
role in NO, formation, 190
Charging
diffusion, 420-423
field, 418-420
Chemical potential, 81
Chemiluminescence, 127
Choke, 258
Clapeyron equation, 138
Clean Air Act, 11
Amendments, 11
Coagulation
characteristic time for, 338-339
coefficient, 328, 331
equation, 331-337
Coal,61-62
ash content of, 365
combustion systems, 146-147
composition of, 64-66
devolatilization, 146-149
mineral inclusions in, 360
nitrogen content of, 180
particles, 157
Coefficient of skewness, 42
Coefficient of variation, 42
Coke, 372-373
Collision
frequency of gas molecules, 22
Combustion
equilibria, 98-100
kinetics, 101-113
staged, 191
stoichiometry, 63-67
Compression ratio, 229
Control volume, 68
Convection, forced, 145
Converter, catalytic, 266-267
Index
Corona (see Electrostatic Precipitation)
Costs
control, 524
damage, 524
Crank angle, 227
Crankcase, 261
Creeping flow, 291
Crevice, piston, 244
Cyclone separators, 402-411
dimensions of, 408
laminar flow, 404-406
Leith-Licht theory, 410
turbulent flow, 406-408
Cylinder
collection efficiency of, 449-452
deposition of particles on
Brownian diffusion, 438-440
Impaction, 441-445
Interception, 440-441
flow field around, 436-437
D
Dalton's law, 83
Detailed balancing, 24, 94-96
Diameter
aerodynamic, 307
aerodynamic impaction, 308
classical aerodynamic, 308
cut, 394
median, 326
Stokes, 307
Dibutylphthalate, 320, 344
Diesel (see Engine, diesel)
Diesel filter, 475-476
Diesel particulate matter, 386
Diffusiophoresis, 314
Discharge coefficient, 143
Drag, 291
Drag coefficient, 292-293, 305-307
Driving cycle, 6
Dual alkalai, 509
E
Eddies, 127
Effectiveness factor, 156
Efficiency
collection, 393
fractional, 394
grade, 394
overall, 393
Effusion flux, 316
Electric field
motion of a particle in, 305
Index
Electron beam process, 516-517
Electrostatic precipitation, 411-432
corona, 415-417, 426
Deutsch equation, 415
electric field in, 425-429
particle charging in, 417-425
Elemental potentials, 98
Elution, 499
Emissivity, 151
Energy
activation, 22
internal, 68
kinetic, 68
total, 68
Engine
diesel, 269-272
direct injection (Ol), 269
indirect injection (101), 270
gas turbine, 280-284
spark-ignition, 227
stratified charge, 277-280
Ensemble, 310
Ensemble average, 48
Enthalpy
of combustion, 75-76
of formation, 71, 73
of reaction, 70
Entropy
partial molar, 82
reference, 73
Equation
conservation of energy, 33
convective diffusion, 30
general dynamic for aerosols, 328-331
Equilibrium
conditions for thermodynamics, 81-83
partial, 186, 206-210
Equilibrium constant, 24, 83
temperature dependence of, 83-87, 103
Equivalence ratio, 66
Error function, 326
Ethane, pyrolysis of, 27-29
Evaporative emissions, 261-264
Excess air, 66
Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), 252
Expectation, 39
Exponential distribution, 44
Extent of reaction, 18-19, 82-83
F
Fick's law, 30,480
Filtration
by granular bed, 455-456
539
collection efficiency by inertial impaction
and interception, 446-448
collection efficiency of a filter bed, 433
industrial fabric, 452-455
Flame, 113
diffusion, 113, 126, 127
laminar, 115, 116, 126
premixed, 113, 116, 120
speed, laminar, 113, 116-118
thickness, 118, 124
turbulent, 115, 120, 127
Flash point, 61
Flow coefficient, 255
Flue gas desulfurization (FGD), 505
Flue gas recycle, 191
Flux matching, 317
Fly ash, 360
Fourier's law, 34
Friction coefficient, 296
Friction factor, 125
Fuchs, 317-318, 332
Fuel NOx , 179-183
control, 191
Fuel/air ratio, 63
Fuels
properties of gaseous, 60
properties of liquid, 61
properties of solid, 62
G
Galileo number, 306
Gamma distribution, 45
Gas absorption, 484-497
Gas constant, universal, 55
Gas, natural, 60
Gasoline, 6
Gaussian distribution (see Normal
distribution)
Gibbs free energy, 81
in particle-gas system, 341
minimization of, 96
Gravity, API, 61
Growth law, 330
Gypsum, 219
H
Hamaker theory, 334
Heat of reaction, 23
Heat transfer coefficient, 151
Heating value
higher (HHV), 76
lower (LHV), 76
Henry's law, 483
540
Heteroatoms, 358
Hot soak, 262
Hydrocarbons
in ambient air. 6
non-methane, 5
polycyclic aromatic, 215-216
pyrolysis kinetics, 26-29
unburned, 244-247
Hydrogen cyanide, 181
Hydrogen peroxide, 105
Hydrogen sulfide, 4
Impaction, 435
Impactor, cascade, 301-304
Incineration, 480
Indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP),
248
Indicated specific fuel consumption (ISFC),
248
Inertial subrange, 47
Initiation, 102
Interception, 435
Isocyanic acid, 198
K
Kelvin effect, 319, 341
Kerosene, 61
equilibrium composition and temperature
for combustion of, 99-100
Kinetics, chemical, 17-29
Knock,229
Knudsen number, 154, 293-295
Kolmogorov micro scales, 47
Kronecker delta, 328
Kuwabara, 437
L
Lagrange multipliers, 97
Langevin equation, 308
Lewis number, 141
LIMB, 221
Lime, 219, 505
PH control in, 509-511
scrubbing, 506-509
Limestone, 220, 505
scrubbing, 506-509
Linear programming, 526-527
Log-normal distribution, 325-327, 354-356
Index
M
Magnesites, 360
Magnesium oxide, 511
Mass transfer coefficient, 482
Mass, reduced, 22
Mean, 39
Mean effective pressure (MEP), 248
Mean free path, 293-294
Mechanism, 101
global, 108-111
Microscale, 49-51
concentration, 53, 121-122, 133
Kolmogorov, 47
Taylor, 50, 121-122
Millikan, 296
Mixing
turbulent, 133-135
characteristic time for, 133
Mobility
electrical, 305
particle, 312
Moments, of probability distributions, 41
central, 41
noncentral,41
Motor vehicle exhaust aerosols, 385
N
National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS), 11, 14
Navier-Stokes equations, 291
New Source Performance Standards (NSPS),
11, 16
Newton's method, 86
Nitric oxide, 4
Nitrogen dioxide, 4
formation in combustion, 198-200
Nitrogen oxides, 2-3
ratios in emissions, 8
removal from effluent streams, 512
Normal (Gaussian) distribution, 44, 131,
325
Nucleation
homogeneous, 340-346
of volatilized ash, 371
Nusselt number, 151
o
Octane, combustion of, 64
Olefins (see Alkenes)
Operating line, 486
Index
Orifice
discharge coefficient for, 143
pressure drop across, 143
Ovcrfire air ports, 177
Ozone, 5
p
Particulate matter, 8
emission characteristics, 12-13
emissions in U.S., 10
motor vehicle emissions, 385-387
National Ambient Air Quality Standard,
15
Particulate organic compounds (POCs), 3
Parts per million, 5, 15-16
Penetration, 394
Phoretic effects, 313-315
Photophoresis, 314
Pluggage, soft, 507
PMIO,15
Poisson distribution, 40, 43, 45
Poisson equation, 435
Pore, 154
diffusivity of gas molecules in, 155
Positive crankcase ventilation (PCV), 261
Prandtl number, 151
Prevention of Significant Deterioration
(PSD), 11
Probability, 37
density function, 38
distribution function, 38-39
for local equivalence ratio, 130-131
Prompt NO, 174-176
Proximate analysis, 61
Pseudo-steady-state approximation (PSSA),
24-26
Pyridine, 181
Pyrites, 360
Pyrro1e, 181
Q
Quenching wall, 244
R
Radiation, 151
Radicals
hydroperoxyl, 104
hydroxyl, 106
peroxy, 104
Rate constants, 23
for combustion reactions, 112
541
Reactions
branching, 105
chain carrying, 104
chain length, 27
chain propagation, 27
elementary, 19
independence of, 20-22
mechanism, 20
molecularity, 20
Reactor, thennal, 265
Regenerative process, 505, 511
Regime
continuum, 294, 315
free molecule, 294, 316
kinetic, 294, 316
transition, 294,316
Reid vapor pressure, 262
Resistivity, 417
Respiratory tract, deposition of aerosols in,
354
Reynolds number, 115, 291
for a cyclone, 409
for flow in a rectangular channel, 399
s
Schmidt number, 145
Scrubber
baffle, 459
cyclone, 459
fluidized-bed, 459
impingement, 459
packed-bed, 459
plate, 459
spray, 456, 459-463
venturi, 458, 467-469
Sedimentation, 391
Segregation factor, 128, 132
Selective catalytic reduction (SCR), 515
Selective noncata1ytic reduction, 514
Self-preserving distribution, 339-340
application to ash particles, 372
Settling chamber, 394-395
laminar flow, 396
plug flow, 398
turbulent flow, 399
Shell Flue Gas Treatment system, 513
Size distribution function, 321-323
sectional representation of, 347
self-preserving, 339-340
Slip correction factor, 295-296
Soot, 127, 373-375
composition of, 375
542
Soot (COflhl.)
control of emissions, 381-385
fonnation, 375-379
oxidation, 379-381
Sound, speed of, 230
Space charge density, 425
Spark retard, 250
Specific fuel consumption (SFC), 248
Specific heat, 72
Speed, mean molecular, 316
Sphere, deposition of particles on, 463-466
Squish, 235
Stability of droplets, 142
Standard deviation, 42
geometric, 326
State Implementation Plans (SIP), 11
State, reference, 71
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 151
Stiff equations, 107
Stoichiometric coefficient, 17
Stoichiometlic ratio, 66
Stokes law, 291-292
Stokes number, 304
Stokes-Einstein relation, 311
Stop distance, 300
Streamline, limiting, 441
Sulfur dioxide
annual emissions in U.S., 9-10
oxidation, 219
removal from effluent streams, 505-512
Sulfur oxides, 3
fonnation in combustion, 217-221
Sulfur trioxide, 217-218
Supercharger, 271
Surface tension, 143
Swirl, 128
T
Theoretical air, 66
Thennal de-NO, process, 192-198
Thennal NO" 168-174
control in combustors, 176-179
Thennodynamics
first law of, 68-77
Thennophoresis, 313
Thiele modulus, 156
ThioL 217
Thiophene, 217
Throttle, 254
Throwaway process, 505
Time
characteristic, 35-36
Ton, metric, 9
Index
Trajectory, critical, 441
Transfer number, 138, 366
Transfer unit, 488
Turbocharger, 271
Turbulence, 47
dissipation rate, 125
homogeneous, 48
in spark ignition engine, 235
intensity, 48
isotropic, 48
microscale, 49
scales of, 47
stationary, 48
statistical properties of, 48-51
u
Ultimate analysis, 59
Unifonn distribution, 44
Units, 54-55
Urea, 198
V
Valve
in internal combustion engine, 236, 259
poppet, 260
van der Waals forces, 333-334
van't Hoff's equation, 87
Variable
continuous, 38
discrete, 38
random, 36-42
Variance, 42
Velocity
drift, 312
electrical migration, 305, 423
terminal settling, 299
Venturi
carburetor, 254
scrubber, 467-468
Volatile organic compounds (VQCs), 3
Vortex, 245
Vortex tubes, 122
w
Water, nucleation of, 344-345
Weber number, 271
Wellmann-Lord process, 511
Wet collectors, 456-459
Work,68
pumping, 260
Z
Zeldovich mechanism, 168-172
